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Carriage & Packing £ 110
Goodmans Magister
pr. £ 144-38 Jordan Watts Module ..
£1448 Beocord 900 .. £75-90
Beogram 4000 .. £ 198-50 Armstrong 623 AM/FM
£85 58 Goodmans Dimension 8pr. £ 171.30 KEF TI5 tweeter ..
£7.15 Beocord 1700 .. £ 137 SO
Eve • • ..
E64.72 Armstrong 624 FM .. £6413 KEF 104 .. ..
pr. £ 150.70 KEF T27 tweeter .. £6-05 Beocord 2200 .. £ 159-50
Garrard SP2S Mk IV Module £24-32 Beomaster 1700 ..
E65.90 KEF Cantor ..
pr. £55.00 KEF 8110 LF/Mid. .. £712 Leak 2002 Cassette Deck £ 135-30
G
d MSP25/4/M7513 £38.13 Cambridge T55 . £ 104-50 KEF Chorale ..
pr.
E71-50
f70.70
KEF 13200 .• .. ..
0-35 Philips N2506
Garrard AP76 Module .. £39-16 Leak Delta AM/FM .. £91.81 KEF Cadenza ..
pr.
104-50 KEF 8139 .. .. ..
E15•13 Philips N2510 .. [ 13710
G
d 86 SB Module .
£44.35 Philips RH62I
[ 125-00 KEF Concerto ..
or. £ 132-00 KEF DNI2
Philips N2407 ..
E143.00
..
[5-50
G
d Module Z 100BS £60-31 Quad FM3
Philips 6720 DNL
E18-50
£14.80 KEFKIT 2.. ..
pr.
E6010 KEF DN13/1015
E2-75
G
d40I .. • • £47- IS Revox A76 .. .. £223.30
..
KEFKIT 3 .. ..
pr.
C85-80
Lowther PM6 ..
Mk I ..
03.00 Tandberg TCD 300 .. ¿ 149-49
Goodmans TD100
E80-78
Rogers Ravensbrook in case £55-00 Leak Sandwich 600
pr. £ 119-32 Lowther PM7 . ..
f46-29 Wharfedale WHD-20D ¿ 105-60
Goldring GL72 P/C . • £54.45 Rogers Ravensbourne Incase £67-65 Leak Sandwich 2020
pr. [ 59.06 Tannoy Monitor .12 DC £49.50 Wharfedale Dolby DC9.. £ 111-41
Goldring GL75 P/C • • £66-65
Leak Sandwich 2060
pr. £ 134 -40 Tannoy 111LZ .. ..
E44-00
STEREO HEADPHONES
Goldring GL78 P/C • • £82-50
FOUR CHANNEL
Lowther PM6/Acousta pr. £ 149-60 Wharfedale Linton 2kit pr. £25.20
Carriage and Packin g £ 2.20
Goldring GL8S P/C . •
E105.60
Post and Packing 38p
Mordaunt Short 235
pr.
E119.70 W'd al
e Glendale 3 kit pr.
£46-02 JVC1400 tape unit ..
£308-00
Leak Delta . • • £71.30 Koss K0727B
£19.80
M5737 .. ..
pr. f216.70 W'dale Dovedale 3kit pr.
E71-22
Rank Domus BDi000 • •
E68 50 Koss HV I ..
E27-50 Quad Electrostatic
pr. [213-40
JVC 4ME4800 8 track unit £ 109-45
Rank Domus BA4000 • •
E83 50 Koss K6 ..
£15-35 Rogers BBC Monitor pr. £201.30
JVC 4VN550 amplifi er ..
£104 so
:
3
amp
£ 161.15
Thorens TD I
6SC• . £ 67-89 Koss ESP6
E64.90 Tannoy III LZ Mk 11
pr. E141.40 111.M3:3113ZEZEIMIlli
Carriage and Packing £4-40 JVC 4MMI000 tuner /
Thorens TO ( 60C. • ¿ 78-65 Koss PRO4AA
£34-65 Tannoy Lancaster 12 pr. £ 158-40 Beosystem 901
.. ..
f241 00E273.90
Revox A724
.. ..
Thorens TDI25 Mk II ..
Koss K2+2
[5310 Tannoy Ch'tsw'rth RT12 pr. £ 145-20 Beosystem 1001 .. ..
£217.00
Thorens TDI25 ABC Mk II E152•98 Sennheiser HD4I4
£16.50 Wharfedale Denton 11 pr.
f43-09 Ecosystem 1400 .. ..
£247.00 ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T .

en'
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EXPORT
INFORMATION.
Export
prices and shipping quotes free or send
$2 Bills for literature.
All equipment carefully packed, insured and
SHIPPED PROMPTLY AT MINIMUM COST TO
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. Quad exports for
U.K. visitors. (All goods supplied free
of Value Added Tax.) Payment may be
made in any currency by bank transfer,
certified check, postal order or money order.

.
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AND oUICKL 1

All prices correct at time of ormting. E. & O. E.

Personal export facilities-visitors welcome to showrooms.
All items subject to availability.

C.C.GOODWI N (SALES) LTD.

7 The Broadway, Wood Green. London. N22 6DU
Telephone: 01-888 0077. Open 9-5.30 Tues -Sat Closed all day Monday

To: C. C. Goodwin (Sales) Ltd., ( Dept. HFN5). ( BLOCK
7 The Broadway, Wood Green, London N226DU. LETTERS
PLEASE)
Please supply the following equipment:

Total Cash price plus carriage £
Ienclose cheque/PO/MO value £

in full payment.

1enclose cheque/PO/MO value C

as deposit and wish

to pay the balance by

monthly payments of £

on PERSONAL G.B. CREDIT PLAN.
Name
Address

( 1am over 18)

NO EXTRAS
I All Prices inc. V.A.T. FREE P.& P. I
AMPLIFIERS
Keletron
KSA 700 Mk.I17 + 7W
KSA 1500 15+15 W
Tripletone Hi Fi 77 Mk.II7 + 7W
Hi Fi 1818 18+18 W
Teleton
SAQ307
8+8 W
EMI
1515
15+15 W
Rotel
RA2I0
RA3I0
Rotel Tuner/Amp. RXI50A
Sansui Models in stock
RECORD DECKS
G
d
2025TC/9TAHC/G
SP25 Mk Ill
BSR
MP60/SX5H
Connoisseur BD IKit ..
BD2 Chassis ..
SAU2 Pick-up Arm
SCU1 Cartridge ..

23.00
32.50
27.50
35-00
27-00
37.00
32.00
44-00
51-00

18 out
x 11 X..
9with
r 13 ; x8" eu.tout io.
11-00
I1.00
I1.00
11.00
29-50
12-25
4-95

RECORD DECK PACKAGES
Garrard SP25Mk.II in Plinth &
19.95
cover, ready-wired ..
Garrard SP25 Mk. III/ G800 C & P 19 50
AP76/G800 C & P
30.00
Plinth & Cover for G
dSP25/
2025TC ..
315
SPEAKER BARGAINS
2.35
EMI 13 - x
8" 3, 8 or 15 ohm Plain
2-50
With Co-Axial Tweeter
3.95
Twin Tweeter ..
8-50
Type 350 8 0, 20 W
2.65
8“, low
3.90
r 8 (I, IOW
5-75
12' 8a. 20 W
1.40
8" X 5' C/Mag. 5W
2-70
Er X 5" Dualcone 80, 10 W
1.15
Fane 7"X 4' 3or 8 SI
150
8" Dualcone 8

MEW

5t.'

Scotch
Code

Mathers
Price

Price
per 5

Price
per 10

222-6
223-9
224-12
225-18

SP 600'
LP 900'
DP 1200'
TP 1800'

£1 30
£1 65
£2-05
£2-95

£4 95
£6 30
£7-80
£11 25

£9.10
£ll-65
£1+35
£2015

8p each

30p

42p

El -65
£1.95
£2.80
£3-50

£6.35
£7.40
£10.65
£13.40

£11•65
£13.60
£19.60
£24.70

10p ea.

34p

42p

£1 - 90
£2.25
£3 05
£3-95

£7.80
£9-90
£13-65
£16.50

£14-30
£18-25
£25-10
£30-35

SP 900'
LP 1200'
DP 1800'
TP 2400'

222-9
223-12
224-18
225-24

Post and Insurance on above
7"

SP
LP
DP
TP

222-12
223-18
224-24
225-36

1200'
1800'
2400'
3600'

Post and Insurance on above
81

223-24

LP 2400'

Post and Insurance on above
Spare 5" Hi-Fi
Spare 59" Hi Fi
Spare 7" Hi-Fi
Audio Index in

Box
Box
Box
7" Box

Postage on above
5"

sr

7'

Hi -Fi Spool
Hi Fi Spool
Hi Fi Spool

Postage on above
SCOTCH

16p ea.

42p

52p

£3430

£15.00

£27415

16p ea.

42p

52p

35p
40p
48p
El - 35

£1.60
El 80
£2•15

£2.60
£100
£3-60

8p each

25p

29p

27p
31 p
35p

£1-25
£1.40
£1.60

£2-10
£2-45
£2-65

5p each

2Ip

25p

DYNARANGE 8-TRACK CARTRIDGES
Mathers
Price

Price
per 5

Price
per 12

5-8TR-45. 45 mina. ..
S-8TR-90. 90 mina. ..

£1.35
£1.65

£5.50
£6.00

£11•90
£13.80

Post and Insurance on above

6p

26p

34p

Scotch
Code

Sr

LP
65p
75p
105p

Manchester
30-32 Shudehill
061-832 7710

Liverpool
15 Whitechapel
051-236 0738

Leeds
4New Market St.
0532-42708

Tel.: 061-789 5268

Spool
Dia.

Scotch
Code

Type and
Length

5"

175-6
215-9
220-12

SP
LP
DP

600'
900'
1200'

Postage and Insurance on above
SP
LP
DP

175-9
215-12
220-18

sr

900'
1200'
1800'

Postage and Insurance on above
SP
LP
DP

175-12
215-18
220-24

7"

1200'
1800'
2400'

7'

90p
£1.15
CI - 55

£3.95
£5.00
£6.70

Price
per 10
£7.25
£9.25
£12.40

8p each

30p

34p

£1-20
£1.45
£2-20

£S• I
0
£6.25
£9.60

£9.40
£11.55
£18.50

10p ea.

30p

£1.45
£2.00
£2.75

£6.25
£&95
£12.10

34p
£11.55
£16.50
£22.30
42p

sr Clear Plastic Spools

24p
27p
30p

£1.10
£1-25
£1 - 35

£1-80
£2.00
£2.25

Postage on above

7p

16p

25p

Clear Plastic Spools
Clear Plastic Spools

SONY " BACK-COATED" SLH TAPE
Price
Play Type Mathers
Sony
per 5
Price
and Length
Code

Price
per 12

£1.80
£2.30

£8.55
£10.90

£17.75
£22.60

16p

34p

52p

£4.90

£23-25

£48.45

30p ea.

52p

£1.04

Price
per 12

Price
per 24

SLH 72-370BL
SLH 7-550BL

LP 1200'
LP 1800'

Posta eand Insurance on above
109"

Price
per 5

34p

7"

Spool
Dia.

Mathers
Price

10p ea.

Postage and Insurance on above
5"

SLH 11-740B
NAB Spool

SP 2400'

Postage and Insurance on above
Sony
Code
C60 HF
..
C90 HF
..
CI20 HF ..

SONY HF CASSETTES
Price
Mathers
per 5
Price
..
..
..

Post and Insurance
on above

Buy it with Access

DP
80p
100p
140p
73.50
64-95

SCOTCH SUPERLIFE TAPE

Type of
Play and
Length

Post and Insurance on above

Standard
55p
65p
7'
80p
AKAI TAPE DECK
4000DS Tape ..
GXC4OD Cassette

Callers Welcome at our Branches.

HFN/5
Belmont Street,
Manton, Eccles,
Manchester.

SCOTCH HI- F1 DYNARANGE

5'

TAPES
5'

flOp
El. 115
£1.35

£315
£5.35
a. 15

£7.90
£11.25
£12.90

£I
5•35
£2115
£24.95

Sp each

2Ip

30p

34p

6
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BARCLAYCARD

MICROPHONES
CM20 Crystal Hand .
0.60
CM70 Planet stick metal, switch
crystal • .
1.70
DM I
60 Dynamic uni-dir, ball
metal
UDI30 50 K/600 ohm, uni-dir,
5-65
ball metal ..
5-90
TW206 .
7.90
Condenser Mike 600 n, uni-dir.
Cassette Stick Mike with R. Control on/off switch (15 and 3.5
1.45
mm J/Ply)
4- 10
Mike Mixers Mono ..
5-50
Mono/stereo deluxe
CASSETTES
C60
C90
CI20
Type
C45
35p
45p
55p
Low noise 40p
55p
75p
Pinnacle 50p
69p
I05p
Philips
Memorex
50p
55p
75p
110p
Ampex
45p
55p
75p
110p
Cassette Head Cleaner, 45p. BIB Stereo
Test Cassette, £ 1.65.
Ampex Head
Cleaner De- magnetiser, £ 1.65.
Plastic Library Cases for 5" Reels, 20p;
Sr Reels, 25p; 7" Reels, 30p. Cassette
Cases, 12p.

3-95

Mail Order Dept.

ALL MERCHANDISE FULLY GUARANTEED

3.85

STYLI for above cartridges-Sapphire,
30p; D. Diamond, £ 1.25.
Goldring G800, G850 ..
1.95

EMI 350
..
..
4.60
TWEETER & CROSSOVER
EMI 34 - 3 or 8 il C/Mag. ..
1.10
Cone Tweeter 8 or 15 62, 10 W
2.50
Cone Tweeter 8 il, 3W ..
ISO
Horn Tweeter 80, 20 W ..
5-95
Dome Tweeter 80, 30 W ..
4-95
Crossovers CN23 (3 3),
(
CN28
(8 0), CN216 ( 16 3)
(
..
1.15
CARTRIDGES
Acos GP91/25C or GP9I/3SC
Stereo comp. .. ..
1-05
GP93/ IStereo crys...
1-35
GP94/ IStereo crys. ..
1.75
GP95/1 .. .. ..
1-35
GP96/1 .. .. ..
115
GP101 .. .. ..
0-75
Sonotone 9TAHC
Stereo cera mic, diem.
1.80
9TAHC/G Slim fit, stereo
cer. diem.
1-80
19-TI
St. crystal
0.85
BSR
SC5M
St. ceramic
2.25
SX5H
Sc. crystal
1-65
SX5M
Sc. crystal
1-65
X5H
Mono/stereo 1-30
X5M
Mono/stereo 1-30

I m ELECTRONICS

Spool
Dia.

Goldring G800
G850

Celestion 8 15 52
..
1.75
Adastra 10" 8 or 15 il, IC/ W .
325
Baker Group 25 12'' 8or 15 il, 25W 6-50
5' 8n, 5 W C/
Mag. ..
0-95
29" 8 0 or 64 0
0-60
Selection of Goodman and Wharfedale
Speakers also available.
KIT FORM CABINETS-TEAK
VENEER
12 x 12 x 6 with 8". rX5' or fir
and 39" cutout .. ..
2-75
17 x 10x 9withr or 13"x13" cut-

Credit Terms for Callers
BUDGET SPEAKER SYSTEMS
I. Pair of 10 watt 8 ohm 2 speaker
system in de luxe cab, wired, inc.
plugs. Teak veneer 18"x II" X 9.
£25.00 per pair.
2. Pair of 20 watt 8ohm 2 speaker
system frequency response 50 c.p.s.
to 17,000 c.o.s. Teak veneer cab.
214" x 12" x9" with 12 ft. cable and
plugs. [29 95 per pair.
HEADPHONES
..
Amstrad HPS5A
Rotel
430 .. ..
Rotel
630
..
..
700 .. ..
Akai
ASE 115
..
ASE 20 .. ..
ASE 22 ..
Koss
Kill (
Black or Red) ..
106
K6LC (with Vol. control)
••
K0727B
•.
K0
H
v 7
147
•.:

PR
p
R0
04
5A
Lc
A

4.9 5
4.90
6.20
8-95
515
7.95
9-25
9-95
11-95
1125
15.75
19-50
2
16
8 5
985

ESP6
:.• 2
48
27
755
Leesson Electrostatic ..
19.50
Mono stereo super deluxe 8-16 0 215
Headphone Adaptor ..
2-50
Headphone curly extension lead
I - I0
1N- CAR ENTERTAINMENT
SECTION
Car Cassette Stereo Player and 2
20 95
Speakers
Car 8- track Stereo Player and 2
16 50
Speakers
385
Pair of Car Stereo Speakers ..
395
Door mounting ..

MATHERS
OF LANCASHIRE
35 John Dalton St., Manchester 2
IS Bradshawgate, Bolton
TAPE PRICE LIST

Write for more complete list

SCOTCH DYNARANGE CASSETTES
Scotch
Code

Mathers
Price

Price
per 5

Price
per 10

Price
per 20

C60 ..
C90 ..
C120 ..

55p
7Sp
£1.05

£2.50
£3.30
£4.85

£4-00
£5-50
£8-00

£7.65
£10.55
£15-55

Post & Insurante on above

50 each

lip

30p

34p

SONY LOW- NOISE CASSETTES
Sony
Code

Mathers
Price

Price
per 5

Price
per 12

Price
per 24

C6OK
C9OK
CI20

55p
75p
[I-05

£2-55
£3.55
£510

£5.50
£7.65
£11.05

£10-25
£14.20
£20-50

Post & Insurance on above

Sp each

2Ip

30p

34p

MATHERS OF LANCASHIRE.
We believe this
price list to be ultra-competitive throughout the U.K.
Selling tape and cassettes, etc., is a major part of our
business, both Mail Order and through our shops. It is
not a sideline. In the rare event of our being out of
stock on the odd item and look like being so for more
than a week we will return your remittance unless
instructed otherwise.
We reserve the right to change prices without notice.
All prices include VAT. Where requested to do so, we
will invoice VAT separately for companies, corporate
bodies. etc. Pay by Cheque, Postal Order, Money
Order. Cash. Make remittances payable to Mathers
Ltd. All Mail Orders to 35 John Dalton Street,
Manchester M2 6FN.
Closed all day:
Monday at Manchester. ' Phone 061-834 6133.
Wednesday at Bolton. ' Phone Bolton 25100.
E. & O. E.

The Sardana \
A new name to the speaker scene - the Sardana
provides delightful listening over awide
frequency range for the discriminating music
lover. A three unit system, the Sardana
incorporates ahigh flux bass unit for superb
control of transients. The attractively styled,
free standing enclosure is available finished in
either Teak or Walnut with an integral black
plinth.
Technical literature is available on request to:

Riftenle4liatt
Richard Allan Radio Ltd.
Bradford Road, Gomersal
Cleckheaton BD19 4AZ
Yorkshire, England.
Telephone Cleckheaton 2442/3
Cables Acoustics, Bradford.

The famous B.D.2. belt drive turntable with press button speed change has
now been developed to feature anewly designed mat and brushed aluminium
trim, and the perspex cover has an easy ' hinged- on, hinged- off movement.
The B.D.2. is available as a chassis unit or spring mounted on a wood plinth.

The B.D.1. well known for its superb performance and quality is available in
kit form. Construction is simplicity itself with no soldering required. Now it's
so easy to own the best.

A. R. SUGDEN 81 CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD.
Atlas Mill Road. Brighouse HD6 lER

Telephone: Brighouse ( 04847) 2142. Telegrams and cables: Connoiseur, Brighouse
7

Hey,

big

Spendor!

This is not the first time that we have
drawn attention to the dominating role
of loudspeakers in any domestic audio
system, but we make no apologies for
returning once more to this crucial topic
because the past year or two have witnessed really striking progress in speaker
design. Thus our titular hero is not some
misspelt oil sheik but the Spendor DC3
—younger albeit bigger brother of the
remarkable Bd, a loudspeaker which
has led the way towards present design
concepts under which truer sound is
produced by more compact enclosures.
Indeed, by today's standards the BC3
is somewhat bulky, and we recommend
it mainly for `stately homes' or large
studios ( its cost also presupposes ' big
spenders'). but you will surely enjoy
hearing it alongside the highly popular
BC1 and two other outstanding domestic
models, both recently introduced: the
Gale GSA401 (startling to behold in its
compact, black-and-chrome design, yet
issuing a sound as natural as any we
have yet heard) and the KEF Reference
104 ( latest and best yet from this distinguished stable). Of course, for those
who do not wish to spend upwards of
£100 on a pair of speakers, we also offer
a fine range of hand-picked models,
from the Sinclair 015 (£ 16-94 per pair) to
the Bowers & Wilkins D M4 (£99 per pair).
Other new equipment now to be seen
and heard at our studio includes the
Dual 701 automatic, single- play turntable, the Lustraphone LP100 series
amplifier and tuner/amplifiers by Tech-

TI10 111 ;IS IIc
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nics (National Panasonic) and Marantz,
while our wide selection of cassette decks
incorporating the Dolby system now
ranges from under £ 100 to about £250
(we also have non- Dolby decks from
£50).
All the equipment purchased
from us is, of course, fully guaranteed
and installed free of charge ( though for
clients outside Greater London there is
a small, mileage-based delivery charge)
and, in addition, purchasers automatically benefit from our popular Record
Discount Scheme under which records
and tapes up to the same value as the
equipment are supplied at 20% discount.
LIVE RECORD REVIEW, our weekly
recital of new classical releases, takes
place every Saturday afternoon, when
we invite you to listen to fine music on
superb equipment and, if you feel to
inclined, stay on afterwards for an individual discussion and demonstration.
You will soon discover that, at MUSIC
IN THE HOME, we care mainly about
two things: music and the pleasure which
our satisfied clients will surely derive
from it. To ensure the latter aim, we
want to help you not only to obtain the
kind of audio equipment best suited to
your individual requirements but, subsequently, make sure that you choose
your records wisely and that your installation is maintained in good order.
Whether you visit our Bayswater studio,
or first write to us for our Budget Stereo
literature, we suggest you try us — if you
do, it is unlikely you will ever want to
go elsewhere for records or equipment!

MUSIC IN THE HOME
Member)

35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

TEL: 01-229 2077

Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.3(1-5.30; Thurs. 9.30-1; Fri. 9.30-7.

THE BEST SPEAKERS
IN THE HOUSE
b1,1

n

P

rrtiurreniiiiiiiiij ;el
Why not avoid the problems of the Hi -Fi
Jungle? We are only 2 minutes from
Ealing Broadway Station. So come along
and be introduced to the world of Sony—
we know you'll enjoy it.

Prices on application
Cassette Recorders. Speakers. Audio Systems. Turntables.
Stereo Tuners. Amplifiers. Tuner Amplifiers.
SC Decoders & Amps.

KU MAR
CAMERAS Et HI- F1 -

WHEN OUR SPEAKERS TAKE THE FLOOR... EVERYONE LISTENS!

AUDIO APPROACH"l4M1

61 The Mall, Ealing,
London W5 3TA
Telephone -01-567 6031

10 GALSWORTHY CLOSE, GORING, SUSSEX BN12 611P
8

Colchester's Home of Hi-Fidelity
D.T. WICKS & CO.
Where good equipment costs far less

EXCITING ENGLISH
AUDIO PACKAGES
Now over 1000 satisfied customers
Three outstanding stereo systems featuring the English
Audio " Elgar" 20+20 watt rms stereo amplifier as above
with a combination of equipment at a choice of price.
The Elgar Amplifier incorporates all transistor circuitry with integrated
circuits in the output stages. Frequency response 20-20,000 Hz. Inputs for magnetic
and ceramic cartridge, tuner, tape record. Tape playback. VolLme, bass, treble and
balance controls. Slider switches for scratch filter, mono/stereo, loudness and speakers/
phones. Output socket
for stereo headphones
and provision for " A" SYSTEM 59
SYSTEM 69
SYSTEM 82
and "B" speaker sys- E.A. 5X 5 watt amplifier.
E.A. 10 X 10 watt amplifier.
E.A. 10 x 10 watt amplifier.
Garrard SP25 Mk 3turntable.
tems. Twin A.C. outlet Garrard 2025TC turntable,
G
d SP25 Mk 3 turnbase and cover. Sonotone
base and cover. Goldring
table, base and covet.
socket.
Sets a new 9TAHC cartridge. 8 Track
800 mag. cartridge. 2
Goldring 800 cartridges, one
standard of high fidelity stereo home player.
speakers approx. 21" H,
pair Wharfedale Demon 11
104" W, 94 - D.
speakers.
performance and design, 2 Slatted front speakers.
Rec. Price £93
Rec. Price £ 110
Rec. Price £ 136
the cabinet is finished in
OUR PRICE
teak veneers with silver OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
grey front panel. Size £59
£69
£82
SAVE £34
SAVE £41
19" x9" x4" approx.
SAVE £54

SYSTEM 92

SYSTEM 102

Elgar amplifier. Garrard
SP25 Mk 3turntable, base
and cover. Goldring 800
mag. cartridge. 2 English
Audio 2-Way speaker
Systems.

SYSTEM 112

Elgar amplifier. Garrard SP25
Mk. 3 turntable, base and
cover. Goldring 800 mag. cartridge. 2X 4-Way speaker
systems 21" x 11rx9r.

Elgar amplifier. Garrard
SP25 Mk 3 turntable, base
and cover. Goldring 800
mag. cartridge. One pair
Wharfedale Linton II speakers

Rec. Price £ 136
OUR PRICE

Rec. Price £ 158

Rec. Price £ 153-94

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£92

SAVE £44

£102

Rec. Pr. Discount Pr.
AMPLIFIERS-Add £ 1.00 carr.
Akai AA5200 £87.45
£64•95
AA5500
£I09.45
£82•95
AA5800
£164.45 £125.99
Leak 30 ..
£76-89
£59-95
70 ..
£94.49
£74.75
Metrosound ST20
£46.20
£30.20
ST40
£59•40
£38.50
ST60
£77-00
£50.25
Philips RH5130
£33.55
£24-95
RH520
£85-00
£64.95
RH52I
£125-00 £95•75
Pioneer SA500A
£55-96
£38.95
SA600..
£113.43 £69-95
SA800.. . • £150.34 £94-50
SA6200
LI 14.40
£78•95
SA7100
£144.10 £99.50
Rogers R/brook..
£63.25
£46.95
Ravensbourne
£82.50
£58.00
Rotel 310 .. £ 57.20
£37.95
311 ( New model) £62.90
£44.95
610 .. £86.35
£54.95
611 ( New model) £92.90
£66-95
810 .. • . £ 116-05
£79.75
1210 .. £ 141-90
£98.50
Sinclair 2000 .. £38.50
£24.95
3000 .. £49•50
£32-25
Sansui AU101/AU505
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Linton £71.50
£52.95
Teleton 2068 .. £36.30
£26.95
SAQ307 £36.30
£26.95
TUNERS-Add £ 1.00 carr.
Akai AT550 £84.10
£64•95
Leak Delta FM .. £74•43
£59.60
Metrosound FMS20 £54.45
£39.00
FMS40
£56-10
£40-25
Rogers R/brook.. £46.75
£36.30
Ravensbourne £61-05
£45.95
Rotel RT222 .. £49.90
£35-95
RT322
£66.90
£47.95
RT622
£99.90
£72-95
Philips RH690 £47.50
£35-95

SAVE £56

£112

PLUS 2 YEARS
GUARANTEE

TURNTABLE
PACKAGES

GARRARD SP15 MK 3 in teak finish plinth with perspex
cover. Complete with Goldring G800 or Shure 55E. Ready
wired For use. £14-95. Carriage El.
GARRARD AP76 in teak finish plinth with perspex cover.
Comp etc with Go'dring G800 or Shure SSE. Ready wired
for use. £23.99. Carriage £1.25.
COLORING GL75 plinth and cover, fitted G800 cartridge.
£41-75. Carriage £1.25.

SAVE £50

Rcc. Pr. Discount Pr.
RH621 .. El 10-00
£84.95
Pioneer TX500A £79.72
£55.95
TX6200 .. £94.60
£65-25
TX7 100 .. £ 111.10
£76.50
Sinclair Pro 60 Mod Sp. Price £16.95
Sansui TU505 ..
P.O.A.
TAPE DECKS
Akai 172IL rec. .. £93-87
£66.95
4000DS deck .. £93.50 £73.00
X201D deck .. £ 168.30 £125.00
X19000 Reel/
cassette deck £224.57 £ 166-95
GX22ID deck £215-18 £159.95
GX370D deck £ 328-95 £246.95
CR8OD 8tr dck £79.90
£48.95
CR8ODS 8 track
deck 4-channel £ 149.88 £108-9s
CR8I D 8tr dck £84•10
£64.95
CS33D cass. deck £95-50
£68.95
Gxceo cass. dck £89•74
£66-95
GXC4OT cass./rad. £ 157.40 £ 109.95
GXC46D cass.
deck
Dolby £ 131.09
£91-95
GXC65D cass. deck
Dolby, auto rev. £ 145•18 £102.95
Pioneer CT4141
cass dck+Do1by £ 158.37 £110.95
Sansui SC-700 cuss.
deck. Dolby £ 145.90 £109.00
Philips 2510 cass.
deck D.N.L. £ 125.00
£99-95
Sharp 423E cass dck £56.93
£4&00
442H cass. deck £64.96
£54-95
Akai GXC36D st dck £99.50
£71-75
9XC38D Dolby
stereo deck
£124-50
£89.95
STEREO HEADPHONES
Koss HV I• • £ 22.00 £ 16.95
Pro SLC. • £ 33.00
£26.50
Pro 4AA • • £30.80
£22.95
K0727B £ 18.15 £ 13.75
747 .. £22-00 £ 16-50

All Systems on permanent demon.tration and ore wired ready to play.
Carriage & Insu r. £2.50 extra.

THORENS TDI60 complete with plinth and cover, fitted
M1SE cartridge. £74.75. Carriage £1.25.

Re c. Pr. Discount Pr.
K-711 .. • •
£11.00
£7.95
Red Devil • •
£11.00
£7.95
K6 .. • .
£13.75
£10.25
K6 LC.. • •
£15.40
£11.50
Pioneer 5E50 • .
£26.02
£17.95
SE30A .. • •
£15.02
£10.25
DE20A
£9.37
£6.50
5E120
£12-52
£8.95
SEL40
£20.71
£14-25
W/dale Isodynamic
£21•95
£16-95
PICKUP ARMS
A./Tech. AT1005
Mk 11
£22.79
£18.25
L2 lift ..
£5.03
£4.25
Goldring Lenco 75
£13-136
£10.50
SME 3009 S2 Series
II improved.. £37.95
£29.50
TUNER-AMPS.-Add £1.50 carr.
Akai AA8030 .. £ 130.54 £101-95
AA8080 .. £ 178.07 £128.50
Goodmans Mod 80 £87-55
£61.95
Mod 90 .. £ 112-04
£78.95
Mod 1-10 £ 130-86
£91.95
Leak Delta 75 AM/
FM .. £ 163.83 £114-95
Philips 702 .. £90.38
£68-95
RH720 .. £215.00 £164.95
Pioneer SX424
AM/FM .. £ 116.70
£79.95
SX525 AM/FM £ 148.36 4102.50
SX626 AM/FM £203•21
£140S0
Rotel 150A .. £65.68
£45.95
200A
£84.10
£59.30
400A .. £ 101.01
£69•95
600A
£ 140.01
£98.95
800A
£ 178.07 £126-25
Rogers R/brook tk £ 102.30
£71.25
Sansui 210/310 ..
P.O.A.
SPEAKERS-All prices per pair
Acoustic Research-Full range avail.
Celestion Dixon 15 £79.90
£51.25
Dittos 25 .. £ 143.00
£99.95

Rec. Pr. Discount Pr.
Ditton 44 .. £118.80
Dicton 66 .. £217.80 £149-00
County
£48-44
£33.95
Goodmans Havant
£53•77
£34.95
D. Maxim ..
£63-45
£42.25
Mezzo 3 ..
£78-54
£50.90
Magnum K2 .. £101-64
£64.50
Goodwood .. £121.00
£80.25
Magister .. £144.38
£87.00
Minister
.. £46.33
£32.50
Dimension 8 .. £ 159.36 £101.00
W/dale Denton 2 £39.33
£29.95
Linton 2 .. £48.69
£35.95
Melton 2 .. £77-00
£5650
Triton 3 .. £60.85
£44.95
Dovedale 3 ... £ 104-50
£72.95
SPEAKER KITS-All prices per Pair
W/dale Unit 3 kit £23 .50
£17-95
Unit 4 kit .. £41.80
£32-00
Linton 2 kit .. £23.00
£17-95
Glendale 3 kit £42-00
£34•95
Dovedale J ht £65.00
£48.50
Kef Kit 3
£79•20
£66.00
TURNTABLES-Carr. £ 1.25 (° 50p)
•Garrard SP25 Mk 3 £ 15.25
£9.25
SL65B .. £ 18-78
£14.50
•AP76
£26.82
£16.50
401
£40-43
£26.70
AP76 Mod M75/6
Cart. . £ 39-16
£33.50
Zero 100s Moil/
M93E
£60-12
£44.25
Goldring GL72 Plícov£50-69
£35.25
Goldring GL75 Pl'cov£62.04
£41.20
Goldring GL85 plicov£98.34
£62.25
Thorens TDI 60
compleee £75•08
£56-25
Thorens TD125
P/C TP16 arm £ 135.99 £108-25
Pioneer PLI2
plinth/cover £ 51.90
£35.95

D. T. WICKS & CO. 49-51 NORTH STATION ROAD, COLCHESTER, ESSEX.
Tel.: Col. (0206) 78807. After hours Col. 42166.
Hours of Business: 9a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat. Early closing Thurs. 1p.m
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

1

PRIDE

•
•

What elactly is it?
Pride is something which one feels, emotional or otherwise. It
can be instinctive, it can be environmental as in patriotism. Indirectly,
it can be
purchased!
For example,
when
aJ. E. Sugden unit is made, it is assembled
by one individual. It is not constructed on an assembly line as
Very
the majority of high fidelity components are.
Built into each unit there is an added quality, a sense oi
achievement or even satisfaction, or as we see it; pride.
often this pride manifests itself in rather strange ways.
Ninety-nine per cent of the time a Sugden unit works, even
when unpacked from a sealed carton. Also, it meets and
exceeds its printed specification, and we find that this package
does not appear back on the dealer's premises as regularly as
the majority oi electronic products manufactured in the United
So all in all, it appears that " PRIDE" is the main element which
Kingdom.
is lacking in the products of many manufacturers. «Therefore,
might we just suggest that instead of producing vast quantities
of unreliable units, British manufacturers concentrate more on
quality control. We think this is essential because we, like the
public at large, are really fed up with buying dud units. In the
long run it just cannot pay. Memories are long and the Japanese
will become so entrenched that they will eventually become too
difficult to remove unless things change real soon!

AUDI

I) y

LO1YDON
---I CAIZRIDGE

In

AGENTS FOR:—
LEAK RECEIVER
£127.50 + VAT.
A well made and reliable receiver from
these shores. It has a
couple of minor faults
but in all fairness it
does represent a good
overall
value
for
money product. Like
most good products
it is in short supply.

1

9

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P.50
£111 82 + VAT.

Reliability on this unit has improved dramatically. It measures well and it also
sounds good.

A.D.C., A.K.G., Aiwa, Akai, Amcron,
A.R., Armstrong, Ariston, Beyer, Brenell,
Cambridge Audio, Celef, Celestion, Colton, Connoisseur, Decca, Dynaco, Era,
Gale, Garrard, Goodmans, Grado, Harman
Kardon, Hi -Fi Aids, I.M.F., Kef, Koss,
Kmal, Leak, Lecson, Lustraphone, Lux,
McDonald, McIntosh, Marantz, Monitor
Audio, Mordaunt Short, Nagra, Ortofon,
Onkyo, Philips, Pioneer, P.W.B., Revox,
Rogers BBC Monitor, Rotel, Sennheiser,
Shure, S.M.E., Sonab, Spendor, Stanton,
Stax, J. E. Sugden, Superex, Tandberg,
Tannoy, Teac, Technics, T.D.K.,Thorens,
Transcriptor, Trio, Wharfedale, to name
but a few.

e
PRICING SYSTEMS
(Both London and Cambridge)

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P.60
We have tested it, and listened to it—Opinions, Price and delivery details on
application.

TECHNICS
RS271US
£113.59 + VAT,
incl. 5TDK C90ED
cassettes.

I DISCOUNT PLUS. With this system you get the
manufacturer's guarantee, PLUS the AUDIO T guarantee
of free labour for 12 months from the date of purchase.
If you have any trouble after this period, still bring it back
to us and we will get it repaired for you at asmall charge.
All amplifiers and tuner-amplifiers have an individual test
certificate on several important performance parameters,
carried out on our own test equipment.
Where possible, items for sale carried in stock are also
on demonstration.
2. SELECT SERVICE. For those who buy at the full
retail price, we offer two years FREE PARTS, LABOUR
and CARRIAGE CHARGES incurred in the repairing of a
unit which is faulty. The item must be returned to us in
the original packing and must not have been obviously
physically wrecked. After two years, after sales service
reverts to the Discount Plus system; that is, we will get
it repaired for you at asmall charge.
It goes without saying that all amplifiers and tuner
amplifiers have an individual test certificate supplied by
AUDIO T.

A well engineered and
balanced unit. It feels
good and should provide many years of
faithful service.

N.B.—All other items of equipment—speakers, turntables,
tuners, headphones, cartridges, etc. are covered by Discount Plus type of service.
ERA/SME
E.88.00+ VAT.
Plain, rather austere in
terms of finish. Typical
French—functional
and
reliable. Low wow, flutter
and rumble make it worthy
of consideration.
SME .
No further comment necessary.

EXPORT SPECIALISTS
Continental and World-Wide Export Facilities
For immediate personal attention, call, write or telephone
our Export Dept. Special rates to New York and Montreal.
AT05,
190 West End Lane, West Hampstead, London
NW6 IS Q. 01-794 7848

eAUDIO
MONITOR AUDIO MA.1.
£172.00+VAT, incl. PWB
Headphones free.

T-

LONDON: 190 West End Lane, West Hampstead,
London NW6 ISQ.
GENERAL ENQUIRIES: Mon. to Sat., 01-794 7848.

MC

SERVICE DEPT.: 01-435 7432 (24 hrs.).
OPEN: Monday to Wednesday:— 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Thursday and Friday:—
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday:—
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(From July 1st— We shall open at II a.m. Mons. to Sots.)
London Demonstrations by appointment only on Mondays,
Tuesdays and Wednesdays. Ex-demonstration/secondhand
equipment always available, please telephone or write for
details.
THURSDAYS TO SATURDAYS—NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
CAMBRIDGE:
I72- 174A Mill Road, Cambridge. Tel.: 0223-43503.
OPEN: Monday to Saturday (Thursday by appointment):
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Late night Friday till 7 p.m.
(later by appointment). Demonstrations Monday
to Saturday. Thursday by appointment only.
ETON:
105 High Street, Eton, Bucks. Tel.: Windsor (95) 53014.
ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD CREDIT FACILITIES available to callers
All Mali Order EnquIroes iv:—
ATOM. Dept.: HF N5, 190 WEST END LANE,
LONDON NW6 ISO Tel: 01-435 7431 Mon- Fri 10-6.

Difficult to say anything about
loudspleers.
Without
doubt
well Worth listening to. By all
means bring your own records
along.

Il

CELEF MONITOR

3:

111

One of the most ACCURATE Loudspeakers currently available
The Celef Monitor speaker was released on the market after months of research and laboratory
testing to achieve aflat response, and a natural open acoustic.
Their unique bass loading enables them to achieve a low frequency performance normally associated with larger studio monitors.
The quality of these speakers will be immediately apparent to the discerning listener, in the accuracy of voice and instrumental tone colour, transparency and definition throughout the frequency
range. This freedom from colouration is found in only two or three other speakers currently available.
Modern high quality pick-up cartridges and amplifiers have a flat response, and in order to faithfully reproduce the programme material so should the speakers, the Celef Monitor does have a flat

.3:

.•.

response.
New is the Celef Mini, a mere 16" x8"x 9+" wide, which achieves a new standard in bookshelf
speaker performance, having the same open uncoloured sound as the Monitor.
This speaker is not necessarily made for cheaper associated equipment, but has been made for
bookshelf mounting, unlike the Monitor which is best sited on stands.
Don't be afraid to compare them with the best—they ARE one of the best.
Here both models at:
Speaker Selection, 611 Forest Road, Walthamstovv, London E17 4PP.
Audio T, 190 West End Lane, West Hampstead, London NW6 1SQ.
Design Audio, 36 Marylebone High Street, London W1.
ill
...

Tel.: 01-531 3117.
Tel.: 01-794 7848.

Tel.: 01-935 4058.

And other good Hi -Fi Dealers.
For further information send S.A.E. to:

lEi

CELEF AUDIO, 168 THIRSK ROAD, BOREHAM WOOD, HERTS.

;3
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FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
SPOOL RECORDERS, MAINS
Akai 172IL 4 Tr. 3 sp.
Brenell IC.2000 4 sp. 10#" spool
Brenell Mk 6 (M) 2 Tr. 4 sp.
Philips 4308 4 Tr. 2 sp. ( M)
4414 4 Tr. 2 sp.
4416 4 Tr. 3 sp.
4418 4 Tr. 3 sp. 3 bd. 3 motors
4450 4 Tr. 3 sp. 6 bd. 3 motor auto rev
2x 2SW out
Grundig TK148 ( M) 4 tr. 2 sp.
TK745 4 Tr. 3 bd.
Revox 122214 2 sp.
Sony TC 270 4 Tr. 3 sp.
TC 630 4 Tr. 3 sp.
TC 330 4 Tr. 3 sp. and cassette
Tandberg 1500-2/4 3 sp. (M)
3400 4 Tr. 4 hds. 3 sp.
Uher 714 4 Tr. ( M)
Varicord 263 4 Tr. 3 sp.

DECKS WITH PRE- AMPS
Akai 4000 DS 4 Tr. 3 sp.
Brenell series 6 2/4 Tr. 4 sp.
Philips 4510 4 Tr. 3 sp. 3 bd. 3 motor
Revox 110-2/4 2 sp.
Sony TC 2800 4 Tr. 3 sp.
TC 377D 4 Tr. 3 sp. 3 hds.
Tandberg 3300X 2-4 Tr. 3 sp. 4 hds.
9000X 2-4 Tr. 3 sp. 3 motors
Telefunken 205 4 Tr. 3 sp.
SPOOL RECORDERS— BATTERY
Uher 4000- LC 2 Tr. 1 sp. (M)
4200/4400 4 sp.

e NOISE

REDUCTION UNITS
Philips DNL—The efficient and economic
way to achieve noise reduction.

eCASSETTE

EQUIPMENT,
MAINS
Decks, Recorders, with Radio: with Speakers
Philips 2400 sep. spkrs.
2401 sep. spkrs., auto change
2405 sep. spkrs.
2506 pre- amp deck. DNL
N2510 Deck DNL
Sony TCI33CS sep. spkrs.
TCI21 Deck TCI29 Deck
TC13 ISD Deck, Dolby
TCI34SD Deck, Dolby TC160 Deck
TC16ISD Deck, Dolby
TCI65 Deck, auto rev.
Akai GXC 40D Deck, pre- amp.
GXC 460 Deck, Dolby
GXC 46 Deck, and amp.
GXC 36D Deck
Tandberg TCD 300D, Dolby 3 motors
Alpha 3000 Deck, Dolby
Hitachi TRQ 2000 Sc. Dk; TRQ 291 St.
Dk; ST3410RE St. Dk; TRQ I34D Deck
Telefunken Stereosound TD.
Nat. Panasonic F15.79US. 2 rntrs, 3 Fick,
Dolby Deck; RS.211US Dolby Deck;
RS.262US Cass. Deck.
8-Track Cartridge
Akai CR 810 Deck, p.a.
National RS/803/US Deck, p.a.
RS 845/US Quadra, re- play p.a.
RS 806 US 8 tr. record/playback
Pioneer HR 82 Deck, p.a.
Hitachi TRQ I34D Deck
BATTERY MAINS CASSETTE
Philips 2204, 2205, 2225; RR.522 FM/L/M;
RR332 FM/M; RR322 M/FM; RR4I3
L/M/FM
Sony TC.68, TC.95, TC.I46A, TC.66.
With radio CF310 L/M/FM; CF420
L/M/S/FM; CFSSOA (
stereo FM/AM);
CFI50 Med/FM

FOR A FAIR DEAL
AT A FAIR PRICE
Buy it with your Access or
Barclay Card if you wish.

Grundig C.230; C.402; C.2000 L/M/FM
BASF CC9201, CC930I LIM/S/FM
Grundig
C.410,
C.250,
FM;
C.3000
L/M/S/FM
Telefunken Partysound
ITT-RGD TC 401
Uher CI24 Auto- rev.; C.210 auto- rev.
Hitachi
TRK1240E;
TRQ288
ptble;
TRQ I34 stereo playback; TRQ257
ptble; TRQ29I
ptble; TRK1260E
M/L/S/FM; KCT 120ILR BM MIL/FM
BATTERY CASSETTE ( Mono)
Philips N.2000 player only
N.2202; N.2203; EL.3302; N.22I I
Sony TC.I2; TC.85
Nat. Panasonic RQ434US, FM/AM/Mit:
RQ238US, L/M/S/FM

e MUSIC

CENTRES
Philips
RI181 I AM-FM/Amp/Cassette.
RM8I3 AM-FM/Amp/Cassette/Gramo.
SONY HSTI39 AM/FM/Amp/Cassette.
HP2I IA AM-FM/Amp/Gramo Spkrs. HP
51IA AM/FM/Amp/Gramo Spkrs. HST239 AM/FM/Amp/Cassette/Records. HM
W20 Gramo/Amp/Spkrs. HMP20 Gramo/
Amp./AM Stereo FM.
HMK20 Gramo/
Amp/Cass/AM/Stereo FM. SQP20 Sc. FM/
Quadra. Gram.
4 spkrs.

e MUSICASSETTES—Thousands

titles— all leading
cartridges.

makes.

Also

of
8- track

013 MICS, HEADPHONES, MIXERS

TAPE & CASSETTE OFFERS
AMPEX TAPES
7" LP 1800 Series 344 low noise £I.65
£I.65
7" DP 2400' Series 351
£2.20
7" TP 3600 Series 361
5g" LP 1150 Series 541
97p
70p
51" 850' Series 511
83p
53" LP 1150 Series 521
55p
5" 600' Series 531
70p
5" LP 900' Series 341 ..
97p
5" DP 1200' Series 351
CASSETTES
C.60
44p
60p
.. 50p
Sony ..
50p
Memorex .. 55p
TDK
.. 98p

Scotch
Philips ..

C.90
66p
72p
70p
70p
70p
El.45

C.120
88p
99p
90p
90p
90p
EI.85

Above prices include V.A.T. Orders over
£.5.00 sent post free in UK. If under.
add 25p. PIP. Available U.K. customers
only.

e

AMPLIFIERS— Quad,
Alpha,
Sonab, Sony, Goodmans, Nikko,
Leak, Armstrong, Tandberg, Tele ton.
TUNERS— Quad, Leak, Armstrong, Nikko, Goodmans, Philips,
Sony, Sonab.
LOUDSPEAKERS— Quad,
Kef, Wharfedale, Goodmans, Tannoy,
Sonab,
Leak,
Tandberg,
Alpha,
Poly- planer,
Celestion,
Keletron.
MOTORS, PICKUPS— Garrard,
Goldring,/ Connoisseur,
Audiotec, Neat, SME, Acos, BSR/
McDonald, Thorens, Shure, Sonotone, Sonab, Pickering.
ALL TYPES OF ACCESSORIES

e

•

e

Note our only address ( which is easily reached)

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON S.W.16

Telephone 01-769 0466 «
Between St. Leonard's Church and
Streatham Station. Free cor ( off
toad) parking in Prenus Road nearby.

ALL EQUIPMENT STEREO, UNLESS SHOWN OTHERWISE. All deck
models include pre- amps: BM: Battery Mains; Tr.: Track ; sp.: Speed; hd., Heads.

I
2

01-769 0192
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

Rmcron IC 150

Preamplifier

c74n. Êxpeeieuce in

,cIic SaLe

QUIETUDE

,,,eeaêeitsftip

UM MR NM M. IMO
MON 11011

MU«,

AC- etS/L7

AC

(optional 5-D walnut cabinet)

IC 150 Integrated Circuit Stereo Console
NEW QUIET Phono
Preamp for flat, clean
disc- playback - accepts
any pickup with optimum signal-to-noise.

EXCLUSIVE Panorama Control - lets you
infinitely vary the breadth of the
"Stereo Image" - great for headphones.
EXCLUSIVE op-amp Tone Controls give
you the full range - cancel for true
flat.

NEW QUIET muting
and switching - helps
protect
your
system
from
"Solid- State thumps"

EXCLUSIVE Cascode and IC circuitry you enjoy vivid, natural sound.

MACINNES LABORATORIES LTD . SAXMUNDHAM,
MACINNES HOUSE, CARLTON PARK
SUFFOLK IP17 2NL
TEL: ( 0728) 2262 2615
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INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,

STOCKISTS OF ALL
LEADING MAKES

* ACOUSTIC RESEARCH * ARMSTRONG * BANG & OLUFSEN * B & W
* HACKER * REVOX * CAMBRIDGE AUDIO * HITACHI * NATIONAL
* SANSUI * SONAB * DYNATRON * QUAD * HARMON KARDON
* SCAN-DYNA * SONY * TANNOY * TEAC * YAMAHA

£338.94 TAPE DECKS &
DF19E
£30.91 Garrard SP25/ III Mod. £18.64
• £116 60
2500 .
Pioneer LX424
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
£299.06 RECORDERS
GX500
SP25 Mod.+ Car t. £24-70
. . .
£159 28 B & W DM2A
LX626
(C & I £ 1-25)
P.O.A. ( C & 1 [ 115)
National
SG1010
SP25 MIV Mod.+
P.O.A.
. £77 50
DM4
SX424
Akai AA5200 .. £72.67
£4s•o1 Akai GX210D £ 145.14
£27.95 Philips RH702
Cart...
P.O.A.
..
£
101
65
D5
SX525
AA5500
£94.57
£180.20
GX370D .. £227.85
RH802+Speakers
£30
,
00
AP76
P.O.A.
.. £ 143 06
DM70 Imp.
SX626
AA5800 £ 138-21
GX400DP .. £450.32
RH802 - Speakers £140-55
£36.08
Mod. + Cart. .
P.O.A.
. £ 178.25 Cambridge R40
SX727
Alpha Executive 0030 £34.51
£11619
GXI900D £ 155•59
RH8I
I
+
Speakers
£23
39
86513 Chassis ..
P.O.A.
.. £230.08
R50
SX828
0050
£40.18
172 IL .. £83.66
RH814+Speakers £109.14
£33.99
£37.42
£244
29
Celestion
County
SX2500
Amstrad IC2000/Mk II £32.17
£83.28
4000DS
£91.80
RH8I4
Speakers
£40.05
Mod.+Cart.
£35•87
£228 31
Dicton 10
SX9000
I
C4000/M k II .. £24.13
RH837+Speakers £187.66 Ferrograph 700 Series
Zero
1005
Mod.+
£56.14
P.O.A.
15
Armstrong 621 ..
P.O.A. Revox A720
£93.83
Full
range
..
P.O.A.
RH901
£52.49
£110 71
Cart...
.. £56.25
25
Rotel RX150A
Cambridge-Full
RH943+Speakers £164.89 J.V.C. 1665.. .. £51.84
£34.13
£90-44
100SB Chassis ..
.. £ 105.70
44
RXI54A
range ..
P.O.A.
£84.80
1667
..
£90-91
GR804+Speakers
£46
20
£171.53
100SB Mod. ..
.. £66 57
66
RX200A
Ferrograph F208 .. £70.27
£51.73
1668 . . £ 111.65
RF835
RX400A
£42 10
100SB Mod.+Cart. £55.06
.. £84 20
120 ..
F608
[ 121.62
£58.50
1695
£74.96
GR8I5
£33.45
RX454
£ 155.86
Hadleigh .. £32.75
401 Chassis ..
Goodmans 40-40 .. £60.49
£55.82
9470
.. . . £ 131-59
GF826+Speakers
£26-46
RX600A £ 120 75 Decca Deram .. £29.65 Goldring GL72
Harman Kardon-Full range
£62.42 Philips N4307 .. £41.22
GF828
£35.12
RX800
£ 127.60 Goodmans Dimension
GL72P
P.O.A.
N4308
£48-29
GF908+Speakers £135.05
£33.48
P.O.A.
8 (T)
£ 125 78
GL75
I.M.F. Galactron
P.O.A. Sansui-Full range
P.O.A.
N44I4 •
08 . Is
£43.31 Sabra ST.2001 ..
Double Maxim (T) £50.07
GL75P
J.V.C. VN300 £54-23 Scan Dyna-Full range P.O.A.
£141.51
N44I6
£
118.96
£58 53 Sanyo G.260IKL
P.O.A.
Goodwood (T) £95•50
GL78PC
VN700
£ 109.26 Sonab-Full range
£76.66
N4418 .. £ 163.71
G.26I5N
£74-92
STR6055,
STR6200F,
Havant SL (T) £45 64
GL85PC
VN900
£ 130.79 Sony
£114.86
N4450
.
.
£241•84
GXT4520KL
£23.41
STR6850
P.O.A.
Magnum SL (T) £8543
GIO IPC ..
Leak Delta 30-Special
N4510
£ 151.54
GXT452IK . . £134.03
• . £51 84
Tandberg Huldra 10
Mezzo SL (T)
£69.14 J.V.C. SRP473E
£107.19 Pioneer RTIO2OL .. £292.64
GXT4730KL
. • £33-37
MPX
(T)
£
157.71
Minsters
SL
(T)
new
Philips
GA6I0
70
£69.95
£126.52
T6600
£ 133-83
G
XT473
I
K
•
•
£58.89
TR.200 (T)
£82 61 Harman Kardon-Full range
GA2I2
Marantz-Full range P.O.A.
T8800
£269.52
. . .
• • £36.83 Sonab P4004 ..
TR.200MPX(T) £93.17
P.O.A. Pioneer PLI2D
Metrosound ST2OE £35.96
Revox-Full range
P.O.A.
R5004
P.O.A.
•
•
£60.25
TR.I000 MPX (T) £ 147.50 I.M.F.-Full range ..
P.O.A.
PL 12S ..
ST40
£46.23
Sony
TC270,
TC280.
TC330,
R7005
P.O.A.
• • £52.56
TR.1010 MPX (T) £ 158.88 K.E.F. Cadenza (T)
P.O.A.
PLI5D
ST60
£63•35
TC377, TC630, TC850-2
Sony
HMK20,
HMP20,
HMW
•
.
£66.22
P.O.A.
Cantor (T)
P.O.A.
PLA35
Philips RH52I .. £ 106.00 Trio KR.2300
P.O.A.
20, HP2I I
A, HP239A,
.. £66-20
KR.3200
P.O.A.
Chorale (T)
P.O.A.
PLA45
Pioneer SR202W .. £47.79
HP5I I
A, HSTI39, SQP20 Tandberg 1521 £ 18-07
£106-81
KR.5200
P.O.A.
Coda (T)
P.O.A.
PL5 I ..
SX300
£62.89
1542
..
£
103-74
P.O.A.
PL6I
£ 125.47
Concerto (T) ..
P.O.A.
KR.7200
P.O.A.
SA500A
£41.89
3321 X
..
£ 118-93
PLC 1700 .. £ 182 66
c44•65
SA6200
E73 75 Wharfedale Linton (T) £79-14 Leak 2020 .. ..
3341
X
..
£
118.93
2030 .. .. £60•14 Rank Domus BD.2000 £47.46
Linton (W)
£83 09
SA7100
E95.76
Teat A.I030
P.O.A.
BA.4000 £57 85
2060 .. .. £ 103.87
£69.83
Denton (T)
SA8100 £ 137.02
A.I230
P.O.A.
CASSETTE
DECKS
BD.6000 £73-37
2075 . . .. £ 198-63
Denton (W)
£73 32
SA9100 £ 172.58
A.12505 ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A. RECORDERS
Marantz-Full range
P.O.A. Sansui-Full range
Quad 33/303 ..
P.O.A.
A.3300-10
P.O.A.
(C & 1£1.25)
Scan Dyna 1400 .. £6641
TUNERS
Mordaunt ShortRevox A722 ..
P.O.A.
A.3300-11
P.O.A.
£59 23
P.O.A. Akai CS3OD
(C & 1 £ 1•25)
Full range ..
P.O.A. Sonab 55S
A724
P.O.A. Akai AT550 "
A.3300-12
P.O.A.
CS33D
£74
65
£72 67
Philips RH4I 1 .. £ 16.11
855 ..
P.O.A.
Rogers Ravensbrook £43-09
A.4010GSL
P.O.A.
AT580 .. _ £ 101.77 - - . [34.55 Sony P5230, PS5520
GXC36
E86 95
P.O.A.
RH422 .
Ravensbourne £56.19 Alpha Executive 0007 £40 -18
P.O.A.
GXC36D
£ 8 11
FT 150 .. ..
06 .
39
Q uad Electrostatic " P.O.A Thorens TD.125/II
Rotel RA2I I .. £36.90
A.4300 ..
P.O.A.
GXC38
£ 103 85
Chassis £66.66
Rank
Domus
150
..
£
2944
RA3Il
E51.95 Amstrad MPX3111111111 £2518
A.6010GSL
P.O.A.
175
„
£37.76
GXC38D
£96 92
TD.I25 AB/Mk 11 £ 103.28
RA6I I
£74.17 Armstrong 623 ..
P.O.A.
A.7030GSL
P.O.A.
GXC40
£73.24
TD.125AB/M15E/0 £ 128-34
::
..
624
P.O.A.
250
£59-23
RA8I0
£96.38
GXC4OD
£62 17 Uher 724-Full range P.O.A.
TDI60C - .. £57 02
RAI210 £ 118.60 Cambridge i'v ssvH_F P.O.A.
35
4
50
0
" .• : £124.36
£86•25
GXC4OT .. £ 131 29
TD160C/0 .. £82.07
Sansui-Full range
P.O.A. Ferrograph SMF1 ..
GXC45D .. £77 77
£35.59 Revox AX4.
-3 ..
P.O.A.
1D 165/C £49 12
Sinclair 2000 ..
neol
cxc46
£ 116.04
Harman Kardon
Scan Dyna-Full range P.O.A. Transcriptor Refer3000
£32-I6
Citation 15FM
P.O.A. Sinclair QI6 .. £ 1141
GXC46D .. £ 111 19 CARTRIDGE TAPE
P.O.A.
ence
..
Sony TA70, TABS, TAI010, J.V.C. VT500 .. £61.99
GXC65D .. £ 120 89 DECKS 8, RECORDERS
030 .. • • £ 3059
P.O.A.
With r Arm ..
TA I
055, TA I
066, TA 1130
(C & 1LISO)
VT700
£95.70 Sonab VI
P.O.A. Alpha CDI000 £33 95
With 10" Arm ..
P.O.A.
TA I140. TA I150, TA3060 Leak Delta FM .. £61.65
CD3000
E79 73 Akai CR8ODSS• • £ 121.17
P.O.A.
Saturn .. •
0A4 Type 2 ..
P.O.A.
TA3 130F, TA3140F, TA
CR8OSS .. • • £ 123-04
AM/FM
P.O.A.
Harman
Kardon-Full
range
P.O.A.
Trio
KP.2022A
OAS Type 2 ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A. Metrosound FM20/
CR81 .. • •
E71-28
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
KP.3002
0A6 Type 2 ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TX300 (T) £71.52
CR810 ..• . [ 69 21
Mk 11 .. £45•37 Sony SS II, SS70, SS510, SS
Leak 2002
£ 102.16
TA300M (T) .. £79.43
CR81T
.•
£
121 17
FMS40
£45.37
Philips N2203 .. £20.49
1005. 553005. 555088,
Teleton SAQ2063
ness Philips RH62I £92 65
N2204
E25•52 B.S.R. TD8S. • £ 15-38
SS7100, SS7200
P.O.A. CARTRIDGES
SAQ307
£24•55 Pioneer TX500A £55 75
Sharp
RT8I
1E•.
£
56-48
N2205
E36.28
(C & 12.5p)
Trio
Trio-Full range ..
P.O.A.
TX6200
E64 72 Wharfedale Denton
N22Il
E24 81
£26.95
Ortofon MISE Super
Wharfedale Denton
TX7I00
E85 86
N2225
E43
77
£27 50
2 (T)
£30.62 Shure V15/Mk 3Imp.
(T)
_
£38-81
TX8I00
£99.64
N2400+Speakers £78 60
£5-50
M55E
Dovedale 3
£81-35
Denton (W)
£40.75
1X9100 £ 134•64
N240 I
S+Speakers £99 33 CASSETTE RADIO/
£8 75
M75EJ2
3 Kit .. £52-35
Linton Mk 11(T) £50.94 Quad FM3
P.O.A.
N24015
E78 60 RECORDERS
£10 75
M7SED2
Glendale 3
£56.52
Linton Mk 11 ( W) £53-48 Revox A720 .. £47644
(C & IEl 25)
N2405
E61.32
3 Kit .. £33.82
Yamaha CA500 .. £87.34 Rogers R'brook (ca) £37-30
ES I00
N2506
£55 51 J.V.C. 9425LS
Kingsdale Ill £ 120 48
CA700 .. £ 144 18
Philips
RR332 • • £40-79
R'bourne (ca) £45.88
N2510
[
107.96
Linton 2 (T)
£37 91 AUDIO SYSTEMS
RR522 . •
ne21
R'brook (ch) .. £33-57
EL3302P £ 18 37
(C & 182.25)
Kit
..
£ 18 52
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
nen
R'bourne ( ch) .. £42.90
3I .. £74 40 Sanyo M2400FG . •
£78.80 Pioneer CT3 I
Melton 2..
£59 94 Fidelity UAI
(C & 1£1.25)
MR4141FG • • £42.91
Rotel RT222 .. £36.90
CT4I41 £ 105 04
UA2
£32.83
Triton 3 .. £47.37
RT322
£53 39
UA3
£47.90 Sanyo M2000G .. £25 53
Akai AA.8030 £ 103.85
RT622
£79.90
61.., CF320,
M2400W.. £34.10 Sony CF150, CF31 .
UA4
£25 II
AA.8080 [ 131-56
CF420L, CF550A, GF6 10,
RTI220 £ 100-25 PICK-UP ARMS
M4000G • .. £48.53
Goldring Lenco ST.
Armstrong 625 ..
P.O.A. Sansui-Full range
(C & 150p)
CF620
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
MR4010G .. £29.25
8000 .. £ 177.37
626 ..
P.O.A. Sinclair 2000 .. £27.57 Connoisseur SAW
RD423
E39.85
Goodmans Mod, 1-10
£10.70
Goodmans Mod. 80 £72.94
Arm
..
3000 .. £27.57
Comp. (T) £ 192•16 Sony TC55. TC66, TC68, TC
Mod. 90 .. £93.33 Sony ST70. ST88, ST5055L, S.M.E. 3009 Imp.
SOL.
TC85,
TC95A,
Mod. 1-10 Comp.
P.O.A.
One Ten .. £ 109.02
(Fixed Head) ..
ST5066, 515150
P.O.A.
TC Ill. TCI24C S. TC129, HEADPHONES
(W)
£ 197.16
Harman Kardon-Full range Trio KT200IA
P.O.A.
(Dec. Head) ..
(C & I50p)
P.O.A.
TC13ISD, TC133CS, TC
Mod. 80 Comp. (T) £ 131 76
P.O.A.
£6.38
KT.4005
P.O.A. Transcriptor Fluid
1345D, TC I
46A, TCI60, Akai ASE I1
Mod. 80 Comp. ( W)E136 76
P.O.A.
J.V.C. 55051 £78-55
£8.24
Arm rpm ..
KT.8005
P.O.A.
ASE20
TC16150, TCI65, TCI80
Mod. 90 Comp (T) £ 120 18
55I5L
£ 107.66
£10.39
ASE22
..
•
•
P.O.A.
Mod. 90 Comp. ( W)E125•18
55251
£ 135.18 SPEAKERS
£5•54
Amstrad HPS5A
Tandberg
TA3
10
(T)
£
12718
Hacker-Full
range
P.O.A.
TURNTABLES
(C & I-Bookshelf, £ 1.95;
55351
[ 155.51
£7.91
HPS6A •.
J.V.C. MSL302 £ 5.30 Teac A.140
(C & 161-25)
Console, £2-00)
Leak Delta 75 AM/FM £ 135•71
£10.31
HPS7A •
P.O.A.
A.I60
£10.15
M5L50IE..
0949
Connoisseru
BD
I
Kit
2000 AM/FM .. £ 127-57 Amstrad Acoustra
£8.67
A.280
P.O.A. Sansui SS2 .. • •
BD2 Assembly ..
Ell 04
MSL602 £ 123.2
1500 .. £27.23
Philips RH702 .. £87.94
£14.65
SSIO
A.350
P.O.A.
RH720 . £ 184 52
£16.78
SKIS
..
•
•
A.360
P.O.A.
ALL ADVERTISED PRICES INCLUDE VAT
£20.28
SS20
A.450
P.O.A.
£27.62
Trio KX.7010A
P.O.A.
All
but care
publication,
owing
hasto
been
a number
taken to
ofensure
alterations
this advertisement
which we were
is correct
unable to
prior
effect,
to we would
Wh ar f
ed
al
e 1/01 ..
£17.09
KX.700
P.O.A.
therefore ask you to ring or write for latest prices.
DO!
£9.77
Uher CRI24
P.O.A.

••
••
••
.•
.•
•.
••
•.
••
••
••
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USOUND HI Fl CENTRES
82 HIGH HOLBORN, WCI. Tel. 01-242 7401 ( Mon- Fri 9-6, Sat 9-1),

242/244 PENTONV1LLE ROAD, NI. Tel. 01-837 8200 ( Mon-Sat 9-6, Thurs 9-1)

228 BUSH OPSGATE, EC2. ( Mon-Fri 9-6, Sun 10-2, Closed Sat)
87/100 PIONEER MKT, ILFORD LANE, ILFORD. 01-478 2291 ( Mon-Sat 9-6, Thurs 9-1). 36 LEWISHAM HIGH ST, 5E13.01-852 2399 ( Mon-Sat 9-6, Thurs 9-1)

MAIL ORDER

DEPT. 82 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON
I4

%NCI

S

19-21 PARI( STREET, CAMBERLEY, SURREY
TELEPHONE CAMBERLEY 6416 5

30-31 MOORLAND ROAD, OLDFIELD PARK, BATH,
SOMERSET TELEPHONE BATH 24161

SOUND CENTRES

RUNT/ 2010

TAPE & CASSETTE RECORDERS
Philips EL3302
E16.50
Philips N2203
C18.25
Philips N2204
C23.95
Philips N2205
Philips N2221
Philips N2220
Philips N2401
Philips N2506
Philips N2510
£03.25
Philips N2225
Philips N2407
Philips N2509
Philips N4414
Philips N4416
Philips N4418
Philips N4450
Philips 144510
Sanyo M1101
Sanyo M787AG
£24.50
Sanyo M20000 . . £29.95
Sanyo M2400FW . . £ 40.50
Sanyo MR4141G . £47.50
Sanyo MR4010G £ 34.95
Sanyo RE14530 £ 3.50
Sanyo RP8505 . C56.75
Sanyo RD4300G . £ 9.95

Marantz equipment had a reputation
of being expensive and beyond the
budget of many audiophiles.
However Marantz now cares for all
prices, and this superb receiver is

Aka, GXC360

Teledyne RA618 T/A
C78.25
Teledyne RA655 T/A £58.50
Teledyne RA632 T/A ... 1108.95
Teledyne RA660 T/A .., 67.95
£
Tandberg TA300A
E80.75
Tandberg TA300M A ... 69.50
£
Tandberg TR2OOMPX T/A £ 9.95
Tandberg TRIO0aMPX
T/A
... E158.50
Tandberg TRIO1OMPX
T/A

Rotel RA211A
07.95
RoteIRA311A
C52.95
Rotel RA611A
E75.50
Rotel RA810A
67.95
Rotel RA1210A _ 020.75
How RA222T
C37.95
Rotel RT3227 . 64.50
Rotel RT622T
C81.50
Rotel 9112207 ...£101.95
Rotel RX150A T/A ... 67.50
Rotel RX200A T/A
C67.75
Rotel RX400A T/A
65.75
Rotel RX600A T/A ... E122.95
Rotel R X 154A T/A
E107.75
Rotel RX454A T/A .. 1158.75
Lux S070/ A .
£ 8.50
Lux S0505% A ... . £14495
Lux WL717 T
£ 9.95
Leak Delta 30A ...
E•71.50
Leak Delta 704
. 017.95
Leak Delta AM/FM T
£ 77.95
Leak Delta FM T
£69.50
Leak Delta 75E T/A...
009.95
Leak 2000 T/A
. C143.50
Howland West 041000 A £29 70
Howland West DA1000 I £ 33.55

HEADPHONES
Al,,, ASE9S
.
£. 25
Akai ASEll
Ake, ASE20
Akai ASE22 ... 611.50
Rotel RH430
£ 3.115
Rotel RH630
6.75
Rotel RH700
6.75
Koss KELC
f12.95
Koss K7276
Koss HV1
... 09.95
Koss KELCO
E19.95
KOPI (202
£44.50
Kou PRO5LC
f29.75
AKG K100 ... £. 95
AKG K60 ... £ 12.95
Wharfedale 001
E10.95
Wharfedale I
sodynamic £ 17.50

... E126.95
... 65.95
C72.50

us**

Tandberg Huldra 10 T/A £169.50
Rogers R'brook Case A ... £ 2.50
Rogers R'brook Chas A ... £48.50
Rogers Frbrook Case T £41.50
Rogers R'brook Chas T £37.50
Rogers R'bourne Case A £6995
Rogers R'bourne Chas A £65.95
Rogers R'brook Cate T/A £ 9.95
Rogers R'bourne Case T £52.95
Rogers Ft bourne Chas T £01.95
Te ,etor SA02068 A ... £ 25 95
Teleton SA0307 A ... £25 95
Teleton GA202 A
£ 3295
Teleton 01702 T
E33.75
TeMion TFS50 T/A
E52.75
Teleton TES55 T/A £ 54.95
Philips R11720 T/A ... E179.95
Philips RH702 T/A
E79.50
Philips RH901 inc spkrs £62.95

A
complete
recording / playback

;er*

cassette
system.

This Philips unit incorporates
facilities for both standerd and
chromium

dioxide

tape, with

light
indicators
to tell you
which one you are using. To
enhance your listening pleasure
a Philips DNL dynamic noise

library and a cleaning tape to
protect

the

the hiss during quite passages

cluded.
£143.00.

RETAILING
AT
This unit is offered

of music. The unit is in an
aluminium
trimmed cabinet

to you at the lowest possible

limiter

Send for full Catalogue of prmes
CAMBRIDGE
NIKKO
Full Range
SANSUI
Available
MARANTZ
TEAC
PIONEER

Goodman, Module 80 T/A £ 9.95
Goodman. Module 90 T/A E102.75
Gooderans Module 110 T/A 1119.95

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE

SUPER OFFER
SAVE

AMPS TUNERS & TUNER- AMPS
AA5200A
£76.50
AA5500A .........£99.75
AA5800A ... E145.75
AT550T .........£75.50
AT580T .£ 107.25
AA8030 T/A
E109.50
AA8080 T/A ... E138.75

Tandberg 9041X... ... .. 6215.50
Santo, SC700
- 0102.95

61.95

Aka, GXCE5D
Aka, 400005
Akm 1721L

GX210D ... E129.95
GX4000 ... E499.95
GX40013 PRO ...
GX1820D ... E189.75
GX2600 ... C15995
GXR82D
£91.50
CR8013 SS

Pioneer C14141 ... E127.50
Tandberg TCD300 ... E134.95
Tandberg TCD301 _ 042.95
Tandberg 3341X... ...
1E127.75
Tandberg 3441X... ..
066.50

Ake GXC4OT ... C137.95
Aka, GXC38D ... E101.95
Aka. GXC4613 ... E116.95

unbeatable value for money. Send
for details.

Aka,
Aka,
Akm
Aka,
Aka,
Aka,
Aka,

Aka,
Aka,
Aka,
Akin
Ake
Aka,
Aka,

is

fitted

to

suppress

with a matched pair of Iciudspeakers. A compact chrorniurn cassette to start your tape

heads

are

in-

price of 88.50
£
t+ 75p tarn)
A price at which you normally
could
only
version.

buy

the

deck

MailOrder I

e

l

ii

All goods dispatched, tested & carriage free
(unless stated).
All prices include VAT.
A = Amplifier. T = Tuner. T/A = Tuners Amplifier
To: Dykes 100 Park St, Camberley, Surrey
Please send me The Items listed below

Philips
The

RH

audio

PHILIPS

901/160
system

system.

to

match

your needs and pocket.
prises

of

RH

701

Corn-

Tuner/

Amp, 2 RH 421 loudspeakers,
and GA

160 record deck. the

4

speed

turntable

automatically

will

way

3 heads including an Altai one- micron gap
head. ' Off' tape monitoring. Induction motor.
Low
noise
tape
switch. Sound-on-sound,
sound- mixing and sound-with-sound. Automatic shut-off. £ 95.95

TURNTABLES
Connoisseur 801 Kit £ 0.50
Connoisseur 602 CH
£24.95
Connoisseur 892 PC .. 32.95
£
Philips 04205 ine Cart
£ 9.95
Philips GA707 inc Cart ... £24.00
Philips GA160 nc Cart ... £28.95
Philips GA407 . nc Cart ... £ 5.95
Pbililu 04212 roe
£56.95
ThorensTD125/11
E78.50
Thorens TD125AB/11
1121.50
Thoreau TD160C £66.75
Thorens TD165C
£57.75
Goldring GIO1PC £27.95
Goldring G..75PC £55.95
Goldring GL7EPC £69.915
Goldring G..85PC
79.95
£
Pioneer PL12D
E41.95
Pioneer PLISO
6195
Pioneer PLA45 .........£79.95
Leak DeltoT/1
E59.95
Gamin:1401 CH
E35.50
Garrard SP25 Mk IV CH £ 1450
G
SP25 Mk IV MOD £22.50
G
d SP25 Mk IV
MOD/Cm,
C28.50
G
8658 MOD ...
E3195
G
BEGB MOD/
Cart
E41.95
G
d Zero 1COSE
Gatrard Zero 1006B
Sans,o, 5R212
C50.95
Sans. SR1050C...
E66.95
Sans.o, SR2350C..
64.75
Dornus 802000 ... £51.50
BA4000 . £ 2.50
•
Domos 806000

Acoustic
Research
mr

4.11/7 is aspeaker del/roped by Acoustic Research to
chime accrracy of reproduction
ornparablc to that of other AR
peaker smtems. but at asubstantial
saving in cud. A measure of the
.ucress of Ore reo design is the
null different, in sound that à
•pparcnt when the AR/1 à
ornpared eirecrly to even the most
',pensive AR speaker sy.tems.
... It compares with many
.peakers selling for twice ils price
Ireven more. £55.00 pr.

NAME __
ADD RESS

AKAI 4000DS

_

CASSETTES
Philips LHC/60 .
Philips LHC/90
Philips LHC/120
Philips CRO2 C/60 .
Philips CRO2 C/90 .
BASF LH C/60
BASF LH C.90 ...
BASF LH C.120 ....
BASF CRO2 C/130 SM ..
BASF CRO2 C/90 SM ...
BASF CRO2 C.120 SM...
EMI Soundhog C/60...
EMI Soundhog C/90...
EMI Soundhog C/120 ...
EMI HD C/30

AGFA
AGFA
AGFA
AGFA
AGFA
AGFA
Scotch
Scotch

C/120 L11
C/60 • 6 Super ...
C.90 e 6 Super
C/120 Suer
CRO2 C.60
CRO2 C/90
8 Irk 45 min ...
8 Irk 90 min ...

price £ 123.00

'LOLL/SPEAKERS"
Select the loudspeaker, of
range including ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH - JENSEN -MARANTZ - MORHAUNT
SIIORT

KI , - TEAC-

TANNOY -- LEAK WHARFEDALE- DOMUS

Krrni

All prices quoted are subject to fluctuations
ruling at the time of
ale goods are offered
E

-

MONKS - PHILIPS
- BOWERS&

WILKINS - CAMBRILXiE PIONEER
(Send for full catalogue giving
details of special prices on aome
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THE SPEAKER THAT RE-

The SB 501
minus grille.

WROTE THE RULE BOOK.
Flip through the speaker' ads in this magazine.
Behind the headlines and slogans you'll find
they're all telling pretty much the same story.
For years now,almost without exception,
manufacturers have stuck to the same basic rules,
designs and materials.
And, in some cases, even bought the same
components from the same suppliers.
As aresult, speakers today don't begin to match
the performance of amplifiers in regard to distortion.
To right the balance, Technics engineers set
about rethinking the established laws and demands
that apply to speakers.
Here you see the fruits of their labour:
The Technics SB 501 ( minus grille).
But what does it actually achieve?
We'll take it to pieces and show you.
LOW DISTORTION TWEETER.
Ideally, the tweeter diaphragm must be
extremely stiff and light.
Technics engineers found titanium to be the
best possible material.

Titanium
diaphragm.

But in order to mill it to the required thickness
amachine had to be developed specifically for the job.
After alot of research, atitanium diaphragm
was produced only 20 microns thick and with a
larger than usual curvature, to reduce distortion to
an absolute minimum.
Something no other manufacturer had
achieved before.
LOW DISTORTION WOOFER.
In every loudspeaker, the voice coil moves
back and forth in acircular magnetic gap.
With conventional magnet structures there is
atendency to generate uncontrollable eddy currents.
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To fight these distortions at the very source,
Technics engineers developed anew magnetic
material. ( The composition of which is known only
to Technics.)
Besides virtually eliminating those eddy

currents, it also gives the most faithful rendition yet
of the signal applied.
TC SANDWICH-TYPE CONE.
A third cause of distortion is the tendency
of the paper cone to produce partial vibrations.
To prevent this, the cone paper should be as
stiff as possible. But on the other hand, asoft
material is preferable to absorb the vibrations.
Inner layer material of high mechanical loss
Stiff outer layers of
high Young's modulus.

Technics Engineers found the ideal solution.
A sandwich-type three- layer paper with stiff
outer layers and asoft inner layer.
Again, an original Technics development.
And because no machine exists to make it,
the paper has to be made in small quantities by hand.
LOW DISTORTION MIDRANGE.
Yet another cause of distortion is the fault
of the suspension that holds the voice coil-dome
in place.
Because of the inherent characteristics of the
material used, asingle suspension doesn't always
produce the same return force in both directions.
To correct this,Technics
designed aunique tweeter
suspension for the
SB 501. An
arrangement of two
corrugated dampers
that produce the same
return force in both
directions.
The greater strength
of this system effectively
prevents any lateral voice
coil-dome movements.
Two corrugated
The cost of all this
dampers
ingenuity works out at £ 99.95° per speaker.
But if your pocket or your living room won't
stretch to the SB 501, not to worry. The same
technology has been applied throughout the
Technics range.
Even down to the SB 101 speaker, selling
for £.34.95

IN1 Technics

National Panasonic ( UK) Ltd., 107/109 Whitby Road,
Slough, Bucks. Tel: Slough 34522.
•Recommended retail prices including VAT.

Speakers in the Technics range are the SB 1000 ( Monitor Speaker £399 95. SB 501 £99 95 SB 301 £ 74 95. SB 201 £49 95,
SB 101 - £ 34 95. and the SB 40 and SB 30 bookshelf speakers at £ 29 95 and £ 15 00 Recommended retail prices including VAT
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We have now refitted our showrooms to provide three separate demonstration
areas to cover the widest possible price spectrum from budget systems to
expensive professional equipment. New comparators have been installed in
each of these areas which were designed and built by our Service Department
to enable an extensive range of equipment to be on permanent demonstration.
Being enthusiasts ourselves we are constantly seeking ways to improve our
facilities and to this end we have recently installed a DOLBY ' A' Unit for
speaker demonstration in our high quality listening area. Copies from original
Dolby ' A' master tapes are employed to enable the most discerning customer
to evaluate equipment from source material of the highest possible quality.
Most important of all, the Showroom is staffed by people of wide musical
tastes who know and care about the equipment they sell and can give informed
practical advice on all matters relating to the reproduction of recorded music.

Amcron amplifiers set the standard
by which we judge all other high
quality products. They are ruggedly
constructed from the finest
components and utterly reliable. The
range includes the ES224 electrostatic
speaker - sensitive enough to be easily
driven by a 40 watt R MS amplifier
and yet capable of sound levels over
110dB when driven by the DC300a.

Kensonic Accuphase

AR continue to offer one of the best
and most complete ranges of speakers
on the U K market - from the
incredible AR 7 to the LST. Each of
the models is highly competitive in
its respective price range and most of
the speakers are now available with
an alternative dark brown grille cloth

These speakers are utterly unique - It
is difficult to describe the sounds
that come from this small cabinet.
Let us just say it will handle 200
watts R MS comfortably and if you
are in the market for speakers around
£300 per pair you must hear them you need a powerful amplifier though!

at no extra cost!

Dual

The most significant amplifier yet to
come out of Japan. Winner of the
'Grand Prix' award for the best
Amplifier of 1973 - one of a series of
awards made annually in Japan for all
categories of audio equipment by a
team of independent experts. This is
hand built equipment of the highest
quality also there is a matching tuner
available.

Gale
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A range of precision H i- Fi turntables
with a semi- automatic operation
facility. From the model 1218 upward
all are capable of tracking the highest
quality cartridges. The new direct drive
model CS70 must be one of the most
desirable complete turntable packages
on the market with 'state of art'
performance.

A loudspeaker of unconventional
appearance designed by Jon
Bannenberg. The sounds it produces
are very clean and because of its very
low intermodulation distortion it is
a speaker one can listen to for long
periods without any sense of strain
or audio fatigue.

Access
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Access or
Barclaycard
accepted

2 YEAR MINIMUM

CREDIT FACILITIES
N 0 DEPOSIT instalment
credit facilities are readily
available on amounts from
£30 upwards.
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VVe are very proud to have been
appointed agents for JBL whose range
of loudspeakers is world famous and
used extensively in studios and by ' pop'
groups. The whole range is unusually
sensitive by today's standards and high
sound levels can be achieved from
amplifiers of modest power outputs.
This makes them eminently suitable for
use in halls, disco's etc.

An exciting new British high power
amplifier of exceptional value. It
produces 80 watts RMS per channel
into 7.5 ohms. Unusual features
include touch operated computer
logic control function selector, middle
control, variable filter slope and the
visual indication of power being used
by a series of light emitting diodes.
The standards of construction and
components used reflect the products
professional background.

—

OTHER NAMES INCLUDE:

The new product range from Yamaha
heralds a new generation of low
distortion electronics from Japan.
There are a number of thoughtful
features incorporated such as the A FC
control on the receiver range which
automatically switches out when the
tuning knob is touched by hand and
re- connected on release. See the
Review of the CA 1000 in the March
Hi -Fi News.

ADC, AIWA, AKAI, AKG, ARISTON,
ARMSTRONG, CA LR EC, CELESTION,
ERA, FER ROG R APH, GOO DMANS,
HA RMAN-KA R DO N, IMF, KEF,
LECSON, MA RANTZ,METROSOU N D.
MONITOR AUDIO, ORTOFON,
PHILIPS, PVVB, QUAD, REVOX,
ROGERS BBC MONITOR, SCANDV NA, SHU R E, SME, SONAB,
STANTON, TAN D BER G, TEAC,
THO R ENS, TR A NSCR IPTO RS,
TRANSMISSION ELECTRONICS,
UHER.

LUX

2 minute's walk from Watford Jnc. Stn
— just off the Ml!

JUNCTION

It is not dften that a product comes
along which sets an entirely new
standard of performance but these
cassette decks can claim to have
achieved this, offering for the first
time a response up to 20,000Hz and
incorporating A- B tape monitoring
with Dolby ' B'. A true ' state of art'
product of professional quality
rivalling many open reel recorders.

One of the finest ranges of Japanese
equipment. Conservatively rated,
beautifully finished and absolutely
reliable in operation. The new 308
amplifier sets new standards in low
distortion in this price range, the
manufacturer's claiming a maximum
of . 04% harmonic and intermodulation distortion at any frequency on
power levels up to 50 watts.

111Technics
Matsushita Electric

We are now agents for National
Technics which ranks as one of the
finest aid most complete ranges of
equipment available. The range
includes Cassette Decks, Receivers,
Amplifiers, Turntables and Speakers.
Selected items are now on
demonstration in our Showroom.

Showroom
Hours
Mon.— Sat. 9.30 a.m. — 5.30 p.m.
Thursday (late night) until 8.00 p.m.
No Half Day Closing

KJ LEISURESOUND LTD
101, St Albans Road, Watford, Herts. WD1 1RD
Telephone Watford 33011

CONVENTIONAL STEREO SYSTEM.

SONY'S QUADRAPHONIC SYSTEM.

IF YOU'VE GOT THE ONE ON 'THE LEFT,
YOU CAN HAVE THE ONE ON 'THE RIGHT FOR £100.
This is by way of being aspecial offer to owners of conventional
stereo systems.
To buy the complete Sony Quadraphonic system would cost
you about £270. However, providing your stereo system has aTape/
Source Monitor, you can get exactly the same effect for less than £100.
All you have to buy is an SQ decoder/amplifier, and two extra
speakers.
You can use the same stereo pickup, amplifier and speakers
that you already have. And your converted system will sound just as
good as our total package.
Not just different Better.
The difference between our Quadraphonic sound and your
stereo sound is agenuine difference.
Basically it's as simple as our little diagrams. While stereo is
produced to come out of two speakers, Quadraphonic is produced to
come out of four. (Stereo gives you breadth of sound. Quadraphonic
gives you depth as well.)
You hear four separate sets of signals coming out of four
separate speakers.The effect is literally like sitting in the middle of the
studio where the recording was made.
It's better than headphones. And alot more comfortable.
Stereo records sound % flee
You may wonder how your stereo records will sound over a
Quadraphonic system.
They'll sound alittle richer Alittle fuller Alittle better

Simply because the sound will be coming out of four speakers
instead of two.
That on its own is not worth getting aSony Quadraphonic
system for What makes it worthwhile is the fact that Quadraphonic
records are now being produced.
Quadraphonic records sound fatter stilL
CBS and EM I, for instance, are both bringing out asteady flow
of Quadraphonic albums every month.
The quality of sound you get from these is something you
really have to hear to believe.
Fortunately, if you have astereo system, you're already half
way there.
All it takes is atrip to your Sony dealer
And £ 100. SONY•

SQA £66.00. Speakers £ 1 t''eachle&v,ggested Retail Price inc.VAT
For further information write: Sony ( UK) Ltd, Promotions Dept. SQ, Pyrene House, Sunbury- on-Thames, Middlesex.
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The lop difference.
We admit it - BASF cassettes are more
expensive than ordinary cassettes.
About 10p more expensive, or if you
prefer, 10% more expensive.
But there are several good reasons why
we ask alittle more.
With ordinary cassettes, tape running
from one reel to another can often finish up
more like aball of string than aneat reel
imummiSape.
There's nothing.to guide the tape
accurately on to the reel. So the wind
goes alittle out of true, or aloop may
come out of the reel, which can leave
you with adamaged or torn tape even acompletely jammed cassette.
There are two reasons why this
doesn't happen with BASF cassettes.
hey're called Special Mechanics. Two
little plastic tusks which guide the tape
accurately round the spools so that there
are no jerks, no jamming, no frustration.
And all BASF SM cassettes have an
unconditional no-holds-barred free
replacement guarantee.
If they go wrong that is.
But they very rarely do. That's the 10p
difference.

Send the coupon and 40p for Heinz
Ritter's 126 page book called ' Tape
Questions - Tape Answers'. It tells you
everything you'll ever want to know about
tape recording.
You can't spare 40p? Then send the
coupon back for the complete BASF price
list and full technical data.
BASF--the best tape, the best cassettes in
the world.
11 Here's 40p. Please send me Heinz
Ritter's book. Quickly.
Don't send me the book, but do send
me price lists and technical data.
Just as quickly.
Name
Address
BASF United Kingdom Limited,
*Knightsbridge House,
197 Knightsbridge,
London SW7 1SA
Tel: 01-584 5080
Registered Office. Regd in England No. 667980
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In 1972 How
searching for an
131 speakers
hours later....
When Howland- West decided to market anew range of
loudspeakers, their task was tougher than most.
After all, with names like Lux, Micro and Nikko under
their belt, the same impeccable standards would be
expected from any speakers backed by the
Howland- West name.
Our search took
us to Japan, America,
the Far East and
Europe. We listened to speakers
of all shapes and sizes.
Big boomy ones, small squeaky ones,
brash blaring ones, short shrill
ones. It was beginning to look as though
there just weren't any made to the standards we required when suddenly, there
they were. And quite near to home. In Denmark in fact.
The name of the speakers is Scan Sound. They owe their brilliant
performance to apatented system called SD ( Symmetric Drive). For
the technically minded, this features amagnet system whose voice coil has a
position independent inductance, assuring symmetric acoustic response to
symmetric input pulses. The advantages of SD have to be heard to be believed.
The high degree of clarity and distinctness, without peaking puts Scan
Sound speakers in aclass way above the rest.
Sole U.K. Distributors: Howland- West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove, London, N7 8EQ.
Telephone: 01-6090293/4 / 5.
Please send me full details of Scan Sound Speakers and the unique SD System.

NAME

Model S02 £ 13.00 + VAT. S12 £ 20.00 + VAT S22 £ 29.00 + VAT.
H 10 £ 36.00 + VAT. H20 39.00 + VAT. H30 £ 46.00 + VAT.
P25 £ 58.00 + VAT. P35 £ 65.00 + VAT. P.55 £ 120.00 + VAT.
Recommended Retail Prices at 1/3/74.

ADDRESS

.

HFN 5

land West started
ew speaker range.
Iso listening
There are nine in all, the High Fidelity and Professional
ranges with SD, and the Stereo range using Scan Sound's
standard response system. Cabinets are finished in
teak or rosewood.
Scan Sound speakers offer exceptional
value for money — and
they're backed by
Howland- West!

Scan Sound
The Speakers with SD

Albtal Sound Service
from Lindair
The Lindair policy, implemented in each
outlet in the Lindair retail chain and, above all, at
Lindair House, is to offer the discerning hi-fi
enthusiast afull spectrum of high quality sound
equipment. A whole world of sound, ranging from
the smallest portable cassette players and radios
to the most sophisticated hi-fi electronic hard-ware
anywhere.
The only Lindair criterion for stocking
equipment is that it must be the best of its kind, at
its price, in the world.
We'll cut corners on price; never on value
to the customer.

Lindair House, 227 Tottenham Court Road, London W.1

We Span The World Of Sound
Sherwood S 7900A System Sherwood S7900 A tuner
amplifier.Thorens TD125AB complete with Shure V 15E
Super Cartridge and apair of Bose 901 loudspeakers complete with stands. £650.25.

Marantz 1030 system Marantz 1030 stereo amplifier.
Pioneer PL12D Stereo turntable with base and cover, ready
wired. Shure MS5E stereo eliptical cartridge.
2x Celestion Ditton 15 stereo loudspeakers. £169.00.

All
items covered
by full
GUARANTEE PLUS
our usual
12 months FREE
after sales
SERVICE.
Technics 3400 System Technics SU 3400 tuner and ST 3400
amplifier producing apowerful 35 watts RMS per channel,
Technics SL- 1200 direct-drive transcription turntable fitted
with Shure M 75 ED, Cassette Deck RS 261 US, and apair of
Technics SB-301 loudspeakers. £532.53.

Pioneer QX 9900 Pioneer QX 9900, a4-channel tuner/amplifier for SQ and Descrete 4-channel sources and 2-channel
plus built-in OCL circuitry and reverb amplifier, 33 watts +
4-channel RMS into 8ohms. Pioneer PL61 turntable, apair of
CSR 700 loudspeakers and apair of Ditton 15 loudspeakers
for rear channel. £652.80.

Best budget Systems-quality brands at big discounts
Amstrad 4000 system
-

memoomodel
jiagag 41211111•111110

Sanyo Portable
Music Centre 2615N

Sansui AU 101 system

*I
Sansui AU 101 Stereo Amplifier 15 + IS watts
RMS per channel Garrard SP 25 Mk. III
Turntable with base and cover wired.
Goldring G1300 Stereo Cartridge. 2 > CelestiQn
Hadleigh Stereo loudspeaker system.

Amstrad Integra 4000 Mk II Stereo Amplifier
With integrated circuit. Garrard SP 25 Mk. III
:turntable with base and cover, in red.
Goldring G800 stereo cartridge. LA 150
.stereo loudspeaker system.

£87.50

£63.60
Sony
•
TC 377

system

Pioneer SA500A stereo
amplifier. Ganara SP
25 Mk. Ill turntable,
with base and cover,
wired. Goldring 0800
stereo cartridge.
2What fedale Denton
stereo loudspeaker
systems ( or Celeation
Countys £6extra).
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£105.00

Son

£77.20

Pioneer 500

Stereo tape deck
a a
incorporating Sony
•
' lint-phase' which
enables recording
and playback of SQ
encoded 4-channel
sound.Tape/source
monitors, mic/line
mixing.

£85.35

TA
....70
.

.. IC2»ls

Sony TA 70 Stereo Amplifier 8watts per
Channel. BSR MP 60 TPDI Tu rnt abl e .
ADC
Cartridge. Celestion Hadleigh Speakers with
(Celestion County £6.50).

,
.
p
We

£79.95

.
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II

Teleton GA 202 Amplifier Garrard Darby SP 25
Turntable Goldring 0800 Cartridge.
Celestion County Loudspeakers.

£87.20

Amstrad lc 2000 Mk. II
Guadrosound Stereo Amplifier
Garrard SP 25 Mk. III Turntable
with base and cover, wired.
Goldring 0800 Stereo Cartridge.
2Wharfedale Demon stereo
speaker system ( or Celestion
Countys £ 9.50 ex:ra).

Goodmans One Ten

system

e

The quality stereo cassette deck. A450
with Dolby Noise reduction provides open
reel performance with cassette conve- •
neince. Lowest wow and flutter 0.07%. For
all types of tapes. £193 .50

£78.50

.

£79.50
Akai
GXC
46D

illa '

Stereo cassette deck with Dolby System,tape
selection for Cr02 and standard tapes. Wow/
flutter of less than 0.12% and asignal/noise
ratio oibetter than 58dB with Dolby Process

£161.95

Goodmans 80 system

it'

Me t
rosoun dST20 Am plifi er. Garrar d
SP25 Mk. III. Base and cover. G800
Ce l
es ti on Ha dl e i
g h.

Pioneer SX 424 Receiver, with Pioneer
PL12D turntable with Shure M5SE
cartridge and apair of Celestion
Dillon 15 loudspeakers,

•

.,.

,
C..:Di

Pioneer SX 424 system

.

TEAC
A450

Metrosound ST20

Teleton 202 system

11

Sanyo 2615N. A hand ycomplete unit —
must for those who get aiound.

£106.34

Sansui 310

Sony TA 88

Ara.--idi

_

Mail
Goodmans Module One Ten stereo
tuner amplifier Alt/I/FM. Goodmans
TD 100 turntable with base and cover,
ready wired. 2Goodmans Magnum SL
stereo loudspeaker system.

£223.00

Goodmans Module 80 Stereo Tuner
Amplifier FM. Goodmans TD 100
stereo turntable. Goldring G800E
stereo freefield cartride. 2Goodmans
Mezzo III Stereo loudspeaker system.

Consisting of Sansui 310. Carrard SP 25 with
Goldring 0800. Celestion Dittos IS. complete
with Base. Cover and all leads and plugs

£175.50

£178.00

Sony TA 88 Integrated Amplifier Stereo.
Pionees PL I2D. Shure M55E. Celestion County
Speakers.

ell Q

All

All prices are quoted exclusive of V.A.T. The prices a- e correct as at 19.3.74 but are liable to change without notification. E. & O. E.

Save up to 40%

tIND

Lindair House, 227 Tottenham Court Road, London W.1 01-580 7383
also branches at:241- 242 Tottenham Court Road, London W.1 01-580 2255
137 Charing Cross Road, London W.C.2 01-437 8718
94-96 Upper Parliament Street, Nottingham 0602 40403

Telephone orders accepted.
Access and Barclaycard welcome.
H.P. available to all callers from
AVCO Financial Services.
BARCLAYCARD
**Korn* here
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This is No.7 in a series explaining the features and benefits of the Bose 901 —
the most highly reviewed speaker regardless of size or price.

Why is the BOSE 901
designed for
FLAT POWER RADIATION?
If you have heard the BOSE 901 DIRECT/REFLECTING"
speaker system, or if you have read the
unprecedented series of rave reviews, you already
know that the 901 is the longest step forward
in speaker design in perhaps two decades. Since
the performance of the 901, covered by U.S.
and foreign patents issued and pending, derives
from an interrelated group of advances, each
depending on the others for its full potential,
we hope you will be interested in a fuller
explanation than is possible in a single issue.
THE NEED FOR FLAT POWER RADIATION:
In previous articles we have explained
that when you attend a concert,
the reverberant field is
dominant over the direct
field at your seat. In
order to create a
similar situation
in your living room,
the speaker must use
one wall of your room
in the same way that the
orchestra uses the back
wall of the stage —
to reflect sound.
A fundamental property
of the reverberant field
is that its distribution
of power vs. frequency is
related, not to the radiation
of a musical instrument along any
one axis, but rather to the total
power it radiates in all directions.
Therefore, in order to more accurately
simulate the live performance in
your home, the loudspeaker must be
designed for a flat power radiation into the room
rather than flat frequency response on axis. The
need for flat power radiation was first recognized
in the research that led to the BOSE 901, and the 901
is the only speaker that uses this principle. The
result — you can now listen to an ensemble of
violins or other instruments playing in the higher
registers of the musical scale and enjoy all the
overtones and proper attacks without suffering from
the annoying shrillness so characteristic of Hi Fi.
(Musicians and many women are very sensitive to shrill
and screechy sounds — they will instantly recognize
the unique properties of the BOSE 901 in this respect.
In fact, many owners have commented that their wives

can enjoy the 901 at a much higher volume level than
they could tolerate with conventional speakers.)
WHY CONVENTIONAL SPEAKERS CANNOT HAVE
FLAT POWER RADIATION:
Figure 1shows the measured directional radiation of
one of the better conventional speakers at 50Hz and
15KHz. The fact that the two solid curves coincide on
the speaker axis indicates that the speaker has the
same response on- axis at the two frequencies. However,
the much smaller radiation pattern at 15KHz ( both
horizontally and vertically) shows that the total
power radiated in all directions at 15KHz is only a
fraction of the power radiated at 50Hz. This is why you
notice that the high frequencies drop off as you move
off axis with a conventional speaker. If this speaker
were to be equalized to radiate flat power, the onaxis response at high frequencies would be so
intense ( indicated by the dotted line) that you
could not sit in front of the speaker. This
problem is fundamental in conventional speakers.
(We leave it as an interesting
exercise for the technically
• • • 1
, .1
inclined reader to show that
\.eu
8
even a cylindrically shaped
r,
;
speaker cannot employ flat
•
power radiation without
excessive high frequency
radiation toward the
listening area.)
HOW IS FLAT POWER
RADIATION POSSIBLE
WITH THE 901?
— By directing the
greater percentage of
the radiation at precisely
selected angles to the
rear wall, the 901 achieves
flat power radiation
without high frequency
beaming toward the
listening area.
Ask your franchised BOSE dealer for an A- B comparison test with the best conventional speaker systems,
regardless of their size or price. Note especially the
absence of the ' Hi Fi edge' on the violins and the
uniform distribution of the highs throughout the room.
*See ' ON THE DESIGN, MEASUREMENT AND
EVALUATION OF LOUDSPEAKERS', Dr. A. G. Bose,
a paper presented at the 1968 convention of the Audio
Engineering Society. Copies of the complete paper
are available.
Sole UK D,stributors

You can hear the difference now.

ACOUSTIC()
ENTERPRISES
LTD The Hi-fidelity People
Unit 7, Space VVaye. North Feltham Trading Estate.
Feltham, Middlesex. Tel: 01-751 0141 (4lines)

BOSE DEALERS

LONDON
Henry's Radio Limited, 354-356 Edgware Road, London W2.
Lasky's Radio Limited, 42 Tottenham Court Road, London WI.
Lewisham Stereo Centre, 52 Lee High Road, London 5E13.
Lind-Air Optronics Limited, 227 Tottenham Court Road, London WI. R.E.W. Audio Visual Co. Limited, 10-12 Colliers Wood High Street,
olliers Wood,
London SWI9 2BE.
BERKSHIRE
G. 0. Moorhen, 190 Reading Road. Henley on Thames, Berks.
Sound Systems Limited, 49 Kings Street, Maidenhead, Berks,
BRISTOL/GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Radford Hi Fi, 52-54 Gloucester Road, Bristol 7
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
University Audio, 1 & 2 Peas Hill. Cambridge, Cambridgeshire.
CHESHIRE
Hi Fi Centre, Green Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire.
Newdawn Hi Fi, Lower Bridge Street, Chesher, Cheshire.
Telesound, 231 Grange Road, Birkenhead, Cheshire.
CORNWALL
Burridges ( St. Austell) Limited, 13-14 Ayler Square, St. Austell, Cornwall.
Burridges ( St. Austell) Limited, 22 River Street, Truro, Cornwall.
DEVON
Burridges ( St. Austell) Limited, Old Town Street, Plymouth, Devon.
Exon Audio, 164 Sidwell Street. Exeter. Devon.
Richlow Electronics Limited, 20 Round Hill Road, Broadpark, Livermead, Torquay,
Devon.
DURHAM
Red Radio, 31 Crowtree Road, Sunderland. Durham.
ESSEX
Audio Hypermarkets, Mansion House Precinct, St. John's Road, Clacton, Essex.
Essex Hi Fi Centre, 212 London Road, Hadleigh, Essex.
Chew & Osbourne, 148 High Street, Epping. Essex.
HAMPSHIRE
C.T.V. Services Limited, Fryern Arcade, Chandlers Ford, Hants.
Ken Rose Audio, 283 Fleet Road, Fleet, Hants.
Lawbak Electronics Limited, 18 High Street, Eastleigh, Hants.
Wireless Supplies Unlimited, 244-246 Old Christchurch Road, Bournemouth, Hants.
HERTFORDSHIRE
A & M Supplies. 123-125 High Street, Stevenage, Herts,
K.J. Leisuresound Limited, 33 Bridle Path, Watford, Herts.
HUNTINGDONSHIRE
St. Ives Audio Centre, No. 2 Crown Yard, St. Ives. Hunts.
KENT
Audio Hypermarkets, 4 Railway Street. Chatham, Kent.
Photocraft, 40 High Street, Ashford, Kent.
Sevenoaks Hi Fi Centre, 118C London Road, Sevenoaks, Kent.
Stirling Sound Limited, 66 High Street, West Wickham, Kent.
LANCASHIRE
F. Benfell, 78 Westfield Road, Blackpool, Lancs.
Holden ( Photographic) Limited, Fishergate, Preston, Lancs.
Cobalt Hi Fi, 5 Knutsford Road, Warrington, Lancs.
Forsyth Bros., 126-128 Deansgate, Manchester, Lancs.
Telesound, 161 St. John's Centre, Liverpool, and 31 Birkley Street, Blackpool, Lancs.
LEICESTERSHIRE
Leicester Hi Fi Centre, 217 Melton Road, Leicester, Leicestershire.
LINCOLNSHIRE
Lincolnshire Hi -Fi Centre, 271 High Street, Lincoln, Lincolnshire,
NORFOLK
Climax Audio, 2 Broad Row, Great Yarmouth. Norfolk.
Martins Electronics Centre, 85-87 Ber Street, Norwich, Norfolk,
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham Scientific Exchange ( Hi Fi), 64 Peveril Street, Nottingham.
NORTHUMBERLAND
Turners Limited. 7-11 Pink Lane. Newcastle upon Tyne, Northumberland.
OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford Audio Visual Centre, 19 Old High Street, Headington, Oxford.
SOMERSET
Yeovil Audio Centre, 8 Wyndham Street, Yeovil, Somerset,
STAFFORDSHIRE
Aldridge Organ Studios, 39 Anchor Road, Aldridge, Walsall, Staffs.
Smiths Radio Services Limited, 26 Victoria Street, Wolverhampton, Staffs.
SURREY
Camera Centre, 96 Whitgift Centre, Croydon, Surrey.
Guildford Hi Fi Centre, 270 High Street, Guildford, Surrey.
Surrey Sound Equipment, 3-4 Royal Oak Centre, Purley, Surrey.
Southern Audio Services Ltd., 43 High Street, Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey.
Unilet Products Limited, Compton House, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey.
SUSSEX
Complete Audio Systems, 32 Grove Road, Eastbourne, Sussex.
Lanes Radio Limited, 94 Church Road, Hove, Sussex.
WARWICKSHIRE
B.R.G. Hi Fi, 89 Haunchwood Road, Nuneaton, Warcs,
Griffin Radio Limited, 94 Bristol Street, Birmingham 5, Warcs.
Hocken Sound Limited, 1195 Pershore Road, Sturchley, Birmingham, Warts,
Libby's Records, 244 Soho Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.
Pure Sound, 1130 Warwick Road, Acocks Green, Birmingham, Warcs.
WILTSHIRE
Fleetone, 11-13 Salt Lane, Salisbury, Wiltshire.
YORKSHIRE
Audio Classics, 33 Upper Kirkgate, Wakefield, Yorks.
Erricks of Bradford, Northgate, Bradford BD1 3JR.
Kingsway Studios, 25 Dale Street, Ossett. Yorks.
J. Koczur, 185 Yorkshire Street, Rochdale, Yorks.
Scarborough Hi Fi, 54 Aberdeen Walk, Scarborough, Yorks,
Sheffield Sound Centre, 10Ia Eccelshall Road, Sheffield II, Yorks.
Tape Recorder Centre, 30 Kings Cross Street, Halifax, Yorks.
Vickers Hi Fi. 15-24 Gillygate, Yorks.
Vickers Hi Fi, 43 Princegate, Waterdale Centre, Doncaster, Yorks,
Ken Whitehead, 8 Byram Street, Huddersfield, Yorks.
SCOTLAND
Audio Aids, 274 Canon Gate, Edinburgh, and 20 South Clerk Street. Edinburgh, Scotland.
Hi Fi Corner 1Haddington Place, Edinburgh, Scotland.
James Kerr & Co. Limited, 98-110 Woodlands Road, Glasgow, Scotland.
Victor Morris. 31 Sauchichall Street, Glasgow, Scotland.
WALES
Cardiff Hi Fi Centre. Oxford Arcade, Cardiff.
John Ham, Sound Studio, 75-77 Mansell Street, Swansea.
Newport
Fi Centre, 52 Cambrians Road, Newport, Mons.

Relax,sit bacic,look or listen to the luxury
that Studio 99 has to offer
Selecting your Hi-Fidelity equipment
should be apleasure.
You wilr find it in the relaxed atmosphere of
Studio 99 (i
nSwiss Cottage, and now in Harpenden too).
There you will find acarefully selected range from the
world's most reputable manufacturers. No high
pressure salesman panting for his commission will
assault you. Your ears will not be bombarded by glossy
superlatives. You will get advice— unbiased advice to
help select the right equipment for you. You will be
asked to listen. To listen to music. Your type of music. If
you want, bring your own records or tapes, or cassettes.
Your ears and your Êytî will be opened when you visit
Studio 99. Come and look. Come and listen. Come
and relax.

136«

Hi Fi Television ( sales and rental).

We are proud to be the leaders in hi- fl television. Television
witn decent sound. Television from Bong 8 Olufsen. With boss
and treble controls and twin speakers. And, al course, the most
natural cc lour picture. All this allied to the superb stylirg makes these slim
sets the trend setters for years to come. Available now 'or sate and rental.

studio

High-fidelity equipment.Colour TV. sa es and rental.
Studio 99 Limited: 81 Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage. London, NW6.
01-624 8855.10am-7pm Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday,
Thursday 10am — 1pm; Saturday 10am— opm.
Now also at: Studio 99 Limited: 82 High Street, Harpenden,Herts.
(STD 05827)64246. 9am— 5.30 Friday closing 7.30pm.Closed Weds
29
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88 HIGH STREET • EDGWARE
MIDDLESEX HA8 7HE
TELEPHONE: 01-952 3238
CLOSE TO M1 MOTORWAY

We guarantee to provide parts and

abour absolutely free of charge for12 months on any
em purchased from Planet and returned to us as

aulty. We only sell goods that we consider to be

ICE

rices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by
heque card. We will be pleased to accept ACCESS or

Armstrong 623

Armstrong 624

£65-00
noel)

Prices on application
Lux 700X
Lux 308
Lux 339
Metrosound ST2OE Mk II .. £ 32-00
Metrosound ST60 ..
£59 50
Nikko TRM3)0
Nikko TRM500 } Prices on application
Nikko TRM600
Onkyo 7331
Onkyo 732 f Prices on application
Pioneer SA500A . •
£43.25
Pioneer SA6200 . •
£74-00
Pioneer SA7I00
£96.50
Pioneer SA8I00 .. • . £139.50
Pioneer SA9100 .. • • £174-50
Pioneer Reverberation ..
Quad 33/303
Price on application
Rotel 611
£69.95
Sansui AUI01 Sansui AU505
Sansui AU6500
Prices on application
Sansui AU7500
Sansui AU9500
. . £70.75
Tandberg TA300

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
}Prices on application
Goodmans Module 80 ..
£72-00
Goodmans Mod. 80 Compact £131-00
Goodmans Module 90 ..
£92.00
Goodmans Mod. 90 Compact £165.00
Goodmans One-Ten .. £110.00
Goodman: One-Ten Compact £196.00
Leak Delta 2000 ..
£130.00
Lux R8C0 ..
Price on application
Pioneer SX424
£78.25
Pioneer SX525
£102.75
Pioneer SX626
£143.75
Pioneer 5)(727
£ 180.50
Pioneer SX828
£234-25
Pioneer SX9000
£230.25
Pioneer SX2500
£248-70
Rotel 40)A ..
£79.95
Rotel 600A
£ 114-50
Sans', 210
Sansui 310
Sansui 350A
Sansui 661
Sansui 771
Prices on application
Sansui 1000X
Sansui Six
Sansui Seven
Sansui Eight
.. £92.00
Tandberg TR 00
£146.00
Tandberg TRI000
. . £ 157.00
Tandberg TRI010
Armstrong 626

STYLI

TUNERS

Lux 507X!

Armstrong 625

AS

0
HIGH ST.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

AMPLIFIERS

Armstrong 621 •
PII0 ¡ Prices on
Cambridge P90
application
Cambridge
Leak Delta 30
Leak Delta 70
Lux 707
Lux 505X I

A41

OPEN: 9.30 TO 6MON. TO SAT.
9.30 TO 12.30 THURS.
PRIVATE CAR PARK ADJACENT

eliable and backed by reputable manufacturers. All

ARCLAYCARD.

•
MI
'EDGWARE
EXIT 0.4

}rices on application

Cambridge 755 VHF
Price on application
Leak Delta FM
..
£63-50
Leak Delta AM/FM
£70.75
Lux SOO
Lux 717 . Prices on application
Lux 700
Metrosound FMS20 Mk 11 ..
£42.00
Nikko FAM300 AM/FM IPrices on
Nikko FAM400 AM/FM .fapplication
Onkyo 433 AM/FM
Price on application
Pioneer TX500A
£56.25
Pioneer TX6200
£65.25
Pioneer TX7100
£86.50
Pioneer TX8I00
£100.50
Pioneer TX9100
£ 138.50
Quad FM3 ..
Price on application
Rotel 622 ..
£75-75
Sansui TUSOS
Sansui TU7500}Prices on application
Sansui TU9500

TURNTABLES
Connoisseur BDI Kit ..
Connoisseur BD2 Complete
ERA Mk 6 with SME
Garrard SP2S Mk 4 Module
with Shure M75-6 wired
G
d 86SB Module with
Shure M75-6 wired ..
Garrard Zero 100SB Module
Shure M93E wired
Goldring GL75/P/C De Luxe
Goldring 0L78/P/C
Goldring GL85/P/C
Leak Delta M75B
Philips 212-400 ..
Pioneer PLI2D
Thorens TDI65C
Thorens TD I
60C ..
Thorens 10125 Mk 11 ..
Thorens TDI25SAB+TX25

£11.65
£36.25
£83.00
£27.00
£39-00
£53.00
£46.70
£52.00
£69.50
£55.00
£55-95
£39.50
£50.50
£59.25
£69.30
£114-50

CARTRIDGES
Empire 999 RE/X
Goldring 0820 ..
Goldring 0820E
Goldring 0820 Super E
Shure M3D
Shure M44- G
Shure M44-7
Shure M55E
Shure ht75/B
Shure M75/G2
Shure M75/E32
Shure M75/ED2
Shure VI5/3

£3.95
£7.25
£11.00
£14.75
£4.50
£5.50
£5.50
£6.90
£9.15
£10-50
£11.00
£12.00
£26.95

DI20 ( G850)
D110 ( G800)
(3110E ( 0800E)
DI IOSE ( Super E)
Shure N3D
Shure N44/G
Shure N44/7
Shure N44E
Shure N5SE
Shure N75G
Shure N75/B
Shure N7SE.12
Shure N7SED2
Shure VN35E

£3.00
£3.30
£7.60
£11.00
£3.40
£4.75
£4.50
£4.90
£5.99
£6.40
£5.60
£7.00
£8.95
£13.50

SPEAKERS
B & W DS pair «¡ Prices on
8 & W DM4 pair
B & W
DM2A pair
application
Cambridge R40IPrices on
Cambridge R50 f application
Celestion County ( pair) •.
£43 .50
Celestion Hadleigh ( pair) £ 37.50
Celestion Ditton 15 ( pair) .. £62.00
Celestion Dicton 44 ( pair) .. £ 104.50
Celestion Ditton 25 ( pair) .. £ 123-75
Celestion Ditton 66 ( pair) .. £ 189.00
Goodmans Minister SL ( pair) £ 35.00
Goodmans Mezzo SL ( pair) £63.00
Goodmans Magnum SL ( pair) £78.50
Goodmans Goodwood ( pair) £85•30
Goodmans Dimension 8 ( pair) £ 119.75
IMF, all models-Prices on application
Jordan Watts Module .. £ 12 40
Jordan Watts HF Unit ..
£6.35
Jordan Watts Juno ( pair) ..
£5480
KEF KK2 Kit
KEF KK3 Kit
KEF Coda
KEF Cantor
All normally in stock
KEF Chorale
Prices on application
KEF Cadenza
KEF Concerto
KEF Model 104
Kef 104F Stand
Leak 2020 ( pair
£48.50
Leak 2030 ( pair)
£65.00
Leak 2060 ( pair) .. £ 12.00
Leak 2075 ( pair) Price on application
Lowther PM6 ( pair) ..
£49.25
Lowther PM6 Mk 1 ( pair) ..
£52.80
Lowther PM7 ( pair) ..
£88.00
Lowther Acousta PM6 ( pair) £ 129-00
Lowther Acousta PM6 Mk I
(pair) .. £ 132.00
Tannoy 12 Mon. Gold ( pair)
£79.25
Tannoy 15 Mon. Gold ( pair)
Price on application
Tannoy 3LZ ( pair) ..
£91.50
Tannoy 12 Chatsworth ( pair) £ 116.00
Tannoy 15 Lancaster ( pair)
Price on application
Wharfedale Kit Linton ( pair)
£19.25

Wharfedale
Wharfedale
(Pair)
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale

Kit Glendale ( pr)
Kit Dovedale 3
Denton 2 ( pair)
Linton 2 ( pair)
Glendale ( pair)
Dovedale 3 ( pair)

£37-50
£54.25
£31.30
£38-30
£57.00
£79-00

TAPE DECKS &
RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS Deck ( Reel) ..
£92.25
Akai CS33D Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) ..
£74.95
Akai GXC36D Deck ( Cass.)
£75.50
Akai GXC36 Recorder ( Cass.) £87.50
Akai GXC4OT Tuner Recorder
(Cass.) ..
£131.95
Akai GXC38D Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) .. ..
£97.50
Akai GXC46D Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) .. £ 111.95
Akai GXC65D Deck ( Cass.
REV Dolby) ..
£121.50
Akai GXR82D Deck ( Cart.)
£86.95
Akai CR8I D Deck ( Cart.) ..
£69.50
Akai CR81T Tuner/Recorder
(Cart.) ..
£121.75
Akai 172IL Recorder ( Reel)
£84.00
BSR TD8S 8- track deck ..
LI S.75
Philips N2506
£54.00
Revox 1102 Mk 3-1
.Prices on
Revox 1104 Mk 3r application
Tandberg 3341X Deck .. £117.85
Tandberg 3441 X Recorder £ 149.50
Tand berg 9041 X Deck .. £ 189.00
Tand berg 9141 X
.
£227 00
Tandberg TCD 310 Deck
Price on application
Teac-All models-Prices on
application.

HEADPHONES

£5.50
£64.50
£56.00
£30.00
£27.00
£15.50
£22-00
£20.50
£12.25
£14.00
£11-00
£28.60
£11-75
£46.00
£17.25

Aka, ASE I1
Koss ESP9
Koss ESP6
Koss PROSLC
Koss PRO4AA
Koss K072 7
Koss HV I ..
Koss K0747
Koss K6 ..
Koss K6LC
Pioneer SE30A
Sansui SS50
Sennheiser HD4I4
Stax SR3/SRD5 .
Wharfedale lsodynamic

PICK-UP ARMS

Connoisseur SAU2
SME 3009 Improved

..

SME 3009/S2 Improved j.

£ 12.50
P.O.A.
Normally
stock

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Please add 120p per item towards carriage and packing. ( Cartridges and styli post 15p).

DEMONSTRATIONS,EXPERT GUIDANCE AND AFTER-SALES SERVICE
30

soind
as clear
as light
For the ultimate experience: the ESS
amt 1with its Heil air- motion
transformer. So controversial it must be
revolutionary — so scientifically simple
it must be true. Now, finally, you can
trust your own judgement when you
experience the adventure of ESS sound.
This is not another hi fi fad but an
authentic new principle in accord with
both the laws of physics and your own
musical response.
Match the amt 1to the ESS
perfectionist, ultra- low distortion
„preamplifier and ESS active current

Sole U.K Distributors!
•

22 Buckingham Palace Road
London;SW1IN OQP Telephone: 01-834 0650

source circuit power amplifier for that
immediate recognition of excellence.
Clean bursts of power to the amt 's
instantaneous acceleration give you
transients without atrace of clipping
and music which emerges in crystalline
clarity from abackground of total
silence.
Why invest in the old and obsolete
when these components light the way to
tomorrow? Break clear of the
conventional and step into the future
with confidence at your ESS
dealer.

AS PRICES GO UP COMET PRICES COME DOWN
All prices correct at time of going to press.
All goods will be despatched within 48 hours of
receipt of order. In the event of any item running out
of stock money will be refunded immediately.
Composer. Title. Rec. No.

Record
Rec.rtl Comet
Price
Price

OPERA AND BALLET
Weill. Rise and fall of City of Mahogany..
Lotte Lenya..Bruckner Ruggberg..
77341
+72
Ferrier. . 7 LP's inc. most of her Decca
recordings..AKFLI/7
7.50
Rossini .. La Cenerentda..GOS 631/33 + 50
Italian Opera Festival..GOSA 625/27 + 50
Grand Opera Festival .. GOSB 636/38 + 50
Invitation to a ballet festival..SDDJ 393/95 4-50
Wagner ... Gotterdammerung ( 6 LPs)..
SET 292/97
17-70
Mozart.. Magic Flute. ( 3LPs)..
SET 479/81
ess
Wagner ... Tannhauser..(4 LPs)..
SET 506/09
11.80
Donizetti.. Lucia de Lammermoor..
Sutherland ..( 3 LPs). . SET 528/30
8.85
Verdi .. Rigoletto..Sutherland. . Gilda
(3 LPs)..SET 542/44
8.85
Offenbach .. Tales of Hoffman .. Sutherland
..(3 LPs)..SET 545/47
8.85
Wagner..Parsifal..Solti..Vienna Phil..
(5 LPs). SET 550/54
14.75
Puccini .. Turandot..(3 LPs). . SET 561/63
8.85
Puccini .. La Boheme..(2 LPs). SET 565/66 5.90
Schumann .. Scenes from Goethe's " Faust"
..Dieskau, Quirk, Pears, Harwood,
Britten .. ECO..(2 LPs....
SET 567/68 .
5.90
Berlioz. Romeo et Juliet.. Maazel..
Vienna Phil. .(2 LPs). SET 570/71
5.90
Bellini .. La Sonnambula..Sutherland, Monti,
Corena, Stahlman, Elkins. . SXL 6128
2.50
Marilyn Horne Sings Rossini. Various.
Lewis. . Royal P.O... SXL 6584
2.50
Offenbach.. Le Papillon .. Bonynge.. LSO
(Ballet). . SXL 6558
2.50
Tchaikovsky..Nutcracker..Philharmonia
Orchestra..Kurtz..ASD 289
140
Puccini .. Tosca..Callas, Bergonzi, Gobbi,
Paris Conservatoire Orch...Pretre..
ASD 2300
2.40
Wagner.. Highlights..Boult..LSO..
ASD 2934
2.40
Cavalleria Rusticana and Pagliacci .. Callas
and Gobbi..(3 LPs/Booklet) SLS 819
4.95
Puccini .. Tosca..de Sabata.. La Scala..
(2 LPs). . SLS 825
3.50
Tchaikovsky. Nutcracker Ballet.. Previo
..SLS 834
3-95
Donizetti .. Maria Stuarda..Silk..Burrows
..(3 LPs). . SLS 848
5.95
Tchaikovsky.. Maid of Orleans..
Rozhdestvensky ... Moscow Radio SO..
SLS 852
6-95
Recital at La Scala. . Callas and di Stefano..
(2 LPs/Booklet)..SLS 856
3-50
Prokofiev..Romeo and Juliet ( Comp.
ballet)..LSO..(3 LPs). . SLS 864
5.95
Verdi .. II Trovatore..Callas, di Stefano,
La Scala..Karajan..SLS 1369
+95
Puccini .. Madame Butterfly..Barbirolli..
SLS 927
6.95
Verdi.. La Forza Del Destino..Gardinelli..
(4 LPs). . SLS 948
6-95
Rossini .. William Tell..In French..
Gardelli..R.P.O...(5 LPs). . SLS 970
9.50
Verdi .. Attila..Gardinelli ..(2 LPs)..
6700 056
5-20
Monteverdi .. Madrigals..Glynebourne
Opera Group.. ECO. . 6703 035
7130
Berlioz. La Damnation de Faust. . 6703 042 7.80
Berlioz..Benvenuto Cellini. Davis
Covent Garden..(4 LPs). . 6707 019
10-40
Mozart .. Don Giovanni .. Colin Davis..
(4 LPs). 6707 022
10.40
Wagner. Triscan Und Isolde..Nilsson,
Ludwig, Windgassen, Bayreuth Festival
..Bohm..136 433
175
ehar..The Merry Widow..Karajan..
2707 070
5.50
Mozart.. Le Nozze di Figaro. ( 3LPs)..
2728 004
5.25
Pfitzner..Palestrina.. ( 4 LPs)..27I 1013
11.00
'Mozart..Don Giovanni Fischer-Dieskau
and others . Berlin R.S.0...Fricsay..
(3 LPs) 2728 003
5-25

3.65
6.00
310
3.60
300
2.60
13.70
7. 00

Record
Retort' Comet
Price
Price

Composer, Title, Rec. No,
Puccini.. Madame Butterfly. ( 3LPs)..
SER 5504/06
Verdi .. La Traviata. Bergonzi..Caballe..
SER 5564/6
Verdi .. 11 Trovatore..(3 LPs)..SER5568/70
Verdi .. Aida.. L. Price. ( 3 LPs)..
SER5609/ II
Mario Lanza. . The art and voice of..
(3 LPs)..SER5689/9I
Verdi .. Simon Boccanegra..(3 LPs)..
SER5696/98

4.77

4.20

+76
4.77

4.20
4.20

+76

4.20

4-77

4.20

7.35

6.00

185

140

190

2.45

QUADRAPHONIC CLASSICAL
Tchaikovsky I812..Previn .. LSO..
Q4ASD 2892
Strauss. R.. Also sprach Zarathustra..
Bernstein.. MQ 30443

SPECIAL OFFER

9.45

Winston S. Churchill.. His Memories and
Speeches 1918-1945..(12 LPs in lavish
7.00
box).. Limited Special Offer..WSC I/12Sp. Price
Wagner. . Complete recording of the Ring
7.10 .. Solti..Vienna Phil ..( 19 LPs plus 3
explanation records by D. Cooke)..
7.10
RING 1/22
37-56
Mahler. . 10 Symphonies..Kubelik..
11.80
2720 063
19.50
7.10
Weber. .Der Freischutz..Kleiber..(3 LPs)
4.75 .. 2720 071
5.50
Wagner. . The Ring .. Bohm Bayreuth
Festival. ( 16 LPs) 6747 037
41-60
4.75

20.60

3100
15.00
+ 10
22-50

TOP SELLING CLASSICAL

Shostakovich..Symphony 7. Piano
concerto 1..Bernstein..N.Y.P.O...
Previo ( piano). . 72349
5.00
John Williams .. Rodrigo. Concerto De
Aranjuez..Ormandy..Philadephia..
1.95
72439
150
Dvorak .. Violin concertos .. Stern
1-95
Ormandy..Philadelphia..72457
150
Debussy .. Ravel..Quartet .. Juilliard String
1-90
Quartet .. 72998
150
Holst..The Planets..Bernstein..N.Y.P.O.
110
.. 7300I
150
Stravinsky .. Rite of spring. . Bernstein.
1.90
73104
145
John Williams. Plays music from Japan,
4.30
England and Latin America. . 73205
150
Boulez.. Le Marteau Sans Maitre .. 732I3
2.45
170
Bach .. Complete solo Harpsichord Concertos
Nos. I-8..Egor Kipnis.. Marriner..
345
London Strings. . 77335
+72
Worlds Great Piano Concertos. The
5-20
Emperor, Serkin, Tchaikovsky No. 1,
Greig, Rachmaninov No. 2..Bernstein..
Kempff..Szell..77342
4.72
5.75
Tchaikovsky. . 1812 Overture, Marche
Slave, Capriccio Italien. Suites from
3.05
Sleeping Beauty. Swan Lake, Nutcracker,
etc...Ormandy..Philadelphia Orch...
+62
5.10
77343
Rachmaninov. . 3 Symphonies (Op. 34)..
4-72
4.00
Ormandy. Philadelphia Orch...77345
Ravel. Complete piano music .. Robert
4.72
105
Casadesus. . 77346
Williams..Collection of 35 guitar pieces
+72
SSO
inc. Albeniz, Sevilla. Rodrigo. . 77355
Brahms. Symphonies Nos. 1, 2, 3. and 4,
7.50
Tragic Overture Op. 81..Academic
festival Overture Op. 80.. Cleveland
485
Orchestra. . 77356
+72
Tchaikovsky. Complete Concertos..
6-65
Piano concertos No. 1.2, and 3, Violin..
6-65
Ormandy. 77357
+72
Handel. . 16 Organ Concertos. Power,
8.70
Briggs .. Boult L.P.O...77358
4.72
Strauss, R.. Six great tone poems.. Ein
8-70
Heldenleben, Till Eulenspiegels, Also
sprach Zarathustra. . 77359
4.72
Bernstein. In concert..Fingal's Cave..
110
Ravels Bolero. Tchaikovsky Pathetique
..78206
2.99
3-95
Ormandy. In concert. . Chopin Piano
Concerto No. 1, Rossini William Tell,
4.20
Beethoven Symphony No. 5..78207
2.99
8.90
Szell. In concert. Brahms, Dvorak No. 8,
Mendelssohn Italian. . 78208
2.99
Walter.. In concert. Beethoven, Wagner,
4-2o
Mozart, Dvorak ( New World). . 78209
2.99

4-75

1-95

32

4.10
15
1
5
,
1.99
1-99
199
1.95
199
1.95
360

360

360
360
360
360

Record
Rec.rtl Comet
Price
Price

Title, Artist, Rec. No

Kempe..In concert.. inc. Tchaikovsky
Piano Concerto No. I, Dvorak Serenade
for strings. . 78210
2.99
Mitropoulos .. In concert.. Saint Saens
Violin Concerto No. 3, Symphony
Fantastique, Vaughan Williams..782 II
2.99
Messiaen. Catalogue D'Oiseaux.. Robert
Sherlaw..Johnson..2813 1005/07 + 12
Bach. Brandenburg Concertos Nos. 1-6..
(2 LPs).. Karl Munchinger..Stuttgart
Chamber..5BB 130/31
314
Beethoven .. Symphony No. 9.. Klemperer
..Solti..6BB 121/22
179
Liszt..Complete piano music Vol. 1
8BB 132/35
5.95
Invitation to concert ( Pop. Select)..
Karajan. Vienna Phil...DDS 501
115
Invitation to concert No. 2 ( Pop. Select)..
Solti..lsrael Phil...DDS 502
115
Invitation to concert No. 3 ( Pop. Select)..
Ansermet..Orch Suisse Romande..
DDS 503
2.15
Haydn .. Symphonies 1-19..Antal Dorati
..HDNA 1-6
7.38
Haydn. Complete Symphonies
(Appendices)..HDNK 47-48
110
Haydn .. Symphonies 36-48.. HDNL 13-18 7-38
Haydn.. String quartets Op. 71 and 74..
Argo..Aeolion quartet.. HDNL 49-51
169
Haydn.. Early quartets ( Op. 0, 1and 2)..
10 Quartets in all.. HDNM 5256
5-25
Ansermet Conducts Debussy..SDDK 396/
98
+ 50
Mozart.. Music for Wind Ensemble..
Brymer. . London Wind .. SDDL 405/09
7.55
Elgar. Dream of Gerontius..Minton
Pears. Shirley Quirk. (2 LPs)..
SET 525/26
5.90
Grieg Piano Concerto..LITOFF Scherzo..
Franck Symphonic Variations .. Clifford
Curzon. . SXL 2173
150
Brahms .. Four symphonies .. Kertesz..
Vienna Phil...SXLH 6610/13
10.00
Khachaturian..Spartacus..Khachaturian..
Vienna Phil...SXL 6000
2-50
Khachaturian..The Bell (Symphony 2)..
Khachaturian..Vienna P.O.. . SXL 6001
2.50
Schubert. Sonata in ' G'..Ashkenazy..
SXL 6002
150
Hoist.. Hymn of Jesus..SXL 6006
2.50
Greig..Schumann..Piano concerto..
Katchen .. Kertesz. Israel P.O...
SXL 6028
150
Tchaikovsky. Piano Concerto No. 1..
Ashkenazy..SXL 6058
150
Chopin .. Four Ballades. . 3 Nouvelles
Etudes..Ashkenazy..SXL 6143
2.50
Beethoven .. Symphony 9 Choral..
Sutherland, Home. King, Talvela, SchmidtIsserstedt..Vienna P.O.. . SXL 6233
150
Dvorak.. Symphonies
I ..( Kertesz)..SXL 6288
150
2.. " .. SXL 6289
150
3.. " .. SXL 6290
150
4.. " .. SXL 6257
2.50
5.. " .. SXL 6273
150
6.. " .. 5XL 6253
150
7
"
. SXL 6115
150

145
145
130
3.30
2.35
4.65
1.90
1.90
1.90
5.30
1.65

6-90

2&0
4.10
2.55
4.35
4.15
1.95
180
1-95
1.95
1.95
115
1.95
195
1.95
1-95
1.95
115
1-95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95

QUADRAPHONIC- POPULAR

360

Johnny Cash at St. Quentin
2.10
..CQ 30961
165
Ray Cone . Love Story..
110
CQ 30498
2.65
110
Godfather ... CQ 31473
165
Andy Williams..Love Story
110 ..CQ 30497
165
2.10 Godfather ... CQ 31303
165
2.10
Alone again .. CQ 31625
165
MANY OTHER TITLES IN STOCK

360

TOP 30 EASY LISTENING RECORDS AND TAPES

360
360

745
245
745
245

I. The Carpenters .. Now
and then..AMLH
63519
2. Liza Minelli .. Liza with
a " Z". . 65212
3. Simon & Garfunkel..
Bridge over troubled
water ... 63699
4. Jack Jones. Together.
SF 8342

2-55
2-55
2.55
2.55
2.55

138

I90

2 10

2 IS

118

I75

2 10

7 15

2-18

175

2.10

2-15

118

175

2 10

235

Records
BUY

NOW

RECORDS, RECORDED CASSETTES
AND 8 TRACK CARTRIDGES

COMET RECORD DEPT., 101 NEW ROAD SIDE, HORSFORTH, LEEDS, LS18 4QD

Composer, Title, Rec. No.

Rec.rtl Comet Comet Comet
Price
Price
Price
Price
Record
Csette Cart.
E
5. Neil Diamond.. Rainbow
MCF 2529
125
180
2 15
2.25
6. Max Bygraves..Singalongmax..NSPL
18401
2.15
1.80
2.10
2.15
7. Cyril Ornandel..The
Strauss Family ... 2659
014
3-99
3-10
3-95
4-00
8. Glen Campbell .. Words
..NR 5066
215
I75
2-10
2.15
9. The New Seekers .. Now
..2383 195
2-25
195
2 35
205
10. James Last.. Russia..
2371 293
150
1.95
2.35
205
II. Liza Minelli..The Singer
.65555
118
170
2-10
215
12. Andy Williams .. First
Ever ... 65559
2-18
1.70
2.10
215
13. Andy Williams.. Greatest
Hits Vol. 2..65151
2.18
170
2.10
115
14. Film Soundtrack .. The
Sound of Music .. SB
6616
2-39
1.85
230
140
15. Vikki Carr.. Es Espanol
65266
2.18
1.75
2-10
2.15
16. Film Soundtrack .. Lost
Horizon .. SYBEL
8000
245
1.95
2.25
2.30
17. Film Soundtrack..
Cabaret .. SPB 1052
2-25
1.80
2.20
2-25
18. Gilbert O'Sullivan.
Back to Front .. M.AM
SS 502
245
2-00
210
2.20
19. James Last.. Music of..
(2 LPs) . 2683 010
300
2.50
320
N/A
20. Jack Jones.. Breadwinners .. SF 8280
2-18
1.75
2.10
2.25
21. Mantovani . Golden
Hits .. SKL 4818
2-25
l-75
2.10
2 15
22. Nana Mouskouri .. Over
and over..STL 5511
2-18
170
2-10
2.25
23. The Carpenters .. A
Song for You .. AMLS
63511
2.25
175
210
215
24. The Carpenters. Singles
69/73 .. AMLH 63601
2.38
190
25. Shirley Bassey. Golden
Hits..SCX 6294
2.25
190
220
2.25
26. Richard Harris.. Greatest
Performances .. SPB
1075
125
190 27. Herb Alpert .. Greatest
Hits..AMLS 980
2.35
1.90
2 10
2.15
28. Nana Mouskouri..Turn
on the Sun . 6312 008 125
I80
210
29. Gilbert O'Sullivan..Himself MAM SS 501
2-45
200
2 10
220
30. Glen Campbell. Greatest
Hits ST 21895
125
190
2.20
2-25

POPULAR ALL TIME GREATS
ANDY WILLIAMS
Greatest Hits Vol. 1..
63920
218
Godfather. 64869
2-17
Solitaire .. 65638
118
FRANK SINATRA
Swinging lovers..SLCT
6106
2.25
Greatest Hits Vol. 1..
K 44011
129
Greatest Hits Vol. 2..
K 44018
/29
My Way..K 44015
2-29
01' blue eyes is back..
K 44249
129
In Concert (2 LPs)..
K 64002
3.49
JOHNNY MATHIS
Love Story. 64336 / 17
You've got afriend 64448 2-17
All time greatest hits..
(2 LPs) 67253
183
ELVIS PRESLEY
Golden records Vol. 1..
SF 8129
118
Golden records Vol. 2..
SF 8151
118
Golden records Vol. 3..
SF 7630
/ 18
Golden records Vol. 4..
SF 7924
2-18

Composer, Title, Rec. No

Rec.rtl Comet Comet Comet
Price
Price
Price
Price
Record
Csette Cart.

Legendary performer
Vol. 1 (5previously unreleased cracks). . CPL
10341
138
JIM REEVES
Best of..SF 8147
118
Distant drums .. SF 7814
118
Moonlight & roses .. SF
7639
118
DEAN MARTIN
The very best of..EST
23166
125
Greatest Hits Vol. I.,
K 44054
2.29
Greatest hits Vol. 2..
K 44060
129
You're the best thing..
K 54012
150
JOHNNY CASH
Greatest hits Vol. I..
63052
117
Greatest hits Vol. 2..
64506
217
At San Quentin _ 66329
117
BARBRA STREISAND
Greatest hits.. 63921
118
Stoney End. 64269
2-17
TONY BENNETT
Greatest hits. 62841
2.17
GILBERT O'SULLIVAN
I'm awriter not afighter
..MAM SS 505
145
NEIL DIAMOND
Jonathan Livingston Seagull. 69047
2-45
NAN MOUSKOUR1
An American Album..
6312 037
2.25
SHIRLEY BASSEY
Something .. UAS 29100
138
Something else.. UAG
29149
2-50
NAT KING COLE
Best of .. ST 21139
2.25
Unforgettable .. SW 20664 2.25
Love is the thing .. SLCT
6129
125
CARPENTERS
Close to you .. AMLS 998
125
The Carpenters .. AMLS
63502
/25
HARRY SECOMBE
Live, love and laugh..
6308 172
118

1-90
1•75
1.75

210
2.10

2.25
2.25

1.75

2-10

2.25

1.80

-

1.80

2.10

2.15

1.80

2.10

115

1.95
1.70

2.10

2-15

1.70
1.70

2-10
210

215
2.15

1.70
1-70

2.10
2.10

2.15
2-15

1.75

2-05

210

2&0

2.10

120

2-00

2-10

215

100
1110

-

2-10

1-95
1.80
1.80

2.20
2.20

-

2.25
2.25

1.80

2.20

2.25

1.80

2-10

2-15

100

2.10

2.15

-

-

100

POP ORCHESTRAL
BERT KAEMPFERT
Bye bye blues.. 184 046
Swinging safari .. 237 584

150
150

1-95
1.95

2.35
2.35

255
255

Composer Title, Rec. No.

Rec.rtl Comet Comet Comet
Price
Price
Price
Price
Record
C'sette Cart.
E
C
200
1.95
135
255

Very best of. . 2371 055
JAMES LAST
Very best of. . 2371 054
150
Beach party ... 237I 039
2-50
MANTOVANI
Music from the films..
SKL 4041
125
Strauss waltzes .. SKL 4010 125
RAY CONIFF
Love story .. 64294
117
Bridge over troubled
water ... 64020
117
Somewhere my love..
62740
2-17
HERB ALPERT
Going places .. AMLS 965
2-25
BURT BACHARACH
Reach out .. AMLS 908
2.29
Portrait in music .. AMLS
2010
129
Wing together.. AMLS
63527
129

195
1-95

2.35
135

1.80
1.80

2 10
210

2 15
215

1-80

2.10

2 15

180

2-10

2.15
2 IS

180

210

180

110

215

1.80

2 10

2 15

1.90

2-10

2.15

1.90

2-10

2-15

150
125

1.95
1.90

235
2.20

2SS
2.25
2-45

GREAT FILMS AND SHOWS
2001 ( Film). . 2315 034
Love Story ( Film)..SPFL 267
West Side Story ( Film)..
70006
Jesus Christ Superstar
(Stage)..MKPS 2011/2
Hair ( Stage)..583 043
The Graduate ( Film). . 70042
Paint your wagon ( film)..
SPL 257
Camelot ( Film). . K 56001
Godspell ( Stage)..Bells 203
South Pacific ( Film)..SB
2011
Funny Girl ( Film). . 70044
Dr. Zhivago ( Film). . 2315
030
Clockwork Orange ( Film).
K 46127
Oklahoma ( Film)..SLCT
6100
Carousel ( Film)..SLCT 6105
King and I ( Film)..SLCT
6108
Kung Fu ( Film). . K 46271
Enter the Dragon ( Film)..
K 46275
The way we were ( Film)..
70132
Captain from Castile (Classic
film score inc. Wuthering
Heights, The Rogue, etc)
..ARL 10184

2.45

100

2.10

+ 30
200
145

305
1.95
200

2.15
225

245

125
150
125

I - 90
2.05
1.90

220
210
220

2.25
2.15
225

139
145

2.00
2.00

125
120

2-40
2-45

150

195

235

2-55

2.29

I-90

2 10

2 15

125
2.25

l-90
l-90

2.20
2.20

225
225

125
129

190
190

2.20
2 10

2.25
I-25

2 10

2 15

2.29

190

145

2.05

138

2.00

-

The above is only a selection; please write for a comprehensive catalogue to the address shown.
175
175
275

2.10
2.10
2.20

2 15
2-15
2.25

Comet only supply records and tapes of which the recommended retail price is £2.00 or over ( inc.
VAT). Post and Packing 15p- over five items post free.

1.80

2-20

225

All new issues will be despatched immediately upon receipt of records from manufacturers
Record tokens cannot be accepted. Make cheques, money orders payable to ' Comet'
Please allow 14 days for records temporarily out of stock

1 - 80

210

2.15

I-80
180

2 10
210

215
215

2-10
2.10

2-15
2.15

title

recording No record cassette cartridge

price

180
295
175
175
240

Please prim name and address clearly
NAME

Post and
Ienclose

to the

ADDRESS

packing

value of

1.75

210

225

Send orders with a stamped addressed envelope for acknowledgment of
order and for reference.

1.75

2.10

2.25

1-75

210

2.25

I-75

2.10

225

C re eMerRECORD DEPARTMENT
5101 New Road Side, Horsforth,
Dept. HFN.
MONEY

Nr. Leeds, Yorkshire

BACK for any record or tape which due to unforseen
circumstances Comet cannot supply

(NOT AVAILABLE AT COMET WAREHOUSES)
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Meet the creators.
A TEAC reel-to-reel deck is more than just a
machine. It's acreative tool. A partner in the creative
process itself.
Every member of the TEAC reel-to-reel family is
designed to expand your imagination and enhance your
creativity. Like the classic A-1230 with its reliable 3motor, 3- head transport system and the A- 1250S which is
the same but better with automatic reverse/ repeat
function.
Our A-4300 with cue-out connection jack, twoposition level meter and full reverse circuitry, our A-5300
with centre capstan drive, DC reel motors, dual-scale VU

meters and plug-in electronic boards, our A-5500 with
dual-function Dolby* circuitry are examples of TEAC
creative engineering in the service of creative use.
Think of your TEAC as an extension of yourself.
Then open your head and explore your personal world of
sound.
You'll be surprised at the beauty that's there.
Or maybe you won't be.
•IX)LB1" .is atr,wiernark of
Dolby Laboratories. Inc.

TEAC.
The sound of perfection

A-53011Stcrco LipcikI.

A- I
250S Stereo rape Deck

-itroce
Sole UK Distributors

Itt,„

5.4300 Stereo Tape Deck

ACOUSTIC°
ENTERPRISES
LTD Tlie
Unit 7. Space Waye, North Feltham Trading Estate.
Féltham Middlesex Tel; 01-751 0141(4 lines)

A-.,500 Stereo Tape Deck with Dolby

Not everyone needs a big and expensive
stereo rig.
Some dedicated music- lovers are known to
retire to aden, a study, an attic, even to a bedroom,
to enjoy their favourite programs and recordings.
For those people and for beginners in the art

of stereo listening Sansui has developed a series
of compact stereo packages at attractive
budget- prices still delivering " expensive" tonal
quality and performance.
Get to hear them and you'll get to love them.

Sansui's matched stereo system.

SANSUI 505 SYSTEM

SANSUI 661 SYSTEM

The Sansui 505 System combines:
The Sansui AU- 505 Integrated Amplifier with 25W/25W
continuous RMS output power, less than 0,5% total harmonic
distortion ( at rated output) and a 25 to 40.000 Hz power bandwidth.
The Sansui SR- 212 Automatic- Return Turntable with a
statically- balanced S-shaped tubular tone arm ( with skating- force
canceller), a high performance induced magnet cartridge and an
easy- to- operate out-cut/auto return mechanism.
A pair of Sansui's ES- 50 2- way 2- speaker wide- sounddispersion Speaker Systems of the semi- damped bass- reflex type,
with a 35W maximum power input, a 90 dB/W sensitivity and a 45
to 20.000 Hz frequency range.

The Sansui 661 System combines:
The Sansui 661 all- stage direct- coupled OCL AM/FM Stereo
Receiver, producing 32W/32W continuous RMS power with less than
0,5% total harmonic distortion ( at rated output), a 15 to 40.000 Hz
power bandwidth and a 2,2g, V FM sensibility.
The Sansui SR- 212 Automatic- Return Turntable with a
statically- balanced S-shaped tubular tone arm ( with skating- force
canceller), a high performance induced magnet cartridge and an
easy- to- operate out-cut/auto return mechanism.
A pair of Sansui's ES- 50 2- way 2- speaker wide- sounddispersion Speaker Systems of the semi- damped bass- reflex type,
with a 35W maximum power input, a 90 dB/W sensitivity and a
45 to 20.000 Hz frequency range.

Sansui_
England: VERNITRON LTD., Thornhill Southampton SO9 QF - Tel.: Southampton 44811 j SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A., Diacem Bldg, Vestingstreet 53/55 - 2000 Antwerp Belgium D SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 55-11 Queens Boulevard, Woodside, N.Y. 11377, U.S.A. O SANSUI
ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, lzumi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168, Japan
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HARROW AUDIO

HARROW AUDIO

TAPE AND CASSETTE BARGA/NS
Brand New

Fully Guarantee

LONG PLAY
5"
900'
51"
1200'
7"
1800'
81" 2400'
104" 4200'
DOUBLE PLAY
5"
1200'
S:"
1800'
7"
2400'
TRIPLE PLAY
S"
1800'
54"
2400'
7"
3600'
COMPACT
CASSETTES
C60
C90
CI 20

and in manufacturer's pack.

Send cash with order.

PHILIPS
One
Ten
£1.19 £ 1.14
£1.48 £ 1.43
£2.10 £2.05
£4•50 £4.40
(Only 3600')
£1.56 £ 1.51
£2.19 £2.14
£2.69 £2.60

BASF LH
One
Ten
£1.49 £ 1.44
£1.68 £ 1.63
£2.43 £2.38
£1.68
£2.43
£3.00

£1.63
£2.38
£2.95

AGFA L/N SCOTCH
INTEROne
Ten
Hi Fi DYNA NATIONAL
El 17 El 12 £ 128
£ 0 69
fl 44 £ 141 £ 1.49 £0 87
£2 08 fI99 £2 09
£ 124
£ 2 56
£4 75 £4 48
(STATE NAB or- C INE CENT
- RE)
El 38 fl 33
El 62
£ 0 83
£2 04 El 99 £2 19
fl 24
£2 61 £2 60 £ 2 69
£ 1.38

TDK 7" 1800'
Super
Dynamic
£2.75 per reel

£2.54
£3.00
£3.79

£2.49
£2.95
£3.74

£2.13
£2.60
£3.25

£2.08
£2.55
£3.19

Mi
D3

o

£2.21
£2.69
£3.25

BASF TDK
BASF
PHILIPS SCOTCH (SM) BASF Cr02 1(DY) AGFA
£0.97 £ 0.49 £0.42
£0.49
£0.61
£0.42
£0.47
£0.82 £0.69 £1.24 £ 0.76 £0.54
£0.57
£0•68
£1.59 £ 0.99 £0.69
£0.99
£1•17
£0.82
£0.95

TDK
EMI
S'HOG ED&SD
£0.35
SERIES
KROM
£0.48
P.O.A.

UDIO HARRO

SPECIAL CASSETTE OFFER- Buy 12 AGFA, TDK, EMI or PHILIPS cas ettes of the same
brand and type and we w'll send you a bonus cassette absolutely FREE!
E.g.: buy 12 EMI
C90's and you receive I3- mixed quantities do not qualify).
New from TDK
POST & PACKING-TAPES: 15p per order, 6or more POST
DYNAMIC 180
FREE. CASSETTES: ISp per order, 6 or more POST FREE. list price £4.12, N.A. price£2.30

BRAND NEW WITH FULL
AMPLIFIERS (
P & P S5p)
Cambridge P50 Mk II £ 32.00
Cambridge PI 10 .. £ 121.00
Eagle AA2
03.95
Eagle AA4
£46.95
Eagle AA6
E55.95
Ferrograph F208 .. £64-95
Ferrograph F608 .. £ 112.50
Keletron 1500 Mk II £ 4-95
Metro ST2OE Mk II £ 9-95
Metro ST40
£ 39.95
Metro ST60
£ 52.95
Philips RH520 £ 65.95
Philips R1-1521
£99.95
Pioneer SA500A
£40.95
Rogers R'brook ( Tk)
£47.95
Rogers R'bourne (Tk) £64.50
£33.95
Rotel RA2I I ..
Rotel RA3I I ..
£46.95
Rotel RA6I I ..
£68.95
Teleton SAQ206B
£23.50
Teleton SAQ307
£23.50
Teleton GA202 ..
£28•95
TUNERS ( P & P 55p)
Cambridge T55 ..
£89.95
Celestion Telefi
£22•50
Eagle AA8
£48.95
Metro FMS20 Mk 11
£39.95
Metro FMS40 £ 9.95
Philips RH690
£35-95
Philips RH62I
£85•95
Rogers R'brook ( Tk)
£43-95
Rogers R'bourne ( Tk) £53.95
Rote! RT222
£33•50
Rotel RT322
£48.95
Rotel RT622
£78.95
Teleton GT202 . £ 9.95

(P & P 33p)
Akai ASEll £4-95
Akai ASE20 ..
£6•75
Akai ASE22
£8.25
AKG KI60
£16.50
AKG K180
£18.50
AKG K60 ..
£9.75
Eagle SES
..
£3•95
Koss K6 _ . .. El 1-50
Koss K7I 1 .. £10.95
Koss K0727 .. £ 14-95
Koss K0747 .. £20•50
Koss HV I .. £21.95
Koss Pro 4AA .. £26.60
Philips N6302 .. £17-50
Pioneer SE30A .. £10.50
PWB . .. £ 15-00
Sansui SS2 ..
£9.50
Sennheiser HD4I4 £ 11.95
Stan SR3/SRD5 .. £45.95
Wharfedale Isodyn. £18.15

la

TUNER/AMPS (
P & P 55p)
Eagle AA28 ..
£99.95
Eagle AA30 .. £106.95
Good. Mod. 80 ..
£73•95
Good. Mod. 90 ..
£91.95
Good. One Ten .. £107.95
Mod. 80 Comp. .. £124.95
One Ten Comp. .. £181.95
Philips RH702 • •
£74.95
Philips RH720 •. £161-95
Pioneer SX424 • .
£78•95
Pioneer 5)(525 • . £102.95
Rotel RX I50A • •
£52-50
Rotel RX200A • •
£62-95
Rotel RX454 . • £149.90
Rotel RX400A •. £ 8.50
Rotel RX600A .. £113.90
TURNTABLES ( P & P 83p)
Thorens TDI25 II
£67-95
TDI25AB & C
£112.95
TDI60C
£58.50
TDI65C
£49-95
Connoisseur
BD2/SAU2/1. & C
£31.60
BDI Kit ..
£9.75
Garrard
AP86S13/11756S Mod
£36.95
Zero 100513/M93E Mod£49-95
SP25 Mk IV/M765 Mod £24.95
401 Chassis ..
£30.95
SP25 Mk IV Chassis
£11.95
SP25 Mk IV G800H
P & C
£18•95
Goldring G101 P & C £21.95
GL75 P & C
£44•50
GL78 P & C
£55.40
GL85 P & C
£70.40

Sent Post Free
ADC
XLM
VLM
26
10E Mk IV
036E
032E
030
AUDIO TECHNICA
AT66 ( 7 mil)
EMPIRE
999 RE/X
GOLDRING
0850
0800
G800H
G800E
0820
0820E
G820E Super

BSR McDonald
MP60 P & C .. £ 4.95
MP60 P & C/ADCK8 £ 7.95
HT70 P & C ..
£18.95
HT70 P & C/ADCK8
£21.95
Goodmans TD 100
£58.95
Philips GA212/GP400 £55.95
Pioneer PL I2D
£35.95
Rank Domus
BD2000/999RE/X
£49.95
BA4000/999QE/X ..
£59.95
606000/999XE/5
£74•95
Transcriptor Saturn2E64.95
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Price in pairs ( P & P £ 1.10)
Celestion Hadleigh
£39-50
County ..
£45.90
Ditton 120 ..
£49.50
£65.90
Ditton 15
Ditton 44 ..
£108-90
£131.90
Ditton 25 ..
£199.50
Ditton 66 ..
£69-90
Eagle AA14
£49•90
AA20
.. £ 29.90
AA22/24
£19•90
AAI6
.. £24.90
DL42
DL67
£34.90
Goodmans Havant 51_ £41.95
Magister
£89.90
Mezzo SL
£61-90
Magnum SL ..
£79.90
Goodwood ..
£84.70
Minister SL ..
£33-95
Dimension 8 .. £119.90
Harrow Audio ..
Mini Solent ..
El 3.00

Cartridge

Stylus

£21.50
£17.95
£35.00
£15.65
£11.95
£10.30
£7.50

£14.90
£11-30
£16.95
£12.60
£9.95
£7.95
£5.50

£3.25
£3.95
£2.98
£3•70
£4•20
£6.40
£7.25
£10.75
£16.95

Sent Post Free
ORBIT NM22
ORTOFON
MISE Super
PHILIPS
GP400
GP412(E)
SHURE
M3D
M44-7
M44E
£2•50
M55E
M75-65
£3.25
M75-8
M9I-ED
£2.50
M75- ED
£2.50
M75- E.1
£2.50
£5.95
V15 11
£2.95
VIS Ill
£6.95
STANTON
£12.50
681EE

GUARANTEE

Solent 838
£ 25 00
Solent Mk IV ..
£21-00
Marsden Hall
Annexe IIOF . . £26.75
Annexe 150F . . £ 31-00
Annexe 200F . . £ 38.95
Annexe 300F . . £75.00
Metrosound HFS 103 £19.95
HFS 202 .. . . £ 33.90
Philips RH4I2 . . £24.95
RH422
. . £ 31.90
. £52.95
RH405/426
RH427
. . £83•40
£29-95
Rank Domus 150
175 .. • . £ 38.90
250
. . £61.50
350
. . £89-90
450
. . £ 129.90
W'dale Denton 2. . £ 32.95
Linton 2 .. . . £ 39.50

TAPE RECORDERS
(P & P 83pi
Akai
172IL
4000DS
CS3OD
CS33D
GXC38D
GXC36D
GXC46D
GXC4OT
GXR820
CR8IT

£78.95
£74.95
£58.95
£72.95
£93.95
£74.95
£99.95
£129.90
£86.95
£119-95

Philips
N44I4
N44I6
N44I8
N4450
N4510
N2506
N2509
N2510

£86.90
£104.95
£144.95
£214.00
£134.00
£51.65
£74.95
£103-35

KEF CHASSIS SPEAKERS
(P & P 55p per order)
T27
£4.95
T15
£5•95
BI10 £6.35
BI39
£11.95
Collect from our Watford warehouse
B200
£7.60
which is just off the M1 motorway
KK2
£21.75.
KK3
£32.50*
and has ample parking facilities or
DNB
£2•20
send by post and take advantage of
DNI2 £4.95
DNI3
our speedy mail-order service
(5P1015) £3.30
DNI3
(SP1017) £2.75
*P & P 55p each

Cartridge
£2.95

Stylus
£1.95

£23.95

£14.95

£7.95
£27-95

£4.95
£13.95

£3.50
£4.35
£4.75
£5•35
£4.95
£7.30
£9.50
£9.95
£8.40
£22.95
£26.95

£2.60
£.55
£3.98
£4.75
£3.95
E4-55
£7.60
£7.60
£150
£12.95
£14.70

£26•95

£14.3C

A minute's walk from
Watt ord Junction station.

WAREHOUSE HOURS
Mon- Sat 9.15 - 5.30
Late night Thurs.
until 8pm.
All prices include VAT and were
correct at the time of going to press.

HARROW AUDIO
For easier parking - just off the Ml!

(DEPT.

HFN5),

BRIDLE PATH,WATFORD, HERTS WD 2

4 BZ.

Watford 33018

a

a

HARROWAUDIO HARROWAUDIO HARROWAUDIO

KEF ELECTRONICS LIMITED
TOVIL MAIDSTONE ME15 6QP Tel 0622 57258
Registered in England No 702392

KEF offer you an excellent choice cf loudspeaker systems whatever
your requirements. The larger speaker systams such as the Concerto
are capable of reproduc.ng more extreme bass and handle higher
amplifier power. The difference in sound between the largest and the
smallest speaker system is subtle— the high quality and detailed
engineering is evident throughout.
KEF believe that restricted space need not necessarily restrict
performance — visit your KEF dealer and hear what we mean.
Full details of the Codal, Cantor 2,Chorale 3,Cadenza 4 and
Concertos will be sent (Di request.
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its all a
great illusion
Stereosound is one of the best technical tricks of the century,
and Tannoy Monitor Gold loudspeakers help the illusion
along. The piano won't seem eighteen feet wide, you won't
hear the violins left, right and centre, in fact the illusion will
he as good as the recording engineer can make it. ( He
probably used Tannoy monitors in the studio.)

our own contribution

EXHIBITION

two into one
will go!

MAY l
Oth,11th,12th,1974

HOLIDAY INNAOLIDAYSTREET
BIRMINGHAM

Integrated
Full-range
System

At last Hi -Fi is brought to the Midlands
in a professional way! Keep up to date
with Hi -Fi in the 70's.
This show is a must for everyone.

TRADE TIMES
llam to 7pm Friday thelOth of May1974
(or during any period of the exhibition)
PUBLIC TIMES
7pm to 9pm Friday thelOthof May1974
llam to 9pm Saturday thellth of May1974
llam to 7pm Sunday thel2th of May1974
ADMISSION FREE No tickets required

EXHIBITION and
— CONFERENCE
SERVICES LTD.
Claremont House Victoria Avenue Harrogate
Tel: 62677

as proved by the majority of T.V. and re
cording studios— who use:

THE

F
GO L
DUAL CONCENTRIC
Available from the best dealers
in a wide range of enclosures

TANNO1' A<,
TANNOY PRODUCTS NORWOOD RD WEST NORWOOD SE27 9AB TEL: 01-670 1131

Looked at closely
The best pick-up arm in the world

M 5
1)1

I r —I Write to SME Limited
'
Steyning • Sussex • England
Telephone: Steyning ( 0903) 814321
LTD/S25
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KISCI
Dynamic stereo- headphones

The new K160 was asmash hit at
the Audio Fair. Evolved from the
highly successful K60, excellent
reproduction throughout the
frequency range, meets the highest
professional standards

£22.00
Recommended
Retail Price

For further details contact;

AKG

11324 CamR

qb‘

ill Road

London 1L8
Teleph -229 3695.
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Celestion
harman

SajasuL

QUAD

kardon

. . . all the best
on the best of terms...

ONLY 10% DEPOSIT
(up to £ 150)

8 MONTHS TO PAY

scan - duna
KEF

Armstrong

I
FIO Z41 r•.I

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
B & O Beomaster 1001
£105.50
B & O Beomaster 3000-2 £179-50
B & 0 Bromaster 901
I15.50
Harman Kardon 330 ..
£137-50
Harman Kardon 630 ..
£207-90
Harman Kardon 930 ..
£284.90
Scan-Dyna 2000 ( B or S) £112.90
Scan-Dyna 2400 ( Black)
£169.90
Sansui 210
£79.95
Sansui 310
..
£94.95
Sony STR 6055 .. £ 154.00
Trio KR 3200 ..
£122.65
Trio KR 5200 ..
E176.00

£11-50
£19.50
£12.50
£14-50
£27.90
£34.90
£12.90
£19.90
£8.95
£9.95
£16.00
£12.65
£26.00

£ 13.37 £ 118.46
£ 22.98 £203.34
£ 14.55 £ 128.90
£ 17.37 £ 153-46
£25.74 £ 233-82
£ 35.31 £ 317-38
£ 14.12 £ 125.86
£ 21.19 £ 189.42
£ 10.44 £ 92.47
£ 12-25 £ 107-95
£ 19.49 £ 171.92
£ 15-54 £ 136-97
£21-19 £ 195.52

£ 35•50 £ 3.95 £ 129.80
£ 60.50 £ 6.45 £215.30
£ 38-50 £4.32 £ 142 18
£46.50 £5.02 £ 166 98
£69-90 £7-68 £ 154.22
£ 9590 £ 10.24 £ 341.66
£ 37.90 £4.22 £ 139.18
£ 56.90 £ 6.12 £203.78
£ 26.95 £ 3.03 £99.67
£ 31.95 £ 3.57 £ 117.63
£ 52.00 £5-53 £ 184.72
£ 41.65 £4-53 £ 150.37
£ 59-00 £ 6.34 £205.88

TUNERS
B & O Beomaster 1700
Sony ST 70 ..
Sony ST 88
Sony ST 5055L
Trio KT 4005
Trio KT 200 IA

£6.90
£4-50
£5 • 50
£8-00
£11.10
£7.70

£8.7 I
£76-58
£5.20
£46-10
£6.60
£58-30
£10-15
£89.20
£14.12 £124.06
£9.72
£85-46

£22.90

£2.52

£83.38

£26.00
£37.10
£24.70

£2-94
£4.16
£2-03

L96.56
£136.94
£92-62

£6-88
£8.71
£11.50
£9.13
£12.75
£10.30
£14-97

£60.94
£76.58
£100.90
£80.34
£112-71
£91.05
£132.27

£22.90
£29-90
£2330
£33.71
£26.65
[39.51

£2.52
£3.30
£2.67
£3-73
£2-98
£4.42

£83.38
£109.10
£87.38
£123.23
£98.17
£145-59

£7.72

£68.61

£19.85

£2.32

£75-53

TURNTABLES ( with base and cover)
B & O Beogram 1001 ..
£51.90 £ 5•90
B & O Beogram 1202..
£65-90 £6.90
B & O Beogram 3000..
£87-90 £8.90
Sony PS 5520
[69-30 [ 7.30
ERA Mk 6/SME 3009 ..
£99-71 £ 10-71
Thorens TD 160C ..
£78.65 £8.65
Transcriptors Reference £118.51 £ 12.51
with fluid arm
Trio KP 2022A ..
£58.85 £ 6.85

SPEAKERS (per pair)
AR 2AX
£129.00
AR 4XA
£75.00
AR 6 ..
£88.00
AR 7 ..
£59.50
B & O Beovox 3702 ..
£99-50
B & O Beovox 2702 ..
£75.90
Celestion Dicton 15 ..
£79.20
Mordaunt Short 079 ..
£67.10
Mordaunt Short 235 ..
£119.90
Mordaunt Short 400 ..
£143-00
Mordaunt Short 737 .. £216.00

£13.00 [ 16.38 £ 144-04
£8.00 £9-87 £86.96
£9-00 £ 11.50 £ 101.00
E6-50 £ 7-86 £69-38
E10-50 £ 12-75 £ 112.50
£8-90 £ 9-07 £ 87.86
£8.20 £ 10.44 £ 91 72
£7.10 £8.86 £ 77.98
£12-90 £ 15-11 £ 133.78
£15-00 £ 18.08 El 59.64

STEREO TAPE DECKS AND RECORDERS
Revox A 77 1102/1104 £ 324.00
Revox A 77 1132/1134
Dolby .. ..
£427.90
Revox A 77 1122/1124
£361.90
Sony TC 129 ( Cassette)
£64-00 £ 7-00
£8.44
Sony TC 161SD DOLBY
(Cassette) .. ..
£121-00 £ 13.00 £15.25
Sony TC 134SD DOLBY
(Cassette) .. ..
09.00 f10.00 £12.75
Sony TC 280
£79.75 £8.75 £10.44
Sony TC 377
£115-50 £ 12.50 £1511
Sony TC 270
£ 110-00 £11.00 £14.00
E. & O. E

12 or 24 months to pay
Let us quote you for items not listed.

s oN -y

8
24
DEMthly
Mthly
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
POSIT
Pmts
TOTAL
POSIT
Pmts
TOTAL
Sansui AU 101
£47.95 £5-00 £6.46 £56.68
Sony TA 70
£38-50 £4.50 £ 5.20 £46.10
Sony TA 88
£49.50 £ 5•50 £ 6.60 £ 58.30
Sony TA 1066
£66-00 £ 7.00 £8.71 £76.68 £22-00 £2-57 £ 83.68
Sony TA 1055
£77.00 £8-00 £ 10.15 £ 89.20 £26-00 £2.94 £ 96.56
Sony TA 1130 ..
£154-00 £ 16-00 £ 19.49 £ 171.92 £52-00 £5-53 £ 184-72
Trio KA 4004..
£115-50 £ 12.50 £ 14-55 £ 128.90 £ 38-50 £4-32 £ 142 -18
Trio KA 6004 ..
£142.45 £ 14.45 £ 18.08 £ 159-09 £48.45 £ 5•17 £ 172.53
Trio KA 4002A
£80.30 £8.30 £ 10.57 £92.86 £27.30 £ 3.03 EI00-02

£65.90
£38-50
£49.50
£77-00
£111-10
£73.70

I:3rd ( 34p in the £) Deposit

n

977

U LII

£79.95
Carr. & Packing £ 2

A complete stereo Iii fi system ready for immediate use.
Comprising latest SONY TA 70 Ariplifier, GARRARD SP 25 Mark Ill
Turntable with GOLDRING G 800 Cartridge . . . and a pair of SONY
SS 70 Speakers. Unbeatable value for equipment of this quality.
£7.95 DOWN and 8 monthly payments of £10.57 (
total £92.51) or
£27 DOWN and 24 monthly payments of £3.03 (
total £99.72).

To order by ACCESS
or BARCLAYCARD
by ' phone or post
simply quote your
card number (
NOTE
-Cannot be used
for Credit Sale Depositor Repayments)
CARRIAGE & PACKING El

£43.00
£25.00
£ 30.00
£ 20.50
£ 33-50
£ 25.90
£ 27.20
£23.10
£ 40.90
£ 48 00
£72-00

£108-50

£11-70

£389-30

£74.52

[15.43
£13.00
£2.47

£513 22
£433 90
£81.28

£135.00

£41 00

£4.47

£148 28

£33-00
£26 75
£38 -50
£37-00

Large speakers, systems, tape decks and recorders, a
PLEASE INCLUDE WITH DEPOSIT

Ilh
CENTRES

at your
service

£ 4-77 £ 157.48
£ 2.88 £ 94.12
£ 3.30 £ 109.20
£2.32 £ 76-18
£ 3.73 £ 123.02
£2.88 £95-02
£ 2.98 £ 98.72
£ 2-57 £84.78
£4.42 £ 146-98
£ 5•22 £ 173.28
£ 7-81 £259.44

£142.90
£121 90
£2200

£112.00
£92 27
£133.38
£123-00

SONTY. GARRARD
HI-FI STEREO SYSTEM

£3.73
£3.03
£4.32
£4.11

£122 52
£99-47
£142.18
£135-64

1874
1%74
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STRAND
37 Bedford St., London, W.C.2
01-836 8858 ( Open to Ip.m. Sat.)
WOOLWICH
45 Hare Street, London, S.E.I8
01-854 1955 ( Open all day Sat.)
ST. PAUL'S
19 Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4
01-248 7479 ( Closed all day Sat.)

100 YEARS

BEDFORD STREET,

STRAND,

LONDON

WC2E 9E5

PLEASE SUPPLY/QUOTE FOR
enclose L
I
wish to repay the balance
deposit
over
plus
r
8/12/24 montchariage and packing.
s

Prices subject to alteration.
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NAME
ADDRESS

M IIII. MI IMM.
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HISS

The
Static
Killer

In stock again at
ElectroTech Audio

ZEROSTAT — For the scientific
treatment of static on records.
The anti-static
pistol
demonstrated on BBC TV's Tomorrow's
World is now available at £ 5.72
inclJsive from:
ZEROSTAT — Nuffield Road,
Industrial Estate, St. Ives,
Huntingdon. St. Ives 62225

Marsden Hall. The speakers
with real guts.

J. BEAM

ANTIFERENCE:

FUBA

LABGEAR etc.

IT'S WELL WORTH A VISIT TO US FOR A

When Marsden Hall introduced their filter
foam profile speakers, the 110F,150F, 200F and
the 300F, they changed traditional facings for ever.
Suddenly, there was an exciting new look
which went beyond the ordinary, atotally original
profile made from acoustically-tested filter foam
which was so perfectly balanced that sound came
through without the slightest hint of fuzzing or
distortion.
The effect was remarkable. And was welcomed
with open ears by enthusiasts and appreciative
listeners alike.

DISCUSSION OF YOUR AERIAL PROBLEMS
A

Really

Personalised Service
Written instructions,
illustrations and
after sales advice given

"SOUND

SENSE"

FOR THE

SEVENTIES

Regret Mail Order
Discontinued

J. Beam Stereobeams I, 2, 3, 4 & ,a bar
Antiference Mushkillers 2, 3, 4, & 6bar
Faba UKA Stereo 8's

If you haven't heard Marsden Hall Annexe
speakers in action, or their new range or filter
foam and fabric fronted variants, just go along to
ElectroTech Audio. They'll be delighted to give
you ademonstration.

ALL ARRAYS AND PARTS
EXCHANGEABLE

ASTRA ( D.I.Y.) AERIALS
(Est. 19 years)
London & South East Counties Own Aerial Centre
(Easy parking adjacent)

THE FRIENDLY

FAIR DEAL PEOPLE

NOW, OVER 2,500 AERIALS ( FM & TV) AND ACCESSORIES
STOCKED
FM AERIALS)
and } Range from simple loft co the very latest designs
625 AERIALS J
All U.K. Transmitters covered

MARSDEN HALL at
ElectroTech Audio Ltd.

J. Beam Rotators. Poles, Lashings, Clamps, Boosters, Baluns, Coax etc.

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

315/317 Edgware Road, London W.2.

Nr. Gloster Pub and Garage
Shop closed all day Monday
Early closing Wednesdays ( 1p.m.)
Hours of business 9.30 a.m.— Sp.m.
Closed lunchtime Ip.m.-115 p.m. ( except Sat.)
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOMED

Get on better speaking terms
with Marsden Hall

01-684 4300/5262
24 hr. answering
service.
Shop open Saturday
but phone automatic

FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY
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Where else would you go
to find the largest Hiwfi
display in the North West?
And by hi-fi we really mean hi-fi, as you can see from the famous names below.
Each has a special display: each is a centre within a centre, in fact. And
choice is only one of the things that make Hardmans the biggest name in hi-fi in
the whole North West. Look at this. .
• two years free guarantee covering parts and
•expert advice before you buy: we really know
labour (and think of the cost of labour today)
• no- risk purchase: you can try before you buy
and exchange anything within 2weeks if it doesn't
come up to expectations.

our hi-fi and won't bamboozle you into paying more
than you need.
• alifetime service from our own specially trained
Hi-Fi engineers.

Stockists of equipment from 150 leading manufacturers. Here are just afew...

P(sie

TIR.I0
Centre
S

ONV
Centre

QUAD
Centre

TANDBERG

Centre

KOSS
Centre

AKAI®
Centre

Cambridge Audio
(
V
)PIONCER
Centre

Centre

11

Centre

Centre

eLEAK

Nit

Mordaunt-Short Ltd

Centre

tea rim wag Z.

Centre

Centre

Largest selection of HiFi Accessories:
Cartridges Stylii Tapes, Cassettes. Access &
Barclaycard welcome. H.P. facilities available.
Late night opening every Friday till 8pm

Centre

Centre

HITACHI
Centre

CelestIon

Centre

LIVERPOOL 33 Dale Street, Lverpool L2 2HFTel: 051-236 2828
MANCHESTER: 12 St. Mary's Gate, Manchester M1 1PX
Tel: 061-832 6087.
PRESTON: Guild Hal: Arcade,P ,eston PR1 1HR Tel: 59264.

Hardman Radio

The North Wests largest Hi-fi Centres
-33

A.T. LABS DHE,,NT.
191 Chaseside, Enfield,
Middlesex. EN2 OQZ
01-363 7981

GREEN LANES
i_ EsTNF1ELD
12 TOWN

Monday to Saturday 10.00-18.00

."

Trains: Liverpool Street to Enfield Town; Kings Cross to Enfield Chase or Gordon Hill.
Buses: 231 from Turnpike Lane. Tube: 107 from Oakwood Tube. Car: Direct access
from Al, MI, A10, North Circular etc.
AMPLIFIERS

Armstrong 621
Cambridge Audio P50
Cambridge Audio P110
Eagle AA4
Eagle AA6

(Carr. CI- 25)
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£45-00
£57 so°

LUX

707-700X-505X-507X
Prices on Application
Metrosound ST20 11 ..
Metrosound ST40 ..
Metrosound ST60 ..

£34-00
£44.00
.. £61.00

NIKKO

All Models-Prices on Application
Rogers Ravensbrook Ill cased
Rogers Ravensbourne cased ..
Rotel RA2I 1
Rotel RA3I I ..
Rotel RA 611 ..
Rotel 810
Rotel 1210 ..
Tandberg 300 ..
Teleton SAQ 307
Teleton GA 202

£48.00
£62.00
£35.00
£50.00
£72.00
£94.00
£116-00
£68-00
£25.00
£32.00

WE STOCK
Cambridge Audio, IMF, Kef, Revox,
Sansui, Lux, Marantz, Micro,
Mordaunt-Short. Pioneer, Rogers BBC
Monitors. Prices on application.

TUNERS

(Carr. £ 1.25

Armstrong 623 ..
P.O.A
Armstrong 624 ..
Cambridge Audio T55
Celestion Telefl .. .. £25.00
Eagle AA8
..
£46.50
Lux-All models ..
P.O.A.
Metrosound FMS 20 II
£ I3.00
MetrosoLnd FMS 40 .. £43.00
Nikko-All models .. ..
P.O.A.
Rogers Ravensbrook 11 cased £41.00
Rogers Ravensbourne II cased £50.00
Rotel RT222 .. .. .. £35.00
Rotel RT322 .. .. ..
f52.00
Rotel 622 .. .. .. £76.00
Tandberg TP4I portable .. £46.00
Teleton GT 202 .. .. £32.50

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

(
Carr. C1.50)
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
Goodmans Module 80 ..
Goodmans Module 90 .. £ 5.00
Goodmans Module 110 .. E110.00
Goodmans Module 80 compact £ 130.00
Good mans Module 90 Compact £ 175.00
Goodmans Module 110 compact £ 190.00
Leak 2000 .. .. .. £ 135.00
Rotel RX 150A .. .. £55.00
Rotel RX 200A .. .. £65.00
Rotel RX 400A .. .. £ 32.50
Rotel RX 600A .. .. El 19.00
Tandberg IR 200 .. .. £89.00
Tandberg IR 1000 .. .. E143-00
Tandberg TR 1010 .. .. E155.00
Tandberg Huldra 10 .. .. E153.00

no.ixi

TURNTABLES

HEADPHONES
(
Carr. 40p)
Eagle SEI ..
[64/0
Eagle SES ..
£
400
Koss PROSLC
..
£ 30-00
Koss HV I
..
£22.00
Koss 711 ..
CI 1.00
Pioneer SE30A.. f11-50
Sennheiser HD414
£ 13.00
Sennheiser HD424
[ 19.50
Stax SR3/SD5
£
45.00
PWB Moving Coil
E16.513
Wharfedale lsodynamic
EI 9.00
Wharfedale DDI ..
LI 1-00
8
TRACK/CASSETTES

(
Carr. UM
Akai CR8 ID .. . • £72.00
Akai CS3OD
.
•
£62.00
Akai CS33D
•
•
£75.00
Akai GXC 38D • • £ 8.00
Akai GXC 460 • • £ 108.00
BSR TD8S•
•
E16-50
BSR TD8/3V
£ 19.00
Philips N2506
..
£55.00
Philips DNL Unit
£ 14.00
Tandberg TCD 310
P.O.A.

ALL PRICES LISTED INCLUDE VAT AT 10%

ADC 26.. ..
ADC XLM
ADC VLM
Grado FTR
Goldring G820
Goldring G850..
Goldring G820E
Goldring G820SE
Ortofon M15E super
Shure M3D
Shure M44-5/7/C
Shure M44E
Shure M55E
Shure M75ED/Il
Shure M75E1/11..
Shure M75G/II
Shure M75B(6)/I1
Shure V15/III

PLINTHS/COVERS
Carr. 1.25)
E14.00
Garrard MAB4C
£12-50
Garrard MWB4C
f9.50
Garrard MWB I
C
L14-00
Howland West HWI
Howland West HWI4 .. £26.00
Plinths and Covers for all
Garrard and BSR models in stock
TRANSCRIPTION ARMS

(Carr. 40p)
£21.00
[19-00
fl 1-00

Acos Lustre ..
Colton MC101
Connoisseur SAU2
SME 3009 improved ..
SME 300952 improved
Transcriptors Fluid ..

VALEK KITS
RB 102 ..
P105 Arm

00-00
£2.00
£100

(
Carr. 75p)
E15.00
£ 11.00

SPEAKERS

(pairs) ( Carr.
Cambridge Audio R40
Cambridge Audio R50
Celestion Hadleigh .. •
Celestion County ...
Celestion Dicton 120 .. •
Celestion Ditton 15 ..•
Celestion Dicton 44 .. •
Celestion Ditton 25 ..•

..

TAPE DECKS AND RECORDERS
(Carr.

Akai 1721 L
Akai 4000 DS
Tandberg 3400X
Tandberg 3300X

I

TEAC A360
P.O.A.
TEAC A450
P.O.A.
TEAC AN60 Dolby unit ..
P.O.A.
Teleton SNR 100D-Dolby Unit £2.50

CARTRIDGES

1 - 25)

010.00
£50.00
E115-00

(Carr. 15p)
..
D12-00
• • £26 00
• • £ l9 00
. • £600
£7 00
••
DI 00
• • £9SO
• • £ 17 SO
E27 50
••
E4 50

••
E6 00
• . £650
••
£ 00
• • E12 00
• .£ 50
• • EH 00
. • £ 10 00
• • E28 00

[ 1.00 each)
•
E37-50
•
E44-00
•
D17.00
• [ 62-50
• E103.00
• E125-00

Credit Facilities

Terms of Business

A10

N.B. NOT TO SCALE

Tandberg 9000X .. .. Et 90-00
Tandberg 9100X .. .. 025-00
Teat A3340 (4 channel) ..
P.O.A.
Agfa, Scotch and TDK tape in stock.
AKG. Beyer, Calrec and Shure Microphones on request.

P.O.A.
E2-75
DI.25
£4 25
£30.00

CAMBRIDGE

LONDON

0 CAMBRIDGE -e ROAD

REVOX-Low Prices on
application

(
Carr. I - 25)
Connoisseur BDI kit ..
El I.00
Connoisseur BD2 chassis
£5.00
Connoisseur BD2 complete £ 2.00
Era Mk 6/SME
P.O.A.
G
d SP25 IV chassis ..
E14-00
G
d SP25 IV module ..
E22-50
G
d SP25 IV mod -}- M75-6
£8.00
G
d 86SB chassis
E25.00
G
d 86513 Module
£6.00
Garrard 86SB Mod.+M75-6
Garrard 100SB Chassis ..
£
36.00
Garrard 100SB Module ..
E47-00
G
d 100SB Mod.+M93E £56.00
£33.00
G
£46.50
Goldring GL 75 P/C ..
£61.00
Goldring GL 78 PIC ..
£3-00
Goldring GL 85 PIC ..
E10-50
McDonald MP60 chassis
£17-00
McDonald MP60 TPD 1
LIS- 50
McDonald HT70 chassis
£22.00
McDonald HT70 TPD I
£I4.00
McDonald MP6I0 chassis
£21.00
McDonald MP6I0 TPD I
P.O.A.
Micro-All models
£.55
.00
Philips GA 212..
£40-00
Pioneer PL I2D
£110-00
Thorens 125AB 11
E72-50
Thorens TD 125/11 ..
£8.00
Thorens TX25 Cover
E62.00
Thorens TD 160C ..
£53DO
Thorens TD 165 ..
£62.00
Transcriptor Saturn ..
P.O.A.
Transcriptor Reference

Transcriptor Reference
Fluid Arm ..
Transcriptor Stylus Brush ..
Transcriptor Sweep Arm ..
Transcriptor Stylus Scales ..
Wharfedale Linton T/table

o

Celestion Dicton 66 ..
Dynaco A10
Dynaco A.25
Executive Audio 750 ..
Goodmans Havant SL
Goodmans Mezzo SL
Goodmans Magnum SL
Goodmans Goodwood
Goodmans DIM.8
Hi Fi Aids Orbital Brackets ..

EI89-00
£45-00
£6940
P.O.A.
[42-50
£64.00
00-00
£87-00
E122.00
P.O.A.

IMF
Compacts
Super Compacts
ALS 40
Studio TLS 50
Pro. Monitor

1

Prices
on
Application

f47-50
E63-50

Leak 2020
Leak 2030
Coda
Cantor
Chorale
Cadenza
Concerto
Reference

KEF
1

Prices
on
Application

104
£54410
£85.00

LNB Para Lab Super ..
LNB Para Lab 20 ..
Monitor Audio MAI ..

MORDAUNT SHORT

MS 079- MS 235-MS 400-MS 737
Prices on Application
Rogers Wafer ..
Rogers Ravensbourne ( compact)
Rogers BBC Monitor ..
Sennheiser lsophon
Sphera 10 ..
Sphera 165 ..
Tandberg TL2510

E40-00

£50.00
P.O.A.

£6-00

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

E66.00

TANNOY

Ill LZ-Chatsworth-Lancaster-York
Prices on Application
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale

Denton 2 }
Low
Linton 2
Prices on
Glendale 3
Application
Dovedale 3

SPEAKER KITS AND CHASSIS

(Carr. 75p each)
02-50
KEF kit 2
£2.50
KEF kit 3
£6.00
KEF T15
L5-50
KEF 727
0.00
KET B110
KEF B200
13.00
KEF B139
0-00
KEF DN8
E5-00
KEF DNI2
E3-75
KEF 0N13-SP1015
Tannoy Ill LZ
•
•
06-00
Tannoy 12 inch Mg ..
£41.00
Wharfedale Linton 2 Kit ( Pair) 09-00
Wharfedale Glendale 3Kit ( Pair) £5-00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3Kit ( Pair) £
53110

Service Facilities

Service undertaken on all
For Personal Callers only
CALLERS: Cheques for Counter Sales accepted only when backed by a
Bank Card.
types of Hi Fi and audio
BY POST: Send cheque or money/postal order with written order and
equipment by qualified
Please
write,
call
or
phone
correct carriage for prompt service. Make cheques payable to: A. T.
engineers.
for details.
LABS.
ensure
that
all
prices
are
correct
at
time
of
going
to
press
(
E.
&
O.
E.).
However,
prices
are
subject
to alteration without notice.
We have tried to
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EVERY NAME YOU WANTED
IN ASTEREO SYSTEM BUT...
COULDN'T AFFORD TO BUY (uritia)
SHOWN BELOW ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF OUR MANY OUTSTANDING
OFFERS— PHONE OR WRITE FOR A QUOTATION ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS
Sony TA70 Amplifier
Garrard SP25
2 xMedway Major
Speakers

TELETAPE PRICE

£69.95
Carriage £ 2,75

ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
WELCOME.
CREDIT TERMS FOR
PERSONAL SHOPPERS

ALL EQUIPMENT IS BRAND
NEW, FULLY GUARANTEED
AND OFFERED WITH FULL
AFTER SALES SERVICE.
PROMPT EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Sony TA88 Amplifier
B & 0 Beogram 1001
2 xMarsden Hall
150F Speakers
LIST PRICE f146.80

TELETAPE PRICE

£119.00
Carnage ( 2 i5

Sony TA1066
Amplifier
B & 0 Beogram 1001
2 xA.R 7 Speakers
LIST PRICE 1174.40

TELETAPE PRICE

£148.00
Carriage t
.
2.75

Goods despatched within 24 hours of
receipt of order. ( Subject to availability
of stock)
Cheerful Refund. If within 7days of
purchase any item is found to be faulty
we will gladly iefund the full purchase
price or replace the faulty item.
AGENTS FOR: A.R. • Ampex •
Bang & Olufsen • B.A.S.F. • Dual •
Garrard • Goldring • Hacker • Harman
Kardon • Hi - Fi Aids • Koss • Jensen •
Marsden Hall • Mordaunt Short •
Matantz • National • Niv.co • Philips •
Revox • Roberts • Sanyo • Sony •
Scan Dyna • Sonab • Shure • S.M.E. •
Teac • Tandberg • Thorens • Uher

TELETAPE

33 Edgware Road, W2. Tel: 01.723 1942/2924
— 5 30 p.m. Thursday 9 — 1p.m.

Open 9 a.m.

84/88 Shaftesbury Ave.. WI. Tel:01 437 1651.
5 30 p m Saturday 9 — 1p.m.

Open 9 a.rn

Sony TA 1055
Amplifier
B & 0 Beogram 1202
2xSonab 0A4
Speakers
LIST PRICE f299 85

TELETAPE PRICE
carn 2
dge

(
4
27, 6.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Prices correct at February 21, 1974 but subject to change without notice

Eayswater qd
OXFORD STREET
mum.
THIS IS WHERE WE ARE

p•67
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The Goldring-Lenco GL78.
The unit that knows when to stop.

The Goldring-Lenco GL78 is a
further development of the famous GL75. It
has aspecial pick-up arm, on knife-edged
bearings, with aviscously damped
lowering device.
It has anew plinth with afriction
hinged dust cover.
And it knows when to stop. When the
music finishes, the turntable automatically
stops and the pick-up arm is raised from the
record.
And all of this happens without
impeding the unit's sensitivity in any way,
The GL78 chassis has four
hydraulically damped suspension springs
which ensure that the stylus is constantly

in the right track. This, combined with its
heavy turntable and lightweight pick-up
gives remarkably low wow, flutter and
rumble figures.
The next time you're out, drop in to
your hi-fi dealer.
He'll show you how the GL78 will
help you get more out of your music.
Now you can really let Brahms' lullaby
send you to sleep.

GoIdring

®

Goldring Limited, 10 Bayford Street,
Hackney, London E8 3SE.

London area
E8 R. BARDEN
21 Dalston Lane
El3 NU- SOUND
191 Pleshet Road, Upton Park
E17 MYERS AUDIO
199 Hoe Street, Walthamstow
N1 GRAHAMS ELECTRICAL
86 Pentonville Road
N10 SHERBOURNE HI- PHONICS
256 Muswell Hill Broadway
N14 WHITER RADIO, T/A MULTISONICS
36 Cannon Hill
N15 DAVIS & KAYS
105 Lawrence Road
NW6 AUDIO T
190 West End Lane, West Hampstead
STUDIO 99
81 Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage
NVV7 SOUND DISTINCTIVE
28 The Broadway, Mill Hill
SEE KINGSONS
28 Winslade Way, Catford
Shopping Centre
SE13 LEWISHAM STEREO CENTRE
52 Lee High Road
SW4 ULTRAY HI-FI Et CO
18 Clapham Park Road
SW5 KENSINGTON CAMERAS
264 Earls Court Road
SW6 SEVEN- O- SOUND
146 Wandsworth Bridge Road
SW16 FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
169/173 Streatham High Road
W1 EMG HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES
26 Soho Square
W2 THOMAS HEINITZ
35 Moscow Road, Queensway
H. L. SMITH Et CO
287 Edgware Road
WC1 BERRY'S RADIO
319 High Holborn
IMHOFS RETAIL
112/116 New Oxford Street
WC2 R.E.W. AUDIO-VISUAL CO
Centrepoint, St Giles Circus
CHISWICK MASSEY CENTRE OF SOUND
121 High Road
EALING HAVEN HI-FI
196 South Ealing Road
GREENFORD BEVANS RADIO
311 Greenford Road
HARROW HANSPALS AUDIO NICS
54 St Antis Road
HARROW- ON-THE- HILL LONDON SOUND
70 West Street
HOUNSLOW DELTA
49 Bell Road
NEW MALDEN UNILET PRODUCTS
Compton House, 34 High Street
NORTH HARROW ELECTRICAL SERVICE
52 Station Road
NORTH WOOD THE RECORDERIE
souTHALL HANSPALS AUDIONICS
488 Lady Margaret Road
sTANMORE THE RECORDERIE
10 Buckingham Parade
WOOLWICH SANDS HUNTER & CO
45 Hare Street
YIEWSLEY HI-FI
158 High Street

Bedfordshire
BEDFORD ANGLIA AUDIO
30 St Loves Street
LUTON D. P. HOBBS
11 King Street

Berkshire

138.111I

Loudspeakers
appointed dealer

Hertfordshire
HATFIELD M Et E STEWART CO
9 The Arcade
HITCHIN THE RECORD SHOP
31 Hermitage Road
STEVENAGE A Er M SUPPLIES
123 High Street
WALTHAM CROSS MARSDENS
79 High Road
WATFORD F. D. BAILEY
131 The Parade

SA/V

Kent

electron
Yics

Look out
for this sign
it's agood deal more
meaningful than most
And because it really means something, it's asign you
won't find in every audio showroom. But we are not
playing hard to get. Our network of Authorise.d
Dealers is nationwide — and very carefully chosen to
ensure that you receive demonstration, installation
and service facilities to match the excellence of our
speakers.
This ad spotlights our Dealers in London and
the South East; in the future we'll be featuring those
in other areas. No matter where you are, there's no
need to delay the pleasure of hearing B & W speakers.
Just ask where you see our Appointed Dealer sign.

NEWBURY THE HOUSE OF TOOMER
2 Northbrook Street
READING 8 Et Et HI-FI
16 Gun Street
BERKSHIRE HI-FI Et VIDEO
8 The Meadway Precinct

D5

MMIMI
DM70

Essex
BISHOPS STORTFORD MASLEN SALES
3 Northgate End
CHELMSFORD HI-FI CENTRE
6 Corn Hill
EPPING CHEW & OSBORNE
148 High Street
HADLEIGH ESSEX HI-FI CENTRE
210 London Road
HOCKLEY AUDIO CENTRE (WATERS Et
STANTON ELECTRONICS)
22 Spa Road

DA12

DM 4

Yeite

B Si.VV

electronics

Meadow Road Worthing BN11 2RX
Telephone (0903) 205611

BROMLEY SOUND SYSTEMS
218 High Street
CANTERBURY B. E. CRANFIELD
19 Sun Street
RICEMANS
WESTGATE HI-FI
2 Station Road West
DARTFORD CHALLENGER b HICKS
3 Hythe Street
WOODS & PORTER
23 West Hill
GILLINGHAM D. E. HADAWAY & SON
95 Watling Street
MAIDSTONE SLOMAN b PETTITT
Pudding Lane
SEVENOAKS HI-FI CENTRE
118 London Road
TUNBRIDGE WELLS GOULDEN b CURRY
59/63 High Street
WELLING H. C. 8. C. COPPINS
131 Bellegroye Road
WEST WICKHAM STIRLING SOUND
66 High Street

Middlesex
UXBRIDGE BUCKLEDEE & TAYLOR
50 Vine Street

Surrey
BANSTEAD RAYLEC
47 High Street
CAMBERLEY K. DYKES
19/21 Park Street
CROYDON ST GEORGES AUDIO
36 St Georges Walk
SPALDING ELECTRICAL
352 Lower Addiscombe Road
DORKING AUDIO SYSTEMS
23 South Street
EGHAM RECORDWISE HI- Fl
14 Station Road
GUILDFORD HI-FI
270 High Street
HASLEMERE TAYLOR & ROBERTS
West Street
KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES
SOUTHERN AUDIO SERVICES •.
43 High Street
PURLEY SURREY SOUND EQUIPMENT
Royal Oak Centre

Sussex
BEXHILL- ON- SEA PHOTOPHONIC
JOHN COLCLOUGH
41 Devonshire Road
BRIGHTON JOHN KING ( FILMS)
71 East Street
CHICHESTER MALCOLM AUDIO & TV
12 South Street
CRAWLEY FOX'S
2 The Square Pavement
EASTBOURNE CENTRAL RADIO
15 Langney Road
LEONARD BOOTH
35 South Street
EAST GRINSTEAD JOHN REES HI- Fl
2 High Street

Buckinghamshire
AYLESBURY TELESOUND
22/24 Cambridge Street
HIGH WYCOMBE HUGHES HI-FI
7 High Street
M. W. KEEN
Pauls Row
MILTON KEYNES CARLOW RADIO
41 Queensway

LOUGHTON SOUND SUPPLIES CO
309 High Road
RAYLEIGH HI-FI
7 High Street
ROMFORD SOUND Et VISION SERVICES
78a Brentwood Road
SOUTHEND THE AUDIO CENTRE
86 Queens Road
..I. PATIENCE
9 Queens Road
G. SUMMERS
565 Southchurch Road
UPMINSTER CAMERA CENTRE
177 St Marys Lane

HAYWARDS HEATH MASTER SOUND
109 South Road
HORSHAM AUDIO SYSTEMS
28 Queens Parade
HOVE LANES RADIO
94 Church Road
STORRINGTON STEREO BOUTIQUE
5West Street
UCKFIELD CRANNAGE BROS
107 High Street
WORTHING BOWERS & WILKINS
Littlehampton Road

1 9 73

WAR
THIS ADVE
IS NOT SUI
CHI_
Whenever two or three stereo experts are
gathered together you'll hear the name ` Sonab'
uttered with bated breath.
And it's not altogether surprising when you
stop to consider that acomplete Sonab system —
turntable, tuner amplifier and omnidirectional
speakers costs upwards of £350.
What kind of people are prepared to put their
hands on their wallets and swear by Sonab ?
Certainly not those who can't tell one end of a
speaker from the other. If anyone wants asystem to

toy with, aLiso model from the local chemist chain
will do.
Sonab is for people who really know something
about true stereo.
Because Sonab make the only system with
authentic omnidirectional speakers.
With Sonab the sounds emanate from the
speakers and radiate outwards in all directions
reflecting off the surfaces in the room and reaching
the listener's ears both directly and indirectly.
Which is just what happens in areal life

ING:
TISEMENT
ABLE FOR
REN.
situation — in say, aconcert hall.
With ordinary front facing speakers however,
the omnidirectional effect is lost because the sound is
projected at the listener in two solid wedges and in
order to hear the authentic stereo sound one must sit
at the point where the two sound paths cross.
But it's difficult to convey the subtleties of
Sonab with the written word, in the final analysis
you've got to compare it with other systems for
yourself, and when you have you'll know why we say
Sonab is meant for very grown up grown-ups.

Name
Address

S

onab of Sweden

Sonab Ltd., P.O. Box No. 4, Oldfield Rd.,
Hampton, Middx., TW12 2HN.
01-979 0134. Telex: 928384.
Regd. In England at 35 Basmghall SI.. London
EC2V 5DB. Regd. No. 982101.

_1

Mono trumpet
circa 1907

Stereo trumpets
circa 1974
Around 1907 the finest recorded sounds were to be
heard coming from the trumpet on Thomas Edison's
famous phonograph machine.
In 1974 the name which is synonymous with the finest
sound reproduction is Marantz. 'heir high-efficiency
speaker systems bring out the ultimate in performance,
even from amplifiers with modest power output.
The Marantz Imperial 7has aIr woofer, 3W' midrange and 1
/"tweeter with a3-position, high frequency
4
3
level selector switch and a3-position mid-range level
selector switch. The Marantz Imperial 6G has a10"
woofer and a1
/"tweeter with a3-position, high
4
3
frequency level selector switch. Both handle 50 watts

continuous RMS.
Write for full details of the complete range of Marantz
speakers.

mulukitemitelltz.
We sound better
Sole U.K. Distributors:
Pyser Ltd., Fircroft Way, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 6HA.
Tel: Edenbridge (073271)41 I1 (8Lines).

Southern &di° Services
43 High Street, Kingston- on-Thames, Surrey. Tel : 01-549 3194 ( 3lines)
'

AMPLIFIERS P/P 85p
Armstrong 621
£81.95
Braun CSV 300
£95-00
Cambridge Audio P50,
pilo
P.O.A.
Celestion Telefi
£29 00
Grundig SV 85 one only .. £90-00
Metrosound ST 20 Mk II .. £ 32-00
Metrosound ST 40
£49.50
Rogers R'brook teak
£44.00
Rogers R'bourne teak
£55.50
Sansui AU 101
£ 39.99
Sansui AU 505
£64.65
Sansui AU 555A
£91-34
Sansui AU 6500
£ 119.46
Sansui AU 7500 ..
£145.37
Sansui AU 9500 .. £ 232.78
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS P/P £1-00
Armstrong 625 ..
£118-80
Armstong 626 ..
£142.56
Goodmans Module 90
P.O.A.
Rogers R'brook teak
£68.00
Sansui 210 ..
£73.37
Sansui 310 ..
£87.13
Sansui 661 ..
£13747
Sansui 771 ..
£157.37
Sansui Six ..
£198.62
Sansui Seven
£233.34
Sansui Eight
£250.99
SPEAKERS P/P ii.ceo
Altec Capri ..
£30.00
Altec Santiga
£195-00
B & W DM 2A
£63.20
B & W DM 4
£45 00
Cambridge R40
£55.00
Celestion 15
£28.95
Celestion 66
£88.00
Dynaco A 10
£21.00
Sansui SP 1700
£83.11
Sansui SP 2500
£91.87
Sansui SP 3500
£11.19
Scandyna A 25
£3150
Tannoy Ill LZ
£41-50
Tannoy 12 Lancaster ..
£57.50
TURNTABLES P/P 85p
BSR MP 60 P/C/ADC Cartridge .
£22.00
Garrard Zero 100 SR
£52.25
Garrard 410 deck .. • •
£32-00
Goldring GL 75 P/C . •
£44 80
Goldring GL 85 ..
£70-00
Sansui SR 212 ..
£46.47
Sansui SR 4050 C .. • •
£110.73
Thorens TD 125 deck . •
£59.80
Thorens TD 160 C
£51.50
Thorens TD 165 C
£45.00
ERA Mk 6p/c/SME arm
£66 00
Transcriptors Saturn
£56.00
TAPES P/P 59 per tape.
Over 6 tapes, P/P Free
R. R. S. A.
price price
Maxel!
r UD 1800' .. 160 152
r UD 1800' in case
4.75
3.33
104" NAB 3600' UD
8.25
5-78
104" NAB 2500' UD
125
5.08
104" UD in 4." 2500'
125
6.48
104" UD NAB in I"
tape ..
18.35
12.75
LNE 7" 1800'
315
121
LNE r 900'
1.75
1.23
LNE r 2400'
340
166
LNE 5" 1200' ..
240
1-40
Vido 4" width 7" 60
mins
1175
743
Vicio 4" width 30 mina 715
5.02
Memorex
4.90
C 30 cassette ..
0.54
0-39
C 60 cassette ..
0.74
162
C90 cassette ..
0-99
185
CI20 cassette ..
1-49 1-2499
CRO2 C90 cassette
1.74
142
CRO2 C 60 cassette
1.34
148
CRO2 C 45 cassette
0-09
190
standard 5" 600' .. 1-31 1-10
standard 7" 1200 .. 2.21 140

MAIN

long play 5' 900' 186 152
long play r 1800' 3 16 260
D. play 5" 1200' .
223
200
D. play 7" 2400'
396
320
long play 1(4 NAB
600
480

AGENTS FOR
ADC
Armstrong
SAE

McINTOSH

MCINTOSH
P/P Free
MAC 1900 receiver
MR 74 tuner
MR 77 tuner
MR 78 AM/FM tuner ..
MX 113 tuner-preamptifier
AM/FM ..
C 26 preamplifier .•
C 28 preamplifier
MC 2105 power amplifier
105 watts.. ..
MC 2300 power amplifier
300 watts.. ..
MC 2505 power amplifier
50 watts
MC 250 power amplifier n/c
50 watts ..
MC2100 power amplifier n/c
105 watts ..
MA 6100 preamp/amplifier
70 watts ..

ESS

Dual
Braun
Maxell
Scan-dyna

£605.50
£453-00
£492-00
£605.50
£49100
£25190
£350-90

Bose
B&W

£467-20
£934.50
£32100

Sherwood

£271.80
£35940

Infinity
IMF
Mclntosh
ERA
Trio

£430 90

£1-oo

"Sounds as clear as
LIGHT"

TEAC
ESS
Transcriptors

ESS AMT- Ispeakers pair..
ESS Satellite per set, 4
speakers .. . ..
ESS Pre-amp
ESS 500 amp
ESS 200 amp

KEF
Marantz
Stax
Tannoy

£32040
£33540
£23100
£386.00
£22040

Altec
Mordaunt Short

TRIO

TRIO
P/P £1.00
KA2002A amp
£49 50
KA4002 amp
£62 00
KA4002A amp
£73.00
KA6004 amp
£ 129.50
KA8004 amp
£ 169-00
KT-2001A Tuner
£67.00
KT-4005 tuner
£ 101.00
KT-8005 tuner
£ 163 00
KR-2300 receiver ..
C82-50
KR-3200 receiver .. £ 111 50
KR-5200 receiver .. £ 160 00
KR-7200 receiver .. £216 00
KX-700 Dolby cassette deck £99 95
KP-2022A deck with P/C/cart £ 53 50

TEAC

Piar

>IO

0-

TEAC
P/P £140
Teac A-1030
Teac A- 1250S
Teac A-3300 10 and 12
Teac A-3300 Il ..
Teac A-4070 GSL
Teac A-7030 GSL
Teac AS 100 amp ..
Teac AT 100 tuner..
Teac AG 6500 receiver
Teac AN 60 Dolby unit
Teac AN 80 Dolby unit
Teac AN 180 Dolby unit
Teac A- I40 cassette deck
Teac A- I60 Dolby cassette
Teac A-360 Dolby cassette
Teac A-450 Dolby cassette

£127 80
£225.00
£247 SO
£262 80
£292-50
£513.00
£126-00
£104-40
£20740
£43-20
£73-80
£133-20
£95 40
£118.80
£175-50
£20150

BOSE

Birr]
• # • #

BOSE P/P £ 1.00
Bose 1801 power amp
Bose 901 speakers pair
Bose 501 speakers pair
Bose stands black/white

£49840
£290.00
£18100
£25-00

All prices are correct at
the time of going to Press. / ./..
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Condor. The fastest
Magnetic cartridges
Famous brand names such as:
Ronette, Shure, ADC, Goldring, etc.
Ceramic cartridges
Ronette, Sonotone,Goldring,
Garrard, BSR, Philips.
Crystal cartridges
Ronette, Sonotone, BSR,
Philips, Acos.
Replacement styli
Condor's famous complete line
of top quality Sapphire,Diamond
and Double Diamond Styli.

MANCHESTER
RECORD
CABINET
•
MAGAZINE
RACK
•
BOOK CASE

AVGARDE Gallery Ltd

•
AUDIO UNIT
SHELVES

RECORDS AND FINE SOUND EQUIPMENT

GIVE YOUR FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

HI-FI SHOWROOM AND STUDIO

THE PROMINENCE IT DESERVES
INTRODUCING THE NEW
Leisure Time range—direct from
the factory—to you
Complete unit comprises
*MAIN BASE UNIT—with record
storage—book
case—
magazine rack—audio unit
shelves.
*MATCHING SPEAKER
PLINTHS and extension surface Incorporating adjustable
record tape deck recess.

*Modern white and teak- style
finish to blend with any decor.

B& W, HARMAN KARDON, QUAD,
SCANDYNA, J. E. SUGDEN, TANDBERG, TRIO

*Heavily constructed with rubber
mounted speaker plirths.

AK — ALPHA — ARISTON — CONNOISSEUR — DUAL —
EMPIRE — ERA — FERROGRAPH — GARRARD —
GOLDRING — HITACHI — KEF — J.V.C. — J.B.L. — LEAK
PIONEER — SHURE — SME — SPENDOR — TDK
TEAC — THORENS — UHER — WHARFEDALE.

*Durable, easy clean melamine
surfaces.
*Adjustable length to fit any
room layout-bay or recess.
*Height 21r; Depth 15'; Length
ae, extending up to 8e.

WHITE as illustrated.
£27.50 plus £1.80 p & p.
Teak-style also available.
UNITS FROM £
84.5.
leaflet on request.

Home demonstration and installation of Hi -Fi and Colour T.V.
including one year's personal home servicing.
Full service for any equipment supplied.

This elegant and versatile unit has
been specially designed for the discerning l-li-Fi enthusiast.

CABINETS by CALYX and RECORD HOUSING

LEISURE TIME LTD.,
Colour

Extensive Record Departments covering every type of music.

CROZIER ROAD, Dept. N3
MUTLEY, PLYMOUTH.

42 KING ST WEST,
52

MANCHESTER 3. 061-834 2178

bird in the business.
Stereo headphones

Two models also suitable as stereo
headphones.

The complete Unisound range of
inexpensive stereo headphones plus
the latest Quadrophonics. Also two
excellent stereo junction boxes.

Record accessories

The now famous AC-700 Condor
Auto Cleaner and our own Condor
Cleaner Cloths. Cassette Albums and
stereo headphone extension leads.

Electret condenser microphones

Superb condenser microphones for
only £13.00 (omni-direction al) and £15.00
(unidirectional). Recommended retail.

Condor-

Radio headphones

Condor Electron;.ts Limited,100 Coombe Lane,
London SW20 OAY
Tel: 01-946 0033 (4lines) Telex: 928502

Three fine Radio headphones
with achoice of AM and AM/FM
Stereo. Must be heard to be believed.

Distributors of cartridges, styli, record cleaners, condenser
microphones and headphones. Guaranteed 24 hour delivery.

capitol 2in Stak Paks

•T•

Probably the best iron oxide
cassettes available.
4 The best cassette housing is the first require' ment of a top quality cassette. Capitol 2 cassettes incorporate a host of features — the
unique graphite impregnated liner for guiding
the tape wind, low friction corner rollers, stainless steel axles, screw together assembly,
high permeability metal shield behind the
pressure pad .. . some of the design features
of Capitol 2.
ee
b

The best tape available means the nest for
your machine. Capitol 2 cassettes have high
output, low noise tape featuring exclusive
Cushion-Aire back coating to combine the
best electrical performance and mechanical
operation features.Capitol 2is optimised to suit
all types of playback equipment, without the
need of adjustment, fine tuning or special
heads. Special high efficiency iron oxide
coating gives output levels of 30-20,000 Hz.
with recording capacity up to 3 d b.
without increasing distortion.

Why not buy asample
Stak Pak at this special
Capitol introductory price of £1.50?
I

Please

send me one Capitol Stak Pak containing two
C.60 Capitol 2cassettes. Ienclose acheque for £ 1.65
(inc. VAT.)

NAME

ADDRESS

MUSITAPES
4
L

02, Edgware Road, London W2 1ED

3

-From

an enormous production capacity ir
Connecticut, Audio Devices reserve only the
top 10% of specially manufactured tape for
Capitol 2. Special features of Capitol 2 tape
include a heavy loading of high quality iron
oxide without additives, a unique oxide dispersal process to ensure extremely low noise
an extended dynamic range, universal bias
compatability, an exclusive heavy duty binder
system to eliminate shedding of the coating
and exclusive Cushion-Aire back coating to
augment mechanical reliability. If you want to
know the full Capitol 2 story send for our
technical data sheet.
And it all comes in the best packaging available for cassette stoiage. Yes, a remarkable
plus for top quality Capitol 2 iron oxide
cassettes is that with each pair you get a free
exclusive Stak Pak. The Stak Pak is a miniature storage drawer to house two cassettes.
Each Stak Pak is designed to clamp to
another. So you just go on building Stak Paks
into a miniature chest of drawers for cassette
stotage. Stak Paks contain comprehensive
index cards for each cassette as well as a title
card for indexing at the front of the drawer.•

4

BUY THE BEST IRON OXIDE
CASSETTES AVAILABLE SUPPLIED
IN THE WORLD'S BEST STORAGE
SYSTEM, AND PUT AN END TO
CASSETTE CLUTTER.
The full range of Capitot cassettes, cartridges &
accessories is available exclusively in the U.K. from:

.FJ›

2

musitapes

The tape and equiprient specialists.
402, EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2 lED
TELEPHONE: 01-723 7491/262 1152

53

1

(

1

1

1
4
* Stak Pak is the trade mark of the exclusive
Capitol 2storage system.And here is more good
news. Stak Piths can be bought empty so that
your old cassettes can be incorporated within
yen new Capitol 2purchase programme.

la Harrow Audio
PRESENTS

() Teleton month
Mail Order Customers Assured
Full Manufacturers Guarantee

Immediate Despatch Huge Stocks
All prices include VAT
Callers Welcome

SAO 2068 Stereo Amplifier £ 22.85 ( p+p 55p)

/1111.1111111111111111116.
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Teleton SAO 307 System
Teuton SAO 307 Amplifier Garrard SP25 Mk 4Turntable, Plinth, Cover and Goldring 08004 Cartridge,
2Solent 638 Speakers.
HA price £ 52.50 Carriage and Ins. £ 2.00.
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GA 202 Stereo Amplifier £28.95

(
p+p55p)

GT 202 Stereo Tuner £29.95 (
p+p 55p)

GA 202 System
GA 202 Amplifier, Pioneer PL12 DTurntable, Plinth,
Cover and Empire 999 RE/X Cartridge and 2Solent
838 Speakers.
HA price £ 93.00 Carriage end Ins. £ 2.00.

SAO 307 Stereo Amplifier £22.85

(p+p 55p)

Hours- Mon- Sat 9.15 am-5.30pm
Thurs(latenight) 8.00pm

h

Harrow Audio
BR ID LE PATH, WATFO RD, H ER TS
TelephonP WATFORD 33018

WD2 4RZ

giore1410ffelOUP3OthclUhe
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Whichever system you are using, get off to agood start with aRoss Electronics microphone.
One of twelve in the range, the RE- 345 eardioid Microphone illustrated here has dual
impedance and On/Off switches. R.R.P. £9.40 plus VAT.

P

In Hi Fi, it's the sound
you finally hear that
justifies all that has
gone before. And a pair
of
Ross
Electronics
headphones
will
do
justice to the finest
system. There are nine
superb models in the
range from which we
illustrate model RE-250.
These headphones have
slider volume controls
and specially designed
60mm.
mylar
cone
speakers. R.R.P. £8.50
plus VAT.

l3ectrorics

ROSS
ELECTRONICS
Quality HiFi from beginning to end.

32 Rathbonc Place, London W1P 1A1). Tel: 01S80 7112/3

The three
2-4 receivers
shown here mark
the coming- of- age of
4- channel sound. They
can be used now as 2channel stereo receivers delivering more than the combined
power of me individual four channels.
All three models incorporate decoders for
accurate reproduction of SO. and Regular Mattrix material and enhancement of stereo records,
and are equipped with FM output for adaption to
future 4- channel broadcasts. Models KR- 6340 and KR8340 take Trio's optional CD- 4 demodulator KCD-2 for discrete discs. These receivers have amplifier and tuner specifications to the highest standards, and will give you 2- channel enjoyment while providing for all existing and future 4- channel programmes.

9.)4

one
4- CHANNEL

1111111111111111111111K
yee,ite

MODEL KR8340
4- CHANNEL
OUTPUT 4 25W
2- CHANNEL
OUTPUT 2 • 60W
R.M.S. power at 8ohms all channels driven 20Hz-20KHz

tJ 'TRI

y

MODEL KR5340 4- CHANNEL OUTPUT 4 • 10W
2- CHANNEL OUTPUT 2
25W
R.M.S. power at 8 ohms all channels
driven 20Hz-20KHz

MODEL KR3640
4- CHANNEL OUTPUT 4 • 15W
2- CHANNEL OUTPUT 2
40W
R.M.S. power at 8 ohms all channels driven 20Hz-20KHz

United Kingdom distributors B. H. Morris and Co. ( Radio) Limited,
Trio House, The Hyde, London, NW9 6JP: Tel : 01-205 6441.
Distributors for the Irish Republic: Peat Wholesale Ltd., 25 Parnell Street, Dublin 1.

Trio equipment is available in the USA and other parts of the world under the Kenwood brand name.

You'll find us
in all the
best places

et>

Ross Bectrunics

ROSS
ELECTRONICS

Quality Hi Fi from beginning to end.

32 Rathbone Place. London W1P 1AD. Tel: 01-580 7112/3
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How does music sound
on asystem that
makes no sound?
Perfect
The turntable on this page brought Europe's standard HiFi test records down to size...
We had to devise an entirely new specification for test
equipment before we could even test it.
Hardly common practice but then, Dual CS70 is no common turntable...

A meticulously- engineered German drive with
technological innovations in chassis and
tonearm mountings have brought rumble
down to better than minus 70 dB an impressive figure matched only by
like figures for wow and flutter.
Not widely acknowledged, but even more
impressive, the true Gimbal - mounted tonearm
matches another world-famous tonearm in
having an effective mass of only 5.8 grams
without acartridge!
The benefits show in superb, clean sound
reproduction. With a Dual CS70 turntable
you'll hear nothing except the music.
It's time you looked into our claims.
Examine the flawless specifications in our
literature. See for yourself why we had to
invent our own test equipment.
True Gimbal- mounted tonearm.
Effective mass only 5.8 gm
without Cartridge and
complimentary horizontal and
vertical bearing friction.

Dual
58

Full details of Dual turntables
and amplifiers can be obtained
from selected dealers, or from:
AUDIODECKS LIMITED,
81, Kirkstall Road,
Leeds LS3 1H R.
Tel: Leeds 35111.

Dual
announce
TFIE Auto reverse
DobyedsCassette Deck
model C901
DYNAMIC RANGE > 59 dB ( DOLBY *B)
WOW Et FLUTTER > 0.09% ( R.M.S.)
PRICE £ 175.75 inc VAT.

* 'DOLBY

is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

59

Details from all DUAL stockists.
Stockist Lists available from
the British importer of
DUAL turntable and tape
equipment

Dual

AUDIODECKS LIMITED
Farnell House,
81, Kirkstall Road,
LEEDS LS3 1HR.
Tel: 35111 Telex: 557611

DGCIIJfl

TOP QUALITY HI-111

Discount Audio. 231 & 245 Tottenham Court Road
299-301 Edgware Road & 53 Tottenham Court Road
Amstrad 4000 system

Sansui AU 101 system

Sansui AU 101 Stereo Amplifier IS + 15 watts
RMS per channel Garrard SP 25 Mk III
Turntable with base and cover, wired
Goldring G800 Stereo Cartridge 2kCelestion
Hadleigh Stereo loudspeaker system.

Amstrad Integra 4000 Mk II Stereo Amplifi• •
with integrated circuit. Garrard SP 25 Mk.
turntable with base and cover, in red.
Goldring G800 stereo cartridge. LA 150
stereo loudspeaker system.

£87.50

£63.60

ill 14
-

lee

Sanyo 2615N A hancy complete sr,:
must for those who get around.

£77.20

Pioneer 500
system

Pioneer SX 525 system

Sony
TC 377

Plcneer Sit500A stereo
amplifier. Garrard SP
25 Mk. Ill turntable,
with base and cover,
wired. Goring G800
stereo cartridge.
2Wharfedale Denton
stereo loudspeaker
systems ( or Celestion
Countys 88 extra),

Pioneer SX 525 tuner amplifier with
Pioneer PL 12D turntable. Shure M55E
cartridge and Celestion Ditton 15
loudspeakers. £ 190.60.

Sony TA TO

Sanyo Portable
Music Centre 2615N

stereo tape deck
incorporating Sony
'Uni-phase which
enables recording
and playback of SQ
encoded 4-channel
sound.Tape¡source
monitors, mictline
mixing.

£85.35
Amstrad IC 2000 Mk II

Amstrad lc 2000 Mk. II
Guadrosound Stereo Amplifier.
Garrard SP 25 Mk. Ill Turntable
with bise and cover, wired.
Goldrng G800 Stereo Cartridge.
2Wharfedale Denton stereo
speaker system for Celestion
Countys £ 9SO extra)

Sony TA 70 Stereo Amplifier 8watts per
Channel. BSR MP 60 TPDI Turntable. AD ,'
Cartridge. Celestion Hadleigh Speaker,
with (Celestion County £6.50).

£79.95

£105.00

Metrosound ST20

Metrosound ST20 Amplifier. Garrard
SP2S Mk. III. Base and cover. G800
Celestion Hadleigh.

£79.50
Sansui 210 system

Teleton 202 system
Pioneer SX 424 system

Pioneer SX 424 Receiver, with Pioneer
PL12D turntable with Shure M55E
cartridge and apair of Celestion
Dillon 15 loudspeakers.

111111310.111
Teleton GA 202 Amplifier Garrard Darby SP 25
Turntable Goldring G800 Cartridge
Celestion County Loudspeakers

£161.95

£87.20
Goodmans 80 system

TEAC
A450

The quality stereo cassette deck. A450
with Dolby Noise reduction provides open
reel performance with cassette convenience. Lowest w, !
r••• ^. 07°. For
all types of tapes.

£193.50

Goodnuarts Module 80 Stereo Tuner
Amplifier FM. Goodmans TD 100
stereo tumtab:..e. Goldring 0800E
stereo freefield cartridge, 2Goodmans
Mezzo Ill Stereo lourispealrer system.

£175.50

Sansui 310

Consisting of Sansui 310. Garrara SP 25 with
Goldring 0800. Celestion Dittos : 5, complete
with Base. Cover and all leads and plugs

£178.00

Sarum 210 Stereo Tuner Amplifier AM/FM
Garrard SP 25 Mk III Turntable with base and
cover. wired Goldring 0800 Stereo Cartridge.
2sCelestion Hadleigh Stereo Loudspeaker
system

£119.00

Sony TA 88

Sony TA 88 Integreed Amplifier Stereo
Pioneer PL I2D Shure M55E Celestion County
Speakers

£119.00

All prices are quoted exclusive of V.A.T. The prices are correct as at 19.3.74 but are liab'e to change without notification. E. & O. E.

Save up to 40%

Carriage and packaging on all these systems £2.00.

AT BOTTOM PRICES!
THE newest Hi -Fi Discount Stores for INCREDIBLE savings on top quality Hi Fi
brands, stereo systems etc. Just look at these FANTASTIC STAR bargains -

Stereo Amplifiers

TrIpl lone HI•F177

f25,60

Philips 88901 / 1311421

f62.30

Goodmans Minister

(15.43

Tripletone HI,F11818

f3500

Pioneer SX424

Carriage and Packing 50p.

(73.90

Goodmans Planer

f3035

Wharfedale Linton Teak

f5340
f56,05

Pioneer 01525
Pioneer 0X626

C96.90

Hi Fi LASO

f136.40

Hi•fi LA100

(8.75

f14990

Hi Fi LAI 50

f10.75

Aka, AA5200

f63,49

Wharfedale Linton White

f7,25

Akai AA5500

f9044

Pioneer 9(727

Akai AA5800

f13219

Alpha FA200
Alpha FA300

Pioneer 0X828

f219.30

JBL L100 ( Each)

f2490

(162.00

f232.90
f217.60

JAL Prima L25

Alpha FA400

Pioneer EX2500
Pioneer 0/(9000

f3900

f95.00
f110.0C

Alpha 0030
Alpha 0050

f33.50

f35.75

Stereo Tuners
Carriage and Packing 50p.
Akai AT550

f6343

Pye 1558 cassette and speakers r/00.00
Rotel RX150A
(52.01
Rotel RX2004
661.56
Rotel RX4004
77.86

J8L Aquarius 4
Leak 150
Leak 250
Leak 600

[18.65
f24,22

BIG DISCOUNTS
on IV.
SONY 9-90 UB 9" B & W portable TV
R.R.P. £ 72.00 D.A. Price f64.80
Hear your TV with hi-fi sound
using CELESTION TELEFl.
No connecting wires required.
R.R.P. £ 27.27 D.A. Price £ 19.95

Amstrad IC2000 Mk II
Cambridge P50

f3990
f31.75
f83.70

Goodwin Amp

f3995

Amstrad 3000
Cambridge 155

Keletron KSA700
Keletron KSA1500

f19.65
(25.40

Leak Delta FM
Leak Delta AM FM

Leak Delta 30

f61 . 25
f75,25

Met/osound FSM40
Philips RH621

Mehosound ST20 Mk II
Metrosound 0140

f29,95

Plalms RH690

f3850

Pioneer TX500A

Metrosound ST60

f49,50

(81.85

Sanyo OCX2500K

Philips RH520

(60 95

Pioneer TX7100
Pioneer TX8100

(94.95

f105.00

few from the enormous range at D.A.
Whatever you're looking for - TRY US

Philips RH521
Pioneer SA500A

(91.90

Pioneer TX9100

Sony 11S1139 ' Cassette

(128.30

Sansui TU505

Sony STR6055

f' 40.00

f3795

HEADPHONES

CARTRIDGES

f65.90
f122.46

f17000

f70.30

Sensor 107500

Sony STR6200F

Pioneer SA6200

Sennhe ser

Shure VI 5MkIll

Pioneer 047100

f91,30

Sansui TU9500

Wharfecale Triton

Pioneer SA8100

1'130.60

[153.74
f43,99

Leak Delta 70

Akai AT580

Sanyo FMT1400K

f97.25
f23.95

Rotel 856004

f8895

f 11.65

Marsden Hall 200
Tannoy 3LZ

Rotel 4118004

F59.38
f66.75
f37,50

Sansui Sir

(121.50
f198,62

Tannoy Chatsworth
Tannoy Lancaster 12'

Sans°, Seven

f:33 34

Tannoy Lancaster 15 -

Swim Ight

(82.15

fI'50.99

Santa, 210

(34.65
f53,10

Sansui 310

Pioneer SF700

f61,25

Sinclair 2000. 3000

f26.311

Pioneer SM700
Pioneer SR202W

f42,05

Sony 0170

Rotel RA3I0

Sanyo OCX2300K

Tannoy York

I73.37
87.13

Wharfedale Denton 2
Wharfedale Dovedale 3

/44.50
139.20

Wharfedale Linton 2Team
Wharfedale Melton 2

Wharfedale Lorton TK

73.25
f10890

f43,35
f1725
f55.57
f70,30
f76,95
(33.12
f10261
f14,63

(45.55

Sorry 5188
Sorry ST5055L

(70.0i i

(46.75

Teleton 01202

(31.5a

Rotel RA611

f6858

Amstrae Acousta 1500

f13.13

GARRARD

Rotel RA810
Rotel RA1213

(72.65

Amstrar1Acousta 2500

f14 37

SP2511I, 6800

f18.15

f109.66

Celesturn County

f19.55

SP2511I/M55E

f18,00

Sansui 40101

(39.99

Celestn nDamn 10 11

117.70

Sansui AU505

C64.65

Celesta', Dillon 15

f2650

AP76 / 6800
AP76 / 6800E

f26,75
f28,00

Celestran Dillon 25

155.50

AP96 Module

f3323

GO LO RING

Sansui 446500
Sansui AU7500
Sansui 409500

(145.37
f232,78

Carriage and Packing 75p.

11113424
Kos: HV1

Carriage and Packing 75p.

K072 7B

B.S.R. McDONALD

Speaker Systems
Cameo.. and Packing 50p each pair.

Aka, 448030
Aka, 448080

f92,33
f12583

Celestiim Dillon 44
Celestian Dillon 66

f44,95
184 50

Aka, AA8500
Ake, AA8100S

f150.50
f17500

Celestmn Dawn 120
Celestrin Hadleigh

f20.65
f16.30

MP60 TP01 ADC HSI

f16.80

HT70 TPDI 0800

f1920

6175 6800
61 78 6800

Sanyo KAI 400K

(44.50
[52.50

f62.13
f42.E0

Goodm.ins Double Munn
f20,20
Goodm.ens Double Masan White f22,03

f5050

Sinclair 2000

Alpha FR3000
Alpha 0150

701011 G800 Teak

(22.95

1010010800 White

f52.30

Sony TAJO
Sony 1488

f31.50

Alpha FR2000

f49.I 0

Goodmvns Dimensions 8

f56.20

f40.50

PIONEER

Goodmans Module 80

Goodmos Dimension 8White

f61,10

Sony 141055

f7000

PL120 ( Less cartridge) ( 35.20.

Sony TA1130

(126.00

Teak or White
Goodmans 1-10 Teak or White

f65.5113
f98,30

Goodmins Goodwood
Goodmvns Goodwood White

( 38.50
f40.25

Sony TA1150

f85.50

PL61 ( Less cartridge) ( 119.00

Goodmans Module 90

f8410

Goodm ens Havant

fl 955

Sony TA3130F

f81 . 00

Goodmans Module 90 White

f58,00

Goodmans Havant White

f21.60

Sony TA3140F

f58,50

Leak Delta 75

f9900

Goodrnans Magister

Teleton 540307

[29.95

Philips 88702

f69.25

Goodmans Magnum SL

f37.25

T0125 AB 11;8415E Super

Teleton 64202

f22.95

Philips RH720

f156 85

Goodmans Mezzo SI

f29.60

10165 / Ortolan MISE

(41.35

f115,5
( 68.I.0

All items covered by full GUARANTEE PLUS our usual 12 months FREE after sales service

5.50

18.14E

4.85

14.40

Ortolan MI 5ES

6.50

Pioreer SE30A

10.55

SE 2OA

7.90
16.30

30.00

Goldring
6800SE

13.50

6800E

7.90

6800

5.10

Senotene

SS 20
21.60
Carriage & Packing 30p

V200S £ 5.20
V200E £ 8.80

PICK-UP ARMS
Aces Lustre
24.26

V200EX £ 13.00

Carriage & Packing 12p
SW' 3302/S2
34.65
Carriage & Packing 25p
Plus Re. ordcare. Tapes. Cassette Holders etc

CASSETTES
BIG QUANTITY DISCOUNTS ON TOP BRANDS
Post fi packing 3p each 10 Et over Post FREE

PLI 50 ( Less cartridge) ( 50.10

10160 C Ortofon M15E Super ( 76:./ 5

8.95

20.00

ASE 11

GOODMANS

f6310

11.00

M7 5EJ
M 55E

8.41

Sansui SS 10

26.50

M 75 ED

17.50

Aka ASE 20

f47,50
f5925

Sanyo DCAI 700K

FIA 35 I
less cartridge,
THORENS

12.00

Sen-the.ser

Complete units no th Steles cartridge
ready wired in plinth and cover.

(34.95

Tuner Amplifiers

H0414

Record Deck Packages

Rotel RA610

C91.34
(119.46

A

f28,77.

f35.0f1
(40.5 ,

Sansui AU555A

ACCESSORY CORNER

f39.0C
(18.13

Brand

Scotch

Ouantioi

Memorex

PhillOs

15

15

15

C60

42

£6.20

46

£6.74

46

£90

55

£8.15

65

£9.55

68

f9.90

C120

87

£2.94

98

£14.45

91

£12.99

Cr02 CEO

99

£14.65

90

£13.25

Cr02 CEO

£1.28 £18.90

£6.60

£1.10 £16.10

All Prices Exclusive of VAT and liable to change without notice.
Telephone Orders accepted on
Barclay or Access Cards.

.1‘1

DISCOUNT AUDIO-

BARCL SOCA CO

Tel: 01-637 1601 Et ask for Mr.C. Kimm
hrn
BRITAIN'S No.l. PART EXCHANGE SPECIALISTS
H.P. available to all callers
Remember to add 10% VAT, ( 10p. in £ 1), to total value of
Mail Orders to:- Discount Audio Ltd., Dept. HN5
goods including carriage and packaging.
227 Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1.
All prices and items are correct as at 19.3.74, but are subject to change without prior notification.
MICOM hinnle
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BERKSHIRE & VIDEO
I CCC

K.E.F. 104 Reference
Rank Domas 150
Rank Domus 175
Rank Domas 250
Rank Domas 350
Sony ( full range)
Wharfedale Denton 11
Wharfedale Linton 11
Wharfedale Dovedale
Wharfedale Glendale
Wharfedale Kingsdale
Linton Kit
Glendale Kit ..
K.E.F. Kit 1
K.E.F Kit 2 ..
K.E.F. Kit 3 ..

CTCI

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA5200
£73•50
Akai AA5500
..
£95.50
Akai AA5800
.. £139.50
Armstrong 621 ..
Cambridge P50 ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge P110
Howland-West DAI000 ..
£25.20
Leak Delta 30 ( cased) • • ..
eseso
Leak Delta 70 ( cased) • .
[81-50
Metrosound ST20 11 • • ..
£31-95
Metrosound ST40
..
£39.95
Metrosound ST60
..
£58.50
Marantz 1030 ..
Marantz 1060 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM300
..
£32.75
Nikko TRM500
.
.
.
Pioneer SA500A
£38.95
Pioneer SA6200
..
£7495
Rogers Ravensbrook Ill (cased)
£48.50
Rotel RA2I I
£35.50
.. £49.95
Rotel RA3I I
.. £72.00
Rotel RA6I I
.. £26-95
Sinclair 2000
.. £34.95
Sinclair 3000
Sony TA70
P.O.A.
Sony TA88
Sony TA1055
Sony TA1066
Sony TA I150
Teleton SAQ2068/307
.. £26.50
Trio KA2002A
Trio KA4002A
Trio KA6004

STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIERS
£104.95
Akai 8030
£132-95
Akai 8080
P.O.A.
Armstrong 625 ..
P.O.A.
Armstrong 626 ..
£72-50
Goodmans Mod. 80 ( Teak) • •
£92.50
Goodmans Mod. 90 ( Teak) • •
Goodmans Mod. 1-10 (Teak) • • £110 00
£137.50
Leak 2000
P.O.A.
Marantz 2010 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 2220
P.O.A.
Nikko 5010
P.O.A.
Nikko 7070
P.O.A.
Nikko 8080
£79-95
Pioneer SX424
£102.50
Pioneer SX525
£54.95
Rotel RXI50A
£6495
Rotel RX200A 11
£82.25
Rotel RX400A 11
£117.45
Rotel RX600
£69.95
Sound 3400 ( I8w per channel) ..
£79.95
Sound 2500 ( 25w per channel) ..
£64.70
Teleton TES55
P.O.A.
Sony STR 6036A
P.O.A.
Sony STR 6046A
P.O.A.
Sony STR 6055
P.O.A.
Sony HST 139 ( with cassette) ..
Trio KR 2300 ..
Trio KR 3200 . .
Trio KR 5200 ..

• • P.O.A.
£28-75
• • £35.95
• • £57.75
£79.25
. • P.O.A.
£32-25
• • £39.50
• • £84.75
• • £58.75
. • [122.50
•£17.50
£32.95
• • P.O.A.
• • £26.50
. • £36.50

CASSETTE DECKS
Akai CS3OD
Akai CS33D
Akai GXC36D
Akai GXC38D
Akai GXC460
Leak 2002
National Technics RS260US • .
National Technics RS262US • .
National Technics RS263US • •
Sharp RD423E • •
Sony TC121
Sony TC129
Sony TC131SD • •
Sony TC134SD • •
Sony TC1615D • •
Teat A160
Teat A360
Teat A450

£61 55
£75 SO
£78 95
£97 95
£112 50
£109 50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£37.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
PIDA.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS
£73.50
Akai AT550
£102.75
Akai AT580
P.O.A.
Armstrong 623 ..
P.O.A.
Armstrong 624 ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge T55 .. • .
£27.75
Howland-West DA1000T • •
£65.95
Leak Delta FM .. .. • .
£71.75
Leak Delta AM/FM .. • •
P.O.A.
Marantz 105 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 115 ..
£39-95
Metrosound FMS40
£48.50
Nikko FAM 300 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko FAM 500 ..
£55-95
Pioneer TX500A
£62 50
Pioneer TX600
£39 50
Rogers Ravensbrook FM2 ( cased)
£35 95
Rotel RT222
£51 95
Rotel RT322
£77 50
Rotel RT 622
£29 50
Sinclair 2000
£29 50
Sinclair 3000
P.O.A.
Sony ST70
P.O.A.
Sony ST88
P.O.A.
Sony ST5055L
P.O.A.
Sony ST5066
P.O.A.
Sony ST5150
£33.95
Teleton GT202
Trio KT2001A
Trio KT4005
Trio KT8005

.•
••
••
••
.•
••
.•

B & W DM2A
B & W DM4
B & W D5
Cambridge R40 ..
Celestion Hadleigh
Celestion County
Celestion 120 ..
Celestion Dicton 15
Celestion Dicton 25
Celestion Dicton 44
Celestion Dicton 66 ..
Goodmans Minister SL
Goodmans Havant SL
Goodmans Mezzo SL
Goodmans Magnum SL
Goodmans Dimension 8
LB. Lansing L26 Decade
J.B. Lansing L88 Plus ..
1.13. Lansing L100 Century
Leak 2020
Leak 2030
Leak 2060
K.E.F. Coda
K.E.F. Cantor • •
K.E.F. Chorale •
K.E.F. Cadenza • •
K.E.F. Concerto ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£38.25
£44.50
£48-75
£63.75
£127.00
£105 00
£193.00
£3476
£42.39
£62.95
£77.95
£11470
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RECORD DECKS
BSR MP60 TPDI
BSR HT70 TPD
Connoisseur BD2 P/C ..
Garrard SP25 IV Chassis
Garrard SP25 IV P/C M7565
Garrard SP25 IV Module
Garrard 86SB Module ..
Garrard ZIOOSB Module
Garrard 401 Chassis
Goldring GIO1P
Goldring GL72P
Goldring GL75P
Goldring GL78 P/C
Goldring GL85 P/C
Goldring Cover 72
Goldring Cover 75
Pioneer PL12D
Pioneer PL I5D
Rank Domas 2000

£6 95
£I9 95
£0 50
£12 50
£19 75
£25 75
£39 95
£54-95
£31.50
£22-50
£33 95
£42 95
£S7 95
£2 95
£3 25
£3 55
£39 50
£59 50
£t46 50

CREDIT TERMS ARE AVAILABLE TO PERSONAL CALLERS
ONLY.

BERKSHIRE HI-FI & VIDEO
8THE MEADWAY PRECINCT
HONEY END LANE, READING
TELEPHONE

REEL TO REEL
Akai 4000DS
Akai 1721L
Akai GX210D
Sony TC280D
Sony TC377
Sony TC270
Sony TC630
Teat A450
Revox A77

.
.

£57.60
£71.95
£65•50
. £ 105.00
£59- SO
.. £49-50

••
.•
.•
••
.•

MUSIC CENTRES
Goodmans Compact 80
Goodmans Compact 90
Goldring ST8000
Sanyo G260I KL
Sony HMW 20 ..
Sony HMP 20 • •
Sony HMK 20
Sony SQP 20 • •
Sony HP 211A
Sony HP SI IA . •
Sony HP 239A • •
National 1050L • .
National 2050L • .

£92 75
£84.50
£151.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£128.95

. • £167.08
• • £190.78
• • £135.00
• • P.O.A.
P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.
. • P.O.A.
. • P.O.A.
. • P.O.A.
. • P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.
•
1P.O.A.

8 TRACK
Akai GXCH2D
£87.50
Akai CR81T
£ 122 SO
BSR TD83V
£ 18 SO
Sharp RT8I IE
E53 50
National RS804US
P.O.A
National RS806US
Headphones stocked:- Koss, Wharfedale
Howland-West, Sony, Akai, Trio-P.O.A,
Cartridges:- Full range Shure. Goldring,
etc. Discount prices.

L
STEREO TUNERS

Rank Domas 4000
Rank Magnus 6000
Thorens TD125/11
Thorens TD125AB/11
Thorens TD160C
Thorens TD165
Trio KP2022A
Trio KP3022

582988
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PICK UP ARMS 8. SHELLS
Acos Lustre
..
£22 SO
Howland- West G20
£ 14.50
SME 3009 II
£29.25
SME 3009152
E30 SO

12 MONTHS SERVICE
PARTS AND LABOUR

MAIL ORDER
Please add £1.75 for Amplifiers, Tuners,
Receivers, Tape Recorders, and Turntables.
Speakers from £1.85.

Prices correct at time of going to
press, but subject to alteration.

VAT

IS INCLUDED ON ALL
ADVERTISED PRICES

POWER TO THE PEOPLE
from Harrison-Chapman
For the first time a high-powered domestic
amplifier giving professional standards of performance from a compact integrated unit AND FROM BRITAIN.
Ample power at 100w per channel for driving
today's very best loudspeakers, regardless of
their inefficiency. Unrestricted sound reproduction with virtually distortion- free total output of
200 watts.
£ 169.00 • V.A.T.

FEATURES:
'Unique computer logic controlled function
selector, touch operated, with illuminated display.
'Light emitting diode VU meter giving constant
output reading for both channels.
•Three tone controis allow independent variation of low, middle and high frequencies.
*Rumble filter, and two high frequency cut-off
points, with variable slope, from 0-24 dB/
Octave.

HARRISON: S200
U.K.: Gimar Limited, 10 Museum Street, London, W.C.1. 01-836 3222. Export: Expotus Limited,

10 Museum Street, London, W.C.1. 01-836 3741

Something for
everyone in

At £14.30 the simplest
HI-FI Loudspeaker kit
in the world has
Expensive tastes....

o
the new Heathkit
Hi-Fi Catalogue

. . . . Like the best of amplifiers and audio
equipment. The enjoyment is mutual.
So Jordan- Watts build a whole range of
beautiful enclosures around their unique,
fatigue free, natural sound driving unit eager
to delight your ear, your eye, and your
pocket

Handcrafted stereo with built-in quality and kit savings.
Wide range of models to choose from.
Outstanding specifications and performance that will impress
you and your friends. Want to know more ? Send for your personal introduction to the international world of Heathkit
electronics. The Free Catalogue.

£24 to f220.

Free brochure and constructor's guide from

your dealer or
BOOSEY & HAWKES (Sales) LTD
Deansbrook Road,

[ Free
NA

Edgware, Middx.

JORDAN- WATTS LTD
Benton, Works,
Silrerdale Road,
Hayes, Middx.
01473 6928

WA
TTS
JORDAN

PPlleeaassee send me the FREE Heathkit Catalogue Er details of Monthly budget plans

ol-952 7711

ME

ADDRESS

LOUDSPEAKERS

the voice of high fidelity
HEATH

Schlumberger

HEATH ( G LOS ) LTD DEPT
Bristol Road,
Gloucester GL2-6EE

HFN/ 5/74

please send full details:—
name
address
HFN
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MILLI TUNRI-AMPLIFIER
YEARS' GUARANTEE

THE EXPERTS SAY
AT
FEATURES
1 All British built and designed
2 2year guarantee

3 Latest

IC. circuits

4 AM/FM/LW Radio

MANUFACTURERS OF

£50.50

AMPLIFIERS
SPEAKERS
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
TUNERS
STOCKISTS OF:

Rec. Retail Price

Comalete range of

+ VAT

5 Built in stereo decoder
6 Autamatic Stereo beacon
7 Magnetic/Ceramic inputs
8 Tape in/out facility
9 Stereo headphone socket
10 Genuine teak veneer case

H.F.M. Garrard modules.
H.F.M. 2000 TUNER/AMPLIFIER
SPECIFICATION
Power Output 10 watts per channel
Frequency Response 30 — 20,000 Hz ± 3 dB
Distortion less man 1%
Signal to Noise Ratio Better than 50 dB
Radio Frequency's VHF 87.5 —108 MHz
LW 144 — 260 Kcs MW 535 — 1610 Kcs.
Controls Volume, Treble, Bass, Balance. •
Input Sensitivity- Impedance
Magnetic 4mV/47Kohms Ceramic 70mV/ 2.2 Kohms
Tape- in 30mV/47Rahms Tape- out 60mV/8Kohms
Finish Teak veneer case Anodised aluminium front
panel and knobs. Soft rubber feet to stop marking.

Stereo headphones.
AVAILABLE AT :
Global Audio Discount Warehouses,
Analog Audio Premier Radio Ltd.,
Sonic Sound Audio Ltd., Henry's
Radio Ltd., R & BSystems, Park
Radio, Smiths, Roy Newton Discount
Centres, Comet Discount Warehouses
and all leading
Suppliers.

SYSTEMS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
BREWHOUSE LANE •
65

HERTFORD

HERTFORD

6507

OUR BEOSYSTEMS
MAKE CHOOSING EASY!
At the B & 0 Centre we have on display a complete range of B & 0 equipment and Beosystems ready for immediate demonstration, under the
expert guidance of our manager Bob Hookings. Our unique " 3 Way Purchase Scheme", Personal Service, Expert Advice and an unrivalled Free
After Sales Servicing Guarantee of up to 2 years are the reasons for our
continually expanding sales to thousands of satisfied customers.
Our Manager Bob Hookings is akeen Hi Fi and tape
recording enthusiast and is considered by all who
have made his acquaintance as being one of the most
helpful and knowledgeable personalities in the audio
field. Bang and Olufsens are his speciality having
used B & 0 equipment for many years. He maintains
a close personal contact with customers and endeavours to give the maximum benefits to them not
only in respect of his expert knowledge but in providing the most efficient and co-operative after sales
service available today. He is able to give personal
callers ( no telephone enquiries) the full benefit of his
expert advice. For his best personal attention please
avoid calling between 12 and 2weekdays.
Beosystem 1500

Beosystem 901

•
•••,
Beosystem 3500

Beosystem 1001

•

BEOCREDIT

Every Beosystem is available on our
unique Credit Sale purchase scheme',
enabling you to spread the repayments
from 6 up to 48 months ( depending on the credit balance). All goods total
value of £ 75 can be obtained on NuSound personal loan plan. Minimum
deposit 30% balance up to 24 months.
• Please note that in accordance with Government regulations, credit sale facilities are only available
to personal callers.

The City Bits° Centre
228 B1SHOPSGATE, LONDON EC2 TEL: 01-247 2609
HOURS OF BUSINESS: MON to FRI 9a.m. to 6 p.m.
Closed all day Saturday. OPEN SUNDAY 10 a.m. to 2p.m.
We are easy tc get to being almost opposite Liverpool Street Station and remember we are the only 8 & O specialists open or Sunday morning!
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The Koss HV/1LC.
A new twist to High Velocity Sound.

When you've already developed the finest high velocity
Stereophone in the world, you've got to come up with
anew twist to top it. And that's the HV/1LC. The first
lightweight, hear-through, high velocity Stereophone
with volume-balance controls on each ear cup. So
when you want to hear more of the violins and less
of the bassoons, they're right at your fingertips
But then, the new HV/1LC isn't the world's
finest high velocity Stereophone just because it
features volume-balance controls. It's a
revolutionary new design concept that vents the
back sound waves through the rear of the cup
without raising the resonance or inhibiting
transient response. So you can hear your
favourite music like you've never heard
it before and still be able to hear what's
going on around you.

And speaking of sound, the I-IV/1LC is in aclass all its
own. Why? Because Koss engineers not only created a
unique new ceramic magnet, but they also
developed away to decrease the mass of the
moving diaphragm assemblies. The result is a
fidelity and wide-range frequency response
unmatched by any other lightweight,
hear-throug h Stereophone.
But there's only one way to hear the
difference the HV/1LC makes. See your
Audio Specialist for alive demonstration.
And write for our free full-colour
catalogue The new HV/1LC
in ebony teak and champagne
gold with rosewood grained
inlays should add abeautiful
twist to your favourite music.

from the people who invented Stereophones.
nPlease send me full details of the NV 1LC and all other Koss stereophones and accessortes:1
NAME

ADDRESS
HFN

Post to Tape- Music Distributors Ltd., 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts. AU 5JR. Tel. St. Albans 64337.
LTelex 28474

Again and again and again
Given the time, the patience, and the money, one
can connect* fifty 303 amplifiers nose to tail so
that the programme goes through one after the
other gradually deteriorating along the way.
Deteriorating? The fact is, that apart from avery
slight background hiss - akin to agood tape
recording - the programme will sound exactly

the sanie at the end as when it started.
*Of course one must fit an attenuator to reduce
the signal back to its original level between each
amplifier.
Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Dept. HN
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon PE18 7DB. Telephone (0480) 52561.

QUAD

Products of The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
for the closest approach to the original sound
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
WE HEARD recently of a manufacturer's representative working on a negative commission.
He was paid a bonus for each customer who
failed to order new machines or spare parts,
or who did his own repairs and thereby created
less work for the service department. The
equipment in question, though not in the audio
field, was electromechanical in the manner of
a tape recorder, and the maker's inability to
keep up with the demand for new models (or
supply spares) was caused largely by a continuous shortage of component parts, mostly
electronic.
There may be a moral in this story for our
own industry—perhaps for many industries
in the bleaker economic climate into which we
are now moving. These notes were written
long before the 1974 Budget, but it is a fairly
safe assumption that this, together with the
effects of inflation, would have made at least
some cuts in the total of domestically consumable wealth. This being so, there is likely to
be increasing insistence by consumers that
goods of all sorts be manufactured to standards of reliability and finish that avoid the
constant nightmare of breakdowns and suspected obsolescence with which technical products tend to be afflicted. A thin bank account
could force ahi-fi man to make his equipment
last for ten years instead of five, while an empty
wallet might delay repairs for a month or two;
so there are good reasons for being wary of

the latest electronic wonder of the sort that
features 500 switch contacts and a flexible
chassis held together with self-tapping screws
and mounted in aflimsy chipboard box.
Last month we pleaded for better qualitycontrol and a more rational repertoire policy
for gramophone records, the life- blood of
domestic hi-fi. But such a tonic may be of
little avail if audio hardware—the body
through which the precious liquid must flow—
is short-lived or easily crippled. Attention to
robustness, wide functional safety margins, and
the prospect of adaptation rather than the
scrap-heap in later life, such things must raise
costs. On the other hand, we still receive enquiries from readers about various modifications to keep the Quad 11/22 valve amplifier
system in use, 15 years or more after it entered
the catalogues. Those who paid a little more
than their fellows then have been well compensated, while most of Quad's many cheap but
cheerful contemporaries were replaced long
ago, and have no doubt in many cases been
superseded yet again.
Some ' replacement market' activities are
psycho-social phenomena, or arise from simple
ignorance or even greed. Encouraged by
modern advertising techniques, the scramble
to keep up with the Joneses is an aspect of the
former, while a striking example of the latter
came up the other day when areader asked us
for advice about matching his tape recorder

EDITOR
JOHN CRABBE

COVER PICTURE
Craftsmanship is not dead, it is alive and well in Croydon! This month our
cover picture shows Dave Newton of Potters Music, South Croydon, at work
repairing aviolin. Dave and his assistant Mike Wise specialise in repairing all
stringed instruments; they also lecture in ' musical instrument technology' at
Merton Technical College. Potters Music sells instruments from fiddles to
clavichords and a wide range of sheet music.
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I

and amplifier. He owned a Leak Delta 70 but
had never been able to drive it adequately from
the recorder's line output socket, and he
sought some assurance that an alternative
amplifier would have adequate input sensitivity.
Reference to manufacturers' data showed that
the Leak had three unused inputs all more
sensitive than the nominal tape input and
perfectly suitable for his purpose, but as a
non-technical layman he hadn't realised this
and naively assumed that he must spend
another £80.00 on a ' better' imported model.
His understandable ignorance was no match
for the cunning of the dealer, who had actually
recommended a fresh amplifier.
This brings us full-circle, but out of phase:
from the frugal anti-salesman whose policy
was to encourage long life and smooth running,
to the profligate for whom a sale is almost an
end in itself, regardless of real needs. The
latter ethos has become deeply ingrained in our
society and is perhaps well-nigh ineradicable,
but it would be pleasant to think that at least
a few hi-fi manufacturers and the better retailers have an eye for a future in which the
luxuries of today are not automatically degraded to become the expendabilities of tomorrow. The means for reproducing music
well will surely continue to spread more widely,
but the most economical way for this to happen
will not be through a proliferation of shortlived pseudo-hi-fi.
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New Memorex looks like old Memorex.
It just sounds better.
Our tape has reproduction so true it can shatter glass.
Now we're bringing out anew and even better version
of Memorex: MRX2 Oxide.
MRX2 has aunique, high-density oxide formulation.
The particles are more perfectly shaped and sized, so they can
be aligned more accurately.
Conventional oxide particles give an irregular pattern of
spaces and holes along the surface of the tape. The result is
patchier playback and background noise.
MRX2's alignment is tighter and more uniform all around.
You can hear the difference: better recording, better playback, lower background noise.
—1
To Memorex Ltd, CPD so Salisbury Road, Hounslow
Middlesex CW4 6JN
New Memorex MRX2 is
Please send me information about Memorex MRX2.
available across the whole range
Name
of cassette and reel products,
Address
and you can get alibrary system
complete with programme index
and labels.
For details of the Memorex
MEMOREX
range, just fill in the coupon and
Reproduction so true it can shatter glass.
send it to the address shown.
70
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from the world of sound...

SOUND 74 INTERNATIONAL

eminent British designer and architect, opened this
year's Sound 74 International, the
only full-scale Public Address
and allied equipment exhibition
in Europe. Organized by the
Association of Public Address
Engineers Ltd. (APAE), the venue
was again the Bloomsbury Centre
Hotel, London WCI, and this
exhibition was a record both for
size and the number of participating companies, 34 in all.
Looking at the wide range of
audio products on display and
demonstration at this exhibition,
the refinements incorporated in
today's designs lead to much
greater complexity, hence greater
cost. Admittedly, versatility is
useful in coping with problems of
PA reproduction, but one wonders whether a more simple
approach would be equally, if not
more, successful in doing certain
PA jobs?
Having made that comment:
modern public address and sound
reinforcement systems are unquestionably of high quality, and
the field today covers communications in its widest context, including video recording, closedcircuit TV, comprehensive intercom. systems, background music,
paging systems, sporting events
timing, theatre sound, specialized
lighting systems, and sound recording channels.
JOHN

REID,

Among new products that captured our interest were the M610
2E Feedback Controller from
Shure Electronics, the Dabar
Electronic Products' Noise Gate,
and the Eagle TPA.20 Paging
Amplifier. The M610 feedback
unit consists of aset of filters and
roll-off switches that can be set to
smooth out the peaks and troughs
in a sound system's frequency response, so that the overall system
gain can be advanced significantly
before reaching the acoustic
feedback threshold.
The user
can, in fact, ' tune' the sound system to the acoustics of the room
or hall to give maximum output
and minimum feedback.
The
result is smooth and complete
attenuation of feedback. List
price is £87-12, with VAT.
The Dabar Noise Gate is connected between a mixer or preamplifier and the main power
amplifiers.
In operation, the
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

unit attenuates all frequencies
when the programme level reduces below a certain value,
removing up to 27 dB of unwanted hiss, hum and background
noise.
TTC electronic products are
now handled here by Eagle International, and were shown at the
exhibition. The latest TPA.20
paging amplifier includes a builtin electret capacitor microphone,
auxilary input for tape player,
radio tuner, etc, and has low impedance and 100 volt line outputs.
Price: £45-00. We learn that
later this year Eagle are launching
a top-grade, high priced loudspeaker system for the real hi-fi
enthusiast.
Microphones are always a
strong feature of these shows, and
AKG highlighted their new C505
capacitor model. This has a detachable insert and is the first
design in a new series of electret
types known as the CMSE system. Among the stands featuring
microphones were Reslosound,
Beyer, Lustraphone, Keith Monks
(Audio)
with the Melodium
range, Pye Business Communications with the latest Philips
models, and the many Shure
Unidyne types.
Loudspeakers of many types
for diverse applications were
shown by such firms as Vitavox,
Altec models (Theatre projects),
Rola Celestion, TOA equipment
(Goldring), Bouyer PA equipment, and a whole series of new
speaker designs from the Johnson
Brody Marketing Company.
Turning to amplifiers and
mixers, MacInnes Labs, offered
the high power Amcron range,
CTH displayed an impressive collection of PA equipment, mains/
battery powered, not forgetting
the long established products
from Grampian, Astronic, PyePhilips, and Vortexion.
Four lectures were presented
during the show, starting with
Norman Bone's admirably practical treatment of sound insulation
and acoustic treatment of studios
and rooms; then a discussion of
PA costing by Harold Smart and
Ron Walker, followed by a lecture on the acoustics of auditoria
by P. H. Parkin ( Building Research Station). On the final day,
Eric Sawkins (Goldring) outlined
audio systems design.
MAY 1974

SCOTCH AND THE WILDLIFE

saw more than 370
entries for the Scotch Wildlife
Recording Contest, over double
last year's total. Presentation of
prizes was made at the Selfridge
Hotel on March 1st by the broadcaster Johnny Morris.
The open category of the birds
section was won for the fourth
year running by Ken Goodwin a
Gloucestershire herdsman with a
recording of two tawny owls
squabbling in a tree. Winners of
other classes included Ken Haselock who recorded a Roebuck
near Oban in Scotland and Bill
Sinclair with a recording of a
flock of Lapwings calling against
a force 9gale.
In the novices class (for
entrants who have never won
in
a previous
competition),
winners included John and Dora
Fisher, and Mrs Jean Clamp who
won the mammals class with a
rather gruesome recording of a
fly trapped in aspider's web. She
also carried off the atmosphere
prize and was joint runner-up to
herself in that class. The overall
award for ' 3M Wildlife Sound
Recordist Of The Year' went to
Bill Sinclair for his recording of
Lapwings in a force 9. Winners
prizes included reels of Scotch
tape, plus an original water colour
of the subject of their recording.
THIS

HI-FI

IN

JAPAN

mutineer has played
a big part in the British hi-fi
scene for many years now, and
at the moment his products seem
to be filling every dealer's window. An attempt is going to be
made, however, to put the boot
on the other foot, and it is to this
end that the British Overseas
Trade Board has organised an
extensive survey of the Japanese
market for audio, with particular
emphasis on the possibilities for
British goods in Japan.
The Trade Board believe that
U.K. manufacturers can push up
sales from about £3M to £8-25M
by 1976. The report states that
Japanese consumption of audio
equipment in the next three years
is expected to increase at an
annual average of 28 %, despite
fears of a recession due to the
energy crisis.
It is expected that British
manufacturers will concentrate
THE JAPANESE
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Water-colour of a Tawny owl, Ken
Goodwin's prize in the 3M competition

their efforts in the high quality
range of audio equipment in which
we have a very good reputation
in Japan. In order to further
interest in British goods the Trade
Board is organising a small exhibition of British gear at their
export Marketing Centre in Japan.
This exhibition will be primarily
for the trade, and will be held just
prior to the Japanese audio fair.
Firms exhibiting will include:
EMI, Gale Electronics, Expotus
Ltd., Jordan Watts, KEF, Keith
Monks (Audio) Ltd., Acoustical
(Quad), BSR, Dynatron Radio
Ltd., Rank Radio International,
Lowther Acoustics Ltd., Lustraphone Ltd., Mordaunt Short,
Rola Celestion, Tannoy Products
Ltd., and the Federation of British
Audio.
The Audio Equipment Market
In Japan was prepared for the
Trade Board by Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co., Tokyo. It is available to British manufacturers,
price £5.00 post free, from the
Central Library, DTI, 1Victoria
Street, London SW IH OET.
IDEAL HOME SOUND

DURING March this year the 51st
Daily Mail Ideal Home Exhibition
was staged at Olympia, and

IVIERROW SOUND
OF GUILDFORD
GUARANTEE. Fully guaranteed for 12 months, labour and
materials. Quick service in our own fully equipped service department.
PERSONAL SHOPPERS. We are equipped with several quiet
and comfortable demonstration rooms with facilities for instant
comparisons and you will find our Sales Staff to be fully competent
and reliable.
EASY TERMS can be arranged in confidence at our discount
prices for mail order and for personal shoppers.
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE. We regret personal cheques cannot
be accepted for cash and carry purchases.
MAIL ORDER— POST FREE.
EXPORT. We export world wide.

MAIN AGENTS FOR BANG 8( OLUFSEN, SONY AND KEF
We normally and regularly stock all the following items and will gladly quote
our latest KEENLY COMPETITIVE PRICE for any item on request.
Easy terms are available at the same keen prices with Mail Order Post and
Carriage Free.
Most of the items listed can be heard in one of our several demonstration rooms
at our Tunsgate Branch.
STEREO AMPLIFIERS—All Cased
Armstrong 621
Bang & ° Wien Beolab 1700
Leak Delta 30
Leak Delta 70
Quad 33.'303
Sony TA-70
Sony TA- 88
Sony TA 066
Sony TA 1140
Wharfedale Linton (while
stocks last)

Beomaster 1001
Beomaster 3000/2
Beomaster 4000
Beocenter 1400 ( with cassette
recorder)
Leak 2000 AM/FM
Sony STR6036A (flay/June)
Sony STR6046A ( May/June)
Sony HST139 ( with cassette recorder)
Tandberg TR200
Toshiba SA300L
Toshiba SA500

TURNTABLES
STEREO TUNERS

Bang & Olufsen

Armstrorg 623
Bang & Olufsen Beomaster 1700
Celestial Telefi
Leak Delta FM
Leak Delta AM/FM
Sony ST-70
Sony ST-88
Sony ST- 5066
Sony ST-5055L

Beogram 1001
Beogram 1202
Beogram 3000
Beogram 4000
BSR MP60 ( inc. P &
Connoisseur BD2 ( inc. P & C)
Dual 1216 ( inc. P & C)
Thorens TDI60/C ( inc. P & C)
Thorens TDI25AB Mk II

STEREO
TUNER/AMPS
Armstron,; 62'.1 FM
A-mstrong 626 AM/FM
Bang & Olufsen
Beomaster 901

MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGES
(replacement stylii available)
ADC Q30
ADC Q32
ADC Q36

SPI5 ( Superb!)
Goldring G800 Super E
Shure M5SE
Shu-e M7SED/2
Shure M7SE1/2
Shure M7S/B
Shure VIS Mk iII

RADIOS & CASSETTE
RADIOS
Bang & Olufsen Beolit 600
Bang & Olufsen Beolit 700
Sony CFI50 ( with cassette)
Sony CF3101. ( with cassette)
Sony CF420L ( with cassette)
Tandberg TP4I
Toshiba IC.70
Toshiba IC 700
Toshiba RT-2961 (with cassette)

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Bang & Olufsen
Beosystem 1001
Beosystern 901
Beosystem 3500
Sony HP2I IA
Sony HP5I LA
Sony HP239A
Sony HMW20
Sony HMP20
Sony HMK20
Toshiba 511393

HEADPHONES

SPEAKER UNITS
& KITS
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF

CABINET SPEA KERS
Bang & Olufsen
Beovox 2702
Beovox 3702
Beovox 3800
Celestion Ditton 15
KEF Coda
KEF Cantor
KEF Chorale
KEF Cadenza
KEF Concerto
KEF R104
Mordaunt-Short MS700
Mordaunt-Short MS400
Mordaunt-Short MS235
Mordaunt-Short MS079
Quad Electrostatic
Spendor BCI
Spendor BCH
Sony SS70
Sony SSS 10

MERROUV SOUND LTD OF GUILDFORD
Easy Parking 21-22 TUNSGATE, GUILDFORD, Surrey
Tel: Guildford 33224 (4lines) Telex 85459
Mail Orders to: 205/7 Epsom Road, Merrow, Surrey GU1 2RD

Sony SS5088
Sony SS7100
Tannoy III LZ

AKG K60
AKG KI60
AKG KI80
Koss HVI
Koss K6LC
Koss PRO 4AA
Koss KO 747
Koss KO 727B
Koss K71 I
Koss K 6
Sennheiser HD4I4
Sony DR9

Kit 3
BI 10
13139
B200
DNI3 X Over 2- way
DNI2 X Over 3- way
T27

TAPE & CASSETTE
RECORDERS (
Stereo)
Bang & Olufsen Beocord 1200
Sony TCI29
Sony TCI3 1
SD
Sony TC16ISD
Sony TC377
Sony TC280
Tandberg TCD300
Tandberg 334IX
Toshiba PT4I5 ( DNL)

NOISE REDUCTION
UNITS
Videosonic PD2 Dolby
Videosonic PD4 Dolby
Philips DNL

No extra to pay
the Barclaycard way

Buy it
on

BARCLAYCARD
Extended Credit

among the special features was
'The Source of Sound'. The
present-day growth of interest in
sound and vision systems was
demonstrated in aspecial pavilion
within the Leisure Section.
In attractive settings from the
early days of the century to the
1970s, tableaux, with appropriate music backgrounds, illustrated the development of sound
and picture systems over the
years. The first display included
a gold-plated horn gramophone,
named after Nellie Melba ( lent
by EMI), then the visitor walked
past settings of the 1930s (old
radiograms), the 1950s, and two
current rooms with hi-fi, stereo
and four-channel systems.
Among the exhibitors in the
Leisure Section were big stands
demonstrating the products of
Sony, Bang & Olufsen, Saba,
Sennheiser/lsophon, EMI Tape,
and National Panasonic ( U.K.).
The last company won one of
the five Blue Ribbon awards for
new products introduced on the
British market since the last
Daily Mail show. The Japanese
product was the SL.1200 directdrive turntable, made by Matsushita.
One of the most popular stands
throughout the run of the exhibition was that sponsored by the
British Recorded Tape Development Committee, on which prerecorded tapes of all kinds could
be heard and purchased. The
tape manufacturers participating
were: EMI, Precision, Decca,
WEA, RCA, CBS, Phonogram,
Polydor, Pickwick, Arrowtabs,
and UA.
Another focus of interest for
the visiting crowds was the Capital
Radio Studio, featuring DJs and
'live' broadcasts. It is interesting
to record that at the first Ideal
Home Show in 1908 at Olympia,
the Electric Auxeto-Gramophone
presented the voices of Melba,
Patti, Tetrazzini, Caruso, and
Bernhardt, in the Grand Concert
Hall, at intervals, on Saturday,
October 24th.
AES

the lectures
scheduled on ' Principles of Modern Electronic Organs' ( May
14th) and ' Criteria for Audio
Quality' (June 11th) at the I.E.E.,
Savoy Place, W.C.2., the postponed meeting on the work of
Gilbert Briggs will now take
place at The Royal Institution of
Great Britain, 21
Albemarle
Street, London, W.1, probably in
the last week of May.
IN

ADDITION

L
O

Thursdays, starting April 25th, by
Rex Baldock at Morley College.
Details from the college at:— 61
Westminster Bridge Road, London SE! 7HT. Tel.: 01-928 8501.
KLH RETURNS

an absence of some years
from the British Market the
American KLH range of loudspeakers and receivers is once
again being imported. Formed
in 1973, Webland International
(the importing company) has
a background of experience in
marketing hi-fi equipment in
many different countries, and intends to specialise in dealing with
American equipment in the higher
quality bracket.
AFTER

The KLH range of loudspeakers will be priced from just
under £29 up to £ 132 each for
dynamic models. The KLH 9, a
full range electrostatic, is a little
more expensive at £ 1000 a pair.
In the states KLH is ahousehold
name with a reputation for good
value and high quality. Webland
feel sure that they will be able to
establish the same reputation in
this country. KLH receivers will
cost between £ 100 and £250.
The company have also completed negotiations to import the
Dynaco range of amplifiers and
loudspeakers, plus some semiprofessional gear.

the Best
out of Hi Fi', aseries of 10 illustrated talks will be given on
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MORLEY COLLEGE
UNDER THE title ' Getting

TAPE MANUFACTURE
DESCRIBED TO THE AES
GILSON, Technical Manager
of EMI Tape Ltd., presented a
very informative illustrated lecture, ' The Manufacture of Magnetic Tape' to the AES on
February
12th, covering the
techniques, materials and processes involved in its production,
as well as indicating likely developments.
The
continuous
manufacture of magnetic tape is
acomplex undertaking on a large
scale—EMI
produce
around
25,000 miles of various types of
magnetic tape per week—and the
lecture dealt with every stage,

PHASE CONSIDERATIONS AT
THE AES

well known in
the world of audio, James Moir
and Dr. Arthur Bailey, presented
views and demonstrations that
were apparently incompatible regarding the sensitivity of the
human ear to phase changes at an
AES meeting on March 12th.
Mr. Moir spoke first and dealt
with phase relationships in quasisteady waveforms, it being demonstrated that slow changes of
phase relationship between harmonics in complex waveforms

were inaudible, despite gross
alterations in the overall waveshape. Although it had been
found that LF/H Ftime differential
discrepancies in horn systems
gave audible changes in quality,
widespread research by various
engineers since 1930 had indicated that 8-10 milliseconds differential was allowable at 8kHz
relative to the mid-band ( representing over 25,000 degrees of
phase shift) and from 70 to 100
milliseconds below 100 Hz.
Dr. Bailey began by distinguishing between absolute and
relative phase shift and then
played a number of recordings in
which transient and decay information had been virtually removed. Under these conditions
piano notes were completely unrecognisable, as were those from
a trombone, clarinet and cello,
only an oboe remaining fairly
distinctive. Random noise was
then heard via two networks, one
merely a resistive potential divider, the other having a bottom
limb comprising a tuned circuit,
but both showing identical steadystate amplitude responses. The
effect of the latter divider was
obvious and also listening to the
difference between outputs revealed the coloration introduced
by the incorrect transient response
of the network containing reactive elements. All this suggested that the ear was most
probably disturbed by errors in
rates of change of phase.
As would be expected, much
discussion was provoked, involving such aspects as toneburst response, phase cancellations, importance of absolute polarity and
the detectability of small phase
changes at LF in the presence of
others amounting to 180 degrees
or more. Generally, it was still
not entirely clear how much
weight should be attached to
various system discrepancies and
it seemed that further research
was needed to pinpoint the most
significant.

RAY

TWO ' SPEAKERS'
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from the dangers associated with
storage of thousands of gallons of
highly
inflammable
solvent,
through oxide milling, tape coating and drying, to final slitting
down into reel-to-reel and cassette widths and loading.
There are many problems in
choosing and obtaining the optimum size and shape of magnetic
particle together with its subsequent attachment to a backing
material, whether for audio or
video purposes, and difficulties can
arise from overtensioning both
during manufacture and reeling.
On February 15th, a small
group of AES members and visitors was taken on a guided tour
of the tape factory itself at Hayes,
seeing at first hand the magnitude
and accuracy of the manufacturing operation. Close attention
must be paid to cleanliness, particularly in the coating, drying and
initial reeling section, where the
tape is about 18 in. wide and
passes through plant costing
some
million. Here, it was
necessary to wear white coats,
plastic overshoes and paper hats
in order to avoid tape contamination, the dust particle size in the
final outlet region being limited
to a maximum of 1micrometer
(10 -6 metre). The visitors also
inspected slitting, automatic loading and quality control areas and
were shown specialised testing
arrangements, including those associated with cassette and videotape playback equipment.
THE BBC AND QUADRAPHONY
MARCH
18th,
a group of
journalists from the audio and
electronic press attended aspecial
demonstration of BBC experimental discrete quadraphonic recordings. Arranged to indicate
the Corporation's attitude to and
experience in this rapidly changing field, the session was introduced by Mr. C. B. B. Wood,
Head of Engineering Information
Dept. He emphasised that although the BBC was taking an
active interest in quadraphonic
recording, transmission and reproduction methods, it was not
prepared, as yet, to adopt any
particular system, whether currently in commercial use or under
development. This must await
International
agreement
on
standardisation for broadcasting
that does not incur degradation of
mono and stereo reception, since
by the end of 1975 PCM Links
should allow 93%
2-channel
stereo coverage of the U.K. At
present, assessment of 4-channel
systems is proceeding in cooperation with the EBU ( European Broadcasting Union) and
overleaf
ON

the NQSC ( National Quadraphonic System Committee) of
the U.S.A. Because of the channel
bandwidth that would be required
in order to preserve asatisfactory
signal-to-noise ratio in existing
service areas, a discrete 4channel broadcasting system is
unlikely to be feasible, although
it is possible that experimental
broadcasts using two VHF/FM
transmitters may be radiated
outside
normal
programme
periods. Ultimately, it is envisaged that some form of 4-2
matrixing will be mandatory;
meantime, that offering optimum
performance will be sought and
thoroughly evaluated before a
final decision is made.
For some 3years, the BBC Research Dept. and the Transcription Recording Unit have been
experimenting with
4-channel
microphone and recording techniques in conjunction with normal 2-channel stereo transmissions, and examples of the results
achieved so far were presented by
Mr. J. D. MacEwan, Chief Engineer, Radio Broadcasting. Using loudspeakers in a square array of side around 25 ft. in a
medium sized studio, ten items
comprising excerpts of drama,
light, pop and serious' music
were replayed and visitors were

encouraged to sample results in
both ` quadraseat' and other
listening positions. The recordings were made using microphone
formats varying from co-incident quad array' to spaced mixture' according to programme
material requirements, and generally results were as good as or
better than those heard elsewhere
over the last few years. Most convincing were drama and ' serious'
musical excerpts, examples of the
latter recorded in reverberant
settings giving a sensation of
realism both within and outside
the loudspeaker array.
In the subsequent discussions
it was agreed that some compromises are likely to be involved
for optimum presentation and
that anomalies were more obvious with quadraphonic reproduction; but direct comparisons on repeats of some of the
items using 2vs. 4-channel working showed that the quadraphonic
mode could often offer worthwhile improvements over normal
2-channel stereo.
NO- COMPROMISE
LOUDSPEAKER
JODG1NC

HY

the correspondence

received since the publication of
this article in February, the following mixture of design infor-

mation and small errata might
prove helpful.
1. The resistors in the crossover circuit are all 6W types except for two at 10 W: that
shunting the LF unit (which may
be up to 10 ohms) and that in the
-ve leg of the MF unit crossover.
2. The . 5mH inductor in parallel with the 1.8 ohm resistor in
the MF crossover can be ferrite
cored and not, as shown, air
cored.
3. Reversible electrolytic capacitors were used in the original
design, rated for 25 V working.
4. An amplifier rated at 15 W
RMS per channel will drive the
system adequately for average
requirements. Each unit can take
25 W of pink noise without any
problems.
5. The STC 4001G supertweeter, whose supply has been
causing some difficulty, is available from Hampstead High Fidelity, 91 Heath Street, London
NW3, at £13-23 per pair including
postage and VAT.
6. The B139 no longer uses the
mentioned tapped hole in the
magnet assembly. Recommended
alternative is to compress apiece
of fairly dense foam rubber between the magnet and the lateral
strut—about 6mm thick before
compression to 3mm.

7. Concrete must be thoroughly dried before drive unit installation, and bags of silica-gel left
inside the enclosure to absorb any
moisture which might cause
damage.
LECSON DESIGN AWARD
the
many
products

AMOM,

given design awards this year we
found,
nestling
among
the
diswashers machines and artificial ski-slopes, the Lecson AC!
and API power and preamplifier.
The Lecson combination was
chosen for an award both for its
high technical performance, and
its striking visual appearance.
The preamplifier is finished in
black Perspex with brightly
coloured slider controls, and is
very slim so that it can be suspended on a wall. Price for the
units is approx. £ 175 ex VAT.
AUTO SOUND SHUT-OFF

the recommendations made by the Anti-Pollution
Sub-Committee of the Leeds
Licensing and Fire Brigade Committee last year ( restricting sound
levels, at not less than two metres
from the loudspeaker, to not
more than 96 dB), another recommendation, to the Leeds Metropolitan District Council, for inclusion in licensing requirements
to page 77
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Four Great Britifh Product/
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HARRISON S200
integrated amplifier
2x100 vv RMS per ch.
distortion typically 0.05% at rated output
a state of art amp - TRULY REMARKABLE!
BRENELL IC 2000
stereo tape recorder
3 motors, 4 speeds, 10 1 '
reels
wow and flutter . 05%
built in monitor amp Et speakers
"STUDIO QUALITY PERFORMANCE
AT A SENSIBLE PRICE!

VP
SrAel

LINN SONDEK LP 12
transcription turntable
Single point bearing
system running in an
oil bath. 9lb platter.
24 pole synchronous
motor.
ONE OF THE FINEST TURNTABLES
AVAILABLE TODAY!
N.E.A.L CASSETTE
REC,ORbER model 102
Incorporating renowned
VVollensak mechanism. Wow
flutter
extremely low.
Dolby noise
eduction
system. Frequency response w chromium dioxide
tape 35 Hz - 15000 Hz .
IS THERE A BETTER CASSETTE at the price?

.•
from Yorkshire's leading specialists in high fidelity sound reproduction
ravailable
SCARBOROUGH HI-FI LTD
KING SWAY STUDIO

N

;

Dale Street • Ossett Yorks.

Aberdeen VValk. Scarborough. Yorks.
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of this enclosure developed
THEfromshape
arequest for apair of good quality

A Folded
Column
Loudspeaker
Successful adaptation
of awell established
enclosure design
by A.H.M. Hytch

loudspeakers having dimensions not greater
than 15 x15 x36 in., to fit into aparticular
furnishing scheme in afairly large room.
My excuse for passing on the details of yet
another variation on awell-known theme is
that the result turned out to be aspeaker
that performs well and, for its type, is
not unduly bulky. Inow have apair of these
behaving very well in my own living room.
The drive units chosen were the ubiquitous
KEF B139, B110 and T27, and the enclosure
system an energy absorbing column based
on the ideas of A. R. Bailey. This system was
chosen because the problems involved in
vented box design are rather frightening, and
Ialways have dark suspicions about the IB
enclosure, despite the evidence of my ears.
The initial difficulty was to decide how to
locate the B139 unit while still leaving room
to put the B110 and T27 units near to the
top of the enclosure. The solution Ichose
was to mount the B139 in the ` lid' of the
box facing upwards (Ihope that Mr. Cooke
doesn't mind).* Ireckoned that the 15 in.
There is some risk with any speaker unit having alarge
diaphragm mass and high compliance that the cone will
sag a little with the passing of time. It may not matter
much, but it does happen.—Ed.
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square top, with the narrow side of the BI39
pointing forward, would ensure adequate
dispersion of the lower frequencies up to the
cross-over at about 400 Hz. This mounting
position has the important advantage that
it makes possible along column of absorber
for the sound waves to stagger through
before they hit anything hard, thus discouraging any substantial reflection back to the
drive unit to modify its impedance. To reduce
possible column resonances even further, the
main dividing panel is mounted
asymmetrically, and here again an advantage
arises because the panel can be angled to
give sufficient room for the B110 to be
mounted at the top of the enclosure and
effectively about five feet of column length
away from the BI39.
The general layout of the system can be
seen from the photographs (left) and drawings;
9mm plywood was used for the back sides
and partitions, 12 mm for the top and
bottom. The front panel was in. chipboard.
This material could be used throughout, but
personally Icannot come to terms with the
stuff—Ifinish up with apile of sawdust and
blunt tools! The cross-bracing given by the
internal panels, together with two or three
struts on the unbraced side, makes the plywood
structure very rigid, and there have not been

GET A HEAD START
SAVE UP TO 40% OFF LIST PRICE
SOUND BARGAINS AT SOUND VALUE
PLEASE ADD 10% VAT ON ALL PRICES
Trio KR5200
From stock
Trio KR7200
From stock
Wharfedale Linton £74.35
Sanyo, Teat. Yamaha, Toshiba
etc. also available.
ARMSTRONG
AMPLIFIERS (£ 1P & P)
Akai AA5200
me°
Akai AA5500 £75-00
Akai AA5800 £98.00
Armstrong 621
P.O.A.
Cambridge P50
P.O.A.
Cambridge P100
P.O.A.
Howland-West
£20-50
DA 1000
£55.00
Leak Delta 30
£65.00
Leak Delta 70
P.O.A.
Lux 308 ..
P.O.A.
Lux SQ505X
P.O.A.
Lux SQ507X
P.O.A.
Lux SQ700X
F.O.A.
Lux SQ707
£6.00
Metrosound ST2OE
Metrosound ST20
01-50
Mic 11
£40.00
Metrosound ST40
£50.00
Metrosound ST60
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM500
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM600
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM 1200 ..
£37.00
Pioneer 500A ..
oe-so
Pioneer SA6200 ..
Pioneer SA7I00 £94.00
Pioneer SA8I00 £ 132.00
Pioneer SA9I00 £ 162-50
Rogers Ravensbrook
(cased) [45.50
Rogers Ravensbourne
(cased) .. £60.50
Rotel RA 211
£31.50
Rotel RA3Il £39.00
Rotel RA6I I
£59.00
Rotel 810 .. £73.00
Rotel 1210 .. £91.50
Sansui AU 101
P.O.A.
Sansui AU 505
P.O.A.
Sansui AU 6500
P.O.A.
Sansui AU 7500
P.O.A.
Sansui AU 9500
P.O.A.
Teleton GA202 .. £27.50
Teleton SAQ 206B £23.50
Teleton SAQ 307 .. £22.50
Trio KA 2000A .. £29.00
Trio KA 2002 £35.00
Trio KA 4002 .. £47.00
Trio KA6004
From stock
Trio KA8004
From stock
Trio 2002A..
From stock
Trio 4002A..
From stock
Trio 4004 ..
From stock
Wharfedale Linton [45.50
Marantz, Quad, Teat,
Toshiba, Yamaha etc.
TUNERS ( 0 P & P)
Akai AT550
£71.00
Akai AT580
£57.50
P O.A.
Armstrong 623
P.O.A.
Armstrong 624
P.O.A.
Cambridge T55

626
Howland- West
05-50
DA1000T
L58.50
Leak Delta
£64-00
Leak Delta AM/FM
P.O.A.
Lux WL 717
P.O.A.
Lux WL 700 ..
P.O.A.
Lux WL 500 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko FAM 400
Nikko FAM 500 ..
Pioneer TX6200 .. £65.00
Pioneer TX7I00 £82.50
Pioneer TX8I00 £98.50
Pioneer TX9I00 £ 132.50
Pioneer TX 1000 £ 113.50
Rotel RT222 £32.50
Rotel RT322 .. £43.00
Rotel RT622 £65.00
Rotel RTI220 , £89.50
Sansui TUSOS ..
P.O.A.
Sansui TU7500
P.O.A.
Sansui TU9500 ..
P.O.A.
Teleton GT202 .. £31.00
Cambridge Audio, Teat, Trio,
Sanyo, Yamaha. etc. available
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
(CI P & P)
Aka AA8030 .. £98.00
Akai AA8080 £ 124.00
Akai AA8100S £ 18500
Armstrong 625 ..
P.O.A.
Armstrong 626 ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans Mod. 80 £62.50
Goodmans Mod. 90 £84.00
Goodmans Mod. 90
White .. £88.00
Goodmans Mod. 110 £96.50
Leak 2000 .. £ 128.00
Lux FQ990
P.O.A.
Nikko STA5010
P.O.A.
Nikko STA 7070 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko STA 8080 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer LX440 £88.00
Pioneer LX880 £ 115.00
Pioneer SX424 £73.00
Pioneer SX525 £94.00
Pioneer SX626 £ 130.00
Pioneer SX727 £ 160.00
Pioneer SX828 £218.00
Rotel RX200A £53.50
Rotel RX400A £64.50
Rotel RX600A £90.50
Rotel RX800A £ 113.50
Sansui Six ..
P.O.A.
Sansui Seven
P.O.A.
Sansui Eight
P.O.A.
Sansui 210
P.O.A.
Sansui 310
P.O.A.
Sansui 350A
P.O.A.
Sansui 1000X
P.O.A.
Teleton TFS50 £45•50
Teleton TFS55 £49.50
Trio KR2300
From stock
Trio KR3200
From stock

SPEAKERS ( all prices per
pair)
P.O.A.
8 & W DM2
P.O.A.
B & W DM4
P.O.A.
B & W DM5
P.O.A.
B& W DM70
£40 00
Celestion County
£37.00
Celestion Ditton 10
Celestion Ditton 15 £55.00
Celestion Dittos 25 £ 112.00
Celestion Dittos 44 £93.00
Celestion Ditton 66 £ 170-00
Celestion Ditton 120 £42.00
Goodmans Dimension 8 ..
C111.00
Goodmans Goodwood £77.00
Goodmans Magister £94.00
Goodmans Havant SL £38.00
Goodmans Magnum SL £72.00
Goodmans Mezzo SL £57.00
Goodmans Minister £ 1.50
Wharfedale Glendale nee)
Wharfedale Kingsdale £ 7.00
KEF Coda
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor
KEF Cadenza ..
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto ..
P.O.A.
Leak 150
£36.00
Leak 250
£47.00
Marsden Hall 110F £23.00
Marsden Hall 150F £27.00
Marsden Hall 200F £35.00
Marsden Hall 300F £65.00
Rank Domus 150 pair £26-50
Rank Domus 175 pair £33.50
Rank Domus 250 pair £53.50
Rank Domus 350 pair £ 4.30
Rank Domus 450 pair £ 108.10
Wharfedale Denton 2 £29.00
Wharfedale Linton 2 £35.00
Wharfedale Glendale £53.00
Wharfedale Kingsdale£107.00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3E75.00
Cambridge Audio, Altec,
Dynaco, Mordaunt-Short,
Pioneer, Sansui, Teat,
Yamaha. etc. speaker systems
also available.
TURNTABLES
P & P)
BSR MP60/TPD I .. £ 15.00
G
d SP25 IV
Chassis £ 12.50
Garrard SP25 IV Module with cartridge £23.50
G
d SP25 IV
Module .. £ 3.50
Garrard SP25 IV
Module less cart. £20.00
Garrard 8658 Module
less cartridge .. £31.50
Garrard 86SB Module
with cartridge .. [35.00
Garrard 8658 Chassis £21.50

Garrard Zero 100513
Chassis .. [ 31 50
Garrard Zero 100513
Module without
cartridge .. £42.00
Module with cartridge .. £47.50
Goldring GL85PC £69.50
Goldring GL72 £23.50
Goldring GL72P £29.50
Goldring GL75 £28.50
Goldring GL75P £38.50
Goldring GL78PC.. £52.00
Goldring Lid 72 .. £3.50
Goldring Lid 75 .. £4.50
Pioneer PL I2D £34.50
Pioneer PLISC £46.00
Thorens TDI60C £54.50
Thorens TD165C £46.50
Thorens TDI25 II .. £62.50
Thorens TD I
25AB 11 £94-00
Thorens TX25 Lid £7 50
Thorens TDI60C/
Ortofon MISE
Super .. £76.50
Thorens TD125/ABI I/
Ortofon (115Ésuper [ 116.00
Wharfedale Linton £25.00
Various combinations and
makes available.
TELEVISIONS
(EI.50 P & P)
Crown 9TV305 r
£42.50
Korting 22" Colour
P.O.A.
Korting 27' Colour
P.O.A.
National 14' Colour P.O.A.
National 18" Colour P.O.A.
Sanyo 107150 10" .. £42.00
Sanyo 16" colour .. £ 140.00
Sanyo 18" colour .. £ 185.00
Teleton 14' colour £ 135.50
Teleton 20' colour £ 185.50
Toshiba 18' colour
P.O.A.
AKAI STAR BARGAINS
(El P & P)
172IL
CS300
GXC36D
GXC36
GXC38
GXC380
GXC4OT
GX210D
4000DS

£68.00
£49.50
£61.00
£68.50
£87.00
.. £79.00
.. £95-00
.. £ 118.00
.. £82.00

MUSIC CENTRES
(£1-50 P & P)
Goodmans 80 Comp. £ 120.00
Goodmans 1-10
Compact.. .. 060.00
Sanyo 2615 .. £70.00
Sanyo 260IKL .. £ 130.00
Sharp SD 305H .. £ 100.00
Toshiba 3000
Yamaha MC-40
Yamaha MSC-5B
National 2050L
PLEASE ADD 10% VAT
ON ALL PRICES

RADIOS ( 25p P & P)
Philips Ri_02 £- 55
Philips RLO .. £3.50
Philips R1_290 .. £ 10.00
Philips IC361 .. £39.50
Philips IC326 .. £20.50
Philips R5204 ( Digital
Clock Radio) .. £ 19.50
Sanyo RP5210 • • £7.75
Sanyo RP3I0 •. £ 12-50
Sanyo RP74I2 •. £ 17-00
Sanyo RP8I 10 • • £ 19.50
Sanyo RM5430 • . £ 19.50
CAR RADIOS AND
CASSETTE
P & P)
Philips RN3I1/15 £20.30
Philips RN3I4/15 .. £ 16.50
Philips N 2605 .. £ 16.00
Philips N 2607 .. £24.50
Philips N 2607/97 .. £28.50
Philips RN 3i2/97 £45.00
Philips RN 512 .. £82.50
Philips RN 702 , £70.00
Philips RN 712 .. £ 120.00
PICKUP ARMS ( 50p P & P)
Goldring L75 .. £ 10.50
Howland West G20 £ 12.50
S.M.E. 300911 .. £29.50
S.M.E. 3009/S2 .. [31.50
Thorens TP60 Head
Shell .. £3.00
HEADPHONES
(50p P & P)
Howland- West CIS200 £2.75
Howland- West CIS250 £5.50
Howland-West CIS300 £7.00
Howland-West CIS500 £ 10.50
Howland-West CIS800 £5.50
Howland-West CIS 1000 £7.50
Howland-West
CIS2000 £ 15.00
Koss ESP6
£38.50
Koss ESP9
£57.50
Koss HV I
£ 17.00
Koss 2+2 .. £39.00
Koss K6
..
£ 11.00
Koss K6LC
£ 12.50
Koss K6LCQ
£ 18.50
Koss K7I 1 .. £8.50
Koss K0727B £ 14.50
Koss K0747
£ 17.50
Koss PRO4AA £24.00
Koss PROSLC .. £27.00
Koss PRO600AA .. £29.00
Sennheiser HD4I4 £ 12.50
Sennheiser HD424 £ 19.00
W'dale DDI
£ I1-00
W .fdale Isodynamic £ 16.00
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT
PRIOR NOTICE
ALL prices correct on
20th March 1974.
(Early closing Weds.)

TRIO 3200 TUNER:AMPLIFIER

We stock all the
best from the world
of sound.
ADVENT MODEL 201

Sole West London and Middx.
Agent for world famous Advent:and Main Agents For: Akai, Sony.
Armstrong, Bose, Cambridge,
Toshiba, Dynaco,
Lux, Micro,
National, Quad, Harman-Kardon,
Revox, Teac, etc.
All goods brand new and fully
guaranteed.
•Credit facilities for callers only
•After sales service.
C
•Demonstrations.

AP.AvCP1

KUMAR KAMERAS
a- HI-FI
61 The Mall, Ealing,
London W5 3TA
Telephone: 01-567 6031
Two minutes from Ealing Broadway Station
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SLIGHTLY OFF SQUARE

any mechanical resonance problems. The
enclosure is filled with wool. Iused the
generally recommended 8to 10 oz per cubic
foot—about lj lbs per speaker—attempting
rather lighter packing near to the B139. The
bottom of the enclosure was lined with a
layer of felt, and felt was also fixed to the
lid and back behind the BI10.
Construction is reasonably straightforward,
the most difficult bit being the fitting of the
dividing panels. Actual location of the panels
does not seem to be very critical, but care
must be taken to allow room for the
B139/B110 combination. The wool stuffing

News

was put into the enclosure before the front
was finally glued and pinned into position,
though this is not essential as the columns
can be loaded from the top. The DN12
crossover unit was mounted on the back
panel, reasonably far away from any high
magnetic flux regions. The top of the box is
screwed into position so that it can be
removed for inspection and maintenance
purposes, velvet strips being used to give an
airtight seal, particularly at the top edge of
the main partition.
My principal worry from aperformance
angle was the possibility of horrid things

for public music and dancing
establishments from January 1975
is that no speaker or other source
of amplified sound shall be situated within two metres of any
part of the premises to which the
public have access.
Several devices to cope with
excessive noise levels in dance
halls, discotheques, etc. have appeared, including the ' Electronic
Orange', which is the popular
name for a pre-warning lamp
associated with a Sound Level
Switch, fitted as a sound level
monitor, and the Electronic
Lighthouse. On this latter unit,
coloured bands of light ascend a
column, according to the increase
and decrease of sound levels. If
the pre-set sound level is exceeded
for astated period, atrip cuts the
power supply for three seconds.
After three seconds, the power is
restored, but if the sound level is
still too high, again it will cut
power. The range available is

35 dB to 135 dB with A, B or C
weighting. These units are made
by Castle Associates, Yorkshire,
and the main U.K. agent is the
Noise Abatement Society, 6 Old
Bond Street, London, W. I.
Another device, with the same
aim, is the Sound Sentinel, made
by Lightomation Ltd., 380 Station
Road, Harrow, Middlesex, HAI
2DE. With the growing medical
evidence that some degree of
damage, even loss of, hearing can
arise from sustained listening to
high level noise, it is important
that the hi-fi devotee should be
able to advise the ' heavy rock'
concert patrons what to expect
and/or avoid. Not that they are
likely to take any notice!
In Finland, we discover, new
legislation on sound levels in
dance halls or restaurants limits
music reproduction to 85 dB and
special officers have been appointed to enforce the ruling.
Concert promoters and club
owners are buying expensive
equipment to check sound levels.
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happening as the horizontal BI39 crossed
over to the vertical B110 at about 400 Hz.
Happily, all sounded very smooth, and
checking with asound-level meter placed at
seated ear level in my room gave a
variation of + 3dB about amean level of
75 dB as the speaker was driven from 300 to
500 Hz sine-wave, taking the average of
several positions. This is probably as good
as can be expected in reverberant conditions.
Performance on white noise was very
satisfactory, and the bass is to my ears
magnificent: the B139 shows no tendency to
boom and produces clean musical sounds
into the 40 Hz depths.
The purist would perhaps have the BI 10
enclosed in its own little pipe. Idid in fact
get some 5in. plastic pipe for this purpose,
but the problem of fitting it into the system
defeated me. In operation some pulsation of
the B110 can be observed with the B139
driven at frequencies below about 80 Hz,
but the relatively large path length between
the two units seems to reduce the effect to
small proportions. This effect is of course
very difficult to assess because of the difficulty
of screening the BI10 from direct radiation,
but is probably apoint worth further
investigation.
Materials.
For each speaker:
Sides 2off 142-x36in 9mm plywood.
Back
1off 14 x36in 9mm plywood.
Front 1off 14 x36in 4in chipboard.
Ends
2off 14 x14in 12mm plywood.
Inside panels 9mm plywood, dimensions
as illustrated.
11lb wool.
Battens, pins, glue, etc.
KEF B139, B110, T27, DN12.
(The author had very good service from
Nichols Acoustical Fitments for wool and
trimmings.)

MACINNES KLIPSCH

already import the well-known
range of Amcron high quality
amplifiers, tapedecks and loudspeakers, have been appointed
U.K. agents of the Klipsch range
of loudspeaker systems.
The
range includes professional models
as well as domestic equipment.
Further details from Macinnes
Laboratories
Ltd.,
Stonham,
Stowmarket, Suffolk.
MACINNES LABORATORIES, who

DYNACO/SCAN-DYNA

issue readers' problem section a reader queried
whether the Dynaco A.25 and the
Scan-Dyna A.25 loudspeakers
were the same, as both names,
appearances, and specification
were very similar. In reply it was
stated categorically that they were
not—that their origins, units and
dividing networks were totally
dissimilar. We have since been
informed that this is not true, and
that the two units are identical:
made in the same factory to
IN THE MARCH
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exactly the same specification.
We apologise for this error.
CROSSWORD WINNERS
SOLUTION
to
the March
crossword puzzle was published
last month, but we were unable
to list the winners because of early
printing, and also because the
March issue did not appear until
after the closing date for entries!
Only a few stalwarts sent their
solutions, the four listed below
being correct. Each receives a £2
record token.
TIIE

R. P. Collett,
26 Norbury Road,
Ipswich IP4 4RQ.
Mr. J. Helm,
122 Carr Road,
Northolt,
Middx UB5 4RF.
G. Parish,
9Willow Mount,
Croydon CRO 51Q.
M. Slade,
44 Robin Hood Lane,
Sutton, Surrey.

If you think this is another
Grundig 'family recorder:
take alook at the specifications.

TK745 3- speed, 4- track, Hi-Fi stereo tape recorder. 3heads. Electronic
tape motion controls. 2x4W rms power amps and speakers built in.
A-B signal-tape monitoring. Echo. Multiplay. Duoplay. Synchronous
play. Manual level setting. Automatic speech and automatic music
recording settings. Facilities for changing photographic

slides and for remote control. Tape cleaner. 4- digit position indicator.
Frequency response: 3o- I8,000Hz at 74 ips. 30-15,000Hz at 32 ips.
30-8,000Hz at 1; ips. Wow & Flutter: ± o.t % at 74 ips, ± o.t5% at
ips,
0.25% at 1; ips. Signal/Noise Ratio: > 52dB at 74 ips, > 5odB

at 3.1 iPs, > 45dB at iips.
A host of versatile recording functions that really
work. And one of the most thorough quality-control
checks in the business.
The magnificent TK745. See it. At your
Grundig dealer now.

These figures place the TK745 firmly in
the semi-professional class. And, good as they are,
this magnificent machine performs even better
than we claim.
You see, ever since 1952, when we brought
tape-recording from the studio into the home,
we've retained our professional approach.
Ours is not the philosophy of building a
professional-looking case to hide temperamental,
overstressed components. So we've given the
TK745 conservative specifications that will be
lived up to for years. Reliable electronic controls.

You'll never want anything else
Grundig ( Great Britain) Ltd., London SE26 5NQ.
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emaraenniare,

Left: Exterior of the new exhibition
centre, and the concert hall.
Above: JMR speaker.
Right: Scientelec's vertical turntable
mock-up with music from another
time (on static display).

PARIS IN THE SPRING : 16
Report on the 1974 Festival International du Son by Michael Thorne
T'S genuinely tiresome to have to start
I
every report of aforeign show with
comment about how much better than here,
etc, etc. So we won't. The sixteenth
Festival International du Son was held
between 11 th and / 7th March, moving from
the Grand Palais of the previous two years
to the brand new Centre International de
Paris, in the north-west of Paris at Porte
Maillot; it was the first exhibition to be
held there. Although the move from the city
centre was potentially discouraging, the
Metro made travel time afairly painless
15 minutes or so from anywhere else
important.
Although now preceded in our calendar by
the Audiant exhibition in Antwerp, this
spring Paris show is the principal marketplace for the new creations. At 200, the
number of exhibitors was slightly up on last
year's total of 174, but this is parallel
with all increasing tendencies found
elsewhere—galloping inflation of equipment
manufacturers is world-wide. It does not
properly reflect the feeling, widespread
among exhibitors, that it has become the
principal European show. There have only
been two other countries involved with
hi-fidelity on the same scale: Germany and
the UK. But with the unsettlement and
teleobsessions of the peripatetic German
exhibitions ( last year's main show in
Berlin, see November ' 73), the general
amateurishness and discord of the last two
Olympia years, and the schizoid Sonex of
1974, the Festival could have won by
default. That it does more besides, despite
the trauma of mewing house, is due to a
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manifestly broader and more civilised
awareness of the function and context of the
products they are concerned with.
At the centre of the new complex is a
concert hall seating 3800, shown in the
photograph, and the exhibition rooms are
arranged round it on three levels.
Access is from alarge open area at the
front, which provides for static display, the
less noisy exhibitors (such as magazines),
and bar/refreshments facilities. However,
the latter were in rather short supply due
to the building's late completion (and sad,
dry sandwiches at 5F, (45p), are easily
able to inspire xenophobic comments,
ironically gastronomique at that). The
lecture theatre was comfortable and was
provided for the occasion with the ubiquitous
Elipson speakers, as were the large rooms
used by the ORTF for their music
broadcasts. Corridors are broad, and
well-labelled, maintaining the tradition of
being named after composers (although the
hierarchical problem must be large: vision
of aroomful of French bureaucrats
discussing whether de Falla should be
granted Avenue or Allée status).
Listening rooms are aheadache. But here,
space was sufficient to allow partitioning
within an allotment, as the exhibitor
wished, and as aresult leakage was minimal.
Some trouble with wooden cavity flooring
was obvious, but often self-inflicted by
exhibitors laying it on the concrete and
neglecting to insulate their speakers. And
some airconditioning was lost in the rush,
although garlic and Gauloises were less
offensive than the heat. Space was expensive
79

(substantially above comparative English
figures) but was generally found to be
worth it.
The lectures scheduled had awide scope,
academic without being irrelevant to the
average visitor. Musically, coverage began
with such as 'The Evolution of the
Symphony Orchestra between the 18th and
20th centuries' or adiscussion on ethnic
music. Psychoacoustics blended with
presentations an room reverberation, or
quadraphonic aspects (Gerzon), and the
practical side included talks on speaker
testing and pickup distortion. Malheureusement, they began at 10 am, which disposed
at least one person against them.
The concert hall, as well as being the
focus of the exhibition centre, is also a
significant gain for musical Paris. Brand
new, it has not had aleisurely debut, for
concerts featured as part of the Festival,
notably Ferdinand Leitner and L'Orchestre
National de l'ORTF in Brahms' Symphony
1, and the D minor concerto with Arthur
Rubinstein as soloist. As can be seen from
the materials visible in the picture, it is
quite live, with irregular surfaces to reduce
coherent reflections. On asmaller scale, the
lecture theatre housed music from chamber
Stravinsky through to jazz; the only
noticeable omission was of anything
electric and hairy, which feels wrong in such
surroundings anyway. (Counterpoint: Pink
Floyd's Dark Side of the Moon, as always,
seemed far away the favourite demonstration
record.)
The Festival's own demonstration record
was produced by Erato, and featured a

THREE SUPREME
CHAMPIONS FROM WILMEX
STANTON
Acknowledged worldwide as the finest
range of specialist cartridges so far
produced.
500 Broadcast Series First prize for
versatility ! The 500 series is widely
recognised as satisfying the most stringent
requirements of the control room from
Bach to Beatles. Frequency response and
separation meet or exceed the most
exacting broadcast standards. Models:
500AL, 500A, 500EE.
600 Broadcast HP Series From adesign
and engineering standpoint Stanton's new
600 series of cartridge represents asolid
achievement in sophisticated structure.
Reduced tip mass ensures outstanding
frequency response for critical record
listening. Models: 600A, 600EE.
681 Calibration Series Calibration is
Stanton's top series featuring extremely
low mass moving magnet systems and
frequency response which is virtually a
straight line from 10Hz to 20KHz. Each
unit is accompanied by the most
meaningful warranty possible — an
individual Calibration test result. Models:
681A, 681.EE.

ERA Mk. 6

A superb 2speed transcription turntable.
The new ERA Mk. 6from France has been
acclaimed as one of the very best available.
It has adouble 48 pole synchronous motor
which ensures even speed and very low
wear, neoprene belt drive for quiet
operation, and silentblock suspension to
absorb vibration, giving aperformance
almost totally devoid of wow, flutter and
rumble.
It is the logical partner to many quality
pick-up arms and in particular the new
SME 3009 series, it's compact nature
(only 13cm high) makes it ideal for
bookcase or shelf mounting.

STAX

The last word in electrostatic headsets.
Quite simply Stax produce the most
comfortable electrostatic headset around,
using aseparate energising unit ( mains
operated for optimum performance). Stax
achieve ultra light feel with unbeatable
performance. Try aset of Stax SRa's with
SRD6 energising unit at around £ 50 at your
nearestfranchised dealer. For
perfectionists there is the SRX2 and SR D7
the most talked about Stax development for
years. Try this and you'll never like
anything else. About £ 100.

STANTON, STAX and ERA Mk. 6are specially imported into the UK by Wilmex Limited,
Compton House, New Malden, Surrey, KT3 4DE. Telephone 01-9492545.
Phone or write for full details and your nearest stockist. TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.
u
—
HFN I
Please send details of Stanton, Stax and ERA Mk. 6
Name
Address

WILIVIEX LTD
Compton House
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New Malden

Surrey KT3 4DE

catholic selection of music excerpts from
Charpentier to Constant and Messiaen, the
recording varying between the very good
and the indifferent. The ORTF studio
maintained acontinuous programme of
recorded music, generally well attended
(although this might have had something
to do with their having the most
comfortable chairs in the building). The
wide range of the music was again remarkable,
entire programmes devoted to early or
contemporary music without noticeable
exodus of listeners, and the low-key
continuity delivered from the stage up front
was awelcome contrast with the mania
outside.
In terms of new products, the UK
contingent was fairly quiet; although crises
must have set back some projects, the
reserve was still very apparent. Most
acquitted themselves well with modest
displays and good sound. B & W's room
demonstration centred inevitably on the
Model 70s, in muted surroundings with
more plants than usual which, in addition
to doing jungle impersonations, were more
effective than the air-conditioning at keeping
the room fresh. Access to the KEF
listening room was via L'Avenue Raymond
Cooke ( 1610-1910) which gave the whole
thing an air of respectability. Pleased with
the surroundings, they were particularly
emphatic that Paris has become the principal
European show.
Thorn and Ferguson are not brand- names
normally associated with hi-fi; but the
people better known for their record
players and compacts are moving upwards
into the separates market, and coincidentally
are one of the most active firms on the
European front. For example, they were
one of asmall British contingent in Milan
for the Salone Internationale last September.
While there was no attempt at providing
appropriate listening conditions in Paris,
they were demonstrating four modest
speakers, and two receivers, the 3482F and
the 3484F, as well as their quadraphonic
amplifier.
In the good old days, all one had to do to
make aforeigner understand you was to
shout at him. Now, they seem to have the
edge in volubility. Perhaps Leak didn't
have their poster lettering big enough, but
the average visitor didn't seem to understand
le sport anglais of trampling on loudspeaker
cones. But, hopefully, we're now along way
from the occasion mentioned by one French
visitor when not only was amanufacturer's
literature in English, but the representatives
on the stand could not speak the local
language.
Scientelec's only appearance so far in
the UK has been via the agency of the illfated Sinclair ssb. Their display centred
on two new lines. The first is apreamplifier
and amplifier, the former including octave
equalisation on its two channels, the other
capable of delivering 1kW per channel.
But this was overshadowed by their
extension of the radial tracking principle to
the turntable: in their prototype, the arm
is pivoted in one horizontal axis only, the
movement being provided by the turntable.
They go further with the same principle
to avertical turntable: tracking force
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controlled by induction magnet, tracking
error minimised by servo-mechanism.
Normal 4 in. cartridge/fixing is provided,
and construction is in Plexiglass. They
expect to have the horizontal version in full
production in amonth or so, the vertical
model earlier next year.
Some of the best sounds heard were
coming from anew loudspeaker from the
French 3A Company, which offered six
loudspeakers, asubstantial stereo amplifier
and electrostatic headphones. All are new;
the company was making its first appearance
on home territory. The special interest
centres on the Andante, which utilises a
dynamic feedback system closer to the
Servosound system (see article by
Professor Korn in our March 1972 issue).
The feedback signal is derived from the
voltage needed to balance abridge arrangement, which has the bass speaker in one
arm (the only one to be so treated, the
others being separated out beforehand)
and asimulation of its static properties in
the other (same L, R). Obviously, the
difference corresponds to the induced
voltage, and this is processed via some
complex circuitry to produce the varying
feedback coefficient. The claimed specifications are 25 Hz to 20 kHz+ 3dB, with a
nominal impedance of 8ohms at 1kHz.
However, the LF feedback arrangement
means that the impedance increases with
falling frequency almost in astraight line
(frequency log), reaching 40 ohms at
200 Hz and 130 ohms at 20 Hz. This
should make it comfortable with awide
range of amplifiers, since in the frequency
region with the highest power allocations
there is nothing resembling an impedance
trough. We expect them in England soon,
when the price will be around £ 170.
Sorry about the confused BA' reference
in the Audiant show report.
Further impressive French sounds came
from yet another new company, loudspeakeroriented, JMR. These are about to appear
in the UK, imported by Monitor Sound, a
reflection of the increasing tendency of
English importers to consider equipment
from closer than the Far East, whose prices
appear to be rising more than elsewhere.
This doesn't mean they're cheap. Including
the `Chaconne', which is just about to enter
production, the range includes six. Some
utilise two bass drive units in unequal
cavities coupled by ashort interior passage:
this will, hopefully, smooth the bass
response, for although there will be more
resonance peaks, the Q of these will be low
when considered with the overall output.
Other models feature acurved front baffle,
which minimises interference effects caused
by cabinet edges: the treble and mid-range
units are mounted in the centre, with one
bass unit to each side at aslight angle.
The Japanese are not particularly noted
for their speakers, so in the midst of a
welter of new local product it was surprising
to hear the new Sony SS 8150. Despite a
hot and crowded room the clarity was
immediate. In contrast with the exotica
elsewhere it is more avariation on atheme:
athree-unit system, crossover at 1kHz
and 6.7 kHz. Predictably, the innovation
is in the bass system: the fibre-filled cone of
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the 15 in. unit has an aluminium centrepiece of opposite curvature and 74 in.
diameter. The coil is as broad as this
centre, so that the drive is applied to the
cone on arigid circle mid-way between
centre and edge of the main cone, with
consequent advantages in stiffness. Further,
since the coil area is greater than normal,
more usable flux is achieved for agiven
density than with conventional systems.
Rated power handling is 100 watts,
producing 90 d13/W/m. Appearance in
England is expected later this year.
The Japanese section continues to grow,
with around 30 brand names featuring. It's
impossible to keep up with the flood of
new products from them, and although much
tends to be just asmall improvement on a
previous model, there is nevertheless alarge
amount of high-quality, completely new
apparatus. Possibly, the distance reflects in
the bias towards amplifiers and tuners
(although apparently English loudspeakers
sell well over there). Sansui had alarge
range of new products, as did Sony, whose
tape section expands with two cassette
recorders and another two to follow.
One mystery of economics is the disparity
between the prices of equipment in France
and the UK and even the US. This, the
subject of abemused editorial in the French
HiFi Stereo magazine, prompted some
comparison; the familiar KEF range shows
it. For example, the T27 tweeter unit
sells here for around the £5.50 mark.
While direct comparisons are difficult in the
absence of resale price maintenance, and
the different VAT rates (20% or 25% in
France), the price of 168F, or approximately
£15.30, seems alittle excessive. Similarly,
the Model 104, which can be obtained for
around £60-£65 in the UK, was advertised
at a ' true discount price' (recommended
retail price less 20%—the next stage of
resale price madness), of 1,690F, or about
£154. Crossing into France seems to
involve this transformation, whether the
goods concerned be hi-fi equipment,
newspapers, or fish and chips; often, the
eventual mark-up is considerably above
what we would anticipate here.
Korn and Macway now market aspeaker
system utilising Professor Korn's ambience
propositions, called the KM system. This
concerns itself with concert hall-type
recordings and their simulation. The
reflections from the front part of an
auditorium are asserted to be reasonably
coherent; their envelope thus superimposes
itself on the primary series of sounds coming
from the performers. In the concert hall
itself, the ear is able to distinguish between
the two ( it is not suggested in the proposals
that we understand how, nor is it strictly
relevant). With the microphone, or any
point detector, however, the envelopes are
superimposed, and spurious intermodulation
products are perceived which are not present
in the natural environment. With the aid of
two speakers and aprocessor, it is claimed
that these difficulties are resolved; price of
the two high-quality speakers (with
integrated power amp) and the black box
is 5850F, or about £532. At the time of
writing (soon after) we await the full
mathematical description and argument.

e ltimate Draws dLittle Closer

How can the qua ities of the new
Gale GS401A be conveyed? Not in words,
certainly. To assess this new speaker,
there's nothing for it but to go along
to adealer. He will tell you first that
the GS401A carries aseven year guarantee.
Then, when you've admired the handsome
exterior created by Jon Bannenberg in
matt black and chrome, we suggest you
use some test equipment. All you have to
do is take agood pair of ears. This
delicate apparatus will tell you that,
for aspeaker only 231 x13 x10 inches,
the GS401A combines an unusually high
power handling with breathtaking clarity.
You will also need afavourite record.
Preferably the one you use to impress
your friends with the quality of your
existing equipment. The one with
prominent percussion and awide dynamic
range. We have only one serious anxiety.
With the GS401A being the breakthrough
it is, we worry that you simply won't
believe the evidence of your ears.
At the time of going to press, the
Gale GS401A can be seen at the
following franchised dealers only.

Grahams Elect ical Ltd 86-88 Pentonville Road London N1
Hampstead Hi-Fidelity 91 Heath Street Hampstead London NW3 6SS
Thomas Heinitz Music in the Home 35 Moscow Road London W2
Henry's Radio Limited 354 Edgware Road London W2
REW (Audio Visual) Co Centre Point London WC1
Studio 99 8/ Fairfax Road London NW6
Audio Systems 23 South Street Dorking Surrey
Audio Impressions Ltd 32 High Street South Dunstable Beds
Complete Audio Systems 32 Grove Road'Eastbourne Sussex
Hi Fi Corner 1Haddington Place Edinburgh EH7 4AE
Guildford Hi Fi 270 Upper High Street Guildford Surrey
Audio Systems 28 Queens Parade Queen Street Horsham Sussex
Audio Systems 18 High Street Lewes Sussex
Unilet Products Ltd Compton House 35 High Street New Malden Surrey
KJ Leisuresound Ltd 101 St Albans Road Watford Herts

Gale Electronics & Design Limited 39 Upper Brook Street London W1Y 1PE
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devised by Maurice Taggart
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CLUES ACROSS
1 He composed the Mississippi Suite. (5)
7 & 8 Unseemly wrangle concerning amplifier output. (4-4)
9 This will finish Malcolm off and get Schoenberg going! (6)
10 A Global axis useful to the audio fanatic. ( 5-3)
11
Nurse initially gets leading musical degree for Russian- American violinist. (5)
13 Composer involved in celebrated Biber transcriptions. ( 5)
18 A post- sundown piece ( 8)
20 Useful hi-fi accessory which Osbert is highly confused about. (6)
21 Auricular appendages, reputedly stannous in the unmusical. (4)
22 This may turn you on if you are an audio addict. (4)
23 Not one of the Royal eight. Try some induction. (5)
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THIS month Iwill cover the proposed European Patent Schemes which have been in
the melting pot for some years now and which
will be in operation far sooner than many
people realise. The schemes will bring with
them both advantages and disadvantages, and
because the way of the official world is to play
down disadvantages and emphasise the advantages, it is the role of columns like this one to
throw up the doubts.
Tile patents Teported here month by month
are British and USA publications. These are
so-called national patents and although they
can be infringed by third parties only in the
country of issue, the technical information
they contain is, of course, disseminated by their
publication throughout the world. Occasionally ill-informed inventors (or well-informed
inventors relying on the gullibility of an illinformed public) claim ' world patent rights',
but until now to obtain world patent rights has
meant filing anational patent in each country
and the cost of that is quite prohibitive. Various
schemes have been put forward for a world
patent but none have yet come to fruition.
A scheme has, however, come to fruition for
a European patent or Europatent. If all goes
according to plan, an inventor will be able to
file (within the next three or four years) asingle
application for a Europatent. By designating
which of the European countries he wishes it
to cover ( 21 are involved) the inventor will be
able to secure blanket protection throughout
those countries. The cost of this to the inventor
will become relatively more of a bargain as
more and more countries are designated. And
the idea is that this Europatent scheme and the
existing national schemes will run concurrently
for the benefit of inventors wishing to cover
only one or two countries. A fly in the oint14IFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CLUES DOWN
1 Musical scholar featuring in Allegro veloce movement. (5)
2 Audio bugbear with gambling connections discovered when Fleur, in some confusion,
embraces total abstinence. ( 7)
3 Returning, Eva gets forty winks for a stately dance. (
6)
4 Composer's very early effort. (2-3)
5 Hymnal provided by little salesman coming back about the condiment. (7)
6 Poles otherwise in filter contour. (5)
12 Musical interval from F up or down to B. ( 7)
14 Sprightly dance rhythm thoroughly mixes our beer. (7)
15 One air, specially arranged for 16th cent. Italian composer. (6)
16 Work for sixteen hands. (5)
17 A fitting conclusion for Tito, though it sounds deserted. (5)
19 Rather a hard concerto by Stravinsky. (5)
A £2record token will be awarded to each of the first five correct solutions picked
from those which arrive by May 6th.

ment is that although an estimated 60 to 80 per
cent of the applications will be filed in English
(rather than French or German, the other two
Europatent languages) filings will be through a
European Patent Office to be built at Munich.
So far very few English-speaking Examiners
have shown any willingness to take up their
beds and walk to Munich for the rest of their
working life, so either amass of British language
applications ( from
the
USA,
Canada,
Australia, Britain, etc, etc) will be examined by
foreign speaking examiners, or work will be
subcontracted back to London, or both. Also,
many people feel that the Europatent scheme
has too strong a German legal flavour for
their liking.
The Europatent and the Munich office, however, are virtually faits accomplis. The real
problem, and the one which will hit the audio
industry hardest, is the mooted community or
EEC patent scheme to be debated (and it is
claimed, signed) by the nine EEC countries in
Luxembourg this month. In keeping with
EEC philosophy the Community Patent will be
an all-or-nothing affair and will minimize the
value of national schemes. An inventor (or of
course the company to which he assigns the
invention) will be forced into patenting in all
nine EEC countries if he wants to patent in
any. If the examination (remember it may well
be by an Examiner who thinks in a different
language) results in refusal, then it will be
curtains for all nine countries. Likewise
failure to maintain acommunity patent in one
country by payment of renewal fees (currently
estimated at around £5000 for the full life of
the patent, payable in Deutschmarks) will mean
that the patent will fall in all the EEC countries.
Also the claims of the patent will have to be
translated into all the EEC languages, inevitably
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at the expense of the Applicant. So patenting
under the Community scheme will be exceedingly expensive. Those in favour of this scheme
argue that it will be far cheaper to take out a
single EEC patent than to take out a whole
string of national patents in the EEC countries.
This of course is true in theory, but raises the
question: 'How many inventors apply for a
whole string of European Patents?' Certainly
in the audio field one only occasionally sees
British patents in the name of individual
foreign inventors or small foreign firms. For
the most part patents from abroad in the
audio field seem to come from large firms with
household names. Thus it seems very unlikely
that many small firms or single inventors will
ever be able to afford the dubious advantages
of a Community patent scheme. It seems far
more likely that they will adopt the clever and
quite legitimate approach suggested recently
by Professor Lerstrup from Denmark. An
inventor with limited funds and a useful new
idea such as a circuit, will ensure that details
of that circuit are published in asmall circulation journal in the Danish (or perhaps Irish)
language and left to moulder on the shelves of
some small library in a remote corner of a
Common Market country. Usually only the
inventor will know where the details lie
available for anyone to read them, and thus he
can be fairly sure that no one will ferret them
out and steal his idea. But if anyone should
independently discover the circuit, or perhaps
secure details from another source, the original
inventor will be able to prevent the late-comer
on the scene from securing a patent and a
monopoly. This he will achieve by simply
pointing at the dusty but clearly date-stamped
details of his invention on the shelves of that
far-off library.

55 pairs of speakers, 25 amplifiers and tuner amps,
20 turntables and tape decks- How does that sound?
Come to the Unilet Centre and find out. Listen via our
unique comparator — it's the only way to make sure you
get the best system for your money!
Choosing hi-fi equipment is aserious business. You need
to look at all the specifications, decide which features are
essential to you, which you can live without, or decide
which equipment will match your existing system, and
so on. You need to know which speakers are best suited to
which amplifier or tuner amp, which cartridge will be fully
compatible etc. But once you have narrowed down the
choice to just afew, there is no substitute to listening to
them. In the final analysis your ear is the best judge.
At Unilet we offer you this facility. We have our own very
special comparator wired up to 55 pairs of positioned
speakers, 25 amplifiers and tuner amps, 20 turntables and
tape decks. We'll give you our advice on which
combination would suit you and your pocket best and then
you can settle back to hear for yourself.
We stock all the better makes and you'll be surprised
how much you save when you buy from us. All of the
following equipment is fully guaranteed by us for a
minimum of 12 months.

Aiwa, AR, Armstrong, B Et N, B Et W. Bang Er Olufsen,
BGW, Bose, Cambridge, Celestion, Connoisseur, Dual,
Dynaco, ERA Mk. 6, Ferrograph, Gale, Garrard, Harman
Kardon, Harrison Chapman, IMF, KEF, Kensonic, Koss,
JBL, Larson, Lecson, Lux, Marantz, McIntosh, Micro,
Mordaunt-Short, NAD, National Technics, Neal,
Ortofon, Pioneer, Quad, Richard Allan, Revox, SAE, Scan
Dyna, Sherwood, Shure, SME, Sonab, Sony, Stanton,
Stax, Sykes 8. Hirsch, Tannoy, Teac, TDK, Thorens,
Toshiba, Videotone, Yamaha.
Remember saving on the wrong equipment can be
expensive. Come to Unilet and you'll get expert advice —
and abetter deal.

FREE PHONE

If you're too far away from us to call in, give us aring via
your exchange on FREE PHONE 2090 foi expert advice
and acopy of our price catalogue.

HIGH STREET
DAVIS MOTO
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Please send me your price catalogue
(and list of special offers).
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UNMET- SOUND ADVICE AT el BETTER PRICE
Unilet Products Ltd, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY. 01-942 9567/8
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RECORDING WITH COMPACT CASSETTES.
By Friedrich Engel. Translated by C. Tuffill. 98
pages. Published by Agfa-Gevaert Ltd., Great
West Road, Brentford, Middlesex. Price: 65p, plus
6p postage.
MY FIRST SIGHT OF this flexiback book was a
couple of years ago in the German edition,
with its companion texts, the Tape Recording
Manual and Tape Recording Technique, all
issued as sponsored publications by the
Agfa—Gevaert organization. These attractive
books so impressed me then that I asked
whether English editions would appear. All
have now been published in English and the
text under review came out late in 1973.
The tape hobbyist will find this collection of
hints and tips both interesting and instructive,
covering basic principles of sound recording,
microphone types and uses, storage of tapes,
stereo and hi-fi maintenance, all related to the
merits of the compact cassette. Dolby noise
reduction is treated, too.
Illustrations and diagrams are plentifully
splashed throughout the pages, with most
informative coverage of DIN plugs and
sockets, including terminal connections. Jack
plugs, headphone and loudspeaker plugs/
sockets, even Cynch plugs/sockets are shown.
The hi-fi standard employed is DIN 45 500.
A glossary of terms and an index complete
this admirable book, which is in no way
affected by its mild promotion content, and at
65p is real value for money. Well printed in
Germany.
Donald Aldous

THE MUSIC AND HISTORY OF THE BAROQUE TRUMPET BEFORE 1721. By Don L.
Smithers. 323 pages. Price £8. Published by
Dent, 10 Bedford Street, London WC2. THE
BAROQUE CONCERTO. By A. J. B. Hutchings.
363 pages. Price £4.20. Published by Faber L
Faber, 3Queen Square, London.
AS WELL As BEING a noted performer on the

trumpet in Baroque music, Don Smithers is a
well known musicologist and scholar, being
Professor of the History of Music at Syracuse
University in New York. To some extent this
book is the outcome of research for his doctorate of philosophy from Oxford University. It
is an examination of the trumpets used from
Monteverdi to Bach, and of the trumpet repertory up to Bach's second Brandenburg concerto, plus a study of the social status and
position of the trumpeter within society. The
book is a monument to his very specialised
knowledge, and must surely become the standard work on the subject.
The most immediately striking feature of the
work is its completeness. The author begins
with a definition of the instrument, differentiating it from the slide trumpets and high trombones—Renaissance precursors with which it
is sometimes confused. He goes on to deal
with the natural trumpet as it emerged, the
principles of sound production, the range of
the instrument, problems of intonation, constructional details, and nomenclature.
Up to this point the book is a worthy aid to
the student or specialist, but typical of the
genre. What takes this work into aclass of its
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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own is that the author is not content to rest

at this point, but ranges further into the social
and historical importance of the trumpet and
the men who played it. Not only the men who
played it, but also those who made the instruments. This involves discussion and examination of the work of brass instrument makers
from all over Europe, with of course special
reference to the town of Nuremburg, famed
throughout the continent for its instruments.
Included is a table of all known Nuremburg
makers.
The non-specialist reader may find the
chapters dealing with the social aspects of
greater interest. The trumpet emerged from
the Middle Ages as the chosen instrument of
kings and princes, permitted only to be played
for them and by their retainers. Thus a privileged class of musicians grew up, leading
eventually to formation of the infamous
trumpet guilds, designed solely to protect and
further the very great material advantages of
their members.
One aspect of this book of great importance
is its coverage of the baroque trumpet repertory. The author devotes achapter each to all
the main schools of trumpet writing throughout
Europe during the period under discussion:
French, German, Italian and English. Lovers
of English music get a special bonus in the
shape of awhole chapter devoted to the trumpet
music of Purcell. Invaluable to the specialist
will be acomplete inventory of baroque trumpet music, for which the author has been able
to draw upon previously unavailable sources.
There is also a bibliography of some fifteen
pages.
Don Smithers writes in a straightforward
and lively manner, and the whole book is well
presented upon good quality paper with adequate illustrations; though I do think that at
eight pounds the publisher could have managed
some colour plates. The price is really the
only thing against this book—no doubt it has
been set with fairly low sales in mind, but this
does put it beyond many who would otherwise
wish to buy.
A warm welcome, then, for a book that is
both fascinating and an invaluable source of
reference. My own feeling is that it must be
exhaustive, though the author thinks otherwise,
I quote his postscript: ' The trumpet is more
than a musical instrument: it is an idea, a
concept, with deeper allegorical associations.
It is from this point of view that I now see
that so much more could have been said in a
work that purports to treat the subject in a
fitting manner.' I look forward to reading
his further thoughts on the subject.
Arthur Hutchings' The Baroque Concerto has
long been, if not the standard work, then at
least one of the most convenient compilations
of information on the subject. Similar to
Smithers' book, it is exhaustive in its approach,
beginning with the development of the concerto from the sonata da camera and da chiesa
by Corelli in Rome and the composers of St
Petronio. He then takes the reader through
all the following stages in the form's development and eventual decline, or transformation,
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depending on how you look at it. This third
edition appears very similar to my second
edition, and can be recommended as a useful
reference work, and an interesting read in its
own right.
Gary Bellamy

BENJAMIN BRITTEN. By Alan Kendall. 110
pages, 15 colour plates, 81 half-tone illustrations,
3 line illustrations. Price £2.95. Published by
Macmillan Ltd., 4 Little Essex Street, London
WC2R 3LF.
SOMEBODY WAS BOUND ID do it: apopular book
about Benjamin Britten on the occasion of his
sixtieth birthday. Such abook is difficult to do
well. For one thing, in Britten's case there is
so much music to be ' covered': should everything have an honourable mention, or should
discussion be centred on a representative
selection of works? Again, should the basic
framework be one of discussion or of narrative ?
And to what extent should an acquaintance
with Britten's music be assumed?
I rather doubt whether Alan Kendall gave
sufficient thought to such questions before
getting to grips. His method tends to change,
disconcertingly. The first chapter, ' Road to
Success', is a fairly comprehensive survey
down to 1942. The second, ' The Return to
England', breaks away after four paragraphs
to become a chapter devoted exclusively to
the operas, right through to Death in Venice.
The third, ' Conductor and Festival Director',
is in fact a miscellany, including Britten's
music for children's voices, his friendships,
etc. ' Art of the Composer' (5) soon becomes
a survey of the instrumental and orchestral
works, but with achatty rather than a musical
emphasis: the unimportant Prince of the
Pagodas, which provides talking-points, gets
more than acolumn; the immensely important
Cello Symphony is not discussed at all—and
has only a passing mention elsewhere. The
last two chapters are entirely discussion, some
of it curiously leisurely, even repetitive; these
could easily have been compressed into one—
they overlap—and more pages made available
where badly needed.
The best chapter,
perhaps because the author is himself a singer,
is ' Composing for the Voice'; but I find it
odd that the only mention of the Serenade is
an adverse reference to Britten's treatment of
'dying'.
Despite these criticisms, there is much in the
book that is worthy. The kind of artist Britten
is emerges strongly, the operas are effectively
distinguished from each other in general
character, and it all reads easily and naturally.
The design and the production are of a high
quality and are aimed at the coffee-table trade.
For this is one half picture-book with much to
catch the browsing eye. There is much to hold
the eye, too; many of the pictures are little
known, and a good deal of thought has gone
into their grouping. Not in the same class as
Jerrold Northrop Moore's Elgar: A Life in
Photographs, but well able to stand beside it.
A list of published works is appended and there
is an introduction by Yehudi Menuhin.
Hugh Ottaway

Ferrograph's latest 20+20 amplifier
matches your home,your pocket
and our newTuner.

In terms of performance, it more than
matches most amplifiers at the price. Agood
deal awaits you at your local stockist.
Amplifier and tuner have clean, functional
faces. Easy to install, to set up and to operate.
Available in walnut, teak or satin white cases.
The F208 Amplifier provides atotal music
power output of 50 watts, is flat within 1dB from
20Hz to 25kHz and introduces less than 0.18%
total harmonic distortion at any level up to full
output. It has three steep-cut filters, tape recording
facilities and switched pick-up matching.
The SFM1 Tuner has continuously-variable
channel separation, adjustable muting, meters for
signal strength and for precise tuning, automatic
frequency control and afinely-divided station
logging scale.

See and hear the quality at your Dealer's.
We- can send you descriptive literature, first,if you wish.

fo Ferrograph Ltd, Au nema House,
442 Bath Road, Cippenham, Slough,
Bucks, (SL1 6BB) Tel: Burnham 106286) 6251 1
Please send me your Brochure on the F208
Name
Address

FERROGRAPH
member of the Wilmot Breeden Groupj
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Mr Emery, It was with great
Dearsatisfaction
that Ilearned from my son
Magnus that you are giving the children in
your class aweekly period of music
appreciation. So few teachers these days
seem to be concerned to give young children
acultural education: it's all mathematical
abstractions and something called movement'
which, from what Magnus tells me, consists
largely of them taking most of their clothes
off and crawling about on the floor. However,
my satisfaction at your efforts turned to
grave displeasure when this evening I
learned that you had forced the class to
listen to Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue. Do
you not think that something alittle more
(shall we say) respectable would be in order?
Iam not closely acquainted with Gershwin,
but Ithought that his music consisted entirely
of popular songs in various disguises.
Magnus has spent all of his nine years
listening to the truly great classics.
Yours truly, H. J. Higginbotham (Parent).
Dear Mr Higginbotham, Thank you for your
letter. The truth is I'm rather keen on
Gershwin, and so, it appears, is your Magnus.
Why not try some yourself? I'll lend you my
record of the Rhapsody. Magnus can bring
it to you. Yours, MJE.
Dear Mr Emery, Thank you for your letter
etc. Imust confess that Ihave not played
the record Magnus brought home, although
he asked me to. When Isaw it Itold him to
leave it in the lobby. Do you really expect
children to appreciate music, albeit only
George Gershwin, when it issues from such a
dirty and fingerprint-strewn object? It really
is adisgrace. My own collection of some
200 stereo LPs is in perfect condition, and I
shudder to think what would happen if I
put yours on the same turntable. Iam therefore returning it. Yours, HJH.
Dear Mr H., Sorry about the record. I
didn't know such things could be infectious.
Do you think Ishould leave it in disinfectant
overnight? However I've taken your advice
to heart and this week the little dears are
getting the Pastoral Symphony. That must
be OK. Ihope they like it. Yrs, MJE.
Dear Mr H., Look; what is all this nonsense
about Tospaghetti and Herbert von
Kronkheim? Your Magnus was doing his
little nut there this afternoon. Iknow I
only paid seven and atanner for my Pastoral
Symphony but it's all the same music isn't
it? Apparently you say that unless it's
Tospaghetti conducting, it isn't any good.
Did Beethoven hire him specially? Yrs, MJE.
Dear Mr E., Thank you for both your
letters. Magnus of course knows that I
regard Tosphagetti and von Kronkheim as
the two supreme interpreters of Beethoven
in this century, and, therefore, to hear truly
the great depth of meaning that lies beneath
the surface of his scores, it is necessary to
turn to one or other maestro. Yrs, HJH.
Dear Mr H., My girlfriend has got this copy
of the Pastoral by Otto Klartburgher. He's
supposed to be an OK Beethoven man, isn't
he? Shall Iplay them that? MJE.
Dear Mr Emery, Much as Irespect the work
that you and your colleagues are doing, I
regret to inform you that should you attempt
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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IShudder
to Think
asort of
Cri -de- Coeur
by M.J. Emery

to carry our your threat and play
Klartburgher's recording of the Pastoral
Symphony to my son, Ishall be forced to
withdraw him from the school. Although I
have avery high regard for Dr. Klartburgher's
readings of Mahler, all leading authorities
agree that his recording of the Pastoral
Symphony is much inferior to his other work.
Icannot allow Magnus' young mind to be
influenced by such ill-conceived twaddle.
Iam forwarding acarbon copy of this
letter to your Headmaster. Yrs, HJH.
Memo from Headmaster: Mike—Igot this
weird letter this morn.ng about somebody
called Klartburgher. Seems that young
Magnus' Dad is ahi-fi fanatic or something.
Better cool it by inviting him down to play
his own records. Are you and Jane all right
for ping-pong Thursday? The Boss.
Dear Mr H., Sorry if I've dropped another
clanger. This is all getting too much for me.
Why don't you call in one afternoon and
play some of your own records? We'll clean
the fluff off the needle for you and I'll bet
Magnus would be thrilled right down to his
little cotton socks. MM.
Dear Mr E., Iam sorry that my extensive
professional commitments make it impossible
for me to accept your invitation. However I
am sending you apre-recorded tape cassette
of some music I'm sure the children will like.
You will appreciate that Iam reluctant to
risk one of my valuable records. HJH.
Dear Mr H., Thanks for the tape. To tell
you the truth the kids weren't keen on it,
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and they did gossip rather alot while it was
playing. By the way, what was it? Magnus
doesn't know it: he says it's one of the
things you play after he's gone to bed. And
another thing: it sounds very odd too, almost
as if the top of the orchestra is in the next
street. Are all your records like that?
Perhaps you scraped the top away getting
rid of all that infectious dust. MJE.
PS. I'm sorry Ibroke the tape. If Icould
undo the little plastic box I'd slap adrop
of glue on it.
Dear Mr E., Surely you known Bartok's
Concerto for Orchestra? I've pondered the
question of the strange sound and can only
conclude that your right-hand stereo channel
must be faulty, thereby suppressing the
treble end of the spectrum. Either that or
one of your tweeters has gone. MIL
Dear Mr H., What about this stereo business?
The only channels we have here are the ones
that drain water from the roof. 1played
your tape on the Deputy Head's portable
cassette job which she got down the market.
The school choir sounded all right on it last
Christmas, but evidently Bartok isn't its cup
of tea. Perhaps breaking the tape is asort of
Mission Impossible self-destruct idea. And as
for my tweeters: don't be personal! MIE.
Dear Mr E., I've recorded some Elgar for
you, this time monophonically, so it should
sound all right. If you come across abreak
in the sound, it's where Ispliced up the split
you made. Fortunately Ikeep that old
cassette for occasions like this. H.111.
Dear Auntie, Thank you for the lovely
record token for my birthday. Daddy and
my teacher keep making me run backwards
and forwards with notes about music. The
last one Sir sent made Daddy furious. He
said something about ' Land of Hope and
Glory' and threw it in the waste bin. To tell
you the truth Idon't like any of that kind of
stuff. Ilike Donny Osmond. Love from
Magnus.

Lustraphone
"Someone has broken down
another barrier..." one of our
dealers told us recently ... Why?
This comment from aleading
British dealer who has just revealed
to himself the capabilities of the
Lustraphone LP 100 Amplifier, is
typical of the many eulogies we have
received.
The most amazing aspect of LP
100 is that although the performance
specification figures read like a
designer's dream, it is the actual
sound that " bowls .'people over.
There are many possible explanations
for this.
1. Direct coupled output.
2. Very wide power bandwidth.
3. Virtual absence of crossover
distortion and T.I.D.

... it could be any of these ; all we
know is that everyone seems
delighted with the sound quality.
If you have not heard it it's well
worth the effort, for people tell us
that the LP 100 seems to drive
loudspeaker systems better than
almost anything else they have
found.
Power Output
50 watts continuous per channel
into 8ohms.
36 watts per channel into 4ohms.
Frequency Response
+ 1db 30 Hz to 30 KHz.

Distortion
Less than 0.03% for 50 watts output
per channel at 1000 Hz into 8ohms
less than 0.1% at 10 KHz.

Hum and Noise
VVeignted to BS 3489/1962 Curve A
with tone controls level and
maximum volume, as follows :70 dB on all inputs referred to 50
watts output.
Inputs
PU Mono 2.5 mV into 47K ohms.
PU Stereo 2.5 mV into 47K ohms.
Tape 150 mV into 100K ohms.
Tuner 150 mV into 100K ohms.
AUX 100 mV into 20K ohms.
Hi
Gain
Reduces gain of power stage.by
11 dB for low level listening

Power Bandwidth
30 Hz— 40 KHz for 1dB down.
Slew Rate
4V per micro- second into 8ohms.
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For further information or if you are not sure where to hear the LP 100 please complete the coupon and return to us.
Name

Block capitals throughout please.
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Address
Lustraphone Hi -Fi Ltd., Unit 2, Browells Lane, Feltham, Middx; TW13 7EL.Reg. Office John Carpenter House, London EC4Y OAT. Reg. No. 1110814 England.
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.about permanently crossed DINs

From: Peter 0. Fraser, 27 Oakdale Road,
Liverpool LI8 lEP
Ibelieve the originators of the DIN
standard were a little shortsighted in their
assignations of pin number to pin function in a
5-pin 180° stereo plug. They made an error in
logic which now causes unnecessary confusion.
Let us suppose that one has two DIN
equipped tape- recorders (or tapedecks), and a
DIN equipped amplifier. It is now fairly well
known that a DIN-to-DIN lead which is
correctly wired for tape-to-amplifier connection
would be incorrect for tape-to-tape connection
(for the purpose of tape duplication/dubbing).
In other words, two differently wired leads are
required for the two different functions, a
situation which could have been avoided.
Your readers will know that anormal stereo
DIN tape lead is wired on a ' one-to-one' basis
(pin 1to pin 1, 2to 2, etc), and that the corresponding sockets on amplifiers and recorders
match inputs to outputs correctly, but feed
outputs to outputs and inputs to inputs when
used between two tape recorders. Thus a
special 'crossed' lead is required for use between
tape recorders.
Let us suppose, however, that we adopt anew
convention, where all items except tape
recorders use 'reversed' wiring at the sockets.
Now a 'crossed' lead will be required for tapeto-amp connection; but this is still the type of
lead required for tape- to- tape connection. So,
if every piece of equipment ( be it integrated
amplifier, Dolby unit, separate pre-amp,
power amp, or whatever) is connected this way,
only one type of lead (crossed) will be required
for interconnection—assuming, of course, that
each connection is from input of one unit to
output of next unit, or vice versa.
Unfortunately, Isuppose that there is little
hope that the DIN-based equipment produced
so far will be altered, but Ihave changed mine
so that Iat least avoid the problem between my
own equipment.
Yours faithfully
DEAR SIR,

... about Radio Moscow and the
dreaded fridge bang
From: James E. Sugden, Carr Street, Cleckheaton, Yorkshire BD19 5LA.
Iwas interested to see the work done
by Mr. Leming last year on RF suppression
in hi-fi amplifiers now put into print ( March,
p. 79). There is no doubt that it is not agreatly
considered subject, but it is an important one.
Irecall that when Idesigned the first A21—
the original Richard Allan amplifier—the only
design criteria were audio and ' listening to
the music' ones. After more letters than were
desirable, and personal experience of picking
up Radio Moscow and clicks and bangs from
fridge, washing machine, heating system, etc,
an amount of thought was put into the earthing
arrangements of the A21 Series II. A considerable improvement ensued, but work was
continued on studying the problem, as it was
not yet really licked.
DEAR SIR,
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As Mr. Leeming said, just before we were
about to release the series III (and preparing
to release the A48) he rang me up and we had a
long conversation on the subject and many
more later. His basic approach was capacitors
on all the base-emitter junctions of the small
signal transistors, while mine was of capacitors
from the earth pin of the input sockets to
immediately adjacent chassis.
It turned out, in the end, that both methods
were desirable. While Imust disagree with him
on the size of the capacitor on the disc input
transistor—the input impedance can be too
greatly affected which may disturb some
cartridges and we settled for acompromise of
470 pF—I am indebted for the study in depth
which he carried out so carefully and his
co-operation in trying out further samples of
amplifiers and feeding his transmitter up the
input wires, so to speak, at amost appropriate
time for us to be able to release the Series Ill
completely free of the dreaded fridge bang,
for the further enjoyment of our clients.
Thank you Harry.
Yours faithfully

.about the dummy- head
alternative
From: J. C. Hall, 87 Leverton Street, London
NW5 2NX.
DEAR SIR, Ihave

been listening to the Sennheiser
Dummy Head Stereo record through Sennheiser HD 414 headphones, and although there
has already been press comment on this, I
think your readers—and perhaps some record
and equipment manufacturers—may be interested to have a layman's view on this and
headphone listening generally. (The Sennheiser
record can be obtained, price 50p, from
Hayden Laboratories, Hayden House, 17
Chesham Road, Amersham, Bucks HP8 SAG.
It comes with a large spindle hole, but most
record dealers can provide a ' spider'.)
When one listens to a conventional stereo
recording through headphones one is usually
aware of two drawbacks. One is excessive
stereo separation. The other is asensation of
the sound being firmly located in one's head—
there is little feeling of it being ' out there'.
The first objection can be met to a certain
extent by blending—that is, by introducing a
degree of channel mixing. I have such a
switched, variable blender (a small box with
DIN socket) wired into my speaker leads. The
effect is to give stereo separation more akin to
what we experience when listening to speakers.
Isuggest that amplifier manufacturers should
seriously consider incorporating ablender with
the headphone socket. It would certainly be
more worthwhile than the ' loudness' facility.
The second objection—that the sound is too
much in one's head—is not solved by the
blender; and indeed Icannot see how, in the
nature of things, it can be solved at all. This
is because recording engineers are primarily
concerned to get an effect suitable for listening
through speakers, which means fairly close
microphone placing. Thus, when one listens
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to such recordings through headphones one
is literally in the position of the microphones.
The result can be overpowering and quite
unnatural.
The dummy head technique largely overcomes these objections. Separation can be
much more precisely controlled, and the allround spatial atmosphere is most realistic.
The image can be made to appear ' out there'
—though Ithink it has been suggested that
the full benefit of this is only obtained with the
'open-ear' type of headphone as manufactured
by Sennheiser.
Now 1come to what Iconsider the most
exciting aspect of the dummy head technique:
it appears to be capable of the sort of spatial
effect so far only associated with four-speaker
quadraphony. For instance, if an orchestra
were recorded stereophonically by this technique, and then listened to through headphones,
one would expect to get the impression of
sitting well back in the stalls, with a natural
sound-stage and concert-hall ambience. The
possibilities for drama are obvious. The action
could be precisely located.
All this suggests that record companies
should seriously consider making recordings
by the dummy head technique specially for
headphone listening. The market would obviously be limited at first, and the cost correspondingly high. But the potential is so
interesting and seemingly worthwhile that many
record buyers would, Ithink, be prepared to
pay over the odds at this stage. After all, a
full quadraphonic set-up, with all the doubts
attached to it at the moment, can be a very
expensive gamble and take up a great deal of
space. Perhaps headphone listening to recordings made by the dummy head technique
is aviable alternative.
What have the experts to say?
Yours faithfully

. . . about the merits of DNL
From: And
Ockrim, 37 Grange %% enue,
Levenshulme, Manchester MI9 2FZ
There has been alot of late in the hi-fi
press about the Philips Dynamic Noise Limiter
(DNL), its uses, potential and quality, especially when measured against the Dolby-B
noise reduction system. Most of the comments
have been rather doubtful as to the merits of
this unit, while admitting that it is ' useful' as I
believe one author described it. I have a
Philips DNL installed with my non-Dolby
stereo cassette deck and my only comment
about the usefulness of this system is that I
would not, and could not, be without it. While
Iknow that aDolby unit would be better, Ido
not have one, as they are expensive. Many
other cassette users ( not to mention open-reel)
have non-Dolby decks, and naturally, one must
admit that S/N ratio is a real and vexing
problem.
Iinstalled the DNL between my Audiotronic
ACD 660 deck and Teleton 307 amplifier, and
switched on. Idid not expect the results to be
startling, but Iwas desperate for abit of magic
DEAR SIR,

Two World
Leaders...
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The London Cartridge
Just three examples of international critical acclaim
for the London Cartridge:
The Washington Post—"... Ilistened very carefully to the
new Decca ( London Cartridge). It cannot be faulted on any
count. Indeed it strikes me as one of the very best phono pickups
Ihave ever heard".
High Fidelity Magazine —"... There is asense of utterly
hair-trigger response ... The Mark 5merits serious audition by
anyone interested in discovering how great records
really can sound".
Canadian Stereo Guide—"... If you can get your hands on
one, you owe yourself alistening trial... you'll discover your
records all over again"

The Deram Cartridge
When cost as well as performance is paramount in the choice
of anew cartridge — first check the cost of the replacement
stylus— you may get ashock !
The introduction of the Double Deram — apack containing
2replacement stereo diamond stylii showing areduction over
our already exceptionally low cost — makes the Deram
cartridge even more remarkable value for money.

Max. input:
60W
Impedance:
8ohms
Frequency range:
30 — 30,000 Hz
Crossover: 700Hz
and 5kHz
Sensitivity:
10W at 1kHz
•
for 96d 8 SPL at 1metre
Max. SPL: 103d8 at 1metre

TEL

Over 10 years old and still in front the Deram is regarded
es the outstanding ceramic cartridge with a
freedom from high frequency distortion
comparable to the most expensive
pick-ups available.

DECCA

Brochure on request

Recognise the Deram throughout the world by
its unique shape and superlative sound.
For full details write to:
Decca Special Products HF10 , ingate Place,
Queenstown Road, London SW8 3NT.

Transmission Electronics Limited
495 Oxford Road Reading, Berkshire
Telephone: 07357 2882
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by ANGUS McKENZIE
INCE last writing 1 have been watc hng
particularly the quality of commercial
radio's stereo broadcasts, and comparing these
with the quality of the BBC. Ihave previously
reported my suspicions that Capital Radio, in
particular, have been overdeviating, but Ihave
not given any quantitative evidence. I recently acquired a new Bruel & Kjaer auto
range AC voltmeter which has various types of
meter characteristics, including apeak reading
one—with a ' hold' facility to hold the peak
reading for several seconds. Transient peaks
lasting just afew hundred /./. secs, for example,
can be read very accurately. It was interesting
to note that although the normal BBC type
peak programme meter only peaked IdB
above ' 6' the peak reading instrument gave a
computed peak approximately 5dB higher
than this, and therefore equivalent to an instantaneous deviation of approximately + 120 kHz.
This was usually noticeable on speech rather
than music, and is almost certainly due to
limiters being employed either at the studios
or at the transmitter which do not clip the
input transient fast enough. The only way of
overcoming this, without using a delay line
limiter, is to send lower speech peak levels,
such that a normal ppm would not read more
than ' 5' on speech. This would remove a
%pitch' effect that I have frequently noticed
on the local radio stations.
The general standard of the two new London
commercial stations is clearly improving, and
at best the speech quality can be excellent,

although background hum is still noticeable
from time to time.
Capital Radio have produced some excellent
musical programmes, but Ifeel Imust comment
again on their failure to audition records before
playing on the air. Some are in the most
incredibly bad condition, and obviously
faulty.
Some of the balancing of live musical events
has been quite good, but occasionally Ihave
detected alack of experience in the speed with
which balance changes are carried out.
Iwould like to take the opportunity here of
giving my best wishes to the other commercial
stations now opening, such as Radio Clyde.
This station has installed a number of British
professional tape machines made by Bias
Electronics in South London. Although these
stereo machines have avery good performance
they are considerably cheaper than most of the
Continental and American machines.
There seems to have been a very depressing
lack of interesting activities since Christmas on
Radio 3. It would appear that considerably
less money has been spent, judging by the lack
of live orchestral concerts and operas. Particularly disappointing is the large number of
record programmes of major works, often
occupying peak listening times, for example on
aSaturday evening.
Of the concerts that Ihave enjoyed, one of
British music on February 27th stands out as
really excellent. Given by the BBC Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by John Pritchard, the

programme included Britten's Frank Bridge
Variations, Walton's Violin concerto and
Hoist's Hymn of Jesus. The balancer used two
C24s (stereo capacitor microphones), one
fairly close to the orchestra and the other quite
a long way back, but facing forwards. The
general sound was obtained by mixing the outputs of the two, no backward facing cardioids
being used. The noise level seemed to be lower
than usual, and the occasional unpleasant
boxiness of the hall was absent. Iwas informed
that the audience was not acapacity one, and
this almost certainly helped the sound. In the
Britten work the strings reproduced with a
rather wide stereo, and with an attack which
particularly suited the music. The inner string
parts were very clear, occasionally almost too
clear, since the ensemble of the orchestra was
not as good as it might have been. The violin
concerto also fared well, and Iassume that a
touch of solo microphone was added on the
violin. In the Hymn of Jesus, some 4038 ribbon
mikes were used to pick up the chorus, and
these were panned and mixed in with the sound
from the two stereo mikes, in order to help the
stereo balance.
Occasionally the chorus
sounded a little close, but this is almost certainly preferable to their being distant and
muddy, which would have been the case if
extra mikes had not been used.
The same old control desk was used, but this
is likely to be replaced by anew one similar in
design to the one installed at the Royal Albert
Hall and used for last year's Proms.

Letters

Being so pleased with their service, Ithen
sent a Decca es Mk. 1 head to Messrs.
Expert Pickups. This needed chiefly a new
stylus, but also being some 15 years old some
refurbishing of the stylus cantilever was also
needed. This was returned exactly eight days
after I posted it, again including all postal
times and the effects of three-day working.
Messrs. Rank- Leak-Wharfedale deserve a
commendation for helpfulness in contrast to
the many stories you print of blank refusals
from manufacturers whose wares are returned
for repair after much shorter intervals than
nearly 20 years. Messrs. Expert Pickups are
to be commended for providing an excellent
quality, fairly priced and expeditious service.
Yours faithfully

sounds.' Hollywood was not fully exploiting
the photo sound track. Apart from limiting
the dynamic range so that the many obsolete
reproducing systems would not be upset, the
frequency range was deliberately reduced. A
35mm optical track is capable of an upper
frequency limit of 18-20 kHz; the upper limit
in use was 7,500 to 8,000 Hz.
Yours faithfully

to whisk away the hiss from the tape. As
listened to the music while the unit was
operating, Iliterally could not believe my ears.
The need to use both the filter on the amp and
noise limiter on the deck was gone. As far as I
am concerned the DNL is just about the best
thing since sliced bread. Ihave tried it out with
open- reel decks, and found it even helps a
Dolby Unit along too! While there may be
non-Dolby cassettes in existence, Irecommend
all tape addicts to get one of these units. It has
also done wonders for my FM radio reception.
Yours faithfully

.about expert service
From: Stephen H. Robbins, Thurlestone Grange,
Thulston, Derby DE7 3FE.
One feels that the occasional story of
good service would brighten the correspondence
columns of your excellent magazine.
In January Isent two Leak Mk. 2 mono
pickup heads to Messrs. Rank- Leak-Wharfedale
in Bradford. These items being almost 20 years
old, they had quite understandably ceased to
repair them. Nonetheless, they forwarded them
at no expense to me, to Expert Pickups Ltd. of
P.O. Box No. 3, Ashtead, Surrey, who quickly
produced areasonable estimate for the repairs
and stylus replacements required. Within
about three weeks, both were returned in first
class order, including postal times and the
difficulties of three-day working.
DEAR SIR,
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. . . about an inferior substitute
From: Charles
London NW6.

Fyffe,

52

Holmdale

Road,

DEAR SIR, Raymond Spottiswoode in Film and
its Techniques (
Faber & Faber, 1952) does not
share Mr Poole's enthusiasm for the optical
sound track ( reader's letters, March). The
Academy standard was established in 1939
when many theatres were still fitted with
original sound equipment. ' The industry' says
Spottiswoode ' concludes from the absence of
complaints that the public already has what it
wants.' He adds, later in the book, ' Only habit
has accustomed the moviegoer to an inferior
substitute within the theatre walls—habit and
a wish to escape from life into a world of
comforting sights and soothing and mellifluous
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... about false damping factors
From: P. J. Walker, Acoustical \ Ianufautirïng
Co. Ltd., Huntingdon PE18 7DB.
DEAR SIR, More and more do we see damping
factor incorrectly stated as the ratio of loudspeaker impedance to amplifiers' internal
(source) impedance. Figures quoted because of
this assumption are often many hundred per
cent in error, errors arising largely because the
source impedance of an amplifier is for very
good reasons seldom resistive at low frequencies.
The method of measurement laid down by
British Standards Institution obviates these
errors and should always be used if damping
factor is to be quoted.
To the user, of course, damping factor is
largely irrelevant because as soon as music is
played via a moving-coil loudspeaker at any
reasonable level, the speech coil will warm up
and change the absolute damping by an
amount greater than any variations between
amplifier specifications.
Yours faithfully

IIshould be stated at the outset that the
devices described here presuppose that the
reader already possesses aworking multiplex
stereo decoder. Therefore we are not
concerned with the various forms of doublers
and types of multiplex networks in use in
such decoders. This article is concerned with
the actual forms in which stereo itself is
regarded.
In all domestic equipment, stereo is
regarded as astrict ' right and left' affair. No
doubt most listeners imagine the two channels
being kept strictly apart from the microphone
to the speakers.
But this is not necessarily so! Take
gramophone records, for instance. The
diagrams printed in data books show the two
channels recorded at 45° to the vertical, the
two channels being mutually at 90° to each
other. But this is not how all cutting lathes
work! Actually, the signal used to be split into
two parts The sum channel consisting of all the
music added together—i.e., mono—which is
recorded from side to side ( horizontally)—
and the difference channel consisting of the
difference between the two ( right and left)
sides, which is recorded ' hill and dale'—
vertically.
The two channels of right and left were then
reconstituted into their respective sides by a
sum and difference process in the gramophone
cartridge, achieved by looking at motion along
the 45° axes. It is curious that many hi-fi
men seem to think there is something abit
peculiar about being able to do this!
But although discs were once cut this way
as amatter of mechanical convenience (for
1

reasons that do not concern us here) the
same principle can be extended to any form
of stereo—including radio.
Here again, we find the same idea applied
in the GE/Zenith system used by the BBC
(et al.) for stereo VHF broadcasting. The
sum signal is transmitted uncoded for
reception as ' mono' and the difference signal
is coded on aseparate superimposed channel.
This is technically described as ' asignal with
twin sidebands on asuppressed carrier of
38 kHz,' apilot tone of 19 kHz being
supplied to decode it. The normal domestic
decoder uses multiplex summation to restore
the R/L effect for normal reproduction.
The multiplex system is almost universally

used, because it is the simplest method (and
thus the cheapest). But this does not mean
that it is the only method!
As mentioned, it is easy to hear the sum
signal on its own, by simply not decoding it.
The difference signal is not quite so easy to
separate. At least, it is necessary to use ahigh
pass filter above, say, 16 kHz. If, therefore,
asharp cut-off filter is applied to any normal
decoder, the result will be complete suppression of the sum signal. In fact it will cease
to act as amultiplexer as such and become a
simple detector of the difference channel.
The ' catch', alas, is the impossibility of
getting asharp enough cut-off in aspace
between 12 kHz and 19 kHz without severe

Appn_
sum lyi
& dg
ffrerence
techniques
to stereo radio
Practical considerations & circuit design
of controls by Ronald G.Young
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phase shift which would disturb the correct
operation of the internal doubler of the
decoder. If, therefore, it is wished to obtain
an unsullied difference signal, it is easier to
use arather less-than- ideal filter and remove
the residual sum signal by cancellation.
Fig. 1shows asuggested method of doing it.
This is by no means the only method, but has
the merit of using alow number of
components.
Having now separated the sum and
difference, we can now obtain right and left
by summation. Fig. 2shows how the
process can be carried out. But—the reader
asks—why go to all that trouble when we
already have astereo effect without all that
gubbins? To this Ican only reply that if your
reception is perfect already, no reason at all!
But alas, most of us have to tolerate rather
less than ideal conditions. It is here that the
splitting of the sections conveys advantages.
Ifirst discovered this one day when trying to
find out why adecoder in apparently good
order refused to produce stereo. The beacon
lit, but no dice. It was quite awhile before
Itumbled to alarge capacitor across the
discriminator output! Yet the odd thing was
that it produced ' stereo burble'. On thinking
about it, Irealised that the burble was being
produced by the action of the diplexer
'chopping' the sum signal and thus producing
cross-modulation effects which were audible.
It seemed, therefore, to be worthwhile
to investigate the effect of bypassing the
diplexer and leave the sum signal unsullied.
The results are embodied in this article.

My apparatus is installed on the South
Coast in aplace notorious for continental
interference, but since installing it, Ihave had
better and quieter reception than seemed
possible. The advantages, Isoon found, go
much further than this. The first change
came about by putting the ' separation'
control on the front panel. It then literally
became a ' separation' control! Operation of
it in excess of normal causes a ' hole- in-themiddle' effect, but although 1do not recommend such usage, it remains auseful device
for ' dead' stereo broadcasts. Reducing it has
the effect of reducing noise level in bad
conditions.
It is only ashort step to a ' sum off'
switch. This is useful for adjustments and
also enables acheck on the nature of the
transmitted stereo. The next possibility is a
bass control on the difference channel. This
confers amethod of increasing ambience and
is thus labelled. With reduced bass, it is
possible to reduce the noise of studio
ventilation fans without loss of overall bass.
Which, incidentally, has little effect on the
stereo image. Fig 3shows the entire layout,
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which should be applicable to most decoders.
It will be noted that the difference signal can
easily be taken off and used for quadraphonic experiments. Another possibility is the
use of sum and difference tape recording,
which confers the advantage that if anything
goes wrong with arecording, there is afair
chance that the Sum signal—i.e., mono—will
be OK. Whistles on stereo can, of course, be
filtered out without much loss of fidelity (on
difference only). The sum signal can be used
for acentre speaker to eliminate the hole- inthe- middle found with over widely spaced
speakers. It is possible to install acarignition noise suppressor on the difference
signal only, thus reducing distortion.
Enough has been said to show that this
circuit has very great flexibility, no doubt
readers will be able to think of others. It is
very curious that this method is so little
known outside of professional circles. Fig. 4
shows asuitable sum preamp, though almost
any ' favorite' type can be used. Note,
however, that 50 lsec de-emphasis is needed,
supplied here by the combination of the 10 k
register and the 4.7 nF capacitor.

We're not saying the Micro MR-711 makes
other transcription turntables obsolete.
It merely dates them alittle.

The new Micro MR-711 is made by craftsmen who
specialize in the finer points of turntable design. Their
skill has produced aturntable with ahost of advanced
features which set a complete new standard in
transcription turntables. Employing a direct drive
system, with an electronically regulated DC servo
motor driving an aluminium die-cast 12.1" diameter,
4.4-lb platter, the two-speed MR-711 gives hi-fi
enthusiasts optimum performance. Wow and flutter
•
are less than 0.04% and the signal to noise ratio is
better than 58 dB. Distinctive feather-touch push
switches ensure easier, smoother operation. Built-in
controls provide maximum speed adjustment of 6%,
plus an illuminated meter display which allows finer
adjustment than the conventional stroboscope. And
there's aturnover type accessory pocket for spare shell
and 45-rpm record adaptor, etc. To complement their
superb turntable, Micro have fitted a new static
type tone arm, with an extra-rigid solid cartridge
shell for trouble-free low-frequency response.
Housed in a die-cast frame base, with
height-adjustable rubber shock absorb- ----ers, the MR-711 Is today's most advanced hi-fi turntable.
Other Micro Turntables
There are two more complete turn
table assemblies, Models MR-311
and MR-111, as well as two
transcription turntables, Models
NI R-711 Turntable Assembly £ 180-00 VAT
MR-31 ITurntable Assembly £81 -00 - VAT
MR- 111 Turntable Assembly £54.00 • VAT
MB-600 Turntable Unit £.54-.00 • VAT
MB-300 Turntable Unit &WOO • VAT
MA- 10I Mk II Tone Arm £ 33.00 • VAT
VF-3200:E Cartridge £ 12.00 VAT
VE-3200 ,XE Cartridge £ 11100 • VAT
VF-3200;6 Cartridge £6.00 • VAT
MSB-1 Shock Absorber £ l.80 • VAT
MX- IElectrostatic Headphones
(inc. Power Unit) £ 39.00 • VAT
Recommended Prices as at 1/3/74

MB-600 and MB-300. Take the MR-311 first. It has a
3-lb cast aluminium platter 121" in diameter, driven
via a belt by a 4-pole hysteresis synchronous motor.
Wow and flutter are less than 0.06(Y° and the signal to
noise ratio is better than 50 dB. The tone arm is a
tubular S-shaped model, statically balanced, with
revolving counter-weight, oil-damped lift and bias
adjuster. Next we come to the MR- 111, with its 2-lb
die-cast platter, 12" in diameter. A 4-pole synchronous
motor drives the belt, and the statically balanced type
tone arm incorporates abias adjuster. Wow and flutter
are less than 04% and signal to noise ratio is better
than 4:5 dB. Oil-damped lift also provided. Both these
units include awooden case and hinged perspex cover.
For those wishing to assemble their own turntable
units, two transcription turntables are available. The
MB-600 is ano-compromise, top-line unit employing a
123" cast aluminium alloy platter weighing 3-lb,
which is driven by aheavy duty. 8-pole hysteresis
synchronous motor, giving a wow and flutter •
figure of less than 0.05% and a signal to noise
ratio better than 52 dB.
Alternatively, there's the MB-300, which has
a 12" cast aluminium alloy platter
weighing 2.2 lb and driven by a4-pole
hysteresis synchronous motor. Wow
and flutter figures are less than
0.07% and signal to noise ratio
is better than 48 dB.
Sole UK Distributors:
Ilowland-West Ltd,
3-5 Eden Grove,
London, N7 8EQ
Telephone: 01-609 0253/4/3

Please send full details of Micro equipment
NAME

•
MICRO

ADDRESS
HFN ;
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1
from an Audio Logbook...by Donald Aldous
H

ARKING
backwards—that
seems a
more appropriate phrase in our context
than the familiar 'looking backwards'—is a
popular and growing pursuit these days.
Certainly, a nostalgic yearning for more
tranquil times and things past, even if they only
appeared to be in less turmoil on the surface, is
understandable today.
These thoughts arose from my re- reading of
two early Percy Scholes' books The First and
Second Books of the Gramophone Record,
published by the Oxford University Press in
1924 and 1925. Ican't resist acouple of quotes
from these texts: 'A very few years ago, fine
music was the private preserve of a few people
living in the largest cities. The Gramophone,
the Pianola, and Broadcasting, have changed
all that. The Pianola has certain advantages
over the Gramophone; for instance, it allows
you asay in the interpretation, and it gives you
genuine piano tone. But the Gramophone has
these great advantages over the Pianola— that
it is cheaper and that it can reproduce voices,
words, and the tone-colours of stringed and
wind and percussion instruments; and though
it costs rather more than Broadcasting it
triumphs over that in one or two ways, for it
allows you to choose your own concert times,
programmes and performers, and to repeat any
item as many times as you wish.'
'By means of the Gramophone people
everywhere can enjoy the Queen's Hall
Orchestra, or Chaliapin, or the London String
Quartet, or Sammons, or Samuel, or Busoni.
No other agency of musical reproduction for
years to come is likely to reduce the popularity
of the Gramophone. At all events it is as
popular now as it ever was, and Iam told by
Gramophone dealers that if Broadcasting is
affecting the sale of records in any way, it is
affecting them favourably, probably because it
is spreading musical taste and awakening
desire to domesticate the most attractive of the
works " wirelessly" heard.'
Dr. Scholes' comments on how to become a
critic and write a book on gramophone
records will appeal to my colleague-critics
I'm sure: ' You fill ahouse with Records of the
periods and styles you propose to discuss,
leaving yourself merely room to work, and
your wife merely room to approach you from
time to time with sustenance. One by one the
Records are tested upon the Gramophone, and
those that are badly defective are thrown into
the garden, which gradually assumes the
appearance of the shale heap above acoal pit.'
Referring to the plain man as critic, Percy
Scholes' remarks: 'The man who is not able to
begin to form a definite opinion upon a
composer's worth after ten daily performances
of that work upon his gramophone for five
successive days, is a man who will never make
up his mind about anything, and whose only
chance of getting married must lie or have lain
in a good use of leap year'.
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SOME THIRTY YEARS AGO Iwrote a small book
called The Manual of Direct Disc Recording,
destined to be the first text on this subject to
appear in the U.K. The publishers, Bernards
(Publishers) Ltd. of The Grampians, Western
Gate, Shepherds Bush Road, London, are still
active marketing their special brand of radio
and electronic handbooks and guides. Managing Director Bernard B. Babani has recently
sent me a selection of his latest inexpensive
volumes, ranging from Electronic Novelties for
the Motorist, Practical Electronic Musical
Novelties, to handbooks on ICs Equivalents
and Substitutes and an up-to-date book on
Transistor Equivalents and Substitutes.
Most of this material (excepting the last two
handbooks mentioned) is derived from the
well known Australian magazine Electronics
Australia, but is none the less useful to the
hobbyist because of its source. The newest
book in Mr. Babani's list of titles is the 2nd.
Book of HiFi Loudspeaker Enclosures. (
No.
204, at 60p). Among the designs, for which
constructional plans are given, are hornloaded models, a column system, omnidirectional units, loudspeakers for use with
electric guitars, arotating system (on the Leslie
principles), enclosures for churches/halls, and a
bookshelf unit. If you are a D-I
Y enthusiast,
this little book is well worth having.

'
We specialise in the hi-fi
non-specialist' a couple of features on hi-fi
sound appeared in the monthly magazine
Time & Tide for March, 1974. Mr. Ken Hall, of
Dynatron, is reported as saying that, whilst on
holiday last year in Jersey, he saw a stereophonic sound system relaying background
music. On investigation he found that the
loudspeakers had been installed facing each
other, each perfectly in phase with the other.
(sic.)
'But if you want astereophonic effect,' Mr.
Hall is quoted as explaining ' the loudspeakers
have to be out of phase. There has to be what
I'd describe roughly as a " suck- blow" effect.
These two loudspeakers were firing down each
other's throats and any stereophonic noise was
absolutely neutralised.' Well, well, we learn
something new every day.
On another page, the ever-genial hardworking Ted Howlett ( Rola Celestion) contributes a nice little piece on how hi-fi began,
but I see in the caption to the sectionalised
Ditton 15 photograph a reference to a 'domed
phrenolithic diaphragm ...' Dear Ted, please
tell me what this is?
UNDER A HEADING

Finnish broadcast in quadraphony has been transmitted from Helsinki by
the Government-controlled radio, Oy Yleisradio AB. The presentation, which lasted
about six hours, included recordings by the
European Broadcasting Union and a BBC
Promenade Concert. Oy Yleisradio announced
THE FIRST MAJOR
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in a statement that these broadcasts must be
regarded simply as abasis for further discussion
on the future of 4-channel transmissions in
Finland.
Finland's own contender in the quadraphonic
stakes is known as the Orthoperspecta or OP
system, due to the work of the Finnish
electronics engineer, Tapio Koykka. Ireferred
to this system in my Sept. 1973 Soundings.
Examining adescription of the OP technique—
translated into quaint English—it is stated that
quasi-quadraphonic or ambiophonic systems
have limitations so far as directionality is
concerned, but it appears the designers do not
consider this is important in music reproduction.
To quote, 'more important is that the instruments are not played in the same point.
However, with 'real' quadro sound this may
have significance, and it can give you the
impression of being in the middle of the
performers. This type of programme is suited
for broadcasting, but is not in sight within the
next few years. If we think how aconcert hall
functions, the quadraphonic reproduction is
equally unreal, as the recording technique tries
to place the audience in the middle of the
orchestra. The straight sounds through each
loudspeaker are masking the reflected sound
and push them below the threshold of audibility.
On the other hand the recording method and
reproduction system offer great possibilities in
the areas of electronic music and possibly
chamber music.' End of quote.
The OP system has been in production in
Finland for nearly 10 years, 1gather. In atest
set-up, an FM receiver, normal stereo decoder,
OP matrix, and two amplifiers, fed one
'summation' loudspeaker and two small side
speakers. Two small side LSs can be employed
facing each other on opposite walls, and the
'sum' unit can be placed in acorner of aroom,
if desired. The location of the loudspeakers is
stated not to be critical as ' direction finding' is
not desired. The OP system uses normal
stereo LPs, not any special kind of 4-channel
discs, and stereo broadcasts can also be used to
good effect, it is claimed.
The OP system handles the M. and S.
channels as stereo channels and also produces
the L. and R. information (as in the concert
hall) in the ears of the audience.
The advantages claimed include: (a) the
'surround sound' is largely uniform, over
practically all the room area, ( b) the sounds are
realistic, even at low levels, ( c) The record
player rumble components are reversed in
phase, so when summed they disappear, (d)
two-track MS recordings can be played on
4-track machine, because the reduced level S
track is corrected in playback, and (e) only one
high quality LS enclosure is needed, allied to
two modest side units, with non-critical siting.
Brahms
Manufacturing &
Development
Company, of Rochester, Kent, have been
marketing the Sabra system in this country.

We've put alot more into it,
so you can put alot more into it.

TANDBERG
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We've given the 3400X stereo all the usual
inputs. For tuner, record player and mikes.
But we've made it more versatile by putting
more into it. So you can use the 3400X either as
the heart of your stereo system or you can use
it as acomplete stereo recorder in its own right.
Look at these features and check them with
your requirements. Then add Tandberg quality and you will see why aTandberg man stays a
Tandberg man.
Tandberg Crossfield recording technique ...
Four sound heads ... Better signal-to-noise ratio
... Three speeds ... Flexible mixing facilities ...
Photo-electric cell for automatic stop ... Stereo
amplifier giving you 2x15 watts RMS

2Internal monitor speakers ... 2or 4track...
Pre-amplifier for record deck ... Front jack for
stereo headphones ... Separate volume controls
for each channel... Separate bass and treble
controls ... Good frequency response ... Plus
the famous Tandberg features:- sound-on-sound,
AB-test switch, 4figure tape position indicator
and utmost reliability and strength.
If you only want atape deck, then the 3300X
provides everything you could possibly want,
with apre-amplifier for use with your existing
equipment. Either way, complete the coupon for
further details about the 3400X stereo recorder
or the 3300X stereo tape deck.

3400X

To: Farnell:tandberg Ltd., Farnell House,
81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 1HR. Please send me your leaflet
on the 3400X stereo recorder and on all sound equipment.
(BLOCK LETTERS, PLEASE)
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bargain at 99p!' the record
A helluva
review concluded. Opportunity, it would
seem, had knocked at last! I'd been on the
look-out for a budget version of Paderewski's
Piano concerto in A, Opus 17—and this
might well be the end of my search! Iread
the text again ... ' It ( Paderewski's Piano
concerto in A, Opus 17) is fiery and
dramatic, with plenty of rhythmic verve
and melodic felicity, and more than a hint of
humour ... Recording is bright and clear
... a helluva bargain at 99p!'
As conclusive, Ithought, as anyone could
wish. Clutching my 99p in my hot little hand
(as Terry Wogan might say) Iwas almost
en route for the nearest record dealer when
acomment on the same disc, but in a
different magazine, caught my eye: ' This
issue of Paderewski's concerto disappoints
with scrawny recording, and, although
Felicia Blumental's readings are secure, the
same cannot be said of the orchestral support
from the Vienna Symphony Orchestra'.
Eyebrow raising stuff! Not unnaturally,
Ihesitated. Both opinions, it might be
assumed, represented the informed judgement
of competent critics. Even though the
equipment used in making their evaluation
would not necessarily be the same, it would
certainly be of similar high quality. Surely,
all reviewers must be equipped with nothing

analysis we are influenced in the choices we
make by what we have read. As a rule this
is a helpful thing. Clearly, even well-heeled
audiophiles haven't either the time or the
money to devote to more than a minute
selection of the swarm of records which
invades the shops, seductive in their brilliant
sleeves. And because most of us possess
neither the test-gear nor the technical skill,
we can't begin to assess the true value of
every addition to the ever-increasing range of
sophisticated equipment, the sole reason for
the existence of which is to extract the best
sounds possible from those very same discs!
Simply to read, without any expectation of
actually going out and buying, is part of
audiophilic joy—and most of us relish it!
On the other hand, albeit occasionally,
buy we do; and it is precisely then that we
are inclined to lean on the experts who are
so much wiser than we ourselves. Which
brings me back, Ifancy, to Square One.
Were the divergent assessments I'd come
across just isolated instances—critics, clearly,
must vary—or would acloser search disclose
other examples? Ibegan to scan the columns,
and, before long, came across this: Frank
Pourcel meets the Beatles: ' with a subtlety and
sophistication in the arrangements
unmistakeably Pourcel, and very, very
French ... Pourcel succeeds with a baroque
flourish here, a romantic sweep on the 'cello
there ... Frank Pourcel meets The Beatles
is one of the records in light entertainment
in 1972!' Yet, in a different magazine: ' An
example of what Studio 2 is too often like
is TWO***, offering the Frank Pourcel
orchestra with overblown presence and some
distortion. Cheap pickups can't cope with

*ariations
Variations
Variations
Variations on aTheme
J.R. Ellison reviews the reviewing situation

less than the best? Of course, pressings ( as
we all know only too well!) vary vastly in
quality. But even so, having made all these
allowances, how was it possible for the
advice given by the experienced critics
employed by two magazines of impeccable
repute to be so wildly at variance? It was, to
put it mildly, perplexing!
Ireturned the 99p to my pocket, and
pondered. ( The answer, by the way, to your
unspoken question—' Why didn't you ask
the shop assistant to play the disc, and make
up your own mind about it?'—is quite
simple. Have you ever examined the chisellike appendage which functions as a stylus in
many stores? Not, of course, in all; some,
indeed, are meticulous. All the same ...)
My thoughts ran on like this ... A major
part of every hi-fi magazine is devoted, quite
naturally, to helping the many hapless folk
who stumble along in the way Ido—with
plenty of enthusiasm, but a paucity of
expertise. Page after page—the number is
exceeded only by the advertisements—
analyses this, samples, tests, and assesses
that. Sometimes we understand what the
experts are driving at; sometimes we don't.
One thing is certain, however: in the last
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this sort of thing, and even high-class gear
will not transform it into brilliant sound ...
glossiest Studio 2style, with a nice lower
register, and too-acid top strings. Caution:
a recorded hum shows up on some tracks,
so don't buy if you use big speakers!'
Believe it or not, verbatim, and with nothing
lifted out of context.
By this time Iwas really interested.
Could it possibly be, Iwondered, that what
applied to records could be found in relation
to equipment? Again, Ibegan to scan the
columns. Before long, Iwas immersed in the
following review of the Goodmans
Dimension 8speaker: ' We have to report a
pleasant general effect, but any link with
stereophony seems accidental ... Dimension
8is of medium efficiency, about the same as
a typical bookshelf speaker .... We are
surprised to see this design approach again.'
But in another equally authoritative
periodical, this was the evaluation: ' The
designers have succeeded in their objective in
creating a more solid and positive stereo
image ... the design gave a positive gain in
electroacoustical efficiency compared with
most contemporary models ... the
Goodmans Dimension 8designers have
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taken a different approach to provide a large
stereo listening area.'
So which expert does one follow? And
lest, once again, this might be thought to
be an isolated instance, let me mention
(though Ihaven't the exact text before me in
this instance) that the critic of one magazine
found that the Wharfedale Dovedale 3
speaker had a ' missing middle', while another
concluded that the mid-range dominated the
sound!
Ithen turned to amplifiers. Admittedly,
there wasn't much discrepancy; but Idid
come across one example which is really
quite superb. Iquote again: ' The overall
performance is impeccable, and Ican find
no fault' and ' General verdict must be one
of disappointment. Perhaps Ishould have
chosen another carton!' In each case, the
amplifier referred to was the Armstrong 521.
All this makes rather peculiar, and
possibly disturbing, reading. When you
consider, further, that it represents no more
than the tip of the iceberg-1didn't have to
search very hard to find my ' sample' of
contradictions. This sort of thing could well
spark off an ' anti-critic' reaction. But this
would be misguided. As 1wrote earlier,
most of us need the experts—it may be
'warts and all', to quote Cromwell's
celebrated phrase, but we need them. No
doubt the differences are disconcerting.
Consider, however, the insipidity and
uselessness of unanimity! Imagine for a
moment that you came across the following
in a hi-fi magazine: ' It is a sad commentary
on our lack of musical appreciation that
Aaron Copland's Appalachian Spring is more
widely known now than ever before simply
because an excerpt from it formed the
signature tune for BBC TV's " Horse of the
Year" show-jumping programme last year.'
If you came across that—which heaven
forbid—you might deduce, like any schoolmaster reading the same sort of duplication
in two individual essays, that somebody had
been ' peeking' over somebody else's shoulder!
It is hard, no doubt, to understand how
one man can reach a totally different
evaluation of a record, a speaker, an
amplifier, from another; but it is surely
preferable that this should be so, provided
always that his report is honest and unbiased.
Undoubtedly, it throws more onus on to the
reader: for one thing, the skimpy facts Ihave
set out here may prompt someone else to
examine a number of opinions before making
his own decision—something, incidentally,
which no critic, however competent, would
really suggest that he can do for anyone else!
The bewilderment may linger; but it seems to
me that the Vital Ingredient is acertainty
that the critic ( whoever he may be, and for
whatever periodical he writes) comes to his
task with an open mind. No company
manufacturing similar equipment employs
him; he doesn't give, or withhold, his
accolade because he is paid to do so. What
he sets down in his column represents his
honest, informed personal judgement.
Invaluable though his expertise may be, it is
vital that this is reinforced by professional
integrity of a high order. We can hope for
no more. We should be grateful, no doubt,
that se do find it.

WAA

Pure quality.With no strings attached.
Pure quality. What anyone who's anything
in HiFi strives for. Sound reproduction that's
as perfect as the source itself.
Yet consider the problems involved in
accurately reproducing the sounds made by
say, acomplete orchestra. An incredible range
of frequencies from the lowest bass, to the
highest treble of aviolin on top G.
It may well be sweet music to the human
ear, but feed all this into an amplifier, and on
full power, the kind of stresses set up by these
frequencies would cause considerable damage
to any ordinary speaker system.
But the Tandberg TL5020A speakers are
far from ordinary. On the contrary these

speakers incorporate aspecially designed
protection system for the two high treble
dome tweeters, to combat the kind of damage
caused when operating under heavy loads,
automatically cutting out when the power falls
off.
New 12 inch bass and 5inch mid range
speakers, and new components in the crossover
network ensure maximum sound distribution
without distortion under all conditions, and the
complete package has been carefully mounted
in acoustically damped cabinets.
The Tandberg TL5020A speakers system
for people who want the quality of 'live' music.
without the strings attached.

TL5020A Speakers
To: Farnell-Tandberg Ltd., Fame!! House, 81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS:3 1HR.
Please send me your leaflet on the TL5020A speakers and on all sound equipment.
(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)
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The Record and Music Scene

GRAttlOPHILE

JOHN WILLIAMS

optimism. The area for exploration is enormous, and we have a
terrific impetus to explore with
the guitar as we haven't anything
else to fall back on. The guitar
has always been an instrument of
popular music—true, it's been
abused, but the way in which the
guitar has developed in pop and
jazz has given an impetus to the
instrument in all fields. I don't
see how any classical guitarist
could not admire and be inspired
by the playing of the early blues
guitarists, or Django Reinhardt,
or how some of the pop guitarists
play. It broadens your appreciation of what can be done with
guitar sound and feeling.'

Festival Itall concert
guitarist John Williams gave the
première of Stephen Dodgson's
second guitar concerto; how did
he feel about the work? 'I'm
delighted with it. The first concerto was written twenty years
ago, it's marvellous, and I've
played it a lot; however, I did
think it would be nice if he wrote
another one. I suggested it to
Stephen, and he came up with it
about a year ago. It's a very
different work from the first concerto, in instrumentation and in
form. It isn't in the almost conventional three movement form
of the first, but in five sections
linked together by short cadenzas.'
What of the problems in writing
for the guitar? ' Stephen's always
written incredibly well for the
guitar. He gets things that are
idiomatic—not in an obvious
way, but in a way that shows off
the sound of the guitar—with
very original writing. He uses the
instrument in away that no other
composer does. As far as balance
goes the first concerto was conceived in terms of a guitar without amplification, and it works
that way. This time Iwanted to
use amplification. I felt that it
would give Stephen more scope
when writing. The final orchestration was thus entirely different
to the first: strings, flute, oboes,
clarinets, oboe d'amore, harp,
trombones,
glockenspiel
and
marimbas. It gives a slightly
exotic feel.'
Repertoire is always a problem
for the guitarist: what are his
feelings on the subject? Does he
have to dig deep for works to
make up programmes? 'One has
to dig a bit, but not too hard. If
you had to dig really deep you'd
only end up with little pieces
which might help fill up a programme—you just can't transform what is basically a small
repertoire into a large one by a
lot of digging.'
Does he find it a satisfying
repertoire? ' One of the problems
has been that there are larger,
more extended pieces for the
guitar but they aren't really of
good quality. By playing a selection of shorter pieces—even
though they may be short on
musical value as well, at least one
can show off those little things
of magic and variety in the guitar's
sound. True, one doesn't have a
huge classical repertoire to fall

back on, but I don't think the
answer is to play second-rate
pieces. You could play a sonata
by Sor or Ponce, and it lasts
twenty minutes—a nice long
piece, but it's not necessarily
good. They are not great concert
pieces of the standing of Beethoven or Schubert. This doesn't
apply as much now as it did 15
years ago;
there are many
more interesting works about.
However, the problem is not over
by a long way. Imyself tend to
play a little less rather than play
the same work too often. The
most interesting development in
the repertoire is in finding new
forms for concert pieces: with
tape or ensemble. Guitarists have
been obsessed for too long with
finding new solo repertoire, and
there is still a lot to be done by
composers in finding new ways
of using the guitar.'
Such a situation obviously involves him in contemporary
music. 'One is thrown into contemporary music more, though
that doesn't automatically mean
avant-garde. For example, Patrick
Gower has just written a Rhapsody for guitar and prepared tape.
The tape consists of himself
playing electronic organ recorded
on eight tracks, and myself
playing electric guitar. With that
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AT A RECENT

HEADLINE NEWS
MUSIC,
that curiously
uncommerical Cinderella figure
on the fringes of most people's
conscience and consciousness,
has another fairy godmother.
Decca have launched an ambitious series devoted completely
to it.
With the first issues
of Messiaen, Bedford/Berkeley/
Lutoslawski and Takemitsu ( reviewed elsewhere in this issue)
they hope to provide a catalogue
broadly representative of contemporary developments. Names
mentioned for future issues include Henze and Gerhard, but at
the time of writing much is still
under negotiation. Despite the
enormous scale of productions
such as Messiaen's Transfiguration,
producer James Mallinson hopes
that they will eventually be selfsupporting: and while Decca are
obviously interested in sponsorship they emphasize that they are
not prepared to relinquish artistic
control.
A trickier equation
than most, but if the repertoire
choice continues to be as inspired
as the first three, they may even
solve it.
MODERN

.
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I play the acoustic part " live".
It's a very original piece, lasting
about half an hour and there is
nothing like it for any other
instrument that I have heard,
but it is not at all avant-garde.
The overall impression is of a
very lush work, despite extensive
use of bitonality and chromatic
build-up of chords.'
What of the technical problems
of contemporary music? ' Inever
feel that Ican learn apiece unless
Ilike it enough to want to play it.
The problem with avant-garde is
that it is so complex to read that
you have to spend ages working
it out to hear how it sounds.
Everything has to be played very
carefully if it is to make its full
effect. To work it out and learn
to play it properly takes a hell of
along time. One might do that—
sometimes you do, and then find
that you don't think much of the
piece. You have to learn it before
you know whether you're going
to like it!' We mentioned ensemble work. ' Iwish there was
more ensemble work, especially
in modern music. Ithink Iprefer
playing in ensemble rather than
playing solo.'
He is very confident of the
future. ' The drawbacks in the
guitar's repertoire and background both contribute to my

LPO PLANS
THE

LONDON

PHILHARMONIC

OR-

announced its plans for
the future to aparty of journalists
at the Festival Hall on March
14th—plans stretching rather further into the future than usual.
The Managing Director of the
orchestra, Eric Bravington, told
us that they were thinking as far
ahead as 1978-80.
Among plans put forward
was a new policy regarding conductors.
After
consultation
amongst the board and the orchestra, certain conductors were
selected as particularly suitable
CHESTRA

celebrates 20 years
of assisting gramophiles with
dust and static problems
WHAT A RECORD!
MOST OVERSEAS COUNTRIES HAVE EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

for U.K. price list please apply:
CECIL E. WATTS LTD., DARBY HOUSE, SUNBURY-ON-THAMES, MIDDLESEX

T O continue

the list of early makes begun i
n
the last Historically Speaking:

BEKA
The Talking Machine News was printing
advertisements for Beka Records as early as
1906, when the latter company were making
discs of 7in., 8in. and 11 in. sizes. Most of the
artists in the very first issues were relatively
unimportant apart from music hall stars like
Sam Mayo and Little Tich. As mentioned in
the previous article, the world famous soprano
Zélie de Lussan recorded four titles for them
in 1906. These were well recorded and are
worth a place in the most fastidious collection.
For a time after this they recorded little of
moment in the serious field, but in 1911 they
brought out the 12 in. 'Beka Meister' records
with well known artists like George Baker,
Lenghi Cellini, Jamieson Dodds and a few
others. In 1914 they added Hedwig Francillo
Kaufmann, Fritz Vogelstrom and Blanche
Tomlin, but they were unable to provide
adequate opposition to the principal companies
like HMV, Columbia and Odeon, and were
finally absorbed into the group of companies
under the aegis of Carl Lindstrom. A comparison between the advertisements for 'Beka',
`Coliseum' and ' Scala' records for the period
1914-1916 makes interesting reading. It is
highly probable that they used identical masters,
sometimes changing the name of the artist
either for contractual reasons or merely to
provide variety! Thus George Baker appears
on ' Scala' and ' Beka' under his own name,

Gramophile

by John Freestone
singing
Balen (II Trovatore) and 'Credo in
un Dio cruder (Otello) on 12 in. records price
3/6 each, whereas ' Walter Duncan' sings
identical titles on ' Coliseum'—also 12 in.—for
2/6. It is difficult, in the light of many similar
examples, not to think that the three labels
were very closely connected, although the Beka
Company seemed to devote more of its output
to the classical repertoire on the 12 in. series.
BELTONA
These records were issued by the music firm
of Murdoch who were well known dealers in
sheet music and pianos. They gave their
address in The Gramophone for July 1924 as
'The Murdoch Trading Co., 69-61 Clerkenwell
Road, London, E.C.1.' Their recorded output
was largely popular in content, with supplements devoted to Scottish records, and
occasional operatic records by artists like May
Huxley, who made a few titles of standard
coloratura arias for the company. She was a
very well known broadcaster in the 1920s and
was a pupil of Mathilde Marchesi, so that her
records are of more interest than are most of
the Beltonas. The firm had a comparatively
short life, and Ican find no mention of any new
lists after 1927, so presumably they did not
long survive the introduction of electrical
recording.

1975-6 one. Obviously this will
place a strain on the orchestra's
finances, but it is hoped that industry may be persuaded to make
up the balance.

for the LPO, in the light of the
Orchestra's success and reaction
with them.
These were approached, and all agreed to
strengthen their association with
the orchestra and commit themselves to a certain number of
appearances with the LPO each
season. Georg Solti will now
conduct up to eight LPO concerts a year, Daniel Barenboim
will conduct six, and Giulini will
appear three times a season.
Bernard Haitink will continue to
conduct eleven to twelve concerts a year with the orchestra.
Another interesting aspect of
LPO future policy will be aseries
of national tours. The orchestra
has had great success on its
foreign tours, but it is nearly
twenty years since it undertook a
tour in Britain! The orchestra
feels that this is a situation that
must be remedied, and hope that
in the future they will tour not
only the established musical
centres such as Liverpool. Manchester, etc, but also those towns
that have not had alive orchestral
concert for many years. It is
hoped to undertake two four-tofive-day tours in he 1974-5 season and a ten-day tour in the

who appreciate the
finer points of their Bartok we
have a confession to make. In
his review of the Boulez/CBS
recording our critic stated that—
'
in fact Boulez is fractionally
faster than Bartok's markings'.
After much timing and listening
we have come to the conclusion
that Boulez is in fact slightly
slower than Bartok's markings.
Boulez turns in a timing of 36
minutes, 49 seconds, while Bartok's timing for the work is 36
minutes 28 seconds. Our critic's
comments were based on the
timings given in the Boosey and
Hawkes score which were unfortunately incorrect. Our apologies
to all those with a good stop
watch.
Further abject apologies are
due to CBS for one of our critics,
comments in the February issue
regarding the Glenn Gould Bach
48 ( book 1). Stephen Daw misleadingly gave the impression
that he had specific information
on CBS recording techniques;
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BROADCAST
These records were on sale for a few years
from about 1928 onwards. The original issues
were 8in. records and it was claimed that they
played as long as the standard 10 in. ones,
since the grooves were rather narrower than on
the more conventional- type discs. They were
priced at 1/3 each originally, and this was later
reduced to 1/-. They catered for the popular
market with well known comedians like Sandy
Powell, Bobby Comber and Albert Whelan
proving best sellers. They also introduced a
'Broadcast Twelve' which was a 10 in. record
playing for the same time as the average 12 in.
one. There were afew attempts made to invade
the classical field, with recordings of serious
works, like Maurice Cole's version of the first
movement of Schumann's Piano Concerto on
Broadcast 5231 and 5232 at 2/- per record!
Singers included Thea Phillips, an excellent
soprano, and the well known English tenor,
Frank Titterton, who recorded under his own
name and also as Francesco Vada.
Broadcast records were launched by the
Vocalian Company, but their life was comparatively short, and by May 1934 they had
joined forces with ' Imperial' Records to issue
'Imperial-Broadcast' discs at 1/6 each, and they
included titles by the famous tenor Tom
Burke and the well known American comedian
Eddie Cantor. The merger of the two makes
proved an abortive attempt at survival, however, and by 1935 the trickle of new issues
finally petered out.

we understand that the recording
in question was not subjected to
unusual editing in the respects
that he implied and apologise for
any inconvenience which may
have been caused.

very upset that our readers may
get the wrong idea about her
orchestra. We apologise to all
those people who were no doubt
very upset by our omission.

MORE MISTAKES

gramophone society
is arranging its fifth weekend at
the Palace Hotel, Torquay from
Friday to Sunday 8-10 November
'74. As usual the programme will
feature contributions from many
well-known members of the industry.
Among those present
will be John Culshaw, John Amis,
Edward Greenfield, Peter Gammond, Robert Leslie of DG and
Raymond Cooke of KEF.
There will be the usual series of
recitals, lectures and panel games;
plus demonstrations from some of
the hardware companies. The
weekend will also include two
'live' concerts, one by the Torbay
singers, and the other on the
Sunday by Daniel Chorzempa.
There is always a great demand
for places at the Torbay weekends, and interested parties are
advised to book early to avoid
disappointment. Booking forms
can be obtained from the Hon.
Treasurer,
59
Penwill
Way,
Paignton, Devon.
overleaf

CBS CORNER
FOR

TORBAY WEEKEND

THOSE

of the CRD Record
series, of which the first two
(Trevor Pinnock and Lidholm/
Stenhammer/Rosenberg) were reviewed in March, is £2.85 per
record and not £2•49 as stated.
In Michael Thorne's review of
the latter, complaint was made
about the lack of a libretto; in
fact a four page insert includes
this, but was not sent with the
review copy.
THE

PRICE

STORMS TEACUPS AND
THINGS

February issue of III NiRR
we carried an article by Richard
Saxby entitled Behind the Scenes
—a piece discussing the life of
orchestral musicians in general,
based mainly on his experiences
with the LSO. This was illustrated with a photo of Sir
Adrian Boult conducting an
anonymous orchestra. However—
horror of horrors--the orchestra
turned out to be the BBC Symphony Orchestra, and Auntie is
IN THE
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Gramophile
MTA CONFERENCE
THE MUSIC TRADES ASSOCIATION,
which has recently moved to new
premises at 12 Alfred Place,
London, WC1E 7EB, held its
1974 Record and Tape Conference and Exhibition on 19th and
20th March at the London Tara
Hotel.
Unquestionably a successful
event in its new venue, the
programme and
organization
reflected great credit on hardworking Margaret Davis ( Secretary), her MTA staff, and the
Association industry members
helping to run the show. Among
the companies exhibiting were:
A & M Records, CBS, CRD
(Continental Record Distributors), with amost impressive collection of unusual labels, Decca,
EMI Shopfitting Division, Phonogram, Precision Tapes, Pye Records, and RCA Records. The
last company had a large stand,
abutting the lecture area, backed
by murals of the Co. Durham
factory, but no records or anything else on display. Other exhibitors included Musonic and
Bradley's Tape Directory.
More than 160 delegates and

industry personnel attended the
two-day sessions, climaxing with
the Conference Dinner and presentation of the 1973 MTA Record
Awards—see separate news item
for details of winners.
Among the lecture sessions
presented was Norman Harper
(Decca Factory Manager) on
record manufacturing problems,
a provocative address by Gerry
Oord ( MD, EMI Records) on the
future of the record business depending on the dealer's own efforts,
apanel of personnel from Capital
Radio discussing the impact of
commercial radio on record sales,
Geoffrey Bridge ( Director of
British Phonographic Industry)
on the growing problem of
record piracy and bootlegging,
particularly with tape cartridges,
and two panels of record company personalities answering delegates' questions over awide range
of topics.
These questions were mainly
concerned with distribution, marketing, and pricing problems, but
the technical side of equipment
was touched on by HEN/RR's
Editor, John Crabbe (demonstrating most effectively the virtues of
good replay system for cassettes as
a selling factor today) and John
Portlock MD, Bang & Olufsen,

sketched trends and potential
growth of the hi-fi market in the
U.K. in the years ahead.
To close, on a sour note, we
must comment on the inadequate
PA system installed at this hotel
for conference presentations in
the Shannon Suite. Having said
that, in fairness, the inability of
many speakers to use the microphones intelligently appalled this
observer. In fact, some of the
industry people could benefit
from attending one of the
technical courses run for retailers
and their staffs by the MTA
Training Centre every year.
MTA AWARDS
THE following awards were made
at the 1974 Record & Tape Conference Dinner at the London
Tara Hotel : Best Operatic Record:
Berlioz Benvenuto Cellini, BBC
Symphony, under Davis (Philips
6707 019). Best Choral Record:
Schumann, Scenes from Faust,
VPO, under Solti (Decca SET
567/8. Best Orchestral Record:
John McCabe, Notturni ed Alba,
etc., City of Birmingham Orchestra, under Frémaux, HMV
ASD 2904. Best Concerto Record: Walton/Stravinsky, KyungWha-Chung, LSO, under Previn
(Decca SXL 6601). Best Solo

Instrumental Record: Schubert
works, Clifford Curzon (Decca
SXL 6580). Best Chamber Music
Record, Vaughan Williams String
Quartets, Music Group of London ( HMV HQS 1292). Best Solo
Vocal Record, Mozart Arias,
Margaret Price, and English
Chamber Orchestra, under Lockhart (RCA SER 5675). Best Historical Reissue: Rachmaninov,
Symphony No. 3 and Vocalise,
Philadelphia Orchestra, under
Rachmaninov ( RCA Vic 6057).
Best Mid-price Record: Haydn's
Symphonies Nos. 20 to 35, Philharmonia Hungarica, under Dorati
(Decca HDNB 7/12). Best Budget Record: Wagner's The Flying
Dutchman, with soloists Bayreuth
Festival Chorus, under Keilberth (Decca Eclipse ECS 665/7).
Golden LP Award ( Pop): David
Bowie's Aladdin Sane (
RCA
RS1001). Silver LP Award (Pop):
Simon and Garfunkel's Greatest
Hits (CBS 69003). Golden Single
Award (Pop): Tie a Yellow Ribbon. Dawn ( Bell 1287). Silver
Single Award (Pop): Eye Level,
Simon Park Orchestra (Columbia
DB W:16).
Dec..a, Philips, Supraphon,
Argo, CBS, and HMV collected
many high commendations for
various releases.

AT LAST THEY ARE HERE
Hi -Fi experts have been advocating for a long time, the
placing of speakers on stands. WELL!
We at H.M.B. Engineering have taken up the challenge
and have produced a superb speaker support. Which we
believe will not only improve the quality of sound reproduction ( irrespective of the cost of your speakers), but will
add grace and charm to your home. We took great care
in designing asupport which is not only sturdy and good
to look at, but one that will reduce any bass resonances
that may be produced by placing your cabinets on the
floor.
We thought of small but nevertheless important things,
such as discreetly hidden input wires.
Screw fixtures which will enable you to screw to the back
of the cabinet and not into the decorative surfaces.
A protected platform, again to prevent damage to your
cabinets.
So if you feel that your speakers lack that little something,
may we suggest that you follow the expert's lead and invest in a pair of supports at only £23•10 including VAT+
75p p & p. Easily the most economical way of improving
your speaker system.
H.M.B. ENGINEERING,
WOLVERHAMPTON.

-

Fort Works, Pelham Street,

Telephone: Wolverhampton 772831/2/3

H.M.B. ENGINEERING, Fort Works, Pelham Street, WOLVERHAMPTON.
Telephone: Wolverhampton 772831/2/3
Please rush me literature on your SPEAKER SUPPORTS.
Name
Address
HEN 5
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ESPITE several BBC broadcasts of
Palestrina over the years, its composer
Hans Pfitzner is still hardly known in this
country, even among music- lovers.
Doubtless the new DG recording under
Kubelik ( reviewed last month, p. 110) will
. create some interest and help account for the
enthusiasm of British devotees—but Pfitzner
was by no means aone-work composer,
though even in his native land he does not
enjoy the widespread admiration or
popularity he undoubtedly deserves.
The centenary of a musician's birth is
usually the time for recognition, for fresh
insights, at the very least for reappraisal.
The year 1969, which saw the hundredth
anniversary of Pfitzner's birth and the
twentieth of his death, caused surprisingly
little stir even in Germany and Austria.
There were some new productions of
Palestrina, predictably, and Munich— long
the centre of Pfitzner activity— saw a
student production of Das Christ-Elflein and a
programme at the National Theatre of
excerpts from three of the operas. But
there wasn't even a trickle of gramophone
recordings, not amajor production of any
of the four less famous operas, and Idon't
recall the BBC making any telling gestures
to introduce Pfitzner to Britain.
Does this mean, the impatient reader may
well be asking, that Pfitzner is less
'important', a ' less good' composer than,
say, Reger, whose centenary last year started
ripples that are still spreading? Or that
Richard Strauss, born five years before
Pfitzner, was a ' better' composer to the
extent that his easy, even meretricious,
success implies? Or that the importance for
the future of Busoni and Schoenberg from
the same generation entirely outweighs
Pfitzner's less revolutionary solutions to
similar problems? The answer to all these
questions is asimple ` no'. As Ishall hope
to show, Pfitzner's contribution to the art of
music is an entirely personal one, its
importance lying not in influences exerted on
contemporaries or successors, but in the
creation of works that no one else could
have written, yet without which the life of those
who know and love them would be poorer.
People who know only Palestrina and
imagine there is aclose and intentional
parallel between the sixteenth-century
composer and Pfitzner himself (who was
here and here alone his own librettist) may
be surprised to learn that he was also an
experienced and active practical musician,
one who became ( to his cost) increasingly
involved in such public spheres of life as
politics, ethics and aesthetics.
He was born in Moscow on 5 May 1869,
the son of a violinist and a pianist. The
family moved back to Germany when the
future composer was still a baby, his father
having secured an appointment as conductor
at Frankfurt. The boy soon showed musical
promise and he became a piano pupil of
James Kwast and acomposition pupil of
lwan Knorr at Hoch's Conservatoire. He
then ( 1892) began to teach at Coblenz and
to gain experience both as composer and
executant. In 1894 he secured an unpaid
post as repetiteur at Mainz which led to that
company's giving the first performance of
his earliest opera in the following April. He
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Issue of the
Complete Palestrinà
provokes
reassessment of a
neglected composer

by Peter Branscombe
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now began to acquire a reputation as both
teacher and composer, and in 1897 he was
invited to join the staff of Stern's
Conservatoire in Berlin. In 1903 he was
appointed first conductor at the Theater des
Westens in that city, in 1907 was invited to
Munich as aconductor, and in the following
year he moved to Strassburg as director
of concerts, of the Conservatoire and, from
1910, head of the Opera. He remained
there until the end of the war when,
following a period of indecision, he settled
at Unterschondorf, south-west of Munich.
The years in the Bavarian lake-side setting
were a welcome change after the rigours of
the life of a music-director; and until the
death of his wife in 1926 these years saw the
composition of aseries of fine works. He
began to be famous, to receive civil orders
and decorations, and in 1929 he accepted a
teaching post at Munich to add to his
position as professor of composition at the
Prussian Academy of Sciences, Berlin ( he
was permitted to do most of his teaching at
home). In 1934 he reached retiring age in
his post at the Munich Academy of Arts
and was obliged to take up conducting
again. During the Second World War he
was bombed out of his house in Munich,
temporarily made his home in Vienna, and
then spent the last years of his life first as
Strauss's near neighbour at GarmischPartenkirchen, then as an inhabitant of an
old people's home outside Munich, and
finally at Salzburg, where he died on
22 May 1949, just after his 80th birthday.
Pfitzner was a remarkable mixture of the
visionary and the realist, the aesthete and
the practical man of affairs. This contrast
is marked in Palestrina, the first and third
acts of which inhabit the withdrawn, pure
world of the artist, whereas the second act
(which the composer could countenance
being performed without its music, as a still
greater contrast to the lyricism of acts Iand
III) is set at astormy meeting of the Council
of Trent, where political and personal
ambitions play quite as large a role as does
the debate on the future of polyphonic
church music. The dichotomy is similarly
marked in Pfitzner's own life—the austere,
philosophically inclined composer is at the
same time the man who in younger years
had married his teacher Kwast's daughter
Mimi in a runaway match at Canterbury,
and who could in an emergency take over
on stage the role of Beckmesser in place of
asuddenly indisposed singer, or assume the
big part of Cardinal Novagerio in Palestrina
in similar circumstances ( the one a bass
role, the other a tenor).
During the Nazi era Pfitzner was capable
of writing an angry letter to Hermann
Goring when the latter turned down his
request for a state pension as ' scrounging':
'I shall preserve your letter as a " cultural
document" of inestimable value and a
companion piece to the kick the Bishop of
Salzburg could administer to Mozart with
impunity. Heil Hitler!' Yet Pfitzner also
took part in the famous ' Strength through
Joy' scheme whereby art was brought to the
people; in 1937 he conducted aconcert in
a railway repair workshop, his rostrum
being an upturned cable-spool while the
overleaf

orchestra sat on araised engine turntable.
Thomas Mann comments that Pfitzner had
assumed apolitical personality from the
moment during the First World War when
he dedicated achamber work to GrandAdmiral Tirpitz; despite the show of
strength in his letter to Goring, Pfitzner's
role in the Nazi era was one that, as
Klemperer relates, found him sadly
awaiting de-Nazification enquiries afterwards.
As well as being the most successful postWagnerian exponent of the leitmotif, and
the heir both to Wagner's musical language
and Schopenhauerbased philosophy,
Pfitzner also took over his exaggerated
patriotism. This is found not merely in
Palestrina's clear relationship (though hardly
musical or philosophical indebtedness) to
Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, in particular
to the desire to rekindle asense of the
greatness of Germany's art and her past
(Pogner's address, Sachs's final panegyric).
More dubiously, it is found in the desire
for racial purity. Thomas Mann, whose
admiration for Palestrina and its composer is
as powerful as it is surprising, relates an
anecdote wherein, following three hours of
wining, dining and speechifying in praise
of Pfitzner on his fiftieth birthday, the
composer and his wife thankfully left the
gathering; on reaching the cool air of the
street, Pfitzner remarked, ' D'you know what
I'd like now? Now I'd like to see aJew!'
Despite this patronising though healthy
reaction to an access of nationalistic
chauvinism, Pfitzner had already committed
himself to anti-Jewish opinions, and thus to
the suspicions of posterity.
Pfitzner's example is agrave warning of
the problems that arise when the artist
becomes involved in political controversy
(this is practically the subject of Hindemith's
opera Mathis der Maier). The artist can,
within the confines of his own art, express
enlightened views; yet Pfitzner was heavyhanded and extremely reactionary when in
Futurist danger (1917) he attacked Busoni, and
in the New aesthetic of musical impotence (1919)
he confronted, through the medium of Paul
Bekker's book on Beethoven, the Jewish
influence in recent musical history. His
target was ostensibly the Viennese development
of atonality, which Pfitzner saw as an
excuse for the absence of melodic
invention ( Schoenberg was later to begin
work on aparody of Palestrina for the
Society for Private Musical Performances).
And when Alban Berg in his reply,
The musical impotence of Hans Pfitzner's new
aesthetics, took up the cudgels, he fell into
the trap of attempting to prove the rightness
of value judgements in the field of aesthetics.
It is with relief that we can turn from
morals and aesthetics to Pfitzner's music.
He wrote for awide variety of media, and he
continued to be active as acomposer
until late in his long life. It would probably
be true to say that, though not aonemasterpiece composer, only Palestrina, the
third of the five operas, is generally known
even in German lands. In fact the middle
years of his life—from the beginning of
work on Palestrina when he was forty until
the completion of the great cantata

Von deutscher Seele when he was fifty-two—
produced the finest of his works. Before
Palestrina he wrote no work that is likely
to survive in the repertory, and after
Von deutscher Seele the remaining two and
ahalf decades brought forth many works
of beauty and interest but none that
positively demands to be regularly performed.
Without wanting to go anything like as
far as Hans Keller did in arecent broadcast
in praise of the libretto of Palestrina
('great poetry, reaching at times, especially
in the first act, to the level of Goethe'), I
am sure it cannot be chance that makes this
opera so profound and inspiring amasterpiece: both in this opera and in the cantata
of 1920-21, asetting of verse by the
Romantic poet Eichendorff, Pfitzner was
setting words that are infinitely worth
reading for their own sake, and which yet
take on still richer connotations when set to
music. Above all, these two works are in
their ethical content and musical style both
austere and rich, delicate yet bold, fervent
yet imbued with the spirit of resignation;
together, they are the finest expression of
the sense of mystery and the search for
grace of this wise, chaste intellect.
Of the other operas, Der arme Heinrich
(Mainz, 1895) to alibretto by Pfitzner's
English friend James Grun based on
Hartmann's Middle High German idyll, is
linked to Wagner not only by the theme of
self-sacrifice and the choice of an old
German legend, but also by the theme of
purification. Despite Bruno Walter's
advocacy during his Munich years, Der
arme Heinrich has never secured aplace in
the repertoire. The second opera, Die Rose
rom Liebesgarten (
Elberfeld, 1901), again
to alibretto by James Grun, is set in a
fairy-tale world of romantic wonders and
self-sacrifices; it is seldom heard even in
Germany.
Turning to the later operas, Das ChristElflein (
Dresden, 1917) in the form in which
it is quite often revived in Germany is a
light Christmas fairy-tale; Pfitzner originally
planned asetting of Ilse von Stach's tale as
far back as 1901, and in 1906 ascore
consisting of songs and incidental music
was given under Mottl at the Court Opera
in Munich. In 1917, after the première of
Palestrina, Pfitzner then revised the work
as a ` Spieloper', and in this form it has
enjoyed successful post-war revivals in
Vienna and Munich. The last of the operas,
Das Herz (
double première in Berlin and
Munich, 1931, conducted respectively by
Furtwüngler and Knappertsbusch, and
soon followed by productions in Czechoslovakia, Austria, Switzerland, France and
Sweden), was afailure, despite its glamorous
launching.
Apart from the operas, Pfitzner's other
work for the theatre includes performing
versions of Hoffmann's Undine and two of
Marschner's operas, and incidental music
for lbsen's Feast of Solhaug and Kleist's
Das lathchen von Heilbronn. Among his
other vocal works are several for soloists,
chorus and orchestra, and over one hundred
songs, mainly settings of the Romantic or
neoRomantic poets he loved and understood
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so well. It is interesting that he virtually
abandoned writing for the voice after the
failure of Das Herz. There are several
chamber works ( including three string
quartets and alate sextet for clarinet).
Pfitzner's orchestral compositions are few in
number but high in standard—two
symphonies, the earlier an arrangement of
the second string quartet, the second a
powerful and impressive work dating from
1940; there is also a ' Little Symphony'
from the previous year, first given under
Furtwângler; and there is asequence of five
concertos ( two for cello, one each for piano
and violin, asmall double concerto for
violin and cello) dating from 1922 until 1944.
Even the diligent record collector can
hardly hope to have arepresentative
Pfitzner discography, though over the years
quite anumber of his works have been
available to special order, in the domestic
catalogue or in Germany. Pfitzner himself
recorded the three preludes from Palestrina;
more recently there was aBerlin PO/Leitner
coupling of these preludes with the second
symphony ( earlier done by both Biihm and
the composer himself). Pfitzner also recorded
the double concerto and accompanied afew
of the songs, some of which have been
recorded by anumber of distinguished
soloists— Fischer-Dieskau and Engel did
ten of them in 1961, and more recently Prey
and Moore included five on aDecca recital
disc. Von deutscher Seele appeared on DG
early in 1967 in aglowing account under
Keilberth, though ironically this two-disc
set was withdrawn during the centenary
year. Now of course we have the fine new
Kubelik Palestrina, from which there used
to be abrave, solitary 78 recorded by
Lorenz Fehenberger (alas not by the late
Julius Patzak!) of the scene late in Act I
when angels inspire the composer to write
the Missa Papae Marcel/i. Incidentally, a
small reminder of Pfitzner the conductor is
included in the recent DG anniversary
album: the slow movement of Schumann's
second symphony.
Undoubtedly the high point of Pfitzner's
career was the première of Palestrina in
Munich on 12 June 1917, conducted by
Bruno Walter (and not, as the BBC tried
to convince us in January, by Klemperer),
with the composer himself producing and
with Karl Erb in the title- part and acast
including Feinhals, Bender, Schützendorf,
Kuhn and Maria Ivogün. Piety or special
pleading are perhaps necessary to keep
Pfitzner's other works before the public;
with Palestrina he created one work that is
sure of immortality, one that 'stands at the
end of agreat period', as Mann put it; or,
to use Pfitzner's own words, whereas Die
Meistersinger was the apotheosis of the
new, apaean for the future and for life, ' in
Palestrina everything looks towards the past,
it is dominated by sympathy with death'.
This past is evoked not by pastiche but by
inspired recreation and devoted absorption;
the conservatism ( but also the realism) that
lies behind Pfitzner's portrayal of the ageing
composer may seem old-fashioned, but it is
uncompromisingly honest and lies at the
root of his noble and utterly distinctive
musical personality.
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to dress up their new super powerful
4000 amplifier and tuner
Power galore 17 watts RMS
continuous, both channels driven
into 8ohms and 60 watts per channel
music power into 4ohm speakers.
Sensitive controls such as the
constant power balance control to
avoid changes in listening level when
adjusting balance, switched disc
input giving required sensitivity and
equalisation for both magnetic and
ceramic cartridges, and switchable
active scratch filter - 12 dB per
octave.
Refinements. Active volume control
circuits to come close to the perfect
log response curve and to maintain
balance even at very low listening
levels.

To match it there is the new 4000
tuner giving you

We did not feel we could improve
on the simple good looks and functional
excellence of our existing case.
But inside it is completely new.
Just look what the sophisticated circuitry of the
new Sinclair 4000 amplifier offers you.

Indestructibility. Short of taking an
axe to it, the amplifier is
indestructible. There is automatic
protection against short circuited
output and gross overloads, and all
critical components are generously
rated.

Excellent selectivityand sensitivity
with twin dual-varicap tuning and 4
pole ceramic filter IF selection, anew
muting system for silent tuning
between stations, and a19 transistor
integrated circuit multiplex stereo
demodulator giving 40 dB channel
separation.
Freedom from drift with switchable
AFC with thermistor control.
AM rejection is first class from a26
transistor integrated circuit balanced
coincidence detector.
Low distortion 0.2% output ( 100 mV
for 30% modulation).
Recommended retail price £39.95
(Excluding V.A.T.)
All Sinclair hi-fi products are widely
stocked throughout the country. Ask
your dealer for ademonstration.

And we back this claim with ano
nonsense five year guarantee.

In case of difficulty contact:
Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London Road,
St. Ives. Hunts. Tel ( 0480) 64311

Recommended retail price £49.95
(Excluding V.A.T.)
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Permit us this momentary bit of self-indulgence, because our intentions are
pure: to assist you in choosing the best pickup cartridge for your hi-fi system,
within the practical limitations of your audio budget. To begin, if you feel
uncomfortable with anything less than state-of-the-art playback perfection,
we heartily recommend the Shure V-15 Type Ill, a cartridge of such flawless
performance it is the perfect companion to the finest turntables and tone
arms available today — and those coming tomorrow. At a more moderate
level of performance and price, we suggest the Shure M75ED Type 2, a
superb performer second in trackability only to the Type Ili. For optimum
performance with a limited budget, the yeoman Shure M44E is for you. All
in all, these are three great ways to enjoy music with the kind of system
you have decided is best for yoti.
Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881
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A column of second thoughts, new discoveries and old favourites

A

LOOKING BACK

TEMPTING-LOOKING new opera set
arrived this morning. Attractively boxed
and wrapped in cellophane as it should be—
factory sealed and therefore in perfect condition for my enjoyment. Ithought I'd just take
a careful look at the discs to see them in
pristine state . . . but, alas and alack . . .
and would you believe it! They were absolutely filthy, with dust and white specks that
were clearly visible without any need for close
scrutiny. For goodness' sake; what's the point
of sealing records that are already dirty—or is
it just a sales gimmick? Personally, I think
it's avery serious matter and needs looking into!
Musically, the record companies continue
to serve us well, but erratically. Their ways
are strange and beyond our Ken (who is avery
keen collector). Isn't it strange, for instance,
that with The Four Seasons being certainly the
most popular classical work of 1973 with an
issue of the four concertos nearly every month
(the responsibility Ibelieve of my near neighbour, Mr. Frank ' Casanova' Finley), that we
were for so long without a complete set of the
12 concertos fancifully known as ' Il Cimento
dell' Armonia e dell' Inventione'—a contest
between harmony and invention—from which
the four popular concertos come. The curious
attraction to pieces with titles is not a modern
fad; apparently this happened right from the
start and The Four Seasons were always
Vivaldi's top hits. But you would think that
sheer inquisitiveness would have made people
want to listen to the rest of the work. They
are in no way inferior. At the end of 1972 we
could get an imported set on Erato (STU
70679/81). Now a very fine set from CBS
with Zukerman leading the English Chamber
Orchestra and some excellent continuo work
from Philip Ledger. There is a feeling of
freshness about the playing and the recording
which I find very attractive. So if you want
The Four Seasons, why not get them in context with the rest of the work? Even more
attractive as they are all got onto two discs
at £4.72 (CBS 78225).
In passing it is interesting to note that at
last we have Litolff's Concerto symphonique,
Op. 102, complete— having enjoyed the Scherzo
only for many years ( Genesis GS 1035). And
here's another peculiar situation. For ages,
one of the notably neglected Mozart Piano
concertos has been No. 12, K4I4 in A. It was
in the complete Anda cycle (which Ihope to
mention next month) and Ihave had a great
deal of pleasure from an LP put out by Decca
many years ago on which Britten was soloist/
conductor in an inspired Aldeburgh Festival
performance. Now, no sooner had Ireceived
the Kentner/Beecham reissue of No. 12 ( WRC
SHB 20-5 record set), than along come two
very fine modern performances from Brendel
(Philips 6500 140) and Barenboim ( HMV
ASD 2956). Ifind it difficult to choose between
them. Brendel's is obviously a more sensitive
performance: introspective, variable, even
moody; but, because of all these, highly
poetical. Barenboim sees it, as many commentators have done, as a robust, straightforward sort of work, graceful and sweet but
uncomplicated. He plays it with greater élan;
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and, oddly enough, I think the two very
different performances both succeed.
The
work is pliant enough to be moulded into
many shapes. In making a recommendation,
perhaps the couplings will have to decide—
Brendel, K453; Barenboim K459. Inarrowly
preferred the bold clarity of the EMI disc to
the subdued clarity of the Philips, but both
are good.
The Ha finer Serenade has had a chequered
career on record. There has been a fairly
steady stream of recordings but few satisfactory
ones. Well, that doesn't matter now that we
have one which should please everybody; a
nicely alert yet graceful performance under
Willi Boskovsky. Just listen to the opening
to hear what fine orchestral control there is,
with one of Decca's top-class recordings. This
should remain a top recommendation as long
as it is in the catalogue ( Decca SXL 6614).
Opera issues have been interesting and rewarding. I will not say much more about
William Tell, which I reviewed at length in
November, except to say that having had an
opportunity once more to sit down and listen
to it in relaxed mood, tam grateful that we
have been given a chance to hear this neglected work to such good advantage. It will
stand to get many more listenings ( HMV SIS
970-5 records). I cannot say that Verdi's
Simon Boccanegra has quite the same place in
my affections. It makes an interesting comparison with Tell as both are essentially
'political' operas. Its plot, even as revised by
Boito, is involved and tiresome, but it is full
of lavish music and is yet another ideal gramophone opera—to my mind. Anyway we are
getting good representation of Verdi on disc,
and this new recording is a noble replacement
for the old Los Angeles/Christoff/Gobbi recording that used to do good service on the
HMV label, then on 5 sides. The new one is
spread over six ( RCA MLDS 61007) and stars
the widely hailed Katia Ricciarelli. The recording is a little disappointing. Massenet's
old-fashioned, yet characterful Thai's, has not
been seen around in the opera houses for some
time. Maybe it will never get back there but
once again the gramophone gives us asplendid
opportunity to examine its richly French score.
This is an old recording, dating back to 1961,
but has—surprisingly—not been issued in this
country before. It sounds very good and is
extremely well done by all concerned. Interesting to make further acquaintance beyond
the well-loved old Meditation, and at very
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reasonable cost ( Decca ' Ace of Diamonds'
GOSR 639/41).
I've confessed too often to aliking for music
which asks nothing more of the tired mind
than to listen with pleasure to its lyrical endearments to worry about doing it again. Even if
it means enduring an academic sneer or two.
Such a piecé of music is Tchaikovsky's Rococo
rariations; one of the friendliest of compositions written for the cello, in the same nononsense vein as his Serenade. Not having
found a satisfactory substitute of my Gendron
recording on Decca ( now no longer with us),
Iwas happy at last to find anew recording that
handles the work to perfection. Tortelier is a
far more searching cellist, and he draws every
drop of blood from the work. He then demonstrates his prowess as a conductor in some
more entertainment music from Grieg; the
Holberg suite and the 2Elegaic Melodies. With
the Pezzo capricioso of Tchaikovsky thrown in
this is a pleasantly light-hearted record for
those moments when one doesn't want to be
too high-powered ( HMV ASD 2954).
I'll round off with two very different records,
offering varied kinds of entertainment. We
don't need to labour the fact that Bartiik's
Concerto for orchestra is one of the most
exciting and adventurous pieces written for
orchestra this century. Thirty years ago, when
it was written, it may have outraged afew ears
but it has gradually won its way into many
conservative hearts, and is always a winner in
gramophone recitals. I like the recent CBS
recording under Boulez for a crystal clear performance and a recording to match (CBS
73161). Imust add that it has a very strong
rival in the highly recommended Pritchard
performance which costs much less than half
the price ( Classics for Pleasure CFP 176). The
Boulez record is handsomely packaged, however, and Ifeel that our reviewer was a little
ungenerous in only giving a B for recording.
We have so long relied on Decca to carry
out the duty of putting our most distinguished
composer, Benjamin Britten, on disc that it
comes as a pleasant surprise to find EMI stepping in to give ahelping hand. The song cycles
Winter words ( Hardy); On thh island (
Auden)
and the Seven Sonnets of Michelangelo were
among some of the earliest LP issues and the
Peter Pears recordings of the first two are still
around on an Eclipse reissue ( ECS 629) with
the composer at the piano. These will certainly
survive as historical performances. Iam glad
that Robert Tear is establishing his fishing
rights in Britten, because he is an ideal interpreter. Much as one must admire Pears for
his sensitive interpretations, he does strike
some people as being rather aloof, even cold.
Robert Tear is a singer who comes over with
considerable warmth and friendliness and this
is an added attraction in songs like these which
start with a certain inbuilt austerity. This is a
tremendously attractive addition to the Britten
discography ( HMV HOS 1310).
My plea in December for guidance on the
kind of coverage that readers like in their
record reviews is still bringing in letters from
all quarters of the globe. More on this ( space
permitting) next month.

Of all the 4-channel disc systems available,
This isn't an ad to convince you
MATRIX• • •
• Oa
that 4-channel stereo is better than
SYSTEM
• ••
2-channel stereo. There isn't a
• • ••
•••
manufacturer who wouldn't tell you
•••••7
Nee •
that.
Instead, we'd like to clear up some
AOriginal Recording B Encoding C Transmiaaron
D Decodeng EArneher-speake
of the confusion that surrounds the
various 4-channel disc systems.
CD- 4
• • • •
0 • • •
First, a few facts.
DISCRETE
1. A pure system is one that achieves
4 CHANNEL
• • • •
• • • •
SYSTEM
four ' discrete' channels.
••••
••••
2. While ' discrete' has been a
relatively easy achievement on
AOregmal Recording BModulato C Transmismon
4-channel tape, it has not been on record. D Demodulator E Arnim., - Speaker
3. The matrix systems, as fine as
the existing stereo record, then are
re-converted back to four with the use
they are, are not * discrete'.
of adecoder.
4. CD-4by JVC is. In fact, it is the
It sounds very good on paper.
only ' discrete' 4-channel disc system
Unfortunately, the four channels can
you can buy.
never be exactly reproduced, resulting
in ahigh level of interchannel crosstalk
CD-4 vs. other systems
and aless than ' discrete' sound.
To fully understand the advantage
JVC, on the other hand, believes
of CD-4, let's look at the chief
that the less you tamper with sound,
disadvantage of the matrix systems.
the purer the sound.
They are based on the 4-2-4 concept.
From that theory came the CD-4
Or, four channels from a master tape
record, acompatible stereo recording
are converted to two to pass through

with two extra channels, researched
and developed by JVC, and later
released on the JVC, RCA, Warner,
Atlantic, Reprise and EMI's Elektra
labels.
So now, what is recorded as four
'discrete' channels in the recording
studio goes on record as four ' discrete'
channels, and ultimately reaches the
ear as four ' discrete' channels.
This is JVC's exclusive 4-4-4
technique. Or the CD-4Discrete
4- Channel Disc System.
Some special equipment
In addition to the record, two other
discoveries helped JVC perfect
the system.
First is aDisc Demodulator
4DD-5that is placed between
the turntable and the
onamairu»
amplifier. It is an absolute
essential to anyone setting up
asystem.
And second is avery special
cartridge with Shibata stylus.
Although not an absolute
comenme..
ellTICAL BMUS
essential (there are others on

only

can be considered Discrete.

the market), it guarantees the
extremely wide frequency range that
occurs with CD-4Discrete 4-channel
sound.

CD -4is compatible

If you already own equipment with
4-channel capabilities, you can easily
convert to the CD-4Discrete system
simply by adding the JVC CD-4
Demodulator to the ' discrete' facility on
your amplifier.
If you're starting from scratch, we
suggest you look to JVC first, the
creators and developers of CD-4. You'll
find JVC equipment brings out the best
in your stereo records and, with its
matrix circuitry, you can also take
advantage of the many matrix 4-channel
records now on the market. But nothing
beats our very own CD-4records.

What we've put together here is
only a suggestion as to what you can,
do with CD-4equipment. More
specifically:4VN-990. 4-channel Integrated
Amplifier with SEA (Sound Effects
Amplifier). 280 watts output.
4DD-5Disc Demodulator.
4VR-5456. 4- channel Stereo Receiver
with built-in CD-4Demodulator and
SEA. 256 watts of continuous power
at 4ohms.
VL-5. 4-channel " Ready" 2-speed,
belt-driven Auto-up Turntable with
4MD1OX 4-channel cartridge.
SX-3. Soft Dome Wide Directional
Speaker System. Handles up to 50
watts.
5911. Remote Control Unit. Controls
4-channel sound and balance from the

comfort of your chair.
5944. 4-channel[2-channel compatible
Stereo Headphones. Provides totally
private 4- channel listening.

And finally, atest

There are two very good ways to test
the performance of any system.
First,take atrip to your favourite hi-fi
specialist, preferably one where
you know the people. Ask them about
CD-4Discrete 4-channel stereo.
Second, listen to CD-4.
Because, no matter how much we
talk about it, we couldn't tell you just
how beautiful it is to listen to.
So why not drop into that specialist
soon.
Only then will you really experience
the remarkable sound of CD-4
Discrete 4-channel stereo.

A wide range

Every enthusiast has his own idea as
to what constitutes the perfect system
With CD-4equipment, an enthusiast
can build his own kind. The range is
that extensive.

another step closer to reality
JVC (U.K.) Limited, 453 Caledonian Road, London, N7 9BA. Tel: 01-607 6568.

Celestion

El

Loudspeakers for
the Perfectionist

DITTON 66
STUDIO MONITOR
A new Loudspeaker of advanced design suitable
for studio use and for home installations of the
highest quality.
UNITS: HF 2000 ( dome
pressure type)
MF 500 ( Mid- range Dome
pressure' type)
Ultra linear Irbass driver and
A.B.R. The
crossover has resulted from considerable research and crossover points are at 500 Hz and
5000 Hz 80 Watts Maximum, 4-8 ohm. This
monitor loudspeaker system has an exceptionally wide and flat frequency response. Very
low order harmonic and inter- modulation
distortion. Precise response to transients.
Beautifully maintained polar response ensures
absence of unwanted directional effects and
provides a highly satisfactory stereo image
throughout the listening area. Matched pairs.
SIZE 40
15 x I /* Natural Teak or Walnut
Cabinet

12

DITTON 25
Recommended for luxury Domestic Hi -Fi
Installations. A system having extremely
low harmonic distortion and high sensitivity. This well established loudspeaker is
excellent value and will delight the most
fastidious audiophile. Noted by reviewers
for complete absence of ' listener fatigue':
smooth and effortless in performance.
UNITS: HF 2000, HF 1300 MK II ( two),
long throw I bass driver plus Ir A.B.R.
(auxiliary bass radiator). Substantially
level response from 25 Hz to 30 kHz
60 watts maximum 4-8 ohms. Matched
pairs.
SIZE 32 x 14 x II Natural Teak or
Walnut Cabinet

r

Write for details of Celestion sound equipment.

A remarkable innovation
exclusive ro Celettion for
use In conjunction with Hi Fi and Audio systems for
providing high quality television sound reproduction
from 625 line television
receivers.
•No direct corwitction tu
the TV is required, the
roi.ipling being effected by
an inductive pick-up.

DITTON 44
MONITOR
Designed for the discriminating listener...
wide, smooth frequency response. Exceptional transient performance, superb controlled
bass, accurate mid- range—and
smooth extended highs.
UNITS: HF 2000, MF 6 and Ultra linear
long throw bass speaker. Crossover
system of superior design at 500 Hz and
5000 Hz. Substantially level response from
30 Hz to 30 kHz 44 watts maximum4- 8ohms.
SIZE 30 x 144 x 10 Matched pairs
Natural Teak or Walnut Cabinet

Ir

DITTON 15
The world famous high performance ' bookshelf' loudspeaker
30 watts maximum. 4-8 ohms.
UNITS: HF 1300 MK II, heavy
duty
long throw bass speaker
plus
A.B.R. ( auxiliary
bass
radiator).
Substantially
level
response 35 Hz to 15 kHz.
SIZE 21 x 94 x 94
Matched pairs
This truly remarkable loudspeaker never fails to impress.
Natural
Teak
or
Walnut
Cabinet

r

'COUNTY'
Designed
for
budget
Hi -Fi
systems but without sacrificing
quality.
UNITS: HF 1300 MK Il and
special ir long throw speaker.
Substantially
level
response
from 45 Hz to 15 kHz, 25 watts.
SIZE 19 x 10 < 94
Natural
Teak
or
Walnut
Cabinet. Matched pairs

DITTON 10
Mk II
True Hi -Fi Sound from a
tiny precision speaker 20
watts, 4-8 ohms.
UNITS: HF 1300 MK II and
heavy duty 6" long throw
bass
speaker.
Substantially level response from
45 Hz to 15 kHz.
SIZE In x 64 x 84
Matched pairs
Natural Teak or Walnut
Cabinet

ROLA CELESTION LTD. DITTON WORKS, FOXHALL ROAD, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP3 8JP

The music world live and recorded

THE THINGS IHEAR

N

OT only do Ilike brass bands, but Ihave
actually set foot inside the famous Black
Dyke Mills. Yet my perennial hope that the
bands might develop a ' serious', tailor-made
repertory of their own (as distinct from
transcriptions and medleys) is tempered with
scepticism. There already exists, after all, a
whole series of specially written pieces by
Elgar, Vaughan Williams, Bliss, and others,
but what a small inroad they have made on
the mass of the bands' performances!
Iam not sure whether more success will be
won by such of today's composers as Malcom
Arnold, Thea Musgrave (a splendid set of
Variations for Band) and now Harrison
Birtwistle, whose Grimethorpe Aria was
written for the Grimethorpe Colliery Band
and was heard recently on BBC 3, in a
recording from last year's Harrogate Festival.
One difference is that the pre-war composers
accepted conventional brass band scoring,
often writing their pieces in ' skeleton' form
and leaving the actual instrumentation to
Denis Wright or some other brass band
musician. Today's composers insist on
re-thinking the instrumental layout for
themselves, very strikingly in Birtwistle's case.
The Grimethorpe band's musical director
is Elgar Howarth, well-known (especially with
the London Sinfonietta and the Philip Jones
Brass Ensemble) as trumpeter, composer, and
conductor. Such liaisons cannot but be
happily productive.

Arthur
Jacobs

and Beethoven. but also a Divertimento
written for the Trio by an Israeli composer of
today, Daniel Shalit. This was more than a
dutiful showing of the flag: it is a happy piece
which other piano trios might be glad to
know of. The day after this event, an
English piano trio ( the Bartholdy Trio:
Raymond Cohen, Christopher Bunting,
Anthya Rael) made its own debut in a largely
empty Queen Elizabeth Hall and sounded
dull by comparison.
WERE THERE aTrade Descriptions Act
covering the writing of sleeve-notes, Iwould
raise an eyebrow at CBS. How about this for
'Venus' in Holst's The Planets (
Bernstein
recording): You transcend death
You heal with
forgetfulness
you forgive
darkest wrongs
you are
hope itself
As addicts of Private Eye will recognize, this
is worthy of the immortal muse of Eric Jarvis
Thribb and no other. The record-sleeve presents
it as though it came from Hoist himself.

IT CANNOT be long, Ithink, before Deutsche
Grammophon releases in Britain the
recording of Dvorak's Piano trio in F minor
opus 65 by the Yuval Trio— already
available in Germany. A thrilling London
debut at the Wigmore Hall made it clear that
this Israeli ensemble ( Yuval is an alternative
spelling of ` Jubar the biblical ' father of
music') is among the best of its kind. Uri
Pianka and Simca Heled, its violinist and
cellist, are first-desk players with the Israel
Philharmonic. Jonathan Zak, its pianist,
leads the Trio with a splendid attack.
The London recital presented not only
works by such classical composers as Haydn

RECENTLY Iwrote of Rafael Kubelik as the
new music director of the Metropolitan
Opera, New York. Now no more, alas. A
disagreement with the management,
apparently, has led to his resignation, though
he will continue to conduct certain
performances. (The ' Met' has previously not
maintained a music director at all, simply
engaging conductors ad hoc for the per-

:T±.1;7,r,i, .pJ

TN a recent issue lasked why so many record
I collectors prefer not to become members of
Gramophone Societies and to ` Go it alone'.
The response has been most interesting, for I
have found in the past that most of the readers
of this column are members of some group;
it does seem, however, that the number of nonparticipants are growing and that Societies are
losing great numbers of potential members
through what seems to be largely their own
carelessness.
Mr. T. Jackson of Bournemouth is one
whose letter, had I the space, I would have
liked to quote in full. In the first place he says
that his avoidance of group listening is because he has top grade equipment and a cornHI-F1 NEWS 8c RECORD REVIEW

by Kenneth Lloyd

prehensive collection of records to enable him
to listen to several hours of music each evening
for some years to come; secondly that there is
a wide choice of works on radio; and thirdly
(and Ifeel this is the real reason he joined two
gramophone societies) the larger society he
belongs to changed its venue three times, each
time in a hotel. Once, the listening room was
next to the restaurant so that the volume had
to be severely restricted and the noise from
crockery and cutlery being cleared away made
listening impossible; after half a dozen attendances Mr. Jackson returned to the peace of
his own room,
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formances, always geared to top vocal stars.)
But Ihave just renewed my admiration for
Kubelik in listening to, and being totally
persuaded by, the recording of Pfitzner's
opera Palestrina (
DG 2711 013), where not
only do Gedda and Fischer-Dieskau shine as
the composer and the cardinal but the
orchestral playing and almost all the
supporting vocal parts are so well done also.
Strange that Deutsche Grammophon
should put out such a splendid set with an
English translation which is at times
carelessly inaccurate. Excusing his recent
inactivity as a composer, Palestrina says in
biblical phrase that he has ' hung his harp
upon the willows': the translator renders it as
'upon the wall'!
FROM TIME TO TIME we are reminded that the
black note on a keyboard instrument which
we call both A sharp and B flat is not ' really'
those notes but represents acompromise in
tuning. There have been occasional attempts
to fit a keyboard instrument with alternative
notes, one for the A sharp and one for the
B flat—and a harpsichord so constructed
was used in a recent concert by Musica
Reservata in the Queen Elizabeth Hall. The
claim that such an instrument was being
heard for the first time since the 17th century
seems to be as doubtful as its alleged name
of archicembalo.
Iam all for hearing such experiments in
tuning, anyway, if we can hear them.
Unhappily this programme, mainly devoted
to the Italian ' florid song' which was virtually
the avant-garde of the early 17th century,
gave no proper display of the instrument.
Nor did we even hear the vocal music, by
Monteverdi and others, to best advantage.
'Decent' voices are not enough: this music
requires no less brilliant and accomplished a
technique than that of Rossini and Bellini.
The Musica Reservata group has given me
much pleasure on record (for instance in 14th
century music by Landini and others, SAL
3781) so Ihope this lapse was temporary.
Significantly, the group's usual conductor,
John Beckett, was absent.

I
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Another society had a room where the heat
ing in winter was only turned on when the
meeting commenced and he was forced on
several occasions to sit attired in overcoat and
gloves. Nor apparently did either group make
any serious attempts to make him welcome.
It would seem that Mr. Jackson has been
unfortunate in his choice but Iam sure that he
is right for Iknow of many groups who function,if that is the word, in similarcircumstances.
How or why they do is quite beyond me, but
perhaps things have changed and I shall be
delighted to hear if there is a society in the
Bournemouth area who can let me know that
Mr. Jackson would be welcome, warm and no
longer an isolationist.

MUSIC ON RECORD
MUSIC ON RECORD

THE GREAT COMPOSERS

The
Strauss
Family
spite of their general acceptance in the
classical world ( and wholehearted admiration
from composers such as Brahms and Wagner)
the Strauss family—and we must think
primarily of Johann Strauss II—still linger in
that fringe world of music that is an inheritance of the deplorable musical snobbery of the
past. Things are better in this respect, but
many people still hover between the casual
acquirement of one or two Johann Strauss
works, like The Blue Danube and the Die
Fledermaus overture in various ill-conceived
collections, and going wholeheartedly into
exploring a composer who might do no
particular good for their cultural image or,
simply, may fail to satisfy in bulk. To be a
Strauss collector you do, in fact, have to have
an innate appreciation of the arts of light
music and a love of the subtle naiveties of
Austrian folk- music. I cannot see anyone
coming straight from a sophisticated and
exclusive ' highbrow' background and getting
the urge to be aStrauss collector.
As the record sales charts from 1903 to the
present have shown, the Strauss waltzes have
never lost their attraction and one feels that
many people would like to form a logical
representative collection of his music beyond
the accidental duplications that they have
inevitably acquired. The Strauss family are not
ungenerously represented, though somewhat
lopsidedly, and there is much interesting
territory to explore.
Johann Strauss II is the pivot point because
his achievement was the greatest and his range
the most ambitious. The music of his father
and brothers is an additional course to his main
meal. Strauss holds his exalted position in the
world's general musical estimation partly
because of the unquestioned inspiration and
genius that produced Die Fledermaus. There is
not much disagreement about the judgement
that it is the finest operetta ever written. It is
packed full of memorable melody; has no dull
moments or the usual padding; its story is
frivolous but amusing; its music is beautifully
constructed and orchestrated; and its vocal
demands are sufficient to attract any star opera
singer. The interesting thing is that, apart from
Der Zigeunerbaron (
which also had a good
libretto) and, to a lesser extent, Eine Nacht in
Venedig, Strauss did not have much contemporary or lasting success with most of his
operettas. The blame is put not so much on his
music but on his complete lack of discrimination in the matter of librettos.
At the present moment Die Fledermaus is the
only operetta of his available on British labels.
The latest issue on HMV ( SLS962-2 records)
under Willi Boskovsky takes precedence for
N

Boskovsky's naturally understanding direction
of the Vienna Symphony Orchestra ( perhaps
there is aslight wish that it could have been the
Philharmonic for slightly more flexibility) and a
starry list of soloists in Gedda, Rothenberger,
Holm, Fassbaender, Dallapozza, FischerDeiskau, Berry, etc.,—not a real weakness
among them and one particularly enjoys the
marked contrast between Rothenberger's wifely
Rosalinde and Holm's flirtatious Adele—and a
richly warm recording. This has pushed the
classic Schwarzkopf/Karajan classic from the
catalogue; but Karajan's later recording on
Decca (SXL6015/6) with Gueden, Kmentt,
Zampieri, Koth, Waechter and Berry, is not
entirely outclassed; indeed one or two items on
it are done better—especially a super-realistic
prison scene—and it has an absolutely first-rate
recording. It could be preferred for bite and
sparkle as opposed to warmth and friendly
gaiety. We should add that the ' gala' version
on three records ( SET201/3) is not worth the
extra except to collectors of operatic oddities,
_
-

Johann Strauss Jr.

_

namely a number of stars singing mainly
unsuitable songs for alaugh. As acheap label
version the old Krauss recording, again with
Gueden, remains a classic performance that
should satisfy the discerning palate ( ACLI45/6)
if not the hi-fi attuned ear. The Boskovsky set,
with considerable dialogue superbly done,
manages to be the overall latest and best.
At present we have no Zigeunerbaron
recording available and it is to be hoped that
Decca will see fit to put the Krauss recording
also onto Ace of Clubs. A World Record set
under Robert Stolz ( SOC173/4) was adequately
good and may still be discoverable; likewise
Stolz's similarly alert and stylistic directing of
Wiener Blur, a worthy posthumous collation
(SOC183/4). An imported Electrola recording
of Eine Nacht in Venedig (
SME81051/2) under
Franz Allers, is certainly worth ordering. A
very lively performance and strikingly recorded.
The sampling of the other operettas that we can
get through their overtures on various
Boskovsky discs— Cagliostro in Wien (
SXL
6332); Prinz Methusalem (
SXL6383); and
112

Der Waldmeister (
SXL64 19) (especially this
one) suggests that they ought to be worth
reviving, if only in highlight form, and it would
be a great service to the operetta student if
someone could undertake such a series. We
used to be better served in this respect.
Of course you should start by having all the
basic popular waltzes and polkas and what
better way to get them than in the series of
Boskovsky reissues 'The World of Johann
Strauss' ?—now three volumes available ( SPA
10, SPA73 and SPA312) ( also available in cassette form). Boskovsky's name is inevitably
linked with top-class Strauss performances but
(ungrateful as it is to say it) it could be said that
to have everything from his VP0 series is to get
an almost too predictable, casually professional,
view of Strauss. It is rewarding to turn to other
great conductors like Karajan ( DG 2545 010);
Böhm (DG 2530 316); Krips ( SDD133); or
even the wayward Barbirolli ( I refer to his
Strauss) (TWO180) for adifferent and interesting flavour. On the whole, steer clear of the
glossy American approach which inevitably
loses the true flavour; Common Market Strauss
is the best.
Once equipped with the basics, and having
acquired a taste for Straussian adventure,
several of the later Boskovsky ' New Year'
recordings venture into less known territory,
covering all the Strauss family. One can enjoy
such ' in' jokes as the Orpheus quadrille (
SXL
6419) and the following records will all reveal
some added delights—SXL6029; 6040; 6256;
6332; 6419; 6495; and 6526. Many intriguing
rarities are explored on the Stolz album ' Come
To The Ball' on BASF BAG21477 (2) and by
descendant Eduard Strauss on TV34328. For a
rare historical Strauss flavour, if not for
entrancing sound, it is interesting to hear 1927/8
performances under Johann Strauss III who
was born in Vienna in 1866 and would have
heard his uncle in action (Starline m SRS
5170).
We are used to hearing Johann and family
done in full symphony orchestra style and maybe accept this too readily as the right way. It is
unlikely that the Strausses often used more
than 30 or so players and more often than not
(particularly where Johann Strauss I is concerned) it would have been a small chamber
group. It is delightfully refreshing to hear their
music in this form. Several albums have been
issued in the past in authentic styling but the
only ones listed at the moment are aVanguard
re- issue which gives prominence to the works of
Johann Strauss Sr. ( SRV97SD); and ' Viennese
Dances' ( Decca SXL6344) with a good
selection of Strauss Sr., Lanner and the
younger Strausses. Both from the Boskovsky
Ensemble. To hear Strauss in the company of
his inheritors the Boskovsky series 'The Sound
of Vienna' can be strongly recommended
(Vol. 1—Columbia TWO368; etc). Finally, to
complete the picture, add to your collection an
entertaining record that lays the foundation of
the Viennese dance style (with music up to
Lanner but not including any of the Strauss
family) called ' Viennese Dances of the
Biedermeier Period' (DG ' Archiv' 2533 134).
P. G.
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* Toshiba SB-300 Pre/Main
Power Amplifier. 17w x 2RMS
(8ohms
1kHz).
Pure complementary circuit.
Sugg retail ( inc. VAT.) £ 66.

Toshiba ST- 500 FM/AM
Stereo Tuner. 4Gang tuning
condenser- ceramic filters.
Hi- blend switch.
Sugg. retail ( inc. VAT.) £ 99.

Toshiba SA- 300L Stereo FM/AM
Tuner Amplifier. 12w 2RMS
(8ohms O.8': Dist 1kHz).
Long- wave band.
Sugg. retail ( inc. VAT.) £ 105.

* Toshiba S6-500 Pre/Main
Power Amplifier. 35w 2RMS
(8ohms 0.4 30Dist 1kHz)
Pure complementary
symmetry circuit.
Sugg. retail ( inc. V.AT.) £ 110.

* Toshiba SA- 400 Stereo FM/AM
Tuner Amplifier. 15w x2RMS
(8ohms 0.8'G Dist 1kHz).
M.F.R. ( Multi-frequencyresponser).
Sugg. retail ( inc. VAT.) £ 105
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* Toshiba SA- 500 Stereo FM/AM
Tuner Amplifier 35w x2RMS
(8ohms 0.4°G Dist 1kHz)
M.F.R. ( Multi-frequencyresponser).
Sugg. retail ( inc. VAT.) £ 159.

* Equipment asterisked is compatible with the
Toshiba SC- 410S 4- Channel Decoder/Amplifier - which,
with two extra back speakers, will convert the system in
which it is incorporated to true 4- Channel quadraphonic
(and back to stereo) at the touch of a switch.
"Quasi- quadraphonic - is, of course, available from stereo
sources through the same system.

For further
amplification, see
yourToshiba
dealer.
TOSHIBA

In Tbuch with /bmorrow

Should you find finding aToshiba dealer difficult contact Derek Perriam at Toshiba ( U.K.) Ltd.,
Toshiba House, Great South West Road, Feltham, Middlesex. (Tel. 01-7511281).
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NONESUCH ROMANTIC

RACHMANINOFF: Sonat., Ir r. Minor,
Op. 19 For Piano & Cello
KODALY: Sonata, Op. 4 For ' Cello & Piano
Harvey Shapiro, ' cello; Earl
Wild, piano (H-71155)

ELGAR:

String Quartet in E
Minor Op. 83
SIBELIUS: String Quartet In D
Minor Op. 56
The Claremont Quartet (H-71140)

NONESUCH CLASSICAL

NONESUCH RENAISSANCE

FRANZ DANZI ( 1767-1826)
3Woodwind Quintets
New York Woodwind Quintet
(H-71108)

POMPONIO NENNA: Madrigals & Motets
GESUALDO: Instrumental Pieces
Accademia Monteverdiana
Trinity Boys Choir, Croydon Accademia Chorus
Denis Stevens, conductor Jaye Consort of Viols (H-71277)
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String Quartet No3
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KURT \X/EILL: Kleine Drei groschenmusik
DARIUS MILHAUD: La Creation Du Monde
The Contemporary Chamber Ensemble
Arthur Weisberg, conductor
(H-71281)

GEORGE ROCHBERG: String
Quarter No. 3
The Concord String Quartet
(H-71283)
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Records of the Montle
Brilliant organ sound for Chorzempa's Bach
Outstanding Bartok/Vivaldi coupling
Beethoven's early Mass from George Guest via Argo
Boito's Mefistofele
Brahms tour- de- force from Weissenberg
Tear's virtuoso versions of Britten songs
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RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise
our critics' findings, but should preferably be
noted in conjunction with the full reports—
and taken as aguide only.
Recording
Performance
A
Very Good
1
Good
2
Moderate
3
D
P
4
Historical
H(
or 1, 2, 3, 4
H
(pre- LP)
as appropriate)
Occasionally a record may be worthy of
special mention, taking it beyond the ' very
good' bracket. In such superlative cases a
star is added to the letter or figure as appropriate: e.g. B: 1*, A*: 2 or ( exceptionally)
A*: 1*. cHi Fi News & Record Review.
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may
be assumed to be stereophonic unless its
number is accompanied by ( monophonic),
C) ( quadraphonic) or T ( stereo transcription)
The symbol (fk- refers to areissue and omdicates aDolby cassette.

Takemitsu and contemporary keyboard
Rubinstein and Guarneri Quartet in vital Dvorak
Tortelier as cellist and conductor
Some fine Mozart from Böhm, Prinz and Zeman
Rossini's newly discovered Mass
More Dylan discoveries

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
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128
129
139

DUE TO MANY LAST-MINUTE PRICE CHANGES AS WE GO TO PRESS, SOME OF THE PRICES SHOWN IN THIS SECTION MAY
BE INACCURATE. WE APOLOGISE FOR ANY INCONVENIENCE CAUSED THEREBY.
ALFVEN: Swedish rhapsody 1 Elegy / GRIEG:
'Peer Gynr—suites 1 2 , JARNEFELT: Praeludium
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra IPaavo Berglund
HMV ASD2952 (£2.40)
It is good to have a new performance of
Alfven's friendly and evocative Swedish
rhapsody ( Midsommarvaka) particularly one
that captures the Swedish spirit so well. Most
people will know it from the catchy folk-tune
with which it begins and which Mantovani
and others have made good use of. They will
also find other themes of familiar folkiness;
the second one has awell-known English and
American equivalent and Smetana used a
Czech version in one of his best-known piano
pieces. In fact, it is full of good tunes
cunningly woven together and you can
either take it as a first-rate piece of light
music or something more profound. It is
also good to hear more of the composer in
the sombre Elegy. Berglund takes a serious
and romantic view of the Peer Gynt music,
drawing a rich sound from his orchestra.
There is plenty of competition in this field, of
course, and Iam much taken with Karajan's
account ( DG 2530 243)
with
the
Sigurd
Jorsalfar suite; but if you are looking for a
nice warm recording of the work and would
like to have the Alfven, Iwouldn't hesitate to
recommend this as alikeable alternative. The
recording is warm to the point of occasional
thickness. [ A/B: 1]
Peter Gammond
BACARISSE: Concertino in a, Op. 72 RODRIGO: Guitar concerto ' Concierto de Aranjuez'
Manuel Cubedo ( gtr) IBarcelona Symphony Orchestra
IRafael Ferrer
Contour 2870 365 (
79p)
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This recording was made in Spain and the
price tag, so to get it for 79p is a great
sploist, Manuel Cubedo, is known, Ithink,
bargain. Ihope it will introduce many more
only in his own country. If any company
to Rodrigo's delightful concerto. [ A/B: 1]
should be looking for a new guitarist ( not a
Peter Gammond
pressing need at the moment) they could look
J. S. BACH: Italian concerto
Chromatic fanto this excellent musician. To mention the
tasy and fugue
Inventions and others
Rodrigo concerto first, because it is the
Ralph Kirkpatrick ( hpd)
familiar work, this seems to me an exce lent
DG 2726 016 ( 2Records) (£3•50). R ( 1959, 1960, 1961,
1962)
performance in every way. The guitarist has
aclean, relaxed style, at the same time giving
To the hi-fi specialist, some of the interest
a definite Spanish flavour to a work which is
in this reissued selection from the old Archiv
not blatantly nationalistic. His playing is
series of Bach harpsichord music will lie in
both sensitive and smooth and he makes the
the differences in
recording standards
work sound positively easy, a sure sign of
between about 1961 and the present: the
great artistry. The orchestral playing, except
sound is rather shallow and lacking in
in one or two minor instances, is also exceldimension by today's standards, but it is
lent and backs the soloist in appropriate
otherwise admirable—uniform in level, miked
style and with careful attention. The guitar
at a sensible distance, well edited and ( in
itself is nicely recorded, very clear and
my copies) well cut and pressed.
forward but without the annoying clicks and
To the Bach specialist, the interest lies
slides that so often mar a guitar recording.
mainly in the comparable advances that have
The orchestra is pushed alittle into the backbeen made in our understanding of the truly
ground but is clear enough for no detail to
authentic style of playing appropriate to the
be lost. Had it been given a greater share of
music. Kirkpatrick plays with a neat but
the recording it would have had more body,
precise virtuoso style: he understands the
which would have been ideal.
subtleties of touch required on his instrument,
The Salvador Bacarisse ( b. 1898) Concertino
and he does not try to add inappropriately to
is new to me though there has been a the music by unsuitable registration, changes
previous
recording
by
Narciso
Yepes
within movements or partly engaged stops.
(DG 2530 326). It is obviously a work that
Nevertheless, his playing lacks rhetoric and
is catching on and it makes a pleasant filler
character, and his use of the large array of
without having the distinctive character of
stops available on his instrument emphasises
the Rodrigo. Interesting use is made of the
contrasts that Bach would probably not have
guitar and clarinet in duet. It is a fourapproved— in particular, his use of the
movement work in classical style with little
weighty 16' tone and of the buff seems to
that is specifically Spanish about it. It has
me to detract from the music unnecessarily.
moments of careful beauty but, Ithink, lacks
These features may well strike some
the strength to become a classic. On the
collectors as unimportant: the programme
whole, this is a recording worthy of a fullhas been well assembled as an anthology,
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Chorzempa's Bach
captured in brilliant sound
J. S. BACH: The Six Trio-sonatas for organ
Daniel Chorzempa (organ of The Reformed Church, Meppel)
Philips 6700 059 (2records) (£6.20)

Although the Organ Sonatas are quite frequently played by the better recitalists, they could
hardly be said to be among Bach's best-loved organ pieces. Partly this may be because their
style is rather less rhetorical than that of the big Preludes and Fugues, partly because they are
so hard to play adequately from both technical and interpretative points of view.
Daniel Chorzempa, the young American whose playing of both the organ and the piano has
won high praise, produces a complete performance that is competitive in a rather unevenly
contested field; however, Ifeel that better complete versions may well be issued in the future by
such players as Gillian Weir, Peter Hurford or Lionel Rogg, all of whom have the stature, the
experience and the artistry to do the job well. Rogg's performances are already available, of
course, and although the sound is rather restricted by today's standards, his performances
would almost certainly be my first choice of the complete sets. For an imaginative account with
some bad technique on the player's part, the new Telefunken Chapuis versions are worthy of a
cautious recommendation: my own favourite account of a single sonata is Peter Hurford's
Montreal recording of No. 1, which, Ifear, is no longer available.
Chorzempa has been very well recorded indeed, and his instrument, afine old one which has
been carefully restored since the War, has some most attractive sounds. His musicianship is
thoroughly competent, and if his performances are not among the most expressive in an
emotional way, that will not worry some collectors, as this is very much a matter of taste. Iam
not very impressed with his pedal playing ( unfamiliarity with the continental straight pedalboard, perhaps?), which is generally far less scrupulously phrased than the manual work.
Strangely, this weakness, which seems to me to hinder the life of the music in all types of
movements, disappears in the fourth sonata, which is particularly well performed; here,
Chorzempa's artistry has been admirably captured.
Istarted this review talking about loving the music. Even in its best moments, this account of
Bach's Sonatas left me wondering how far the performer is involved in the music he is presenting: if he is—and Icertainly hope that this is the case— his performance suffers from his
inability to transmit a sense of his affection to the listener. Tidy manual playing, excellent
sound, good tempi and interesting accompanying notes cannot make up for this deficiency.
[A*: 2]
Stephen Daw

to buy the same music in modern
versions that Iprefer would cost about £12.
Kirkpatrick's instrument, by the way, has a
pleasant authentic tone, and of the programme presented, Ithink that he plays the
Inventions and the Italian Concerto best.
[6: 2/
Stephen Daw
and

J. S. BACH: Violin sonata in G, BWV 1021
in e, BWV 1023
in F, BWV 1022
in g, BWV
1020
Steven Staryk ( On) , Kenneth Gilbert ( hpd)
Saga XID 5300 (89p)

For some unaccountable reason, the sleeve
notes do not give the two sonatas on side 2
(neither of which has a very strong claim to
be by Bach) their catalogue numbers, and
the writer states bluntly that they bear no
distinguishing numbers'—a silly mistake.
There are rival performances of all four
sonatas in the Oryx ' Complete Chamber
Music' boxed set, which Ireviewed in April
1973; in those performances, the Sonatas in G
and e are performed with ' gamba continuo
doubling the harpsichord bassline', which
these Saga performances do not include—
aserious omission which alters the character
of the music.
Apart from these grumbles, the new
performances are commendable: Staryk is
a very tidy and sensitive violinist with a
poised, if rather a small, silky tone, and
Kenneth Gilbert accompanies with tasteful
discretion.
The sound quality is quite
acceptable, but there is a rather high level of
tape hiss on side 2—it annoyed me at first,
but Isoon came to take it for granted. The
best part of this recording, however, is the
feeling of affection for the music which is
given by the soloist, without the added overromanticism that such love often produces
in Bach performances. At the price, an
excellent bargain, despite its flaws, and a
record that Ishall return to for its musical
playing. [
B/C: 1]
Stephen Daw

musical languages extend and develop. The
simplicity of a single- line narrative can
severely limit the instrumental material, and
the usual problems of dramatic and text
dynamics are accentuated: especially with a
tightly structured poem, the music runs the
risk of superfluity, of merely shouting louder.
And the tenor, of all the ranges, can be least
BARTOK: Divertimento , VIVALDI: Concerti
distinctive against an orchestral backcloth:
Grossi 10 and 11
both Lutoslawski and Bedford rely mainly on
Moscow CO/ Barshai
strings. Berkeley points the similarities with
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' SDD 417 (£1•50)
extensive woodwind soloing. His elegant
This is a most excellent bargain and one not
setting of Ronsard sonnets has an economito be missed. The recording, first released
cally contrapuntal manner which, particularly
here in 1962, shows almost no sign of its age,
in the first, incidentally echoes Maxwell
thank goodness, and we are able to relish the
Davies' more extreme historical stylisations.
eloquence of the Moscow strings to fullest
The composer's welcome, relatively conadvantage. And immensely relishable they
servative idiom suits their rigour, his invenare, too. The Bartok responds particularly
tive melodic approach witty or gentle as
well to the kind of performance it receives at
appropriate. Thus the courtly love of the
the hands of this splendid orchestra; it is, for
texts finds reflection. Of the three pieces,
one thing, played with unusual emphasis
this integrates tenor most closely with the
which underlines the music's strong rhythmic
ensemble.
The sound is rich, although
character, while the long, irregular melodic
Pears' comfortable delivery does not need
lines of the first movement are most beautisuch slight over- balance which hinders
fully shaped with the solo and tutti passages
interrelation with the orchestra.
clearly defined though not so much emphaThe others entrust the tenor with more
sised as in some other versions.
musical as well as narrative responsibilities,
The silky sheen of the strings is possibly
so such criticism is not important. David
even more in evidence in the two Vivaldi
Bedford is in cosmic, not comic mood: string
concertos from L'estro armonico. There may
sonorities underline and set the atmosphere
be more ' authentic' recordings about, but I for the careful, slowly unwinding vocal line,
doubt if one will find many that are as rich
a point of reference of the very effective,
in sound. There is, Ithink, little point in
evocative glissandi, pizzicato and legno sound
discussing alternatives, for the coupling is
waves.
Arthur C. Clarke's terse parable
unique and the playing not likely to be
sustains a coherent 20 minutes, the accombettered. [ A: 11
Kenneth Dornmett
paniment not just embellishment.
The
thoughtful changes of vocal perspective
BEDFORD: The Tentacles of the Dark Nebula /
help. Lutoslawski, with piano, harp and
BERKELEY: Four Ronsard Sonnets / LUTOpercussion, is less stark, more exotic. The
SLAWSKI: Paroles Tissées
consciously sensuous poetry is brilliantly
Peter Pears ( ten) ILondon Sin fonietta IDavid Bedford l
exploited in his immediate, eclectic manner.
Lennox Berkeley IWitold Lutoslawski
Decca Headline HEAD 3 (5245)
Dramatic emphasis is careful, for instance
in the graduated instrumental replies to the
Writing for voice and orchestra in the tradirecurrent ' tumbler's cry'. A powerful work,
tional sense becomes more problematical as

Barshai's brilliantr
Bartok/Vivaldi
coupling
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possibly the most approachable here, and a
pleasing reminder of the packed QEH when
the composer conducted the same forces last
year. [ A: 1]
Michael Thorne

BEETHOVEN: Sonatina in C
Adagio in E+
Theme and Variations in D
Sonatina in c /
HUMMEL: Sonata in C
Hugo D'Alton ( mandoline) IJohn Beckett (pno)
SAGA 5350 (89p). R Pan 6200

Beethoven's four works for mandoline came
out on aTurnabout disc in August 1972; here
they are again, at an even more reasonable
price, coupled with Hummel's sonata. The
Turnabout used harpsichord; John Beckett
on Saga favours a Hugh Gough fortepiano which, despite Beethoven's indication
cembalo, makes very much better sense. The
C minor sonatina ( one Adagio movement)
and E5 Adagio ( coupled under Wo0 43 in
the Kinsky catalogue) were written around
1796, probably for the Bohemian virtuoso
Wenzel Krumpholz; the autograph of the
former is in the British Museum.
The
C major Sonatina ( one Allegro movement)
and the D major Andante con variazioni
(coupled by Kinsky as Wo0 44) were written
for the Prague amateur Countess Josephine
Clary in 1796. Of these works the only one of
substance is the D major Andante, which has
an attractive ' Moonlight' variation followed by
a distinctly jazzy one. The rather later
Hummel piece, opus 37a, is a pleasing threemovement sonata
including
a pensive
Siciliano and a gaily bouncing ' hunting'
rondo. Igive these details since the interesting sleeve- note is coy and vague about
identification.
The works are well and
sensitively played, with much virtuosity where
required. Balance and even focus are less
firm and clear than one could wish, and there
is some hiss and occasional clicks— but these
faults do not seriously inhibit my gratitude for
a civilized, pleasing issue. [ B/C: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1-9
Yeend ( sop)
Lipton ( niez sop) ILloyd (ten) IHarrell
(bar) I Westminster Choir I NYPSO IPhiladelphia
Orchestra IWalter
CBS 77511 ‘i(£4.99). ,R from Philips ABL3239/3244
(May '59); GBL 5615/5620 etc

The main idea here, seemingly, was to provide
a complete Beethoven symphony cycle, with
a world-famous conductor, at rock- bottom
price. For this five- record set is nearly three
pounds cheaper than the CFP budget box
with Cluytens and the Berlin Philharmonic.
However, these are not reissues of
Walter's stereo cycle, first released via
Philips in 1961, and now deleted, but new
transfers of versions dating right back to 1942.
Then Bruno Walter began an eleven- year
project, recording the symphonies with the
New York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra,
with the Pastoral done at Philadelphia.
To give some idea of the sequence, and to
show the ingenuity of the side layouts ( in
practice, hardly convenient for the listener),
these are the performance dates. Symphony 8
in F, Apr. '42 ( side 7); 6 in F, Jan. ' 46 ( 7, 8);
1in C, Nov. '47 (2); 3 in Eflat, Mar. '49 (3, 4);
5 in c, Feb. '50 (5); 7in A, Mar. '51 (6); 2 in D,
Mar. ' 52 ( 1); 4 in B flat, Mar. '52 (2, 3); 9 in d,
orchestral movements Apr. '49, finale Mar. '53
(9, 10). LP transfers of some of these mono
recordings first appeared here on the English
Columbia label; most recently the Ninth was
reissued in the ' Art of Bruno Walter' album,
in French- import pressings.
The sound, therefore, varies from ' historic'
to moderately clear. But generally these
tapes are only marginally more credible in
colouring than the Toscanini/NBC series.
1-11-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Walter's readings are, surprisingly, routine
in character, and the playing is often substandard in ensemble and rhythm. Some of
the interpretative ideas Ifound actually distasteful—in the eighth, for instance—for they
seemed to cheapen the music, and apart
from the slackness of execution, the effect is
more of a collection of unrelated incidents
than of cohesive structures. The finale of the
seventh exemplifies this.
In short, Ifound very little of real interest
here.
The later Beethoven series was
generally regarded as a much finer achievement: certainly Walter's Brahms cycle makes
a better memorial to his artistry. Or perhaps
CBS could compile asecond ' Art of' volume,
with his Haydn 100, 102, Dvorak 8, Mozart 40,
the earlier NYP Mahler 1, and the birthday
interview ( originally coupled in the stereo
Mahler 9album)? [ H: 3]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3 in E/, Op. 55 ' Eroica'
Symphony 5 in c. Op. 67 _ Symphony 7
in A, Op. 92
Grosse Fuge, Op. 133 (
arr. strings)
Four ' Fidelio' Overtures
Philharmonia IKlemperer
HMV SLS873 T (£4.95), recorded 1954/5

These Philharmonia recordings—the symphonies remained in the catalogue until comparatively recently—were essentially those
which earned for Klemperer the label
'Beethoven specialist'. The conductor had
his own forcible observations upon specialising interpreters, and these are reproduced
in the booklet here—which also includes a
reminiscence by Paul Jennings, too sugary
for my taste.
They were certainly among his finest
achievements on record: of the Eroica in
particular one could argue that the reading
was as near ' definitive' as possible: and
rehearing them has been a source of inspiration for me. Symphonies 3and 7were among
the very first LPs Iowned: even so, marvelling
at the integrity, power, and ' rightness' of the
performances again has not been mere
personal nostalgia. The four overtures are
superb, and the Grosse Fuge is a unique
demonstration of the workability of strings
arrangement: quite dwarfing the Karajan/DG
version.
It has generally been said that these
symphonic readings were more successful
than those made afew years later, for stereo.
Walter Legge's orchestra was in peak form
and, perhaps because the Philharmonia had
been working so much for Karajan in the
1950s, these Beethoven performances have
great beauty, besides the characteristic
rugged Klemperer sound. Someone once
described Klemperer's conducting, from this
period, as like watching alarge man struggling
with an invisible overcoat: a verbal sketch as
accurate as anything done by a Milein
Cosman. The vigour and vitality, the power
and unfussiness of these recordings recall
Klemperer in the concert- hall with avividness
to partly efface sadder images of him,
televised by the BBC towards the end of his
career. And to anyone who missed these
LPs, formerly on the EMI Columbia label:
five 12 in. and two 10 in, sides skilfully
retransferred onto three discs now: they
will be arevelation.
EMI have opted for stereo processing, and
Iwas sceptical about such an idea. However,
nothing is effectively lost. There is some
residual grittiness in the overtures, but the
Eroica transfer is now at an improved level,
and some coarsening in the C- minor is
smoothed out. To retain the 33CX originals
could only be for sentimental reasons, now.
An indispensable set of reissues. [ B/C: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
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Eugen Jochum with his daughter Veronica
BEETHOVEN: Piano concerto 1 in C, Op. 15 /
MOZART: Piano concerto 14 in E/, K449
Veronica Jochum (pno) IBamberg SO IEugen Jochum
Philips 6580 086 (£1.49)

The recording debut of Veronica Jochum von
Moltke, the conductor's daughter, a former
pupil of Edwin Fischer and Rudolf Serkin. At
the Serkin's home in 1964 she was introduced
to the architect- planner she was to marry.
She teaches now at the New England
Conservatory, besides giving concerts in
Europe and America.
This is alively record, generous in coupling,
but Ithink wisely offered at less than full
price—whether or not in deference to the
Arrau and Bishop recordings in the Philips
catalogue. Much of the pleasure comes, as
expected, from the distinguished accompaniments by Eugen Jochum. The Bamberg
Orchestra plays beautifully for him, and in the
Beethoven Iespecially admired the attention
to dynamic markings, small details observed
which amount to much. In the Mozart his
perception is even rarer: note how in the
introduction to the E-flat concerto he gets
the scale right, the music is as delicate as
rococo church ornament, yet the agitation
and underlying fire are keenly etched, too.
(A series of Mozart symphonies is surely
overdue from Jochum?)
It is easy to hear the strong-fingered
approach of Serkin here: Veronica Jochum
is almost heavy-handed in her enthusiasm
in the Beethoven, but she can touch in a
hushed pianissimo: as in the runs at 103,
104 in the Largo, where the clarinet carries
the theme. Her cadenzas are brief.
The recording is acceptable, but the
orchestral sound is two-dimensional, and not
very brightly lit. [ B: 2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano concerto 5 in E-, Op. 73
'Emperor'
Rudolf Firkusny (pno) INPO ISegal
Decca PFS4291 (£2.15)

Perhaps some HFN/RR readers imagine their
reviewers relish condemning new recordings,
yet I am sure most of us open our testpressings as excitedly as achild on Christmas
morning; confrontation with a performance
on record that sounds merely pointless can
lead to much heart-searching.
This Emperor is such an issue, Iam afraid.
I sense no special reason for inviting this
conductor and pianist to record the Emperor
together—although the NPO play the work
with special authority. Segal conducts the
outer movements with vigour, but does not
create much atmosphere at the beginning of
the slow movement, perhaps anxious to press

Record Review
on in regard of the composer's poco mosso.
But Firkusny sounds rather weary of the
score. He introduces little devices of rubato
which sound inorganic; he gets ahead of his
conductor in the slow movement; and two
annoying details have been passed by the
producer: an awkward gap in the first movement between piano and orchestra (370), then
in the finale (at 189) a beat is missed in an
important rhythmic pattern—an
incident
preceded by what sounds like the rattle of
loose change near a microphone.
In short, there is little to recommend this
issue. The Barking Town Hall recording is
unexceptionable, though airless in comparison with Decca's fine Sofiensaal production with Gulda and the VPO. [
B/C: 3]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: String quintet in C, Op. 29 _
Sextet in Et>, Op. 81b
Vienna Octet
Decca SDD419 (£1.
50). R SXL6464 (
Nov ' 70)
It is less than three and a half years since
Ireviewed these performances, giving them
a top rating subsequently endorsed by the
Quality Monitor team. It shows how competitive the recording industry is nowadays—
in fact Decca have not even found it necessary to make a new transfer for this SOD
reissue.
These are thoroughly enjoyable performances, rather earnest in character, and if
one finds them charming this is not through
deliberate Viennese cunning. The engineering is satisfying: on some speaker systems
slight bass cut for Op. 81b might be tried,
though with Quad ESLs Idid not find this
desirable. [A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: String quartets Op. 59 ' Rasumovsky'
String quartet in Et), Op. 74 ' Harp' , 7J
String Quartet in f. Op. 95
Vegh Quartet
Telefunken SPA 25096-T/1-3 (
E7.80)

There has been no obvious recommendation
for the middle- period quartets: the last contender, the Bartok/Qualiton volume, was dull;
RCA have now deleted the Guarneri box; the
Hungarians are not especially well recorded;
and the Quartetto Italiano have so far only
given us Op. 74 and Op. 95. This leaves the
Amadeus ( shortly to be boxed and reissued),
now rivalled by this attractively- boxed Telefunken import.
This is probably the best engineered set of
all, although not reaching the high standard
of the Vegh's Bartok cycle: the recordings
here have clear separation, plenty of stereo
information, but the ambience is damped and
the effect is that of a smallish, heavily
moulded or draped room.
The performances are very exact, and the
slow movements are unhurried. But the more
I listen to them, the more I find them
enervating. There is such a lack of urgency
here—compare the drive of the Budapest Qt's
Beethoven ( Iwish CBS would reissue their
stereo recordings)—and a pervasive feeling
that with an abundance of practice and
technique the Vegh have time to exploit
nuances of expression and intonation, which
Ifind increasingly mannered. Unfortunately
such an impression begins to assert itself
when Icheck with their Bartok readings, too.
This is very much a personal view, and one
already contradicted by a reviewing panel
elsewhere. I can only suggest you find a
dealer ( with decent equipment) willing to
demonstrate. [B: 1/2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano trio in c. Op. 1:3
trio in D, Op. 70: 1 ' Ghost'
7
-no
Supraphon SUAST50523 (£ 1.60)
R

Piano

Another straight reinstatement by Supraphon: no audible difference between the
new pressing and an original Ihave had for
seven or so years. Marvellously fluent and
unified trio playing from Suk, Chucro, and
Panenka ( a far more satisfying chamber
pianist than the disappointing Beethoven
concerto cycle suggested), who give us a
sweeping account of the final prestissimo of
the early work, and a memorable reading of
the slow movement of the Geister.
These are significant musical attractions,
but the performances are very rawly engineered, with disagreeable string tone. [C: 1]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Sonata 28 in A, Op. 101
31 in A ,,Op. 110
Rudolf Serkin (pno)
CBS 73032 (£2.45)
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Whenever I hear performances by Rudolf
Serkin, whether live or on record, Ifind myself
in the position of the little boy declaring that
the Emperor has no clothes. Or so it seems:
Iknow that this veteran pianist has a large
band of admirers, for most of whom he can
do no wrong, and whom Ishall not please
with my report on his latest recording of two
Beethoven sonatas.
For here, as in the past, my overwhelming
impression is of a diabolically didactic Herr
Doktor, determined at all cost to demonstrate
his pedantic opinions in relation to the Great
Masterpieces. What results is a kind of
IN MEMORIAM PABLO CASALS
BEETHOVEN: Piano trio 3in c, Op. 1: 3
Horn
interpretation that falls between any pair of
sonata in F, Op. 17 (
arr. cello)
stools you care to set up for comparison. At
Horszowski (pno) IVegh ( vin) Casals ( vic)
its best, it has a cragginess that is not
Philips 6833 054 (
99p). R SABL126 (
Jul ' 59)
entirely inapposite in Beethoven, and sometimes the momentum is strong enough to
Live recordings made in the Bonn Beethovensuggest the inevitable unfolding of the
haus in 1958, shortly before Casals' 82nd
e.g. in
birthday. Tuning noises, applause from a composer's most elaborate designs (
the highly contrapuntal finale of the A major
small audience, and Casals' acknowledgeSonata). But what a price has to be paid,
ments of this have been left in— mistakenly,
what bruises have to be borne!
I believe, since these contribute to the
The A major Sonata starts with heavy
frailty of the whole enterprise.
emphasis on the main and subsidiary accents.
For the cello and piano arrangement of
It is a long way from Beethoven's marking—
Op. 17, which could have been interesting,
Etwas lebhaft mit der innigsten Empfindung
is pathetically slow, and only the andante
of the piano trio could be considered a ('Somewhat lively, and with deepest feeling').
The middle section of the second movement
'performance'—the outer movements quite
brings no lyrical contrast to the jerky,
lack the necessary sweep— here. Frankly, if
insistent March itself, and it is only in the
this disc were presented as the work of an
rest of the Sonata that Serkin's playing
amateur Hampstead cellist, as a private
seems to derive from a response to the
recording, it might raise a sympathetic smile.
score, rather than present a conception
In fact the engineering was a disaster:
imposed upon it.
scrawny string tone and a backward, disI found the performance on Side 2 of
embodied piano tone in the trio, and exagthe A flat major Sonata less cranky. Howgerated separation in the sonata where,
ever, the recorded piano sound is slightly
curiously, Casals' instrument seems to have
too resonant, making the overall ben legato
been picked up by microphones intended for
seem synthetic in impact. Certainly, Ihave
the piano, and thus fed into the left channel,
not heard this kind of piano sonority from
so that we hear afreakish doubling of cello.
Also, the
But Imust not give the impression that I Serkin in live performances.
pianissimo playing is either bumped up to
am insensitive to the intentions of the
mezzoforte by the engineers or made to
Catalan master! This record should be
appear as if accomplished by the latter
considered as virtually a ' master class', for
rather than by Serkin. A controversial disc.
Casals' playing, laboured and frail in fact, is
[B/C: 2/4]
Meirion Bowen
clear enough in intention, and demonstrates
his profound understanding of Beethoven.
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 30 in E, Op. 109
Horszowski's
piano
playing
is
superb
Piano sonata 31 in
Op. 110
Piano sonata
throughout. One must listen for the expres32 in c, Op. 111
sive nuances, and imagine them in approFriedrich Guida (pno)
priate tempi for oneself. Recording [D].
Decca ECS723 (
990
Christopher Breunig
One of the clearest, most lucid expositions
of Op. 110 Ihave heard. One might query
such details as the lengthening of each
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 21 in C, Op. 53
initial demi -semi- quaver in the first move'Waldstein'
Piano sonata 28 in A, Op. 101
Friedrich Guida ( pno)
ment, the decision to play the fugue inversion
Decca ECS722 (
99p)
at afaster tempo than the Fuga, or the treatment of the controversial repeated A- naturals
Although these performances are less
in the Recitative ( bar 5).
striking than the Op. 109/111 coupling—
As far back as the 1930s, when Eric Blom
and by no means rivals to the Gilels/DG
discussed the problem at length in the
(2530 253)—they are fairly interesting. Gulda's
Schnabel annotations, these echo-effects
very fast playing in the opening movement
(heard also in the opening statement of the
of the Waldstein is breathtaking, although it
grosse fuge) have been a point of fascination
jeopardizes perfect rhythmic articulation.
for students of Beethoven- interpretation on
His tempo for the second movement adagio
records. Charles Rosen's solution is one of
molto is in fact aquickish quaver pacing, such
the most elegant; Gulda plays them absoas one associates with the Tempest slow
lutely literally here, as a chain of repeated
movement. His dynamic gradings are effinotes of diminishing time- value. In his later
cient, and Ihad not previously been aware
Fourfront recording he chooses the more
of the two- quaver crescendo at 20 into 21.
poetic echo- effect, by barely sounding the
The dawning of the rondo is joyless.
'tied' note.
In Op. 101 Gulda repeats the first ten bars
The high point of Gulda's reading is the
of the trio section of the Alla Marcia: Tovey
stunning clarity of the final pages of the
notes that Beethoven wished for this repeat
sonata. The arioso sections are admittedly
upon seeing the work in print. The slow
underplayed, and one might characterize the
introduction to the finale is short on feeling.
approach as via the counterpoint and archiThe sound is reasonable for the period
tecture of J. S. Bach. Gulda opts for the
(1958), though heavy in tone. [
C: 2]
purity of the writing.
Christopher Breunig
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Virtuoso performances,,
of Britten songs by Teai\r.
BRITTEN: Winter Words
On This Island
Robert Tear ( ten) / Philip Ledger (pno)
HMV HQS1310
.43)

7Sonnets of Michelangelo

This very impressive record brings together in outstanding performances and at a moderate
price three of Britten's most memorable song- cycles. The Seven Sonnets of Michelangelo
(1940) and Winter Words (
1953) were certainly due for a new recording of this calibre, the
classic version by Pears and Britten, though still available on ECS 629, having been made
nearly 20 years ago. On This Island (
1937) is obtainable in two other versions, and yet in general
it tends to be overlooked. In all three works there are marvellous things; of the 20 songs hardly
one is below the level of Britten's best.
These are truly virtuoso performances, by Philip Ledger no less than by Robert Tear. The
Michelangelo Sonnets and On This Island get astar. The more subtle demands of Winter Words
are not always met with quite the same sureness and aplomb; there are places where Imiss the
incomparable timing and phrase- making of Peter Pears. Even so, this is still an outstanding
performance. The recording only just misses astar; the sound of the piano is in itself superb,
as good as anything Ican recall, but it tends to be unduly forward in relation to the voice, and
pp could be mistaken for mp or perhaps mf. At times the voice sounds slightly ' masked', which
is possibly atrick of the luminous acoustic Robert Tear seems to favour. These are recordings
of immense character and presence, and that of Winter Words is particularly fine.
The accompanying leaflet gives the words of the Michelangelo Sonnets, together with an
English translation, but regrets that the poems by Auden and Hardy could not be reproduced
because of ' copyright difficulties'. Surely such difficulties can be overcome: the full text of
On This Island is provided with Pearl Records' issue LIL 300. [ A: 1*/1]
Hugh Ottaway

His performances of the two companion
sonatas are less satisfying than those he
recorded a decade later. Here, for instance,
it is less than easy to tell whether the trills
in the introduction to op. 111 start on the
upper note, and in the first movement of
Op. 109, he seems to be trying to unify the
movement by blurring, rather than contrasting, the identity of the two sections: vivace
and adagio. Both features are reconsidered
for the later recordings. This disc includes
all repeats in Op. 111, and Ifind it preferable
to the Brendel/Turnabout, although Brendel's
Philips version of Op. 111 is perhaps my
principal favourite.
As with other records in this 1958 cycle,
previously unissued, one feels secure in the
hands of this understanding Beethoven
pianist, even when one disagrees over
details, or feels that Guide is not at his
absolute best. It is a mentally very satisfying
state [ B/C: 1*/2]
Christopher Breunig

An outstanding
Beethoven Mass in
from Guest/Argo
BEETHOVEN: Mass in C
Felicity Palmer (sop) I Helen Watts fcon) I Robert
Tear (ten) I Christopher Keyte (bass) I St. John's,
Cambridge IASM IGuest
Argo ZRG739 (£2.35)

This is a superlative recorded performance of
what we may call Beethoven's ' lesser' mass.
(But if the composer of Fidelio had written, in
addition, a ' lesser' opera, we should still
demand to hear it.) Where the Mass in D
parallels the Ninth Symphony in span and
rapt emotion, this Mass in C ( 1807) suggests
the middle- period Beethoven of Coriolanus
(the same year) and Egmont. For the most
part it is a commanding and thoroughly
Beethoven-ish piece. Due regard is given to
the expression of the liturgical text—though
occasionally Beethoven's climaxes arrive
for purely musical reasons, one of the
most exciting occurring at the distinctly
subordinate phrase qui locutus est per
prophetas'.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Probably every collector of recorded choral
music is familiar with the astonishing feats
of fidelity achieved by Harley Usill of Argo,
at King's College, Cambridge. Not everyone
knows of Argo's comparable achievements
at St. John's. With Beethoven Argo have
again done excellently, balancing the need
for clarity against the opposing demands for
an ample resonance. They have also ensured
that the solo voices stand out sufficiently,
but not too much for a work where these
voices most often maintain a continuity with
the choral lines, rather than being picked out
for solos of a long and distinctly operatic
nature ( as in the Haydn masses).
George Guest as conductor contributes
outstandingly to this feeling of a right
handling of the voices, and paces the music
sensitively, too.
He follows continental
rather than English cathedral practice in
giving the alto, as well as soprano, line to
boys (at some points, anyway). When the
alto lies fairly high this works very well, but
when it is low, the alto is sometimes slightly
overshadowed by the tenor line. This is a
small point, not enough to prevent atop- class
rating, and is my only point of criticism. The
soloists ( Felicity Palmer, Helen Watts, Robert
Tear, Christopher Keyte) are not only individually excellent but, unaccompanied, blend
to perfection.
The New Philharmonia/Giulini recording of
1971 ( ASD 2661) which I have not heard,
should be mentioned as a competitor—with
Elly Ameling and Janet Baker as soprano and
contralto soloists and a mixed- voice ( not
boys' and men's) chorus. But the Argo disc
must be hailed with an emphatic [ A: 1].
Arthur Jacobs

Brahms
tour- de- force
from Weissenberg
BRAH MS : Piano concerto 1 in d, Op. 15
Alexis Weissenberg (pno) ILSO IGiulini
HMV ASD2992 (£2.10)

Occasionally a performance is heard which
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illuminates a familiar work in such a way
that its whole character seems subtly altered
thereafter. Ibelieve that this new Brahms 1
recording offers such an experience.
The pairing of Alexis Weissenberg and
Giulini may strike you as unlikely (as with
Gilels and Jochum in the DG version of the
same work), especially if you have formed the
impression of the Bulgarian pianist as a
steam-driven power- hammer of a virtuoso.
Yet refinement is the key word here. Giulini
gets, predictably, a fine detailed orchestral
exposition from the LSO—only a flaw in the
horns ( bar 78) in the heat of the moment, in
the turbulence of a graded diminuendo from
Weissenberg's cool delivery of the first
piano statement, and his carefully considered
tempo for the solo passage plu moderato,
confirm that this is to be a very different
reading from the impetuous, rough- edged
D- minor we usually encounter. And there is
a spaciousness, an emotional tranquility
pervading both of the first two movements.
Detail after detail has a crystalline clarity
in Weissenberg's playing, and he has an
almost super- human power of reserve. The
final cadenza, with its molto accelerando, is
even beyond the resources of a keyboard
giant like Arrau, yet Weissenberg has the
strength to bring off the sustained fortes, and
to produce double trills which stand out
against the orchestra, at Tempo 1. At the
other end of the dynamic range, the
arpeggiated figures 410-442 are wonderfully light and airy.
Giulini's conducting is full of feeling,
evidenced by his supplications to the
orchestra before most espressivo markings
in the score. Apart from an awkward delivery
from the bassoon at 54 in the slow movement the accompaniments are superb.
EMI's recording is not kind to the strings,
for a rather fierce tone is produced. The
opening tutti is rather overpowering, and I
cannot understand the dynamic contrast
between the forte at 46 and that at 47, which is
surely excessive. But I hope this notice
conveys something of my personal enthusiasm for this remarkable performance.
Undoubtedly some will find a lack of warmth
in the piano part: it is in a way the antithesis
of Barenboim's Brahms 1. [ B:
Christopher Breunig
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Charles Osborne reviews a fine new production
of Boito's look at the Faust story

BOITO: ' Mefistofele'
Treigle I Domingo I CabeIle I Ligi I
Begg IAllen IAmbrosian Opera Chorus
I Wandsworth School Boys I LSO I
Rudel
HMV SI,S973 (3 records) (£6.95)

ARRIGO BOITO ( 1842-1918) is
best known to us as the librettist
of Verdi's Otello and Falstaff,
and, under his anagrammatic
pseudonym,
Tobia
Gorrio,
Ponchielli's La Gioconda. His
poems and essays are completely forgotten, his two operas
almost completely. Almost, but
not quite, for, although Nerone,
upon which the composer
worked intermittently for most of
his life, has disappeared from
our stages, Mefistofele is still
occasionally to be encountered.
Boito began Nerone when he was
twenty; fifty-four years later,
absurdly, he wrote the word
'end' on his manuscript, signing
it ' Arrigo Boito and Kronos' as
well he might. It was absurd,
not only because it had taken
him more than half a century,
but also because when he died
eighteen months later it was
discovered that he had still by
no means finished revising the
score.
Mefistofele, too, had a difficult
birth. At its first performance at
La Scala in 1868, conducted by
the then twenty-six year old
composer, the opera lasted five
and a half hours, and exasperated its audience. Boito withdrew it for revision, and it was
presented again seven years
later in Bologna. This time it
was a success, and it has
remained alive at least in Italy,
though hardly anywhere else
until the New York City Opera
produced it in 1969.
It is hardly surprising, given
the nature and working methods
of its composer, that Mefistofele
does not blaze at us from every
page: it is an interesting, intelligent, competent work rather than
an inspired one. But some of its
pages do blaze: the whole of the
prologue, for instance, as well

Kingsway Hall during a Mefistofele recording session

as isolated passages throughout the opera. Verdi's verdict
(which is quoted by Gwyn
Morris in the excellent note he
contributes to the translation
booklet which accompanies the
new recording) seems fair as
well as
shrewd: ' He lacks
spontaneity and melody ..... It is
difficult to say if Boito can give
Italy masterpieces. He has a
great deal of talent, aspires to
originality but the result sounds
strange.
Yet he has many
musical qualities. In view of
these tendencies he can more or
less succeed with a subject
as bizarre and theatrical as
Mefistofele.
But it is more
difficult in the case of Nerone.'
Boito was half Italian, half
Polish. Perhaps this helps to
explain why his Mefistofele contains
elements
of southern
romance and northern intellect.
His is a treatment of the Faust
legend which falls between the
two stools of nineteenth century
romanticism ( the Fausts of
Gounod and Berlioz) and nineteenth century rationalism ( of
which Busoni's twentieth century
Doctor Faustus was to be one of
the fruits).
Musically, it is
fascinating, and its dull patches
are few; but it lacks dramatic
impetus, which is why it has not

held the stage in countries
which care for opera as drama.
This is a flaw which has proved
fatal to the stage works of
countless would-be composers
of opera, from Haydn to Gordon
Crosse. Boito's Mefistofele can
be given atemporary semblance
of dramatic life by frenetic
production, which appears to
have been what happened in
New York in 1969.
Really,
however, it is one of those ideal
gramophone operas.
Decca's 1959 version, with
Cesare Siepi as Mefistofele,
Mario del Monaco as Faust and
Renata Tebaldi as Margherita,
conducted with affectionate
warmth
by Tullio Serafin,
survives in the catalogue on the
Ace of Diamonds label. Now it
has to face stiff competition
from HMV's new recording,
with the Mefistofele ( Norman
Treigle) and conductor ( Julius
Rudel) of the 1969 New York
City Opera production. Some
weeks ago, Mr. Treigle made his
London debut in a concert
performance
of
the
opera,
receiving general praise for his
singing and abuse for his
(over-) acting. He is very much
the actor- singer; but, whereas
with the
best
actor- singers
one cannot
separate acting
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from
singing ( Gobbi, Siepi,
Rysanek, Ludwig, Kunz), with
Mr. Treigle they are too easily
separable, for they seem to be
separately applied to the task in
hand. Mr. Treigle sings well,
though his vocal resources are
both unexceptional and unexceptionable, but his vocal
acting is laid on with a trowel.
This is not necessarily afault in
the case of Boito's devil. Mr.
Treigle is less suave than
Cesare Siepi, but he is certainly
forceful. In an interview ( in the
accompanying
booklet)
he
defends his interpretation: ' I
believe quite honestly that we
have made Boito's score live in
the way he would have wanted,
the way in which he imagined
but could not possibly have
created in his day.' Well, yes,
perhaps.
Mefistofele is the most fully
and roundly conceived character
in Boito's opera.
By comparison, Faust and Margherita
are colourless. Placido Domingo
and Montserrat Caballé do what
they can to redress the balance,
and largely succeed, he with his
silvery timbre, she with her
purity of line.
In Act IV,
Mefistofele conjures up Helen
of Troy. Ideally, both soprano
parts should be performed by
the one singer. HMV, however,
allot the role to a young newcomer, Josella Ligi, an Italian
soprano who will have made her
London debut in the Verdi
Requiem by the time these words
appear in print, and whose
performance as Helen is distinctly promising.
The other
roles
are taken
by
British
artists, including Heather Begg
and Tom Allen, both of them
excellent as Marta ( Margherita's
neighbour) and Wagner ( Faust's
pupil) respectively. Julius Rudel
conducts the London Symphony
Orchestra who respond with
alert and enthusiastic playing,
and the recording is excellent:
spacious, atmospheric, and
agreeably mellow. [
A: 1]
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BRAHMS: Piano concerto 2 in B7, OP. 83
Emil Gilels (pno) IBerlin Philharmonic Orchestra I
Jochum
DG 2530 259 (£2.75). g from 2707 064 ( Dec '72)

A majestic, spacious reading of the Brahms
B flat which takes a place at the top of the
list of recommendations, somewhere. First
choice for someone looking for refinement
above all, and a strong contrast to the
recently reissued Barenboim/HMV, with its
impetuous tempo changes and rugged sound
quality.
DG have set the orchestra fairly well back
here, and the solo placement is not unrealistically forward. The orchestral picture is not
ideally detailed, but the sound is very smooth,
allowing an objective listening approach.
¡A :
Christopher Breunig
(HMV5 L5874—I have now been able to check two
boxes of finished pressings of the Barenboim/NPO/
Barbirolli reissues, one of which had been factory
sealed. In each case the pressings were unnecessarily dusty, but the scrapes noted in reviewing the
B flat from test copies, last month, were not evident.)
BRITTEN: Variations on a Theme of Frank
Bridge / STRAVINSK Y: Apollon Musagéte
Czech CO Vlach
Supraphon SUAST 50509 (£1 .60)

This Czech performance of the Britten is both
brilliant and sensitive and compares very
favourably with the best available ( Bath
Festival/Menuhin: SXLP 30157). It is always
interesting to hear an outside view of English
music, and in this case ' outsidedness' is also
'insidedness': the sense of rapport, the feeling
for detail, the total embrace—these are very
persuasive, and their authenticity is underlined by one or two quite distinctive points of
interpretation. The recording, too, is brilliant
in character, marred only by a little deterioration towards the end and by some internal
pre- echo. All the detail is clearly audible
without any upsetting of the natural balance,
and the big spread of sound, though fairly
closely recorded, is always comfortable.
The Stravinsky fares less well. I never
expected to write of a Czech performance
that Ihad found it rather cold, a little dull, or
rhythmically heavy, and yet, in varying
degrees, all three of these criticisms are
applicable here.
The playing is highly
disciplined and technically distinguished, but
there is a notable absence of the very rapport
that makes the Britten sound so splendid. It
follows that some, at least, of the finer poetry
of this beautiful score goes unrealized. The
recording is likewise alittle lacking in warmth,
but the quality is clear and firm with a live
presence and an excellent acoustic for home
listening.
My pressing is not properly
centred—this is badly audible towards the
end of the side—and there are some surface
clicks: probably not representative, but be
wary. Pre- echo within the music is again
noticeable.
Both sides are dated 1966.
[A/C: 1/2]
Hugh Ottaway
BRUCKNER: Symphony 1
Leipzig Gewandhaus INeumann
Telefunken SMT1326 (
El -75)

This is the fourth version of Bruckner's first
symphony in the current catalogue, and avery
strong rival it turns out to be for the Jochum,
Abbado and Haitink recordings. All four
prefer the original Linz version ( 1865-66) of the
score (though Haitink's sleeve misguidedly
gives the tempo indications from the Vienna
revision of 1890-91).
The most obvious
difference between Neumann's new recording
and those of his predecessors is in the pace
of the first and last movements. Abbado is
the fastest in each case, Neumann very much
the slowest—and very impressive this new
account by the Gewandhaus Orchestra turns
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out to be, with detail emerging clearly yet
without undue prominence, and with warm,
glowing sounds from strings and brass and
eloquent phrasing from the woodwinds.
Occasionally the timpani fail to make their
point in pp rolls and just once or twice the
oboes seem to be unduly favoured by microphone placement, but in general the listener
is likely to feel that he is hearing more of
Bruckner's part-writing than usual, is involved
in an uncommonly eloquent and spacious
account of a symphony that is early only in
respect of its number. There are a few
momentary infelicities (the viola quintuplets
against violin sextuplets at letter A in the
Adagio, for instance, or the exaggerated
crescendo at letter F in the same movement).
but the work emerges strong, idiomatic and
by no means cumbersome in this fine performance; the recording is spacious, meticulously
balanced and clear without loss of atmosphere. This is the cheapest of the four
versions, and it is in several respects the
best. A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
CHAUSSON: Poeme SAINT-SAENS: Violin
concerto 3 in b
Introduction and Rondo
Capricciose
Nathan Milstein ( vin) I Philharmonia
Fistoulari
"Concert Arts Orch ISusskind
HMV SXLP30159 (£1.43). ,rt 1964, 1960

Do not be deterred by the dates of the original
recordings of these three works.. They go
back to the early 1960s but as reissues, they
are of the very first quality. Interestingly
enough there is little difference in richness
and calibre of tone between the Philharmonia
under Fistoulari and the Concert Arts under
Susskind. Perhaps their membership was
much the same. At any rate, the results
combine
spaciousness
with
immediacy,
brilliance with warmth. The disc is of course
a vehicle for Milstein, a marvellous player, a
virtuoso if ever there was, but a very fine
artist into the bargain. Each of the pieces is
available on several other labels, but despite
the competition, it would be hard to excel
these particular performances. Bearing in
mind the record's price, this seems to me a
conspicuous bargain, and especially to be
recommended to all connoisseurs of the late
19th century repertory of the violin. [
A: 1]
Christopher Grier
CHA YNES : Piano concerto Fl Organ concerto
Marie-Claire Alain (org) IYvonne Loriod (pno) IORTF
Chamber Orchestra ISerge Baudo
Erato STU 70451 (£2.85)

The Frenchman Charles Chaynes ( b. 1925) is
practically unknown here. His works, predominantly orchestral, have apparently
received much critical appreciation; the
performer credits here are substantial.
Despite study with Milhaud and Rivier, he
comments that ' always a partisan of a wholly
atonal music, Iwish to retain independance
of any school. The choice of musical material
must result only from taste, from instinct, and
must not be conditioned by a preconceived
technique.' ( Thus, a contradiction of the
widespread misapprehensions of atonality).
The pieces here are not overtly serial, and are
atonal in having no overall key reference. This
resolves in astrong drive, sometimes verging
on the progressively tonal, in a lucid,
approachable style.
The piano concerto
(1966) is the more extravert, in conventional
three- movement outline with asmall orchestra
vigourously offset against a busy soloist:
after aslow, hazy introduction the first movement takes off into a strongly contrapuntal
progression, piano syncopations ( Prokofiev
rather than Messiaen) allied with an aggressive but colourful use of its dynamic.
Successive movements, neccessarily linked
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thematically, include some thoughtful solo
instrumental writing.
The other concerto is for organ, with
strings, timpani and percussion. Not an easy
combination,
but Chaynes
could
draw
encouragement from
Poulenc's
battling
success. The nervous syncopations are
smoothed by the relative unwieldiness of the
forces, and he compensates with weight.
However, the thunderous organ outbursts,
with dynamic extremes, verge on bombast,
without the panache of the predecessor.
Recording favours the soloist, who is very
dominant—surely he should have been
balanced with available instrumental forces,
whereas you feel that the latter are perpetually
threatened. But despite such niggles, the
piece is open, substantial and enjoyable.
Colourful textures predominate, as in the
other, although the best overall integration is
in the measured second movement. Recordings are fairly distant, sometimes losing
percussion detail but maintaining perspective;
organ is bright and forward, thanks to some
fairly brash registrations.
The playing,
especially by Loriod, is very persuasive, but
orchestral virtuosity is also outstanding, the
music flowing naturally and confidently: it
never feels forced. [B: 1*]
Michael Thorne
CHOPIN: Fantasy in f, Op. 49 - Berceuse, Op.
57
Barcarolle, Op. 60
Polonaise-Fantasie,
Op. 61
Souvenir de Paganini
Variations
brillantes, Op. 12
Daniel Barenboim (pno)
HMV ASD2963 (£2.40)

Daniel Barenboim is a very disconcerting
artist. He can rise to such heights in any one
performance that one comes to expect the
ultimate from him. Yet, in his work both as
conductor and pianist, he can be slapdash
and superficial. Iapproached this record with
uneasiness, as I heard Barenboim give a
diabolical Chopin recital at the Festival Hall
about a year ago ( characteristically, he was
replacing, at the last moment, an indisposed
Arrau). Here one could not fail to recognise
his sympathy with and understanding of the
music, though sufficient of Barenboim's
enigmatic qualities are evident for his performances not to be regarded as authoritative. They are simply not in the same class as
those of, say, Rubinstein, Lipatti or Cortot ( in
their very individual ways).
The disc itself is quite instructive, for it
highlights Chopin's use of variation forms,
both in small-scale pieces and in more
ambitious projects like the Fantasy in F minor
and Polonaise-Fantasie which start each side.
Of these two works, the former comes off
best, for in Barenboim's reading there is a
firm sense of forward movement through the
contrasting episodes in varying tempi. The
rubato, too, is stylish, being maintained within
a basic pulse. Follow it in detail and you will
find Barenboim obeying the spirit rather than
the letter of the score, but he nevertheless
convinces.
Barenboim begins the Polonaise-Fantasie
grandly, but seems to lose his grip towards
the end of the central slow section. The
return to the original tempo gets out of hand,
and Barenboim goes on the rampage in the
closing pages, accelerating well before
indicated, and depriving the climax of the
work of its true breadth and power. If the
introspective rêverie of the Berceuse is
perfectly gauged, the Barcarolle becomes
just a fraction too restless to let the music
unfold naturally. In both the other pieces, the
variation idea serves the ends of virtuosity,
and Barenboim obliges with brilliance and
élan. The recorded piano sound is good, with
a nice glow to it. [
A: 2]
Me/non Bowen

Record Review
CHOPIN: 17 Waltzes
4Scherzi
Tamàs Vásáry (pno)
DG 2726 029 (2 records) (E3•50)

orchestral soloists in passionate, symphonically-conceived movements. Recording
is sometimes congested, but generally
spacious and well- layered; deep percussion
can be woolly, but instrumental colouring is
well exposed.
Candide is a mime- drama written for the
Hamburg Opera, evolving to concert version
in 1971. Two parallel, contrasting elements of
harpsichord and orchestra with three soloists
are carefully delineated. The former pursues
synthesis and disintegration of a quotation
from Couperin's Xth Ordre, the orchestra
sporadically echoing and preparing; harp,
violin and cello soloists, mediate, using
contact microphones. All is rather calmly
balanced and arranged. The remark of Paul
Klee (also musician) about Candide extends
to the music, 'there is ahigher element which
fascinates me: the precise expression, with
its precious economy, which characterises
the language of Voltaire'. But such precision
can feel cool; we're far from Bernstein's
extrovert ideas. Although emotion is not
sacrificed, one suspects that some lives on
stage. Nevertheless, in pointed contrast with
the other pieces, it completes a thoughtfully
balanced, representative record. [
A/B: 1*/1]
Michael Thorne

Tamàs Vàsàry is an excellent Bach pianist. In
nineteenth-century music—here, specifically,
in Chopin—he appears in search of an
appropriate style. Thus, in these performances of the Chopin Waltzes and Scherzi he
veers from one extreme to another: there is
none of the poise and exact calculation of
nuances of tone and phrasing that one finds
in the top flight of Chopin interpreters.
Vásáry excels where the music ( as rarely
happens) pursues one mood pretty firmly
from start to finish: for instance, in the last
two, posthumously published Waltzes. His
playing is always keenly alive: never does a
repeat section or recapitulation go by without
some variation in attack or tempo that sheds
new light on the music. He clearly sees each
work as awhole, from start to finish, and this
is a boon in the genial, somewhat neglected
Scherzo no. 4 in E major, a loosely- constructed, almost Schubertian nature- ramble
of a piece.
But Vitsáry's search for a true Chopin
idiom does result in certain mannerisms to
which the listener will not take kindly after
many repetitions. It isn't advisable, even, to
play the records from beginning to end as the
DE LALANDE: Concert de Trompettes E
exaggerations soon become predictable. In
Caprice
Symphonies pour les Soupers
the Waltzes, Vásáry speeds up the moment
L'Ensemble Orchestral de l'OiseauLyre Froment
he encounters a crescendo or shorter- note
Oiseau -Lyre OLS170 (
99p).
1957
values ( or both together), slows down for
When this disc made its first appearance in
diminuendo, long note- values—and so on.
1957 few members of the general record buying
He also has a tendency to make the music
public could have been familiar with the works
sound like Czerny: for example, bars 91-98 of
of Michel- Richard de Lalande. Its production,
the E major Waltz, no. 14, instead of being
a dreamy,
lingering, carefully pedalled
therefore, must have been something of a
risky venture.
However, the subsequent
pianissimo, becomes a short limber- up
session for Vásáry's left-hand. Personal
revival of baroque music will, I am sure,
provide afar safer market.
taste will dictate how far listeners will accept
The performance must originally have been
his free delivery and rubato: whereas I
well ahead of its time; considerable attention
myself liked his gradual return to Più mosso
in the famous Waltz no. 7in C sharp minor, I having been given to the niceties of 18th
century musical interpretation. Of course,
thought he distorted too far the main theme of
the instruments are all modern and flutes
the melancholy A minor Waltz no. 3 on its
substitute for recorders which does rather
recapitulation. So I advise the listener to
spoil the picturesque ' Tambourin' in the
sample the Waltzes carefully before buying
'Symphonies Pour Les Soupers Du Roy— Il'.
this album. The Scherzi are, on the whole,
The one factor which, above all else, tends
better balanced as interpretations: though
to date the recording, is the edgy tonal
occasionally the excellent recorded piano
quality of the strings. This may perhaps have
sound
becomes jangly under Vàsàry's
been induced by the reprocessing for stereo
fuerce attack in fortissimo chord- sequences.
listening. Woodwinds fare better but the
[B: 2/3]
Meirion Bowen
recording, alas, does not afford them sufficient
prominence. Trumpet solos contribute a
CONSTANT: Candide
Chaconne et Marche
regal touch in the Concert De Trompettes Pour
Militaire
Turner: Three essays for orchestra
Les Festes Sur Le Canal De Versailles—a suite
Elisabeth Chojnacka(hpd) IOR TF National Orchestra l
of instrumental pieces which may almost be
Marius Constant
said to forshadow Handel's celebrated Water
Erato STU 70776 (£2•85)
Music. Tempi are alert and realistically
Although disc representation is only 14
chosen, pointed rythms help the music to go
Stations (
London performance last May) and
with a swing and there is scarcely a dull
an old Erato disc not available here, Constant
moment on the entire disc. At the price, just
(b. 1925) is well established among prominent
99p, this record may be wholeheartedly
French composers.
Having studied with
recommended. [
B: 2]
Victor McAloon
Boulanger, Honegger and Messiaen, his first
real impression was Bernstein's conducting
his orchestral 24 Préludes in 1958; he has
since composed steadily. A bias away from
purely abstract forms shows on this record,
and also in aconsistent interest in ballet— he
is Ballet Music Director for the Paris Opera.
The ORTF Orchestra controls this virtuosic
music, especially the sparkling Chaconne.
The cyclic form is less obvious than in its
Baroque mainifestations, a dazzling series of
colouristic and textural variations, using
extensive percussion. Turner is Rain, Steam
and Speed, Portrait of Himself and Windsor:
not impressionistic sketches but inspired by
the painter's 'tormented aspect, by the
difficulty in approaching his work and by the
great visionary's sense of modesty'. Selfconsistent, they make cogent use of 40

DELIUS: In a Summer Garden - Brigg Fair
Dance Rhapsody No. 2 - On Hearing the First
Cuckoo in Spring
Philadelphia lOrmandy
CBS 61426 (
5141). R SBRG 72086

This is a disaster on every count, a woeful
example of American cultural barbarism.
Listening to it is acutely painful and depressing. Truly, Isuffered agonies, and Icannot
imagine why any conductor so insensitive to
Delius should choose to play him. It is the
crass outsidedness that is so distressing: the
total extraversion, the snatching at every
conceivable opportunity for orchestral
panache, the bland insensitivity to the
essential poetry.... With one exception—
the variation following the second interlude
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in Brigg Fair—the pace is always forced; the
Delian sense of flow is entirely missing, and
in its place there is a vulgar showiness. The
hardest hit are On Hearing the First Cuckoo in
Spring and In aSummer Garden: as astudy in
style and taste, it would be most illuminating
to compare these performances with, say,
those of Beecham or Collins. The recorded
sound is appropriately garish; it is close, very
fierce, inclined to surge, unbearably strident
at every climax—and the violins ... Oh God!
Oh Philadelphia! [D: 4]
Hugh Ottaway

DUFAY: Mass ' Se La Face Ay Pale'
Early Music Consort of London lMunrow
HMV CSD 3751 (
52.25)

I recently attended a concert in the QEH
marking Dufay's 500th anniversary at which
David Munrow directed the early Music Consort
in a performance of the music to be found on
this record. The first half of the concert was
an illustrated lecture, followed by a performance of the full mass in the second half. This
record has asimilar didactic feel about it with
its carefully planned programme, and admirable booklet written by David Munrow.
The disc begins with the early Gloria Ad
Modem Tubae, whose rigidity, and stark line
make a startling contrast with Dufay's later
flexible polyphony. This is followed by the
chanson Se La Face ay Pale in its original
form and then come three instrumental
versions of the chanson. After hearing these
pieces the Mass itself can be ' seen' in its true
perspective.
In the 15th century the cyclic tenor mass
was the highest expression of musical
thought, comparable with the symphony in
later times. Dufay himself stood at the end
of the middle ages, and consequently his
work reflects facets both of the old style, and
the ' new' music of the Renaissance. With
Dufay we see the establishment of four-part
writing, the development of an independent
bass line with a consequent greater control
over harmony, and an increasing awareness
of tonality. Dufay was also quick to take up
the English style so popular at the time.
Martin Le Franc in 1440: ' Burgundians have
taken after the English guise, and followed
Dunstable in Musica Ficta, pause, notation,
and sprightly consonance'.
As a musical experience this Se La Face Ay
Pale is very satisfying. David Munrow has
chosen to perform the mass with a much
smaller choir than is commonly used: only
eight singers in all. He has also elected to
use solo voices in certain sections of the
mass and personally Ifeel that this is fully
justified by the effect. Vocal lines are discreetly accompanied or doubled by viols,
cornets, and sackbuts, again justifiable, both
historically and musically. The tenor on
which the mass is constructed for example is
fully apparent whenever it appears.
Regarding the performance, it is enough to
say that it is well up to the usual high standards
of the Consort. Some of the most exposed
writing falls to the two counter-tenors who
occasionally sound alittle uncomfortable, but
overall a most satisfying and musicianly
performance from all concerned.
The sound is very good indeed, EMI having
achieved a lovely resonant acoustic that is
entirely apt for this music. Now and then I
suspected that individual solo voices were
being pulled forward a little, but this is
acceptable in the absence of a visual image.
My one complaint is of the very poor quality
of my pressings—surely EMI can do better
than this. Excepting this gripe Se La Face Ay
Pale is very well produced in all respects and
is a fitting tribute to the master's 500th
anniversary [ A: 1]
Gary Bellamy
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Vital Dvorak
from Rubinstein
eit Guarneri Quartet

DVORAK: String quartet 2 in d,
TINU : String quartet 4
Smetana Quartet
Supraphon SUAST 50529 (£ 1.60)

op.
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Like that of the E major quartet reviewed
elsewhere, this recording of Dvorak's D
minor quartet has been available here before
though it does not appear to have received
DVORAK: Piano quartet 2 in E,,Op. 87
Arthur Rubinstein (pno) IMembers of the Guarneri
wide notice. Icannot be sure when it was
Quartet
originally released but Ishould guess late
RCA SB 6884 (£2.38)
1965 or 1966. It is not the only version, there
still being available on Ace of Diamonds the
Philips gave us this lovely work only a few
excellent performance by the Janacek Quartet
months back but they coupled it with the
that is coupled with the American quartet.
composer's early and only other work for the
The D minor is the third of Dvorak's published
same forces. This then is an expensive
quartets and dates from 1877. It seems to
version since RCA take the two full sides,
have been written in response to a letter from
and on strict costings theirs cannot be said
Brahms announcing that Simrock had agreed
to be competitive. But cost in artistic matters
to publish the Moravian Duets. In spite of this
is far from being the only, or even the most
important, consideration, and on all the other
the influence on the composer appears to
have been Schubert rather than Brahms as
counts that I can lend fingers to, the
one might have expected, and as may have
Rubinstein- Guarneri recording wins hands
seemed likely in view of the fact that at this
down. Iknow people who are apt to dismiss
Dvorák's piano quartet as a lightweight. If
time Dvorak had lost his two remaining
they would care to hear this performance I children. The music, however, displays a
generally serious yet light spirited view of life,
fancy they would revise their opinion, if not as
aview enhanced perhaps alittle too obviously
to its weight at least to their ability to dismiss
it.
by the relaxed performance it receives from
the Smetana Quartet. The Janacek players
By comparison the Beaux Arts performance
extracted a more dramatic essence from the
seems decidedly stolid and by no means as
well recorded either. The piano here is still a music which, on balance, seems to get closer
to the nature of the work.
bit far forward for the ideal chamber ensemble
balance, but we are, after all, being asked to
The Martinu quartet, which occupies part of
side two, however, gets a thoroughly comlisten to one of the greatest living pianists, so
mitted and telling performance. Written in
allowances have to be made. Not that the
1937 it was only rediscovered in 1956. It is full
string players are masked at all; the recording
engineers have seen to that quite nicely, and
of melody and obviously Czech in its inspiration. It is also tautly constructed and makes
they all come across with credit. According
afitting companion to the Dvorak. The sound
to my score Rubinstein does afew unorthodox
throughout is better than that of the other
tricks with the rhythm, enough to make one
Dvorak quartet recording from Supraphon.
prick up one's ears anyway, and Isuppose
Although the Ace of Diamonds version of the
that unless there is a new edition which
D minor quartet is the first choice the Martinu
acknowledges his revisions one ought to
is well worth investigation and is not othercensure him. Iam quite prepared to close my
wise available. [B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
ears, though, since it all has so much vitality,
grace and elegance. Could RCA persuade
ELGAR: Falstaff—Symphonic study in c, Op. 68
Mr. Rubinstein to essay a little more chamber
The Sanguine Fan—Ballet, Op. 81
Tranmusic, Iwonder? He does it so beautifully.
scription of J. S. BACH'. Fantasia and Fugue in
[A*: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
C LPO IBout!
HMV ASD 2970 (£2.40)
DVORAK: String quartet 1 in E, Op. 27 n Two
Waltzes, Op. 54
Dvorak Quartet
Supraphon SUAST 50528 (£1.60)

Apart from a Vox Box recording by the
Kohon Quartet ( never reissued) this, as far as
I know, has been the only recording of
Dvorak's E major quartet. Given the grossly
misleading opus number 80 by Simrock it is
actually the composer's op. 27 and was
written during January 1876. It is one of
Dvorak's most attractive pieces of chamber
music, its sunny key tinged with deep sadness
occasioned by the recent death of one of his
children.
The scale is large with the first and last
movements both in sonata form, but the core
of the work is the Andante con moto which
the Dvorak Quartet play with exemplary
feeling. The third movement with its brief trio
seems a trifle inconsequential in the context
of the rest of the quartet and is the only
obvious weakness though it remains a
pleasant piece of music. The two Waltzes are
arrangements by the composer of Nos. 1and
4 of the Waltzes for piano Op. 54 and are
pleasant drawing room music. The Dvorak
Quartet's performances achieve that delicate
balance between gaiety and melancholy
which epitomises the best Czech interpretations of Czech music. The recording
itself, released here in 1965, is abit wiry but is
nicely spread and can be controlled well
enough to make its purchase thoroughly
commendable. [
B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
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At one time Boult made Falstaff very much his
own, and Iwish Icould declare the present
performance the equal of the best he has
given. There are many excellent passages,
but as a whole it is ' good' rather than ' very
good'. The opening is curiously slack and
perfunctory, and there are other places, too,
where a lack of positive shaping and phrasemaking is apparent. The other weakness is a
characteristic tendency to keep the music
moving, underplaying some of the subtler
contrasts in which the work abounds; again
it is aquestion of shaping. Such reservations,
however, must be kept in proportion. The
transition to the first interlude, the interlude
itself, the dissolution of Falstaff ( but not, alas,
the last 20 bars of the piece), these and other
passages reveal the expected rapport and are
outstandingly fine. The recording likewise is
not quite in the top class, and the point is
made after the break before fig. 107, which
seems to be the beginning of anew take: here
reservations about balance and perspective
suddenly vanish and everything becomes firm
and clear.
On the other side afine performance of the
Bach transcription is somewhat marred by a
hazy and over- resonant acoustic.
Then
comes the surprise: the virtually unknown
ballet score, The Sanguine Fan (
1917), gets the
best performance and recording on this disc.
Much of the music harks back to aremembered
Worcestershire of 20 years before; we think of
Enigma and the string Serenade—and of the
retrospective country things in Falstaff.
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Though not a major work, and despite its
ill- sounding tile, The Sanguine Fan has a
poetry that Elgarians will find touching and
even memorable. A part of the magic is in
Boult's interpretation, which is beautifully
poised and sensitive to detail, with all the
subtlety of movement that Imiss on side one.
Very full and stimulating notes by Jerrold
Northrop Moore. [
A/B: 1/2]
Hugh Ottaway
ENESCO: Prelude for solo violin, Op. 9 / NUBAY: Hejre Kati, Op. 32" / JOACHIM: Hungarian concerto, Op. 11**
Aaron Rosand ( vin) IRadio Luxemburg Orchestra I
*Louis de Froment I ** Siegfried KOhler
Vox STGBY668 (£1•50)

It would be reasonable to assume that
Joachim, whom we know advised Brahms in
the composition of his violin concerto, had
'borrowed' when introducing certain ideas in
his own Op. 11. However the Joachim
Hungarian Concerto was actually completed
several years before the more familiar Brahms.
This record will appeal to those who enjoy
the serious,
romantic violin
repertoire.
Joachim's score, slightly cut in this recording, has a well- constructed opening movement in itself longer than the complete
Bruch G- minor. It takes awhole LP side, and
the Romanze and Finale alla Zingare leave
space for only brief works by the other
violin- virtuosi, Hubay and Enesco ( neither of
them very striking fillers). This Vox Candide
production is graced with a thorough,
persuasive sleeve note, although the Joachim
is impressive enough, eloquent enough to
take the listener's interest unaided. Rosand
is a loving soloist, and the Luxemburg
Orchestra provides servicible support. The
stereo is rudimentary, with a raw-toned solo
image pocketed apart from the accompaniment: too readily divided extreme left and
right. Musically an interesting release, and
unlikely to be duplicated, unless someone
like Zukerman can make a case for it. [ C: 2]
Christopher Breunig

FAURE: La Bonne Chanson, Op. 61
Mélodies, Op. 76
Trois Melodies,
Mirages, Op. 113
Bernard Kruysen (bar) INoel Lee (pno)
Telefunken SAT 22546 (£2.60)

op.

Deux
85

The awful gaps among the Fauré Mélodies
available on record have long been areproach
to the gramophone companies. Or is there
not much public demand for these songs?
At any rate, Telefunken should be congratulated on redressing the situation, particularly
for putting La bonne Chanson on the market
again.
Its inclusion is however complemented by the other choices, which
bypass the obvious.
The four Brimont
settings, Miroirs, of 1919 are for instance
relatively rarely to be heard ( but are they
slightly anaemic?) and the same could be
true of the Trois Mélodies Op. 85. If it comes
to that, the name of the singer, Bernard
Kruysen is not known here. In the absence
of any information on the sleeve about him,
Iwould guess him to be a young baritone,
perhaps of Flemish descent, perhaps a
Bernac pupil, extremely cultivated, slightly
dry of tone and rather chary of excess colour
—as if he were afraid of the good taste
censors. In La Bonne Chanson for example
he could afford to expand, to widen his
mezzo- piano to mezzo-forte dynamic range.
But if he sounds slightly inhibited, the
sensibility is all there, together with an equal
responsiveness to phrase shaping and
verbal values. As one would expect, the
piano partnership of Noël Lee is exemplary
and the actual recording is excellent. [
A: 2]
Christopher Grier

Record Review
GERSHWIN: Piano concerto in F
Rhapsody
in blue
Ju'ius Katchen (pno) IMantovani and his Orchestra
Decca ' Eclipse' T ECS2146 (
99p). ik

I've always had aliking for this recording and
have often recommended it in the past. It
hits on the right approach to Gershwin, to
my mind, not orchestrally overweighted with
seriousness or too heavy atexture. Mantovani
maintains asuperior Whiteman role, combining his usual precision with a sympathy for
popular and jazz phrasing. Katchen too
was a performer who had the right kind of
flexibility and leanings. Moreover, it is a
performance full of vitality and spirit in both
works,
exhibiting
moments of positive
exuberance. I like the theatrical sound of
the orchestra and what was a very good
mono recording in the first place has not lost
anything in the transcription; indeed, for once
it has probably gained by having a wider
spread of sound. A good introduction to
these works. [ B:1]
Peter Gammond
GLAZUNOV : Scènes de Ballet, Op. 52
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Symphony 2 Antar"
Moscow RSO , Rozhdeslvensky " franov
HMV ASD 2974 (£2.40)

Like many another Russian composer,
Glazunov seems to me at his best when in
or close to the world of the theatre. Certainly
his op. 52 is bound to appeal to anyone in the
least susceptible to Russian ballet music; it
is the sort of thing that Glazunov, with his
well-balanced gifts and true professionalism,
was admirably equipped to do, without laying
himself open to the charge of being unmemorable. This is a beautiful performance, well
worth a star, and particularly notable for the
quality of the woodwind solos. The 1972
Melodiya recording is comfortably fullbodied, bright but not harsh, resonant but
by no means overwhelming—in fact, almost
of A standard.
Though described here as Symphony No. 2,
which is how it was originally presented,
Antar (
1868) was later designated asymphonic
suite. ' Ihad no right to call Antar a symphony', wrote Rimsky-Korsakov. ' My Antar
was a poem, suite, legend, anything you like,
but not a symphony.' This just observation
is worth keeping in mind, for to approach
Antar with symphonic expectations is to
invite disappointment. The trouble is that,
despite revision and re- orchestration in 1875,
and again in 1897, the piece still has the air
of trying to be a symphony; it is over- long
and repetitious, and even the most dedicated
Russophile is likely to find his attention
wandering. The material is basic RimskyKorsakov, but even the best ideas leave the
impression of having been better realized in
later works. The performance is excellent,
though at times perhaps a little too highly
charged. The recording is average Melodiya,
somewhat fierce but thoroughly acceptable.
[A/B:1*/1]
Hugh Ottaway

Paul Torteluer
cellist- conductor
extraordinary
GRIEG: Holberg suite, Op. 40 Ii Two elegaic
melodies, Op. 34.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Rococo
variations, Op. 33
Pezzo capriccios°, Op. 62
Paul Tortelier ( v/c) INorthern Sinfonia fVan Pascal
Torte/jet I * Paul Tortelier
HMV ASI32954 (£2.4o)

On records, the Rococo Variations usually
come second to one of the other major cello
works: the Dvorak, or Schumann Concertos.

Paul Tortelier

But here, thanks to Tortelier's dashing
advocacy, their full potential is realized.
He brings out the French- styled elegance,
the wit, and delicacy of the solo part, in a
performance of dazzling virtuosity and
characterization, then goes on to give a
really bold reading of the main written
cadenza. The Northern Sinfonia responds,
but only just keeps pace in the finale.
On the reverse, Tortelier assumes conducting charge, and gives us aHolberg to rival the
Argo version by Marriner. The attention
given to the part-writing can only recall
EMI's other great cellist- conductor, Sir John
Barbirolli, in terms of ardour.
In the Tchaikovsky the cello recording is
highly realistic, but on certain speakers it
will sound exaggerated in scale. The effect
with Quad ESLs is that studio ambience
magnifies the cello part in a normal and
natural way. Similarly, Quads do not produce
any boomy effect in the slow movement of
the Holberg. Very nearly a demonstration
disc, technically. [ A/A*: 1(*)]
Christopher Breunig
HABA: ' The Mother'
Soloists IChorus and orchestra of the Prague National
Theatre IJirous
Supraphon SUAST 50681/2 (
2 records) (£3.20)

Alois Haba, one of the most distinguished of
Czech experimentalists between the wars, is
now chiefly remembered for his pioneering
work on microtonal music about which he has
written extensively. He was represented in
the old 78 rpm Columbia History of Music by
a Duo for violins in the sixth-tone system,
and more recently Supraphon issued here a
recording of three string quartets and a
Nonet, all of which showed different facets
of the composer's style. To date Haba has
written three operas, The New Earth (
1935)
based on semitones, Thy Kingdom Come
(1940) in the sixth-tone system, and The
Mother. This was completed in 1929 but not
performed until 1931. Its Czech premiere
took place in 1947. The libretto is by the
composer, and might, Isuppose, be described
as ' realist' in its intention. Certainly Haba has
been at pains to dissociate himself from the
idea of what he calls ' the " lover" opera'. This,
then, is no Carmen or Tristan. He begins with
the funeral of farmer Ken's first wife, a
woman worn out with childbearing, undernourishment and the brutality of her husband,
and goes on to show how Ken's second wife,
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his sister -in -law, threatened by the same fate,
struggles against it and by love, patience and
determination, finally wins the admiration and
respect of her husband.
Haba has clothed this worthy but unromantic plot in quarter-tone music. The
aural effect, once so revolutionary, now
sounds pretty innocuous, and in its bleak
and wintry fashion frequently manages to
achieve a kind of beauty. Taken as a whole,
though, there is not enough variety in it to
make it easy listening on the gramophone,
and the absence of the text is a serious loss.
A synopsis of sorts is embedded in the notes
provided and is fortunately in less fractured
English than these which read as if the
translator were writing with a technical
dictionary at hand. Rediffusion might with
advantage try to persuade Supraphon to do
something about this aspect of their
promotion.
As far as one can tell without a score the
performance is good and may even be better
than that. The cast is a strong one, free
mercifully, from the wide vibrato that mars
so many opera recordings from Prague. The
two principals, Oldrich Spisar, possibly
too lightweight for the brutish Men, and
Eva Zikmundova, give distinguished performances of this rather difficult music, but
the orchestra is really too retrogressive for
complete satisfaction, and my review copy
has some bad patches of surface noise. The
recording dates from 1966 and Ihave had a
copy for something like two years now,
though this is the first time it has come up
for review. Being a very specialized taste I
am hesitant about it and would, I think,
recommend interested listeners to try the
chamber music record first and see how
they take to the idiom. [ B/C: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
HARANT: Missa quinis vocibus
Maria Kron
—motet _ Qui confidunt in Domino— motet Li
Crucifixus trium vocum
Prague Madrigal Singers IVenhoda
Supraphon 112 1109 (£1.60)

Quite a discovery: three works ( in fact, the
only three works surviving in complete form)
by a Czech nobleman who was evidently a
most accomplished amateur composer of
the era round 1600. Isay three works, because
the fourth item on this record is an alternative
version of the Crucifixus from the Mass for
five voices, which is heard first. Harant was
executed for participating in the Czech
rebellion against the Hapsburg overlords in
1621, but this music—in Italian polyphonic
style, the mass being indeed based on a
madrigal by Marenzio— should win him a
belated artistic fame.
It is recorded in a suitably resonant,
church- like acoustic (though in fact, according to the label, in a studio) and receives
what seems an excellently authoritative
performance. To judge by the names of the
solo singers, the upper voices of the choir
are female, not boys', but females who sing
here without intrusive vibrato. The voices
are accompanied by organ, and in the mass
by wind instruments, too, following a practice
which was apparently normal at this time.
Although the acoustical conditions make the
words unclear, and the sleeve fails to give the
words for the unfamiliar ( German) motet text
(Maria Kron), listeners who relish late
Renaissance- polyphonic music will wholeheartedly welcome the disc. [ A:1]
Arthur Jacobs
HAYDN: Symphony 73 ' La Chasse'
Symphony 74
Philharmonia Hungarica IDorati
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' S1313413 ( el . 50). sfrom
HCINS31 ( Sep ' 71)
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Many record- buyers who were unable or
unwilling to collect the complete Decca
series of the symphonies as they came out
in bargain- priced boxes will have noted with
delight the appearance of some of the
symphonies on separate discs; this latest
offering should prove a popular investment.
'La chasse', always a reasonably popular
piece, is here coupled with the marginally
earlier no. 74, a slightly uneven but still
unjustly neglected work. When I reviewed
the set from which these recordings are
taken Icomplained about the disappointing
quality of my pressing of no. 74; Iam delighted
to report that this latest issue is exemplary
—entirely free from the scrawny sound and
clicks that had worried me before. The
opening Vivace assai is driven rather hard,
and the Adagio cantabile is perhaps not quite
as steady throughout as one could wish, but
the elegantly limping minuet is beautifully
done, and the finale is the more interesting
for being taken straight, with no special
pleading.
No. 73 gets exactly the right
combination of weight and liveliness— it
would form an appropriate introduction to
Dorati's
whole series.
Warmly
recommended. [A: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Symphony 92 ' Oxford' / MOZART:
Symphony 31 ' Paris'
ll Seraglio': Overture
LSO Krips
Decca'Eclipse' ECS717 T (
99p). R 1952, 1953 ( 1961)
Imust confess to some surprise at finding
this old version of the Paris symphony
reappearing again; it was brought out in June
1952, and despite attempts at refurbishing the
sound, it is rather harsh and shallow. The
slow movement lacks the required elegance
and sensibility though the outer movements
emerge with considerable panache.
The
Entführung overture ( black mark for calling
a German opera by an Italian title!) is nicely
characterized though poor in sound quality.
The Oxford Symphony however can be quite
warmly recommended. Though only marginally newer ( October 1953) it sounds fuller,
better balanced, and Krips certainly makes a
case for treating it rather more nimbly than is
usual. Still, a curious reissue. [
C/D: 2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: The Complete String Quartets, Vol. 2:
Op. 0in E, Op. 1 ; 1in 13,, 2in
3in D, 4in G,
6in C
Op. 2; 1in A, 2in E, 4in F, 6in 13,
Aeolian Quartet
Decca HDN M52-6 (
5records) (£5-25 until 1October,
then £ 7-00)
Readers may recall that Iwas guarded in my
welcome to the first issue in the Aeolian
Quartet Haydn series from Argo ( September
1973; opus 71 and 74). Iam delighted to say
right at the start of this review that this
second issue, covering the earliest quartets,
is altogether more impressive. Iwas unhappy
about the over- resonant and ' public' acoustic;
this time there is no loss of impact ( occasional sniffs indicate that we really are in the
presence of live musicians), but the balance
is happier, more natural and appropriate.
More important still, the playing is here very
good indeed, with firm, sensitive teamwork
and keen insight into the individual demands
of these early and experimental works.
There is a sense of spaciousness about
the whole undertaking— each work, even
those lasting little over a quarter of an hour,
has a side to itself ( don't tighten your pursestrings—the records are particularly cheap if
you buy them before October); there is no
feeling ( as with the Vox Boxes) that the early
divertimento- like quartets are merely packed
in before the later and ' real' quartets are
reached. The Aeolians are generous with
repeats, favour broad and leisurely tempi—
though they whisk through the scurrying
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presto movements with poise and wit. And
there is an important further reason why the
listener will feel he is hearing some of these
works for the first time: as Reginald BarrettAyres points out in his excellent notes, the
quartet are playing from the new edition he
and Robbins Landon are making ( Faber
Music) of the entire canon.
Countless
differences will be noted by the listener with,
say, the Eulenberg scores before him—
phrasing, dynamics, tempo, but also effects
of timbre ( e.g. the delicious use of pizzicato
in the first trio of op. 1, no. 1) and of layout
(e.g. the extra repeat- marks in the finale of
Op. 1, no. 4).
I should perhaps have explained earlier
that the familiar opus 1, no. 5 and opus 11,
nos. 3 and 5 are missing for the best of
reasons: 1/5 is in fact the symphony ' A'
reviewed in April as part of the Dorati series;
and 11/3 and 5 are divertimenti for two horns
and string quartet. In place of 1/5 we are here
offered the pleasing little E7 work that
Hoboken includes as a string divertimento
(Hob. II, 6) but which was included in the
original 1765 London edition of Haydn's
opus I.
There are occasional imperfections in the
playing but there is so much more to enjoy
and admire—the auspices for the continuation of the series are excellent! [
A: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Sinfonia concertante in B, Op. 84 /
MOZART: Sinfonia concertante in E7, K297b*
Leipzig Gewandhaus INeumann I " Dresden Staatskapelle ISuitner
Telefunken SMT1325 (£ 1-75)
Of these two works, the better but the less
recorded is the Haydn. Despite lingering
doubts as to the authenticity of the Mozart
(the latest Kóchel keeps it among doubtful
or spurious works) it is an uncommonly
attractive piece, and it is perhaps a little
surprising that it is coupled with the Haydn
only on the 1969 Barenboim HMV recording.
The Dresden orchestra and soloists under
Suitner give a leisurely, affectionate account
of the Mozart (the attribution is less in doubt
than the provenance of the sole edition in
which it survives), the woodwind playing in
particular being of a high order. The engineers have combined with the orchestra
and conductor to secure a bland, warm
spectrum but my copy at least has unfortunate patches of near- distortion and clicks—
confined almost entirely to the left-hand
channel and the first half of the opening
movement. The Haydn comes off poorly in
other respects—a rather shrill sound quality
(helped by treble cut), and most damagingly
in its use of a corrupt edition of the score,
presumably that of Hans Sitt. The four bars
of violin semiquavers ( finale, bar 135) are
missing, and the scoring has been re- touched
intermittently ( e.g. held horns in bar 56 of
the Andante rather than Haydn's pause); the
solo violinist's additional ornaments are for
the most part unexceptional. In view of the
generally high standard of the performance
it is a pity to have reservations about the
edition used. Barenboim with the admirable
ECO is the clear first choice, but provided
my pressing of the Mozart first movement is
a rogue example, readers for whom the
lower price of the Telefunken matters more
than its disadvantages may well enjoy this
issue. [
B/C: 2]
Peter Branscombe
HINDEMITH: Symphony ' Mathis der Maier'
Philharmonic Concert— variations for Orchestra
(1932)
Nobilissima Visione* / Symphonic
Metamorphoses on a theme by Carl Maria von
Weber*
BPO IHindemith I *Hamburg State Philharmonic I
Keilberth
Telefunken KT110361-2 m ( 2records) (£3-45)
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This imposing necrology was issued last
year in memoriam of the tenth anniversary
of the composer's death. It also happens to
recall the more recent death of Joseph
Keilberth who, as can be heard here and in
DG's excellent recording of Cardillac, was a
distinguished
interpreter
of
Hindemith's
music. Hindemith's own contributions—the
Mathis Symphony and the Philharmonic
Concerto— have become historic. The first,
in particular, has certainly acquired historical
importance since it was made in 1934 shortly
after the symphony had been completed and
very shortly before Hindemith decided to
leave Germany for good. It was probably
the last recording he made there before the
war.
Naturally the sound falls short of
present standards and this recording, which
has obviously been dubbed from 78s, has
its fair share of snap, crackle and pop. In
the main though, it comes over well except
that some important detail—the solo horn
statement of Lauda Sion salvatorum in the
coda to the finale, for instance—fails to make
itself heard.
The performance of the Philharmonic
Concerto (
now not otherwise available)
recorded in 1950, shows its age. The sound
is very thin and the acoustic tubby. A pity,
this, for this is another of those virtuoso
concertos for orchestra that cries out for
well-defined recording. Written in 1932 it is
one of Hindemith's most brilliant tours de
force and really should be given a new
recording soon.
The two Keilberth performances date from 1955 and were once
available here on GMA24 ( issued 1956 and
1960). They are both recommendable. The
sound is fuller and more rounded out and
the performances, of the reflective ballet
Nobilissima visione in particular, is most
persuasive. This again is another work which
has not received its due: it might be said to
bear much the same relationship to Mathis
der Maier as, say, Stravinsky's Orpheus does
to Apollo. It needs to be worked at by the
listener and is slow to release its full richness.
The Symphonic Metamorphoses, however,
makes its point without difficulty. Keilberth's
account of it is virile yet controlled and nicely
proportioned and, compared with the recently
reissued Szell version, sophisticated. An
interesting album, then, and one which will
undoubtedly commend itself to the now
happily growing audience for Hindemith.
Telefunken's efforts to promote him are
indeed to be welcomed. [
H/C/B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
HINDEMITH: Der Schwanendreher ( viola concerto)
Solo Viola sonata, Op. 11; 5
Laszlo Barsony ( via) lHungarian State Orch Erdelyi
Hungaroton LPX11587 (£1.42)
This
excellent
record
restores to the
catalogue Hindemith's once popular viola
concerto Der Schwanendreher and, as far
as 1can tell, adds to it the Sonata for solo
viola. The concerto, based on a number of
German folksongs, was composed in 1935
and, like the other works Hindemith wrote for
the instrument, was designed as a vehicle
for his own gifts as a viola player. It is not
a showy work, however, but is acharacteristically serious one. It makes considerable
demands on the soloist though not on the
listener, and it is lightened by several gay
episodes. The last recording of it I recall
was by Paul Doktor who coupled it with the
Walton Viola Concerto on a CBS issue.
Barsony, a young Hungarian virtuoso,
commands just the full, singing tone to do
the work justice, and he is well recorded.
The orchestral accompaniment could, Ithink,
have been a shade lighter; Erdelyi contrives
to make it sound laboured at times, and he

Great W.H.Smith offer

on Single L.P's over £2
by 12 great composers
Beethoven. Brahms. Chopin. Dvorak
Elgar. Mozart. Rachmaninoff. Schubert. Schumann
Sibelius. Tchaikovsky. Wagner
This offer is available in all W.H. Smith Record Departments until
Thursday May 16th or while stocks last. The offer applies to stock items only.

WHSMITH tti for books and agreat deal more
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has not been as well served by the engineers.
The small orchestra needed should have
been more cleanly recorded. The Viola
Sonata, the fifth of six composed between
1918 and 1919, for various stringed instruments, some with piano, some without, is an
excellent example of Hindemith's power of
sustaining and developing melodic line. It
also demonstrates how, even this early on,
he had mastered the techniques of composition—the work ends with a splendid Passacaglia—and was able to give substance to
his music with both stated and implied
harmony and counterpoint. There are a few
sniffs near the beginning ( at least that's
what it sounds like) but they don't last long
and very soon the intensity of the playing
overcomes any reservation. Iheartily recommend this to your attention. [ B: 1/11
Kenneth Dommett
HOLST: The Planets, Op. 32
Bournemouth SO IHurst
Contour 2870 367 (
79p)
This is not a reissue but a recording newly
made for the Contour label, the first made,
so the company claim, specially for a budget
label. It is a performance very much in the
Boult tradition and, with these forces, sounds
nobly British. There is something about
the timbre of orchestras that gives away
their nationality, especially those beyond
the
internationally- known
London- based
ensembles. Which is not to under- rate this
performance which, if it does not reach the
ultimate magic, has great vitality about it
and has some good orchestral playing to
boot. The producer Brian Culverhouse has
always aimed at a full-blooded and forward
sound and this he has achieved with the
maximum clarity allied to warmth. Listen to
the opening of Saturn for instrumental timbres
nicely caught and good balance. The sleeve
draws particular attention to a design by
David Hardy which is certainly very effective. As remarked in connection with the
Bacarisse/Rodrigo concertos earlier, this is
a recording that would have passed muster
at full- price, so it is certainly welcome at this
bargain price, a nice change from some of
the barrel- scraping that is going on amongst
some of the bigger companies as they trot
out 20- year- old recordings in souped- up
stereo. [ A:1]
Peter Gammond

LAMBERT: The Rio Grande* / WALTON: Symphony 2 171 ' Portsmouth Point' Overture El
'Scapino' Comedy Overture
*Soloists I " London Madrigal Singers ILSO IPrevin
HMV ASD 2990 (£2•40)
It is good to have The Rio Grande in the
catalogue again. This once popular work is
now seldom heard in the concert hall, but
it retains its freshness and immediate
appeal. The urge to say that there is no better
work of its kind is astrong one; and yet, what
is its kind? That The Rio Grande (
1927) is
not simply a ' jazzy' piece is one of the secrets
of its appeal. In Waltonian terms, it is not
only Portsmouth Point that is suggested but
also the more inward- looking, melancholy
numbers from Façade; and in the closing
section Lambert's yearning for ' otherness' is
expressed with great poignancy. This is a
sincere performance, but Iwish the London
Madrigal Singers had taken to heart the
composer's request ( in the score) for ' arather
more theatrical and pungent style of singing
than is usual with most choral societies'.
The balance, too, is slightly less than ideal:
in relation to the chorus both the solo piano
and the percussion seem a little too forward.
And some rather steely piano tone tends to
underline the impression of rigidity conveyed
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by the pianist. Otherwise both performance
and recording are very pleasing.
Previn's jazz affiliations stand him in good
stead in Portsmouth Point, but in Scapino
their effect is felt in an under- playing of the
suave lyrical vein. It is Walton's Second
Symphony that gets the finest performance
and recording on this disc.
Beautifully
poised in the Lento assai and almost as
incisive in the outer movements as the
Cleveland/Szell version ( CBS 61087), this
new performance offers the advantages of
warmer recording without any loss of impact:
a considerable achievement for all concerned, and one that is bound to make new
friends for the work itself. [ A/B: 1/2]
Hugh Ottaway
LITOLFF: Piano concerto 4 in d, Op. 102—
Scherzo / TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano concerto 1
in bY, Op. 23
Shura Cherkassky (
pno) ILPO IBoult
Music for Pleasure MFP57004 (89p). ewRc sT796
Recommendable only to Cherkassky's admirers. There is some scintillating fingerwork of breathtaking lightness. The Wolff is
more acceptable than the Tchaikovsky—
although the triangle is much too loud.
Speeds are slow in the concerto, especially
the second movement, and the orchestral
playing sounds strained and is distressingly
out of ensemble with the soloist, right from
the opening statement. The Katin/Pritchard
coupling on CFP115 is more reliable. The
pressing was made in America, and the
rumble level is appalling. [ C/D: 3]
Christopher Breunig
MAHLER: Symphony 9
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra IAncerl
Supraphon SUAST50813/4 (E3.20)
Ancerl's Mahler ninth has been available here
before, as a special import. The competition
could hardly be stronger, with technically
first-class recordings by Klemperer, Haitink,
Barbirolli, and Solti; then, slightly cheaper
than this Supraphon set (and with the
Wayfarer song- cycle included), the recently
reissued Walter/CBS, and at the lowest price
Horenstein on Turnabout.
Each a compelling Mahler interpreter: yet I
found, to my surprise, that Ancerl's reading
was as moving as any of these. And, apart
from one serious problem, the Supraphon
production offers the clearest, most finely
detailed stereo Ihave yet heard on the Czech
label. (The discs are boxed, with a useless
analytical note.)
For some listeners, Ancerl will be in the
last analysis un -idiomatic. For he does not
sweeten the bitterness of this music, as
Walter does, but bares it, sets it out as a
modern, unromantic score. His Lândler
movement lacks charm, and is arguably too
fast. But this is the only disappointment. The
third movement has a dynamism to rival
Bernstein's, or Solti's, and the two outer
movements are played with all possible
commitment by the Czech players. Ancerl's
family was completely wiped out by the Nazis,
and Ido not think it fanciful to suggest that
Mahler's preoccupation with death in the
ninth evoked the strongest responses in
Ancerl here.
One small flaw occurs in the opening movement: the opening tympani beat in an important motto, F- sharp A B A, at cue 15, is
missing. Idetect no edit here, and conclude
that somehow the player missed a cue, or
otherwise erred, so forceful is the balance of
his phrase.
There are changes of level between sides,
side 3 showing a certain rawness or lack of
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range, but more serious is the surface noise,
which suggests listening to stereo transfers
made on wax, rather than vinyl. This inevitably
muddies the quality, which basically ( i.e. at
master- tape stage) must have been outstanding. [ A/D: 1]
Christopher Breunig

MESSIAEN: La Transfiguration de Notre
Seigneur Jésus-Christ
Yvonne Loriod (Pno) IJanos Starker (do) IWallace
Mann ( fit) ILoren Kitt (clt) IFrank Ames (mrmba) I
John Kane (xyl) IRonald Barnett ( vib) IMichael Sylvester (ten) IPaul Aquino (bar) IWestminster Symphonic Choir / National Symphony Orchestra, Washington DC IAnta! Dorati
Decca Headline HEAD 1/2 ( 2records) (£4.90)
Transfiguration is Messiaen's largest work.
Not in length—the Catalogue d'Oiseaux and
Vingt Regards piano cycles last over two
hours— but in scale.
Written 1965-9, it
is scored for the soloists listed above,
augmented orchestra and choir of 10 x10
groups. A Mahler might have been content
with a Symphony of a Thousand; although it
does not need so many performers (216), the
diversity, density and complexity of the
scoring takes it further. The composer notes
that ' different aspects of the mystery of the
Transfiguration of Christ are successively
evoked through a mosaic of Latin texts,
carefully chosen by the musician to function
as afoundation for his meditation'.
The scale provokes parallels with Et Expecto,
whose instrumentation, Messiaen comments,
'intends it for vast spaces: churches,
cathedrals and even performances in the open
air and on mountain heights ...' But it
contains differing, even contradictory
elements. Solemn brass and unison choral
statements, such as begin the second
section contrast with the intimate detail
entrusted to the instrumental soloists,
particularly piano; pp markings are not
rigorously observed here, for obvious reasons,
and without the boost given the pizzicato solo
cello passages might not cut through
sufficiently. Yet although much must serve
decorative functions (the extent of the
counterpoint of No. 6 is surely beyond aural
comprehension), reconciling these elements
is a large problem facing any recording or
performance, exaggerated beyond the comparative disparities of, say, Verdi's Requiem.
At first hearing, technical shortcomings
can annoy: the inaccuracies of ensemble, the
slight apprehension of some choral leaps, the
flatness of some string phrasing. But in a
work of such scale and complexity they seem
indigenous, even if more objectionable on
record. What is important is establishing a
sense of grandeur, of an affirmation of belief
leading naturally to the massive final climax—
this is a work in which Messiaen more than
ever confronts us with his unshakeable
credo.
However much one regrets the
confused muddle of No. 6 or the early percussion entries, the breadth of vision is
paramount; virtuosity may be suspect, but
conviction is not. The recording is similar:
the acoustic is full-bodied, especially the
important brass, which has a thick, glowing
sound. But the choir seems too forward—it
needs to be set in a generous acoustic, and
when relatively dry the textures become
uneven, for the groups are quite small for the
intended effects. Instrumental soloists suffer
from distant sound and obvious spotlighting
combined, which makes the piano thin.
Perspective is about the reverse of the
layouts detailed in the score. But again, the
net effect is enormously compelling, and
often overwhelming: it's not the definitive
performance, but it's more than welcome.
[B: 1*/1/2]
Michael Thorne

Record Review
Distinguished
Mozart from Böhm
Prinz & Zeman
MOZART: Clarinet concerto
Bassoon concerto
Alfred Prinz (clt) IDiet mar Zeman (bsn) IVP0 IBohm
DG 2530 411 (£2.75)

These are distinguished performances of a
kind that we have long become familiar with
from this conductor. The Clarinet Concerto
takes on a graceful elegance which accentuates its slightly melancholic beauty. Prinz
occupies the frame which Böhm has provided
with distinction, his playing has a lustre and
sweetness that manages to avoid mannerism
and over- refinement. Bifihm's tendency to
adopt too measured atread which robs some
of his Mozart of the lightness it demands, has
been skilfully avoided here and between them
the conductor, soloist and orchestra have
managed to distil an interpretation that
embraces both and combines poetry with
sturdiness.
The Bassoon concerto is equally successful. The same respectful attention to detail—
the control of dynamics in the first movement
is especially rewarding—once again provides
the setting for a distinguished solo performance. Ido not recall having heard of Dietmar
Zeman before, but Ilike his tone very much. It
has a welcome roundness just touched with
reediness to give it character. There is too a
welcome vitality about the playing which adds
a desirable touch of rusticity to the performance and saves it from the numbing civility
that Karajan, for instance, gave it. DG have
given the recording a velvety sound which
many relish but which Itend to find slightly
cloying. It is a matter of taste not criticism,
and Iwould not dream of faulting it, or the
balance either. The surfaces are gloriously
silent. [ A: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Flute concerto 1 in G, K313
Flute
concerto 2 in D, K314
Andante, K315
Richard Adeney (fit)
English Chamber Orchestra I
Raymond Leopard
Classics for Pleasure C FP40072 ( 99p)

CFP have quite a scoop here. These are
recordings of such high quality in every way
that they would have merited issue on afullprice label. A clear and well-balanced recording. Raymond Leppard and the ECO
offer a bright, light and correctly weighted
performance that sounds ideally Mozartian.
Richard Adeney has a nicely rounded tone
with a pleasing lack of breathiness and
maintains brisk high spirits throughout. His
cadenzas are excellently done. Mozart wrote
the G major concerto on commission ( having
confessed not too great a liking for the
flute), then, to save effort, re- scored his oboe
concerto for flute to provide a second work.
Then, for some not altogether clear reason he
also wrote asubstitute slow movement for the
first concerto, which we also have on this
record. There is no need to look to the
dearer labels to get abetter performance than
this. [ A: 1]
Peter Gammond
MOZART: Mass in c, K427
Cotrubas / Te Kanawa IKrenn ISo/in lJohn A//dis
Choir / NPO ILeopard
HMV ASD2959 (£2.40)

This new recording goes agood way towards
filling the yawning gap in the catalogue
occasioned by the absence of a really first
class recording of this most magnificent of
Mozart masses. HMV have assembled an
excellent quartet of soloists with two out-

standingly successful sopranos in Lleana
Cotrubas in the primo role and Kin i Te
Kanawa in the secundo, and an accomplished
choir. Together they manage to compensate
for the most serious shortcomings of earlier
versions, and Raymond Leppard's direction
imposes asympathetic yet controlled elasticity
over the performance as awhole.
Once again, however, Ifeel compelled to
comment adversely on the acoustic of the
recording. In the search for ' realism' there is,
in my opinion, an unwise tendency to assume
that the ' church' acoustic is somehow more
appropriate than a studio one. The result,
variously described as ' atmospheric' or
'mushy', invariably lacks clarity and definition
and is often overlaid by apatina of resonance
that obscures much admirable detail. This
recording, which sounds as if one were
listening from the end of a fairly long nave,
manages to disguise the fact that much of the
orchestral detail is being obscured by convincing the listener that that is how the
performance would be heard ' live'. It undoubtedly is, but Iwould rather hear more of
what the orchestra is supposed to be doing,
and to hear the double choruses more
definitely separated. As it is the strings and
the two sopranos are well enough favoured
thankfully, for Cotrubas is beautifully controlled and pure- sounding in her two big
solos, the Laudamus te and Et incarnatus est.
Te Kanawa matches her in the Domine Deus
and blends perfectly in the quartet in the
Benedictus where the two men also shine
brilliantly. If anything Te Kanawa manages
her trills more successfully than does
Cotrubas, but both remember to attach short
cadenzas to their solos at appropriate places.
The singing is ajoy throughout, and Iexpect
that only a few misanthropes will share my
failure to enjoy unreservedly this, in so many
ways, excellent and very welcome recording.
[B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MUSSORGSKY: Sunless—song cycle 71 Where
art thou, little star?
Hopak
Gathering
Mushrooms
The Nursery—song cycle
The
Orphan
The Magpie
Oda Slobodskaya (
sop) Ivor Newton (pno)
SAGA 5357 (89p). R

This recital by the late Oda Slobodskaya is
apparently a re- issue of items which were
previously available on two different Saga
records. All the Mussorgsky songs hava
now very sensibly been put onto one LP and
this is afine memento of the famous Russian
soprano. The age of the voice is at once
apparent, but she sings with complete
authority and excellent control and the
recording is clean, with a good balance
between the voice and the fine piano accompaniments of Ivor Newton. [ B: 2]
John Freestone
OFFENBACH: ' Les Contes d'Hoffmann'—highlights
Sutherland I Bacquier I Domingo I Tourangeau I
Cuenod Ietc IChoeurs de la Radio Suisse Romande,
Pro Arte Lausanne, du Brassus IOSR IBonynge
Decca SETS« (52.60). R from complete set on
SET545/6/7 ( Nov ' 72)

On the whole, with its predominantly French
production, Igrow increasingly in favour of
making the recent complete Decca recording
the first recommendation in this field. A
recommendation re-inforced by hearing these
highlights where the terrific vitality of the
production is given extra punch with much of
the padding absent. Ishouldn't like to divert
anyone from buying the complete opera
(which is amarvellous if odd work) but Imust
say that this highlight record makes very good
entertainment and an exciting introduction to
Offenbach's neglected genius; so, if financial
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considerations prevent you from getting the
whole opera, let me at least persuade you to
sample this record. The recorded sound is
not perfect, being very resonant and occasionally even overwhelming, but that still
leaves it in the very good bracket. [ A: 1]
Peter Gammond
PROKOFIEV: The Complete Orchestral Music
(Vols. 1-6): Symphonies 1-7
Overture on
Hebrew Themes, Op. 34b ' Russian Overture',
Op. 72
National Orchestra of the O.R.T.F. IMart/non
Turnabout TV37050-5S (6 records) (99p each)

'Complete Orchestral Music' is misleading.
This set of six records contains the seven
symphonies with the addition of a couple of
overtures— no more, no less. At atotal cost
of just under £6, it seems very good value,
whatever the snags. The snags are of the
kind that one expects from the cheaper
bargain labels. The recorded sound tends to
be both shallow and fierce, with the usual
consequences; a good deal of thin, steely
violin tone, somewhat congested climaxes,
dull basses—and so forth. None of these
characteristics is present to an unacceptable
degree, and to some extent the quality varies
from work to work. Perhaps the best recorded
are the Fifth and Sixth Symphonies: given a
discreet adjustment of your controls, these
are worth a B rating; the other four records
are either B/C or C.
The interpretations and performances are
generally good [1/2]. There is much that Ilike
very much, especially in the handling of
lyrical and reflective music.
In the big
variation movement of the Second Symphony,
for instance, or the slow movement of the
Fifth, there is great sensitivity on the part of
Martinon and an excellent response from his
orchestra. When'the music is quick and lively,
however, the treatment tends to be overincisive, over- brilliant, and to emphasize the
bustling moto perpetuo vein. Not always,
though; the finale of the Fifth, which has so
often been played as an uproarious showpiece, gets a very well balanced and truly
musical performance. On the other hand, the
outer movements of the Classical Symphony
are uncomfortably scrambled and seemingly
perfunctory.
What it amounts to is this: if you want
thoroughly serviceable versions of the
Prokofiev symphonies—to have by you, as it
were—and are not too fussy about the quality
of sound, then there is much to be said for
trying this set. If, however, you want the best
available, you will look elsewhere, and
particularly to the HMV-Melodiya boxed set
(Moscow Radio/Rozhdestvensky—SLS 844).
Even on this level, Martinon's Fifth and Sixth
might still be considered. The series is
provided with extensive sleeve- notes, but I
think it should be stated that the last three
sleeves have the same general note, which
takes about half of the total space. [ B/C: 1/2]
Hugh 0//away
ROSSINI: Overtures: ' William Tell'
La
Gazza Ladra'
' Semiramide'
' Il Signor
Bruschino' ' L'Italiana in Algeri'
RPO IDavis
Classics for Pleasure CFP40077 ( 99p). R HMV
CLP1556, CSD1436 ( Aug '62)

This was an issue of the Rossini overtures
that Isomehow missed when it first came out,
a fact which Inow regret as Iwould have
given it a strong recommendation. I am
surprised, though perhaps Ishouldn't be, to
find Davis such athorough- going Rossinian.
They are wonderfully sensitive performances,
full of intimate detail and delicate touches,
yet also full of life and movement and a
genuine Italian flavour. Thank goodness
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Rossini's*
newly discovered
Mass of 1820

ROSSINI: ' Messa di Gloria'
Margherita Rinaldi ( sop) ' Ameral Gunson (con) fUgo Bene//i, John Mitchinson ( ten) IJules Bastin ( bs) IBBC
Singers IECO IHandt
Philips 6500 612 (£2.50)
Here is a major discovery for all lovers of Rossini's music—and, incidentally, for all devotees of
brilliant coloratura tenor singing. Whereas Rossini's Petite Messe So/ene/le was written long
after the cessation of his operatic career, this Messa de Gloria dates from 1820, amid the years of
his operatic fame. Performed but apparently unpublished, with the original score now lost, the
music survives in various copies— enough, it seems, for the conductor of this recording to have
reconstructed the score. Apart, perhaps, from a somewhat perfunctory dash at afugue in the
final number, it displays Rossini at his most masterly— and at his most ' romantic', with a richness in both the vocal and the orchestral writing that looks forward to William Tell.
It is not, however, ' devout' music in the way that Beethoven and his successors have taught
us to think of settings of the mass. It is display music, showing off the abilities of the singers
(soprano, first tenor, and bass especially) as it shows off the resourcefulness of the composer
in a variety of moods and tempos. Why the nickname of a ' Gloria' mass? We are not told, but
perhaps it is because of the stunningly unexpected and purely orchestral music, starting off
with brass fanfares, at the beginning of the Gloria section.
Ugo Benelli's singing of the first tenor part, with aforest of top C naturals and some C sharps
all perfectly placed in rapid florid passages ( by no means hurled up like jagged pieces of rock
from a vocal volcano), is among the most exciting singing Ihave ever heard on disc. Add to
this an almost equal brilliance from Margherita Rinaldi, plus atrue- toned bass part from Jules
Bastin and what appears a very good management of the whole from Mr. Handt, and further
recommendation of this performance is hardly needed.
Unfortunately this recommendation has to be tempered with caution because of what Ican
only think a lamentable but serious miscalculation in the recording. Whereas soloists and
orchestra are very well balanced with one another ( and with good stereo placing) the members
of the chorus are so far back as to be disastrously weak in sound. Their first entry of all is
wrongly quite inconspicuous, and at the Qui to//is—where they ought to be competing in
majesty with loud trombones—they are like vocal ghosts. In a work where the chorus is so
important ( the conductor's own sleeve- note speaks of ' an enormous choral fresco') this fault
cannot be passed over in a reviewer's rating, even though the musical importance of the disc
can hardly be overrated. [B: 1*]
Arthur Jacobs

CFP have seen fit to re- issue them for you
couldn't wish for the rackster to be introduced
to Rossini on better terms than this; while the
connoisseur can also look for a real bargain.
The sound is still a well-balanced one and so
well suited to the music that it more or less
deserves top marks still; even Rossini's
tempestuous tuttis and finales are handled
with composure. There are afew odd noises
here and there ( from the orchestra?) and just
a slight hardness of tone to betray its age;
so [
A/B: 1*]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Symphony 9in C, 0994 ' Great'
Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam IKrips
Decca ' Eclipse' rECS714 (
99p). R LXT2719 ( Oct
'52)
Iam rather surprised to find Decca reissuing
this record as they already have the very good
Krips performance with the LSO on their
'Ace of Diamonds' series ( SDD153) in much
better sound, though costing a bit more
at £ 1.50. But don't let the extra few pence
put you off going for that one in preference
to this rather stodgy performance with the
Concertgebouw. The scherzo here has not
half the vitality of the LSO recording. Nor is
the sound comparable; here we have the beein- a-jam- jar effect in the strings and the
woodwind occasionally sounding like a foghorn. It is a pity if would be Schubertians
should come to this marvellous work through
something as inadequate as this. [D: 2/3]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Piano trio 1in 11,,0898
David Oistrakh ( On) Sviatoslav Knushevitzky ( v/c) /
Lev Oborin ( pno)
Classics for Pleasure CFP40037 (
99p). R Columbia ‘i
33CX1627 ( Apr ' 59), SAX2281 ( July' 59)
Another very useful and recommendable
addition to the CFP library which Ihope will
introduce many newcomers to this most
ingratiating example of Schubert's chamber
music. It is a gratifying work to play and to
listen to, which cannot be said of some
chamber works. Its immediate rival when I
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first reviewed this in ' Music on Record' was
the Trio di Trieste recording on Deutsche
Grammophon and, of course, there was also
the classic Cortot/Thibaud/Casals version
which has now been re- issued. Beside these
the Russian trio seemed just alittle restrained,
and a little lacking in warmth. It still seems a
careful, sometimes almost sedate performance, and yet its clarity of texture and precision have much in their favour. Cleanliness
and tidiness are good qualities to have in trio
and quartet playing. So while Iwould ultimately go for greater warmth in Schubert
this is a likeable performance in a cooler vein
which will make a good introduction to the
work. [ B: 2]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Die scheme Müllerin, 0795
Peter Schreier ( ten) IWalter Olbertz ( pno)
DG 2530 362 (£2.75)
Peter Schreier, rather as Ian Partridge did in
his recent recording ( CFP40043), takes a
fairly light-hearted view of this eminently
open- to- interpretation song- cycle. To make
the inevitable comparison with FischerDieskau, he falls short in dramatic touches,
his interpretative tricks are limited and somewhat artificial. His accompanist tends to
play safe and straightforward; one feels that
neither are going to risk too much. On the
credit side, Schreier's voice is a beautifully
clear one and his attack on the notes is clean
and accurate and, on this count alone, this
recording gives much pleasure and warrants
criticism only on the very highest level. What
is potentially a good clean recording is
slightly spoiled by too close miking of the
singer. This means a good deal of unnecessary sibilance and Idon't think Ihave
often been so aware of the singer's intakes of
breath; Ifound myself listening to them with
fascination. It could make a good demonstration disc in this respect for the young
singer, Ienjoyed the disc for the music's own
sake and for the clarity and freshness of the
singer's voice. [
A/B: 2]
Peter Gammond
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SIBELIUS: Symphony 3 in C, Op. 52
Symphony 7in C, Op. 105
Scottish National Orchestra IGibson
Saga 5284 (
89p). Rformerly Alpha SPHA3012 ( Jan
'66)
This Sibelius coupling has a curious history:
originally sponsored by the Peter Stuyvesant
Foundation it was first issued by Alpha/
Waverly, but within six months had been
acquired by Saga. The transfer was apparently
very dim on first appearance, then improved
on Saga—though reinstating treble increased
the tape hiss.
The present Saga sleeve ( same catalogue
number) states, equivocally, ' this recording
has been reprocessed for stereo listening',
when it is in fact genuine stereo: albeit in
need of severe correction to balance a
deficient right channel. The stereo sound as
such is clearer in the third symphony, but
both sides suggest a broadcast tape of some
age, rather than a studio- produced recording.
But the disc is cheap, and Gibson conducts
with strong feeling for Sibelius. I did not
think the finale of the earlier work held
together wholly convincingly, and the SNO
playing is unpolished, nevertheless these are
committed performances. [
C: 2]
Christopher Breunig
STRAVINSKY: L'Histoire du Soldat—suite
Piano Rag music Ebony Concerto
Ragtime
Jan Novotny (pno) IKarel Krautgartner and his Orchestra IChamber Harmony IPesek
Supraphon 50 968 (£ 1.60)
These jazz- inspired pieces by Stravinsky form
anatural group, even though one of them, the
Ebony Concerto, was written some 25 years
after the other three. All four are given bright,
stylish performances with a zest that is
typically Czech, and the recording ( 1969), if a
little shallow, is very nearly up to A standard.
Excellent value, provided that you want to
hear the music again and again. There is no
doubt about The Soldier's Tale (
1918)— in its
original, dramatic form, that is; and even the
concert suite recorded here— not to be
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All GROOV-KLEENS remove and collect dust
whilst records are played. Improve
reproduction. Reduce record and stylus wear.
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tracking and operate silently. Brush and
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Record Review
TakemitsuContemporary Piano Music
TAKEMITSU: Corona - For Away
Roger Woodward (keyboards)
Decca Headline HEAD 4 (£2.45)

Roger Woodwal d surrounded by keyboards

confused with the unsatisfactory version for
clarinet, violin and piano— has a strangely
fascinating, intriguing quality.
This has
something to do with the directness of the
musical expression and with a stylistic
transition from nationalism to neo-classicism,
but most of all, surely, this quality derives
from Stravinsky's imaginative response to the
bitterness and disillusionment of the time.
By comparison, the more deliberately ( selfconsciously) jazzy Ragtime for 11 instruments
(1918) and Piano Rag Music (
1919) seem to me
of period interest in a largely negative sense:
Iwould rather listen to the real thing than to
Stravinsky's imitations.
Superficially, the
Ebony Concerto might also seem a mere
imitation, this time of the big-band swing of
the 1940s; but it is more than that and on its
own level is no less creative than, say, the
Symphony in C, which it brings to mind more
than once. A good piece, and on this record
exceptionally well played. [
B: 1]
Hugh Ottaway

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Dona Nobis Pacem D
Toward the Unknown Region
Sheila Armstrong (sop) 1 John Carol Case (bar) I
London Phil. Choir ILPO IBoult
HMV ASD2962 (£2.40)

Besides bringing back into the catalogue an
early work by VW that has been absent for a
year or two, this very welcome issue gives us
the first English recording of Dona Nobis
Pacem (
1936).
Strangely, there was no
recording at all until 1967, when the Utah/
Abravanel version appeared on SGL 5876
(now VSD 71159). The young voices of the
University of Utah Chamber Choir made that
performance memorable, even though they
racked the numbers and the power demanded
by the work. So far as balances are concerned, and indeed in the overall quality of
sound, this new recording is greatly superior.
Once again Christopher Bishop has overcome some very tricky problems, and in doing
so he has given the performance ( in the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Piano Distance

Undisturbed Rest

Several all Takemitsu records have come and gone in recent years. Now, with increasing
interest in this composer, whose idiom genuinely spans East and West, an issue such as
this stands a good chance of provoking wide interest, especially in view of the sold- out all Takemitsu London Music Digest concert last year. Then, Roger Woodward ( see February
Gramophile) played all these pieces, using aprepared tape in Corona, and they tended to be lost
in the inimical Roundhouse acoustic. Now, the recording gives full opportunity for meticulous
regulation of dynamic, balance and ( very important) tone- colour. One side is devoted to
relatively conventional one- piano pieces. They share a reserve and introspection that belies
some sharp outbursts and quick, scurrying runs. For Away, written for Woodward, has a
plaintive, brittle delicacy established by truncated, shimmering figures whose melodic forays
return always to the same tonal centre, acompellingly cyclic, harmonic rhythm. Piano Distance
is a pleasing ' study in piano sonority', whereas Undisturbed Rest is, paradoxically, the most
recognisably progressive composition ( in a developing sense), three fragments described by
the composer himself as ' lyrical'.
But on disc, Corona towers above the others. This is a realisation of the graphic score;
option is to improvise spontaneously or to premeditate, and the choice of the latter is dictated
by the medium. Several pianos and Hammond organ are superimposed to create variously
contrasting textures. Any minimal development is concerned with the opening motive: this is
more a statement than an argument, for here Takemitsu's Eastern staticism is primary. The
almost naive simplicity is certainly capable of provoking jaundiced intellectualisations, but it
succeeds on the intuitive level which is a better yardstick. The brutal insistence of a spiky
three- note piano motive against slowly turning organ progressions sustains the whole 23
minutes. Woodward's musical sensibility and the brilliantly apt recording of sounds which do
not habitually relate produce aterrifying piece, intensity crystallised in its sparseness. Takemitsu
was understandably enthusiastic about Woodward's performance: his control of colour and
dynamic is, once again, commanding, and the icy precision of the nervous figures communicates
its precipitous vision. [
A*: 1*]
Michael Thorne

Kingsway Hall) an almost cathedral- like
acoustic, without the disadvantages that this
suggests.
Apart from atmosphere and
presence, particular strengths are the wide
and completely convincing dynamic range—
heard to splendid effect in the ' Dirge for
Two Veterans'—and the skilful blending
of soloists, chorus and orchestra. Imention
the production first because in a work of
this kind the scope for a producer to make
or mar a performance is immense. My only
reservation, and this applies still more to
the recording of the other work, concerns
the strength of the bass, which is perhaps a
little weak in some of the quieter passages.
The interpretations are Boult at his most
spacious and reflective: a more dramatic
approach may be preferred, but here there is
a strong sense of character and inner composure which is a valid alternative. The
disappointing aspect is the choral singing,
which is ordinary, lacking in positive phrasemaking, and in quiet passages rather insipid
and wanting in attack. Though it must not
be overstated, this is a limitation. Even so,
no admirer of VW should hesitate to buy;
this is an important record. [
A: 1/2]
Hugh Ottaway

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Four Hymns ; Merciless Beauty-3 Rondels / WARLOCK: The Curlew
Ian Partridge ( ten) Isoloists IMusic Group of London
HMV HQS1325 (£1•50)

One side of this disc is devoted to Vaughan
Williams, and the other to Warlock. It is the
Warlock side which is the more important,
as it consists of his song- cycle, ' The Curlew'
four settings of Yeats for tenor voice,
embedded in music for flute, English horn
and string quartet, composed in the early
1920s.
The manic-depressive composer
wrote agood many songs, some melancholy,
some gruffly hearty, but none more characteristic of his very real, if slender talent than
these sensitive Yeats songs.
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The Vaughan Williams pieces on the
reverse side are of less interest than the
Warlock. Four Hymns, performed here in the
version for tenor, viola and piano, also exist
in a version for voice, solo viola and strings.
The three rondels called ' Merciless Beauty'
(poems by Chaucer) also have alternative
accompaniments. Here, the tenor is accompanied by string trio. Both works, dating
from the twenties, are rather dull, nowhere
near as good as the songs Vaughan Williams
was writing ten and twenty years earlier.
Ian Partridge and the musicians who make
up the Music Group of London perform
capably. Mr. Partridge's quasi- counter-tenor
could do with a little more body, but he is a
sensitive musician and conveys the bleak
desolation of Peter Warlock's fancy most
effectively. [B: 1]
Charles Osborne

VERDI: ' La Traviata'
Tebaldi 1Poggi 1Protti 1de Palma 1Sacchetti ICaselli I
Academia di Santa Cecilia, Rome 1Molinari-Pradelli
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS726-8 (
3 records) (£2.97).

By my count, there are already eight Traviatas
currently available. Most, like this reissue,
are on three discs nowadays, instead of the
two on which a cut version used to be
squeezed, for we have grown used to hearing
at least one verse each of the tenor and
baritone cabalettas, even if we are still
content not to hear all of ' Ah, fors'è lui' and
'Addio del passato'. In that sense, this
Traviata is reasonably ' complete' and, at
under £1 a disc, is a welcome bargain,
despite the fact that Set Ill, lasting only
28+ minutes occupies an entire disc.
Tebaldi is neither Callas nor Sutherland,
Poggi is hardly the equal of Bergonzi or
Gedda, Protti lacks the individuality of
Bastianini, and the conductor MolinariPradelli is no Serafin. But they are all considerably better than anumber of other artists
on more recent recordings of the opera.
When this one was made (the late fifties?)
Tebaldi was still in flexible, beautiful voice.

Record Review
She is a ' prima donna' Violetta, but a fine
one. Gianni Poggi, a useful if not especially
elegant tenore spinto, flourished from the late
forties for a decade or so. He is a more than
adequate Alfredo.
Protti
is somewhat
wooden as Germont père, and one is not
sorry that he is deprived of his cabaletta at
the end of Act II, scene 1.
Francesco Molinari-Pradelli conducts a
lively, dramatic and fast-moving performance,
and the recording, though not up to Decca's
highest standards, is perfectly acceptable.
A word of praise for the three (differing)
photographic sleeve covers, attractive closeups of chandeliers from the Royal Pavilion,
Brighton, and curiously appropriate. [
B: 2]
Charles Osborne

of the act, improves in his farewell scene
with his erring daughter, though his lyric
baritone is not suited to the rôle. Rodzinski
conducts rather coldly, and the Valkyries
sound a middle-aged lot. [
C: 2/3]
Charles Osborne

'GUITAR MUSIC FROM THE COURTS OF
EUROPE'
J. S. Bach; Dowland; Galilei; Milan; De Narváez;
Rameau; Sanz; De Vissée
Celedonio Romero (gtr)
Philips 8582 001 (£1.49)

VIVALDI: The Five Compositions on Christ's
Passion
Aatie Heynis (con) II Solisti di Milano Ephrikian
Telefunken SAWT9590-A (£2.60). a

Although Ihave not previously encountered
this disc I would assume, judging by the
original date of publication (1966) which is
indicated on the record sleeve, that it is a
reissue.
The recording offers an opportunity to
examine and compare the two instrumental
compositions Al Santo Sepolcro, the two
Miserere cantatas and the
magnificent
Stabat Mater, the latter forming the centrepiece of the production.
The vocal music, particularly the Stabat
Mater is representative of Vivaldi in sombre
mood. It is gratifying to observe how perceptively Ephrikian's interpretation penetrates the
profound depths of Vivaldi's austere text.
Much of the credit must, however, be reserved
for Aafje Heynis whose clear, melodious alto
tones and remarkable control sumptuously
highlight the poignant strains of the composer's expressive vocal writing. This applies
equally in the two cantatas where the balance
between soloist and orchestra sounds a deal
more natural.
The string texture of ' ISolisti Di Milano' is
good but not ideal. In the Sinfonia the
orchestral string playing sounds a little
heavy handed and just occasionally, as for
example in the ' Stabat Mater', Ifelt the soloist
was weighted down by the accompaniment,
hence my reference to the problem of balance.
The recording is very clear and well defined.
It scarcely sounds its age. Having regard for
the fact that this is a reissue, the price is
perhaps just alittle naughty. Iwould suggest
£1-50 as being rather more realistic. [
A/B:1/2]
Victor McAloon
WAGNER: Die Walküre', Act 3
Soloists Helen Traubel ( sop) IHerbert Janssen (bar) I
NYPO IRodzinski
CBS 81452 u (E1-41)

The entire third act of Die Walküre on one
disc, in a perfectly acceptable performance,
though hardly an inspired one, recorded I
imagine about a quarter of a century ago in
a boxy, occasionally foggy mono. Ihave not
seen a sleeve, but, since no soprano is
credited on the label with the role of
Sieglinde, I imagine it is sung by the
Brünnhilde, Helen Traubel. ( The label also
mis -spells Brünnhilde.) Miss Traubel, if it
is she, colours her voice in lighter shades
for Sieglinde, but fails to
differentiate
the characters in essentials. ' 0 hehrstes
Wunder' does not emerge as one of the
opera's great moments. Traubel is a sympathetic Brünnhilde, better in the pathos of
'War es so schmáhlich?' with which side two
begins than in ` he more dramatic opening
scene of the act. Likewise, Herbert Janssen,
who lacks Wotan's authority at the beginning

brassiness, but it is freely and openly produced, and these performances would sound
quite acceptable in an Italian provincial opera
house. The two non- Italian arias, from
Martha and L'Africaine are sung in Italian.
Accompaniments by the Ostrava State
Philharmonic Orchestra under ' no Savini
(who conducted L'Elisir d'amore with a
Prague orchestra for Supraphon a year or
two ago) are no more than adequate, and the
qualities of the recording are well suited to
the sound of the voice recorded. [
C: 3]
Charles Osborne

'SIR THOMAS BEECHAM: FAMOUS OVERTURES'
BEETHOVEN: The Ruins of Athens BERLIOZ:
Le Corsaire / BRAHMS: Academic Festival '
MENDELSSOHN: A Midsummer Night's Dream
/ ROSSINI: The Thieving Magpie
SUPPE:
Poet and Peasant
RPO / Beecham
HMV SXLP30158 (£1.43). R various

A delightful collection of light-hearted music,
performed with all the charm and magic for
which Sir Thomas was internationally famous.
The overtures are extracted from four originally full- priced stereo recordings, so for
established collectors some, or indeed total
duplication would be involved, but to newcomers, what a delightful introduction this
present collection could be to this radiant
world of elegant music making.
The new transfers all exhibit marginal sonic
improvement over the original issues. Of
course they are not the equals of 1974
spectaculars, nevertheless, not for a moment
does the reproduction limit ones complete
enjoyment of the programme, in fact in the
case of the Rossini and the Berlioz one can
still luxuriate in the sheer sound produced.
[B: 1]
Leon Thompson
'FAMOUS OPERATIC ARIAS'
From Andrea Chemer; Tosca; Manon Lescaut; La
Gioconda; Turandot; L'Africana; Marta; Cavalleria
Rusticana
Gaetano Bardini (ten) IOstrava State PO ISavini
Supraphon SUAST50917 (E1430)

As Ihad never heard of Signor Bardini, and
the Supraphon sleeve gives absolutely no
information about him, Idid a little research;
enough to discover that he sang a few performances in operas on the East coast of the
United States in the middle and late sixties,
usually substituting for other tenors. He
made his Met debut in La fanciulla del west
in 1966, after Franco Corelli had dropped out
at the end of the first act. One critic wrote
of him then that he was the prototype of an
Italian tenor, short and round, and that his
voice was large but edgy and brassy. As far
as Ican discover, he was not invited back to
the Met, but stepped in at short notice to
sing the Duke in Rigoletto in Baltimore and
Des Grieux in Manon Lescaut in New Orleans.
Perhaps he is now based in Czechoslovakia,
or sings there frequently. Ihave not traced
any other discs by him.
The arias included here are all popular
favourites, sung healthily enough, though
without any special distinction.
Signor
Bardini's voice is indeed inclined towards
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As arendering of the sound of the guitar, this
record is adequate without being outstanding: it lacks something of presence. My main
complaint about the recording, however, is
the distressing amount of recorded rumble.
This may be a fault of my test- pressing, and
not appear on the issues; but it is intermittent, and sounds like rumble from traffic
or some other external source. On full- range
equipment it is insistent enough to be annoying. The second side is a ' swinger', but I
could not detect any resultant wow—again,
no doubt atest- pressing fault.
The recital is rather an unvaried one—the
Dowland piece being a refreshing exception.
Most of the items are dance- music, and therefore call for a definite rhythm; but Romero
tackles them in a rather dogged manner,
inflexible as to rhythm, dynamic and registration. The result is, frankly, dull, despite
technical prowess and a welcome absence
of finger- board noises. The guitar is such a
resourceful instrument, and it could have
been much more adventurously presented
than it is here. [
B: 2]
Peter Turner
'HISTORICAL ORGANS'
Sorge, Walther, J. and W. H. Pachelbel, Düben,
Scheidt, Krieger, Flor, Frescobaldi
Ján Valach (org) IIvan Sokol (org)
Supraphon SUAST50903 (£1.60)

This is one of a set of four recordings made
about 1968, and available since then, though
not generally listed.
Czechoslovakia is
fortunate in having many historic organs
which are relatively unspoiled. The five here
include three in practically original condition,
of which one is a4- stop positive, and clearly
show Austrian influence, which was at its
height in Central Europe after the rise of the
Hapsburg Danubian monarchy. They have
a variety of 8' and 4' stops, including string
tone, but no reeds at all, and only comparatively weak pedal departments. Both
manuals and pedals have ' short octaves'.
All this limits the choice of music considerably, and, even so, not all the registration
problems have been completely solved.
The performances are competent and
assured, and if they lack subtlety of expression it must be remembered that old, worn
actions are not the easiest to handle.
The recording is very fizzy', but quite a
good sound can be obtained by a slight top
cut, coupled with filtration above about
15 kHz. This leaves a low-frequency background on some bands, much of which
seems to be due to an exaggerated building
ambience.
Full marks are due for the insert sheet
giving all the specifications—quite essential
in this case. Both sleeve and label list the
contents of side 1 in the wrong order—the
Sorge comes last. [B/C: 2]
Trevor Attewell
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'KISSING, DRINKING AND INSECT SONGS'
By Monteverdi, Schutz, Després, Weelkes, Lawes,
Morley, Farmer, Lassus, Ponce, Dowland, Anon
Sine Nomine Singers ISaltzman
Turnabout TV34485S (
99p)

Why ' insect'? Only because 'there just
happens to be a lot of wonderful music
written about bugs', to quote the American
sleeve- note for this American performance.
The title is in fact a rather silly ' cover' for a
miscellany of madrigals and other works for
vocal ensemble—in English, French, Spanish,
Italian and Latin—ranging from Josquin
Després, about 1500, to William Lawes, who
died in 1645.
The performance by a small mixed-voice
choir is neat enough and manages (even in
the absence of a printed text) to make the
double meanings clear in the two bawdy
English catches which are included. More
differentiation of musical style and expression, however, could have been made both
between and within the 16 items. The tenor
quality is weak but intonation and interplay
of rhythm are on the whole good.
The recording places the singers rather
too close to the microphone, so that intake
of breath is exaggeratedly picked up. Audible
'switching' of tape on and off between
numbers is disturbing, the switch- off after
Dowland's The Lowest Trees Have Tops
sounding suspiciously as if the full period
of resonance had not expired. In the final
item there is an unprompted bang which
was presumably occasioned by a studio
accident, such as the fall of an unusually
heavy insect. [ C: 2]
Arthur Jacobs
'TOGETHER AGAIN'
Works by Granados, Carulli, Albéniz, Giuliani
Julian Bream (
gtr) fJohn Williams (gtr)
RCA A RL 10456 (£.2.38)

The great, and entirely deserved, success of
the earlier recital with the title ' Together' has
called for another recording by this pair of
master- musicians and friends. In my judgement, it is the better of the two.
The recording is splendid, with the
two instruments well but not excessively
separated.
The tone shows forth the
full richness and range of the ' miniature
orchestra', and the versatility of the instrument is exploited to the full by this superb
team. As on the previous occasion, the
arrangements are such that neither can be
said to predominate: the lead is shared
between them. They unite together in a
miraculous way, demonstrating an intimate
sense of each other's mind.
Most guitar enthusiasts will recognize the
11th Spanish Dance by Granados, but the
other items are not so well known, and each
is well worth getting to know. Iwas particularly struck by the Bajo la Palmera— the last
item on side 1—opus 232 of Albéniz; but you
will take your pick and, like me, enjoy all. I
commend the disc, with great pleasure, to
all the innumerable admirers of these two
great artists. [ A: 11
Peter Turner
'GUESS THE TUNE'
One hundred extracts from ' Great Melodies the
World Loves Best, Vols. 1-10
RCA AVL1 0247 (95p)

This record ought to have been issued at a
Christmas time, for it is very suitable as an
indoor party game; a not too difficult musical
quizz. There are 100 short extracts, each
announced by number; presumably the
sleeve ( which Ihave not seen) or an inset
will list the answers. The disc has been
issued in conjunction with RCA's 10 records
of the ' 100 Great Melodies the World loves
best' ( reviewed below).
As the extracts play for only afew seconds
each, the record has little value in a musical
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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collection, but it certainly is a most convenient party piece and very useful for
deciding whether to buy records from the
10 volumes of complete pieces. It is very
well recorded. [A/B: 2]
Leon Thompson
'GREAT MELODIES THE WORLD LOVES
BEST, VOLS. 1-10'
1: 2001' (Zarathustra); Theme from Tchaikovsky
Piano concerto 1; Cradle song; ' Unfinished' symphony extract; Voices of Spring; Hungarian rhapsody 2; Fantaisie— impromptu; Meditation; Flight of
the Bumblebee; Can- Can / 2: Blue Danube; Country
Gardens; Wedding March; Lt. Kije: Troika; Samson
and Delilah; Bacchanale; Hallelujah Chorus; Air on
the G String; Turkish March; Polovtsian Dance;
Prelude in ce / 3: ' Elvira Madigan'; On the Trail; I
love Thee; Spring Song; Brahms Waltz in A ›;
Anitra's Dance; Le Cid; Aragonaise; Moldan; Ride
of the Valkyries; Hungarian Dance 5 / 4: Pomp and
Circumstance 1;
Midsummer
Night's
Dream;
Scherzo; Andante cantabile; Humoresque—Swanee
River; Rhapsody in Blue—theme; Love of 3Oranges
—march; Tritsch-Tratsch Polka, Handel's Largo;
Hora Staccato; Ode to Joy / 5: Aida—grand march;
Pavan for a dead Princess; Grieg Piano concerto—
theme; Schubert's Serenade; Waltz of the Flowers;
Bolero; Greensleeves—Für Elise; Hall of the Mountain King; William Tell / 6: Beethoven 5—extract;
Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring; Pizzicato Polka; Rondo
alla turca; Barcarolle; Sabre Dance; Finlandia;
Nachtmusik—extract; ' Moonlight' extract; Serenade
for Strings: Waltz / 7: Malagueña; Romeo and Juliet
—love theme; Liebestraum; Merry Widow Waltz;
The Swan; Russian Sailors' Dance; Anvil Chorus;
Dance of the Hours; Warsaw Concerto; Schubert's
Ave Maria / 8: Jalousie; Cavalliera—intermezzo;
Procession of the Sardar; Tráumerei; Mozart 40
extract; Valse Triste; Age of Gold—Polka; Marche
militaire; Rachmaninov Piano concerto 2—theme;
1812 / 9: Espana Rhapsody; Clair de Lune; Toreador
march; Song of India; ' Minute' Waltz; Boccherini's
Minuet; Swanilda's Waltz; Lohengrin Act 3prelude;
Largo from ' New World'; Swan Lake Waltz / 10:
Coronation March; Danse Macabre; Rêverie; Polonaise In Al); Ritual Fire Dance; None but the Lonely
Heart; Toys' March; Mattinata; Sleeping Beauty
Waltz; Stars and Stripes Forever.
Lanza IDomingo IManes IPhiladelphia IChicago SO I
Boston Pops ILSO ICleveland IBoston SO lNPO I
Ambrosian Opera Chorus I Choruses
Cliburn I
Ormandy IReiner IFiedler IPrevin IOzawa IShaw I
Martinon ILeinsdorf IMunch IStokowski IMehta
RCA AVL1 0221-0230 ( 10 records) (95p each). (R)
various

Each
of the ten
records
contain
ten
'Great Melodies'. The records are available
separately at bargain price. The offer compares favourably with similar sets offered
by well-known periodicals, but these are
much cheaper, of comparable quality and
can be bought one or two at a time without
any hidden costs for postage and packing.
The records include extracts from symphonies, concertos, overtures, orchestral
works, piano solos and vocal works. Most
are complete movements or complete items,
but a few such as the first movement of
Tchaikovsky's Piano concerto No. 1 are
abridged. All the performances are good, as
one would expect from the artists and
orchestras listed above.
Most of the
orchestral work stems from Eugene Ormandy
with the Philadelphians and Arthur Fiedler's
Boston Pops. We also hear the Boston
Symphony and the Chicago Symphony, the
latter under Fritz Reiner, Jean Martinon and
Seiji Ozawa. The solo pianist is Van Cliburn.
Listening carefully to these 100 extracts
inevitably revealed other comparative preferences, but none was less than satisfactory
and many were excellent. Obviously such a
compilation is not going to attract collectors
with a substantial library, but each month
newcomers are joining the ranks of classical
music lovers. Here, custom made for them,
is a wide- range sampler, a musical, educational venture elegantly presented and
deserving the fullest support.
It should
therefore be assessed within the limitations
of its objective.
133

The generation that was wooed to the
concert hall by 78s was often sustained by
4 to 5 minute items on one side of a 12 inch
record, indeed a desirable way for beginners.
Irecently stood by ayoung man who had just
purchased 3 or 4 pop singles, and the dealer
drew his attention to a special offer of a
12 inch LP of Rossini's Overtures. The
customer shook his head, ' They do go on so',
he said. So here is the modern equivalent
of a pile of 78s in attractive modern sound at
afraction of their cost 30 years ago.
Ihave two criticisms. Many solo instrumental items are presented in orchestral
arrangements, and I feel the newcomer
should be encouraged to savour the tonality
of the original. Debussy's Clair de tune in an
orchestral arrangement is a case in point,
brilliant though the arrangement is. Also, I
don't like the rather cheap trick of associating
so many of the works with ephemeral TV and
cinema productions: such as Mozart's
'Elvira Madigan' theme, for the Andante of
the 21st Piano Concerto, or the Strauss theme
from '2001' (
Zarathustra), though this may
well attract those who are unaware of the
music under its " correct' title.
Now for the technicalities.
All the
recordings are good to very good, and I
did not spot a ' C' among them. There was
a Idle tape hiss at times, but the surfaces
throughout were immaculate, absolutely free
from built-in stamper defects. An overall
rating is obviously difficult—say [ A/B: 2].
Leon Thompson
'JAPANESE BACH'
12 pieces played in Japanese arrangements
Tadao Sawai (Koto) IKazue Sawai (Koto) IHoran Yamamoto ( Shakuhachi) ISadanori Nakamure (gtr) ITatsuro
Takamoto (bass) ITakeshi Inomata (drums)
RCA VICS 1458 (95p)

Bach the Indestructible! Few other composers have been subjected to so many
arrangements of their music. We have
versions of Bach for full modern symphony orchestras, brass band arrangements,
authentic instrument realizations, electronic
synthetizers, organ works to guitar, organ
works to orchestra, harpsichord to flute,
harpsichord to piano, vocal group arrangements of orchestral works and jazzed- up
versions. The remarkable thing is that to all,
save the purists, all but the last have proved
interesting and often thrilling.
Well, here is another go.
Bach on
traditional Japanese instruments, played
by Japanese musicians and recorded in
Japan.
The Koto is a harpsichord- like
instrument, placed on the floor. It has silken
strings, and is usually played with ivory
plectrums. The Shakuhachi is a bamboo
flute ' deeply rooted in Japanese folklore'. It
is without keys and is a very difficult instrument on which to perform Western music.
It is something like a recorder.
These two Japanese instruments plus a
guitar, bass and percussionists perform
movements from Bach such as the Air on aG
string, the ' little' Fugue in G Minor and so
on. Obviously this is going to appeal to our
Japanese readers and to students of the
unusual, but it will require a great deal of
listening before it is fully appreciated by
Western ears. When the two Koto are
playing with guitar and drums, the effect is
attractive, but when the shakuhachi enters,
greater difficulties of appreciation arise. It
rarely hits the tone in the centre, but tends
to climb up or run down to the required note.
Try to hear this record before you purchase.
Iprophesy that the BBC will give it time on
Radio 3. It is vividly recorded except that it
is not quite clear what is going on in the
background with the percussionists. Rating
—my guess: [ A : 1].
Leon Thompson
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anyway, largely because both
men are in such tremendous
form, and with Lester in good
fettle as well, it all adds up to a
great deal of good music. When
you come to the beautiful This
year's kisses it's very hard not to
remember another version, made
nearly 20 years earlier, with
Billie Holiday, on which four of
the same musicians were
present— Lester, Teddy Wilson,
Freddie Green and Jo Jones—
and to wonder if they thought
back to that day too. In its
different way, it has much the
same gently forlorn flavour.
Eldridge plays abeautifully warm
solo on it, though Ithink he is
perhaps even better on / didn't
know what time it was. Teddy
Wilson is so good on every
number it's quite useless to try
and point to individual moments.
Apart from that one ugly piece of
recording Imentioned, awonderful set. [
C: 1]

Peter Clayton

SAX EDUCATION
the end of last year
Belgian television decided to
do an hour- and- a- quarter programme in honour of Adolphe
Sax; he is, after all, along with
sprouts, lace and Rembrandt,
one of the major cultural achievements of the Belgians.
For
cosmetic reasons they chose
Barbara Thompson to represent
the saxophone in jazz, and, being
wonderful to listen to as well as
to look at, Barbara acquitted
herself well. One of these years
Miss Thompson will be adequately available on record
herself, but since she is not yet,
the purpose of this apparent
digression is to make us wonder
what M. Sax would have thought
of the sounds jazz musicians
have managed to produce on the
family of instruments named
after him. Without going to the
tonal extremes of the avant
garde, you can get three versions
of the tenor saxophone's capabilities, for example, by listening
to two important Verve reissues.
Towards

COLEMAN HAWKINS
BEN WEBSTER:
'BLUE SAXOPHONES'
Blues for Yolande; Maria; It never
entered my mind; Prisoner of love /
Tangerine; La rosita; Cocktails for
two; Shine on, harvest moon; You'd
be so nice to come home to
Coleman Hawkins, Ben Webster (tens),
Oscar Peterson (pno) IHerb Ellis (gtr)1
Ray Brown (bass) IAlvin Stoller (drs)
Los Angeles, Oct 1957
Verve 2304 169

Hawkins, you realize at once
what individuality of tone really
means, and how much it counts
in jazz. Here are these two men,
playing the same instrument,
(one of them, moreover, having
started as a complete copy of
the other) creating such a
variety of sound that you quickly
forget that there's only the pair of
them involved. And in those
ravishing passages where the
two horns blend the effect is so
rich as to be hardly credible.
Peterson, who can flash and
sparkle to the point of hurting
your eyes, is here thoughtfully
fetching and carrying for the
principals and with Herb Ellis
and
Ray
Brown (the then
Peterson trio, in fact) plus Alvin
Stoller in support, the whole
thing is well-nigh perfect. The
sound is good and full, though
for some reason Cocktails for
two is in mono. [
B: 1]

THE
WORLD'S
GREATEST
JAZZBAND: CENTURY PLAZA'
Century Plaza; A long way from
home; At sundown; Colonial Tavern;
Out back / Frog and Nightgown;
Dreaming
butterfly; Heavyhearted
blues; She's funny that way; Navarre
Yank Lawson (tpt) I Billy Butterfield
(tpt, Pug) IVic Dickenson, Ed Hubble
(tbns) I Bob Wilber (clt, sop) I Bud
Freeman (ten) IRalph Sutton (
pno) I
Bob Haggart ( bass) I Gus Johnson
(drs). Los Angeles, presumably 1972.
World Jazz WJLP-5-1

LESTER YOUNG/TEDDY WILSON: PREZ AND TEDDY'
*I guess I'll have to change my plan;
didn't know what time it was /
"Gigantic blues; This year's kisses;
You can depend on me + All of me;
Taking a chance on love; Louise;
Pres returns / Love me or leave me;
Prisoner of love; Love is here to
stay (
4sides)
*Roy Eldridge (tpt) I " Vic Dickenson
(tbn) 1 Lester Young ( ten) I Teddy
Wilson (pno) I *Freddie Green ( gtr)
(but possibly not on Gigantic blues) /
Gene Ramey (bass) IJo Jones (drs).
Jan 1956
Verve y2683 025

At some stage in his rather
bizarre
life,
Adolphe Sax
managed to get the monopoly of
the supply of instruments to
French military bands.
Well,
good for him and all those
splendidly uniformed musicians
who played them. Nothing less
military, however, could possibly
exist than the airy, near pastoral
sound of Ben Webster breathing
his innermost thoughts through
the tenor saxophone. Nothing
could break more completely
Bandmasters'
Instructions
covering the playing of the
instrument in a soldierlike
manner than the hairy, passionate outpouring of Hawkins' soul
through
it.
Once
Oscar
Peterson's deft, atmospheric
introduction to Blues for Yolande
is over, right at the start of the
record, Hawk digs in, and within
three or four choruses is literally
squealing with excitement, producing in passing asound which
was to serve Archie Shepp,
consciously or otherwise, as the
basis for an entire approach.
The whole effect of Yolande,
bursting out in full
stereo,
is almost overwhelming. Thematically it's absurdly simple,
yet when Ben takes over from

When Lester Young emerged in
the middle 30's he offered the
'other' way of playing the tenor
saxophone, a paler, foggier
sound than Coleman Hawkins'
with—above all—a more sparing
use of notes. By the time these
sessions were made in 1956
Lester's tone was a bit thicker
and coarser, but the same
masterly handling of space was
there.
In fact this is near
perfect Lester, in spite of the fact
that by this stage in his life he
could occasionally sound completely detached from what he
was doing.
There's nothing
detached or uncommitted about
this music, however; Louise
might be dreamily approached,
for instance, but the dreamer is
in charge. It's a pity, by the way,
that of the two quartet tracks that
Lester Young takes at a fast
tempo, thereby showing some
of his old sinew, the music on
one seems to have been put
through a compressor, so that
the volume of Jo Jones' cymbals
leaps up and down like battlements, according to whether
Lester is blowing or not; this is
on Al/ of me and it comes close
to ruining the effect of Young's
very vigorous solo. On the whole
Ithink Iprefer the titles with Roy
Eldridge and Vic Dickenson,
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Without intending to belittle the
contributions of the other gentlemen, one of the chief attractions
of the World's Greatest Jazz
Band, once I'd got over that
name, has been the soprano
saxophone
playing
of
Bob
Wilber. For some people it is too
close to the sound of Johnny
Hodges alto for comfort, but
since old Adolphe Sax never had
the luck to hear either of them,
I'm not troubled by it. Wilber is
a fine clarinet player, too, of
course, and his Irving Fazola
like sound on Long way from
home reminds you more strongly
than ever of the Bob Crosby
origins of this band. Anyway,
with Bob Wilber there I'm
predisposed to like the band's
work, even though with this
album there's a distinct danger

that they could become too
bland.
It's certainly smooth
stuff, not for those listeners for
whom jazz has got to be raw
before they can taste it at all. But
if you grant that there's no
harm in a spot of entertainment,
and that there are states of
euphoria between being high as
a kite and out like a light, you'll
enjoy it. Bud Freeman flaps
drily away on tenor, showing yet
another set of possibilities for
the instrument; Vic Dickenson
yawns and slurs on trombone,
Billy Butterfield shows what he
can do on both flugelhorn and
trumpet on afine version of She's
funny that way; Bob Haggart
comes up with some sonorities
reminiscent of the old Crosby
band's I'm praying humble on the
otherwise unremarkable Frog &
Nightgown.
The title is not
something out of Peter Cook
and Dudley Moore, but, like four
others on the album, the name
of an American hostelry. On
future nights whenever we are
allowed enough power to run our
record players, this LP should
cheer you a little. You can get
World Jazz records through the
specialist dealers—it's the label
the band has set up for itself,
which seems the only way to get
jazz issued these days. [B: 2]
SONNY STITT: ' MADE FOR
EACH OTHER'
Stitt (alto, ten) IDon Patterson ( or g) '
Billie James (drs)
Delmark DS 426 (£2.60)

Iseized on this, knowing that on
a good day Sonny Stitt could
blow a tenor with the best of
them. Sad to say this is a
collection
of
mediocre
pop
material on most of which Sonny
uses a device which would have
brought tears to the eyes of
M. Sax—the Varitone, which has
the effect (as used here) of
doubling the octave on whichever instrument it's used. Droning teatime music is the result,
which is a depressing thing
to have to say about both
Handsome Sonny Stitt, as he's
been known to be billed, and the
little Delmark label, which has
done some good things in its
time shouldn't be having truck
with this. [
C: 3]

COLLECTIONS CONTINUED
'MUSIC FOR HARP'

Glinka, Prokofiev, Handel, Hindemith,
Britten
Maria Korchinska (
hrP)
Oiseau -Lyre OLS176 (99p). R 1963

Roussel,

Guiidi,

Samuel- Rousseau,

The first side of this record is ' reprocessed' stereo, the second
'true' stereo. The difference is immediate and inescapable: side two
has greater presence, richness, range and realism—a pity in a
way, as side one has Hindemith's splendid Sonata.
At 99p, the disc is a huge bargain, despite dating from 1963; there
is an interesting variety of music from Handel to Britten, besides
the Hindemith. Throughout one is conscious of the years Mme.
Korchinska spent in loving contemplation of her instrument, rather the
sense one gets from Casals' cello Pr Rubinstein's piano. Beside
this, the technical limitations of the recording—such as the tape
hiss on side one—are inconsiderable.
[B/C: 1]
Peter Turner
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J. S. BACH: Brandenburg concertos 1, 2 & 3
Hamburg Chamber Orchestra IHarry
Newstone
Saga CA5031 (£ 1.25). Disc: 5031
(Dec ' 65). R%i
X105031 ( Aug ' 59)
J. S. BACH: Brandenburg concertos 4, 5 & 6
Hamburg Chamber Orchestra IHarry
Newstone
Saga CA5032 (£ 1-25). Disc: 5032
(Dec ' 65). R XID5032 ( Aug ' 59)
Anyone looking for a friendly,
almost cosy performance of the
Brandenburgs that avoids the
stringent demands of authenticity
will enjoy these. Taken as performances played for maximum
entertainment, they are stylish
and light-hearted, full of pleasantly relaxed, unforced rhythms.
The individual characteristics of
each concerto are well brought
out and contrasted. The sound
is well- spread and nicely balanced but with a soft tone that
(perhaps happily) takes the edge
of the string tone. [B: 1]

BEETHOVEN: Piano concerto 5in
E,,Op. 73 '
Emperor'
32 variations in c, G191
Sergio Fiorentino (pno) I Hamburg
Pro Musica iGeorge Hurst
Saga CA5047 (£ 1.25). Disc: 5047
(Jan ' 65); ‘i
XID5047 ( Aug ' 61)
Fiorentino goes for a harddriven, dashing, virtuoso kind of
performance, steely- fingered and
athletic. In this respect he does
not quite reach the heart of the
slow movement of the Emperor.
Unfortunately, whatever merits
the performance has, are completely negated by a horrible recorded
sound, muffled, distorted and un -natural, that makes
it impossible to recommend this
cassette. [D: 2]

BRAHMS: Symphony 3in F, Op.
90
Tragic overture, op. 81
LSO; Sir Adrian Boult
HMV PTC-ASD2660 (£2.60). Disc:
ASD2660 ( Feb ' 71)
An understanding and deeply
sensitive performance of both
the symphony and the overture.
No exaggeration, no over- romanticising; but never dull because of its strength and spontaneity. The orchestral sound is
rich and spacious in EMI's best
tradition, ideally balanced and
full of body. [
A: 1]

THE WORLD OF BRAHMS
Various soloists, orchestras and conductors
Decca DKCSP3IS (£ 1.64). Disc:
SPA315 ( Mar ' 74) R
Made up of snippets of sym-

A delightful musical excursion,
an enjoyable score with at least
one unforgotten and unforgettable highlight in the waltz.
Bonynge has a natural flair for
this sort of music and gets an
ideal performance from the LSO,
conductor firmly in control. In
some ways the tape recording is
even better than the disc. [A : 1]

Peter Gammond & Fred Dellar

phonies and concertos, choral
and piano works in the hands of
such
Brahmsian
experts
as
Reiner, Katchen, Kertesz, Backhaus, etc., this is a difficult collection to recommend except to
the confirmed dabbler. There
are brilliant things and fairly bad
ones. It starts with a Reiner
Hungarian dance which is appallingly recorded; has some weak
Ansermet
and
a delightful
Tebaldi item.
Sound below
Decca standards. [B/D: 1/2]

slightly lower keyed. Kertesz infuses tremendous vitality into
the superb LSO. The recording
is analytical, inclined to sharpness but of high standard. [
A:
1/1*]

OFFENBACH: ' Gaité Parisienne'
—ballet
LPO IRené Leibowitz
Saga CA5244 (£ 1.25). Disc: 5244
(Aug ' 65)

LISZT: Piano concerto 1in E.,
Piano concerto 2in A Hungarian
rhapsody 12 in c::
Mephisto
waltz 1*
Julius Katchen ( pno) 1LPO IAtaulfo
Argenta
Decca PKCSP318 (£ 1-64). Disc:
SPA318 ( Mar ' 74). R 1957; 1961 and
•1953

THE WORLD OF THE GREAT
CLASSICS
DELIBES: ' Coppelia'—highlights /
'Sylvia'— highlights
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande I
Ernest Ansermet
Decca sKCSP314 (£ 1.64). Disc:
SPA314 ( Mar ' 74); R 1960
This is the sort of music in which
Ansermet has always shown a
familiar mastery and Ihave no
reservations about the performances which give the music all
the attention it deserves. The
recordings are very good; a
somewhat muffled quality, and
the services of Dolby seem to
have done little to eliminate a
lot of tape hiss. [
C/D: 1]

A bright enough performance
that Ifound enjoyable on disc a
decade ago; a conductor well
endowed with the right French
spirit. Still gallops along gaily.
What has happened to what used
to be quite a presentable recording, Icannot say. It has been
so doctored up on tape that it
sounds as though there is a
thunderstorm around. [D: 1]

Big, bold performances of the
concertos, no lack of virtuosity
and generally finely controlled
playing
from
Katchen.
The
orchestra is attentive rather than
inspired. The recording is not
bad considering its age but the
piano tone is unsteady at times
and over- reverberant. Good bass
and often impressive orchestral
sound. [
B: 1/2]

SAINT-SAENS: Piano concerto
2in g, Op. 22
Piano concerto 5
in F, Op. 103
Orazio Frugoni ( pno) I VSO IHans
Swarowsky
Saga CA5286 (£ 1-25). Disc: 5286
(Jan ' 68)

MOZART: Serenade in D, K185
Serenade in G, K525 Eine kleine
Nachtmusik'
Vienna Mozart Ensemble I Willi
Boskovsky
Decca nKSXC6420 (£2.48). Disc:
SXL6420 ( Jun ' 70)

Two lively performances of these
amiable concertos with their rich
melodies and pianistic aptness.
The orchestral accompaniment
is as with it as the pianist and
makes for an equal partnership.
Once again, the sound is not all
that it could or should be but
better than many in this batch.
There is a considerable amount
of distortion and, as a whole,
there is too much reverberation.
[C: 2]

Boskovsky and the VPO play this
splendid music with a natural
ease and suppleness that cannot help but impress both by its
sheer professionalism and its
freshness. There are few performances of the graceful and
lovely K185 Finalmusik' and it is
a must for the Mozart collector;
ideally performed here. The recording is very clear but probably will need some of the top
cutting. [A : 1/1]

HANDEL: ' Messiah'—excerpts
London
Philharmonic Choir and
Orchestra / Frederic Jackson
Saga CA5150 (£ 1-25). Disc: 5150
(Dec '65); NI (
Feb ' 63)
The adjective ' worthy' seems to
have been frequently used in
connection with this performance both in its full and highlight
versions. That is about right.
There are no fireworks or eccentricities. It is a good, Sargenttype performance, traditional and
sane. The recorded sound seems
like many of these Saga types,
slightly muffled, as if to avoid
any stridencies, the top frequencies missing, but otherwise clear enough and wellbalanced. [B/C: 2]

STRAUSS FOR THE CONNOISSEUR
Vienna Philharmusica Orchestra IHans
Hagen
Saga CA5270 (£ 1 - 25). Disc: 5270
(1966)

MOZART: Piano concerto 17 in G,
K453
Piano concerto 24 in c,
K491
André Previn ( pno) LSO Sir Adrian
Boult
HMV DTC-ASD2951 (£2.60). Disc:
ASD2951 ( Jan ' 74)

KODALY: Hàry János'—suite /
Dances of Galanta
Olga Szonyi ( sop) I LSO I Istvan
Kertesz
Decca ID KSXC6136 (£2-48). Disc:
SXL6136 ( Jan ' 65)
Just as Iwas beginning to think
my tape deck was deteriorating,
Ifortunately came across atape
of reassuringly good quality.
Remembering this as something
of a demonstration disc in its
day; it was good to find it still a
brilliant, virtuoso performance of
this colourful music, the Háry
János especially; the dances are

The title might lead us to expect
more rare Strauss items than
we, in fact, get. The Electrophor
polka is one, but, apart from that,
most of the items are readily
available on various VPO/Boskovsky discs. They are played
with much bounce and zest, in
true Viennese spirit, though not
much firmness. The recorded
sound is coarse and not ideally
clear. [
C: 2]

While Idon't find these inspired
performances, there is a solid
musicianship and soundness
about them that is quite attractive. One gets the impression
that Previn was behaving himself under Boult's eagle eye. A
warm, full recorded sound, but
rather too woolly and with too
much tape noise for complete
satisfaction. [
B: 2]

SULLIVAN: ' The Mikado'
D'Oyly Carte Opera Company IRPO I
Royston Nash
Decca KSKC5158/9 (£4-12). Disc:
SKL5158/9 ( Jan ' 74)

OFFENBACH: ' Le
Papillon'—
ballet
LSO IRichard Bonynge
Decca DKSXC6S8B (£2.48). Disc:
SXL6588 ( May ' 73)
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part is the orchestral work; the
soloists are excellent without
reaching the heights of G & S
achievement. A clear spacious
recording with plenty of stereo
effect. [
A: 1]

TCHAIKOVSKY: Swan Lake'—
suite
'
The Sleeping Beauty'—
suite
VP0 Herbert von Karajan
Decca oKSXC6187 (£2.48). Disc:
SXL6187 ( Nov ' 65)

Two sumptuous, wholehearted
performances from Karajan and
the VPO; that should more than
adequately fill anyone's requirements for these two generously
recorded suites of ballet music.
This is how most people will
want to hear them. Big spacious
recording to match, with impressive brass and rich string sound.
[A: 1]

TCHAIKOVSKY: ' Romeo and
Juliet'— fantasy overture
The
Nutcracker'— suite, Op. 71a
London Festival Symphony Orchestra I
Mathew Bowers
Saga CA5077 (£ 1.25).
Disc: 5077
(1963)

With the best sound that Ihave
heard in this present batch of
Saga tapes, though still slightly
muffled in the bass, we get a
deeply committed performance
of the Romeo and Juliet music;
and a balletic reading of the Nutcracker.
Shouldn't disappoint.
[B: 2]

TCHAIKOVSKY: Rococo variations, Op. 33
Pezzo capriccioso, Op. 62
GRIEG: Holberg
suite*
2 elegiac melodies*
Paul Tortelier ( v/c) iNorthern Sinfonia
Orchestra IYan Pascal Tortelier * Paul
Tortelier
HMV oTC-ASD2954 (£2.60). Disc:
ASD2954 ( Apr ' 74)

This is all music of a most approachable nature, to which
Tortelier adds his own sophisticated and refined techniques,
both as soloist and conductor,
to add all that can be added to
what are basically uncomplicated scores. A warm- toned but
perfectly clear, detailed recording and a fairly natural cello
sound. [A: 1]

WAGNER: ' The Ring'— excerpts
Soloists VPO ' Sir Georg So/ti
Decca ID KSXC6421 (£2.48). Disc:
SXL6421 ( 1974)

This can hardly be considered
more than anibble at such avast
project as the Ring, but it is certainly a snack that will whet the
appetite for more and give
satisfaction to the impoverished.
I need hardly add my own applause to the universal acclaim
given to Solti's majestic and
dramatic
performances.
The
cassette cannot quite cope as
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

the record did with so much
sound but does its very best. [
A

purist longings to hearthe words,
you can enjoy the gay romantics
of Offenbach and other French
exotic blooms. A full-blooded
recording that catches the top
notes to perfection. [
A: 1]

SIR
ADRIAN
BOULT
CONDUCTS WAGNER, Vol. 2
LPO iSir Adrian Boult
HMV DTC-ASD2934 (
E2-60). Disc:
ASD2934 ( Dec. ' 73)

Ifind these performances more
sensitive than some previous reviewers seem to have suggested.
Boult unfolds the music in
grandiose style on the whole,
but there is never any lack of
appreciation of the finer points.
It's anoble experience. A typical
EMI recording, full and rich with
nothing allowed to actually shatter the sensitive nerve ends,
which should sound good on all
kinds of equipment. [
A: 1]

THE
WORLD
OF
SACRED
MUSIC, Vol. 2
Famous airs and choruses from
oratorios
Various soloists, orchestras and conductors
Decca oKCSP297 (£ 1.64).
Disc:
SPA297

You would have to be of asomewhat sanctimonious or righteous disposition to purchase
this for enjoyment; but if so
rightly attuned then you will admire the sterling British renderings
of
Handel,
Brahms,
Mendelssohn, Verdi, etc. from
such worthies as Sutherland,
Ferrier, McKellar and Evans.
Good
performances
on
the
whole and adequate recordings.
[A/B:1/2]

CONCERT OF FAMOUS OVERTURES
BRAHMS:
Tragic,
Op.
81
DVORAK: Carnival, Op. 92
GLINKA: ' Russian and Ludmilla'
MENDELSSOHN: ' A Midsummer
Night's Dream', Op. 21 MOZART:
'The Marriage of Figaro'
Royal Danish Orchestra ' John Frandsen
Saga CA5028 (£ 1.25).
Disc: 5028
(1965)

KATHLEEN FERRIER
A recital of folksongs
Decca D M KACC309 (£ 1.64). Disc:
ACL309 R LX3040 and LX3098

I'm afraid I couldn't get much
enjoyment from this. What was
originally a rather thin tone has
been given a lot of artificial reverberation to produce a confused and boxy sound that simply
makes some quite presentable
performances seem tedious on
the ear. [
C: 2]

This is acollection that has done
worthy service ever since the
birth of the LP and before. I
hardly need espouse the cause
of Ferrier nor add to the columns
of admiration that have already
been written on her matchless
art. Her followers will merely
need to know that this collection
is available and to know that its
mono sound has been put onto
tape with astonishing clarity and
impact. [
A: 1]

JOY TO THE WORLD
Carols and Christmas songs
Joan Sutherland ( sop) I Ambrosian
Singers INew Philharmonia IRichard
Bonynge
Decca oKSXC6193 (£2.48). Disc:
SXL6193 ( Dec ' 73)

GREGORIAN
CHANTS
FOR
LENT AND EASTER
Choir of the Vienna Holburghapelle I
Josef Schabasser
Turnabout
oKTV34070C (£ 1.64).
Disc: TV34070S

A bit out of season to be reviewing such a tape, but presumably
it was around for Christmas.
Personally Iam not in complete
sympathy with the florid, Victorian approach to Handel as exhibited on the first track and
found the simpler modern approach of some of the following
pieces more enjoyable.
The
singer is inclined to swoop. [
A:
2]

We shall be late for Easter by the
time this comes out; as was our
disc review previously— but, without being an expert on Gregorian
chant, Ican say quite firmly that
I got great pleasure from this
calm, clear, sane music—far
more than Ireally expected. This
is partly induced by a clear,
spacious recording that captures
the peace of the cloisters with
realism.
The
performances
sounded good. [
A: 1]

ROMANTIC FRENCH ARIAS
Offenbach; Meyerbeer; Charpentier;
Auber; Bizet; Massenet; Gounod
Joan Sutherland ( sop) IL'Orchestre de
la Suisse Romande IRichard Bonynge
Decca
sKCET454 (£2.48). Disc:
SET 454

SPOKEN WORD
PETER USTINOV READS CAUTIONARY VERSE
Poems by Browning, Carroll and
Belloc
Argo ID KABC11 (£ 1.40).

Here is Sutherland in her right
element and Bonynge, for that
matter, in his. These are songs
which call for the voice to be a
magnificent, soaring instrument;
in which role none can better
Joan Sutherland. If you have no
MAY 1974

It was pleasant to end on atape
that gave sheer, unadulterated
enjoyment. Ustinov avoids the
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temptation to use all his range of
tricks on these verses, but gives
us enough to put the performances beyond the range of a
mere reader. Some of his voices
for the Belloc Cautionary Tales
are masterpieces of character
acting and his Carroll is perfectly
done. No problems with recording, impeccably clear and vivid.
[A*: 1*]

POPULAR
THE MONKEES: ' 25 HITS OF
THE MONKEES'
Monkees theme; Daydream believer;
Take a giant step; Stepping stone;
Vallen;
Alternate title;
Porpoise
song; A little bit me, a little bit you;
Papa Gene's blues; The kind of girl
Icould love; Early morning blues and
greens; Tapico tundra;
Pleasant
valley Sunday; Listen to the band;
Last train to Clarksville; What am I
doing hangin' round?; Cuddly toy;
Daddy's song; You told me; Sometimes in the morning; Magnolia
Simms; Words; Shades of grey;
Look out ( Here comes tomorrow): I'm
a believer
Bell ZCBEL148 (£2.45)

This compilation, unavailable in
disc form, would appear to be
one of the tape bargains of the
year. Although the title is far
from accurate— many of these
titles never aspired to hit status
and some that did, such as D. W.
Washburn, do not appear here—
this Bell tape contains more than
its share of good music. The
Monkees usually chose material
by better- class writers—there
are four songs on 25 Hits by Goffin and King, three by Neil Diamond and two by Harry Nilsson
—and producers such as Jeff
Barry, Chip Douglas and Tommy
Boyce could always be relied
upon to steer Dolenz and Co. in
the right direction. Not that the
Monkees lacked talent of their
own, Mike Nesmith had a hand
in either writing or producing
half a dozen tracks;
Micky
Dolenz wrote Alternate title, one
of the group's major hits; and
the foursome produced Daddy's
song collectively. My only complaint about this welcome issue
is that the sound is somewhat
sibilant.
Incidentally, Daddy's
song is in mono. [
B: 1*]

BARRY WHITE: ' STONE GON'
Girl it's true, yes I'll always love you;
Honey, please can't ya see; You're
my baby; Hard to believe that Ifound
you; Never, never gonna give ya up

Barry White's late- night chat
show, This is your life— Isaac
Hayes, is once more brought to
you by courtesy of Soul Sonambulists Anonymous. I've been
kind to Barry before but now
he'll have to be content with
[A: 3].

In 23 years two men can learn
almost everything there is to know
about their business.
Bill Escott and John Collinson
are no exception. Having formed a
company and designed a range of
speakers, this demonstrates beyond
question that ajoint 47 years'
experience makes all the difference.
Take the 25 watt Richmond
Speaker. An attractive, hand
finished, veneered cabinet in
acoustically selected 15 and 18 mm
chipboard with afoam lined
interior. A reflex loaded small
diaphragm bass/mid range unit
giving asmooth extended bass
response and a treble unit with
high sensitivity and smooth
response over 3.5 to 20 kHz
Approx. size:

16 342"x 9"x 10 11
20 lb.

Approx. weight:

Recommended Retail Price

£59-40 per pair inclusive of V.A.T.

Park Mill, Shortbank Road,
Sklpton, Yorks. Tel. Skipton 5333
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Fred DeIlar
DON'T THINK TWICE
BOB DYLAN: PLANET WAVES'
On a night like this; Going, going, gone; Tough
mama; Hazel; Something there is about you; Forever young; Dirge; You angel you; Never say goodbye; Wedding song
Island ILPS 9281 (£2.30)
BOB DYLAN: ' DYLAN'
Lily of the west; Can't help falling in love; Sarah
Jane; The ballad of Ira Hayes; Mr. Bojangles; Mary
Ann; Big yellow taxi; Never say goodbye; Spanish
is the loving tongue
CBS 89049 (£2.45)

Dylan is a collection of mainly unreleased
tracks that CBS have stockpiled during the
past few years, apatchy affair though, in toto,
one well worth hearing. A brief track rundown reveals that Sarah Jane is a trivial
sha-la- la ditty with girlie chorus and badly
recorded too, Lily of the west sounds like
Dylan's answer to Riders in the sky, Big yellow
taxi doesn't come within hailing distance of
Joni's original, and Spanish is the loving
tongue, which has already appeared here as a
single, is the kind of thing that crops up in
every ' B' picture shot south of the Rio Grande.
On the other hand, Jerry Jeff Walker's Mr.
Bojangles, featuring some good organ sounds
(probably by Al Kooper), is handled in throwaway fashion and somehow works because of
the casual approach and not in spite of it.
Then there's Mary Ann, a Dylan original
(Spanish is the loving tongue and Sarah Jane are
the only other Dylan- penned songs on this
album) in shanty vein—very folk- club singalong, but nice. Two Elvis Presley numbers,
a rocking Fool such as/ and a laid-back Can't
help falling in love round off this consignment
of out-takes, providing me with a certain
amount of joy if only because they make a
rewarding contrast with Presley's less earthy
cuts. Despite all the failures then ... [ B: 2].
Planet waves, on the other hand, really needs
little comment and the only rock fans who
haven't heard all about it are probably scaling
the Himalayas. Recorded last year at Los
Angeles' Village Recorder Studio, where
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Dylan and The Band booked in as Judge
Magney and The Jury, Planet Waves is the
first real Dylan album since New Morning.
Now while Ifeel this Asylum- Island issue
contains few new songs which are destined
to become Dylan classics there's certainly a
feeling of spontaneity and freshness about the
album, right from the opening, totally exuberant, On a night like this. The feel here is
marvellous, Robbie Robertson and his men
filling every gap with rewarding moments,
Garth Hudson's accordion hogging the limelight and turning the whole affair into one
huge hoedown. The intro to Going, going
gone, where aguitar spurts in before the beat
is taken up, and the almost Diddley-like
opening to the faster version of Forever
young (
a slow and less interesting version of
the same number closes side one) are just
two of the delights this record has to offer—
and, believe me, there are many more. But
The Band are not responsible for the success
of every track. Wedding song, for instance, is
Dylan in just up from Hibbing mode, alone
with his guitar and harnessed harmonica.
Also there's Dirge, a dark, compelling, song
which is backed by plodding piano, almost
certainly by Dylan himself, and some attractive acoustic guitar ramblings, which may or
may not be by Robertson. But you'll hear it all
when you purchase Planet Waves—which
you've probably done already anyway!
[A: 1*]

BAWDY BALLADS, BLUES
AND BODACIOUS BACKED
BALIN
DR. HOOK: ' BELLY UP'
Acapulco Goldie; Penicillin Penny; Life ain't easy;
When Lilly was Queen; Monterey Jack; You ain't
got the right; Put alittle bit on me; Ballad of Roland
the Roadie and Gertrude the Groupie; Come on in;
Wonderful soup stone
CBS 65560 (£2.17)
J. GEILS BAND: ' LADIES INVITED'
Did you no wrong; Ican't go on; Lay your good
thing down; That's why I'm thinking of you; No
doubt about it; The lady makes demands; My baby
don't love me; Diddyboppin'; Take a chance on
romance; Chimes
Atlantic K40538 (£.2.17)
BODACIOUS D.F.: ' BODACIOUS D.F.'
Drifting; Good folks; The witcher; Roberta; Second
hand information; Driving me crazy; Twixt two
worlds
RCA SF8391 (£2.18)

Where most people take an apple a day, I
usually partake of a Dr. Hook or Shel
Silverstein album every six months or so.
Certainly Ray Sawyer and his bawdy crew
sound as healthy and ridiculously ribald as
ever on Belly up, offering in Monterey Jack one
of the pithiest and rudest songs of the year.
Acapulco Go/die out to put an end to those Tin
Pan Alley Moonlight in Mexico potboilers
while the whispered- out- of- the- side- the
mouth tale of Penicillin Penny could prevent
quite afew callers changing their minds about
calling on Bridget ( French model, 42-24-36.
Upstairs) and Michelle ( specialist in PVC) for
an equally long period. Highly hilarious and,
amazingly, quite good musically [B: 1].
Ladies invited is also a pick-me-up in another
way. Right from the storming / did you no
wrong, which opens the album, it's obvious
that the J. Geils Band, the Boston bluesblasters, are doing it right. If you've ever
treated yourself to an album by the Butterfields or moved along with Mayall at sometime in your life, then this is for you. Strictly a
no- boredom unit even though they work in a
constricted area and rely on pure energy to
really pull things through. Seth Justman once
again wraps up the movers in swirling organ
swathings, Magic Dick contributes monster
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helping of blues- harp, and Peter Wolf
proves himself to be acut-above-the- average
vocalist [A : 1]. Another singer in that
category is Marty Balin, who is now running
a band called Bodacious. If you expect it to
sound anything like Jefferson Airplane then
you're in for a surprise—for much of the
music on this RCA release wouldn't sound
all that much out of place on a good Philly
Album. Good folks is the track I've found
myself playing most often, a lengthy chunk of
solid funk, with drums ( Dewey Dagreaze) and
bass ( Mark Ryan) keeping a disco beat going
behind a repetitious vocal chant. Also on
hand is afemale back-up vocal squad with an
obvious grounding in the traditions of Tamla.
The witcher is in similar vein, heavier perhaps
and with brass punctuations, but still basically
black and beautiful, while Roberta begins like
one of those Transatlantic ragtime guitar
samplers, with Vic Smith doing the honours.
Then Dewey Dagrease commences drumming in two- beat fashion and Balin perks his
vocal over the top in lightweight, effective
manner. A welcome return then from Martyn
Jerel Buchwald and one that deserves to
succeed. [
A: 1]

I'VE HEARD THAT SONG
BEFORE
BETTE MIDLER: ' BETTE MIDLER'
Skylark; Drinking again; Breaking up somebody's
home; Surabaya Johnny; Ishall be released; Optimistic voices; Lullaby of Broadway; In the mood;
Uptown- Da Doo Run Run; Twisted; Higher and
higher
POINTER
SISTERS: ' THE
POINTER
SISTERS'
Yes we can can; Cloudburst; Jada; River Boulevard;
Old songs; That's how Ifeel; Naked foot; Sugar;
Wang wang doodle; Pains and tears
Blue Thumb ILPS-9243 (£2•30)

Presenting the voice of them all ... Bette
Midler! Hear her fail desperately to surpass
Annie Ross on Twisted, a piece of vocalese
tongue-twisting from the early fifties. Hold
your breath as she resurrects the Andrews
Sisters image for Lullaby of Broadway and
reminds everyone of the Clark Sisters on In
the mood. Hear her rewrite Skylark so that
Hoagy Carmichael wouldn't even recognise
it—and latch on to her shining new version of
Dylan's /shall be released. On second thought,
forget all about it and listen to more valid
tracks, such as the version of Drinking again
that spotlights Barry Manilow's sympathetic
piano. No disgrace this one—even if you
compare it with Dinah Washington's marvellous cut. And if Breaking up somebody's
home doesn't match Denise La Salle's
rendition then one has to admire the spirit
with which Bette tackles it. Then there's a
Brecht- Weill Surbaya Johnny, allowing her to
be dramatic and stagey—which is really
Bette's forte anyway [
A:3]. The Pointers are
also revivalists. They dress as though they
were booked for aRudy Vallee gig and sing in
a style that is reminiscent of that vocal group
Sy Oliver used to lead when he was with the
Jimmie Lunceford outfit—all terribly dated
and, nowadays, somewhat dreary. Like Bette
Midler they've rediscovered the art of vocalese
and include aso-so version of Don Lang's old
Cloudburst hit—though it must be said that
they sound far happier on Alan Toussaint's
rif)f/ Yes we can can. Sugar is not, strange as
it may seem in the circumstances, the old
standard of that title, nor is Ja da the old jazz
standby. Instead, they are originals by the
Pointers, though they sound almost as aged
as their namesakes. An extended and more
contemporary item in Wang dang doodle,
replete with the Hoodoo Rhythm Devils as a
back-up band, closes this LP and isn't bad,
continued on page 145
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Traditional
THE BROADSIDE: ' THE MOON
SHONE BRIGHT'
Seventeen come Sunday; Lincolnshire wedding song; The bold grenadier; The gardener and the ploughman; Free and easy; The outlandish
knight; Caistor fair; Dicky Turpin;
Lisbon; The American singer; Maria
Marten; The poacher; Creeping Jane;
The banks of sweet Dundee
Topic 12TS228 (£2.04)

Credit to The Broadside from
Grimsby for giving us an album
of fresh material rather than
much of what appeared on their
label under the title of ' Songs
From The Stocks'. This album
was reviewed in HFN/RR in
November 1972 and then, songs
were largely from the work of
two group members John Connolly and Bill Meek. On this,
their first for Topic, The Broadside in their fourteen tracks capture the flavour of Lincolnshire
folk song. Nine of the songs
owe their continuance to the collecting work of Percy Grainger in
1905-1906 and the five others
stem from the activities of Ethel
Runkin. In 1957 she assembled
several singers at her Willoughton home and taped various Lincolnshire traditional songs. The
not too successful sleeve photograph reveals the group as John
Connolly, Tom Smith, Bill Meek,
Brian Dawson and Mike Lee.
Most of the tracks are for solo
voice but as a group tracks like
Caistor Fair show commendable
driving spirit. Caistor fair is one
of those nonsense songs and
the tune will be familiar, a relative of Richard of Taunton Dene.
There's good stuff from voices
together on side two with The
Poacher catching the ear. It has
one of those tunes the early
Primitive Methodists might have
found congenial to their spirits.
Solo and group perform well on
the song, Creeping Jane, one of
the best known songs from the
amazing Joseph Taylor, a lyric
about horse- racing. On that I
doubt if the Primitive Methodists
would find much communion.
No performance credits are
given on the sleeve and thus I
do not know, but did enjoy, the
gentleman who opens and closes
the album. His first vocal tones
are rich on Seventeen come Sunday and hence good treatment to
the Dorian tune. He closes with
the oft performed, The banks of
Sweet Dundee, always to me a
rather subtleclever song withthat
racey yet never exhausted type
of tune. Iremarked on my previous review of The Broadside's
own recorded and distributed
album my hesitancy in applauding their instrumental backing.
Isaid it tended to irritate rather
than totally enhance the lyric.
This time Iam in two minds and
no offence is meant for their
varied instrumental skills. In a

Jesus; Always on my mind; It's here
the answer lies
Pye NSPL 1804 (£2•15)

Here's one of the many Jesus
folk- styled with bits of rock
around the place groups making
plenty of life amidst some rather
crude lyrics, sometimes catchy
tunes and general intensity as in
the doom song, Heaven or hell.
The auto- harp is an instrument
I tend to fall for ever since I
listened to American appalachian music via Hedy West and
others years back. Here there's
one buzzing round on the most
catchy of the tracks, Seeds with
an attractive chorus and arrangement which bear similarity
to some of the stuff you might
find Magna Carta pouring out. I
suppose from chart-aiming the
opener wins over Seeds by a
short head. Say it like it is. What
does strike me about their work
is an ability to write immediately
catchy choruses. Their instrumental work is quite pleasant as
well. [B: 2/3]

Tony jasper

year when we may get few folk
releases this disc has much to
be commended. [A/B: 2]

FRANK
HARTE:
'
THROUGH
DUBLIN CITY' LYRICAL BALLADS AND REBEL SONGS'
Rosemary fair, Johnny Doyle; Dunlavin green; The Spanish lady; The
flower of Magherally; James Connolly
The ship carpenter's wife; The
Connerys; Matt Hyland; The tow in
the town; He rolled her to the wall
Topic m12TS 218 (£2.04)

I'm aglutton for Irish music and
here are twelve street songs
from Dublin or as Frank Harte
quickly remarks ' one's sung on
the streets'. The singer has on
first hearing a rather strange
voice and needs some little acquaintance. No, Iam not being
rather caustic. There's a rather
rasping ring on the top notes
and a somewhat intriguing fullsomeness on the lower rings.
What you've made of those remarks I shudder to guess but
there is some worth in saying
you have to make some quick
ear balance. Once over that and
you'll find the voice and songs
combine to make an enjoyable
collection of tracks. ( Iam assuming you are unacquainted
with Mr. Hart.) You'll find some
of the lyrics are full of humour
and quick, pithy word pictures of
people and situations like for
instance the splendid Johnny
Doyle. On the first side songs
are unaccompanied, save for a
sudden flash of instrument at
the end of Rosemary fair. The
final track of the second, He rolled
her to the wall, has accompaniment but otherwise like the first,
purely the vocal tones and music
of Frank Harte. And boy, he
does have plenty of breath; try
for instance The ship carpenter's
wife. Inotice the name of Bill
Leader as producer, a suggestion, since Leader left Topic
some years back, that this one
has been waiting for release.
No, it does not make any difference to the record but an
interesting point.
One small
complaint, perhaps we could
have afew more songs like Three
weeks we were wed with its different tempo and requirement of
some vocal gymnastics from
what to some extent is a samey
second side. [B: 2]

PARCHMENT: ' HOLLYWOOD
SUNSET'
You are my morning; Hard road;
Lovely touching; Dobbie's song; I'm
a man; Butterfly; Getting out of this
town; Death in Jerusalem; Gift; Get
on the road; True words; Hollywood
sunset
Pye NSPL 18409 (£2.15)

Another Jesus folk group but
Parchment were once Trinity
Folk from Liverpool and did the
folk club scene and to my mind
when they get more earthy and
live sing their more traditionally
inclined material then they really
have got something. Parchment
have one of those Hollywood
epic film pics for their sleeve or
something and whatever, the
score is low in my reckoning.
However to the songs and treatment. ' Sounds' thought it awful
and ' Melody Maker' seemed to
find some charm and yours
sincerely, somewhere between
the two. Now if you put side two
on and track one do not worry,
your player is not at wrong
speed, just the unusual track
treatment with some odd clapping in the left channel which is
neither present nor lost. More
pleasure on the first track of
side one ( my copy is a white
label with no clue as to which is
side one or two) with a somewhat appealing You are my
morning. Hard road is like it says,
earthy and driving and not bad.
The pick from the first side is
the dramatic I'm a man and for
its finale the side has rather interesting Sue McClellan with a
delightful children's song called
Butterfly. Some of the instrumental backing, particularly when
orchestra, sound effects and
everything and anything goes is
full of ideas but listen to the ending of Death of Jerusalem and see
if you agree with me in finding it

MALCOLM & ALWYN: ' FOOL'S
WISDOM'
Say it like it is; Fools wisdom; Tomorrows news; Growing old; Things
are getting better; Heaven or hell;
Seed of corn; The world needs
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all too much the case of trying.
Gift is a slow-paced, relaxed
song which wavers between
appealing and too forced in a
sentimental sense and just wins,
something attractive in that.
Parchment is one of better Jesus
folk groups and for them in folkclub mood take in Get on the road,
even though someone is trying
to make Sue sound at times like
something out of a mid- fifties
rock ' n' roll group. True words
is the pick of side two. [ C: 2]

THE ALETHIANS: ' RSVP'
Love song; Jesus loves you; Yes or
no; Light up the fire; Streets of
London; He makes us happy; My
song; You've got to be a baby; Not
of dreams; Three crosses
Myrrh ( Word records) MYR 1002

Yes, another Jesus folk- style
group, aglut to say the least you
might say. The standards are
improving though in this folkgospel world an amazing number of puerile though doubtless
sincere groups flourish, perhaps
because many religious people
do not like to make criticism.
The Alethians have a rather
appealing vocal contribution, a
fresh and clear vocal sound
served to good effect on Love
song. On this track only an
amazing sub- standard piece of
taping prevents it from being a
song you could visualize making
another, There but for fortune.
They do a good job on the illused and too often recorded,
McTell, Streets of London. Light
up the fire gave Parchment fame
for atime and this rendering has
some merit. 6- string and 12string guitars plus double bass
and some well used percussion
help out the vocals of a fairly
pleasant album, though Idoubt
if anyone will exactly be bowled
over. This album like many
others of its kind is acceptable
for atime but has not agreat deal
of lasting quality, unlike say real,
good traditional music. The comparison you may feel is unfair
but perhaps there's a point in
the remark worth discussing?
[C: 2]

VARIOUS: ' THE
VALIANT
SAILOR, SONGS AND
BALLADS OF NELSON'S ARMY'
Adieu; sweet lovely Nancy; The
banks of the Nile; Here's the tender
coming; The press-gang; The seventeen bright stars; The ' Nightingale';
The old ' Ramillies'; The sailor laddie;
Nelson's victory at Copenhagen;
Nelson's death; The valiant sailor;
Liberty for the sailors; On board a
ninety-eight; Poor jolly sailor lads
Topic 12TS232 (£2.04)

Vinyl shortages, cardboard poverty, industrial dispute, overworked British pressing factories and in some instances
small companies losing thei r
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pressing facilities hasn't made
'74 folk viewing a particularly attractive proposition. At least
there is this very good album
from Topic.
And Topic assure in spite of
all they expect an exciting year.
Just to wet your appetitie and
hopefully keep you reading the
Traditional columns in HFN/RR
they plan releases from Northumbrian pipe playing with Billy
Pigg and Joe Hutton, to name
two: Lancashire's Oldham Tinkers with their second LP called
'Best O' T' Bunch'; Shirley
Collins has a second for Topic
titled ' Adieu to Old England' and
Bert Lloyd's ' Sea Shanties' is
scheduled for early this year.
There is more but enough for
the time and back to ' The Valiant
Sailor'. Some of its cast, Bert,
Roy Harris and Martyn Wyndham
Read find their way on to Bert
Lloyd's, Sea Shanties and here
Roy sings, The press gang, The
old ' Remitlies'; The valiant sailor
and On board a ninety-eight.
Martyn opens the album and
does the same for side two and
puts the closing touches with
Poor jolly sailor lads.
My eyes light up whenever Ispy
the name Frankie Armstrong.
She is so good and here she
sings the rather poignant, Here's
:he tender coming. Her others
are The sailor boy, Liberty for the
sailors, The nightingale and The
sailor 'addle.
Historical data
people amongst you will delight
in the usual full Topic notes and
for further edification these
songs, save one called Nelson's
death appear in a book edited by
Roy Palmer and published by the
Cambridge
University
Press
titled, ' The valiant sailor'. At the
moment Martin Wyndham- Read
and chorus are attacking Nelson's victory at Copenhagen and
astirring track it is, come to that,
the same can be said of most
tracks. Then again, the subject
is not a pretty one for if some
people at home gloried in Nelson
there were those who sailed and
for many of them life was harsh
to ' enth degree. Frankie brings
to fore the feminine wait at home
and though she may feel pride at
his bravery, as the song The
sailor laddie says, she desires
peace in order to be re- united
with her love.
A good record, one small
criticism lies in some odd editing
as for instance in level between
tracks one and two of side two.
Topic assure us of a good ' 74.
I believe them and when have
Topic ever failed to make agood
record? IB : 1/2]

STEFAN GROSSMAN: GUITAR
INSTRUMENTALS' -' MEMPHIS
JELLYROLL'
Memphis jellyroll; Black Mountain
rag; Delta exposition of 1917; Buck
dance; Mississippi swamp march;
Blue space 19; Boogie on main street;
Avalon blues; Shuffle rag; Mirage;
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

translated on to television but
he is a darn sight funnier than
those awful people from awful
Sunday Night at the Palladium.
Doubtless whilst those un funny
comics earn their hundreds,
Hamish is around the corner
earning pea- nuts. Long may he
live! [ A : 2/3]

Lottle's blues; Miss McLeod's reel;
Afterthought; Don't let my baby
catch you here
Transatlantic TRA 274 (£3.20)

Doubtless there is much truth in
saying Stefan Grossman is both
highly respected
by fellowmusicians and has deserved
more success than he has found.
Such albums cause a reviewer
some degree of problem. Imean
a reviewer makes general comment and mentions his own impression of the given material.
Yet he must have some turning
of eye toward an audience which
is outside of an artist's minority
following.
Stefan
Grossman
has never captured my commitment. Ihave always found him
entertaining on listening to various live concerts yet there is no
particular desire to play his
records other than for a particular occasion. Here he is more
than competent and his disc will
be purchased by Grossman
followers but Idoubt if anybody
else will take too much attention.
There is nothing to make new
friends but he will keep the
faithful. [ A:1]

MISCELLANY
RALPH McTELL: EASY'
Take it easy; Maddy dances; Maginot
waltz; Sweet mystery; Stuff no more;
Run Johnny run; Zig Zag line; Let me
down easy; Would I lie to you;
Summer lightning
Warner K54013 (£2.45)

No fancy studio tricks here or
rich, lush musical accompaniment and little from say the world
You Well Meaning Brought Me
Here. There's often a fire, grit,
urgency to McTell's vocal work
backed with attacking guitar work
for much of the time. At times
it's a very male album, at least
in accepted terms of the rough
and rugged guy. Just listen to
an exciting Run, Johnny, run but
then as the next track shows
McTell without sounding at
least soppy from the previous
cut can sound and be sensitive
as in Zig zag line he sings of his
seven year old son. Ienjoyed
this album, though Iconfess I
have never found any of his
wanting, even back in those
Transatlantic days when some
recording was not as good as it
could have been and McTell was
less incisive. I've made comparison with You Well Meaning only
to stress the basic difference,
Here he's more back to basics,
voice and guitar. I'm not sure if
the songs have such instantly
recognizable form as some
from previous albums.
They
need three or four plays and then
their strength becomes more
apparent.
Maddy dances is a lovely
tribute to the grand lady from
Steeleye Span who gaily dances
and
jigs
her
way
across
stages. Maginot waltz is rather
nostalgic and grows in attractiveness as the song proceeds
with some sensitive harmonium
creeping in on the chorus. It
has one or two interesting key
changes which cause surprise
for the tune otherwise tends to
follow a predictable path. The
pace quickens for Sweet mystery,
a track which among many
others has Danny Thompson
laying down some good double
bass. A very relaxed feel, one to
sway and hum along with, attractive lyrics. Stuff no more closes
the first side and picks up the
more fiery McTell. If there is one
criticism, then perhaps it comes
in the playing order of side two.
It tends to slowly wind- down and
if you drop the needle at the
beginning of the last three tracks
there's a similarity of treatment.
For now, the disc is on its fourth
journey and has reached that
stuff no more, first side ending,

HAMISH IMLACH: ' MURDERED
BALLADS'
Cornflakes, sugar, teardrops; Bluebird; Baldheaded woman; People upstairs; Coulters candy; Daddy what
if?; Tableau at twilight; Jenny Jenkins; The whale; The mermaid; The
rabbit; Travelling rhythm; Murdered
ballad; The lion; The night sound;
That terrible terrible night
Transatlantic Xtra 1131 ce .
65)

There might be some strange
track editing as for instance The
mermaid and then almost catching its last notes, The rabbit plus
slightly different sound levels
but what the heck it might be
said. Such could have been
cleaned- up but here is a Hamish
Imlach in fine uproarious form
on a collection of tracks more
made for audience than solitary
tea- drinking reviewing existence!
Yet even I in such mundane
existence as a room snowed
under by magazines, press releases and just short of a football team collection of dirty cups
am capable of smiling and
laughing at this incredible gentleman as he fights, nay as he says
destroys, many asong. He is so
good and come to that, clever.
It's credit to him that he retains
his live freshness within confines of a recording studio but
then perhaps stronger liquids
are found in such quarters. Iam
not too sure if The Lion makes it
but he's marvellous on Murdered
ballad with his lovely tongue-incheek country style. Baldheaded
woman is another tour de force
from Hamish and what can one
say of Cornflakes et al. Great
stuff. I must say a word of
thanks to Daryl Runswick on
piano, some exquisite rolling in
music-hall terms. I'm not sure
if I would like to see Hamish
M
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plenty of emphasis here on beat
with bass drum and strong six
and twelve- string guitar playing
from Ralph. I like this album
very much. [ A:1]
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THE ISLE OF MULL
Cargoes; Scots wha' hae; The Isle
of Mull; The Campbells are coming;
Herdmaiden's song; Gretna Green;
Ions boat song; Go lovely rose; etc.
Glasgow Orpheus Choir I Sir Hugh
Roberton
EMI ' Starline' uMRS5175 (
99p)

This is a second album (the first
was on SRS5124) of famous recordings by the renowned choir
that would have been celebrating
the 100th anniversary of the birth
of its founder Sir Hugh S.
Roberton ( 1874-1952) had it still
existed. Such was Roberton's
influence on his choir, and ultimately on many others, that it
was disbanded when he retired
in 1951. By then it had become
world-famous for its fine choral
interpretations which followed
Roberton's dictum that what
really mattered was ' the right use
of the words'. When even today,
so many words sung by choirs
are completely inaudible, it is
salutory to go back even as far
as 1925, the first recording here,
and find the Glasgow Orpheus
clear in every syllable. The recordings cover two periods:
1925-1929 and 1945-1949 while
the previous volume covered its
last recordings. Their performances are full of warmth and sincerity as well as fine singing and
this album should find a ready
market. [ H:1] Peter Gammond

THE ROPE OF LOVE
Carol of the birds; Christmas candle;
Eia Susani; The rope of love; Lord's
prayer; Too much to do; St. Nicholas
etc.
Donald Swann with Catherine Martin,
Heather Kay, Ginny Broadbent, Richard
Day- Lewis ,1Roger Cleverdon
Galliard GAL4022 (£1.65)

'The Rope of Love' is acollection
(published by Stainer & Bell, Ltd.)
of twenty carols, gathered, arranged and, in afew cases, composed by Donald Swann. Their
sincerity and charm and the delightful singing on this record
outlives our commercial Christmas and the record is capable of
bringing pleasure all the year
round.
I enjoy and admire
Donald Swann's musical and
playing skills (with his distinctive
piano style) but find myself
thinking of the funny man of
'Drop of a Hat' whenever he
sings. His sincerity generally
over- rides this, nor does he
adopt an air of sanctity. Ifind it
acharming and refreshing album
[A:1]
Peter Gammond

Record Review

Popular Albums

Arthur Jackson

FEATURE REVIEW
DICK HAY MES: ' Comes Home'
Let me love you; You'll never know; Maybe Sunday; Me and Bobby McGee;
It's been a long long time; Living in our dreams; What are you doing the rest
of your life; Wave; ' State Fair' medley; First time ever Isaw your face;
'Sentimental Journey' medley; Whistling away the dark; Everytime we say
goodbye; More Isee you
Daybreak DAL2005 (£2.19)

Best news of the decade is that Dick Haymes is back at the top after
too many years out in the cold. Years in ‘4‘ hich aformer Hollywood
star was glad to tour British seaside pavilions and remnants of music
hall in a supporting role; in which his personal problems were more
newsworthy than his talent (and there was atime when even that
went). During long years of residence in Spain, London and Ireland,
helped on British TV by Tony Hancock and Dick Emery, Haymes kept
on plugging away until the word fltered back to America that a
great talent was still active. One appearance on a Tennessee Ernie
TV special led to this Cocoanut Grove date in early 1972, since when
Dick has headlined at clubs throughout the USA and Canada. His
one album since the 50's, done in London afew years ago, showed
that Haymes had lost none of his potency (though the album itself
vanished without trace), and this new ' live' recording confirms that
in his mid-50's Dick Haymes is now the world's greatest singer of
quality ballads. He interprets better than anyone good songs by
Jobim, Legrand, Hatch, Mancini and MacColl, and saves the nostalgia
for a couple of medleys handled with an engaging tongue-in-cheek
air. Any reservations one may have must centre round the fact that
Haymes never was a swinger, and his tone and intonation tend to
slip at anything above a medium tempo. But even then, a slightly
flawed Haymes is still, like aflawed Sinatra, better than anyone else
around today. What Ican't forgive or understand is the inclusion of
Me & Bobby McGee, afrantic rave-up in which Haymes is all at sea.
It's a disaster, and one wonders why it was put in the act at all, let
alone kept in the recording. But it's a minor point, and doesn't alter
the fact that Dick Haymes is not only back in business but is as great
as ever. Can we hope for more new albums? And in view of the fact
that EMI now have all the hundreds of Brunswick and Capitol sides
Haymes recorded over the past 30 years, it would be nice to see a
reissue programme get under way. [
A: 1]

STAGE
& SCREEN
INCIDENTAL
MUSIC ALBUMS
THE WAY WE
Hamlisch
CBS 70132 (£ 238)

WERE:

Marvin

THE
THREE
MUSKETEERS:
Michel Legrand
Bell BELLS 235 (£2.25)
PAPILLON: Jerry Goldsmith
EMI EMC3020 (£2.25)
JEREMY: Lee Holdridge
United Artists UAS29517 (£2.25)
KUNG FU: Jim Helms
Warner K46271 (£2.17)
ENTER
THE
DRAGON:
Schifrm
Warner K46275 (£2.17)

Lalo

It would be nice if more Incidental
Music albums were like ' Way We
Were'. If you see the film or not
the LP is still worth having as a
first rate musical programme. A
lovely Hamlisch-Bergman title
tune beautifully sung by Barbra
Streisand, dance band versions
of Red sails in the sunset, River
stay ' way from my door, In the

mood and Wrap your troubles in
dreams echoing the sounds of
Dorsey, Miller, Basie etc., and a
batch of romantic orchestral
originals by Marvin Hamlisch
all add up to first-class listening
[A: 1]. Michel Legrand's score
for the Musketeers is sheer
delight, totally different from
anything he has done before,
with skilful classical parodies
wedded to such gorgeously
awful track titles as Foiled again
(for a sword fight); He ain't
heavy, he's the cardinal; Dirty
business among the dirty laundry;
Four abreast, if you'll pardon the
expression; All's fair in love and
feet; etc. From which we gather
that the whole thing is asend-up
of swashbuckling epics, pretentious music scores and anything else open to satire. The
fact that the orchestra plays it
straight-faced adds to the enjoyment [ A:1]. The remaining four
film scores offer little for music
lovers. Lee Holdridge's bits for
'Jeremy'
have one or two
moments, if you don't mind
endless repetitions of the
Hourglass song and some ghastly
singing by the inept stars of this
pubescent ' Love Story' [A: 2]
but Goldsmith's ' Papillon', after

aFrench waltz ' theme' is entirely
dramatic underscoring. Much
of ' Kung Fu' has various actors
intoning
the
philosophy
to
pleasant, vaguely Shangri-La
type music, and while ' Dragon'
is literally music for kicks it is at
least Schifrin
at
his
most
professional. [
A: 2]

SELECTIONS
GREAT WESTERN FILM
THEMES, Vol. 3
Soundtrack music from:— Lawman;
Sabata; Professional Gun; Glory
Guys;
Drango;
Horse
Soldiers;
Streets of Laredo; McLintock; Bounty
Hunters; Face to Face; Shane;
Chatos Land; Stranger Returns
United Artists UAS29482 ( e-25)
COLDITZ AND OTHER GREAT
WAR THEMES
Colditz; 633 Squadron; Victory at
sea;
Pathfinders;
Longest
day;
Dambusters; Where eagles dare;
Battle of Britain; Great escape;
Guns of Navarone; Family at war;
Bridge on the River Kwai: London
Concert Orchestra
Sunset SLS50339 (99P)
COLDITZ AND OTHER GREAT
WAR THEMES
Colditz; 633 Squadron; Victory at
sea; Pathfinders; Longest day; Dambusters; Where eagles dare; Battle of
Britain; Warsaw concerto; Things to
come; Way to the stars; Exodus.
British Concert Orchestra; Life Guards
Band; Scots Guards Band
Philips 6436021 (£1.49)
SONGS
FROM
STAGE
AND
SCREEN
20 titles incl.—Cabaret; Love story;
Born free; Hello Dolly; Charlie girl;
Man and awoman; Iwill wait for you;
Charade; Moon river; Peyton Place.
Russ Conway
Pye Golden Hour GH561 (£1.49)
BBC TOP TUNES
Themes from— Sky at night; Archers;
Owen MD; Top of the form; Midweek;
Sing something simple; Onedin Line;
Forsyte Saga; Film ' 74; Softy softly;
Lotus eaters; Desert island discs;
etc. Norrie Paramor and Midland
Radio Orchestra
BBC REB171 (£2.25)

themes, almost identical
in
content, are anchored to the
current success of the ' Colditz'
series with its outstanding
Robert Farnon theme.
The
Sunset is technically the better
recording and will appeal more
to those who don't consider
military bands the last word in
musical interpretation. In fact
both Guards Bands on the
Philips are excellent within their
limits; it just happens that I
prefer the purely orchestral
settings, which are performed in
a full-blooded manner almost
comparable
to
the
various
'original'
recordings
by the
composers themselves.
Call
this one definitive and give it
A : 1, the Philips B: 1. Russ
Conway reminds us that he's
really a competent musician
underneath it all, and his set of
film and show songs, while
strictly commercial, is well çlone.
With a Cavallaro-ish style on
ballads and a double-tracked
pastiche of Ferrante & Teicher on
the showbiz themes ( with plenty
of Russ Conway, Imust add) he
turns out a likeable selection
[A : 1]. Radio listeners must
have noticed the improvement in
the BBC's house orchestras
lately. The Midland in particular
has developed afine style under
Norrie Paramor, but it needs a
better introduction to record
buyers than a batch of tired TV
themes,
however
skilfully
Paramor has disguised the
familiarity. But maybe Itake a
jaundiced view, having heard so
many TV albums lately [ A : 1].
Norrie's ' civilian' orchestra does
the customary lush mood music
job on Contour's screen songs
album.
Still evident is the
soprano voice introducing the
title line of each lyric and wordlessly joining the orchestra on
occasion, just as she did 20
years ago. A nice mixture of old
and new, Hollywood sophistication and British concerto- ism
[A: 1].

POPULAR

MUSIC FROM THE BIG SCREEN
Charade;
Alfie;
Tara's
theme;
Strange music; Iwill wait for you;
Dream of Olwen; My man; Way to
the stars; Glass mountain; Sound of
music; Love story; Windmills of your
mind. Norrie Paramor and his Orchestra
Contour 2870321 (89p)

BERT KAEMPFERT AND HIS
ORCHESTRA: ' TO THE GOOD
LIFE'
Take the A train; Sunny side of life;
Melancholy baby; Time to dream;
Skyliner; What is this thing called
love; Good life; Honeysuckle rose;
+ 4others
Polydor 2310309 (£2-50)

With Vol. 3 of the series, U- A's
Western Themes are becoming
somewhat less Great. We've
had the magnificent sevens and
big countries and are now in the
lower echelons of spaghetti- land
where such genuine Westerners
as Marcello Giombini, Ennio
Morricone, Bruno Nicolai, Riz
Ortolani, and Stelvio Cipriani
compose the variations on an
eternal filmusic theme. But this
is the way it is now, and the
collection is truly representative
[A: 1]. Two sets of war film

KEN MOULE AND THE FULL
SCORE ORCHESTRA
Both sides now; Summer of '42;
Misty morning; Candlelight lovers;
Baby I'm a want you; Sunflower; If;
Goodbye to love; Autumn wine; etc.
BBC REC167 (£1.40)
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ALAN
TEW
ORCHESTRA:
'WORLD INSTRUMENTAL
HITS'
Flamingo; Tom Hark; Ironside; Pink
panther; Wimoweh; Odd couple; On
the rebound; I wish I knew; Bad
penny blues; Walk on the wild side;
etc.
Pye NSPL41025 (£2.19)
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RAY McVAY AND HIS ORCHESTRA: WORLD OF OLD TIME
AND SEQUENCE DANCING'
Tie ayellow ribbon; Welcome home:
Lill Marlene; Man without love; Now
or never; Dance of the hours; Poeme;
When the saints; Yellow river; Ugly
duckling; etc.
Philips 6308193 (£2.25)

Iusually enjoy Kaempfert albums
without wanting to play them
again too often, but this new one
has already had a few performances without losing my feeling
of complete satisfaction. The
blend of swing era favourites,
standards and Kaempfert originals is a good one, and the
scoring for big band, strings and
discreet choral
effects
is
matched only by the superb
ensemble playing and tonal
warmth so well captured by the
recording [ A*: 1]. The section
of the BBC Radio Orchestra
featured in ' Open House' under
Ken Moule's direction makes a
delightful debut LP. Basically a
mood music album it rises far
above this level thanks to Ken's
imaginative string writing and
solo scoring. The interweaving
of soloists in Summer of 42 is a
positive delight [ A*: 1]. Not all
is well, though, in this section,
and Alan Tew's soggy album of
instrumental hits is awrite-off as
far as I'm concerned. With 20
strings, 8 brass and 5 saxes
undermined by a 10- piece
'rhythm' ( sic) section, including
6 percussion, it's the lumpiest,
corniest, souarest ... you name
it! ... set of pedestrian performances you could hear even in
these days of non- swinging
music [ B : 41.
Ray McVay,
although purely functional, at
least keeos moving at gond
tempi, and there's quite anovelty
in hearing modern tunes and
dance band scoring used for
old-time dancing ... considerable proaress from the ' Those
Were The
Days'
syndrome
[A: 1].

VOCAL
DEAN MARTIN: YOU'RE THE
BEST THING THAT EVER HAPPENED TO ME'
I'm confessin'; Amor mio; You better
move on; Tie a yellow ribbon; Baby
won't you please come home; Idon't
know why; Gimme a little kiss; + 3
others
Warner K50012 (£2.45)
CHARLES AZNAVOUR: ' PRESENTING'
24 titles incl.—Hier encore; Oui; A ma
fille; Isabelle; La mamma; II faut
savoir; La cabotin; La boheme; Le
temps; A ma femme; Le toreador;
Emmenez-moi; Tout s'en va
Barclay 801501 (Double Album)
(£4.36)
JACK JONES: ' HARBOUR'
Here's to love; It didn't come easy;
All cried out; Alone too long; Fools
in love; Inever had it so good; That's
what friends are for; + 3others
RCA APL1-0408 (£2.18)
JOHN HANSON: ' LOVE SONGS
OF TODAY'
HI-FI NUAS & RECORD REVIEW

recordings done in Memphis in
1955-8 for Sam Phillip's Sun
label. Backings are by his own
trio and the songs are half his
own plus C & W standards by
Hank Williams, Stuart Hamblen,
Don Gibson etc. Lacking his
present polish, Cash was still a
vital performer, and these
historic sessions explain the
regard in which he is held in
country music [ B : 1]. Shortly
before his death
last year
Donald
Peers did
a radio
programme now presented intact
on a new Decca LP, together
with one or two studio recordings. Ironically, he had never
sounded younger and more
enthusiastic, belying his 60- odd
years. Maybe Peers won't go
down in history as a great
singer; his forte was happy
songs and sing- along choruses.
But he does sound like the sort
of man you'd have been happy to
know, and maybe that's more
important [ A : 1]. Eddie Fisher
never consolidated his early
success, and when big voices
went out so did he. The sad
thing is that when he came back
10 years later to remake his hits
in stereo for Dot Records, the
source of this album, he was a
much better singer, richer in
tone, more mellow, sympathetic
and, in fact, a more human
artist.
The songs and big
arrangements
bespeak
the
sound of the 50's at its best, and
one wonders why there isn't a
place for Eddie now. [ B: 1]

And Ilove you so; We've only just
begun; Try to remember; Once upon
a time;
Old-fashioned
way;
If;
Spanish eyes; My way; Speak softly
love; + 3others
Philips 6308191 ( 52.50)
JOHNNY
CASH: ' GENTLE
GIANT OF COUNTRY MUSIC'
24 titles incl.—Get rhythm; Hey porter; Folsom Prison blues; Next in
line; Cry cry cry; Train of love; Doin'
my time; Big river; You win again;
Katy too; Cold cold heart; Iwalk the
line; Thanks a lot; Oh lonesome me;
Hey good looking
Sun 6641161 (Double Album £1.99)
DONALD PEERS: ' THE LAST
BROADCAST'
Happy heart; 12th St rag; Please don't
go; Tie a yellow ribbon; Idon't why;
Ramona; Love like summer has gone;
When you hear our song; Sing-along
medleys
Decca SKL5182 ( 5215)
EDDIE FISHER: ' HIS GREAT
HITS OF THE 50'S'
I'm yours; Wish you were here;
Heart; Downhearted; Ineed you now;
Anytime; Count your blessings;
When Iwas young; Dungaree doll;
Lady of Spain; Walking behind you;
Oh my papa
Contour 2870340 (
89p)

From Dean Martin you don't
expect academic singing, either
on pops or standards, of which
this album is equally comprised,
and Dino is trading very heavily
on his reputation for being likeable rather than a good singer.
But with the voice getting
foggier every time out and each
song chopped up into two- bar
phrases, how far can you take
likeability? [ B : 2]. There can't
be many singers like Charles
Aznavour who can put out a
double album of their own
compositions. M. Aznavour is
an acquired taste as a singer no
doubt, and aworld away from the
pre-war Gallic smoothies like
Sablon and Trenet, but his
voice and style are as contemporary and right as his
songs. Many of the melodies
will prove familiar, including the
original versions of What makes
aman and Yesterday when Iwas
young (
but not The old-fashioned
way!), and it does give some
measure of Aznavour's immense
contribution to music [ A : 1].
As a pop idol rather than the
good singer of good songs that
he used to be, Jack Jones has
reached a certain
level
of
mediocrity in both performance
and material that must now be
accepted as the norm. ' Harbour'
achieves that norm. Let's face it,
he's now avery dull singer who
makes very dull albums [ A: 2].
John Hanson, on the other hand,
is avery good singer— in his own
field. Contemporary pop ballads,
even good ones like these, are
alien territory, and although this
is an academically correction
exhibition
of singing, the
shadows of the originators are
forever present. It's a pity, but
with such songs sensitivity of
interpretation rather than the
correct placing of notes makes a
definitive performance [ A : 2].
The Cash double album reprises
in

one

collection
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his

GENTLEMEN
FRANK SINATRA: ' OL' BLUE
EYES IS BACK'
You will be my music; You're so right;
Winners; Nobody wins; Send In the
clowns; Dream away; Let me try
again; There used to be a ballpark;
Noah
Warner K44249 (
5217)
NAT KING COLE: ' THE VERY
BEST'
Unforgettable; Love letters; Ramblin'
rose; Autumn leaves; Route 66;
Ballerina; Stardust; You're my everything; Your cheatin' heart; Affair to
remember; + 6others
Capitol E-ST23I65 ( 52.25)
ANDY WILLIAMS: '
SOLITAIRE'
Solitaire; Remember; Getting over
you; That is all; Walk right back; My
love; Dreamer; Last tango in Paris;
Make it easy for me; You are the sunshine of my life
CBS 65638 (
5217)
TOMMY LEONETTI: ' TODAY'
Jean; Raindrops keep fallin'; Didn't
we; No; Time for us; Squeeze a
flower; One more time; He ain't
heavy; How small we are; + 3others
RCA INST1423 (
95p)
VINCE HILL: THE OTHER SIDE
OF ME'
Summer; Aubrey; Spanish eyes;
Happy; Other side of me; Yesterday
once more; All in love is fair; Sad
and lonely man; Good morning
heartache; + 3others
EMI EMC3014 (
52.25)
MAX
BYGRAVES: ' UNBEATABLE BYGRAVES'
Cecilia; Tulips from Amsterdam;
You need hands; Jealous; Ten pretty
girls; Scatterbrain; Little train: Little

original
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white lies; Gotta have rain;
ukelele; + 21 others
Decca DPA3003/4 (Double Album
£1.99)

Good to see ol' Gordon Jenkins
back where he belongs, lending
his tremendous arranging skill to
ol' Blue Eyes comeback album.
He doesn't always have too
much to work with, and the codGospel effects in Noah are no
worse than the song deserves,
but among the songs to make an
immediate impact I'd include
Stephen Sondheim's Send in
the clowns (
from ' A Little Night
Music') and You will be my music
by Joe Raposo who, for some
reason, was allowed to contribute four of the nine songs. Don
Costa's arrangement of Let me
try again is hammy enough to be
another My way for Frank . . .
who, just incidentally, sings like
he'd never been away. The gatefold album comes complete
with an insert, a full-size colour
photo of Sinatra printed on card
and highly suitable for framing
[A: 1]. Iwon't argue about the
'Very Best' title as applied to
Nat Cole. Everything the man did
qualifies. Short of reissuing all
Nat's albums in toto a 16- piece
collection like this, even on the
full- price label, is the next best
thing. Route 66, by the way, is
the 1956 ' Session at Midnight'
version [ A: 1*]. Andy Williams
is getting more and more difficult to review by normal standards. Hell, by any standards!
His inept singing of a batch of
idiotic songs is matched only
by the inanity of what must
laughingly be called ' arrancements', Iwonder if Andy ever
listens to any of his old records?
[A: 4]. With so many bad singers around why doesn't someone like Tommy Leonetti get this
sort of record exposure? He cowrote four of the songs on his
RCA budget album, working
with people like Bobby Troup
and Rod McKuen, and sings like
the professional he is, to his own
orchestral arrangements. What
more can you want in the way of
talent? After nearly 20 years in
the recording business, and after
recent
British
appearances,
Tommy may finally make the
breakthrough [ A: 1]. Vince Hill
is another real singer who can,
as on this new album, handle
contemporary material as well
as evergreens without lowering
his own standards of performance. He reads real poetry into
Bobby Goldsboro's Summer and
even manages to sound convincing in Bridge over troubled
water, while his performance of
Aubrey confirms that
David
Gates is one of the most talented
of contemporary writers [ A: 1].
I don't think Decca's double
album of 31 Max Bygraves reissues needs or merits much
critical comment. How in-depth
can you get about When you
come to the end of a lollipop,
You're apink toothbrush or Teddy
bears' picnic?
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ElectroDuster

Automatically the
best record cleaner!
A pad of soft but firm
fibres traverses the
record lifting dust and
dirt right out of the
record groove. The
dust is then
transported and
deposited away from
the record surface by
a moving electrostatic
belt The simplest and
surest means to clean
records.

Colton Precision
Turntable Level
A circular spirit level
ensures correct
tracking and minimises stylus and record wear and assists
stereo balance.

AgoodeheetPted
lomdspeater
Ocacks ckwaceeer
. . since aloudspeaker should add nothing to
the reproduced sound - minimising colour—
ation has been aprime objective in the
development of our present range of loud —
speakers. This has been achieved by careful
choice of drive units, their integration via
complex crossover networks, and optimum
loading techniques
Our loudspeakers are of genuine high
quality and are produced at arealistic price

11 5 x23 5 011 5 ins deep

f 130.90 Per Pair
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f 173.80 per parr
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Musonic DiscRack
A range of high quality
record racks of heavy
gauge steel. Fitted with
plastic feet, available in
two sizes. Six colours
with or without handles

Ath

£96.26 per pair

AL 22 13 5032 5 013 5 ',Is deep
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Colton Varilift
A precision instrument tie
meet the needs of decae requiring a ' hydriuliC pickup
control. It employs a silicon
damped piston kir law decent in black and chrome.

Musonic
Cartridge Library
A vinyl case with carry.
handle and lock with
interior fitted to hold 24
idges. Available in 5
colours.

A demonstration costs nothing.
AL 12
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Trade and Retad enquiries welcomed
Sole agents

Monitor Distribution Co. Ltd.

Musonic
Cassette Library
A compact canette case
in vinyl. Interior fitted
to
hold
30 cassettes.
Available in 5 colours.

Musonic
Add N' Stac
Storage
A flexible storage aad
library
system.
Each
module leeks together.
Can be wall mounted or
free
standing
Each
module holds up to 8
cassettes. Also available
for cartridges.

Colton
Varisca.e
Stylus Dalance
A simple to use, accurate
stylus balance for de'ermining stylus pressure from 4 to
five grams, a range aderpate
to cover
modern lightweight pientips.

Muaenic
DisCase
A sturdy, elegant case in
wood and plastic in a
choice of ten colours.
Available in three sizes.

Musonic
Super Active
Produces excellent
results si cleaning and
neutrallismg
static
records, applied with a
sponge or cloth.
Recharges anti-static clean..
ing devices. In dropper
bottles of 30cc. fl.oz. or
15cc, flor. aoprox.

Available from allgoai Hi Fi stores,or «rife tar catalogue rv-
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76 Bedlord Road Kernpston Beds MK42 888
le. Bedford ( 0234 ) 854133

MUSONIC LTD., (Dept HFNI) 34-8 VERULAM ROAD,
ST. ALBANS, HERTFORDSHIRE.
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COMBO
BUDDY RICH: STRIKE IT RICH'
Sonny and Sweets; Two mothers;
Just blues; Sweetie pie; Strike it rich;
Now's the time; Easy does it; All
Sweets; Undecided; Barney's bugle;
Jumpin' at the woodside; Sweets
opus 1; Let's fall in love; + 4 others
Verve
m2683035 ( Double Album
£2.80)
MEL POWELL
'Thigamagig': Thigamagig; You're
my thrill; Button up your overcoat;
Don Que -Dee; Bouquet; Ain't she
sweet; Take me in your arms; California here Icome
Vanguard 0/RS8502 (£ 1.71)
'Out on a limb' Gone with the wind;
Bunny hug; Pennies from heaven;
Stompin' at the Savoy; When your
lover has gone; Cooch; Beale St
blues; Liza; You're lucky to me; Best
things in life are free; Rosetta
Vanguard mVRS8528 (£ 1.71)

A batch of mainstream sessions
from the mid- fifties sparked by
the individuality and personalities of the leaders, both of whom
are assisted by prominent trumpet soloists of the time, Harry
Edison with Rich, and Ruby Brai!
with Powell. The Powell Vanguard sessions were among
those initially responsible for the
coining of the ' mainstream' tag
and, along with the Vic Dickenson sessions recently reissued,
elevated Brait into prominence.
His work in the Powell Trio on
'Thigamagig' is so inventive as
to ensure that the trio formula
never palls and Powell's own
piano work on this and the pianoguitar- bass tracks on ' Limb' reminds us what a brilliant, if

POP

somewhat chameleon- like player
he was. This second album features a number of tracks by a
septet with Peanuts Hucko, Nick
Ciazza etc. in an uncategorised
style that can best be described
as just plain swing music, small
group style, at its best. [ Both
A: 1]. The Rich double album
takes in several 1953-55 sessions,
plus a live recording in Miami
from 1957 with Flip Phillips at his
best. The 1955 quintet tracks
provide perhaps the most uncomplicated jazz, but this is not
to decry the 1953-54 sessions
with Willie Smith, Milt Bernhardt,
Benny Carter, Georgie Auld and
others
supporting
Edison.
Throughout, Rich's playing is a
tower of strength and, excepting
a couple of solo displays, the
epitome of small group drumming, swinging the entire rhythm
section in a manner at once
positive yet unobtrusive. [ A: 1]

GROUPS
THE
CARPENTERS: ' THE
SINGLES, 1969-73'
We've only just begun; Top of the
world; Superstar; Sing; Close to you;
For all we know; Ticket to ride;
Goodbye to love; Yesterday once
more; + 3 others
A & M AMLH63601 (£2.35)
RAY CONNIFF SINGERS
In Britain: Shaft; Brazil; Harmony;
On the street where you live; Sweet
gypsy Rose; Tie a yellow ribbon;
Aquarius/Let the sunshine in; + 4
others
CBS 65885 (£2.17)

CONTINUED

but, on the whole, Ifound this Blue Thumb
offering fairly sterile. Iwonder what'll happen
to the Pointers once everyone's got over the
novelty aspect of the group? [
A: 3].

TO EL AND BACK
ELVIS PRESLEY: ' RAISED ON ROCK'
Raised on rock; Find out what's happening; If you
don't come back; Sweet Angeline; Imiss you; Are
you sincere?; Just a little bit; Girl of mine; Three
corn patches
RCA APL-0388 (£2.18)
THE COASTERS: ' ON BROADWAY'
D. W. Washburn; On Broadway; Mohair Sam; The
in crowd; Down at Papa Joe's; Love potion No. 9;
Mustang sally; Cool jerk; Down home girl; Soul pad;
Everybody's woman; Talkin' about a woman
London SHZ 8460 (£2.15)
DONOVAN: ' ESSENCE TO ESSENCE'
Operating manual for spaceship Earth; Lazy daze;
Life goes on; There is an ocean; Dignity of man;
Divine daze of deathless delight; Boy for every girl;
Saint Valentine's angel; Life is a merry-go-round;
Sailing homeward
Epic EPC 69050 (£2.45)
KIKI DEE: ' PATTERNS'
Can't take my eyes off you; Excuse me; Sunshine;
Patterns; Hungry heart; Now the flowers cry; When
we get there; Why don't Irun away from you?; On
a magic carpet ride; I; We're got everything going
for us; Idig you baby; Stop and think; There he
goes; You don't know how glad Iam; I'm going out
(the same way Icame in)
Philips 6382 079 (£.1.49)

By current Presley standards Raised on rock
is a reasonable album. A few rockers are
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The Way We Were: Photograph;
Top of the world; Goodbye yellow
brick road; Paper roses; Beyond tomorrow; Dear father/Be; Frost festival; Way we were; + 4 others
CBS 80036 (£2.17)
YOUNG GENERATION:
'PHOTOGRAPH'
Photograph; Top of the world; Goodbye yellow brick road; Daydreamer;
Let me in; Peacemaker; Why, oh why,
oh why; Djamballa; Dancin'; When
you smile; etc
RCA LPL1-5009 (£2.18)
GUNTHER KALLMAN CHOIR:
'SOMEWHERE MY LOVE'
Sugar sugar; Goodbye; Happy heart;
More Isee you; Edelweiss; My cherie
amour; Elizabethan serenade; Early
in the morning; Somewhere my love;
+ 3 others
Contour 2870353 (
89p)

The Carpenters album, complete
with annotated insert, presents
their biggest hits over the past
four years, and although this
inevitably causes
duplication
problems for hard core collectors
of the talented duo, it makes a
delightful LP presentation for
those not already committed. It
does show that once in a while
... even
more than once...
talent and commercial success
can go hand in hand [
A:1].
'Conniff In Britain' is the LP of a
stereo broadcast the singers did
with British musicians functioning as the Conniff orchestra. The
programme is a lively mixture of
old and new scores, with a
Dixieland session on Muskrat

included, one of them being by Lieber and
Stoller, and the back-up band isn't at all bad.
But Elvis really sounds as if he's now just
going through the motions and saving his
energy for his next Las Vegas gig. There are
a couple of droopy ballads that bring the
temperature down from warm to iceberg time
but bearing recent albums in mind, things
could have been a lot worse [
A: 3]. Lieber
and Stoller also seem to have been active with
the Coasters once again, thus being a
reactivation of a partnership which was
extremely successful during the mid- fifties.
D.W.Washburn, ahayseed hit for the Monkees
commences On Broadway in dismal fashion
and though Irealise that the Coasters have
handled more than their share of fun songs in
the past, lining them up with a banjo- led
rhythm section doesn't bear thinking about.
The title track fails too: the arrangement is
too platinum plated by half, thetempo'stoofast
and furious and the song gets ruined in the
rush.
But from this moment on, things
improve and there's a succession of high
grade tracks that don't always outshine former
versions of the same songs but still seem
capable of impressing plenty of disco deejays.
For instance, there's a torrid version of Cool
jerk which'll give the Three Caps' hit a run for
its money, a latinised Love potion No. 9 that
seems as potent as the Clovers' original, a
powerful Mustang Sally, and a typical oldfashioned Coasters routine on Down home
girl, which Alvin Robinson did for L. & S.'s
Blue Cat label back in ' 64. Idon't know how
many of the old Coasters are still with the
group- 1 could never keep up with the
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ramble
featuring
Ray
on
trombone with swing era stars
John Best, Skeets Herfurt and
Johnny Guarnieri. The combo
also joins the singers on Mame,
winding up to a fine rifting
climax on Mack the knife. Ray
Conniff's
long-winded
introductions and a tedious bit of
audience
participation
in
Memories are made of this may
mitigate against repeated playings, and some judicious editing
wouldn't have come amiss. The
other Conniff album is the usual
cover version of current pops.
Backed by rhythm section only,
the arranging is skeletal to say
the least, and this one is little
more than run-of-the-mill chorus
singing [
A:1 and A: 2]. Conniff
obviously supplied the spark
that inspired the Young Generation's albums, but the British
group have somewhat less vocal
talent.
However,
orchestral
backings lend alittle more colour
to their efforts, and they have, I
presume, enough of a following
to ensure a modicum of sales
[A: 2]. The Kallman Choir were
a highly
individual
German
choir, with style and polish all
their own. But the search for
commercial acclaim led them
into the byways of the pop
world and got them lumbered
with the sort of material that
made them sound like any other
pop choir. There are enough
good tracks here, though, to
warrant [A : 1] on performance
alone.

personnel changes of the Drifters and Idoubt
if the Coasters have been any more stable.
Still they sound fine, whoever they are, and
they've got the right kind of friends in Lieber
and Stoller, producers nonpareil [
A : 1].
Another fine producer, Andrew Loog Oldham,
worked on the Donovan album and it's a
passably good one though unlikely to further
the shortage of vinylite due to heavy sales.
Yellow star is aneat reggae, Dignity of man has
Carole King on piano—and Bobby Whitlock,
Jim Gordon, Henry McCullogh, Nicky Hopkins,
Carl Radie, Pete Frampton and Danny
Seiwell are also around— which means there's
some solid musicianship to be heard. Then
there's Lazy daze, which sounds like a rewrite of Louisiana Man; Life goes on, apleasant
piece of la la frippery that's quite engaging:
and Dignity of man, a song rather in the
manner of a Neil Diamond born- to- beimpressive opus, but one which gets thrown
away when Don opts for the trivial once more
and hops along with the title phrase, thus
relinguishing any dignity that might have been
achieved [A: 2]. Lastly, amention of Patterns,
a mid- price issue which, by a strange quirk of
coincidence, Philips had scheduled for
release just before Kiki hit the charts with
Amoureuse. The tracks are all fairly old now,
in fact four of them are in mock- stereo, and
though there's little on this compilation that
can be called stunning, sixteen competent
performances for £ 1.49 would seem to be
pretty good value. Now can we have a similar
ofiering from Madeline Bell, culled from her
Bell's A Poppin' and Doin' Things album?
[B: 2].
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CA 1000Stereo Amplifier. 70 watts R.M.S. per channel into eight Ohms. Price about £ 265

Yamaha began making musical instruments
in 1887.
We make brass and woodwind, percussion and
pianos. And we make them all to the highest
international concert standards.
In 1968 we added anew range ofmusical
instruments to our repertoire.
Yamaha Stereo Equipment..
Above is just one example. The Yamaha CA1000
Amplifier. It incorporates switching between
pure class A and class Boperation.

To us it's as much amusical instrument as one
ofour French Horns.
And that tells you alot about Yamaha.
Why not send for the review in the March issue.
TO:

Natural Sound Systems Ltd. Strathcona Road, Wembley, Midcbc HA9 SQL 01-904 0141.
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JVC 4VR-5446 Four-Channel Receiver
Goldring-Lenco ST8000 Combination
ADC Q30 series Pickup Cartridges
Toshiba SC-410S Amplifier/Matrix
Equipment reviews printed in 11FATIRR are copyrighted and may not be reproduced
in whole or in part without the Editor's permission. Comments on reviews may
appear in 'Positive Feedback' from time to time.

JVC 4VR-5446
Four-Channel
Receiver

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Power amplifier section-RMS power at 1kHz
(all channels driven): 22 W
4 8ohms; 26 W x4
4ohms; 44 W x2 ( bridging mode) 8ohms. Power
bandwidth (( HF): 20 Hz-30 kHz. R MS power
(all channels driven over 20 Hz-20 kHz): 20 W/ch.
8ohms; ditto 4ohms.
THD at rated output
(input aux.): 0.5%. IMD at rated output ( input
aux.): 0.13%. Frequency response: 10 Hz-30 kHz
±1 dB. Load impedance: 4-16 ohms ( BTL, 4ch
1 + 2) 8-16 ohms.
Preamplifier section- S/N
ratio: phono ( low 70 dB; phono ( high) 65 dB;
aux. 1and 2and tape play 75 dB. Input sensitivity
for rated power: phono (low) 3mV; phono ( high)
1.5 mV; aux. 1and 2 (4ch.) 200 mV; tape monitor
pin socket and DIN 200 mV. Recording output:
DIN 2-ch. 30 mV; pin socket 4ch. 200 mV. SEA
section-Centre frequencies (
front): 40 Hz,
250 Hz, 1kHz, 5kHz and 15 kHz. Range (front):
±12 dB. Bass rear: ±10 dB at 100 Hz. Treble
rear: ±10 dB at 10 kHz. Loudness control:
+12 dB at 50 Hz and + 6dB at 10 kHz. Low cut
filter: - 10 dB at 50 Hz. High cut fitter: - 10 dB
at 10 kHz. Crosstalk: - 50 dB at 1kHz. FM tuner
section-Range: 88-108 MHz. Usable sensitivity (IHF): 2 /W. THD: 0.5%, mono and 043%
stereo (at 400 Hz). SIN: 65 dB. Selectivity:
(IHF) 65 dB. Capture ratio (IHF): 2dB. Image
rejection: 55 dB. Stereo separation: 35 dB.
Frequency response: 20 Hz-15 kHz ± 1dB. AM
tuner section- Range: 525-1605 kHz. Usable
sensitivity: 30 gV ; 200 µVim. Image rejection:
45 dB. Power source: AC 100 V/120 V/220 V/
240 V, selectable, 50/60 Hz. Power consumption:
280 W. Dimensions: 64- x20 x15} ins. approx.
Weight: about 35 lbs. Price: £308 Inc. VAT.
Distributor: JVC ( UK) Limited, 453 Caledonian
Road, London N7 9BA.

THIS tuner-amplifier emulates the thirdgeneration technology. It is afour-channel
design with switching for JVC CD-4 demodulation and for SQ and RM (QS) decoding. The
demodulating and decoding circuits are integral to the design, so no plug-in modules, etc
are necessary. The tuner section covers MW
AM as well as FM with auto-switching stereo,
the former tuning 525-1605 kHz and the latter
88-108 MHz. A hinged rear ferrite rod aerial
supplies signal for the AM front-end, which
can be supplemented by signal from an external
long-wire aerial. This feature may have to be
utilised since the ferrite rod aerial cannot be
swivelled. Terminals for AM aerial, earth and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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300 ohms balanced or 75 ohms unbalanced
(i.e., coaxial cable) FM aerial are the convenient push-in spring type. In areas of strong
FM signal field it is possible to use the mains
connecting cable as an FM aerial, for which a
rear switch is provided.
Each of the four channels, when the four are
'10

JVC RECEIVER 4VR-5446

operating simultaneously, yields a continuous
wave power of 22 W into 8ohms, and it is
possible to bridge the two pairs of channels for
normal stereo applications, the power then
being 44 + 44 W into 8-ohm loads.
In spite of the four channels and the hosts of
extra circuits contained therein, the receiver
is not significantly larger than astereo counterpart of similar total power rating.
Virtually every combination of switching and
source requirement that can be desired is provided. The mode switch has positions for fourchannel, two-channel, mono and two matrix
modes, one suitable for SQ play and the other
for QS, EV, etc. The source switch provides
AM and FM selection, FM muting, phono
(which also operates the CD-4 demodulator)
and two auxiliary. There are two tape circuits,
each with a front monitor switch. Source inputs are essentially RCA ' phono' type sockets,
though there is DIN socket duplication (giving
play and recording) for one of the tape circuits.
Each source, except phono, consists of aset
of four inputs (for front left and right, and rear
left and right). There are just two inputs for
magnetic pickup, of course, since both CD-4
and matrix disc play yields the four lots of
information from two circuits, the circuits in
the receiver sorting these out into the four
appropriate channels, depending on the setting
of the mode switch. Recording outputs on
both tape circuits are also four-channel.
The phono (magnetic pickup) input can be
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MEMOREX
Reproduction so true it can shatter glass
FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON ALL SIZES
Factory fresh- fully guaranteed
MEMOREX ORDER FORM
Qty
Type
Size
Req'd

STANDARD PLAY
5"
600
r
1200'
lOr 2500'
N.A.B.

Price

List
£1.44
£2-43
£5.50

One
£1.00
£1-58
£3.63

Three
£2.97
£4-71
£10.79

Six
£5430
£9.40
£21.45

Ten
£9.35
£15-62
£34.98

LONG PLAY
5"
900' £2.04 £ 117 £3.79 £7 50 £ 12 54
7"
1800' £347 £2 13 £633 £ 12.54 £20 13
104" 3600' £6.60 £429 £ 1280 £2555 £ 4202

SPECIAL
TRIAL

N.A.B.
DOUBLE PLAY

Prices apply to CASH orders only and do not apply
to N. Ireland. Eire or overseas: Post & Packing:
Tapes, 15p per order-3 or more, post free.
Cassettes: 3p each-6 or more, post free.

5" ( 200'
T'

OFFER

COMPACT CASSETTES

All prices include V.A.T. at 10%.
Please send the tapes
PO/Cheque for C
as appropriate).

a 45 El - 60 £479 £955 £ 15 62
£4 35 £279 £8 31 £ 16 56 £27 28

have ordered. Ienclose
( including P & P

C.45
C.60
C.90
C.I20

72p
8le
El 09
CI 64

43p
45p
65p
94p

El 26
El 32
£ 192
£281

£2 50 £407
£2 58
bt 25
£3.76 £6 16
£5 61 £9 13

Name

CHROMIUM-DIOXIDE CASSETTES

Address

C.45
C.60
C.90
Dept. zH F
75 Holloway Road,
London, N7 8JZ
(Near Highbury Corner)
Callers welcome (Closed Mon.)

£119
CI 47
CI 91

8Ip £240 £4 75
98p £2 92 £.580
£130 £383 £7 52

8-TRACK CARTRIDGES
40 min.
£1.70 £1414 £3.11
60 min.
£I•137 ENO £327
90 min. £2-03 El -21 £3-60

£6-20
£6-53
£7-I9

£748
£11
£99
924

£10.23
£10.78
£11.88

Registered in England. Reg. No. 1456627.

5"

We know that once you have
tried Memorex you will
always use it. Try it now at
these very special introductory prices.

900' L.P. only £ 1.12

CASSETTES
C.45
37p ea.

7" 1800' L.P. only £ 1.89

C.90

59p ea.

C.I20

79p ea.

5" 1200' D.P. only £ 1.33
7" 2400' D.P. only £ 2.42

C.90 Croe El

NB

10 ea.

60 min.8 track 78p
90 min.8track 99p

This offer is for a strictly limited period and
may be withdrawn in part, or completely at
any time without notice, in which case our normal prices will apply.

•

A unique opportunity
to become the outright owner

of afranchise that's the first
of its kind in Britain.

sLolllpl etly
brd.ou.
division of the Tandy Corporation of America, where its
'Radio Shack' operation has now grown to approaching some
2,000 outlets.
Nowhere else will you find asimilar operation, because a
Tandy franchise is your very own business.
You'll be selling exclusive Tandy brands of radio, audio and
communications equipment, plus parts and kits. All of the
highest possible quality, yet so competitively priced that you
can be assured of high volume and substantial profits within
asurprisingly short time.
Previous radio trade experience is not essential. You get the
full benefit of Tandy's 50 years experience-covering
everything from your grand opening to everyday routinesplus regular newspaper advertising and full merchandising
and promotional support.
A minimum of £ 14,000 initial investment is required.
Company- owned and managed shops are now actively
trading and are available for franchise in Birmingham.
Coventry, the Potteries, West Midlands and Manchester
areas. Additional shops will also shortly be available for
franchise in Bristol, Cheltenham, Doncaster, Gloucester,
Liverpool, Nottingham and Worcester..
If you would like more information, please write in confidence
to the Senior Vice- President. Mr Richard M O'Brien.
TANDY Corporation
(Branch UK), Bilston Rd,
Wednesbury. WS10 7JN. Staffs.

TELEFI

TRUE HI- FIDELITY SOUND FROM YOUR TELEVISION
• Simple to fit

• Connects

to your own audio equipment

• No modification required
TELEFI TELEVISION SOUND ADAPTOR
Because their television receivers make no provision for external sound
take-off, many owners of Hi -Fi equipment have been unable to take
advantage of the high quality TV sound transmitted. Some have been
able to modify their receivers, but in doing so they have invalidated the
makers guarantee. Also, most rental companies specifically forbid
any interference with the set.
The Telefi can be fitted to most 625 line UHF monochrome or colour
television receivers, and in many cases it will not be necessary even
to remove the cabinet back. Making use of stray emission, it obtains
a sound signal substantially unaffected by the circuits of the television.
Housed in an attractive veneered cabinet, the Telefi is provided with
a special pick-up probe which is placed near to a sensitive part of the
television receiver. Installation is completed by connecting to the
radio or auxiliary inputs of your sound reproducing system. Supplied
complete with pick-up probe, mains cable and two audio screened
leads.
BRITISH MADE AND GUARANTEED BY CELEST1ON
LIST PRICE
£30

KJ
PRICE

£22.50p
PstP

Send cash or your AccessiBarclaycard number.

K. J. LEISURESOUND ( Dept. TN 5)
Bridle Path, Watford, Herts WD24BZ.

JVC 4VR-5446

SQUARE WAVE PERFORMANCE

1 kHz 8S.1

10 kHz JEW:

10 kHz 8E2/2µF

JVC RECEIVER 4VR - 5446

FRONT TONE CONTROL ( SEA. CHARACTERISTICS INPUT AUX 1)

15
+2500z

+011:

10

+5Kh

+11Itz

+15KHz

5

40 Hz 8t/

-

-

5
,

-0

-Tar
-1KIlz

-25011
-15
0

Distortion Factor 10W 80 1 kHz = 0-023%

50

TOO

200

JVC RECEIVER 4VR- 5446

500
1000
REQUENCY HI Hz

2K

-1511/1z

1 -5010
I
5K

10K

200

REAR TONE CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS ( INPUT AUX 1)

15

switched to high or low sensitivity to suit the
output of the cartridge in use, and above this
switch at the rear are three presets for optimising the performance of the CD-4demodulator
in terms of left and right separation and 30 kHz
carrier level. A small disc—with full instructions—to assist with the correct setting of the
presets, is provided with the receiver.
To cater for the days when four-channel
multiplex will be obtainable ' off-air', there is
a rear output from the FM detector for applying to a suitable decoder and four inputs to
take the four signals given by the decoder, but
whether ' off-air' four-channel transmissions
in the U.K. at least will follow multiplex or
matrix is anyone's guess at the moment—that
is, if it happens at all! The receiver as it
stands, of course, would provide four-loudspeaker reproduction from a matrix transmission merely by tuning to the transmission
and selecting the most suitable matrix mode.
Four-loudspeaker reproduction is obtainable from any stereo source, whether radio,
tape or disc, by using the RM mode to synthesise the signals for the two back loudspeakers.
This is not 'real' four-channel reproduction,
but acceptable sonic results were achieved
when testing along these lines,
Switching and terminations for two sets of
four loudspeakers are provided, the terminals
being a convenient spring type, but different
from those employed for the aerials. The front
switch allows either set or both sets together
to be used in the four-channel or power bridging mode. The switch also has an ` off' position
which mutes all loudspeakers when headphoneonly listening is required. Two front jack
sockets are available, one delivering front left
and right signals and the other back left and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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acoustic suspension
at its finest...

...KLH
Experts agree that acoustic suspension
systems have made possible the finest sound
reproduction from significantly smaller size
loudspeakers.

KLH Research and Development Corp., one
of the best known and respected manufacturers
of hi-fi equipment in the U.S.A., now offer the
British enthusiast their acoustic suspension
loudspeakers ranging in price from £ 29.95 to
£495.00 + v.a.t.

KLH have the scientific resources and
rczcarch facilities that only very few large
manufacturers in this specialised field possess,
combining technical excellence with high quality
craftsmanship.

Take MODEL 32!
Size. 19 xl1x7. Price £ 36.50 + v.a.t.
This is an 8 ohm, two way, high performance,
acoustic suspension loudspeaker, handling up to
100 watts. Its flat frequency response, superior
musical balance, extraordinary linearity and low
distortion explains why the MODEL 32 has
remained a best seller on the American
market.

KLH guarantee all their loudspmkers for a period of five years.

Hear
ni- fi

KLH

at

Lindair,

Laskys,

Henry's

Radio,

and

other leading

stockists, or write for further information to:VVebland

International

Ltd.,

P.O. Box No. 826,
London

W2 2UF.

(sole U.K. concessionnaire)
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JVC 4VR-5446 FOUR- CHANNEL RECEIVER
PERFORMANCE

FM Section (
tests made at 95 MHz)

COMMENT

30 dB S/N sensitivity ..

1.5 o‘V ( pd) 75 ohms

Very good value. Tested mono mode.

Usable sensitivity ( IHF)

1•80,V ( pd) 75 ohms

Very good value, indicates very sensitive tuner.

Ultimate S/N mono ..
Ultimate S,N stereo ..
Stereo separation ..

..

72 dB

Excellent value. Tested with volume control at
—20 dB, ref. 100% modulation.

61 dB

Unweighted and with pilot tone filtered out.

32 dB at 1kHz

Adequate value.

Stereo switching threshold

40,V ( pd) 75 ohms

Good value for sensitivity. See S/N ratio curves.

Muting switching threshold

4RV (
pd) 75 ohms

Useful level.

FM distortion ( mono)
Modulation %

40 Hz

1kHz

10 kHz

100

0.9%,

0.22%

0-09%

30

0.2%

0-09%

0-13%

Measured at 2W into 8ohms. Indicates good IF
response shaping and accurately designed FM
detector.

Capture ratio ( IHF)

1-5 dB

Better than specification.

Image rejection ratio ..

60 dB

Good value.

Front-end input test ( GJK)

50 dB

Ratio refers to usable sensitivity. f, 50 mV 100
MHz and t 100 MHz- if. Value compatible with
design.

IHF selectivity .. ..
FM signal meter ..

better than 65 dB ± 400 kHz ( Milt. ch.); 18 dB + 200 kHz and 12 dB — 200 kHz
Reads 1for 5IN; 2for 10 pV; 3for 50 ; 3.5 for 100 pV; 4for 500

Good alternate channel selectivity. Meets spec.

upwards

Meter scaled to 5, but this not reached.

4 • 25 W
4 • 25 W
4 • 21 W

Tests made into 8- ohm loads for 0.5% distortion
factor. Spec. met.

Audio Section (
tested in integrated mode with 240 V 50 Hz mains input)
Power capacity
20 Hz ..
1kHz
20 kHz ..
Half power bandwidth

9Hz-52 kHz

Rise-time

7 , sec.

Damping factor

40

Input auxiliary 1, front left channel.
Corresponds to HF response.
Tested at 2W and 40 Hz, ref. 8ohms.

Distortion factor
Power

40 Hz •

1kHz

10 kHz

20 W

0.03%

0.024%

0.07%

10 W

0.025%

0.023%

0.045%

0-06%

noise

0-04%

1W

Extremely good distortion performance, and negligible crossover discontinuity ( see oscillogram).

•Includes ripple components
Input sensitivity for 20 W into 8ohms, 4-ch. mode
Aux. 1and 2 ..
Tape play 1and 2
Phono ( high) ..
Phono ( low) ..

140
140
1-1
2-4

Ditto; 2ch. mode
Aux, and tape play
Phono ( high) ..
Phono ( low) •
Phono overload threshold at 1kHz
Mode
High sensitivity
4ch.
13 mV
2ch.
23 mV
SQ
21 mV
QS
18 mV
CD-4 switching threshold at 30 kHz ..

Slightly higher sensitivity than spec., but probably
because test refers to 20 W only into 8ohms.
Sensitivities affected mildly by switching to SQ or
QS matrix mode.

as 4ch. mode
1-9 mV
3-9 mV

Phono CD-4sensitivity affected by rear separation
presets.

Low sensitivity
27 mV
43 mV
45 mV
36 mV

Generally poor magnetic pickup overload thresholds. Improvement would be desirable.
40 ‘ N.,

Tape recording output
Phono sockets ..
DIN socket ..

140 mV
24 mV

Hum and noise ( unweighted)
Aux. 1and 2 ..
Tape play 1and 2 ..
Phono ( high) ..
Phono ( low) ..
Residual ..

—87 dB
—87 dB
—60 dB
—62 dB
0.3 mV, 8ohms

right signals, suitably attenuated. Thus the
receiver can be used either with ordinary
stereo headphones or a four-channel headset.
The rear panel includes two American- type
mains outlets, one switched and the other un switched, a two-channel/four-channel switch
with locking plate and mains voltage adjustment, covering all requirements.
The mains cable is two-core only and is
terminated with an American flat- pin plug. It
may be prudent, therefore, to ensure that the
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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receiver is correctly earthed either directly or
from the earth conductor of the mains supply.
The low and high filters operate together on
the four channels, as also does the loudness
control, but there are separate tone control
systems for the front and rear channels. For
the left and right front channels JVC have
adopted their Sound Effect Amplifier ( SEA for
short) system. This consists of five boost and
cut slider controls operating separately in the
frequency ranges of 40 Hz, 250 Hz, 1kHz,
151

CD-4 ' beacon' lights when pickup responding to
30 kHz carrier.
When 140 mV applied to auxiliary 1.

Generally good values, and low residual indicates
minimal ripple components.

5kHz and 15 kHz. Boost and cut ranges are
around + 12 dB, and a plot of the maximum
and minimum responses accompanies this review. Clearly, such tone controlling provides
a high degree of response flexibility over the
entire spectrum. The desirability of this contouring is fast becoming appreciated by the
true enthusiast for correcting source and loudspeaker response shortcomings and for compensating for certain listening room deficiencies. A front switch allows the SEA to be

news
QUOTE: April ' 73 issue of HiFi News:
"The immediate impression was favourable and remained thus after much listening, even following direct switchover to
some of the best systems presently
available."
"Not even applause or background noise
from disc or tape showed up anything
unpleasant". The KR 25 is a four unitinfinite- baffle design of just over 2cu. ft.
internal volume. It is ... sensible solid
construction all panel surfaces are of
2cm. dense chipboard. ( Which are then
hand veneered in selected teak to give a
perfect matching pair). " The drive unit
complement comprises a 14 x9 in EMI
elliptical as main driver crossing over to
a pair of 5in. mid- range units at 1kHz
and then to a single 311
j in tweeter at
5kHz."
"Efficiency is noticably higher from that
obtained from most of todays smaller
speakers even in amedium size hall seating over 100 people it was possible to
reach impressively- high sound levels on
orchestral music without running a
25+25 watt amplifier to its limits".
"K.F. are to be congratulated on producing such agood loudspeaker".

K.F. products cater for all your needs in speakers. Domestic
and professional; P.A. or Disco. Vynide covering is standard
for the professional ranges. However, teak or rosewood may
be specified.
The domestic speakers are hand veneered in selected teak,
giving a perfect mirror image veneered grain to each pair of
speakers—the power handling capabilities of domestic speakers
range from 8watts music power to 100 watts music power (the
speakers pictured are the KR8, 10, 20 and 25 respectively).
The above review speaks for itself and the prices are right, for
example:
The KR 10 (25 watts MP) is only £22.80 (£45.60 pair)
The KR 25 ( 50 watts MPO is only £66.80 (£ 133.60 pair)
Plus VAT.
CLIP THE CORNER OF THE AD. FILLING OUT
TO OBTAIN DETAILS OF THE K.F. RANGE

IC

r

i

PRODUCTS LTD

ASHTON ROAD, BREDBURY,
STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE.

A member of the Farnell Electronics Group of Companies.
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I'd like the FREE brochure please
NAME

KR 10

ADDRESS.

MI

IBM

KR 20
KR 25

I

switched on or off for quick comparison, for
example, between the ' flat' and compensated
conditions.
Conventional bass and treble controls are
used for the left and right rear channels, and
these are usefully tailored, as shown by the
accompanying plots. It is noteworthy that the
SEA and tone controls can be operated while
atape recording is being made.
For the nature of the receiver, the filter responses are rather disappointing. Being of
slow roll-off rate they tend significantly to
attenuate the required frequencies. These
curves are plotted in broken-line with the rear
tone control responses, where it can be seen
that simulation is almost possible by tone
control adjustment.
Separate plots are given of the departure
from RIAA and loudness with the volume
control set at - 30 dB. Both of these are
acceptable, assuming that the loudness will be
used, but the sudden decline of the RIAA response is interesting. This appears to be a
filter notching into the 30 kHz CD-4 carrier
frequency.
The fascia layout of the receiver is impressive. The top section is in tinted plastics
through which the tuning scales, source indicators, stereo indicator, CD-4 indicator and
two tuning meters show when illuminated. To
the right of the scale section lies the tuning
control knob, the mechanism of which is
smooth without backlash, and fly-wheel assisted.
Further right of the knob are the SEA sliders
with frequency indications and dB markings.
The bottom section is ' satin aluminium'
with ' chrome' edge pieces, and along this are
located all the other controls and lever switches
of metal matching the fascia. The volume and
balance controls are dual concentric, the two
friction-coupled sections in each case operating
separately on the front and rear channels to
secure correctly balanced sound distribution in
the four-loudspeaker listening room.
There is also a position for connecting a
four-channel balance remote control unit.
This is a multipin plug/socket, which is exposed after withdrawing ablanking plug. The
optional extra remote control unit 5911 was
not supplied with our test sample.
One tuning meter is afull-scale reading type,
which gives an indication of signal strength

Goldring-Lenco
ST8000 Combination
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Power: 2x40 W at 4ohms; 2x70 W music
power. Distortion: less than 0.15% at 2r40 W
at 4ohms/1 kHz.
Power bandwidth: 20 Hz30 kHz (20 W/1% distortion factor). Frequency
response 20 Hz-30 kHz * 1.5 dB. Inputs: tape
200 mV/270 k; record 4mV/47 k magnetic ( switchable for crystal). Intermodulation: less than
0.8%. Output R: approximately 0.3 ohm. Crosstalk: betterthan - 50dB at 1kHz ; better than - 33 dB
between 200 Hz and 10 kHz. Tone controls: bass
+17 dB to - 19 dB at 40 Hz; treble + 13 dB to
-14 dB at 15 kHz.
Muting button: - 20 dB
approx. Rumble filter: from 200 Hz at - 6dB/
octave; PU from 40 Hz at - 15 dB/octave. Noise
filter: 5kHz at - 6dB/octave. Balance: 8dB difference right/left. S/N: better 60 dB main amplifier; better than 55 dB with preamplifier (at 50 mW
according to DIN). VHF Tuner:— Tuning
range: 87.3-105 MHz. Sensitivity: at 40 kHz
deviation for 30 dB. S/N: 1.714V.
Limiting:
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(see in the Performance section), and the other
is centre-zero, used on FM for correctly balancing the tuning. Tests revealed that the
balanced condition corresponded virtually to
the least noise and distortion, the hall-mark of
good tuner design.
Source and channel mode selection are indicated by illuminated symbols at the top of the
tuning scales. As usual, a stereo indicator
lights when a stereo transmission is tuned in
due to the action of the pilot tone.
A similar indicating arrangement is used for
CD-4, this indicator lighting when a CD-4
record is played due to the action of the 30 kHz
carrier signal. When this happens the CD-4
demodulator is automatically brought into
action. When playing non-multiplex discs the
signals are processed in accordance with the
setting of the mode switch, but then the CD-4
demodulator is inactive and there is no CD-4
indication. The CD-4switching threshold was
found to be amere 40 itV at 30 kHz.
The receiver is housed in a dark-coloured
non-polished wooden sleeve with vent grilles
at the top.
Circuitry is obviously state-of-art and includes an FET front-end ( but only two variabletuned circuits in front of the bipolar mixer),
two-IC/IF channel with two separate stages of
ceramic filtering, ratio detector and IC stereo
decoder. The AM section is arelatively simple
circuit, but is self-contained and employs a
bandpass ceramic filter.
The power amplifiers are fully complementary with direct coupling to the loudspeakers,
and for protection there is a transistor-controlled relay circuit which disconnects all four
loudspeakers in the event of short-circuits or
power amplifier component failure. This was
found to operate admirably in practice, the
full power being restored a few seconds after
removing ashort-circuit.
FM performance is revealed by the accompanying curves showing the limiting action at
100% modulation, the mono hum and noise
with the modulation removed, the mono noise
only (hum components filtered out) and the
stereo noise, which can all be referred to the
100% output in the conventional manner. The
differences between the mono and stereo S/N
are revealing, with about 20 dB stereo impairment at the decoder switching threshold

1.2 ¡
N. Distortion: less than 0.5%/40 kHz deviation. S/N: better than 62 dB at 100 mV/40 kHz
deviation.
Decoder :—Channel
separation:
better than 37 dB at 1kHz. Pilot tone suppression: better than - 38 dB at 19 kHz; better than
-40 dB at 38 kHz. GL78 Turntable Unit :—Drive:
four- pole motor, via tapered spindle with idler
wheel. Turntable: 4kg, electronically balanced.
Arm: counterbalanced, stylus pressure adjustable from 0.5-5 g. Speed: infinitely variable for
163, 334, 45 and 78 rpm. Wow and flutter: ± 0.06%
(DIN). Rumble: - 60 dB ( DIN). Size: 6} x211 15
ins.
Price: £236.50 Inc. VAT. Distributor:
Goldring Limited, 10 Bayford Street, Hackney,
London E8 3SE.

THIS is a well engineered ' audio package'
1
consisting of a tuner-amplifier and GL78
transcription unit fitted with G800E cartridge.
The GL78 is mounted on the top of awooden
plinth of about 31 in. overall height, on which
atinted plastics dust cover hinges with fitments
for securing the cover at three levels of opening
height. This facility can be useful when there
is only limited space above the cover.
The controls of the tuner-amplifier, whose
153

(4 itV(pd) 75 ohms) and about 10 dB impairment at the high signal end of the scale. All
future FM tuner reviews will compare the
mono and stereo S/N ratios—by reader request! The differences revealed by the curves
and just explained appear to be fairly typical
of many recent designs, which once more indicates the importance of a strong aerial signal
for the best stereo S/N ratio.
The front-end input test effectively evaluates
the pre-mixer selectivity with reference to the
second-order intermodulation product. Two
signals, f, at 89.3 MHz modulated 100% and
f
2 100 MHz unmodulated (giving the IP difference), are applied simultaneously. Signal f, is
set to 50 mV (pd), and with signal f, also
applied initially at high level the tuner is adjusted to f, + 400 kHz. The modulation is then
notched out and f, level decreased for 30 dB
signal/distortion factor ratio. The result is
expressed as the dB ratio of f, level and the
input required for the IHF usable sensitivity.
Further combinations of f, and f.„ taking
account of both second- and third-order products, are being investigated.
The audio section has a very low distortion
content with minimal crossover artefacts (see
the distortion residual oscillogram). The series
of half-power squarewave oscillograms indicates excellent stability and transient performance of the power amplifiers, with minimal LF
phase shift.
Apart from the filters, about the only other
aspect of the audio section that could possibly
do with some extra attention, relates to the
overload margin of the pickup preamplifier in
the various modes which, even in the low
sensitivity condition, is barely consistent with
today's top requirements.
However, other than these points, this is one
of the most fully-equipped receivers currently
available. This 4VR-5446 looks well into the
future and will cater for virtually any mode of
four-channel software or ' off-air' four-channel
transmission (with external decoder for the
multiplex FM mode). It is accurately specified
and very well engineered and presented. It is
as at home on regular stereo, as on ' discrete'
or matrix four-channel. Certainly, an attractive
item of electronic hardware.
Gordon J. King

electronics are located within the plinth, are
brought out to a ' brushed aluminium' fascia
which forms the front side of the plinth. Slider
controls are used for volume, treble, bass and
balance, and they resemble the sliding cursor
of aslide-rule. In fact, they are similar to the
slider controls used—for example—by Bang
and Olufsen on the Beogram series of tuneramplifiers. Each control is identified by the
appropriate European function symbol and all
are number ' calibrated' for ease of resetting.
They all slide smoothly, but under friction and
there is no sign of rotational play.
The radio section is FM only. Instead of a
main tuning scale there are three miniature
scales and any one is brought into action by
operating a press-button. The scale thus activated is illuminated by aspecific colour. Each
scale has asmall tuning knob by the side of it,
and that activated is then used to tune to the
required station. Thus three FM stations can
be obtained in this manner, selection then
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GOLDRING-LENCO ST8000

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Distortion Factor 10W + to
1 kHz 80
10 kHz 80
40 Hz 80
10 kHz 80 2pF

SQUARE WAVE PERFORMANCE

‘
ni = 0.025%

being achieved merely by pressing the corresponding button.
With the advent of local and commercial
FM radio stations at least five tuning scales
and buttons will be required in some areas to
allow immediate selection of the local, commercial and three regular BBC stations. It
does appear possible that this design could be
extended to provide five. However, it is not
particularly difficult to tune any station over
the range 87.3-105 MHz, so two stations
could be permanently preset and the third
scale could be used to tune any other station.
Since each scale has an active length of only
about 14 in. the stations are much more
cramped than on a main tuning scale, so some
care is necessary to ensure that the correct
`service area' station is the one tuned. To
some extent this is looked after by the design
because when astation button is pressed more
than required to activate the tuning, 20 dB
of signal attenuation is introduced, so that only
the strong, ' service area' stations then give a
response. This action also results in noiseless
switching between stations.

include ameter or light-type tuning indicator.
With a signal deliberately mistuned, tests
were made of noise and distortion after the
AFC button had been released and neither
was much higher than when the signal had
been more accurately tuned, which proves the
soundness of this philosophy.
Press buttons are also used for 20 dB ' muting', which cuts the gain and hence the power
output by this amount with reference to the
level established by the volume control, mono
(which is effective on both radio and audio
sources), rumble filter, noise filter, ' loudness'
contour, pickup source, and tape source. All
GOLDRING-LENCO

518000

thew push buttons are in line with those for
station selection and AFC towards the bottom
centre of the fascia. The three tuning scales
and their control knobs are located at the
extreme right, while at the left is the mains
on/off press button, apilot light showing when
the equipment is under power, a stereo indicator light and aheadphones jack socket, which
is incorporated with aswitch so that the loudspeaker pair is disconnected when the jack plug
is inserted. The headphone circuit is suitably
attenuated and will accept headphones from
4ohms upwards.
DIN sockets at the rear are used for
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Automatic frequency control (AFC) is also
incorporated, and in order to remove this control while tuning a station it is necessary to
hold in a spring- loaded button. Once the
station is tuned the finger is removed from the
AFC button and the station ' locks' on frequency. This, of course, ensures that any
mild tuning error is automatically corrected.
This is necessary because the design does not
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Compare our prices with other leading
brands.
Every reel factory fresh and
fully guaranteed. SEND TODAY!
AGFA PE36 LN
BASF LH-Low Noise in
in Plastic Library Box
Plastic Library Box
SPECIAL BASF LH
List
Our
List
Our
OFFERS
LONG
Price Price LONG
Price Price 7" 1800', 10 for only £23.30
5"
900'
£2.18 £ 1.16
5"
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£2.39 £1.45
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54" 1200'
£2.49 £ 1.46
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£2.75 £1.65
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£3-59 £2.08
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£2.84 £1.72
104" 4200'
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£3-96 £2.37
7" 2400' DP EP46
N.A.B.
£8.95 £4 75
7" 2400'
£4.89 £2.97
10 for only £25.41
DOUBLE-TYPE PE 46
5" 1200'
£2.58 £ 1.39
TRIPLE
54" 1800'
£159 £204
104"
4200' LP EP36
S" 1800'
£4- II £2.51
2400'
£4.45 £2.67
Cine centre or N.A.B.
Sr 2400'
£4.95 £2.97
TRIPLE-TYPE PE 66
10
for
only £44 80
3600'
£6.16 £3.70
5" 1800'
£3.74 £2.13
Sr 2400'
£4.51 £2.61
Generous quantity discounts available - request list
7" 3600'
£5-61 £3.24
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5Year Replacement Guarantee
C.60
C.90
C.120

AGFA
One
Ten
42p £ 3.90
54p £4.90
69p £6.40

Mastertape
One
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C.60
359 £330
C.90
479 £4.50
C.120 59p £5.55

BASF LH
One
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47p £4.60
69p £6.80
88p £8.70

SCOTCH
One
Ten
449 £4.30
59p £5.80
85p £8.40

LEDA
One
Ten
34p £3.20
469 £4.35
57p £5.25

International BASF CrO,
One
Ten
One
Ten
35p £3.30
93p £900
479 £4.50 £ 1.20 £ 11.70
59p £5.5S £ 1.60 £ 15.70

MEMOREX
CrO,
One
Ten
98p £9.24
[1.30 £ 11.99
-

AGFA
CrO,
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Ten
84p £8.30
£1.07 £ 10.60
-
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uy
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Long Play
5"
900'
54" 1200'
7" 1800'

£1.27
£2.13

Double
5" 1200'
54" 1800'
2400'

£1.60

r

C.60
C.90
C. 120

C.60
C.90
C.I20

RECORDING TAPE

SAVE 50p

£2.79

LEDA
£0.64
£0.78
£1.13

Philips
£1.26
£1.39
£2.18

Double
S" 1200'
SI" 1800'
7" 2400'

£1.45
£2.11
£2.57

£1.72
£2.37
£2.97

£1.39
£2.04
£2.67

£1.00
£1.25
£1.42

£1.65
£2.31
£2.90

Triple
5" 1800'
54" 2400'
7" 3600'

£2.11
£2.57
£3.23

£2.51
£2.97
£3.70

£2.13
£2.61
£3.24

£0.42

AGFA
One Ten
£3.90
£0.54 £4.90
£0.69 £6.40

BASF
One
£0.47
£0.69
£0.88

L/H
SCOTCH
Ten
One
Ten
£4.60 £0.44
£
4-30
£6.80 £0.59 £5.80
£8.70 [0.85
£8-40

EMI Sihog
One Ten
£0.35 £3.35
£0.48 £4.40
£0.58 £5.30

MEMOREX
AGFA CrO,
One
Ten
One
Ten
£0.44 £4.10 £0.84 £8.30
£0.64 £6.10 £ 1.07 £ 10.60
£0.89 £8.70 -

Prices apply to cash orders.
U.K. Mainland only.
All prices include 10% V.A.T.
Post and Packing:
Tapes: 15p per order-3 or
more post free.
Cassettes: 3p each-6 or more
post free.
All prices and specifications are
subject to alteration without
notice,

estuary audio
DEPT.

I Callers Welcome. (Closed Sundays and Mondays.) (
Nr Highbury Corner.)

Dept. HF, 75 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N7 8JZ

Any current or future tape standard or format can be accommodated by simple exchange of

MEMOREX * Aze.

order
any ten
reels
of from
tape
and deduct
Sp per
reel
the prices shown.
• the prices shown.
(This offer does not apply to cassettes.)
Memorex Please note: we do
BASF BASF
AGFA
not stock Scotch or
L/H
LiNoise
EMI reel-to-reel. It
Standard
is our opinion that Long Play
S"
600' £ 1.00
Memorex and Agfa
5"
900' £ 1.26 £ 1.45 [ 1.16
54" 900' are today's
Best
54" 1200' £ 1.45 £ 1.65 £ 1.46
7" 1200' £ 1-58
Buys'
7" 1800' [2.11 [137 £2.08

Post & Packing: Casse tes: 3p each6 or more post free. Tapes: 10p each3 or more post free.
All prices and
specifications are subject to alteration.

With its all- modular construction
and plug-in pre- equalised head
blocks your Stellavox recorder
need never be obsolete.

BASF +PHILIPS

Compare our prices-and our post and packing charges! Take advantage of
our generous quantity discounts. All items supplied in usual retail packaging.
Order now-or send for our price list and get a FREE 609 VOUCHER.
SAVE ON REEL TO REEL!

/c-beez.r,-t

BASF SM
One
Ten
62p £6.00
82p £8.00
£1.24 £ 12.00

Prices include VAT. Offer applies to
UK Mainland only-cash with order
only.
Please write your name and
address on back of your cheque.

[I

II

HF/EA

P.O. BOX 193, LONDON, N7 8JY

Registered office: 17 Leigh Park Road, Leigh-on- Sea.

units, without taking the recorder
out of service.
Available in stereo, mono, with or
without pilot track, or quadraphonic.
Illustrated: SM7 Stellamaster,
music mastering recorder.

A.V. Distributors ( London) Ltd.
26 Park Road, Baker Street,
London NW1 4SH.
Tel.: 01-935 8161.
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GOLDRING-LENCO ST8000

PERFORMANCE

COMMENT

FM Section (
tests at 95 MHz)
Sensitivity, for 30 dB S/N ..

2.5 ( pd) 75 ohms

Reasonable value. S/N refers to 100% modulation
with volume control at - 20 dB. See curves.

UHF usable sensitivity

3.5

Reasonable. Refers to distortion factor and 100%
modulation.

V ( pd) 75 ohms

Capture ratio ( UHF) ..

1.5 dB

Tested at 1mV input. Good.

Alternate channel selectivity
+400 kHz
-400 kHz

48 dB
38 dB

Reasonable. Results show mild IF response
asymmetry. Ceramic filter used in IF channel.

Image rejection..

58 dB

Result consistent with design.

AM rejection ..

37 dB

Reasonable. Tested at 30% mod.

Front-end input test

46 dB

Result consistent with design.

10 ).‘ V ( pd) 75 ohms

Good value. Removed when
pressed ( see text).

Muting level ..
AFC pull- in range ..

±250 kHz approx.

Tape recording output

150 mV into high Z

AFC button de-

Not excessive.
For 30% modulation at 1kHz.

FM distortion factor
Frequency

100% mod.

30% mod.

0.35%

0.3%

0.2%

0.12%

0.45%

0.4%

40 Hz
1kHz
10 kHz

Tested in mono mode. Acceptable.

Stereo separation

..

Tuning range ..

.. 86.847-105.2 MHz

Tested with frequency counter. Each of the three
press- buttons tunable.

28+28 W
32+32 W
32+32 W

Reasonable power at 8ohms and tests indicate
good power response. Manufacturer's specification met into 4-ohm loads.

16 Hz-48-5 kHz

Good value. Test made at 8ohms. No visible
distortion at 16 Hz, but distortion shows at
48.5 MHz.

35 dB at 1kHz

Audio Section (
tests at 240 V 50 Hz)
Power capacity at 8ohms, both channels driven for 0.5% distortion factor
20 Hz ..
1kHz ..
20 kHz ..
Half power bandwidth

Distortion factor at 8ohms, both channels driven
Power

20 Hz"

32 + 32 W

clipping

15+15 W
10+10 W
1+1 W

1kHz

Acceptable.

20 kHz

0.5%

0.5%

0.15%

0.036%

0.16%

0.12%

0.025%,

0.13%

01%

0.07%

0.12%

Good values particularly at mid- spectrum. Slight
crossover present ( see oscillogram).

*Includes ripple components
Damping factor, at 40 Hz and 2W, ref. 8ohms

40

Tape input sensitivity

225 mV

Hum and noise, ref. 32 W 8ohms
Tape ..
Phono ( with PU connected)..
Residual ..

—80 dB
—58 dB"
—91 dB**

Acceptable value.
For 32 W into 8ohms.
Acceptable values. Residual and tape extremely
good. All unweighted.

•Essentially ripple components.
** Corresponds to 0.45 mV across 8ohms
Muting attenuation ..

16.7 dB

Stereo separation (tape)
40 Hz ..
1kHz ..
10 kHz ..

60 dB
58 dB
40 dB

Specification indicates 20 dB.

Perfectly acceptable.

GL-78 Turntable unit/arm and Goldring Cartridge, via system
Frequency response

..

Stereo separation
100 Hz ..
1kHz ..
10 kHz ..

21 dB
28 dB
25 dB

Rumble ..

-50 dB

Wow and flutter

±0.052% peak

loudspeaker connection, and the design is
intended for only one pair of loudspeakers.
However, if an extra pair is required in another
room— in the kitchen, for instance—paralleled
connections can be used provided the total
impedance as seen' by the amplifier does not
fall below 4 ohms.
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

see accompany curve

MAY 1974

There is also a rear DIN socket for connecting a tape machine for recording and replay.
For FM aerial connection the Continental type
of socket is adopted which, in theory, requires
the use of 240 or 300 ohms balanced aerial
feeder. However, it was found that adequate
signal transference is achieved merely by con157

Deliberate bass roll-off engineered in design.
Tests made with EMI TCS101 record ( unweighted).
Good values.
Below 10 cmisec. ( HFS 69 disc). Good value.
Test made with 3kHz band of EMI TCS101 disc.
Very good.

necting British 75 ohms coaxial cable directly
to the socket. Nevertheless, for the best results
on FM a balun' transformer is required
between the coaxial feeder and the aerial socket,
and such was used for all the tests referred to
in this review. It would certainly help British
users if Goldring were to include a 75-ohm
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SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
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7 HIGH STREET

The North London Specialist Hi Fi Dealers
We stock: Marantz, Sony, Thorens, Celestion, Goodmans, Garrard, B.S.R., Koss, Shure, etc.
Excellent demonstration facilities, expert advice.
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Hi Fi Equipment
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Specialising in
BANG & OLUFSEN. FERROGRAPH, QUAD,
ARMSTRONG,
GOODMANS, TANDBERG,
LEAK, SONY, DYNATRON.

Barclaycard and Access facilities.
No deposit purchase terms

BEDFORDSHIRE

DAYBURN HI-FI

EVISUai SUStEME

• Best Hi-Fi Show outside London
11. Stockists of every leading make
Comparator demonstrations
II Part exchange
1. Credit facilities incl. Barclaycard, Access,
• New 4-channel room Tricity, Diners Club.
III Evening dems. by appointment

I.

the hi-fi centre
green lane, wilmslow, cheshire
• Closed Wednesday • Car parking
In For personal attention phone special number
Wilmslow 22112 and ask for Mr. Bird.

coaxial socket and inbuilt balun in the design.
The sensitivity of the FM section was found
adequate for all normal reception requirements,
and when the tropospheric conditions were
favourable, and with a six-element aerial, the
reviewer's nearest BBC stereo station (some
100 miles away) was received with afair signal/
noise ratio. As the FM curves show, a mono
input of about 12 iLV (PD 75 ohms) was required for a50 dB signal/noise ratio and about
100 IJ.V (PD 75 ohms) for a similar ratio on
stereo. The stereo switching threshold was
around 10 IA, the signal/noise ratio then
being 30 dB, which is too noisy for hi-fi. The
ultimate mono signal/noise ratio was in the
order of 70 dB (just under 60 dB including
hum) and the ultimate stereo signal/noise ratio
alittle better than 60 dB with towards 1mV of
aerial signal applied.
The design also includes FM muting which
is removed when the AFC button is pressed,
the switching level being the same as that for
stereo switching. This means that if avery weak
station is tuned with the AFC button pressed,
it is muted when the button is released. This is
not abad idea because weak signals below the
muting threshold are barely of sustained
'entertainment' value anyway.
The other measured parameters of the FM
section are very compatible with the available
sensitivity and, although the radio section is
not intended for serious DX-ing, weak station
reception is not out of the question. This was
proved by field trials.
The image-rejection ratio and the front-end
input test indicate areasonable degree of frontend selectivity, and since the design includes a
dual gate MOSFET RF amplifier, the input
dynamic range is acceptable.
The front-end input test, although based on
the use of two generators, is not truly one of
input overload. It yields a ' figure of merit'
relating to the quality factors of the selectivity
up to the mixer, so the higher the dB number
the better the input selectivity. The IF selectivity, of course, is a separate parameter which
was measured and is expressed according to
IHF, the rated value being based on awanted
signal of 100 ILV (PD) level.
The IHF tests are being updated and more
will be written about this in future reviews,
though some of the measured parameters given
in this review are in accordance with the
updating.
The IF channel includes an IC and ceramic
filter which, with the good FM detector design,
are responsible for the acceptable alternate
channel selectivity, low capture ratio and low
FM distortion.
The power amplifier is based on a quasicomplementary design with capacitor coupling
to the loudspeakers. This section, too, came
well up to the manufacturer's specification,
though in this the power is given into 4-ohm
loads. The test results give the power capacity
into 8-ohms load.
The distortion was commendably low for the
nature of the equipment and all the other audio
parameters were satisfactory.
The distortion factor residual shows minimal
crossover discontinuity and the squarewaves
good transient stability. There appears to be
deliberately introduced high-pass filtering,
which is shown by the various curves and
40 Hz square wave. This is in addition to that
provided by the rumble filter, which most
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certainly becomes effective too early to avoid
undue loss of required low-frequency energy.
The noise filter is also similar in this respect.
Both filters are single-pole 6dB/octave variety,
therefore having insufficient rate of roll-off.
However, it should be noted that in the pickup
position the rumble filtering assumes a total
rate of 15 dB/octave with f. circa 40 Hz, avery
good point. However, it would appear that
this extra rate of slope is provided by additional
filtering in the RIAA preamplifier, which is
exposed on the pickup frequency response
curve.
The loudness contour gives both bass and
treble boost at the lower half of the volume
control's range, with a little too much boost
at the treble end to match the loudness contour
requirements.
The FM frequency response corresponds to
the British (European) 50 time. pre-emphasis
and reveals the falling bass output as already
noted.
A plot is also included of the frequency
response from pickup to output using the EMI
TCS101 disc. The mid-treble suck-out is a
function of the cartridge (which is perfectly

normal) and the bass roll-off of the RIAA
rumble filtering.
As this is an integrated system, the signal/
noise ratio on pickup was measured with the
pickup in circuit, hence the slightly lower ratio
than normally expected (with resistive load).
Other tested parameters of the GL78 are
included in the test results, and these are all
acceptable.
In total then, the Goldring-Lenco ST.8000 is
a nicely designed compact, ably engineered
audio package which needs but apair of loudspeakers to be in full operation in the home. It
packs sufficient audio punch for medium-tolarge domestic listening rooms with loudspeakers of current efficiency. The reproduction
was entirely fatigue-free and extremely good
quality sound was obtained in partnership with
loudspeaker pairs ranging from around £70 to
£200. The elegant styling makes it suitable for
almost any domestic decor. It is simple to
operate and sensitive enough in the FM section
to make for worthwhile medium-to-long
distance reception. In other words, domestic
radio/record reproduction made easy.
Gordon J. King

ADC Q30 series Pickup Cartridges
N the June issue last year we reviewed the
I
ADC XLM and VLM cartridges, which
have since, as we anticipated, established themselves firmly and are generally recognised as
among the select few at the top of their respective groups. Earlier in the year, at Sonex ' 73,
we had heard for the first time (via headphones)
the QC cartridges on which we report here,
and been quite impressed during our brief encounter. These models complete the ADC
159

range, which now includes one of these new
low-mass types suitable for virtually every hi-fi
application from budget stereo to the ultimate
luxury class.
The Q Series is the same both in principle
and in physical characteristics as the more
expensive models. They weigh only 5.5 grams,
and operate on the induced magnet principle,
which means that the cantilever does not carry
amagnet to be moved by the excursions of the
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Output at 5.5 cms/sec.: .45 mV, all models.
Colour: Blue/Silver, all models. Tracking force
range: 1to 2grams ( Q.30 and Q.32); and 1to 14
grams ( Q.36). Frequency response: 10 Hz to
18 kHz * 3dB ( Q.30 and Q.32); and 10 Hz to 20 kHz
±3 dB (Q.36). Channel separation ( nominal):
20 dB ( 0.30 and Q.32); 25 dB ( Q.36). Compliance:
cms/dynes x10 -': 25 ( 0.30 and Q.32); 30 (Q. 36 ).
Stylus tip: 0.0007 in. radius (0.30), spherical.
Elliptical: 0.0007 x0.0003 in. on Q.32 and Q.36.
Vertical tracking angle: 15°. Recommended
load impedance: 47,000 ohms. Prices: £ 3.25
(Q.30); £11.33 ( Q.32); £15.35 (0.38), all Inc. VAT.
Manufactured by Audio Dynamics Corporation, Connecticut, U.S.A. UK Agents: Hisonic
Ltd., Tovil, Maidstone, Kent.
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030 AND 032 CARTRIDGES
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stylus, but instead, avery small collar of magnetic material that acts as an armature into
which induction takes place from afixed magnet in the cartridge body. ADC cartridges also
depart from conventional practice in another
important respect. Normally, pickup cartridges are damped mechanically to control
resonance. The ADCs have no mechanical
damping, but employ instead a system called
'controlled electromagnetic damping' (C.E.D.)
This operates by the generation of eddy currents in aluminium shrouds on the pole pieces,
controlled by the resistance of the shrouds, and
acts on the armature to dissipate mechanical
energy.
The use of the induced magnet principle
enables a reduction to be made in mass in
relation to efficiency, and the C.E.D. system
avoids any possibility of variations in damping
due to alteration in efficiency with age, always
afactor to consider when viscous materials are
employed.
Preliminary listening tests were made, and
subsequent measurements taken with the
cartridges mounted in the SME 3009/I1 Improved arm. Quality was distinctly pleasing,
and confirmed our original brief impressions.
Top response from the Q36 was rather better
than from the others, which is perfectly reasonable, but the sound from all three was clean
and untiring.

•
Tests to determine optimum tracking pressure for each cartridge served to confirm the
statement which we have made frequently to
the effect that all cartridges give their best
performance at or about the makers' recommended maximum tracking pressure. We
found 1.5 g for the Q36 and 2g. for the
Q30 and 32 to be optimum. The Q30 and 32
cartridges are identical in all respects, save
that the Q32 is fitted with an elliptical point.
At these weights, the cartridges would handle
Test 3 on HFS69. The Q36 would track the
first three levels of the orchestral bells on
TTR.101. The Q32 exhibited the first signs of
mistracking on Level 3, and the Q30 made the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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bells at this level sound slightly leaden. All
three would accept the third level of the bass
drum on the same disc, and the Q36 rode the
fourth level happily. The Q30 and 32 were on
the edge of protest.
The results of our measurements of response
and separation are shown in the graphs. The
effect of the elliptical point in the case of the
Q32 will be observed, and the damping system
clearly works well. ADC state in their instruction leaflet that lead capacitance should be
kept low, or the response above 10 kHz may
be affected. We, therefore, show the results
using the standard SME leads, and also of
increasing the capacitance to 400 pF.
Static compliances were found to be as
stated, and output was comfortably in excess
of the specified figure, being fractionally over
ImV/cm/sec. The shanked diamond styli are
accurately set and satisfactory in finish. As
the graphs show, separation is very good in the
case of the Q36 and quite adequate with the
less expensive cartridges.
Apart from the fact that our measurements
showed the Q36 to be 4 to 5dB down in
response at 20 kHz against the claimed 3dB,
which is insignificant, these cartridges meet or
exceed their specifications in every respect.
On the front of the publicity sheet covering
these cartridges, Hisonic say 'Choose apick-up
cartridge by how it sounds'. We couldn't
agree more completely, as regular readers of
our pickup reviews will know. We make no
apology for the fact that we spend agreat deal
more time in listening to the cartridges which
161

we test than we do in measuring them. We
listen both before and after we measure, too.
I have tried to convey, briefly, original impressions of the sound of the Q cartridges. It
seems unlikely that many people will use them
in the improved SME arm, and I therefore
sought an opportunity to listen to these cartridges in the type of player, with integrated
arm, in which they are likely to find their
widest application. For this purpose the
Pioneer 12D and the BSR—McDonald MP60
were used. The latter is now generally available fitted with a cartridge which, while it
carries adifferent number, appears to be in all
respects identical with the QC30, and other
models from this source are similarly equipped.
We were not surprised to find that the Q
cartridges behaved perfectly, and produced
very pleasing quality in these players, the Q36
at 1.5 gin the 12D and both the Q30 and Q32
at 2g. in the MP60.
The range of material used in our listening
tests was wide, and every cartridge is ' caught'
by something, but the Qs played along innings!
They are vulnerable to massed female or,
especially, boys' voices at high levels of modulation; in this respect they stand very far from
alone. The general quality is smooth and
rounded, with no suggestion of restriction of
range, and no cutting edge. Some users may
feel that experiment with tone control and
filter will pay dividends in leveling out the upper
middle register. Much will depend on their
ears, their speakers and their situation. The
analysis of detail by the Q36 was notably good.
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We feel certain that no listener will be irritated by the sound from these cartridges. We
would rate their musical value highly in their
respective categories, and they seem to us to
represent remarkably good value for money in
these inflationary days. The Q30 costs rather
more than some other magnetics which find
application in budget stereo systems; nevertheless, anyone interested in such equipment
should hear it, or its elliptically pointed
brother, the Q32, working in his chosen playing
deck at 2grams weight.

9

9 9

Finally, for the benefit of readers who may
have seen, or even have referred back, to our
review of the XLM and VLM cartridges from
the same source, we must mention that the
same caution applies to the fitting of the stylus
assembly: gently press it into contact with the
rear of the cartridge body, while making sure
that it is pushed fully home from the front.
Praise be—these Qs have round connecting
pins!
B. J. Webb

o fip

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Power output: 30 W total 8ohms; 18 W total
16 ohms. Harmonic distortion: 041% at rated
output; 0-2% at 1W/1 W output. Inputs: matrix'
30, 150, 500 mV ( swItchable) (50 k); tape 300 mV
(100 k); aux. 300 mV ( 100 k). Recording output
level: 150 mV (tor two channels). Optimum
speaker Z: 8-16 ohms. Power source: 100/120
(117)/220/240 V 50/60 Hz. Power consumption:
55 W max. output; 15W mln. output. Dimensions:
8x16 x16 ins. approx. Weight: 2t lbs. gross.
Price: £99.50, inc. VAT. Distributor: Toshiba
(UK) Limited, Toshiba House, Great South
West Road, Feltham, Middlesex.

THIS recent Japanese importation is designed
I to convert virtually any two-channel stereo
system to afour-channel system. The amplifier
pair can be used to drive either the front two
loudspeakers or the back two, usually the latter
in the normal arrangement. The matrix is
switchable over simulated RM(QS) and SQ
modes and press-buttons are provided to give
four different matrix effects—concert hall,
studio, surround and stage. The matrix mode
is also under press-button control.
The unit is quite small and could thus be
conveniently located by the side of an existing
stereo system. Although it has features which
are complementary to those of two-channel
items of Toshiba equipment, such as the
SA-400 receiver, it can be plugged into the tape
recorder or preamplifier/power amplifier
circuits of almost any kind of stereo system.
The brushed aluminium front panel displays
controls for switching between two pairs of
loudspeakers, with a mains 'off' position; and
for channel selection, giving two-channel,
matrix four-channel, tape four-channel and
auxiliary four-channel operations. The main
volume control (top right of panel), under
certain conditions of connection, provides
simultaneous control of the four channels, and
left and right level control which operates
independently by a dual concentric, frictioncoupled function on the two channels.
Thus, in one condition of operation, when
the regular stereo system is driving the two
front loudspeakers and the SC410S is connected
to the preamplifier/power amplifier sockets or,
for example, to the Toshiba SA-400 receiver,
the level of the two front channels and their
balance are adjusted by the volume and balance
controls of the normal stereo amplifier. The
level and balance of the two rear channels are
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Toshiba
SC410S
Amplifier
/Matrix

then adjusted by the dual concentric, frictioncoupled level control of the SC410S, the volume
control on this unit then adjusting the overall
level of the four channels together.
However, there is a method of connection
(when the SC410S is coupled to the tape
recorder sockets—DIN or ' phono' type—of
the regular stereo amplifier) which fails to
bring the SC410S volume control into operation
on all four channels, this control then merely
adjusting the level of the two back channels
together. The reason for this will become
apparent later.
The four press-buttons for the matrix effect
are located in line at the approximate centre at
the bottom of the fascia, while the matrix mode
button is located in isolation by the main
volume control. There are two fascia light
TOSHIBA SC -410S

1. Distortion Factor 10+10W
1kHz 80=0.08%
2. 1kHz an
3. 10 kHz an
4. 40 Hz an
5. 10 kHz 8O/2gF

4.

indicators, one showing when the unit is under
mains power, and the other indicating when the
unit is switched to the four-channel mode.
The rear is equipped with DIN and ' phono'
type left/right input sockets and a threeposition level switch—low, medium and high—
allows for normalising of the level of the signal
applied to the SC410S from the regular stereo
amplifier. This switch also affects the signal
level fed out of the SC410S to the power
amplifiers of the regular stereo amplifier when
this method of connection is adopted. The
signal then passes through the SC410S main
volume control, which is the reason why this
control is—when this method of connection is
used—effective on all four channels together.
There are also ' phono' type sockets for twochannel (stereo) tape recording, four-channel
tape input and four-channel auxiliary input,
which are selected by the front channel switch.
The rear panel has two pairs of loudspeaker
connecting terminals, an unswitched Americanstyle mains outlet, and mains trip reset button.
The unit is housed in a contemporary nonpolished wooden sleeve and is complete with
useful length of mains cable terminated with a
socket for plugging into the unit at one end
and a two-pin non-British mains plug at the
other end. The 'earthing' of the unit would
thus be picked up from that of the stereo
amplifier—assuming that this is earthed!
Although the above description may put the
SC410S in a somewhat technical and complicated light this is certainly not so in practice. In
fact, the unit is designed for ease of connection
and versatility. The simplest mode of connection merely involves connecting the DIN tape
socket of the regular stereo amplifier to the DIN
input socket of the SC410S and the two back
loudspeakers to the appropriate terminals. The
mains supply can be connected either directly
or to a mains outlet on the regular stereo
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Call now and listen to comparator demonstrations in the relaxed
atmosphere of the North-West's finest HI-FI studios
The policy of this Company is to
provide the public with the comfort
and facility for listening to high
quality Hi -Fi equipment where they
can discuss the finer points of our
range and evaluate their personal

requirements. The discerning Hi -Fi
buyer does not wish to invest his
money in ' sealed cartons' following
the contradiction of Hi -Fi Magazines. Our testing department
guarantees immediate self instal-

MILLWARDS
Telephone: 23980

lation in your own home without
technical assistance or problems.
However, should an item of equipment fail within 7 days of collection
we will immediately replace, subject to manufacturers guarantee.

Roll, Building, Stanley St.,
LLOYD PATON-McGLYNN LTD.
Urmston Shopping Centre,
off Bridge Street,
City Studio-9-5 pm, Sat. 9-12 noon.
Moorfield Walk,
Manchester 3.
Urmston Studio— Closed Wed. Thurs 8 pm, Fri 9 pm, Sat 5pm.
Urmston, Manchester.
061-834 4510.
Service— Cash Discounts
061-747 9722.

SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
FOR SOUND ADVICE
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO
AND HI-FI
WE STOCK: ARMSTRONG, SONAB, B & 0,
SONY, QUAD, MARA NTZ, TA NDBERG, LEAK,
etc.

SUFFOLK

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

PETERBOROUGH

BOLTON
consult

All modern hi-fi equipment in stock

REALSOUND

18 HEREWARD CENTRE

SALES & SERVICE
156 BRADSHAWGATE
Tel. BOLTON 26639

Tel: 5644

CAMPKINS

For all your Hi Fi Requirements

LARGEST LOCAL STOCKISTS

' BOLTON

ANGLIA AUDIO HI-FI
Appointed dealers for Akal, Cambridge,
Dual, Harman-Kardon, Jensen, KEF, Koss,
Lecson, Marantz, Quad, Rogers, Tandberg,
and Videotone. Discounts and terms. Day
or evening demonstrations, preferably by
appointment. Phone Beyton 212 anytime.

HESSETT,
BURY ST. EDMUNDS

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

BOLTON

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

Mansfield

SURREY

Tel: 26315

SYD. BOOTH, QUEEN ST
Comparator Demonstrations of
Leading Makes

203 St. George's Road

Home Demonstrations — Day or
Evenings by Appointment

Phone 23093

H.F.D.A. members

BOLTON

Dealer

Service Always

FARNHAM
SURREY
• Stockists of all good Hi -Fi apparatus.
" Comparative demonstrations.
• We offer a real after sales service.
• Easiest of terms. * No parking problems.

Lloyd & Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone: Farnham 5534
Camberley Camera & Hi -Fi Centre,
36 THE HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY,
SURREY
Telephone: 24835
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS

OXFORDSHIRE

Surrey
Sound Equipment Ltd.
Purley

HORNS
SIX
LIVIERPOOESSOURDSUNE
SERVICE WITH DISCOUNT

SOUTH

Telephone

PARADE

OXFORD

55360

*

the sound service to
South East England!

3 & 4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE, PURLEY,
Tel: 01-6 68 4800

e‘
CF.

SUSSEX

*Huge range of Hi Fi equipment
*Large discounts on all equipment
*Superb Service on the premises —
free parts and labour for first 2years
*Late night Thursday and Friday
till 8pm.
66 Renshaw St, Liverpool
Tel: 051-709 9259

G. O. MOORHEN
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST
190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.

Tel. 4163

Appointed Agent for

Bang & Olufsen, Revox, Tandberg, Sony, Teac.
G

d, K.E.F., Leak, Lowther, Quad, Shure, Spendor,
Thorens, Wharfedale etc.
Closed 1p.m.

it's Hi-fi
—then it must be

If

HENLEY-ON-THAMES

Saturdays.

( BOWERS Ej WILKINS)

STOCKISTS
INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE

Littlehampton Road Worthing Tel. 64141

SOMERSET

SONAB
just listen to it

SPEAKERS, TUNER AMPS, TURNTABLES
all stocked at

AUDIO CORNER
117 PORTLAND ST., SOUTHPORT
Telephone' 59404

Open 9.30-6 p.m. Late Nights, Thurs. Fri. 8 p.m.
Comparator Demonstration.
Adequate Parking Space

Yeovil Audio
*
*
*
*

*SONY
*TRIO
* MARANTZ
*AR

B &W
TANDBERG
BOSE
TEAC

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
8 WYNDHAM STREET
YEOVIL
Tel. 25430
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JOHN REES
Hi-Fi
YOUR LOCAL DEALER
2 HIGH STREET, EAST GRINSTEAD,
SUSSEX.
Tel.: East Grinstead 27787

TOSHIBA SC-410S AMPLIFIER/MATRIX
PERFORMANCE

COMMENT

Power capacity 8ohms for 05', dist. factor
20 Hz ..
1kHz ..

5+5
14+14
8+8
15

One channel only driven at 1kHz ..

W
W
W
W

Half power bandwidth ..

20 Hz-50 kHz

Damping factor 2W and 40 Hz

50

Spec. virtually met at 1kHz in terms of single channel drive only, but spec. refers to total power. LF
and HF power performance could be improved.
Tests made with input to aux, and at 240 V 50 Hz
mains.
Visible distortion at terminal frequencies.
Ref. 8-ohm load. Acceptable.

Distortion factor at 8ohms
Power
15+15 W

20 Hz` I IkHz

20 kHz

- - - - clipping - - - -

10+10 W

clipping

0.08%

0.6%

5+5 W

0.5%

eos%

0.47%

1 + 1W

0.13%

0.04%

0413%

Disappointing performance at full power and LF
and HF. Crossover artefacts high (see accompanying oscillogram).

•Includes ripple components
input sensitivities at 1kHz
Non- matrix inputs
Auxiliary
Tape
..
Matrix modes
RM
Concert hall
50 mV
Studio
150 mV
Surround sound
200 mV
Stage
45 mV

Ref. 15 W left channel only in all cases.
..
..

.
SO
44 mV
130 mV
200 mV
44 mV

295 mV ( 100 K)
295 mV ( 100 K)
Matrix mode sensitivities given with level switched
to low'. The sensitivities are decreased by 13 dB
in the ' medium level' position and by 24 dB in the
'high level' position.

Tape recording output ..

150 mV

'Main' output for 50 mV ' matrix' input ..

amplifier. When the DIN method of connection is used afour-circuit cable with DIN plugs
at both ends is required. The left and right
recording outputs (from the stereo amplifier)
feed into the SC410S, via the level switch,
while the left and right playback inputs
communicate with the front left and right
'phono' type sockets on the SC410S for tape
playback. The rear tape playback signals, of
course, go into the other two sockets when the
four-channel tape playback facility is used.
In this simplest mode the regular stereo
amplifier drives the two front loudspeakers
normally and the tape recording signal is
processed by the selected matrix of the SC410S,
plus the matrix effect circuitry—and is then fed
from the matrix in rear 'two-channel' form to
the SC410S power amplifiers, thence to the two
back loudspeakers. This is inconsistent with
normal four-loudspeaker matrix reproduction,
for with this both the front two channels and
the rear two channels emanate from the
matrix, so that from LT and RT are derived
LF,Rip, LB and RB of angular orientation
depending on the equation of the matrix.
Nevertheless, in spite of this apparent
anomaly the overall 'surround sound' effect
was very satisfying as heard from both QS and
SO software. In fact, when the reproduction
was compared with that obtained from more
accurately derived matrices some listeners
indicated apreference for the Toshiba arrangement, especially with ' reverberant' and
orchestral programme material, such as the QS
Ave Maria/Hallelujah, Denon (not available
here) and the QS Tchaikovsky 1812 Overture,
EMI Q4ASD 2894. The Toshiba technique
certainly assisted the recreation of the original
ambience, and the enhancement provided by
the back channels can quickly be determined
merely by turning down the two back channels
so that the reproduction is then conventional
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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50 mV

stereo from the matrix disc.
If the stereo amplifier is not equipped with a
DIN tape socket the connections to the SC410S
can be made to ' phono' type sockets, for which
four correctly terminated leads are provided.
The other method of connection involves the
use of preamplifier output and power amplifier
input sockets of the stereo amplifier. Not all
amplifiers (or tuner-amplifiers) incorporate
such socketry, but those that do are also
equipped either with links or a locked switch
allowing the preamplifier and power amplifier
sections to be operated independently.
TOSHIBA SC- 410S

'Main' output signal is virtually the same level as
the ' matrix' input signal. Thus with the level
switch in the ' medium' or ' high' positions the
output is correspondingi , increased for a given
power output. See text.

Independent operation like this makes it
possible for the input of the SC410S to take
signals from the preamplifier section and the
output of the SC410S to drive back to the
power amplifier section. The condition of
operation of the SC410S then differs from that
when the simple tape recording signal is
utilised for the rear channels only. For one
thing, the main volume control of the SC410S
then works on all four channels as previously
noted.
In the optimum case, of course, the preamplifier signals (
LT and RT)would feed into

2- CHANNEL AMPLIFIER/MATRIX

FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS
AUX INPUT

''

I

..e.__._

—. w

'

101I

20K

RN CONCERT
—....1IALL INPUT
RN STUDIO
INPUT
—
RN SURROUND
INPUT
RN STAGE
INPUT

5rIBt
1

1

SO CONCERT
HALL INPUT
Sil STU010 INPUT

SURROUND
INPUT
SO STAGE
INPUT ,
bah,

20.

All
50
100
200
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500
1000
FREQUENCY IN Hz
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WARWICKSHIRE [ continued]

EASTBOURNE

Birmingham's

J. S. RAMSBOTTOM
& Co. Ltd.

SONY

HiFi Centre

Large Stockists of all leading makes
VISIT OUR DEMONSTRATION
THEATRE EQUIPPED WITH
COMPARATOR

MAIN DEALER FOR

All the latest hi-fi and audio systems

CENTRAL RADIO LTD
15 Lomaney Road

Eastbourne

,

COMPLETE AUDIO SYTEMS1
LEADING SPECIALISTS FOR SOUTH EAST
PERSONAL ATTENTION & EXPERT SERVICE
ALL LEADING MAKES ON DEMONSTRATION
EXCHANGES CREDIT & H.P. AVAILABLE

32 Grove rd.,EASEDURNEmiviJ

New cars average 18 faults ( Sunday Times, 4 March,
1973). About 1in 4 hi-fi units are below standard, too,
although only an experienced listener may realise it.
WE CHECK ALL EQUIPMENT BEFORE OFFERING IT
FOR SALE.
We demonstrate. Even so, loudspeakers ( which convey
the sound) may disappoint when heard in your own
home acoustics. IF THEY DO, WE EXCHANGE.
Full guarantees and after-sales service.
Good cash discounts WITHOUT LOSS OF SERVICE.
Credit facilities at cash discount prices to personal
callers. Also Access, Barclaycard, etc.
Main stockists of Acoustic Research, Armstrong,
Bang & Olufsen, Cambridge. Dual, ERA, Fisher,
Harman-Kardon, Hitachi, IMF, Jordan Watts, KEF.
J. B. Lansing, Marante, Mordaunt-Short, National,
Quad, Revox, Scan-Dyna, Sonab, Sony, Tannoy,
Toshiba, Trio, Yamaha, etc.

Regular lectures by leading makers

CONEY LANE,
KEIGHLEY

OMICRON ELECTRONICS
For

Today's Finest Hi -Fi

Main Agents for: Armstrong, Ariston, Richard
Allan, Bryan, Cambridge Audio, Connoisseur, Dual,
Hitachi, IMF, KEF, Leeson, Mordaunt-Short, Quad,
Revox, Sansui, Sony, Sugden, Tannoy, Tandberg,
Teat, Transcriptors, Tilo, and many others.

Ken Whittle Limited

Demonstration Lounge, Cash Discounts, Terms.

788 Stratford Road, Sparkhill,
Birmingham. 021-777 5964.

172 Baslow Road, ( A62I), Totley,
Sheffield SI7 4DR

WARWICKSHIRE

Hear
ere

(the high fidelity people)
FOR BETTER SOUND

REPRODUCTION AND PERSONAL SERVICE

LOUDSPEAKERS,

DECKS,

Tel.: 360295.

SCOTLAND

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD

ELECTRONIC SERVICES

Tel: 5444-8
Est. over 45 years

Large Car Park

33 CITY ARCADE,
COVENTRY Tel: 24632
CONNECTORS,

AMPS, TAPES, LEADS, etc.

HI-FI IN EDINBURGH
2years free service

o-e

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
Stereo and Quadraphonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.
94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5

021-643 0867
021-692 1359

CORNER

—clearly better hi-fi.
1 Haddington Place, Edinburgh EH7 4AE
Telephone 031-556 7901.

WORCESTERSHIRE

HI-FI STUDIO

W. J. TAYLOR ( DOMESTIC SUPPLIES) LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding,
Birmingham B44 8HA 021-373 2645

BIRMINGHAM'S BANG & OLUFSEN
MAIN DEALER
Also demonstrating Quad, A.R.. Toshiba, Hitachi,
Sanyo, Jordan Watts, J.B.L. Quadraphonic by Toshiba
and National Technics.

HIGH

MEMBERS OF
FIDELITY DEALERS

ASSOC.

MALVERN LINK
RALPH HALES HI-FI CENTRE
B & 0, QUAD, ALPHA, IMF, HACKER,
DYNATRON, etc.
Specialist advice and demonstration facilities

154 Worcester Road,

MALVERN 4433

Audio Engineers,
Hi Fi Specialists,
Gramophone
Records,
Tapes, Cassettes

JAMES

&C
CO.
O LTD

98-110 WOODLANDS RD., GLASGOW, G3 6H8
041-332 0988
Glasgow's leading specialists in High Fidelity Audio
Equipment and Classical Records.
Our policy is to be selective rather than comprehensive, yet we have permanently on demonstration the
finest range of audio equipment in Scotland.

YORKSHIRE

SHEFFIELD
SOUND CENTRE
GUARANTEED
NEVER UNDERSOLD

19 F,gernantle Rold
Rugby .

Warw....cc

1,1 Rugby

wesi

8106 17

SONY, REVOX, QUAD, TANNOY,
TRIO, TEAC, ARISTON, TOSHIBA.
SANSUI, LEAK, SANYO, LARSON,
T. LANEY AUDIO, ARMSTRONG,

BIRMINGHAM

FIVE WAYS HIGH
FIDELITY
A.R., Armstrong Cambridge, Dual. LNB, Marantz,
Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Spendor, Sansui, Tandberg,
Thorens, Trio etc. always on comparator demonstration. Keen prices and good after sales service.
Finance available.
Opcn: Monday to Saturday 9.15-6.00.
12 ISLINGTON ROW, BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM 021-455 0667

Sole agents for: MARANTZ, FISHER,
HARMAN-KARDON, ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH

IS.

SCAN-DYNA,
TANDBERG,
IMF, B & 0,
TECHNICS

ALL LEADING MAKES COLOUR TV:
TANDBERG, SABA, SONY, SANYO,
TOSHIBA, HITACHI, BUSH,
NATIONAL

101 8( 107 Ecclesall Rd.
Telephone: 23365
166

DEALER PANEL
ADVERTISEMENT SPACE
costs as little as f9.50 per month
for a series of 12, or £ 10.00 per
month for 6 insertions.
For further details of full display
advertising rates contact: Tony
Newman, ( The Advertisement
Manager).
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Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA
Tel: 01-686 2599

the matrix, and the LF and RF would be
directed back to the power amplifier while the
LB and RB signals would be passed to the rear
power amplifiers of the SC410S. It is not
completely clear from the circuit whether this,
in fact, actually occurs. The impression is
gained that a goodly part of the preamplifier
signals are fed, via the main volume control,
back to the power amplifier section. If this is
the case, then the conditions would be almost
the same as with the simple method of connection, except that the main volume control is
brought into four-channel operation. However, there is a possibility that a phasing
circuit is used to feed some of the matrixed
signal back to the front power amplifiers, but,
to be honest, very little difference between the
performance of the two methods of connection
was noticed—both gave acceptable 'surround
sound' results.
The Toshiba SA-400 receiver is equipped
with preamplifier/power amplifier socketry, and
afront switch makes it possible to operate the
two sections independently when the SC410S is
connected. Both this receiver and various other
stereo amplifiers and tuner-amplifiers—with
and without preamplifier/power amplifier
socketry—were tried with the SC410S, and no

trouble was experienced in getting results one
way or the other. The input level switch, of
course, needs to be adjusted to suit the level of
two-channel signal fed to the unit. The DIN
recorder connection requires the low-level
input setting (see ' Performance' section). It is
noteworthy that the preamplifier output/
power amplifier input of the SA-400 receiver is
200 mV, while the average value appropriate to
other makes is around 800-1,000 mV, but the
input switch allows modification of the level to
suit almost all makes and types of stereo
amplifiers and receivers.
The matrices, of course, also process
ordinary stereo information for ' surround
sound' reproduction, but the best results are
obtained with SQ and QS discs.
The SC410S has no tone controls, but the
'matrix effect' buttons introduce various types
of response filtering as shown by the accompanying curves. The input sensitivity is also affected
by these buttons and the matrix mode button,
as shown in the Performance section.
With one-channel-only operation, the power
specification was met, but with both channels
driven together for 0.5% distortion factor the
per-channel power was a little less, with
significant shortfall at very low and high

I : 1 1 pJ411

examined by 'Crossover'

for details of how to write to ' Crossover' please refer to page 69.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE vs
PARAMETERS

OTHER

Dear Sir, 1am planning to buy agood quality
tape deck and Ihave studied the specifications
of most machines currently in the market.
What baffles me is the fact that some relatively
cheap and popular models seem to have a
wider frequency response than many reputable
and expensive models. For example, the Akai
GXC.46D versus the Teac A.450, or the
Sony TC377 versus the Ferrograph 702. The
same question appears also to be applicable
to amplifiers, tuners, and headphones. Of
course, I recognize that the higher price
reflects overall improvement, but then really
how important is awide frequency response?
C.O., Lancaster LAI 4YD
Frequency response is only one of many
parameters to consider when choosing equipment.
In tape-recorders, for example, such considerations as wow and flutter, signal-to-noise
ratio, distortion and longevity are equally, if
not more, important than frequency response
alone.
A machine boasting an extended
response of say, 30 Hz to 22 kHz+ 3dB would
be less useful in practice than the performance
of a machine whose spec. guaranteed 50 Hz to
16 kHz + 2 dB. As you are no doubt aware, a
doubling of frequency represents the musical
interval of one octave, therefore afew tens of
cycles at the bottom end of the audio spectrum
(i.e. less than 100 Hz) are quite significant
whereas from 10 kHz to 20 kHz is only asingle
octave . . . albeit afairly important one in terms
of harmonics giving character or ' timbre' to
musical sounds. In addition, a performance
figure from an item of hi-fi equipment where
undulations in the frequency response curve
occur very smoothly and gradually without any
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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undue sudden peaks or troughs, even though the
frequency extremities might be slightly curtailed, is preferable every time to the impressiveon-paper article (usually, but not always,
cheaper) with variations in the frequency
response curve so sudden that noticeable
coloration occurs.
The tape machines you have mentioned also
exhibit other differences such as varying
degrees of sophistication in design, electronics
and mechanics, and with such features as ferrite
heads versus conventional iron laminated ones.
The best advice we can offer in general terms
is to pay as much as you can afford for your
new equipment . . . . certainly this idea will pay
off later when you are still satisfied with equipment that you might have been ready to change
had you purchased more mediocre gear.
Particularly in the case of transducers ( i.e.
pickup cartridges, loudspeakers and the like)
to audition them preferably under your own
listening conditions if possible, before you
commit yourself.
TAPE REPLAY DETERIORATION

Dear Sir, Can you suggest apossible cause of
my Philips N4404 tape recorder losing its
hi-fi sound quality on 1 and 4 tracks only?
The volume is all right, but the quality sounds
as though the tone controls have the bass full
up. But 3and 2tracks are okay. So Iam unable
to get balanced sound when switched to stereo
playback. Ihave tried changing the leads to
the record/playback head, and then 3-2 tracks
go low and 1-4 are all right.
J.B., Irthlingborough, Northants.
The problem you are experiencing is almost
certainly due to afault in the record/playback
head. This fault could be, at its simplest, merely
167

frequencies. However, in operation it was
found that less power was required in the back
loudspeakers than in the front ones, assuming
reasonably efficient loudspeakers, for the best
results. The amplifier's power should be
sufficient for most domestic applications.
Squarewave performance was acceptable
except on heavily capacitively-reactive loading
where significant ' rings' were evoked. The
distortion factor oscillogram also reveals
crossover discontinuity.
The electronics are built into a ' U-shaped
metal chassis and consist of circuit board
'modules' with plug/socket inter-connections.
Thick-film Toshiba integrated circuits are used
in the power amplifiers.
To summarise, then, novel and interesting
`SQ/QS' matrix decoder with two power
amplifiers for driving the back loudspeakers in a
four-channel system in partnership with an
existing two-channel stereo system. A great
deal of work has obviously been directed
towards making the arrangement versatile. In
this Toshiba have succeeded admirably, but
possibly with certain compromises with regard
to the actual matrixing, the importance of which
will depend on how one personally views such
matters.
Gordon J. King
abuild-up of tape oxide on the working surface,
thus preventing intimate contact of the tape.
This is easily checked and rectified by cleaning
the head with aproprietary cleaning device, or
alternatively, with a ' cotton-bud' (as used for
cleaning babies' ears etc) and afluid such as
Isopropyl alcohol or cleaning fluids by Metrosound or Bib. It is quite common for tracks
I and 4 to be affected in this way, as these
represent the edge of the tape where oxideshedding is generally worse than in the centre.
A similar effect could occur if the head has
sustained damage due perhaps to a rough edge
of the stop-foil fitted to the end of most tapes
having ' sawn' apiece out of the delicate face
of the head. Here the only remedy would be to
have anew head fitted . . . an undertaking outside the scope of most amateurs. Careful
examination with a magnifying glass would
probably reveal if this were the case. We have
in fact, had personal experience of this very
fault.
In suggesting the above diagnoses, we are
assuming that when you swapped the playback
head wires over, you merely caused the 1and 4
tracks (normally on the left) to play through
the right hand speaker, although still scanning
the Iand 4 track positions of the tape. If, however, the fault is indisputably located within the
electronics sections of the machine, then a
change in value of one or more of the negative
feedback components, e.g. a resistor having
lowered its value thus allowing too much feedback, a similar effect could be created. This
would normally be accompanied, though, by a
lowering of gain in the offending channel.
We would advise that when you clean the
head as suggested above, you also have the
heads defluxed' (demagnetised) as a build-up
of residual magnetism will gradually remove the
high frequencies from your existing tapes thereby
giving the ' woolly' sound. The close proximity
of your soldering iron in swapping the leads
could well have caused this effect. Most good
hi-fi shops offer a demagnetising service.
Alternatively, defluxers can be purchased for
overleaf

STEREO MICROPHONE SELECTION
Dear Sir, 1am shortly purchasing an Akai
4000DS tape deck, which seems to me to offer
excellent value at generally advertised prices.
As Iknow little about microphone selection,
please can you help with some advice and
recommendations bearing in mind the following
factors: ( a) they must be adequate for matching
my deck ( playing through Ravensbourne
amplifier and Ditton 25 loudspeakers); ( b) not
sky-high in price, and (c) be suitable for
recording ` live' music, mainly jazz from small
groups.
Can you also give any basic criteria for
stereo microphone positioning for best results
with the type of music in which Iam interested?
B.W., Nottingham

We feel that for your proposed requirements,
a pair of good quality moving-coil cardioid
microphones, without any undue frequencyresponse emphasis (i.e. no added treble lift for
'presence') would be your best compromise.
They should be fairly rugged to withstand the
rigours of recording ' live' performances, if this
is what you intend to do. Their impedance
should be, say, 600 ohms nominal, and about IK
max. A recommended price of about £. 10-115
each should provide the right kind of quality
level for your Akai 4000 DS tape deck.
There is quite a large range of mics falling
generally within your specs., viz. the DI IDHL
and D501 from AKG, the M8I HL and M8ION
from Beyer, various models from both Eagle
International and Philips, the MD402LM from
Sennheiser, the Unidyne 5145B from Shure,
the M534 from Uher and last, but not least, a
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whole range of ' Electret' capacitor-type microphones, all at reasonable prices, from Condor
Electronics Ltd.--the ' Unisound' range. All
the microphones listed specifically represent
reasonable value for money and are good
examples of mid-range instruments.
Microphone placing is really asubject all on
its own . . . . partly art and partly science, and as
such, it is impossible to be very specific in areply
of this kind. However, for most purposes, we
would advise that you opt for the coincident
pair configuration, sometimes known as
Blumlein-pair'. As opposed to the ' AB' or
'spaced' technique of placing mics, this method
(the
Y') places the microphone capsules as
close together as possible, and at an angle of
roughly 90°, such that each mic. head makes an
angle of about 45° with the centreline.
Don't forget that you will need agood pair of
headphones, preferably with good extraneous
noise cancelling characteristics, and an impedance
of not less than about 600 ohms, for monitoring
your ' live' recordings.
HEADPHONE ' PRESENCE'
Dear Sir, Having just acquired a pair of
Koss ESP9 headphones, I am really staggered
by their performance using my QUAD 33/303
amplifier. However, there is one aspect that
is spoiling my enjoyment of recorded music
through them. I am aware of alow frequency
'presence', which causes the illusion of slight
pressure in my ear drums-a noise much
closer to my head than the music itself.
1 call it ' presence', for while it is audible it
is felt more than heard. Moderately loud
passages mask the music, when the pressure
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effect is instantly removed. By running the two
channels in mono, the effect is cancelled, as it
is with extreme bass cut.
Naturally, motor rumble has been the prime
suspect but I don't think it can be the cause as
removing the drive to the turntable (Goldring
GL.75) does not stop the effect. Curiously,
too, is it not very apparent on the blank,
unmodulated grooves at the end of test disc
HFS.69.
It is fairly probable that part of this LF may be
coming from the turntable and part of it from the
recordings themselves, and the pressures produced are just too great for your eardrums to
accept with comfort. We think the majority of it
probably comes from the records themselves, at a
level too low to be appreciable through speakers
even with an eqi.ivalent LF response (a) because
you are further from them and (b) because such
frequencies, if generated at all in average domestic conditions are at a very low level, and completely masked.
We are doubtful concerning whether achange
of player and cartridge would eliminate the
effect, but this shouldn't be too difficult to
determine by borrowing a different one and
trying it for an evening. You could also take
the 'phones and afew of the records to afriend's
home to see whether the effect is equally
apparent on his equipment, provided that it
differs from yours.
We are sorry we can't be more positive or
constructive, but these are our thoughts on this
matter, and we think you will have to make afew
experiments before you can reach a conclusion
regarding changes.

SSETTE TAPE RECORDERS

LATEST MODELS • WEST STOCK • BIGGEST DISCOUNTS
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BATTERY MAINS
BASF 9201 .. £40 50
Bush TP66 .. £22.00
Hitachi 340 £28 SO
Philips 2221 £21 95
ITT 51_53 .. £22.95
ITT STU60 .. £30 95
ITT STU73 .. £41.95
Philips N2223 £36-95
Sanyo 2000 .. £2545
Plus 2 Philips C90's
or 2 Musicassettes.

Sharp 429 .. £ 19.75
Sony TC68
P.O.A.
RADIO RECORDERS
BASF 9301 .. £53.95
Nivico 9425 £45.95
Philips 622 .. £50 95
Sanyo 2400 . £34.95
Sanyo 4141 .. £40.50
Hitachi 1210 £36.25
Teleton 245 £24.95
Plus 2 Philips C90's
or 2 Musicassettes.

SAVE ON CASSETTE TAPES
Linoise Agfa Bast
C60
40p 50p
C90
55p 70p
C120
65p 95p

casette
ewer.'
Pws
PHILIPS MOSES 12201 latest

bailers mens porlabIe. Complete
with rase.
ett. Brand new

mkt,

m

55

Aiwa 601 ..
P.O.A.
Telefunken P.S. £42.00
JVC Nivico 9310 £43.95
Crown 455 .. £47-95
Grundig C3000 £57-95
Bush TRP100 £31.25
National 444
P.O.A.
STEREO RECORDERS
Akai GXC38 £95.95
Akai GX36 £7945
Plus 2 Free Agfa C90
Chrome dioxide.

,nnul 00.1 "COI'

£21.35
£24.95
2MUSICASSLTTE ORTH 03 30 .41
or 2
PHILIPS C90's WORTH f
I91 Lorl P.62

ofOCE

,

Ferguson 3257
Philips 2405
Pye 9146 ..
Sanyo STD100
Sony TC133CS
Philips GR804
Decca 8000 ..
ITT 85 ..
Bigston 4516
Aiwa 3010 ..
Sharp 153 ..
National 264

£36 95
£50 SO
£46 95
ms-oo
P.O.A.
£7345
£5445
£52.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
me»
P.O.A

FREE HEAD CLEANER WITH 6 + EXTRA TAPE WITH 12
All tape
Philips Bast pack of 12
C60 £6-00 Plus FREE
prices inc.
C90 £8.40 extra tape &
VAT
CI
20 El 140 head cleaner
add 10p post.

EMI Philips Scotch Cavendish
42p
50p
42p
33p
55p
70p
55p
44p
80p
95p
80p
55p

Hitachi 3420 Stereo
music centre. Sim. walnut
cabinet 4speed FM/M radio
with spealcers. List £ 131.132

Philips 811 Stereo cassette with tuner, amp.,
LW/2MW/SW/FM
radio.
Li st £ 119.93 . £88 .9s

SANYO 2601 STEREO MUSIC FERGUSON _
CENTRE 3band radio with 3460 AUDIO MUSI C
pau matching speakers CENTRE 3wave band radio.
with mikes. cassette etc
record player. Cassette

euto step
6aplornatn level tentietelape

£S6
T
363 £134.95 l
i;s4
T
5.32 £11 4.95

LIST OUR

C13O'II +-00•..
7,7 717. 'TS

Ve"...717
iiE0 HEADPHONES

TAPE DECKS
Akai 36D .. £72.95
Akai 30D .. £5645
Plus 2 Free Agfa CR2
Tapes with Akai.
Bush 445 .. £57.25
ITT Stereo 82 £4245
Grundig 224 £48-50
Hitachi 2030D £64-95
Dynatron CPI
P.O.A.
Philips 2510
moo
JVC Nivico 1667 moo
Sharp 442 .. £43-50
Sony TC 121..
P.O.A.
Pye 9145 .. £43.95
Teat A220 ..
P.O.A.
Ferguson 3429 £34.00
Philips 2509 £66.95
National 262
P.O.A.

DOLBY DECKS
Akai GX4E.D £ 105.95
Akai GX65D £ 112•95
Akai GX38D £8545
Plus 2free C90 Chro.
Tapes, worth £3-50.
Alpha CD3000 £75.95
Aiwa AD1500H P.O.A.
Sansui SC700 £ 104-95
Crown CTD270 £93.95
Hitachi 2000D £7240
National 263
P.O.A.
Teat A450 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha TB800 P.O.A.
Sony TC I34D
P.O.A.
Sharp RT480 £74-35
Toshiba P470
P.O.A.
Teat 160 ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3100 £ 108-95

Philips 2407 Stereo cassecte Hi Fi system, slide
vol. balance, base controls,

Sanyo 4520

Stereo
music centre cassette rec.,
player, radio in one unit.

player cassette
FM radio,

List t130.00.

List £ 136.14.

List £ 118•19. £91.00

£88.95

P
HILIPS 2407 STEREO
CASSETTE HI-FI SYSTEM

complete with ONE Slide
volume, balance, base
controls wOh speaker,

no9.95.

Fidelity UA5

record
LW/MW/

MUSIC CENTRES
Ekco ZU4L £ 14040
National 2050
P.O.A.
Nivico 4344 £ 169-95
Philips 943 .. £ 13445
Sanyo 2615 .. £7240
Sony HP239A
P.O.A.
Yamaha MCSB P.O.A.
Dynatron 104
P.O.A.
Toshiba SM3000 P.O.A.
Crown SC65 £ 17945
Ekco ZU5K .. £ 19540
Sony HMK20
P.O.A.
Sharp SCI55 £ 10815
Add 55p P & P all
orders.
All prices
correct at time of
publication.

Ferguson 3460 audio
music centre 3 W band
radio rec. player/cass.
List£145•32. £ 114.95.

£105•95.

CAVEN& " CASSETTE CENTRE

279-283 WHITECHAPEL ROAD,
LONDON, E.1 Tel : 01-247 3453
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THE MONEY SAVERS

SAVE ££££'sON SHURE AND GRIMING CARTRIDGES

YES NOW YOU CAN SAVE POUNDS ON THESE FANTASTIC CARTRIDGES, JUST LOOK AT OUR PRICES.

IF YOU HAVE A BARCLAYCARD OR ACCESS CARD

JUST PHONE YOUR ORDER. WE WILL DISPATCH WITHIN 48 HOURS OF YOUR ORDER. YOU CAN EVEN PHONE YOUR ORDER AFTER SHOP HOURS SEE DETAILS
BOTTOM RIGHT CORNER. NO CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE.
SHURE CARTRIDGES

GOLDRI NG CARTRIDGES

SAVE

£14.20

SHURE V15 Ill only £26.95

SHURE M55E

only £5.40

G820 S.E.

.. only

SHURE M75ED only £10.60

SHURE M44E

only £4.85

G800 S.E.

..

only £9.30

G800E

..

only £6.15

SHURE M75E.1 only

£
8-65

SHURE M447

SHURE

£7.65

Please add 25p for post, packing & full insurance

M75

only

AMPLIFIERS
Linton ( Wharfedale) ..
Leak Delta 70 ..
Leak Delta 30 ..
Rogers Ravensbrook
Eagle AA6

Our
Pr"ce
£57.00
£75.00
£61.50
£51.00
£56.90

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Linton tuner/amp.
Leak Delta 75 ..
GOODMANS
Module 80 ( teak)
Module 90 ( teak)
Model 110
..

.. £85.90
.. £ 130.00
.. £71 45
.. £91.45
£106.50

.

..

Module 80 Compact
Module 110 Compact

..

only

Our
Price
£130.00
£185 00

TURNTABLES
Thorens TD160 P/C
Thorens TD125
TX25 for above
Thorens TD165
Goldring GL75
Lid for above ..
Goodmans TD100
G
d AP76 Module
complete with Shure
cartridge ..

£61.50
£108-00
£7.65
£52.00
£41.75
£3.85
£58-00
£30-50

£
4-20
SAVE

..

G850

..

..

..

only £3.99

..

only £2.99

Please add 25p for post, packing & full insurance
Our
Price

Garrard
SP25
Mk
4
module complete M44
£24-75
Garrard Zero 10013 ..
£50.00
A.R. DECKS IN STOCK
TRIO DECKS IN STOCK
SPEAKERS ( Priced in pairs)
VVHARFEDALE
Dentons•
Lintons•
Glendale.
Miltor•
Doveaale•
Kingsdale•

G800

•
•
•
•
.
•

£32.50
£39.95
£58.95
£62.00
£84.75
£121-00

Linton Kit ..
Glendale kit ..
Dovedale Kit
GOODMANS
Minister
Havant
Mezzo
Magnum ..
Double Maxim ( teak)
Double Maxim ( white)
Goodwood ( teak) ..
Goodwood ( white)
Dimension 8 ( teak) ..
Dimension 8 ( white)

Our
Price
£18 95
£34 50
£52 95
£35 00
£41-50
£62.50
£77 75
£47 50
£51 50
£91 00
£95 00
£120 00
£130 75

Acoustic Research
products in
stock, full range.
OUR CHARTER

•Full Shop Service
•Full Demonstrations
•Part Exchange
ePhotographic Goods also
taken in exchange

Main agents for: MARANTZ, A.R. PRODUCTS, TRIO, TELEDYNE, KOSS, TEAC-phone for details.

BRISTOL HI-FI CENTRE
26 BROAD STREET -

"HOW TO ORDER AFTER SHOP HOURS"
Phone 0272-20491 give your name, address and credit card
number, we will dispatch within 48 hours (subject to availability) we will confirm your order by letter.

BRISTOL BS1 2HG

Tel. (0272) 297770 Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-6 pm Fri. 9-8 p.m.

JUST ' PHONE YOUR ORDER

The most
expensive hi-fi
in the world may
never play
anote
You bought the ultimate in hi-fl. Great! But when you tried to use it for
the first time, nothing happened. Tough! Unfortunately, although it
breaks our hi-fi hearts, we can't help, because we're too busy installing
systems bought at Telesonic.
We only sell top quality hi-fi equipment, and will install it all ourselves.
If there should be any problems, we soon sort them out for you. At
Telesonic, we take extra care with before and after sales service, so that
the sound quality you enjoy in our demonstration room is reproduced in
your home.
Take advantage of our generous part exchange allowances and you can
reduce the cost of upgrading your hi-fi. If you trade up to Quad, and buy
it at Telesonic, you'll find that your new system will play all the notesfrom 30 Hz to 25 kHz!

169

We are also Agents for Ariston, B & 0,
Harrison, Lux, Nikko, Sony, Sonab and
National Panasonic.

MCDHE
For more information about Quad and
Telesonic, contact: Telesonic Ltd.,
92 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1.
Telephone: 01-636 8177.
Open 9am.6 pm ( Thursdays 9am- 7pm; Saturdays 9am- 1pm)

Introducing the LS 3/
5,
the world's
first bookshelf Monitor Speaker
An entirely new small Monitor
Speaker offering exceptional
performance in relation to size.
For the first time abookshelf
speaker is available capable of a
true monitor standard of
reproduction. The most
remarkable aspect of the overall
performance is the astonishingly
smooth extended bass response,
never before achieved with an
enclosure of such small size.

Designed by the British
Broadcasting Corporation's
Research Department the speaker
is produced under licence from
the BBC and conforms to their
specification LS3/5. All BBC
Monitor Speakers made by us are
measured on Brüel & Kjaer
automatic curve tracing
equipment, installed in our own
anechoic building, and are
supplied with an individual
response curve graph.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION:
Overall Frequency
Response:
Power Handling
Capacity:
Impedance:

8ohms.
71"x 61"x114,"

Recommended U.K. Retail Price:
Per Pair, £ 104 + VAT.
Distribution restricted to appointed Retail
Dealers and Professional Users.

Please send me your colour leaflet describing the LS3/5 in detail. Also
alist of appointed Monitor Dealers.
NAME
ADDRESS

Iam also interested in the larger LS3/6 Monitor Speaker.

25 watts speech and
music.

Overall Dimensions:

Rogers Developments ( Electronics) Limited
I 4-14 Barmeston Road London SE6 3BN. 01-698 7424/4340

111

3DB 80-20,000Hz.
4DB 60-20,000Hz.

ROGERS

Dunn
cEnTil
19

EXPRESS MAIL ORDER
(4 lines) 9a.m - 6 p.m.
01-802 4131
Monday - Saturday
Phone in your order with your Barclaycard or Access
card number.
Or just write in to:

105 LAWRENCE ROAD, LONDON, N15 4ES

HI-FI ( Equipment) LTD.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

List
Price

Cash
Price

AMPLIFIERS
Akai 5200 .. £99.90 £72.50
5500 ..
£129.90 £94.50
5800 ..
£189.90 £138.50
Cambridge P50 £ 104.50 £89.25
P100 .. £ 126.50 £ 116-00
.110 .. £ 152.90 £ 137-75
Ferrograph 307 £74.80 £52.85
Howland West
DA 1000 .. £29.70 £26.00
Keletron KSA
1500 Mk 2 £45.10 £29-99
Leak Delta 30 .. £84.25 £69-50
Delta 70 .. £ 103.53 £85-50
Metrosound
ST2OE .. £43-45 £27.80
ST 20 Mk 2 .. £46.20 £ 30.95
ST 40 .. £59-40 £39.95
ST 60 .. £81.40 £54.70
Nikko TRM 300 £ 41-80 £ 32.50
Pioneer SA500A £60.50 £41-60
Rogers
Ravensbrook £63.25 £48.00
Ravensbourne £82-50 £64-90
Tandberg TA 300 £89.62 £69.95
Carriage & Insurance £ 1.25
TUNERS
Cambr dge T55 £ 104.50 £93.50
Howland West
DA 1000T £ 33-55 £29.35
Leak Delta FM £ 31.55 £67.25
Delta AM/FM £9I-81 £75.75
Metrosound
FMS 20 .. £ 58.30 £39.20
FMS 40 .. £ 58.30 £ 39.20
Pioneer TX500 £88-63 £68.50
Rogers
Ravensbrook £55.00 £43.00
Ravensbourne £67.65 £51.75
Snclair 2000 .. £42.13 £29.95
Carriage & Insurance £ 1.00.
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Akai 8030 .. £ 149.90 £ 109.25
8080 .. £ 189.46 £ 138.00
Goodmans 110 £ 141-32 £ 107.00
Module 80 .. £94.53 £79.50
Module 90 .. £ 120-98 £91.50
Leak 2000 .. £ 168.74 £ 139.25
Rogers
Ravensbrook £ 102.30 £84.50
Carriage & Insurance £ 1-25.

List
Cash
Price
Price
Pioneer SE 30A £ 15-62 £ 10.75
Sennheiser
HD 414 .. £ 16.50 £ 12.35
HD 424 .. £24.20 £ 18.10
Wharfedale
Isodynamic £21.95 £ 17.95
Yamaha HP 900 £23.00 £ 10.10
HP 500 .. £ 15.64 £ 12.95
Carriage & Insurance 50p
SPEAKERS ( pairs)
Celestion
Ditto° 120 .. £ 59.40 £43.60
Ditton 15 .. £79.20 £58.20
Dicton 44. .. £ 127.60
Dicton 25* .. £ 156.20
Ditton 66* .. £242.00 £ 177.00
County .. £52.80 £38.80
Hadley .. £46-20 £ 33-95
Good mans
Havant SL £ 59.55 £43.77
Minister SL £48.24 £ 35-45
Mezzo SL £90-22 £66.30
Magnum SL* £ 113.64 £83.50
Dimension 8. £ 171-31 £ 125.90
Goodwood • . . .
Richard Allan
Minette Mk 2 £34.65 £26.65
Chaconne 2 £42.90 £32.95
Flemenco 2 .. £61.16 £47.00
Pavanne 2 .. £87.78 £67.50
Sardana .. £ 106.26 £81-72
Academy • .. £ 161.70 £ 124-35
Rank Domus 150 £42.50 £32-50
Domus 250 .. £85.50 £65.60
Domus 175 .. £54.50 £41.50
Domus 350. £ 124.50 £95.00
Domus 450* £ 179-50 £ 137.00
Sinclair Q 16 .. £ 16-94 £ 12.95
Tannoy
ir Lancs• £ 158-40 £ 131.00
Ir Chatsworth .. £ 145.20 £ 127.50
Wharfdale
Denton 2 .. £43.09 £34.25
Linton 2 .. £ 53-35 £42.50
Dovedale 3.
£I14.50 £91.00
Glendale 3. .. £79.55 £63.25
Kingsdale 3* .. £ 163-92 £ 130.25
Carriage & Insurance £ 1.50
£3.00*

List
Price
£76-95
£24-95
£46.50
£ 59.95

9403L5+ radio
National RQ3095
RQ443S+ radio
RQ444S + radio
Decca
Legato de lux £37-50
Harmony + radio £52.95
Carriage & Insurance 75p

Cash
Price
£57.95
£22.50
£41-50
£53 50
£32.50
£42-95

TURNTABLES
B.S.R. MP60
chassis .. £ 1+95 £9.15
MP60 TPD I £2+20 £ 15.50
H170 chassis £20.48 £ 13.25
HT70 TPDI £29-16 £ 18.50
810 chassis .. £44-76 £29.40
Base and cover £ 14-84 £ 10.50
710 Chassis .. £ 36.19 £23.50
Base and cover £ 1+84 £ 10.50
Connoisseur BD I
Kit .. £ 13.31 £ 10-50
BD2/SAU2/
base & cover £42-10 £33.30
G
dSP25 Mk
3module with
0800 cart.
Special £ 17.50
AP76 module
with G800
cartridge .. Special £27-50
86513 module £44-34 £31.95
+Shure M75/6 £52-27 £37.50
Zero 1005B
module .. £60.31 £43.45
+Shure M75/6 £71.86 £51.75
SP25 Mk. 4
module .. £25.97 £ 18.50
+Shure M75/6 £33.89 £24.60
401 Transcription £43-66 £31.45
Goldring
GLIOIP/C £33.00 £23-95
GL72
£ 37.29 £27.00
GL72/P £49-50 £35.95
Cover £4-95 £3.50
GL75
£47-19 £34.25
GL75/P £61.05 £44.25
Cover
£5.61 £4.10
GL713/P £74.58 £54.15
GL78P/C .. £82-50 £59.85
GL85P/C .. £ 105-60 £76.65
Pioneer PL I2D £55.64 £38.50
Transcriptors
Reference and
arm .. LI 13-02 £95.90
Reference less
arm
£96-08 £79-95
Saturn with
arm .. £74-08 £65.20
Thorens
TDI60C £78.65 £60.50
TD I
65C .. £67-89 £52.30
TDI25 .. £92.40 £71.20
TDI25AB £ 143-00 £ 110.20
TX25 Cover £9-99 £7-95
TP60 h/shell £4.00 £3-50
Yamaha YP700 £ 137.45 P.O.A.
Carriage & Insurance £ 1.25

List
Cash
Price
Price
CXC 40T • £189.50 £138-00
CXC 38 . £142.49 £ 103-75
National
RS 260US .. £49.95 £44.50
RS 263US dolby £92-95 £82.95
RS 271US
dolby .. £ 124.95 £ 110.95
Phi.ips N2506 .. £70.70 £54.50
N2510 .. £ 137-50 £ 110.00
Tandberg
TCD 300 .. £ 149.49 £ 132-50
Wharfedale DC9 £ 111.40 £87 50
Leak 2002 .. £135.30 £111-75
Carriage & Insurance £ 1.25
TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS
Akai 400005
£109.50 £79.95
172IL
L114.50 £83 50
GXC 2100 .. £209.50 £ 131-50
Re vox
1102/1104* .. £324.50 £292.00
Tandberg334 I
x £ 142.00 £ 123.80
904Ix• .. £239.30 £208-65
Ca ,Tiage & Insurance £ 1-35
£2.50.
J.V.C. 4-CHANNEL
(Watford & Turnpike)
4VR5446 £ 308-00 £229.95
4VR5436 £258.50 £ 192.50
4VN990 .. £251-35 £200.50
4VN880 .. £ 185-35 £ 147.75
4VN550 .. £ 109-45 £87.25
4VR5445 .. £308.00 £246.50
SRP473E
£71-50 £53-25
5911 Remote
control. .. £25-30 £ 18•95
4DD5CD4 demodulator £67.10 £53.75
4MD2OX cartridge
with Shibata £32.01 £2.1.95
4DT2OX & 10X
Shibata £ 18.26 £ 11.95
Carriage & Insurance £ 1-50
•£1-00
Cartridge or stylus 20p

PORTABLE CASSETTES
BASF 9201 .. £59.40 £47.90
9301 radio .. £79.20 £63.85
Philips N2000 .. £14.30 £ 11•60
N2203 .. £26.10 £ 19-45
N2204 .. £32.50 £24.75
N2205 .. £46•20 £37.15
N22Il
£31.60 £25.70
N2225 .. £57-20 £47.15
£23•40 £ 17-60
EL3302
Sanyo M2400FG
+radio .. £47.75 £39.75
JVC 9425LS+
radio .. £70.35 £53.45
9310LS+radio £68.75 £51.75

CASSETTE RECORDERS &
DECKS
Aka, CS3OD .. £85-50 £62.25
CS 33D
GXC 40D .. £89.74 £65.50
GXC 36D .. £ 109.50 £79.75
GXC 40 .. £ 105.71 £77.00
GXC 36 .. £ 1950 £87-00
G XC 45D .. £ 112.29 £81-75
GXC 38D .. £ 135.50 £98.75
GXC 46D .. £ 149-50 £ 109.00
GXC 46 .. £ 159.50 £ 116.25
GXC 650 .. L169.50 £ 123.50

8 TRACK CARTRIDGE
UNITS
Avai CR8I D
£84.10 £61-20
CR8I .. £ 102-89 £97-45
CR8IT .. £ 145-65 £ 106.15
CR8OSS £ 177.60 £ 129.40
CRI3ODSS .. £ 149-88 £ 109-20
JVC CHR2_50UB £90.00 £62.50
EC26I £90.75 £72.75
Sharp RT8IIE £79.50 £62-50
BSR TD85 .. £22-28 £ 15.20
TO83V (Teak) £26.46 £ 17.95
Carriage & Insurance £ 1.25
Cartridges in Makers' boxes
Goldring 0850 £5.77 £3.40
£9.46 £5.90
G800H
£11.55
£
6-85
G800..
0800E
£16-72 £9-65
G820..
£11.00 £7.00
£16-50 £ 10-95
G820E
G820SE
£22.00 £ 15-50
Empire 999XE/X £17-50 £9•45
QE/X
£1+50
arm)
RE/X
£10.75 £3.15
Ortofon
MISE Super.. L38.50 £25-75
£37.40 £24-85
SLI5E
Module
£13.20
£8.96
Shure M3D
£5.61
£+20
£7-26
M44-7
£5-35
M44E
£5.80
£7-92
£6.85
M55E
£8.91
£9-60
M75- B
£12-54
M75E1
£14.19 £10•35

115 Kingsway, WC2
01-405 0446
Close 1p.m. Sat.

152 Rye Lane, 5E15
01-639 2205
Close 1p.m. Thurs.

61 Seven Sisters Road, Ni
01-272 7901
Close 1p.m. Thurs.

857 High Road, N12
01-445 3319
Close 1p.m. Thurs.

49 Londoi Wall, EC2
01-628 0537
Close 1p.m. Sat.

94 The Parade, Watford
Watford 26602
Close 1p.m. Wed.

8 Turnpike Parade, NI5
(Turnpike Lane Stn., Pitt. Line)
01-888 4373 Close 1p.m. Thurs.

4 Hadley Parade High Street
01-449 8278
Close 1p.m. Thurs.

HEADPHONES
Akai ASE II .. £7.98
ASE 20 .. £ 10.89
ASE 22 .. £ 13.09
Howland West
£8.25
CIS 250 ..
CIS 300 .. £10.56
CIS 500 .. £16-50
£7.92
CIS 800
£15-35
Koss K6
K6 L/C
£17-55
KO 727B
£19-80
PRO 4 AA
£34-65
£13.75
K 711
£25-85
KO 747
£64-90
ESP 6
£86-90
ESP 9
HV 1
£27 50
£37.95
PRO 5 L/C
£31-90
K6 LC Q
£53.90
K 2+2
PRO 5Q .. £49.50
KO 747Q .. £46.20
T5D Junction £6.60
T LOA Junction £ 12.65

£5.80
£7.95
£8.90
£5.50
£7•70
£11.55
£5.40
£12.65
£14.50
£16.25
£28.50
£11.50
£21.50
£53.50
£71•50
£22.75
£31.25
£26.25
£44•50
£40.75
£38-00
£5.50
£10.50

SPEAKER KITS ( pairs)
Richard Allan
Twin .. £ 21.89 £ 16.80
Triple 8 .. £ 33.44 £25.75
Triple 12 .. £48.40 £37.22
Super 12 .. £57.75 £44.45
Tannoy IIILZ £88.00 £72.80
12" Mon. Gold £99.00 £81.90
Wharfedale
Linton 2 .. £25.20 £20.00
Glendale 3 .. £46.02 £36.50
Dovedale 3 .. £71.22 £56.75
Carriage & Insurance £ 1.25

List
Price
M75ED £ 17-49
VI5E2 .. £35.30
VI5E3 .. £39-60
Post & Insurance 20p
Styli in Makers' boxes
Goldring D120SR £3-30
D I10Std .. £ 3-30
DI IOSR DIIOH £4.12
DI 10E .. £ 1+30
Shure N3D
£3-96
N44-7 .. £5.28
N44-E
£5-94
N55-E .. £6-93
N75- B .. £6-60
N75ED
£11.55
VNI5E2 .. £ 14-85
VN15E3 £ 1+85
Post & Insurance 10p

Cash
Price
£13 15
£27 75
£28 50
£2.95
£2.95
£3.30
£11-70
£3.05
£3.70
£4-00
£5.35
£5.05
£8.35
£11.55
£11.55

PICK-UP ARMS
Acos Lustre .. £26-95 £23.45
Audio Technica
STI055 £22.79 £ 19.50
Colton MC 101 £26.40 £21-95
Connoisseur
SAU2 .. £ 13.86 £ 10.95
Howland-West
G2OBL £ 16-50 £ 14.50
Lenco GL75 £ 14.85 £ 10.75
GL75 shell .. £2.80 £2.80
S.M.E. 3009 Improved .. £38-12 £32.40
3009/52 Improved .. £41-75 £35-50
S2 Shell .. £3-04 £2.75
PI spacer .. £ 1.65 £ 1.65
Transcriptors 9" £28.05 £24.50
Carriage & Insurance 65p
MISCELLANEOUS
ACCESSORIES
Colton
Magnalift
Precise lift
Varilift
Variscales
12" Antistatic mat ..
Stylus Magnifier x 50
Gripex antislip
Post extra 10p
Transcriptors
Sweep arm ..
Stylus brush ..
Scales ..
Post extra 10p

£3.35
£3.15
£5.15
£1.15
£1.12
£1.10
£0.28

£3 95
£2 25
E3 95

BIB
Groovekleen £ 1.85
Spirit level .. £0.62
Stylus balance £ 1.35
Stylus cleaner .. £0.37
Tape head clean kit .. £0.48
Cassette Head clean .. £0.54
Record care kit .. £2.40
Stereo test cassette .. £2.12
All other accessories available
Post extra 10p
Test Records
Hi -Fi sound HFS69
Shure TER 101
TTR 110 ..
Post extra 10p

£1.22
£1-32
£2.97

WE ARE ACCREDITED
DEALERS FOR ARMSTRONG
ADC. KEF, MORDAUNT-SHORT
BOWERS & WILKINS, SONY,
NATIONAL, BUSH, ARENA

BARCLAYCARD
ACCESS
ACCEPTED

Zr("tC:ti:.a:,`',. ARMSTRONG • ADC • KEF • NIKKO • NATIONAL • SONY • TRIO • YAMAHA
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THE VERY FIRST
SUCCESSFUL ANTI- WARP
RECORD STORAGE

100111
and listen at
Monitor Sound

TIDY

Save up to 25% and more on
Quality Hi -Fi Equipment
• Comparator

RECORD STORAGE SYSTEM
HOLDS
RECORDS
FLAT
AND
UPRIGHT
BETWEEN
CUSHION SPRUNG SUPPORT PANELS ALL THE TIME
PRESSES OUT WARPS

Demonstrations

F.M. Aerials- HeadphonesAccessories etc.

ALL

12 months Free Parts and Labour
• Enquire

about our Free Home

•

Installation Service

TURNTABLES
Garrard SP25 Mk IV module ..
Garrard 86SB module c/w M75/6
Garrard Zero 100SB c/w M93E
Thorens TD160C
Goldring GL75P/C
Goldring GL78P/C
Pioneer PL12D

••
•.
••
.•
••
••

List
Price

Our
Price

£30.22
£55.83
£76.70
£75.08
£67.10
£82.10
£55.97

£21.50
£4000
£55.00
£59.95
£46.00
£57.00
£38.00

..
..
..
..

£47.97
£ 74.80
£46.20
£63.25

£35-50
£59.50
£33.50
£.5o.00

..
..
..
..

£41.51
£61.60
£58.30
£55.00

£30.70
£4900
£42.50
£41.00

L.P. RECORDS ARE THICKEST AT THE CENTRES

THE PADDOCK " tidy" SYSTEM ONLY PRESSES THE CENTRES
TOGETHER, THUS CORRECTING WARPED RECORDS.

• FREE-SLIDING

CONE-SHAPED SPRINGS GUIDED ON RODS
OUTSIDE PERIMETER OF RECORDS DISTRIBUTE EVEN PRESSURE AT ALL TIMES ON CENTRES OF ONE OR ANY NUMBER
OF RECORDS-SUPPORT PANELS ARE INSTANTLY SELFADJUSTING

• NO

PRESSURE ON PLAYING TRACK-CANNOT DAMAGE
RECORDS

• RECORDS

EASILY REMOVED AND REPLACED.
TRIED AND TESTED

AMPLIFIERS
Alba UA700
Eagle AA6S
Metrosound ST2OE Mk II ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Series Ill

FOR

PROVED

..
Compact
..
..

..
..
..
..
..

£94.54 £72.50
£ 170.80 £131.50
£120.99 £92.00
£141.32 £10&00
£102.30 £81.40

PERFECT

AT

LOWEST

COST

PER

RECORD

13r ABOVE BOTTOM ROD TO
TOP OF RECORD
THE

NO

BOTTOM

FUSS

ROD

SYSTEM

HELPS

EASY

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PREVENTS

UNWANTED

RE-

CORDS BEING PULLED OUT.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

THE

ROGERS-GOLDRING-LEAK-METROSOUND-SHARP
COSMOCORD-BSR-WHARFEDALE-THORENS

ONLY

SYSTEM

CORRECT

AND

PRESSURE

ALL

WITH

CONSTANT
THE

TIME

THE MOST COMPACT
RECORD STORAGE SYSTEM
I2- in. CABINET Model ( 1
2C2)
Intl. Polythene Dust Cover. Holds 100
records. 15ex
deep X Ilr high.

13r

AT THE RIGHT PLACE.

ORTOFON-SHURE-GARRARD-CELESTION
S.M.E.-K.M.A.L.-EAGLE-AKAI-I.M.F.

In world wide use by Schools, Universities, Public Libraries and Broadcasting Services,
Reviewed in the past by all the leading Magazines inclucing UNSOLICITED RECOMMENDATIONS from some, such as The Music Teacher. Times Educ. Supplement and others.
Prices subject to alteration without prior notice. Delivery dependant upon supply of
materials.

B. & W.- PIONEER

Monitor Sound
Bill Studios

Send now for details and reviews
of these AND
OTHER DESIGNS.
DEPT. HFN

64 Chapel St., Chorley Te1.71935

Hours Mon Tue -Sat 9-5

STORAGE

LOWEST OVERALL HEIGHT

P.O.A.
£46.20 £34-75
£52.80 £39.50
£79.20 £seixi
£127.60 £95.95
£108.24 £81.00
£121.00 £92.40
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£61.60 £51.70

K.M.A.L.
Rogers Ravensbourne Compact

IN THE TROPICS

"... IT HAS CORRECTED FOUR RECORDS WHICH ICARELESSLY LEFT IN MY CAR TO BAKE IN THE SUN.
Original letters in our possession.

SPEAKERS ( All matched pairs)
B W
.
Celestion Hadleigh
Celestion County
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
Celestion Ditton 44 .
Goodmans Magnum SI_
.
Goodmans Goodwood

YEARS

MIRACLES?
Scores of our customers have claimed that their PADDOCK " tidies"
have corrected badly warped records.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Goodmans Module 80
Goodmans Module 80
Goodmans Module 90
Goodmans Model 110
Rogers Ravensbrook

TWELVE

(THOUSANDS IN USE WITH ORIGINAL SPRINGS)

TUNERS
Alba UA800D AM/FM
Eagle AA8 AM/FM ..
Metrosound IMS 20 Mk II FM ..
Rogers Ravensbrook FM ..

MORE THAN

2/5

•
•
•
•

Name
ADDRESS

Registered in London. No.564820 13 Bedford Rove, London WC1.

To POWER JUDD & COMPANY LIMITED

Thur -Fri 9-8

94 EAST HILL, LONDON SW18, ENGLAND Phone 01-874 0943
172

SONY

THE NAME THAT
MEANS QUALITY

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LEAFLETS AND PRICES
AUDIO SYSTEMS
HMK 20
HMP 20
HMW 20
HP 2114
HP 2394
HP 511A

PORTABLE TV

TUNERS
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

TV9 9OUB
TV 110UK

70
88
5055L
5066
5150

CASSETTE DECK & TUNER
HST 139

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
STR
STR
STR
STR

TURNTABLES
PS 230
PS 5520

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

LOUDSPEAKERS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS

AMPLIFIERS
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA

70
88
1010
1055
1066
1130
1140
1150
3130F
3140F

HP 211

CASSETTE DECKS

6036
6046
6055
6200F

70
510
1055
3005
5008
7100
7200

124CS
129
121
131SD
133CS
134SD
146A
160
161SD

REEL TO REEL
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

COLOUR TV
KV 131OUB
KV 133OUB
KV 181OUB

270
280
330
377
630
850-2

TC 160

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS- ADD £ 1 PER ITEM P & P.

AKAI PRODUCTS
CASSETTE DECKS
CS 30D ..
£61 00
CS 33D ..
£73.00
GXC 36D..
£61.00
GXC 36 ..
£85.00
GXC 38D..
£95.00
GXC 38 ..
.. £99.00
GXC 46 ..
.. £ 112.00
GXC 65D..
.. £ 117.00
GXC 40T
.. £ 126.00
8-TRACK/TUNERS
GXR 82D
CR 81T ..
CR 80SS
CR 80DSS

£85.00
. £ 117.00
£117.00
.. £ 117.00

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
AA 8030
AA 8080 ..

..

.

£99.00
£126.00

SPEAKERS
CSS8 per pair ..
SW155 each ..

£20 00
£60 00

HEADPHONES
ASE 11
ASE 20
ASE 22

£6.00
£7.50
£9.50

•

REEL TO REEL
4000DS
1721L
GX210D
GX400dP

£89.00
£82.00
£121.00
£418.00

AMPLIFIERS
AA 5500
AA 5200
AA 5800

£92-00
£71.00
£97.00
TUNERS

AT 550 ..
AT 580 ..

ROTEL PRODUCTS

.. £ 72 00
.. £ 69 00

111,,

SPECIAL

BARGAINS

RANK AUDIO COMPLETE
SYSTEMS
RA 210T
RX 1504
RX 2504

£61.00
£84.00
£102.00 #

RA
RA
RA
RA
RA

211
311
611
810
1210 ..

£36.00
£49.00
£69.00
£88.00
£110.00

RT
RT
RT
RT

222
322
622 ..
1220 ..

£36.00
£49.00
.. £ 75.00
.. £ 95.00

RX
RX
RX
RX
RX
RX

1504
2004
400A
600A
154A
454

..
..
..
..
..
..

COLOUR
BUSH
CT 1226C
CTV 1120
CTV 1122
CTV 1123
CTV 1222
CTV 1526

26"
23"
22"
26"
22"
26"

..
..
..
..
..
..

TV

.•
•.
.•
••

£278.00
£201 00
£232-00
£255.00
£223.00
£286 00

MITSUBISHI
£212 00

..
..
..
..
..
..

£ 53.00
£ 63 00
£ 78.00
£ 111.00
£ 99.00
£ 145.00

RH 430 ..
RH 630 ..
RH 700

£4.40
£6.75
£9.90

All products carry 12 months labour and parts guarantee.
All prices include V.A.T. We reserve the right to amend prices
without prior notice. E. & O. E.

MARCONI
£180.00
£231.00
£258.00

4713
4715
4717
KORTING

£260 00
£291 00
PHILIPS
550
551
552
553
554
526
527

22.. •
22 ..
22" .. .
22" .. .
22" .. •
26" .. •
26" .. •

.
•
•
.
.
.

£198.00
£200.00
£203.00
£220.00
£198.00
£233.00
£245.00

BERNARD LEIGH ( ELECTRICAL)
13 HIGH STREET, YIEWSLEY, MIDDLESEX
We are opposite West Drayton Railway Station

173

Tel: West Drayton 46237 &. 49420

1=1
you can afford
THE GREAT NAMES
System I
National Technics SU3000 Stereo Amplifier.
AR7 Speakers.
Beogram 1202. On this system YOU COULD SAVE £24.95.
If supplied with Hitachi 252D Stereo Cassette Deck you coold
save £32-75.

4System 2

Sonab R4000/2 Receiver. Sonab 855 Turntable.
Sonab 0A4 Speakers. On this system YOU
COULD SAVE £63.10. If supplied with Technics R5271US Dolby Stereo Cassette Deck you
could save £78.59.

System 4
Sony TA70 Amplifier. AR7 Speakers. Beogram
1001 Turntable. On this system YOU COULD
SAVE £ 17.74.
If supplied with Sony TC 121
Stereo cassette deck you could save £23.86.

System 3
Marantz 2220 Receiver. Trio 2022 Turntable.
Beovox 2702 Speakers. On this system YOU
COULD SAVE £36-50.
If supplied with Hitachi 2000D Dolby Cassette
Deck, you could save
al- SO.

rr

THE HI- Fl CLINIC
is a unique service staffed by experts
and equipped with the most modern
facilities for locating and rectifying
equipment faults. This speedy and
moderately priced service is availab.e
to all enthusiasts wherever their
equipment was purchased. Telephone:
Chelmsford 61006.

Çc

c

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.
TANDBERG

Dual
Ampex.

Quad *YAMAHA
Gow

A.
2tAlsr:

en

IB&W TEAC.

marantz scan- ca
Cambridge
National.

Audio.
Nivico.

SONY

,

Bang dOlutsen

Harman
Ortofon.

I TRIO

Kardon.

Hi -Fi

Revox. Shure.

Aids.

Koss.

Uher.

Phone us for best prices and availability
Open till 7 o'clock Fridays, Both shops.

Hifi Centre HFN 54 6 Cornhill
Chelmsford Essex Tel: Chelmsford 57593
174

Access and Barclaycard welcome.
Cheques accepted with Bank Card.
H.P. and Personal Loans available.
Prices correct as at 23.3.74.
All offer subject to
ty E. & 0.E.

CHELMSFORD'S
MAJOR SOUND
CENTRES MEET IN
THE MIDDLE

Ge‘
tieu
„,,

Rush

Audio
DISCOUNTS

RANK ROTEL
AUDIO SYSTEM
Limited
quantity.
Rank
Rotel Speakers. Rotel 150A
Receiver. Rank Rotel Turntable.
RUSH PRICE £94.20.
Carriage and Insurance £3-00.
FREE Stereo Headphones
with this system worth £6.90.

SPECIAL OFFER!
Teleton NM33 Mag. Cart.

Only 1C1-99 post free.

ROTEL BARGAIN
RA3I0 Amplifier.

sseje

urs

13 "'"DiSCOUN

Pk

TO BENEFIT YOU,

CUSTOMER

NEW RAD 5000 SYSTEM
Introducing the 100% British Made New
Amstrad 5000 LW/MW/FM/MPX, 50 watt
RMS Receiver with Quadra Sound. Unbeatable
Specification at the Price. An irresistible system
at our fantastic low price. Featuring the new
Amstrad 5000 Tuner Amplifier. A real good
looker, in a silky finish Teak cabinet. A three
wave band receiver with MW. LW and FM
Stereo, switching for FM Muting, Scratch filter,
Rumble Filter, Loudness Control, Magnetic or
Ceramic Cartridge and Mono/Stereo Switch.
Slide Controls for Bass, Treble and Middle Con trois. Separate Slide Volume Controls for each
channel. New Garrard SP25 Mk. 4 Turntable
in De-luxe Teak finish base with cover. Fitted
with Goldring G800 Cart. Wharfedale Linton
2 speakers in Teak finish. So good we need
say no more. Save over £65-00.
RUSH SPECIAL OFFER
£109.76. P & P £3.50.

Price

Only

AMSTRAD
BARGAINS
1C2000 Mk. I, £26.90. IC2000
Mk. Il, £28.75. Integra 4000
Mk. 1, £23.58. Integra 4000
Mk Il, £24.58. 3000 FM Tuner,
£24.90. P & Pall above £1.25.
New Mod. 5000 Receiver,
£59.90. P & P £1.50.

SPECIAL OFFER

GREAT HALF

PHILIPS SYSTEM

PRICE OFFERS

RH 781 Tuner Amp. 4 wave
band and GA 146 Turntable
inc. Cart., £94.49. Pair Rush
138 Speakers, £24-00.
List
Price £ 101149. Limited quantity. P & P £3-00.

RUSH

PRICE £63.24

When you purchase any 10
Rush " Audio" Compact Cassettes Unique Revolving Cassette Stand. Ho ds 20 Cassettes!
Only £2.25+35p P & P.

Few only £ 5.48
BUSH ARENA

SHURE

30 Watts RMS. Stereo Amplifier.

CARTRIDGES
M75/E.1 Il. £7.20. M75/ED Il,
ES! 50. M55 E Il, £5•05. VIS
Type Ill, £26.50. P & P 25p.

£9.25 only from Rush

FM Stereo Tuner in Teak
Case. Push Button Tuning.
Complete with RibbonAerial.
List Price £33.00.

Universal Cassette Rack.

P & P £1.50

Only 29p+5p P & P.
Interlocking Rack holds 5
cassettes with or without
Library Cases.

SPECIAL OFFER
Metrosound ST2OE Amplifier.

GOLDRING 800

Only £26.40

Magnetic Cartridge

P & P £1.50.

Akai AA 5200 ..

Also G820 for just

£r20

"GARRARD"
BARGAI NS

Figure

Sharp

for only £25.85.

AMPLIFIERS
P & P £125

Only 0-30

P & P 25p each

Calculator

New SP25 Mk. 4, with base
and cover and G800 Cartridge.

Brilliant 3

at a time display, with big,
bright, easy- read figures.

Rush
Price
only
£17.25

Also available with
M75/65 Cartridge.

£17•98
P & P £1.50

Or, how about? . .

Rush Price only £23-00

P & P £150

12

III

Free Exchange after Seven Days if not Highly
Delighted.

P & P £1.50

TELETON GA202

oUR

Shure

£98.23

Brahams 8A8OU

£27.90

Cambridge P 50 ..

P.O.A.

Keletron KSA 1000
Mk II

£24.95

Keletron KSA 1500
Mk II

£28.25

Leak Delta 30/70 ..

P.O.A.

Pioneer SA 500

£39.50

Rotel RA 210

£26.62

Rotel RA 211

£36.00

Rotel RA 311

£50-68

Rotel RA 611

£73.35

Rotel RA 1210

£115•70

Sansui AU 101

£41-58

Sansui AU 505

£67-20

Sansui AU 555A .

£91.34

Teleton SAQ 206B

£23.79

Teleton GA 202

£29.25

Trio KA 2002 ..

£42 25

Trio KA 4002 ..

£52-80

Save over 30%. All unas
constructed in strong brushed aluminium cabinets. Antislip rubber pads on the base.
Mod 790. List Price £5.06.
Enables two stereo phone
sets to be connected to an
amp with one outlet. Switchs
from speakers to phones or
combines
both.
RUSH
PRICE £2.95.
Mod 791, List Price
Enables two stereo phone
sets or two loudspeaker pairs
to be connected to an amp
which has only one outlet.
Switches from speakers to
phones or combines both.
RUSH PRICE £4.45.
Mod 792. List Price £9•35.
As above, but facility to
monitor one pair of remote
loudspeakers through one
headset.
Complete
with
speaker
volume
controls.
RUSH PRICE £5.69.
Mod 794. List Price £7.26.
Any combination of three
pairs of stereo speakers can
be obtained with this unit.
Complete with headphone
outlet. RUSH PRICE £4.45

ê
j
f,

Postage 35p per unit. All
speaker connections
DIN.
Headphone sockets standard
stereo Jack Plugs.

RUSH " AUDIO
COMPACT CASSETTES
With Five Screw fixing, in
Library Box with Index Card.
1of
lOof
C60
26p £2.70
C90
39p £3.80
C120
49p £4.75
Singles P & P 5p; 10 of Post
Free.

Rush Audio Discounts H FN 54 74 Baddow Road
Chelmsford Essex Tel: Chelmsford 64393
175

SOUND SELECTOR
UNITS

t
opit.!e'

£74-49

Akai AA 5500 ..

MMMMMMMMMMMMM 1111

STEREO TUNERS
P & P £1-50
Akai AT 550
£75.49
Akai AT 580
£105.42
Amstrad 3000
£24.90
Leak FM ..
P.O.A.
Nikko FAM 300 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX 500A ..
£57.28
Rotel 1220
£97.80
Rotel 222 ..
£36.00
Rotel 322 ..
£52-08
Rotel 622 ..
£77-94
Sansui TU 505
£65•90
Sansui TU 666 ..
£83•67
Teleton GT 202 ..
£32.15
ALL PRICES
V.A.T.

INCLUDE

OPEN UNTIL
7 o'clock FRIDAYS,
both shops

TAPE DISCOUNT HOUSE

7 CRANFORD AVENUE, LONDON N13 4NY

Q. What have Aylesbury

PRICE LIST
TAPES

Blackpool,Birkenhead
and Liverpool got in
common?
A

Scotch
Dynarange
Long Play
900'
5)"
1200'
1800'
81"
2400
104"
3600'
Double Play
1200'
5)"
1800'
7"
2400'

Philips

BASF L/H

Memorex

£1.45
£1.69
£2.35
£2.91
-

£1.26
£1.48
£2-11
-

£1.57
£1.76
£2.50
-

£1.45
£2.24
-

£1.76
£2-40
£2.95

£1A5
£2-33
£2.81

£1.80
£2.49
£3.10

El 611

-

£4-51

-

£2 85

CASSETTES

In each of these towns there is aTelesound branch.
A bright modern showroom offering awide choice
of Hi Fi & Audio systems & separates from the
worlds leading manufacturers. All of which can be
seen and more important - heard in comfort.
We've staff who know what they're talking about;
who'll give you genuine and reliable advice.
We've prices that are keen - very keen.
We've afirst rate after sales service.
But don't take our word for it come along to
Telesolinci - see
hear for yourself.

Now available....

Telesound
speakers

IS 10 2 speaker system
10 watts RMS-20 watt
peak 6'4" dia.Bass Mid
Range Speakers & 31
4"
dia Tweeter. ,
only £24 per pair
TS 20 3 speaker system
20 watts RMS 40 watt
,'" dia. Bass
peak Two 61
Mid Range Speakers &
one 3%," dia Tweeter.
only £32.50 per pair.
IS 30 3 speaker system
30 watts RMS-60 watt
peak One 8" dia. Bass
Unit One 5" dia. Mid
Range, One 3`4" dia.
Tweeter.
only £39.50 per pair.

AYLESBURY:
22/24, Cambridge Street. Tel.Aylesbury 86948
BIRKENHEAD: 231. Grange Road. Tel. 051 647 6224
BLACKPOOL: 31, Birley Street Tel. Blackpool 27955
LIVERPOOL: 161, Market Square, St-John's Centre
Tel. 051-709 6586

telesound

Scotch
Dynarange

Philips

BASF
L/H

BASF
LIN
SM

C.30
C.45
C.60
C.90
C.120
C.I80

£0.50
£0-64
£0-88
-

£0.54
£0.76
£1.01
-

£0.50
£0.56
£0.74
£1.02
-

£0-70
£is9
£1.23
-

£0.50
£0.55
£0-82
£1.05
£2.26

CrO,
C.45
C.60
C.90
C.I20

-

£0.94
£1-21
-

-

£104
£1.30
£1.65

£1.17
£149
-

TDK: D TDK: SD TDK : ED

-

-

Memorex
MRX2

£0-82
£1-12
£149
-

£0.96
£1.08
£1A9
-

£0-47
£0.56
£0.65
£0.82
£1•10

-

-

CO 79
CO 95
El 20

£0.73

8-TRACK CARTRIDGES
45 min.
Scotch
£ 1.12
Memorex .. .. £ 1.10

64 min.

90 min.

£1-20

£1.32
£1.31

Terms: Prices include VAT-POST FREE. Applicable to cash orders U.K. Mainland
only. CASH WITH ORDER.
MAIL ORDER ONLY

PLUGS &

LEADS

RECORD CARE
Cecil Watts Dust Bug ..
Parastatic Disc Preener
Antistatic Fluid ..
Dust Bug Spares ( Brush and
Roller) ..

Plugs
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack
Pack

107 5-pin Din ..
108 3-pin Din ..
135 4" Jack ..
130 r Jack Stereo ..
103 Loudspeaker Plug
100 Phono Plug
230 3-pin Socket ..
236 5-pin Socket ..
234 Loudspeaker Socket

2Sp
209
309
SOp
209
10p
259
3Sp
35p

15p

CASSETTE TAPES
Audio Magnetics. C60-3 for £ 1-00;
6 for £ 1•90; 10 for £3-20; 20 for
£6.30.
Cassette Caddy-£ 1-20.
Cassette Head Cleaner-35p.

Zonal Ilford Tape

Ready -made leads

5" Standard 600 ft...
Standard 900 ft.
7" ( Plain boxed) 1200 ft. ..
7" ( Westminster
Boxed)
1800 ft.
..
7' Reel of Leader Tape ( blue
or green) ..

[ 1.25
75p

HEADPHONES
Sennheiser HD414
AKG K50
Beyer DT48S

£12.50
£6.50
£35-00

DIAMOND STYLI

MICROPHONES

8TA; 9TA; 9TAHC; GP9I; ST4; ST9;
EV26; GCB-All at 80p each.
Double Diamond-£ 1.25
Diamond suitable for Orbit NM22;
G800; M3D-£2.25 each.

AKG 0109
AKG D202E1
AKG DI90C
AKG 0190E
AKG D224
Sennheiser MD21 IN
Sennheiser MD4I3N
Sony ECM 50.. ..
Audio RMS7F Radio Mit.

CARTRIDGES
£6.00
£4.00

••
••
••
••
.•
••
•.
••

£12 65
£43.45
£18-70
£20-00
£55.00
£49.50
£29.70
£93.00
£231.00

SPEAKERS

woo
£.00

E.M.I. 350 Kit 8 ohms .. £8.20
E.M.I. 450 Kit 8 ohms .. £4.50
All prices include VAT and postage.

£1.50
£1.25

Prices correct at time of going to pres

J. J. Francis

25p
SOp
60p

sr

3- pin to 3- pin Din ..
70p
3- pin to open end ..
55p
5- pin to 5- pin Din ..
E1.00
5- pin to open end ..
70p
5- pin to 4 phono plugs .. £ 1.00
All leads approximately 6ft. in length.
Speaker lead Din to spade
12 ft. ..
Sep
Extension lead Din plug to
socket 12 ft.
80p

Goldring 0800
Orbit NM22
Shure 75/6
Sonotone 9TAHC ( Diamond)
Sonotone 8T4A ( Diamond)
Ronette 105 ( Diamond) ..

£ 1-20
4Sp
20p

but subject to change wothout notice.

(
WOOD GREEN) Ltd.

MANWOOD HOUSE, MATCHING GREEN, HARLOW,
ESSEX CMI7 ORS

Telephone: Matching 476

MARBLE ARCH

CAMERA AND HI-FI
DISCOUNT CENTRE

38 EDGWARE RD., W2 2EH
01-723 3071

List
Price
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
£81.95
Akai 5200 .. £93.50
Akai 5500 .. £ 118.80
Akai 5800 .. £ 178.20
Cambridge P50 ..
Cambridge P100 .. £ 126.50
Cambridge PI10 .. £ I52-90
Ferrograph 307 Mk 2 £74.80
Howland-West DA I
000 £29-70
Keletron KSAI500
Mk 2
£45.10
Leak Delta 30 .. £76.89
Leak Delta 70
£94.49
Metrosound ST2OE .. £43.45
ST20 Mk 2 .. .. L46.20
ST40 Mk 2 .. £62.15
ST60 Mk 2 .. £85.80
Pioneer SA500A £60.50
Quad 33/303 .. £ 1250
Rogers Ravensbrook £63-25
Rogers Ravensbourne £82.50
Tandberg TA300 .. £89.62
Carriage & Insurance £ 1-25
TUNERS
Cambridge T55 .. £ 104.50
Howland-West
DA1000T £ 33-55
Leak Delta FM .. £74.43
Leak Delta AM/FM .. £83.79
Metrosound FMS20 £61.05
Metrosound FMS40 £61.05
Nikko FAM500 £79.20
Pioneer TX500 .. £83.63
Quad FM3 .. £68.20
Rogers Ravensbrook £55.00
Rogers Ravensbourne £67-65
Sinclair 2000/3000 .. £42.13
Carriage & Insurance £ 1-00

Cash
Price
P.O.A.
£66.00
£84.00
£126.50
£84•25
£116•00
£147•75
£52•85
£24.75
£27.95
£61•50
£75.60
£26-95
£30.95
£41-75
£56.95
£40.25
£108.95
£47 30
£61.40
£69.95

£93 50
£27 85
£61.25
£68.50
£41.50
£41.50
£56.95
£61-40
£41.75
£51-10
£30-75

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA8030 .. £140.48 £99•35
Akai AA8080 .. £ 178.07 £ 125.95
Goodmans 1-10 .. £ 130.85 £96.95
Goodmans Module 80 £87.54 £66.25
Goodmans Module 90 £ 112.03 £87.50
Leak 2000 .. [ 15+00 £ 128.50
Carriage & Insurance £ 1-50
SPEAKERS ( pairs)
Celestion Ditton 120 £59.40 £43 60
Dicton 15 .. [79.20 £56-00
Ditton 44 .. £ 127.60 £90 25
Dicton 25
£ 156.20 £ 110•45
Ditton 66 .. £242.00 £ 171•25
County .. £52.80 £37•35
Hadley .. £46.20 £32.65
Goodmans Havant SL £57-82 £42-50
Minister SL .. £48-24 £35.45
Mezzo Ill
£78.54 £57.75
Mezzo SL
[87.60 £65-95
Magnum K2 .. £ 101-64 £69-95
Magnum SL .. £ 108-24 £81-75
Goodwood .. £ 121.00 £84-75
Richard Allan
Minette Mk 2 .. £3+65 £2645
Chaconne Mk 2 .. £4190 £32-95
Flamenco Mk 2 .. £61-16 £47.00
Pavanne Mk 2 .. £87-78 £67.50
Sardana.
[ 106.26 £81.72
Academy. £ 161.70 £ 124.35
Rank Domus 150 .. £ 39.90 £29.35
Rank Domus 175 .. £ 49.90 £36•65

List
Cash
Price
Price
Rank Domus 250 .. £79.90 £58-75
Rank Domus 350. .. £ 109.90 £80.75
Rank Domus 450. .. £159.90 £117.50
Sinclair QI6
£ 16.78 £ 12.40
Tannoy III LZ incl.• £ 11+40 £94.60
Tannoy Ir Lancs. • £ 1580 £ 131•00
Tannoy 12"
Chatsworth. .. £ 145.20 £ 127 50
Wharfedale Denton 2 £39-33 £30 60
Linton 2
..
£48.69 £37 85
Melton 2' .. £77.00 £59•85
Dovedale 3* .. £ 10+50 £81-25
Carriage & Insurance £2.50 .£3.50
SPEAKER KITS ( pairs)
Richard Allan Twin .. £21.89
Triple 8
£33.44
Triple 12 .. £48.40
Super 12 .. [ 57.75
Tannoy Ill LZ chassis
aeoo
Tannoy I Mon. Gold. £99.00
Carriage & Insurance £ 1-25 .£ 1-75

r

£16 80
£25 75
£37 22
£44-45
£72.80
£81.90

TURNTABLES
B.S.R. MP60 chassis .. £ 14.95
£9 15
MP60 TPD1 .. £24.20 £15 50
HT70 Chassis .. £20.48 £13 25
HT70 TPD I .. £29-16 £18 50
810 chassis .. £44.76 £29 40
Base and cover .. £ 14.84 £10.50
710 chassis .. £36.19 £23 50
Base and cover .. £ 14.84 £10 SO
Connoisseur BDI Kit £ 13-31
£10.25
B02/SAU2/base and
cover .. [4210 £32.30
G
d SP25 Mk 3
Module with G800
Cartridge .. Special £17.25
AP76 Module with
G800 cartridge .. Special £26.95
86SB Module .. £44.34 £31.95
+Shure M75/6 .. £52-27 £37.50
Zero 10058 Module £60-31
£43.45
+Shure M75/6 .. £71.86 £51-75
SP25 Mk 4 Module £25.97 £18-50
+Shure M75/6 .. £33.89 £24 SO
401 Transcription .. £4166 Or 45
Goldring GLIOI P/C £3100 £22•19
GL72• • £ 37.29 £25-08
GL72/P• • £ 49.50 £33.30
Cover
•. £495
£3•35
GL75 .. £47.19 £31-75
GL75/P•. £ 61.05 £41 10
Cover• • £ 5.61
£3-80
GL78/P• • £ 7+58 £50-20
GL78 P/C•. £ 82-50 £55-50
GL85 P/C .. • • £ 105.60 £71.05
Pioneer PLI2D • • £55.64 £37.95
Transcriptors
Reference and arm LI 13.02 £93 75
Reference less arm £96.08 £79.95
Saturn with arm .. £7+80 £64 00
Thorens TDI60C £78.65 £58-50
Thorens TD165C £67419 £50-45
Thorens TDI25 £92.40 £68 60
Thorens TD125AB .. £ 143.00 £106.20
Thorens TX25 cover £9.99
£7.95
Thorens TP60 h/shell £4.00
£3.50
Carriage & Insurance £ 1-25
HEADPHONES
Akai ASE 11 ..
Akai ASE 20 ..
Akai ASE 22 ..

£7.98 £5.80
L10.89
£7-95
[13-09 £8-90

List
Price
Howland-West
CI5250 . • £8.25
CIS300 •. £ 10.56
CIS500
£ 16.50
CIS800 • • £7.92
CIS1000 . • £ 11.55
CIS2000 £23.10
Koss K6
£ 13.75
Koss K6L/C
£ 15.40
Koss K0727B.. £ 18.15
Koss PRO4AA £ 30.80
Koss K7Il
£ 11.00
Koss K0747 .. £22.00
Koss HVI
£22.00
Koss PROS L/C
£33.00
Koss K6LCQ
£22.00
Koss K 2+2 .. £49-50
Pioneer SE20A .. £9.75
Pioneer SE30A .. £ 15.62
Sennheiser HD4 I
4 .. £ 16.50
Sennheiser HD424
Wharfedale Isodynamic £21-95
Yamaha HP900 .. £23.00
Yamaha HP500 .. £ 15-64
Carriage & Insurance 50p

PORTABLE CASSETTES
BASF 9201
£59-40
BASF 9301+ radio .. £79.20
Philips N2000 .. £ 14-30
Philips N2203 £26-10
Philips N2204 .. £32.50
Philips N2205 .. £46.20
Philips N22Il .. £31.60
Philips N2225 .. £57.20
Philips EL3302 • • £230
Sanyo M2400FG+ radio £47.75
JVC 9425LS + rad io £70.35
JVC 9310LS+ radio .. £6815
JVC 9403LS + radio .. £76.95
Carriage & Insurance 75p

Cash
Price
£5•10
£6.50
£10.25
£5-40
£7.20
£17.75
£10.95
£12-26
£14.85
£24.75
£8.95
£18•10
mem
nest)
£18.10
£39-60
£6•95
men
£12.35
£18.10
meses
£19-10
£12.95

£47•90
£63•85
£11•40
£19.25
£24.50
£36.95
£25.50
£46.95
£17-40
£39-25
£52•45
£51.75
£57.95

CARTRIDGES IN MAKERS BOXES
Goldring G850
£5.77 £3.40
Goldring G800H £9.46 £5.90
Goldring G800
£ 11-55 £6•85
Goldring G800E £ 16-72 £9.65
Goldring G820 • • £ 11.00 £6.85
Goldring G820E •. £ 16.50 £ 10.25
Goldring G820SE . • £22.00 £ 14.95
Empire 999XE/X • • £ 17.50 £9.15
Empire QE/X .. £ 14.50 £5.95
Empire RE/X• • £ 10.75 £3.65
Ortofon MISE Super £38.50 £25•75
Ortofon SL I5E
£37.40 £24.85
Module ..
£13.20
£8.95
Shure M3D
£5.61 £4.20
Shure M44-7 .. £7-26 £4-50
Shure M44- E
£7.92 £5-70
Shure M55-E
£8.91 £5.50
Shure M75- B
£ 12.54 £ 430
Shure M75 El
£ 14.19 £8•90
Shure M75 ED
£ 17.49 £ 10.85
Shure VIS E2.. £ 36.30 £25.25
Shure V15 E3.. £ 39.60 £27.75
Post & Insurance 20p

STYLI IN MAKERS BOXES
Goldring D120SR .. £- 30
DI 10Std
£3.30
DI 10SR DIIOH .. £4.12
DUDE
£ 14.30

£2-95
£2-95
£3-30
£11.70

Shure N3D
Shure N44-7 ..
Shure N44- E
Shure N55- E
Shure N75-8 ..
Shure N75 EJ
Shure N75 ED
Shure VNI5 E2
Shure VNI5 E3
Post & Insurance 10p

List
Prize

Cash
Price
£3.00
£3.65
£3.95
£5.25
£S-05
£8.25 £6-00
£11.55 £8-35
£14-85 £ 11.45
£14.85 £ 11.45

• £3.96
• . £5.28
• • £5.94
.• £6.93
• • £6.60

8 TRACK CARTRIDGE UNITS
Akai CR81D
£84.10 £61.20
Akai CR81 .... £10289 £74.95
Akai CR8IT
£ 145-65 £ 106.15
Akai CR8OSS .. £ 177.60 £ 129.40
Akai CR8ODSS .. £ 149-88 £ 109.20
JVC CHR25OUB £90.00 £62.50
JVC EC26I
£72-75
Sharp RT811E £79-50 £62-50
£22.28 £ 15.20
BSR TD83V (Teak) .. £26.46 £ 17•95
Carriage & Insurance £ 1-25

PICKUP ARMS
Acos Lustre .. £26.95
Audio Technica STI055 £22.79
Colton MC101 .. £26.40
Connoisseur SAU2 £ 13.86
Howland-West G20 BL £ 16.50
Lenco GL75
£ 14.85
Lenco GL7S Shell .. £2.80
S.M.E. 3009 Improved £38.12
S.M.E. 3009/52 I
m proved [41.75
SME S2 Shell
£3.04
SME PI Spacer .. £ 1.65
Transcriptors 9" .. £20.85
Carriage & Insurance 65p

£23•45
£19.50
£21.95
£10.95
£14.50
£10.75
£2.80
£32.40
£35.50
£2 75
£1•65
£24-50

CASSETTE RECORDERS & DECKS
Aka, CS3OD
.. £77.50 £56.50
Akai CS330
.. £95.50 £69-50
Akai GXC 360
.. £99.50 £72.50
Akai GXC 36 .
.. L109-50 £79-80
Akai GXC 40T
.. £ 157.40 £ 114 70
Akai GXC 38D
.. £124.50 £90.70
Akai GXC 45D
. . £ 112.28 £81-85
Akai GXC 460
.. £ 131.09 £95.99
Akai GXC 46..
.. £ 143.30 £ 104.40
Akai GXC 65D
.. £ 145-18 £ 105 80
Sharp 423E ..
.. £56.93 £41 25
Sharp 442H ..
.. £64.96 £47 85
Philips N2506
.. £70.70 £54 50
Philips N2510 £ 137.50 £ 110.00
Tandberg TCD300 .. £ 149.49 £ 130.35
Wharfedale DC9 .. £ 111.40 £87.50
Yamaha TB700 .. £ 173.67 P.O.A.
Trio KX7010A .. £75.90 P.O.A.
[ 126.50 P.O.A.
Trio KX700
Carriage & Insurance £ 1•25

TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS
Akai 400005 £97.50 £ 69.95
Akai I
721L . [ 10+50 £75.95
Akai GX 2100 .. £209-50 £ 152.65
Revox 1102/1104. .. £ 306.90 £276 25
Tandberg 2041 .. £ 136.95 £ 112.95
Tandberg 3341 .. £ 142.00 £ 123.80
Tandberg 9041. .. £239.30 £208•65
Carriage & Insurance £ 1.35 •£2.50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

PRICES
BY REQUEST

KEF-SONY-YAMAHA-TRIO
ARMSTRONG-NIKKO-NATIONAL
-.7

I

We reserve the right
to
amend
prices

without

E. & 0.E.

prior

notice

hi

THE CADAC CONSOLE AT SCORPIO SOUND

We know you can't afford equipment as sophisticated
as the recording studio, but Teleton
give you the chance to enjoy its reproduction.
Listen to our range below— it sounds as good as it looks!

TFS 55 Hi Fi Stereo Tuner/Ampiifier

GT 202 Stereo Tuner

SAO 307 Stereo Amplifier

GA 202 Stereo Amplifier

SAO 206B Stereo Amplifier

0

Electro ( UK )Company Limited
SEETHE To:-Teleton
Teleton House Waterhouse Lane Chelmsford
CM I3DW
WHOLE Essex
Please send me theTeleton range booklet.
SHOW IN
0R FREE Address
BOOKLET
Name

HI N I
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er-) Teleton
Better Sound

for your Pounc

CLEAR TONE HI- F1L
TD.
AMPLIFIERS

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

AFTER SALES SERVICE

ARMSTRONG 621

WE ONLY SELL GOODS THAT WE CONSIDER TO BE RELIABLE
AND BACKED BY REPUTABLE MANUFACTURERS
A WIDE SELECTION ON DEMONSTRATION
AND
IN
STOCK

WE GUARANTEE TO PROVICE PARTS & LABOUR FREE
OF CHARGE
OR 12 MONTHS ON ANY ITEM
PURCHASED FROM
CLEARTONE AND RETURNED TO US AS FAULTY

ACCESSORIES
TUNERS
SPEAKER KITS
HEADPH ONESCASSETTES ( Blank)
CARTRIDGES ( Blank)
GROOVEKLEENS
STYLUS BALANCE
V.H.F. AERIALS All normally stocked.

LATE NIGH'S THURSDAY FRIDAY UNTIL

8

ARM', TRONG

625

%MOM
A WIDE SELECTION ON DEMONSTRATION
AND
IN
STOCK

CARTRIDGES
SHURE &
GOLDRING
RANGE
STOCKED
ALL
AT
SPECIAL
PRICES— ALSO STYLUS

P.M.

TITAN SHOPPING CENTRE
Wyke 0274 673966
3 min. from J26 M62
A58 towards Halifax

166 Blackburn Road, Bolton
Reg. Office and Shop
0204 22636 or 31423
5min. from M62 on Link Road

BIRMINGHAM
LIVERPOOL

Myrtle Parade, Myrtle St. 7.
051 709 4570
8min. from M53 Wirral.

KINGSTANDING CENTRE
021 354 4603
6 min. from M6 J7 or J6

MiS5

LONDON
GROVE MARKET PLACE

The Courtyard Development
Eltham SE9
01-859-3406
5min. from M2'A2

IRLAM SHOPPING CENTRE
Liverpool Rd., ' Ham
061 775 5822
3min. from M63 on A57

CASSETTES
Al•ai GXC46D
Akai 4000DS .
Sharp RT442H

..
..

Rec.
Retail
Price

TURNTABLES

SPEAKERS
Wharfedale Denton ..
Wharfedale Linton ..
Celestion County ..
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
Goodmans Mezzo 2 SL
All matched pairs

£43-09
£53.35
£61.49
£EIT89
£90 82

Garrard 401 ..
Garrard SP25/4 Module
Garrard AP86 SB Mod.
Pioneer PLI2D ..
Goldring GL75P/C ..
Garrard Zero 100SB Mod.
Thorens TD160AB/C

Our

Price
C160-50 £ 116 00
£132-50 £ 85 00
£64-95 ES I00

£32
£39
£44
£64
£68

50
SO
00
00
00

PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.

Specialists in
Hi -Fi Equipment

BARCLAYCARD

ACCESS

16
£30.22
£47.90
£56.97
L47

£ 66-66
£ 65-14
£ 8-65

£32-00
£21- SO
£34-00
638.00
£44.00
£4900
£59.00

SPEAKERS
R. Allan Pavan,. 2 . £ 87 78 £ 64.00
Celestion Dicton 44 .. £ 145•09£ 112.00
Goodmans Magnum SL £ 113.64 £87.00
Goodmans Minister SL £ 48-24 £ 6.50
All matched pairs.

CREDIT FACILITIES

MAIN AGENTS FOR

DEMONSTRATIONS

A. R.,
CAMBRIDGE,
SONY,
PYE/
ECHO, ARMSTRONG,
BOWERS &
VVILKINS,
RICHARD ALLAN,
J. E.
SUGDEN, MORDAUNT-SHORT, TRIO,
SANSUI. LEAK. I.M.F., MARTIN, SCAN
DYNA. TRANSCRIPTORS.

ALL SHOPS HAVE FIRST CLASS FAOLITIES
FOR EASY COMPARISON OF EQUIPMENT
MOST OF WHICH IS ON PERMANENT
DISPLAY. PERSONAL ATTENTION. AMPLE
PARKING SPACE. FREE TECHNICAL ADVICE

THORENS,
SME,
GOODMANS,
GOLDRING,
BSR,
GARRARD,
ROGERS,
SHURE,
PIONEER
CELESTION,
METROSOUND
AKAI WHARFEDALE

CLEARTONE OFFER SERVICING
FACILITIES ON EQUIPMENT
PURCHASED ELSEWHERE OF THE
ABOVE MANUFACTURERS

HOURS OF BUSINESS
CLOSED
OPEN: 9-5.30 Tues.,
9-8.00 Thur.,
MONDAY
9-5.00 Sat.

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO MANUFACTURERS INCREASES AND
INCLUDE V.A.T.
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STOCKISTS OF

Wed.
Fri.

DISCOUNT
COMET

WILL

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Rec.Retail
Price
inc.VAT
AKAI AA 5200
£ 104.90
AKAI AA 5500
£ 136-50
AKAI AA 5800
£ 199 50
ABA UA700 _ .. £47.96
AMSTRAD IC2000 Mk II £60.00
AMSTRAD Integra 4000
Mk II
..
£47.00
FERROGRAPH F208 20/20 £ 35-80
FERROGRAPH F608 .. £ 148-50
GOODMANS Model 40-40 £78-41
JVC VN 300 . .. £74.80
JVC VN 700 SEA .. £ 150-70
JVC VN 900 SEA .. £ 180.40
JVC MCA 104Z .. £93.50
KELETRON KSA 1000 £39.05
KELETRON KSA 1500
Mk II
L.C.:•10
LEAK Delta 30 (cased).. £84.25
LEAK Delta 70 ( cased).. £ 103.53
METROSOUND ST20
Mk II
..
£48-40
METROSOUND «ST40 .. £62.15
METROSOUND ST60.. £85-80
PHILIPS RH 520 .. £87-50
PHILIPS RH52I
£ 132-00
PIONEER SA500A £63-66
PIONEER SA6200 £ 112-07
PIONEER SA7100 £ 145-51
PIONEER SA8I00 £208-21
PIONEER SA9IOO
.. £262-24
RANK ROTEL RA2I I
£51-50
£72.50
RANK ROTEL RA3I I
£103.50
RANK ROTEL RA 611
RANK ROTEL RABIO
£134.50
£165.50
RANK ROTEL RA 1210
ROGERS Ravensbrook
Mk Ill (cased) ..
£63-25
ROGERS Ravensbourne
(cased)
£82-50
SANSUI AU 101
£54-99
£88-89
SANSUI AU505
£164-26
SANSUI AU6500
£199-88
SANSUI AU7500
£320.07
SANSUI AU9500
SOLARVOX 20 10 watts
£43-95
RMS per channel
SOLARVOX 30 15 watts
£51-65
RMS per channel
SOLARVOX MA801 2x 8
£42-30
watts RMS..
SOLARVOX MA813 2X
£52-51
20 watts. ..
TANDBERG TA300 TK
£89.62
TANDBERG TA300M TK £99-54
WHARFEDALE Denton
£52-80
WHARFEDALE Linton
£69.30
Mk II

Comet
Price
inc VAT
04-95
£97-95
£142.95
£32.95
£32.75
£25-95
£59.95
£104•95
£38.50
£54.95
£109.95
£135.95
£63.95
£25.25
£29-50
£67.50
£82.95
£33.75
£43.50
£59-95
£49.95
£97-95
£42.50
£74.95
£98.95
£139.50
£17530
£36.95
£51-95
£73.95
£96.95
£119.00
£49.95
£65/5
£43-99
£71.15
£131.40
£159.90

£256.00
£24-75
£29.95
£21.50
£34.95
£66.95
£74.50
£39-50
£51.50

QUADRAPHONIC AMPLIFIERS
AKAI SS Idecoder ..
£54-45
JVC 4DD5 demodulator
£67-10
for CD4
£109-45
JVC MCA VN550
£185-35
JVC MCA VN880
JVC VN990
£251-35
PIONEER QL600A Quad£172-12
raphonic convertor
£289.66
QA 800A
QC 800A pre-amp .. £206-11
£245-47
QM 800A Pow. Amp.
£352.25
SANSUI QA7000

£29 95
£52.95
£59.95
£136-95
£189.95
£79.95
£139.95
£138.00
£164.00
£281.80

All take both ceramic and magnetic cartridges.

TUNERS
AKAI AT 550 AM ' FM'
MPX/FET . £ 104.90
AKAI AT580 AM/FM/
MPX/MOS.FET £ I46.90
ALBA UA 800 .. £ 41.54
AMSTRAD 3000 FM .. £47.00
FERROGRAPH SFM I ..
1104.50
JVC VT500 AM/FM/MPX £E15-80
IVC MCT V5E .. Sp. Price
JVC VT700 AM/FM/MPX £ 132-00
LEAK Delta FM/MPX £81-55
LEAK
Delta
AM/FM/
MPX • . .. £ 91.81
METROSOUND FMS
20 Mk II
£ 61-05
METROSOUND FMS 40
£61.05
PHILIPS RH 621 .. £ 118-00

£74.95
£105 95
£28.95
£26-95
£72.50
£65.95
£49.95
£101.50
£65.25
£73-50
£42.75
£42.75
£87.95

BEAT

ANY

Rec.Retail Comet
TUNERS
Price
Price
continued
inc.VAT inc.VAT
PIONEER TX500A AM/FM £84.72
£
36.50
PIONEER TX6200 £98-34 £65.50
PIONEER TX7 100
LI 30.46 £86.95
PIONEER TX8I00 £ 151-40 £103.95
PIONEER TX9I00 £204.59 £139-95
RANK ROTEL RT222 £ 51-50 £36.95
RANK ROTEL RT322 £74.50 £53.50
RANK ROTEL RT622 .. £ 111.50 £79 95
RANK ROTEL RT 1220 £ 139.90 £99.95
ROGERS Ravensbourne
Series II ( cased) .. £67-65
£53.95
ROGERS Ravensbrook
Series 11 ( cased) .. £55.00
£43.95
SANSUI TU505 AM/FM/
MPX
.
£90-61
£72.50
SANSUI TU750O AM/FM/
MPX
.
£ 168-38 £134-70
SANSUI TU950C1 AM/FM!
MPX
£211.39 £169-15
All the above Tuners are complete with
MPX Stereo Decoder.

QUADRAPHONIC TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
TU NER/AMPS

£39-95
£107.95
£136-95

TURNTABLES
CONNOISSEUR BDI kit
Chass.
£ 13-31
£10.95
CONNOISSEUR BD2/
SAU 2
..
£ 33-33
£26.95
CONNOISSEUR BD2
P/C/SAU2 £42-11 £34-95
GARRARD SP25 Mk III
Chass. . . £ 16-47 £ 10-50
GARRARD SP25 Mk IV
Chass.
£ 19-40 £ 13.50
GARRARD 86SB Chass. £ 32 97 £ 22.95
GARRARD 401 Chass. £ 43.66 £29-9S
GARRARD AP76 Chass. £28-96
El S-95
GARRARD Zero 100A
Chass.
£55-69
£3930
GARRARD Zero 100S
Chass.
£51.24 £36.25
GOLDRING G I
01P/C.. £ 33-00 £22-95
GOLDRING GL72 Chass. £37-39 £24.9S
GOLDRING GL72P £ 49-50 £33.95
GOLDRING GL75 Chass. £47-19 £32.50
GOLDRING GL75P £61-05
£41.95
GOLDRING GL78P/Cover
with auto stop .. £82-50 £52-9S
GOLDRING GL85P/Cover
with auto stop .. £ 105-60
£69-95
McDONALD MP60 Chass. £ 14-95
£9.25
McDONALD 610 Chass. £ 18.50
£11-95
McDONALD HT70 Chass. £20-48
£12.95
McDONALD 710 Chass. £ 36-19 £23-9S
McDONALD 810 Chass. £ 44-76
£29.50
PIONEER PL I2D with
base and cover .. £ 55-97 £39.95
PLA45 auto with B & C £ 100-60 £67-50
PL5I with B & C
£ 162-31 £ 109-00
PIONEER PL6I with B & C L190-66 £ 127.50
THORENS TD125 Mk 11
Chass.
£92-40 £71-50
THORENS TDI25AB . . £ 109-04 £72-50
THORENS TDI25AB Mk
II with TP 16 arm .. £ 143-00 £113.75
THORENS TD I65/C inc.
base and cover .. £67-89
£54.00
THORENS TD 160/c inc.
base and cover . £ 713-65
£63.95

£69.95
£127.00
£89-95
£165.00
£105.00
£185.00
£1230
£179.95

£64-95
£135.00
£16730
£66.95
£79.95
£103-50
£145.50
£181.00
£234.00
£55.95
£66.95
£83.95
£115,95
£119.95
£79.95
£156.95
£80.70
£95.84
£151.25
£173-10
£21830
use»
£276.10

£26.95
£94.95
£13645
£14930
£54-95
£99.95

All the above take magnetic cartridges
except Kyoto 1000, and Philips RH901 which
take ceramic only. All include MPX Stereo
Decoder.

For details of ordering see overleaf

Rec.Retail Comet
Price
Price
inc.VAT inc.VAT

AKAI AS8100S
L243-85 £149-95
(VC 4MMI000
L161-15
£89.95
4VR 1006 with CD4 demodulator .. £229-35 £165-00
4VR 5414 SEA
£229.35 £145-95
PIONEER QX 646 AM/
FM/MPX/QS/SQ/CD4 £ 328-13 £219-50
PIONEER QX 747 AM/
FM/MPX/QS/SQ/CD4 £404-50 £270-50
QX 949 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4 £538-15 £360.00
PIONEER QX 4000 AM/
FM/MPX/QS/SQ £248-57 £ 155-00
QX 8000A AM/FM/
MPX/QS/SQ . £ 352-79 £219-95
ROTEL RX I54A AM/FM/
MPX/SQ
L147.99 £ 105.95
SANSUI QRX 3000 AM/
FM/MPX
£292-02 £233.60
SANSUI QRX 3500 AM/
FM/MPX
£ 373-63 £298.90
SANSUI QRX 6500 AM/
FM/MPX
£491-05 £392.85
All the above take magnetic cartridges.

TUNER /AMPLIFIERS
AMSTRAD 5000 AM/FM/
MPX
£90.00
AKAI AA8030
£ 149-90
AKAI AA8080 - £ 189-90
GOODMANS Module 80,
35W RMS
£94-54
Module 80 Compact
Teak
£ 170-80
Module 90 AM/FM/
MPX Teak .. £ 120-99
Module 90 Compact
Teak
£221-40
Module 110 FM/MW/
LW/SW/I00 W RMS £ 141.32
GOODMANS Module
110, Compact Teak £249.09
Stand for 110 Compact CS2 £ 16.95
GRUNDIG 2000 C4D
Compact . .£ 231-43
KYOTO 1000 AM/FM
Tuner/Amplifier with
built in Stereo Cassette Recorder. Complete with two speakers
£79-90
LEAK 2000 AM/FM/MPX £168-74
£225.00
PHILIPS RH720
PHILIPS RH901 inc. 2R .
1-1
421 Speakers - £89-50
PIONEER SX424 AM/FM/
MPX
_
£ 117-78
PIONEER SX525 A
. M/FM/
MPX
£ 154-46
SX626 AM/FM/MPX £217.42
SX727 AM/FM/MPX £270-85
SX828 AM/FM/MPX £349-62
ROTEL RX 150A
£78.50
ROTEL RX 200A
£92-90
ROTEL RX 400A £ 117-50
ROTEL RX 600A £ 168-50
ROTEL RX 800 . £ 178.07
SALORA 2000 FM/MPX £ 114.93
SALORA 2001 Compact
FM/MPX/Thorens 160/
c/G800E
£203.56
SANSUI 210 AM/FM/MPX £ 100-88
SANSUI 310 AM/FM/MPX £ 119-80
SANSUI 661 AM/FM/MPX £ 189.02
SANSUI 771 AM/FM/MPX £216-38
SANSUI Six AM/FM/MPX £273-10
SANSUI SevenAM/FM/MPX£320-84
SANSUI Eight AM/FM/MPX £345-11
SOLARVOX TAM 1105
2x 5watts RMS AM/
FM Multiplex comp.
with 2 speakers and
featuring Matrix 4
channel .. .. £48-25
TANDBERG TR2OOMPX
TK
..
£ 111.20
TANDBERG TRI000 FM
MPX TK . . £ 176.04
TANDBERG TR1010 AM/
FM MPX TK . £ 190-72
WHARFEDALE Denton
AM/FM/MPX .. £95.00
WHARFEDALE Triton
AM/FM/MPX .. £ 160.00

GENUINE

The following Turntables are complete with
base, plinth. cover and cartridge. Fully
wired and ready for use.
McDONALD MP60 TPDI
with ADC K8 .. £32-64 £ 19-95
McDONALD HT70 with
G800
..
Sp. price £24.95
GARRARD 401
Acos
Lustre Arm Shure
M75ED
Sp. price [79-9S
GARRARD 6200 with
KS48 ceramic .
So. Price £ 13.95
GARRARD SP25 Mk Ill
with 0800 . Sp. price £ 18.95
GARRARD SP25 Mk IV
with 0800
Sp. price f20-95
GARRARD 86SB with
G800
Sp. price £31.95
GOLDRING 101 with
0800 .
Sp. price £24.95
GOLDRING GL72 with
G800
..
Sp. price £37.95

ms>
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Rec.Retail Comet
TURNTABLES
Price
Price
continued
inc.VAT inc.VAT
GOLDRING GL75 with
G800E
Sp. price £45.95
GOLDRING GL78 Auto
Stop with G800E ..
Sp. price £51.95
GOODMANS TD100 with
GE100E Teak . . £80 78 £54.95
JVC Nivico SRP 473 with
Nivico magnetic cartridge .. £71.50
£56-95
LEAK deck with Shure
Cartridge .. £71-30 £57.00
PHILIPS GA2I2 Electronic with GP400
cartridge .. £75.00 £59.95
RANK DOMUS BD2000
with Empire 999
Rex Cartridge .. £68-50
£48.95
RANK DOMUS BA4000
with Empire 999
QEX Cartridge .. £83-50 £59.95
RANK DOMUS BD60120
with Empire 999
XEX Cartridge ..
L105-90
£75.95
SANSUI SR2I2 with San sui Mag. Cartridge £63.90
ES HS
SANSUI FR3060 Belt Drive,
single play auto with
Sansui Mag. Cart. £ 155-02 £124.00
WHARFEDALE W30 with
Shure Cartridge .. £ 38.47 £28-50

SPEAKERS
AMSTRAD ACOUSTA
1500 ( pair)..
L48.00
£28-95
AMSTRAD ACOUSTA
2500 ( pair)..
L60.00
£34.95
£175.45 £129-95
B and W Model 70 ..
CELEST1ON HADLE1GH
(pair) ..
L46.20
£31-95
COUNTY ( pair) ..
£55 90
£41.50
£39 95
Dittos 15
£29.50
Dicton 25
£79 95
£59 SO
Dicton 44
£65 95
£48 95
Dicton 66 ..
L121-00
£89-95
L104-50
FERROGRAPH SI
£75.50
GOODMANS
Minister SL ( Pair) TK
L48.24
£33.75
Havant ( pair)
£53.77
£34.95
Havant SL ( pair) ..
L59.54
£41.50
Magister
L72.I9 £43.50
Double Maxim ( pair)
£63-44 £34.95
Mezzo SL
L45.11 £31-50
Magnum SL
£56-82 £39.95
Goodwood ..
£60.50
£41.95
Dimension 8
£85-65 £59.95
PLANAX 2 Teak or
White ( pair) .. (92.40
£49.95
DIN 20 NT Kit ( pair) £25-54 £ 17.95
KELETRON KS4 ( pair) £ 22.66
£14.95
KS6 ( pair) .. £28-16 £ 17.50
KS8 ( pair) ..
f36-30 £ 19.95
KS I
0 ( pair) .. £46-86 £24-9S
KSI5 ( pair) .. £69-85 £37.95
KS20 ( pair) .. £78-76 £42.95
LEAK 150 ( Pair) £51-30
£31.95
LEAK 250 ( pair) £66-68 £42-50
LEAK 2020 ( pair) £ 59.06 £47.25
LEAK 2030 ( pair) .. £79-55 £63.75
LEAK 2060 .. £68-70 £54-95
LEAK 2075 .. £ 131.37 £ 105 SO
MARSDEN HALL F 110
(pair)
£ 38-00 £24-95
F 150 ( pair) .. £44-28 £29.95
F200 ( Pair) .. £55-00 £ 37-95
F 300 ( Pair) .. £ 106-82 £74-95
METROSOUND HFS 103
(pair)
£31-35
£21-95
202 ( pair) ..
L52.80 £ 36.95
RANK DOMUS 150 ( pair) £42-50 £29.95
175 ( pair) .. £54.51 £ 38.95
250 ( pair) .. £85-50 £61.50
350 ( pair) .. £ 124-50 £89.50
450 ( pair) .. £ 179-50 £ 129-50
SOLAR VOX TK I
9S twin
speaker 20 watts
Teak ( pair) .. £40-65
£29.95
SOLARVOX TK5OD 3speakers, 60 watts
Dome Tweeter .. £71.28 £49.75
TANDBERG IL 12 Teak
I
pa i
rl
£62.64 £45.95
TL 25 Teak ( pair) £ 79-90 £60.95
TL SO Teak .. £83-75 £61.95
rHORPE GRENVILLE
TG200 ( pair) £ 46-15 £24.95
TG300 ( pair) .. £ 61-55 £29.9S

You now get 12 months free service including parts and labour at COMET
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WAREHOUSES
'RICE ON ALL BRAND NEW CURRENT MERCHANDISE IN STOCK.
SPEAKERS
continued
WHARFEDALE Denton
Mark II ( pair)
Linton Mark 11 ( pair)
Glendale ( pair) ..
Melton 11
Dovedale 3 Mark II ..
Kingsdale III
Glendale Kit ( pair) ..
Linton kit ( pair) ..
Dovedale Kit ( pair) ..
ZENITH Allegro 1000
ZENITH Allegro 2000..
ZENITH Allegro 3000 ..

Rec.Retoil Comet
Price
Price
inc.VAT inc.VAT
£43.09
£53.35
£79.55
£42.18
£57.25
£81.96
£46.02
£25.20
£71-22
£37-95
£46-20
£57.75

£31 95
£38.95
£58-95
£30-95
£41.95
£61.00
£33.95
£18.75
£53.00
£27.50
£33.75
£42.50

CARTRIDGES
ADC XLM
..
Sp. price £21-95
AUDIO TECHN1CA AT
66
..
£5.98 £3.30
•CONNOISSEÚlk SCU I £6.05 £5.50
COLORING G850 .. £5.78 £ 3.25
COLORING G800 ..
Sp. price £4.25
GOLDRING G800E ..
Sp. price £6.95
COLORING G800 Super
E Boxed .. ..
Sp. price £ 10.95
GOLDRING G820 £ 11-00 £6.95
COLORING G820E £ 16-50 £ 1015
GOLDRING G820 Super E £22-00 £ 15.20
EMPIRE 999 XEX
£ 17.50 £8.95
EMPIRE 999 QEX
£ 14.50 £5-95
EMPIRE. 99 EREX .. £ 10.75 £ 3-75
EMPIRE 10002E/X .. £58-87 £39-95
EMPIRE 909E/X .. £ 12.10 £6-50
EMPIRE 90EE/X .. £9.41 £ 3.95
RONETTE SM500/7 .. £7.95 £2.95
RONETTE SM500/E
£12-95 £4.95
SHURE M44-7 .. £7.52 £3-95
SHURE M44E
£8.18 £4.75
SHURE M55E
£9.24 £5-50
SHURE M75G
£ 14.00 £7-90
SHURE M75-6 ( S) .. £8.18 £4-95
SHURE M75B
£ 12.95 £5-95
SHURE M75E1 .. £ 14-66 £7-95
SHURE M7SED
£ 18-10 £9-95
SHURE M9I ED
£ 18.10 £6.95
SHURE V15- MK III .. £39.00 £29.95
*SONOTONE 9TAHC
Diam/Saph.. £ 3-58 £ 1-45
Starred cartridges above are ceramic.
All others are magnetic.

BASES & COVERS
AKAI OC44 cover for
4000D5 .
CONNOISSEUR Cover
CONNOISSEUR P.U.
Mount Board
GARRARD MW BIC
Base and Cover
GARRARD
MA
Bk
Base and Cover .
GARRARD MW B4C
Base and Cover .
GOLDRING Covers for
72p
Cover for 75p De Luxe

£5.59
£4-25
£4.26 £ 3.30

KOSS K6/LC ( with volume
control) • • •
PIONEER SE 50
PIONEER SE 30A • .
PIONEER SEL 20 • •
PIONEER SEL 40 • •
SANSUI SS2 .. • .
SANSUI SSIO .. • •
SANSUI SH 15 .. • •

Rec.Retail Comet
Price
Price
inc.VAT inc.VAT
£13-75 £ 10-25
£24-05 £ 17.95

QUADRAPHONIC HEADPHONES
KOSS K2 Plus 2Quadrafone
..
KOSS K6/LCQ •Quadrafone

£49.50

£38.95

£22.00

£18-50

PICK -UP ARMS & HEADS
ACOS Lustre ..
£28.30
£19-95
AUDIO Technica ATIO 0
.5
Mk 11
£22-79
£17-95
AUDIO Technica 12 lifts £5.03 £3.70
CONNOISSEUR SAU2
£14.52
£10.95
GOLDRING Lenco 75 £ 13-86 £995
GOLDRING Lenco L69 £ 11-55 £7.75
GOLDRING VV7 Magnetic Pre-Amp .. £ 12.21 £8-50
GOLDRING PH6 Head
Shell for 69/75 .. £ 3.30 £2.25
GOLDRING PH7 Headshell for 85
£4.13 £2.75
GOLDRING PH8 Headshell for 101 . £0-99 £0.75
GOLDRING PH9 Headshell for 78
£ 3.62 £2.50
SME 3009 ser II .. £ 34.65 £25•95
SME 3009-S2 ser II .. £ 37.95 £28 95
SME 52 Headshell II .. £2.77 £ 1.90
CHASSIS SPEAKERS
GOODMANS Twinaxiom 8 .
£9.52
Twin Axiom 10 ..
£10.45
Axiom 401 ..
£21-19
Audiom 8P
£5.77
Audiom
£6.28
Audiom
£15-59
Audiom 2PG
£17.67
Audiom 2PD
£18-65
Audiom SP
£25.19
Auchom
£42430
Audiom 100 40 watts
din
£ 14-39
ARU 172
..
£ 4.95
Axent 100 .. £8.26
Midas 650
£ 14.95
Attenuator £ 4-10
Crossover network
X0/950
£13-55
WHARFEDALE 8in.
Bronze/RS/DD £ 4.44
Super 13IRS/DD £ 7.95
Super 10/RS/DD .. £ 13-11

•••.

£6.25
£6.90
£13.95
£3.75
£4.10
£10.40
£12.95
£13-50
£16-50
£27.95
£9.50
£3.60
£5.40
£9.60
£2.95
£5.95
[3-30
£5.95
£9.95

£0.88 £0.70
£10-53 £7.25
£16-03 £ 10.95
£14-11

£915

£4-84 £ 3-25
£5-61 £3-75

HEADPHONES
AKAI ASE 11
AKAI ASE 20
AKAI ASE 22 .
AKG KI80
AKG K160
AKG K60
AKG 100
KOSS HVI
KOSS ESP-9Electrostatic
KOSS ESP-6Electrostatic
KOSS PRO 5 L/C ..
KOSS PRO-4AA
KOSS KO-727B
KOSS 747 .. • •
KOSS K-711 „

HEADPHONES
continued
WHARFEDALE DDI
WHARFEDALE Isodynarnic

£8.90 £5.40
£11.50
£6.95
£14.50
£8.75
£30.80 £ 18.50
£24-20 £ 16-50
£16.50 £9.75
£9.90 £5.95
£27-50
£21.95
£86.90 £71•50
£64-90 £52.95
£37.95 £30.95
£34.65 £28.50
£19.80 £ 15.95
£25.85 £20.95
£13 75 £ 10.95
£15.35 £ 12.50
£17-55 £ 14-25
£27-06 £ 18•50
£15.62 £ 10-50
£13-29 £8.95
£20.92 £ 14.25
£11.56 £9.25
£19.55 £ 15 65
£22-37 £ 17.90

TAPE RECORDERS & TAPE DECKS
AKAI 172IL Stereo .. £120.75
AKAI 4000 DS stereo tape
deck
£ 132.50
AKAI GX210D stereo auto
reverse tape deck .. £209.50
AKAI GX260D stereo
tape deck .. £219.90
AKAI GX1820D stereo
tape deck .. £259.90
AKAI GXC400D stereo
tape deck .. . £689.00
AKAI GXR 82D 8- track
deck
£ 124-90
AKAI CR8ODSS Quadraphonic 8- track deck £ 174.90
AKAI
CR8IT
8- track
cartridge stereo recorder and tuner/
amplifier .. £ 174.90
FERROGRAPH 702/704
Dolby stereo deck £267.30
FERROGRAPH 702H Dolby
stereo deck
£ 278.30
FERROGRAPH 722/724
Dolby stereo recorder . £ 305.80
FERROGRAPH 722H Dolby
stereo recorder .. £ 316.80
FERROGRAPH 702/704
stereo deck
£ 20.00
FERROGRAPH 722/724
stereo recorder £258-50
GRUNDIG TK 147 ( 4track auto) . £ 2.87
PHILIPS
4510
4- track
stereo deck .. £ 193.00

£86•95
£94.95
£131.95
£158.95
£186.95
£496.90
£89-95
£125.95

£125.95
£226.95
£235-95
£258.95
£268-95
£167.95
£194.95
£65.95
£135.00
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TAPE RECORDERS
Rec.Retail Comet
& TAPE DECKS
Price
Prive
continued
inc.VAT inc. %. AT
PHILIPS
4418
4- track
stereo ..
£208-50 £ 147.95
PHILIPS
4450
4- track
stereo ..
£308.00 £226.00
SANSUI
QD 5500S
Quadraphonic forward/reverse deck £535-93 £428.75
TANDBERG 332IX 2track stereo deck
(teak) ..
£142.00 £114.95
TANDBERG 334IX 4£142.00 £114.95
track stereo deck ..
TANDBERG 344IX 4track stereo
£185.00 £156.95
TANDBERG 902IX
track stereo deck..
£239.30 £198.95
TANDBERG 904IX 4track stereo deck ..
L239-30 £ 198.95
THORPE GRENVILLE
TD I
45 8-track player
£20-28 £ 14.95

BLANK TAPES
PHILIPS Chrome Dioxide Cr02
C60
£ 146
colo
C90
LI-90
El - 20
SCOTCH DYNARANGE CASSETTES
C60
£0.88 £050
C90
£ 121 £065
C120
£ 1.71 £0.90
SCOTCH HIGH ENERGY COBALT
CASSETTES
£1 25 £080
£1 66 £ 100
SCOTCH CASSETTE
HEAD CLEANER .. £0.61 £0.40
SCOTCH Low Noise 8-Track
Blank Cartridges
45 mins
£ 186 £ 110
90 mins
£2.21
£1•30
SCOTCH HI- F1 DYNARANGE
SPOOLED TAPES
5" L.P. 900 .. £2-15 [ 125
5}" L.P. 1200.. .. £2.48 £ 145
r L.P. 1800 £3.41 £ 1.99
SCOTCH HI- F1 DYNARANGE
DOUBLE PLAY
V D.P. 1200 .. £2.59 £ 155
D.P. 1800
£. 58 £2-15
7 D.P. 2400 .. £4-38 £2.75
SCOTCH LIBRARY CASES
Hi -Fi Case
£0.35 [0.25
51" Hi-Fi Case .. £0.40
£027
7' Hi -Fi Case .. £0.47 £0 35

5r

Postage: Tapes, cassettes and 8T cartridges
1-9 items Sp per order. Pack of ten post free

TAPE RECORDERS

cassette

AKAI CS 30D ..
£88 50
AKAI CS 33D Dolby
Stereo deck
£107.75
AKAI GXC 36D Stereo
deck
£112.75
AKAI GXC 36 stereo .. £125.50
AKAI GXC 38D Dolby
Stereo deck
£139-90
AKAI GXC 38 Dolby
Stereo Recorder .. £ 149.90
AKAI GXC 40T Stereo
Recorder, tuner/
amplifier
L189.50
AKAI GXC 46 Dolby
Stereo Recorder .. £ 167-50
AKAI GXC 460 Dolby
Stereo Deck .. £ 160-50
AKAI GXC 65D Dolby
aute-reverse stereo
deck
£ 174-50
PHILIPS 2400 Stereo Cassette with 421 spkrs £ 100.10
PHILIPS 240IS Stereo
Cassette with ski
slope less speakers £ 100.10
PHILIPS 2407 Cr02, DNL
with 2 RH 421 spkrs £ 143-00
PHILIPS 2510 Stereo Deck
Cr02
£ 137-50
PIONEER CT.414 IDolby
Stereo deck .. £ 159.61
PYE 9144 Stereo with
speakers . ..
L72-08
PYE 9145 (
mains) Stereo
Recorder deck .. £65.21

£62.95
£77.95
£64.95
£89-95
£99.95
£107.95
£135•95
£119-95
£114.95
£125•95
£59.95
£69.95
[106.50
£101.95
£108.95
£52.95
£47.95

TAPE RECORDERS
Rec.Retail Comet
cassette
Price
Price
continued
inc. VAT
inc.VAT
PYE 9146 stereo £69.96
£45.95
SANSUI SC 737 Dolby
stereo deck . £ 159-58 [127.50
WHARFEDALE Dolby
WHO 20D .
L105-60
£78.95
WHARFEDALE Dolby
DC9 stereo deck £ 111-41
£69.95

HI-Fl STEREO SYSTEMS Complete
ALBA 862
£58.43
£3995
BUSH A1005
02-59
£49.95
BUSH 1006 with radio .. £97-58
£68 95
BUSH 1010 .. £56.83
[37.75
DANSETTE 4010 .. £63.52
£29-95
DANSETTE 4020 .. £45-50
£25.95
DANSETTE 4005 .. £ 74-21
£35•95
DECCA SOUND 613 .. £ 67.50
£47 95
DECCA 403 .... £54.45
£35 95
DECCA Compact 2 DS
5116 with radio and
stand
£102.66
£69-95
DECCA Compact 3 DS
5226 with radio and
stand
LI 27.09
£82-95
DECCA Compact 2 with
radio decoder DS5216
and stand .. . . £ 112-50
£33-95
DECCA Compact 3 with
radio decoder DS5326
and stand .. £ 139.50
£98-95
EKCO ZU4L with radio
decoder and stereo
cassette .. £211.34 £ 152.95
FERGUSON 3047 .. £45.35 £32.95
FERGUSON 3440 8-Track
system, radio and
decoder .. £ 72.00
£55•95
FERGUSON 3457 with
radio and decoder £86.60
£62.95
FERGUSON 3458 with
radio and decoder £ 128.00
£93.95
FERGUSON 3460 cassette
radio decoder .. £ 159.85 £ 115.00
FIDELITY UAI Music
Master with Radio/
decoder .. .. L102.00 £78.95
FIDELITY UA2 Music
Master .. £42.50
Ell.95
FIDELITY UA3 inc. radio
with decoder .. £62-00
£46 95
FIDELITY Stereo Nine
Sp. price
(22-95
G.E.C. 2809 .. £63-51
(43-95
G.E.C. 2811 with radio
decoder .. £90-05
£64.95
G.E.C. 2815 with radio/
decoder .. £82.52
£56.95
HMV 2046 .. £64.55
£46.95
HMV 2455 with radio and
decoder . . . . £ 179-15 £129-00
HMV 2456 with radio and
decoder . £259.20 £ 183.00
HMV 2459
.
£ 126-65 £92.95
ITT 2250 with ‘66 spkrs
and radio .. L147-39 £ 109.00
ITT 1026 with 662 spkrs £48-99 £34.95
ITT 1255 with 665 spkrs
in teak ..
L82-00 £59.95
MARCONI 4454 .. £ 39-35 £25.95
MURPHY 940 .. £72.59 £39.95
PHILCO Super 20 with
radio and decoder £81.40 £59.95
PHILIPS 808 .. £99.53 £69.95
PHILIPS 827 .. £45.00 £29-95
PHILIPS 829
£ 57.00
£39.95
PHILIPS 835 with radio £65.88 £ 39.95
PHILIPS 836 with radio £90-05 £45.95
PHILIPS 814 radio and
decoder complete
with speakers .. £ 139.00 £99.95
PHILIPS 839 with radio
decoder .. £79.50 £ 56.95
PYE 1022 Blackbox £ 102-99 £58.95
PYE 1556 ( Stereo) with 2
speakers . £ 39.94 £25•95
PYE 1557 ( Stereo) with 2
speakers .. £48.12 £28.95
PYE 5000
£60-41 £38.95
PYE 5001
£69.50 £47.95
ULTRA 6027 .. £ 58-90 £37.95
ULTRA 6048 ..
L45.35 £31.95
ULTRA 6046 .. £66-70 £47-95
ULTRA 6450B with radio £81-45 £57.95
ULTRA 6451 .. £ 81.45 £57.95
ULTRA 6455
£42-35 £29.95

Budget HI-FI Systems
(Completely wired and ready for use.)
Write for details of matching Tuners and Tape Decks,
Rec.Retoil Cornet
Price
Price
inc. VAT inc. VAT

Rec.Retail Cornet
Price
Price
inc. VAT inc. VAT

SYSTEMS COSTING UP TO £ 100
SOLARVOX MA801 2x8 watts RMS
output plus McDonald MP60 turntable
with plinth, cover and ADCK8 Magnetic
Cartridge and two Thorpe Grenville
100 loudspeakers
[ 106.79
KELETRON KSA 1000 amplifier 2x 10
watts RMS output plus McDonald
MP60 Turntable TPDI De Luxe plinth
cover and ADCK8 Magnetic cartridge
and two Thorpe Grenville 100 loudspeakers
..
[ 10154

£7•40

£61.15

SOLARVOX 20 amplifier 2X 10 watts
RMS output plus McDonald MP60 turntable TPDI De Luxe plinth, cover and
ADC K8 Magnetic cartridge plus two
Thorpe Grenville 200 loudspeakers .. £ 12174

£69.65
AMSTRAD Integra 4000 Mk II 2x 10
watts RMS output plus McDonald
MP60 turntable TPDI De Luxe plinth,
cover and ADC K8 Magnetic cartridge
and two Solarvox TKI9S loudspeakers £ 120.29 £75.85
SOLARVOX 30 amplifier 2x 15 watts
RMS output plus McDonald MP60 turntable TPDI De Luxe plinth, cover and
ADC K8 Magnetic cartridge plus two
Solarvox TKI9S loudspeakers .. [ 124.94
AMSTRAD IC2000 Mk II amplifier
2x20 watts RMS plus McDonald MP60
turntable TPDI de luxe plinth, cover
and ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus
two Solarvox TKI9S loudspeakers ..
£133.29
METROSOUND ST 20 Mk 11 2X 10
watts RMS amplifier with McDonald
MP60 turntable TPDI De Luxe plinth,
cover and ADC K8 Magnetic cartridge
plus two Solarvox TKI9S loudspeakers £121.69
KELETRON KS 1500 amplifier 2x 15
watts RMS output plus McDonald HT70
turntable
base,
cover
and
G800
cartridge and two Rank Domus 150
loudspeakers ..
£123.08

SYSTEMS COSTING E100

-

E82-65

£83.65

£84. 410

£150

ROTEL RX 150A AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier plus McDonald MP60 TPDI
turntable, De Luxe base, cover and
ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus two
Thorpe Grenville 200 loudspeakers .. £ 15129
PIONEER SA500A amplifier 2x 10 watts
RMS plus McDonald MP60 TPDI turntable, De Luxe base, cover and ADC K8
magnetic cartridge plus two Rank
Domus 175 loudspeakers .. [ 150.81
WHARFEDALE Denton AM/FM/MPX
tuner amplifier plus McDonald MP60
TPDI turntable, De Luxe base, cover
and ADC 1(8 magnetic cartridge plus
two Wharfedale Denton II loudspeakers £ 170-73
WHARFEDALE Linton amplifier 2x 15
watts RMS output plus Wharfedale
Linton turntable De Luxe plinth and
cover, Shure Magnetic cartridge plus
two Wharfedale Linton II loudspeakers
ROTEL RX200A AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with McDonald HT70 turntable, base, cover and Goldring G800
cartridge plus two Rank Domus 175
loudspeakers .. • • • • • •
LEAK DELTA 30 amplifier 2x 15 watts
RMS plus McDonald HT70 turntable,
base, cover and Goldring G800 Cartridge and two Rank Domus 175
loudspeakers ..
SANSUI AU 101 Stereo amplifier 15
watts RMS per channel plus Sansui
SR2I2 turntable with base, cover and
Sansui Magnetic cartridge plus two
Wharfedale Linton 11 loudspeakers ..
WHARFEDALE Linton AM/FM/MPX
tuner amplifier plus Wharfedale Linton
deck, fitted base, cover Shure cartridge
plus two Wharfedale Linton II loudspeakers ..

£ 79.85

[ 161.12

£18189

£100•85

moolo

[106•85

£118•95

£130.8.5

£174-19

£1131.40

£17124

£134.09

£199.48 £ 1136.40

FERROGRAPH F208-20/20 amplifier
2x 20 watts RMS output plus Goldring
GL75 turntable, base, cover and Goldring G800E cartridge and two Marsden
Hall F200 loudspeakers .. [209.99
TANDBERG TR200 FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x20 watts RMS output plus
McDonald HT70 turntable. base, cover
and Goldring G800 cartridge plus two
Solarvox TKI9S loudspeakers .. [ 18133

£143•85

£149•85

Rec.Retail Cornet
Price
Price
inc. VAT inc. VAT
SANSUI 210 AM/FM/MPX Stereo tuner
amplifier plus Sansui 5R212 turntable
with base, cover and Sansui Magnetic
cartridge plus two Wharfedale Denton
II loudspeakers ..

L207.87 £ 163 80

PIONEER SA6200 amplifier plus Pioneer
PL12 turntable with plinth, hinged
cover and Shure M75E1 cartridge plus
two Wharfedale Glendale loudspeakers [262.18 £ 181.80
GOODMANS Module 80 FM/MPX
tuner amplifier 2x 35 watts RMS output
plus Goldring GL78 turntable with
auto, stop, base, cover and Goldring
G800E cartridge plus two Goodmans
Mezzo SL loudspeakers [276.76

£184•90

SANSUI 310 AM/FM/MPX Stereo tuner
amplifier plus Sansui SR2I2 turntable
with base, cover and Sansui magnetic
cartridge plus two Wharfedale Linton
11 loudspeakers .. [23105

1E18514

QUADRAPHONIC
SYSTEMS

ROTEL RA 311 amplifier 2x 15 watts
RMS output plus Pioneer PLI2D turntable inc. plinth, cover and Shure
M75E.1 cartridge plus two Rank Domus
350 loudspeakers

L267.56

£189•35

JVC MCA VN550 amplifier matrix four
channel plus JVC SRP 473 turntable,
fitted plinth, hinged cover and JVC
magnetic cartridge plus four Rank
Domus 150 loudspeakers ..
ROTEL RX I54A AM/FM/MPX Matrix
four-channel tuner amplifier plus Rank
Domus BD2000 turntable fitted plinth,
hinged cover and Empire 999/REX
magnetic cartridge plus four Thorpe
Grenville 200 loudspeakers ..
PIONEER QX 4000 AM/FM/MPX SQ.
QS Matrix tuner amplifier plus Pioneer
PLI2D turntable fitted plinth, hinged
cover and Shure M75ED Magnetic
Cartridge plus four Wharfedale Denton
loudspeakers ..
AKAI AS81005 AM/FM/MPX Matrix
four-channel tuner amplifier plus Rank
Domus BD2000 Belt Drive turntable
with plinth, hinged cover and Empire
999/REX magnetic cartridge plus four
Rank Domus 175 loudspeakers
JVC 4VRI006 AM/FM/MPX Matrix, plus
fitted CD4 decoder with JVC SRP 473
turntable, plinth, hinged cover and JVC
Cartridge plus four Wharfedale Denton
loudspeakers ..
PIONEER QA800A Matrix SQ. QS fourchannel amplifier plus Pioneer PLI2D
turntable, fitted plinth, hinged cover
and Shure M7SED magnetic cartridge
plus four Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers ..
JVC MCA VN 880 Matrix four-channel
amplifier plus JVC SRP 473 turntable
fitted with plinth, hinged cover and
JVC Magnetic Cartridge plus four
Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers ..
JVC 4VR 5414 AM/FM/MPX fourchannel tuner amplifier with SEA tone
controls plus NC SRP 473 turntable,
plinth, cover and JVC cartridge plus
four Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers
SANSUI QRX 3000 AM/FM/MPX fourchannel tuner amplifier plus Sansui
SR2I2 belt-drive turntable with base,
cover and Sansui Magnetic Cartridge
plus four Rank Domus 175 loudspeakers
PIONEER QX8000A AM/FM/MPX SQ,
QS Matrix tuner amplifier plus Pioneer
PLI2D turntable, fitted plinth, hinged
cover and Shure M75ED magnetic
cartridge plus four Goodmans Mezzo
SL loudspeakers ..
SANSUI QA7000 amplifier plus Sansui
FR3060 belt-drive turntable complete
with Sansui Magnetic Cartridge plus
four Rank Domus 250 loudspeakers ..

METROSOUND ST60 amplifier 2x 30
watts output plus Goldring GL78 turntable with auto stop, base, cover and
Goldring G800E cartridge plus two
Goodmans Magnum SL loudspeakers .. £291-44

£19140

ROTEL RA 611 amplifier 2x 30 watts
RMS output plus Goldring GL78 turntable with auto stop, base, cover and
Goldring G800E cartridge plus two
Goodmans Magnum SL loudspeakers .. £309.14

nose)

SYSTEMS COSTING OVER £ 150
PIONEER SX424 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with Pioneer PLI2D belt
drive turntable, fitted plinth and hinged
cover plus Shure M75E.1 cartridge plus
two Rank Domus 150 loudspeakers .. £230.84

You now get 12 months free service including parts and labour at COMET
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£265.95

£157.80

crletto

£308-79 £204-80

£oe.82 £268.80

[421-37

L276.80

[38103

£2.85.85

C541- 17 £315-85

[43129

£ 19.90

£481-29 £328.90

£464•94 £ 62.65

£60130

E395-85

£678 27

£ 28.80

AKAI AA 8030 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier state of the art electronics
plus Goldring GL75 turntable, base,
cover and G800E cartridge plus two
Rank Domus 175 loudspeakers £31160 £221-8.5
••
GOODMANS MODULE 110 Tuner
amplifier featuring MW/LW/SW/FM/
MPX tuner and 2x 50 watts RMS output
plus Goldring GL78 turntable with base,
cover and G800E cartridge plus two
Goodmans Goodwood loudspeakers .. £354.32 £240.85
LEAK DELTA 70 amplifier 2x35 watts
RMS output plus Leak Delta deck
incorporating GL75 and Shure Magnetic cartridge plus two Leak 2060
loudspeakers .. [312.23 £249 85
PIONEER SX626 AM/FM/MPX Tuner
amplifier plus Pioneer PLI2D turntable
with fitted base and hinged lid plus
Shure M75E.1 Cartridge plus two
Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers .. [37810

£ 56.40

JVC VN700 Amplifier featuring S.E.A.
tone controls for individual control of
separate Bands of the Audio spectrum
plus Goldring GL78 turntable fitted
plinth, cover and Goldring G800E
Cartridge plus two Solarvox TK5OD
monitor loudspeakers .. [38126 £261 40
ROTEL RA 1210 Amplifier with Goldring GL78 turntable fitted base, cover
and Goldring G800E Cartridge plus two
Solarvox TK SOD Monitor loudspeakers [400.06
LEAK 2000 Tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX plus Leak Delta Deck with Shure
cartridge plus two Leak 2060 loudspeakers ..

E270 45

£37144 £ 301 90

PIONEER SX 828 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier plus Goldring GL78 turntable
fitted base and lid plus Goldring G800E
cartridge plus two Goodmans Goodwood Monitor loudspeakers .. [56162

£369.85

SANSUI eight AM/FM/MPX stereo
tuner amplifier plus Sansui FR3060 beltdrive turntable with base, cover and
Sansui Magnetic Cartridge plus two
Rank Domus 450 loudspeakers £679-63

£ 29.60

Credit Facilities
CREDIT FACILITIES
AT COMET'S DISCOUNTED PRICES
WE AT COMET BELIEVE THAT THESE CREDIT FACILITIES
ARE THE MOST COMPETITIVE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

ANY ITEM OR NUMBER Of ITEMS WHOSE TOTAL VALUE EXCEEDS £ 50
CAN NOW BE PURCHASED ON CREDIT AT COMET'S DISCOUNTED PRICES
All goods sold on Credit are covered by Comet's 12 months'

To take advantage of this excellent CREDIT Facility send

FREE SERVICE GUARANTEE covering parts and labour.

your requirements and simply state you require CREDIT.
We will do the rest. An application form and details of our

Just return your equipment to any Comet Service Department (see list on Comet Guarantee Page).

very competitive repayment terms will be rushed to you
by return of post. All this is entirely without obligation.

Sample System: GOODMANS Module 80 FM/MPX Tuner/Amplifier 2x 35 watts RMS output plus Goldring GL78 turntable
with auto stop, base, cover and Goldring G800E cartridge plus 2 Goodmans Mezzo SL speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £276-76 Comet Discount Price £ 184•90 or 12 monthly payments of £18.07, Total Price
£216.84 or, 24 monthly payments of £9.90. Total Price £237.60.

A CREDITABLE OFFER INDEED
The total value of your order will be rounded up or down to the nearest whole pound, e.g. £ 150-70 will become £ 151-00 and
£150.40 becomes £ 150-00.

Why wait?-write to us today with your order marked " CREDIT" and take
advantage of this new service.
REPAYMENT TABLE

COMET DISCOUNT PRICE

El 00 £2-00 £3.00 £4.00 £5.00 £6.00 £7.00 £8.00 £9.00 £ 10.00 £50-00 £60.00 £70.00 £80.00 £90.00 £ 100.00 £ 150-00 £200.00

Service Charge ( including £3
Documentation fee)
Monthly Instalment

£0.08 £0.16 £0.24 £0.44 £0.52 £0.60 £0.68 £0.88 £0.96 £ 1.04

£8.44 £9.48 £ 10.64

£11-80

£0.09 £0.18 £0.27 £0.37 £0.46

LOSS £0.64 £0.74 £0.83 £0.92

£4.87 £5.79 £6.72

£7.65

Total Credit Price

£1.08 £2.16 £3.24 £4.44

E5.52 £6.60 £7.68 £8.88 £9.96 £ 11 B4

£58.44 £69.48 £80.64

Service Charge ( including £3 £0.20 £0.40 £0.60 £0.80 £ 1.00 £ 1.20 £ 1-40 £ 1.60 £ 1.80 £2.00
Documentation fee)
Monthly Instalment
£0.05 £0.10 £0.15 0.20 £0.25 £0.30 0.35 £0.40 £0.45 £0.50
Total Credit

12 MONTHS
£12-84

£14-00 £ 19.44

L24-88

£8.57

£9-50 £ 14.12

£18.74

£91-80

£102.84

£114.00 £ 169.44

£224.88

£18.32

£20.56

£22-80

£24.80

£36-00

£3.68

£4.19

£4.70

£5.20

£7.75

£10.29

£88.32

£100-56

£112.80

£124.80

£186-00

£246-96

24 MONTHS

El - 20 £2.40 £3.60 £4.80 £6.00 £7.20 £8.40 £9.60 £ 10.80 £ 12.00

Mail Order Credit enquiries
must be sent only to

Comer

£44.96

DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE

Mail Order Department HFN5, 78 Armley Road, LEEDS LS12 2EF Yorkshire
--11111111111111»
IN3

Guaranteed Service
All goods are fully guaranteed
and backed by

12 MONTHS FREE SERVICE
including parts and labour
Should you require this service merely return your
goods to your local Comet Service depot —A full
list appears below.

COMET Service Departments:
BILLINGHAM: Dept. HEN, Royce Avenue, Cowpen Industrial Estate,
Billingham, Teesside
Tel: 0642 561161
BRIDLINGTON: Dept. HEN, Bessingby Way, Bessingby Industrial
Estate, Bridlington, Yorkshire
Tel. 0262 77627/8
BRISTOL: Dept. HFN, Barton Hill Trading Estate, Harapath Street,
Bristol BSS 9RD
Tel: 0272 559840/1
DAGENHAM: Dept. HFN, Rainham Road South, Dagenham, Essex
RMIO 8R1
Tel: 01 595 2428
DONCASTER: Dept. HFN, Marshgate Industrial Estate, Doncaster
DNS 8AF
Tel : 0302 67301
EDINBURGH: Dept. HFN, 21 Roseburn Street, Murrayfield, Edinburgh
EH 12 5LP
Tel: 031 337 3356/7/8
EASTLEIGH: Dept. HFN, Chickenhall Lane, Eastleigh, Hampshire
505 5ZQ
Tel: 0421 26 7155 ( Ext. 3626)
GOOLE: Dept. HEN, Anderson Road, Goole, Yorkshire
Tel : 0405 3669
GRIMSBY: Dept. HFN, 389 Victoria Street North. Grimsby.
Lincolnshire
Tel. 0472 59624/5
HACKBRIDGE: Dept. HEN. 190 London Road, Felnex Trading Estate,
Hackbridge, Surrey
Tel: 01 669 ( Ext. 2761) 2142/2143
HAYES: Dept. HEN. Pump Lane, Hayes, Middlesex
Tel: 01 573 7126/7845/8910
HULL: Dept. HFN, Reservoir Road, Clough Road, Hull HU6 7QD
Tel: 0482 407960
JARROW: Dept. HFN, Shaftesbury Avenue. Simonside Industrial
Tel: 08943 66128
Estate, Jarrow

Tel: 0532 443041
LEEDS: Dept. HEN, 68a Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF
LEICESTER: Dept. HI N. 43 Cobden Street, Leicester LEI 21. Ei
Te • : 0533 51043/4
NEWPORT: Dept. HFN, Maesglas Industrial Ettate, Newport,
Monmouthshire NPT 2XE
Tel : 0633 50431
NORWICH: Dept. HEN, Roundtree Way, Norwich NOR 94P
Td: 0603 41 1826/7/8
OXFORD: Dept. HFN, Ferry Hinksey Road, Osney Meat:, Oxford,
Oxfordshire
Tel: 0865 47405/6/7
POTTERS BAR: Dept. HEN, Station Close, Darken Lane, Potters Bar
Tel: 0707 43491
READING: Dept. HFN, 87 Caversham Road, Reading RG IRIP
Tel : 0734 599911
RENFREW: Dept. HEN, Argyle Avenue, Blythswood, Renfrew
PA4 9EL
Tel: 0.1 886 7333/4
ROCHDALE: Dept. HEN, Well l'th' Lane, Queensway, Rochdale,
Lancashire
Tel : 0706 50606
ROCHESTER: Dept. HEN, Maidstone Road, Rochester, Kent
Tel: 063449171
SANDIACRE: Dept. HFN, 121 Town Street, Sandiacre, Nottingham
NGIO 5DW
Tel: 0602 39 5921'5946
SELLY OAK: Dept. HEN, 2Ewhurst Avenue ( Spares Dt.), Heeley Road,
Selly Oak, Birmingham 829 6EY
Tel. 021 472 2896
SELLY OAK: Dept. HEN. 2 Ewhurst Avenue, Heeley Road. Selly Oak,
Birmingham B29 6EY
Tel: 021 472 6225
SHEFFIELD: Dept. HI N, The Mill, 1Loxley Road, Malin Bridge, Sheffield Tel • 0742 341721
WIGAN: Dept. -IEN. Heeley Street, Wigan WN I2HN
Tel 0942 42433
W1LLENHALL: Dept. HFN, 167 Walsall Road, Willenhall, Staffordshire Tel • 0902 60519

All in stock items
delivered by

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
Cartridges—add 22p for postage, packing
and insurance. Spool tapes and cassettes,
see separate listing on previous page.
Make cheques, money orders payable to
COMET and send to your nearest
Warehouse, see below for details.

SECURICOR
within 72 hours on receipt
of order
(Add £2.50 only for
Securicor delivery)

OPEN DAILY TO THE PUBLIC FROM:
9am-8pm Monday
9ares -8 pm Thursday
9am- Ipm Tuesday
9ares -8pm Friday
9am-8pm Wednesday 9am-5.30pm Saturday

ALL GOODS ARE FULLY
INSURED AGAINST LOSS OR
DAMAGE WHILST IN TRANSIT.

Personal callers ore welcome at all of our branches.

COMET Discount Warehouses
GOODS IN STOCK
The products listed are taken
from our current national
price list. Owing to heavy
demand the availability of some
items for immediate sale may
vary from day to day and
centre to centre. If you wish.
before travelling long distances
please telephone to check that
any specific items are in stock.
Comet never advertise any
goods which are not in stock
or on order at the time of
advertising. All prices quoted
are correct at time of going to
press.

BIRMINGHAM: Dept. HEN, Heeley Road,
Selly Oak, B29 6EY
BIRMINGHAM: Dept. HEN, Tivoli Shopping
Centre, 1570-1572 Coventry Road,
Yardley 826 IB1
BRISTOL: Dept. HFN, Barton Hill Trading
Estate, Bristol
EDINBURGH: Dept. HFN, 1 Newhaven
Road, EH6 5QX
GLASGOW: Dept. HFN, Blythswood Trading Estate, Argyle Avenue, Renfrew
RA4 9EL
GRIMSBY: Dept. HFN, 389 Victoria Street,
DN3 IIER
HULL: Dept. HFN, Reservoir Road, Clough
Road, HU6 7QD
JARROW: Dept. HEN. 56/64 Ellison Street,
Jarrow NE32 3MT
LEEDS: Dept. HEN, 78 Armley Road,
LS 12 2EF
LEICESTER: Dept. HFN, Syston Street
LONDON, Hackbridge ( nr. Croydon):
Dept. HFN, 190 London Road, Hackbridge, Wallington, Surrey
LONDON, Hayes: Dept. HFN, Silverdale
Road, Pump Lane, Hayes
LONDON, Potters Bar: Dept. HEN,
Station Road, Darkes Lane, Potters Bar

Tel: 021-472 6181

Tel: 021-706 0684
Tel: 0272 559841
Tel: 031-554 4454 (9 lines)

Tel: 041-886 5731
Tel: 0472 59623
Tel: 0482 46441 ( 6lines)
Tel: 0632 892211
Tel: 0532 40551
Tel: 0533 52236
Tel: 01-643 8989
Tel: 01-573 1841
Tel: Potters Bar 43491
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LONDON. Dagenham: Dept. HEN. Rainham
Road South, Dagenham RMIO 8ST
NORWICH: Dept. HEN, Roundtree Way,
Norwich NOR 94P
NEWPORT: Dept. HFN, Maesglas Industrial
Estate, Newport NPT 2XE
NOTTINGHAM: Dept. HFN, 121 Town St.,
Sandiacre, Nottingham NGIO 5DW
OXFORD: Dept. HFN, Ferry Hinksey Road,
Osney Mead, Oxford, Oxfordshire
READING: Dept. HEN, Monarch House,
75-8l
Caversham
Road,
Reading
RGI 8AP
ROCHDALE: Dept. HEN, Corner Well
i• th' Lane and Queensway
ROCHESTER Dept. HFN, Maidstone Road.
Rochester
SHEFFIELD: Dept. HEN. The Mill, ILoxiey
Road, Malin Bridge, 56 4TN
SOUTHAMPTON: Dept. HEN, Chickenhall
Lane, Eastleigh SOS 5ZQ
STOCKTON: Dept. HFN, Teesway, Port.
rack Lane, Teesside, T518 2RH
SUNDERLAND: Dept. HEN. 4-7 St.
Thomas Street, Sunderland, SRI IHR
WIGAN: Dept. HFN. Wharf Mill, Princess
Street, VVN3 4EZ
WILLENHALL: Dept. HEN, Walsall Road,
VVillenhah, Staffordshire

Tel:01-595 5111
Te1:0603.11831
Tel : 50431
Tel: Sandiacre 6116
Tel: 0865 47405/6/7
Tel : 0734 599911
Tel: 50606
Tel: Medway 49171
Tel: 0742 3.1721/6
Tel: 4722
Tel. 66132/65215
Tel Sundei land 59993
Tel:0942 34741
Tel:0902 60411

HI-FI NEWS 75 WATT AMPLIFIER
BY J. L. LINSLEY-HOOD

Published Nov. 1972 to Feb. 1973

DESIGNER APPROVED KIT Mk III

As a result of J. L. Linsley- Hood's follow-up article published in the April edition of Hi Fi News, Powertran Electronics have produced a
new version of their kit and are pleased to announce that this incorporates all the latest modifications and improvements suggested by the
designer to create an even more outstanding amplifier that you will be proud to say you built yourself.
PACK

COMPONENT PACKS

I

Fibre glass printed circuit board for power amp.

2

Set of resistors, capacitors, pre-sets for power amp.

£- 85

3

Set of semiconductors for power amp. ( highest voltage version).

4

Pair of 2 drilled, finned heat sinks.

£ 0.80
£ I.30

£1.70
£ 6.50kits

FREE

TEAK CASE
with full

5

Fibre glass printed circuit board for pre- amp.

6

Set of low noise resistors, capacitors, pre-sets for pre- amp.

7

Set of low noise, high gain semiconductors for pre- amp.

£ 2.40

8

Set of potentiometers ( including mains switch).

£2.05

9
10

Set of 4 push button switches, rotary mode switch.
Toroidal transformer complete with magnetic screen/housing primary:
0-117-234V, secondaries: 33-0-33V 25-0-25V.

£ 3-70

11

Fibre glass printed circuit board for power supply.

£0.65

12

Set of resistors, capacitors,
power supply.

£3.50

13

Set of miscellaneous parts including DIN skts. mains input skt. fuse
holder, interconnecting cable, control knobs.
£4.25

14
15

Set of metal workparts including silk screen printed fascia panel and
all brackets, fixing parts, etc.
Handbook.

£6.30
£0.30

BC182L

£0.10

BFR39

16

Teak cabinet.

£7.35

BC I
84L

L0.11

BFR79

secondary fuses,

£2.70

SEMICONDUCTORS FOR THIS DESIGN

BASIC COMPONENT SET

Handbook included

OVERSEAS ORDERS: No VAT.
Postage charged at cost plus 50p
special packing. Full kit boxed as
2 parcels: 8lb, 21 lb.

POST FREE ( U.K.)

(
Total cost of individually purchased
packs: f69.75)

semi-conductors for

Set of semi- conductors, resistors, capacitors, printed circuit boards for stereo 75 watt
power amp., pre- amp. and power supply.

UK ORDERS: Subject to 10%
Surcharge for VAT. Carriage free.
Mail order only.

£62 .40

£9.15

2 each of packs 1-7 inclusive are required for complete stereo system.0.55

£35.05

KIT PRICE only

£0.25
£0.25

BC2I2L £ 0.12
BC2I4L £. 14

MPSAI2
15920 ..

£
£0.10

BD529

£0.85

2N3442 • •

£1.20

BD530
BDY56

£0.85
£ I.60

2N5457 • •
2N5459 • •

£0.45
£0.45

BF257

£ 0.40

FOR FURTHER DETAILS PLEASE WRITE TO:
Dept. H5

POWERTRAN ELECTRONICS
PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS SP 10 3N N

I
S5

When Mario Lanza is singing,
does your HiFi have the manners
not to hum?
Of all the components in any
HiFi system, connecting leads
are the simplest and cheapest.
Yet the problems they
cause can make Mario Lanza
sound like Issy Bonn.
They can cause hums and
crackles and buzzes you'd never
believe. They can even cut off your
amplifier in its prime.
Unless you choose leads made by
QAS. Because at QAS we
take enough time and
enough trouble to
make every lead we sell
up to the quality of your
other equipment. Or even
better. And every lead is
inspected. Not just one in
ten. Or arandom batch. Every single lead.
And faulty ones are rejected out of hand.
Why do we take all
this trouble?
Simply because we
understand the HiFi
business. We're
enthusiasts ourselves
and we know how faulty wiring
or dicey soldering can turn the
highest of fi's into the lowest
of sounds. By now you may be
thinking we couldn't give you this
good adeal on awide range of leads.
But you'd be wrong.
We make the
biggest range of
leads you'll find.
Because with
HiFi, you have the
right component or

the wrong one. We want you to
have the right one. Every time.
QAS accessories aren't hard to
find either. Over 3,000 HiFi stores
stock them (including big name
stores like Curry's).
We've compiled acatalogue
covering over 250 QAS leads and
accessories. Crammed from
cover to cover
with details and
illustrations of
every lead you're
ever likely to want.
It's the biggest,
most authoritative
guide of its kind.
It costs amere 50
pence. Which we
reckon is asmall
price to pay if
your HiFi is
humming one
tune while Mr.
Lanza is singing
another. To get your
copy, fill out the coupon below.
Send QAS catalogue fast. Ienclose 501) .7heque/P0 ."
made payable to QAS.
Name
Address

Quality Audio Supplies Wollaton Road
Beeston Nottingham NG9 2PB
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TFS 70 Tuner/Amplifier

Output Power: Both ch. driven
CONTINUOUS SINE WAVE
DYNAMIC MUSIC
Harmonic Distortion
lntermodulation Distortion
Frequency Response Ref 1KHz
Power Bandwidth
Input Sensitivity
MAGNETIC PICK-UP
CRYSTAL/CER P.U.
TAPE
AUX
Tone Control
BASS
TREBLE
High Cut Filter
Hum Et Noise Vol Max.
Outputs
SPEAKERS
HEADPHONE
TAPE
Crosstalk
Damping Factor

30 W Per Channe,
50 W Per Channel
04% at 6VV 1KHz
25% ( 250/8000 Hz 4.1)
30 Hz 25 KHz 1.5 dB
20 Hz 30 KHz
3m V/4] Kohms
250mV/3 Kohms
350friV/47 Kohms
20CmV/100 Kohrk's
•13 dB ( 100 Pz)
•11 dB ( 10 KH;)
—8 dB at 10 KHz
Ma g — 50mV OthErrs — 30mV
8ohm
8ohm
45mV/47 Kohms
55 dB at 1KHz
45 dB at 250 Hz 10 KHz
20

Subject to mcdification without prior notice

Wavebands
VHF/FM
SW
MW
LW
Antenna Impedance
Sensitivities
VHF/FM

SW
MW
LW
Harmonic Distortion
(At 1KHz, 40 KHz Bev)
Signal/Noise Ratio
Image Rejection
Capture Ratio
AM Suppression
Pilot Carrier Suppression
Subcarrier Suppression
Power Requirements
Dimensions
Net Weight

87.5-104.5 MHz
5.8-12.5 MHz
510-1710 KHz
145-350 KHz
300 ohms
25uV for 30dB S/N Ratio
on Mono ( Measured at 75KHz
Dev)
450a/m for 20dB S/N Ratio
250uV/m for 20dB S/N Ratio
750uV/m for 20dB S/N Ratio
FM Mono - Less than 05%
FM Mono 55dB
FM Stereo 55dB
FM 70dB
3dB at 22.5 KHz Deviation
40dB for 11mV Input Voltage
60 dB
40dB
120/240V AC 50/60 Hz,
200W Max
41" ( H)). 19 1
4" ( W)>: 13" ( D)
107x 490)< 331 mm
20 lbs ( 9.2 Kg) approx

CS 400 Tuner/Amplifier/Player

• •-• • • • • • t•t•i'l'i

Output Power: Elcth ch. driven
CONTINUOM SIRE WAVE
DYNAMIC MUSIC
Harmonic Distortion
Intermodulation Distortion
Frequency Response Re1 1KHz
Power Bandwidth
Input Sensitivity Fe rated 'Input
MAGNETIC PICK-UP
TAPE
Tone Control
BASS
TREBLE
High Cut Filter
Hum Et Noise Vol Max.
Outputs
SPEAKERS
HEADPHONE
TAPE
Crosstalk
Damping Factor

23 W Per ChannEl
26 W Per Channel
05%atlOW1 KHz
2.5% i250/8000 Hz 4:1)
30 Hz 25 KHz " dB
311Hz 25 KHz

Wavebands
'vfiFjEM
SW
MW
Antenna Impedance
Sensitivities
"/FM

3mV/47 Kohms
250mV/100 Kohms
11 dB ( 100 Hz:
-11 dB ( 10 KW:
—7 dB it 10 KHz
Mag 50mV TAPE 30mV
8ohm
8ohm ( 500mV AT 20w)
45mV/47 Kohm
55 dB at 1KHz
45 dB at 250 Hz 10 KHz
2C

SW
MW
LW
Harmonic Distortion
(At 1KHz, 40 KHz Dev)
Signal/Noise Ratio
Image Rejection
Capture Ratio
AM Suppression
Pilot Carrier Suppression
Subcarrier Suppression
Power Requirements
Dimensions

Subject to modification without prior note

87.5-104.5 MHz
5.8-12.5 MHz
510-1633 KHz
145-350 KHz
300 ohm:;
3uV/m for 30dB S/N Ratio
on Mono ( Measured at 22.5KHz
Dev)
560uV/m for 20dB S/N Ratio
500uV/m for 20dB S/N Ratio
1000uV/e for 20dB S/N Ratio
FM Mono - Less than 1%
FM Mono 55dB
FM Stereo 55dB
FM 45dB
3dB at 22.5 KHz Deviation
30dB for 1.1mV Input Voltage
35 dB
20dB
120/240V AC 50/60 Hz,
150W Max
6" ( H) x30r ( W)x 141" ( D)
155x 78[1x 366 mm

Soft line Speakers
oyaba

LS 200S- 20W
To Din Specification

LS 300S-40W
To Din Specification

LS 400S- 40W
To Din Specification

Portable Radio/ Cassette Recorder
Radio Coverage
VHF/FM
SW
MW
LW
Sensitivity
MW
FM
AFC
Output Power ( 10% THD)
BATTERY
MAINS
Track System
Recommended Tape

TCR 400
For the address of your
nearest dealer, contact

"Lirr

A Division of theTeleton Group oj Companies

163/164 Moulsham Street
Chelmsford Essex CM2 OLW
Telephone 0245 66739

Tape Speed
Wow Et Flutter
Frequency Response ( ReciPB)
Inputs
MIC
AUX
Power Requirements
D
AC
Dimensions
Net Weight

88-104 MHz
6-12 MHz
520-1605 KHz
150-280 KHz
—500uV/m — 20dB S/N
—10uV —30dB S/N
Switchable
1.5W
17W
2Track Monaural
C30, C60, C90 Compact
Cassette
i.p.s. ( 4.75 cm/sec)
0.35% Max
100 Hz-8KHzi- 5dB
0.3 mV
150 mV
7P/ ( 5x HP 11) 115/240V
50/60 Hz
81," ( H)x 10-1" ( W)x 4" ( D)
(216x 306x 102 mm)
fl lbs ( 3.5 Kg) approx.

Subject to modification without prior notice
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Wou l(1Ift You

'we more stereo
tor less money?
Ws/

Join the exclusive Wilson Stereo Library ' Records at Cost'
service and you can buy any new stereo record, cassette or
cartridge at cost price, plus a modest 16!,,p handling charge.
This means you could buy a £2.29 record for a total cost of
£169- aterrific saving.

WILSON STEREO INDEX
Essential for serious stereo
stereo recording - classical,
features expert reviews. Just

LIBRARY SERVICES
You can hire from the W.S.L. Library the whole range of
ereo recordings - on tape, disc & cassette. Even brand-new
recordings. From the classics to hard rock, from opera to
pop ballads - it's all in the comprehensive range from W. S.L.

BUY WHEN YOU LIKE
You buy a record when you feel like it - there is no binding
arrangement.
UP TO 75% OFF!
Monthly lists detail brand-new and little used stereo
recordings at up to 75% off list prices - another terrific
moneysaver.

THE WILSON
STEBE0
LIBRARY, A \II III )

WHAT'S THE COST ?
Your annual subscription is just £3.30; handling charge per
record is 161p, with postage extra. A few 'at cost' purchases
soon repays your subscription!

Fla IIIM ffll Ma MIR MI Ma

\‘ .
1%*4 1
1,11;11.\\'‘\

ONLY WSL
OFFER THIS
UNIQUE
STEREO
SERVICE

- INDISPENSABLE
fans. Lists every worthwhile
popular, Opera, jazz etc., and
£ 1.25 (-;- 20p pêz p).

Ma OM Ma NM Ma

OM MIII aM

iTo:-The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd., 104-106 Norwood High St., London, S.E127 a
I
111

send me

I

TICK ITEMS
REQUIRED

0 Free booklet The Wilson Stereo Library. which gives full details of all :
W . S.L. )R1rvires and accessories. Ienclose 6p pnatage.
.0 ' WS.L. Spe , iali›e Stereo Catalogue'. Iencicse 50p for the Main Catalogues
I
30p for the Casset te Catalogue. : tüp for the Tape Catalogue i' Please delete as
I
required) ard understand that this will be credited to me in full should 1
dexade t,)beeome a member of any of he Libraries.

0 vb .S.L. Specialist Siereo Index. Iencloae

I

£ 1.25 plus pit p. 20p.
I

I

NAME

Total turn enclosed f
I

I
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BIG VALUE
BIG SERVICE
BIG DISCOUNTS

SMITHS
RADIO LTD

BARCLAYCARD
ACCESS-AMERICAN
EXPRESS'
DINERS
CLUB
ACCEPTED

SPECIALLY SELECTED HI-FI
* 2- YEAR GUARANTEE!
* FREE STEREO HEADPHONES!
2245
..
2270 .. .

ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH
Speaker Systems ( prs.)
AR- 7
..
..
£ 55.00
AR- 4x2
..
£63.80
AR- 6
£79.20
AR-2ax
.
£ 118.80
AR- 5
..
£ 159.50
AR- 3A
..
£ 220.00
AR Turntable system
(less cart.) .. £ 41.80

JBL
Speaker Systems (prs.)
.. £ 139.00
Decade ..
Prima ..
. £ 168.00
Aquarius 4
• £192.00
• £309.00
Century 100

LUX
Stereo Amplifiers
SQ700X
SQ505X
SQ507X
50202
Stereo Tuners
VVL700
VV L500 .
WL212 .

Stereo Tuners
105
115
120

£ 270.00
£ 330.00
. £ 95.00
.. £ 145.00
.. £260.00

Four- Channel Amplifiers
4060
.
.
£ 160.00
4100
.
£260.00
Four- Channel Adaptor Amp.
2440
£ 180.00
Four- Channel Receivers
4220
£ 195
E270
4230
4240
E335
4270
£ 395
4415
£ 245

00
00
00
00
00

Four- Channel Decoder
SQA-I
£ 24.00
£10825
£162.25
£194.25
£263.00
£113.75
£173.00
£255•30

Remote Control 4- Channel
Balance and Volume
RC4
£ 16.00
Imperial Speakers
(Walnut or Teak)
4G

£38.00

7010GSL Dual System
Auto- reverse .. £ 570.00

15 FM Stereo Tuner
13 Speaker ( 75 W)

£295.00
£175•00

Four- Channel Tape Decks
A- I340
E298.00
2420 Playback only .. £ 262.00
2520 2- Channel record £ 330.00
2340R 4- channel record
and playback .. £ 460.00
3340 4- Channel record
and playback .. £515.00

Tuner/Amplifiers
330A 45 Watts RMS
630 60 Watts RMS
930 90 Watts RMS

£ 129.00
£ 149.00
£209.00

Cassette Tape Decks
A- I40 Stereo ..
160 Dolby Stereo ..
280 Stereo with Amplifier and 2 LSIO Spkrs
350 Dolby Stereo ..
360 Dolby Stereo ..
450 Dolby Stereo ..

£106.00
£ 132.00
£ 165.00
£ 163.00
£195.00
£ 225.00

Tuner/Amplifiers
AT- I00 Stereo FM Tuner £ 116.00
AS- 100 Integrated Stereo
Amplifier ..
£140-00
AG- 6500 Tuner Amplifier
50/50 watts RMS with
wooden case .. £230.00
Noise Reduction Unit
AN- 60 Dolby- Record
and play ..
AN- 80 Dolby- Record
and play

Cassette Decks
CAD 5 Dolby Professional
£ 145.00
HKI000 Dolby Professional ..
£185•00
Multichannel Tuner/Amplifiers
50 + 2x 25 W RMS Stereo,
4+12 W RMS 4- Chan. £175-00
75+2 x 45 W RMS Stereo,
4x 18 W RMS 4- Chan. £275.00
100+2x 57.5 W RMS
Stereo. 4x 24 W RMS
4- Channel
£325.00
150+2 x70 W RMS
Stereo, 4x 30 W RMS
4- Channel
£375.00

YAMAHA
"Natural Sound Systems"

£48.00
£82.00

Music Centres
MC- 40
MS- 3

.. £ 139 95
.. £ 2.17-50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE

Speaker Systems ( prs.)
ALS40 . .. £ 124110
TLS50
£ 168.00
Monitor Mk II .. £ 275.00
PRO Monitor ..
E350.00

Speaker Systems ( prs.)
A10
£ 39.00
A25
£ 62 50

MARANTZ

Stereo Receivers
2015
2220
2230

&moo
moo

5G
6G
..
£68 00
7G
..
(All Maranta prices exclude
VAT.)

AN- 180 Dolby- Record
and play ..
£148.00
AN- 300 4- Channel Dolby.
4- Channel record or
play. 2- Channel record and play .. £260.00

TANNOY

Mixer
AX- 300 Multi- Channel
Audio Mixer ..

Speaker Systems ( prs.)
Chatsworth .. £ 120.00
Lancaster 12 in. .. £ 131.65
York
..
£ 175.60

Stereo Tape Decks
A- I030
£85.00
£125.00
£225.00
£385.00
£245.00
£245.00
£315.00
£775.00

.. £ 139.00
.. £ 169.00
• £215-00

Speakers
110 ( pr.) Brown
220 ( pr.) Brown
330 ( pr.) Brown
440 (pr.) Brown

Speakers ( per pr.)
TL 1210 ..
TL 2510 ..
TL 5010

(UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED)

TEAC

We sound better"
Stereo Amplifiers
1030
1060
1120
1200
3300
240
250
500

STUDIOCRAFT
£51.00
£71 00
. £ 92.85
. . £ 127.20

12505 Auto- Reverse
3300-10
3300-11
3300-12
4010GSL
4070G Bi-directional
record/playback ..
4300 Auto- reverse ..
6010GSL Dual System
Auto- reverse ..
7030GSL Record/playback

£142.00
£197.15
£250.00
£275.00
£292.00
£275.00
£325.00
£360.00
£330.00
£498.00
£550.00

£220-00

SONAB
P4000 Stereo Amplifier £ 136.30
R4000 Stereo Receiver
£163.20
R7000 Stereo Receiver £220.00
OM Type II Speaker
System ( pr). .. £136.40
0A4 Type 11 Speaker
System ( pr.). .. £ 117.30
0A6 Type 11 Speaker
System.
£ 395.50
VI Speaker System ( pr.). £78.20
.Available in Teak or White.

HARMAN KARDON
"There is nothing better"
Citation
II Pre- Amplifier
12 Power Amplifier
(120 W RMS)

£185.00
£185.00

MS- 5B

..

£297.50

Amplifiers/Tuner Amps.
CA- 500
..
£ 90-75
700
..
£ 149 80
CR 500
..
£ 139 82
510LS
£ 159 78
700
..
£ 189-78
CT- 700
..
£ 139 80
Speakers ( per pr.
NS- 410
..
£ 53.57
625
..
£ 104.00
645
..
£ 147 56
670 .. . £ 200 00
Stereo Cassette Deck
TB- 700 .. • £ 157.88
Turntable
YP-700

£68 20
£76-20

Stereo Tuner Amplifiers
TR200 MPX
£85.00
TRI000 MPX
£ 134.50
TRI010 MPX
£ 146.00

REVOX

Stereo Receivers
2000
£81.70
3000
.
£ 129.90
4000
..
£ 135 00
1400 Turntable £ 63-55

Tuner/Amplifiers
S-7050
£89-50
S-7100
£132.50
5-7200 .
£179.00
S7900A
£ 220.00
S-2400 AM/FM Tuner .. £122-00
S-9400 50/50 watts amplifier
..
£ 148.00
SEL 300 Digital FM tuner £ 262.00
W-10 Walnut case ..
£16-00

Stereo Amplifiers
TA300
TA300M

VODKA AND TONIC

Tape Recorders
1122 .
1124 .

SCAN-DYNA

SHERWOOD

TANDBERG

IMF

£319.00
£319.00
£319.00
I102/1104 Tape Deck . . £ 279.00
H I1021H1104 Tape Deck £ 323.00

800 (pr.) Professional
speakers with equalizer £ 395.00
1800 250/250 Professional
amplifier .. £ 520.00
Pedestal ( pr.) for 901
speaker ( black or white) £ 25.00
S2 tripod stand ( pr.) for
Bose 800 speakers ..

Stereo Tape Decks
3321/334 IX .
9021/9041X
3421/344IX

£49.50
£62.00
£129.50
£109.00
£185.00
.. £ 142.00

ERA
Transcription Turntables
444
.
.
.
£46.00
555
£ 55-00
666
..
..
£69.50
Mk 6/SME 3009 S2 ..
£79-50
All the above ERA prices include
plinth, cover and integral arm.

BOSE

All items on this page
are delivered free by the
Securicor.

901 ( pr.) Direct/reflecting speakers, including
equalizer .. £290.00
501 ( pr.) Direct/reflecting speakers ..
£182.00
180IA 250/250 watts
Amplifier with display £498.00
18018 250/250 watts
Amplifier without display ..
£425-00

At Smiths you get technical
advice,
demonstrations, large stocks
and
a
12
month
'NO
NONSENSE
GUARANTEE'
on
everything we sell.

.

£ 124 95

OFFERING THE BEST IN VALUE! ! !

THS

BIG VALUE
BIG SERVICE
BIG DISCOUNTS

STEREO CASSETTE
DECKS
Aiwa AD1500 .. £ 129.50
Akai CS3OD
£55 00
CS33D
£64-50
CS36D
£ 9.50
C5380
£89-50
GXC4OT .. £ 115-25
GXC45D .. £99.50
GXC46D .. £92-50
GXC65D .. £ 109-50
Alpha 3000 w. Dolby B £79-50
CD1000
£39.50
Philips 2506 .. £49-50
Sharp RD423E £42.00
Sansui SC700 .. £ 105-00
Sanyo RD4300
POA
RD4530
POA
Tandberg TCD310
£139.50

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Alpha FR3000 ..
£68 50
FR4000
£73-50
Amstrad 5000 .. £59 SO
Akai AA8030 £99-50
AA8080 £ 124 50
Eagle AA28 .. £89.50
AA30
£98-00
Goodmans Module 80 £69 00
One-Ten
£104.00
Module 90 ..
£85.00
Philips RH702
£74.00
RH720
£149-50
RH901
£164.50
Pye 1558 ( with cassette & speakers)
£105.00
Rogers R/brook CH
£70-25
R/brook Teak ..
£76-00
Rotel RX200A . •
£68.00
RX400A
£79.00
RX600A
£115-00
RX 1
54A Quad ..
£85.00
RX800A
£137.00
Sanyo DCA2300K
POA
DCA2500K
POA

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Alpha FA200 £28-95
FA300 . . £ 35 50
E0030
£35.75
E0050
£43.25
Amstrad Integra 4000
Mk 2
£26-50
IC2000 Mk 2 .. £ 34-95
G
d SP25 p/c
Brahms SA8OU £27.95
G800
E15-95
Cambridge P 50 .. £87.00
Garrard AP76 p/c
P.1 10 .. £ 129-50
G800
£24 95
Celestion Telefi £21.50
Carriage 9Sp
Eagle AA2
.
£29.50
AA4
£43-50
£69-50
AA6
£53.00 Sansui 210
310
£84•50
H/West DAI 000 .. £21.50
350A
£99
50
Metrosound ST40 .. £ 39.50
1000X
£119.50
ST2OE Mk 3 .. £34.00
661
£134-50
ST6OE
£63.00
771
£157.50
Nikko TRM300 .. £ 35 00
Six
£197 50
TRM500
£79.50
Seven
£234.50
TRM600
£94.50
Eight
£249.50
Philips RH52 1 .. £92.50
RH520
£59-50
SPEAKERS
Rogers R/brook CH
(Priced in matched pairs)
MkIll
£44 50
Amstrad
1500 .. £24-00
R/brook TK
£47 50
R/bourne CH
£59 50 Amstrad 2500 .. £ 32.00
Celestion
County .. £ 34.50
Ribourne TK
£64 95
Ditton 120
£38-00
Rotel RA211
£35 95
£62 50
Ditton
15
RA311 ..
£44 95
Ditton 44
£92 00
RA61 I ..
£66 95
Ditton
25
£108-00
Sinclair Proj. 605
£23 75
Ditton 66
.. £ 169 00
Ferrograph F208
£59 SO
POA
F608 ..
Akai AA5200
£64-95
See the best! Hear the
£82 50
AA5500
best! Buy the best-at
£124.50
AA5800
Smiths Radio Ltd.
Sansui AU I01
£39 50
AU505
£64 50
AU555A
£89-50 Cambridge R40 .. £120.00
£119 50
AU6500
R50
£179.00
£144 50 Brahms Sandringham £39.50
AU7500
£229 SO
AU9500
Balmoral
£69-50
Tandberg TA300
£69.50
Buckingham ..
£74.50
Ferrograph SI .. £149-50
ALL PRICES
Goodmans Minister
£33.50
INCLUDE V.A.T.
Mezzo III SL
LS 7-00
Magnum K2 SL
£69.75
STEREO TUNERS
Havant SL
£36.75
Alpha FTI50
£42.00
Dimension 8
£109.50
Amstrad 3000 ..
£26.50
Goodwood
£81.75
Metrosound FMS 40
£38-95
Philips RH621
£77-50
Rogers R/brook CH
£39.00
At Smiths you get technical
It/brook TK
£43.00
advice,
demonstrations,
£45.00
Ft/bourne CH
large stocks and a 12
Ft/bourne TK
£49.00
months 'NO NONSENSE
Rotel RT222
£35.95
GUARANTEE' on every£47.95
RT322
thing we sell.
£71.95
RT622
Nikko FAM300
POA
FAM400
POA EMI LEI ..
£23-95
FAM500
£72 00
LE2
£950
Sansui TUSOS
£67-50
LE3
£5750
£79-50
TU666 ..
LE4
£87 50
TU7500 ..
£119.50 Rank Domus 250
£57.50
TU9500 ..
£149.50
350 ..
£7750

RADIO LTD
Richard Allan
Academy £ 109-50
Chaconne
£39.50
Flamenco £49-50
Pavane .. £74-50
Tannoy 3LIZ
Wharfedale Denton 2 £27.00
Linton 2 .. . • £ 34.00
Glendale, .. £52.95
Melton 2 .. £53-50
DovedalellIA .. £70-00
Lowther Acousta PM6 £97 00
LNB Para Lab Super £49.00
Para Lab 20 .. £89 75
Lecson Audio HL I.. £ 149 50
Lux 77 ..
POA
Sansui ES5OT £ 32.50
ES 100T .. £36.50
ES200T
£45.50
SPEAKER KITS
Goodman Din 20 ..
Helme XLK25
XLK50
KEF KK2
KK3
Peerless 20-.2 ..
4/30-12 ..
Richard Allan Twin
Triple ..
5/Triple
Triple Eight ..

£18.70
POA
POA
£48 00
£67.00
£20.00
£28.00
£45-00
£13-50
£31.00
£39-00
£23-25

CHASSIS TURNTABLES
Garrard SP25 Mk 4 £ 12 95
401
£29-50
McDonald MP60 .. £ 11 95
HT70
£ 14 50
810
£32 00
Goldring GL75 £32 50
Thorens TD125 Mk 2 £74 00
Connoisseur Bo lKit £ 10.25
TURNTABLES
With plinth and cover
Garrard Zero 100S £46 00
SP25 Mod. M75/6 £ 19 95
SP25 Mk 4Mod/
M756 .. £23 95

Equipment is in stock by:
AR. Onkyo. Sonab, Sanyo, IMF, Tannoy, Sansui,
Revox, Harman Kardon.
Scax, Nikko. Lux, Scandyna and Teat.

86SB Mod. ( less
cart.) .. £37-95
86SB Mod. M75/6 £41.95
Zero 100SB Mod.
M93E
£ 54-50
Zero 100S Mod.
(less cart.) .. £44•50
McDonald MP60 TPD1/
G800
£ 19.50
MP6OTPDI £ 15 25
HT70 TPD I .. £20.95
810 TPDI .. £42 00
Goldring GL78 £49-50
G101 .. £23.50
G L85
£69.00
Thorens TDI25B Mk 2 £87 00
TDI25AB Mk 2 .. £ 109.00
TD I
60AC .. £59.50
TDI65
£49-50
Sanyo TP92S .. £41.95
Philips GA212 .. £52-50
GA160/GP200 .. £ 19-95
Rank Domus BD2000 £44•50
BD-4000
£57-50
Sansui SR212
E47-50
Sanyo TP8OS
POA
Sonab 855/M75E .. £67.50
Transcriptors Saturn
£62-50
STEREO F4EADPH ONES
HW Cis 250
£ 5.75
Cis 300 ..
0.50
Cis 500 .. .. £ 11.50
K6.
•
£ 10-25
Koss K2+2 .. £39-00
K0747 .. .. £ 16-50
K6L/C .. • • £ 11.50
KRD7 I1 .. • • £7-95
ESP6 .. • •
£37.75
ESP9 .. • •
£57-25
HVI
..
£ 16.75
KSL C .. • • £24.75
PRO4AA .. £23.50

BARCLAYCARD
ACCESS- AMERICAN
EXPRESS
DINERS
CLUB
ACCEPTED

STEREO MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGES (Postage free)
ADC
10E IV ..
VLM
25
26
XLM

£17.85
£18.50
£56-75
£40.00
£23-75

GOLDR1NG
G850 £350
G800 . £4.75
G800H £525
G800E [7-00
G800SE £ 14 50
G820 .. £8.50
G820E £ 11-50
CS90/7 £4-25
CS90/7
Ceramic £425
DI20 Styl. £2-75
D110 Styl. £2-75
D 110H Styl. £2.75
DI 10E Styl. £575
CS91/E
Ceramic [5-75
0 RTO F0 N
F15 .. £9-50
FI5E .. £ 11 00
M 15 Super £22.00
MISE Super£25-25
SHURE
M3D

£4-00

M44,7 or G £5-00
M44E £5.25
M55E £5-50
M75 811 £8.25
EJ II .. £9.75
M75 ED II El 1.50
M91 ED.. £ 13-75
VIS Ill.. £30.00
M75/6 .. £ 7.00
M3D Rep.
Dia. St. £2.75
N44/7 or
G Stylus £425
N44E Stylus £4.50
N55E Stylus £5.25
N75-6 Styl. £5.00
N75 EJ Styl. £6-50
N75 ED Sty. £8.00
VNI5 E
Stylus £ 11-75
SONOTONE
9TA/HC
Dia. cart. £ 1•75
STANTON
681 EE £44.25
GRADO
FIR
FTE
F3E

£6-25
£8.75
£12.75

DEMONSTRATION LOUNGE
WOLVERHAMPTON
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One of the finest Hi Fi demonstration areas in the
country, where you can judge for yourself the quality of
most of che equipment advertised. If you are in the area
-please call in. Our technical experience is yours for
the asking.

Vast majority of goods
are in stock which you
could hear in our Demon
stration Lounge ( Wolverhampton).
Pioneer SE100/18100
Stax SR3
SRX
Sennheiser HD4I 4
HD424
Wharfedale ' sod yn.
Sansui SS2
SSIO
SS20
SH 15
TRANSCRIPTION
G.H. Unipoise
Unilift
Acos-Lustre ..
Connoisseur SAU2
SME 3009 S2 IMP ..

£30-50
£45-75
£86 75
£I1-50
£17 50
£15 75
£7 95
£13 95
El 895
£15 95
ARMS
£ 1100
£4.00
£24.50
E10.50
£27.00

STEREO TAPE DECKS
AND RECORDERES
Akai 172IL
.. £ 2.50
IBIOL
£ 111.50
4000DS
£68.95
CR810 .. £58-50
CROIT
£99-50

BSRTD8S .
Ferrograph
702/704W
722/724W
702/704 Dolby
722/724 Dolby
Philips N44I8
N4450 ..

£ 12 95
£ 182.25
£213 50
£247 50
£284.00
£ 152-00
£225 00

Send cash/cheques, or
credit card details with
order. Open for business
9.30-7.00
p.m.
Mon..
Wed. & Fri. 9.30-6.00
p.m. Tue., Thur. & Sat..
Prices correct at time of
going to press. Subject
to alteration
without
prior notice. After-sales
service included. Securicor delivery, £3-00 extra
per item.
°Wolverhampton.

All goods available
at 10% depositbalance payable
over 8 months.
LOW interest
charges.

SMITH'S RADIO LTD.26 VICTORIA STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON,STAFFS
TEL WOLVERHAMPTON 29246 or 29295
21 Allerton Road,Liverpoo118.Tel 051-733 3380 23 Castle Street, Shrewsbury.Tel 0743 57277

t:»
HIGH FIDELITY cel'

PAYBOND CREDIT SCHEME Mil

OMNI AFTER SALES SERVICE

ovt` DISCOUNTS
•ON DEMONSTRATION

BARCLAY CARD

eTAPE

RECORDERS ( P&P £ 1.25)

Akai GXC 46D ..
Akai GXC 380
Akai GXC 36D
Alpha DB6 Noise Reduction ..
BSR TD8S 8 Track
Revox 1104 Mk 3and 1124 Mk 3 ..
Sanyo RD4300G
Tandberg 3300 ..
Tandberg 9000 ..
Tandberg TCD 310..
Videosonic PD2

e PICKUP

£99.50
£92.00
£75.00
£51.70
£18.15
P.O.R.
£99.50
£120.00
£191.48
£126.80
P.O.R.

ARMS (
P&P 50p)

Acos Lustre
A/Technica 1005 ..
Colton MC 101 ..
Connoisseur SAU2
Goldring L75 ..
Neat G20 .
SME 3009/S2.Detachable Shell
Transcriptor Y
..

l
e HEADPHONES

( P&P 50p)

Koss K0727B
Koss PRO4AA
Koss Red Devils
Koss ESP9
Koss ESP6
Koss K6LC
Pioneer SE30A
Pioneer 5E50
Pioneer Sel 20
Pioneer Sel 40 ..
Pioneer SE 100/1B 100
Rogers Ravensbrook
Sansui SS2, SSIO and SS20
Stax SR3
Sennheiser H0414
Wharfedale DDI
Wharfedale Isodynamics

e CLEARANCE

£2430
£18.22
£22.20
£13.20
£10-17
£13.20
£33.40
£25.00

£15.95
£27 72
£11.00
£69 00
£40.15
£12.65
£12.00
£21.00
£7.15
£15-85
£34.54
£16.50
P.O.R.
£44-55
£12.95
£11.00
£19.36

BARGAINS

Cambridge PSO shopsoiled
TDK 1200 ft. 7in. ..
TDK 600 ft. 5 in...
TDK 2400 ft. 10} in. metal
TDK 1800 SD r
TDK Low Noise 150117" ..

£82-00
£1.30
£0.99
£2-20
£2.35
£1.65

Rogers Ravensbrook Mk Ill
Rogers Ravensbrook Mk Ill cased •
Rogers Ravensbourne cased
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis
Sansui AU 101
Sinclair 2000 Ilk II
Sinclair 3000
Sugden A2I series three ..
Sugden A48
Tandberg TA300

eTUNERS/TUNER

£38.77
£50.60
P.O.R
£27 00
£83 19
£113 00
£49.00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£54.12
£50.60
£44.00
£39.60
£81.85
P.O.R.
£31.46
£59.85
£159 28
£93 50
£148 00

(
P&P £ 100)
• . £ 18.70
. £ 11.88
.. £29.30
.. £36.96
Stockists
£43-50
£26.40
£84.48
£36.95
£54.00
£17.50
£35.47
£29.70
£48.35
£59.80
£36.50
£63.00
£73-92
£54.00
£64.00

BSR MP6OP/C wired
Connoisseur SOI kit ..
Connoisseur BD2 chassis
Connoisseur BD2 P & C
Dual 1218 chassis ..
Goldring GL72 P & C
Goldring G101 P & C
Goldring GL85 P & C
Goldring GL7S
Goldring GL7S P & C
Garrard SP25 module
Garrard AP86 module ..
Garrard 401
Garrard Zero 100SB module
Philips GA2I2
Pioneer PL12D
Thorens TDI60C
Thorens TDI25
Thorens TDI65C
Transcriptors Saturn

•

el CARTRIDGES ( P&P 25p)

I
el

£66.00

£61.60
P.O.R.
£30.80
£39.60
£70.40
£79.20
£69-00

AMPLIFIERS ( P&P £ 1.25)

Alpha FTI50 AM/FM
Alpha RI50
Armstrong 623/624/625/626
Celestion TV Telefi
Goodmans Module 80
Goodmans One/I0
Korting T510 ..
Leak Delta ..
Nikko FAM300 and 400
Revox A76
Rogers Ravensbourne cased
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis
Rogers Ravensbrook cased
Rogers Ravensbrook chassis
Rogers Ravensbrook TIA cased
Sansui 210-310 and TUSOS
Sinclair 2000
Sugden R2I
Tandberg 1010 ..
Tandberg TR200 ( MPX)
Tandberg 1000 ( MPX)

•TURNTABLES

£4100
£47.00

STYLI

Grado FTR
Ortofon MISE Super
Pickering V1S/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M3D
Shure M31E
Shure M44/5
Shure M44C/7
Shure MSSE
Shure M44E
Shure M75/6/2
Shure M75G/2
Shure M7SED
Shure M75E1/2 .
Shure VIS ( impr.) Mark 11 .
1
Stanton 681 EE

oSPEAKERS

£7.42
£30•80 £ 17.60
£15.73 £ 15.34
£9.46
£6-60
£6.00
£5.73
£4.48
£3.16
£9.35
£5.61
£7.70
£6.60
£5.80
£4-22
£7.12
£5.54
£6.33
£4.75
£10.03 £518
£10.82 £6.07
£12-00 £9-24
£11.35 £6.60
£31.68 £ 12.93
..
stock

AND KITS ( P&P 75p)

Cambridge Audio R40 and RSO
Celestion Ditton 44 ( pair)
Celestion County ..
Celestion Ditton 15
Celestion Ditton 25
Celestion Ditton 120 ( pair)
Dynaco A2SXS ( pair) ..
Goodmans Mezzo SL
Goodmans Magnum SL
IMF Models ..
J/Watts Juno and Juliet ( pair) ..
J/ Watts Jumbo ( pair)
Jordan Watts Module ..
KEF Cadenza, Chorale and Concerto
KEF Kit 2 ( Concord) ..
KEF Kit 3 ( Concerto)
Peerless 2-8 Kit ( pair) ..
Peerless 10-2 Kit ( pair)
Peerless 3-25 Kit ( pair)
Peerless 20-2 Kit ( pair) ..
Peerless 20-3 Kit ( pair) ..
Peerless 3-15 Kit ( pair) ..
Peerless 430/12 Kit ( pair)
R/Allan Triple 8 Kit ( Flamenco)
R/Allan Twin Kit ( Chaconne)
R/Allan Triple Kit ( Pavane)
R/Allan S/Triple Assy, 20 W
R/Allan Chaconne II
R/Allan Pavane II
R/Allan Minette Il
R/Allan Flamenco 11 ( pair)..
Rogers Ravensbourne ( pair)
Rogers BBC Monitor ..
Tannoy III LZ
Tannoy IF Lancaster ..
Tannoy Ill LZ Monitor Gold
Tannoy 12 Monitor Gold
Tannoy IF Monitor Gold
Tannoy Chatsworth
W/Dale Dentons 2 ( pair) ..
W/Dale Lintons 2 ( pair) ..
W/Dale Triton 3 ( pair) ..
W/Dale Melton 2 ..
W/Dale Dovedale Ill ..
W/Dale Linton 2 ( pair) ..
WiDale Glendale 3 ( pair)
W/Dale Dovedale 3 ( pa r)

P.O.R.
£116.08
£24.60
£35•16
£0.35
£52-72
£69110
£35.05
£43.30
P.O.R.
£54.40
£41.72
£12.45
P.O.R.
£24.20
£34.32
£12.85
£18.83
£34-20
£23.58
£35.20
£23.75
£59.84
£15.00
£8.98
£19.80
£23-70
£17-38
£35.86
£14.08
£50 16
£49.95
P.O.R.
£45-76
£68-64
£3S-20
£39.60

£46-65

£58.08
£36.20
£42.70
£53.32
£35.75
£45.80
£20.15
£36.85
£56.95

AMPLIFIERS ( P&P £ 1.00)

Alpha FA200
Alpha FA300
Alpha FA400
Armstrong 621 .. .
Cambridge Audio P50 and P100 ..
Leak Delta 30 and 70 ..
Lux 707 ..
Metrosound ST.20E
Nikko TRM 300 and 400 ..
Onkyo 725 ..
Quad 33/303
Radford ..
Revox A78 ..

£29.70
£36-30
£37.40
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

MAIM I
E
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

£4.12
£8.91
£13.80
£3-90
£25.30
£20-90
£9.90
£7.70
£12-37
£7.15
£7.56
£4.62
£12.65
£18.70

A/Technica AT66
A/Technica AT2I5
A/Technica AT2 IX..
A/Technica ATSS
ADCXLM
ADCVLM
ADCQ32
ADCQ30
Empire 999EX
Goldring G800
Goldring G800H
Goldring G8S0
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800SE

•

£2.80
£5.50
£11.50
£14.
- 30
£11.45
£7.70
£5.50
£3.
- 30
£3.30
£2.42
£7.48
El 1-44

•UNIT
Sanyo
Sanyo
Sanyo
Sanyo

G2601 • •
GXT452IK ..
GXT4731K ..
G26I5 ..

£143-00
£140.00
£132.85
£77.47

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.
Stockists for Marantz, A. R. Dual, Hitachi, Harman Kardon,
National, Radford, Scandyna, Trio, Toshiba.
Closed half day Wed.

• 95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
II London, S.W.I9
93 Bus route. Open 10.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Prices correct at time of going to press and subject to
variation.
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AUDIO (
P & P £ 1.75)

May-Sept. incl.

01 946
•
11
•9 "
•

WHERE QUALITY
IS FOREMOST....

C51 control unit and P51 amplifier ( second power amp.
may be added to double the output capability), comprehensive
facilities for the Audiophile who must have everything.

A48 and A21
integrated
amplifiers 40 or 20 watts
RMS per channel respectively, facilities to match the
price ranges catered for.

... between the world famous 3M Wollensak
cassette tape transport and no compromise electronics
designed and manufactured in Britain.
R21 and R51 FM Stereo
tuners
with
many
novel
features complete the story,
in two styles to match the
A21 and A48 or C51 respectively

The Wollensak transport, rerowned for maintaining
its high performance throughout years of use, is
matched to electronics designed to give reel to reel
quality with cassette convenience and economy:
• high reliability ensured by solid state switching;

Most dictionaries define quality as ' degree of excellence'. This hobby
of ours in which some of us are fanatics has as its basis the re-creation
of the musical stage at home. Our ears are the best measuring instruments in the world when it comes to measuring the faithfulness of a
sound reproducing system and no matter what the laboratory oscilloscopes and distortion measuring equipment indicate, the final result
must sound right This philosophy has been fundamental to all the
design work carried on at J. E. Sugden & Company and though we
have sometimes offered controversial solutions, on one main point we
have never been criticised—the results we have produced have sounded
faithful—that s one of our degrees of excellence.

• intrinsic low noise further improved by Dolby
Noise Reduction System;
• low distortion at every stage;
• correct equalisation and bias levels for regular and
chromium dioxide tapes;

A second side is in constructional quality. Excellence of construction
gives far more owner satisfaction, for no one can deny the pride of
ownership of a hand made carefully constructed item as opposed to a
piece of quartity produced tinware. Excellence of construction also
tends to promote reliability and the certainty of the equipment performing in the manner the designer first intended. Fortunately we are
experts at quality of construction for we have a wealth of experience
upon which to draw. Emerlence of scientific instrument production
for many years causes us to adopt methods of approach of which the
quantity conscious methods engineer would never dream. Indeed
there have bean articles and programmes in the last few months about
large concerns experimenting with a different approach to production.
Instead of a soul destroying production line, one of the large Swedish
motor companies is trying a method where a small team makes a
complete vehicle. Just fancy—J. E. Sugden's assembly girls have
been doing this tor years with one girl making one instrument or one
amplifier with attendant job satisfaction and little likelihood of ashoddy
product. We have many other interesting routes to quality—adegree of
excellence.

• high overload margins throughout;
* separate amplifiers for microphone, low level line
and high level line inputs;
• controlled headphone output;
• twin peak programme meters.
Recommended retail price f165-00
(excluding V.A.T.)

Our free colour brochwe includes specifications and details of our
products and it also gives ahistory of J. E. Sugden and an insight to our
methods. Why not write for a copy today?

E .)!- L NEWCASTLE-EUPONA-TRYENc

NORTH EAST AUDIO LIMITE D

NI

«

J. E. SUGDEN & CO. LTD.

NEI 4XF
3M and Wollensak are trade marks
of the 3M Company

CARR STREET .
CLECKHEATON
Telephone: Cleckheaton ( 09762) 2501

Dolby is atrade mark of Dolby
Laboratories Inc.
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YORKSHIRE
8019 5LA

HenrreSonicSound
HI-FI'S DOUBLE BILL for your
home stereo entertainment
LARGEST STOCKS AT SENSIBLE PRICES
BACKED BY SERVICE AND GUARANTEES.

Sherwood

Maruntz

Marsden Hall

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Carriage/Packing 50p
Akai AA 5200
£63.49
AA 5500 .. £90.44
AA 5800
£ 132.19
Amstrad IC2000 Mk II .. £29.95
4000 Mk 11
£23.95
8000 Mk 11
£ 16.15
Armstrong 621
oeso
Cambridge P50 .. £89-50
P100
£93.45
PI 10
..
£ 119.95
Howland West DAI000 £22.45
Goodmans 40-40 .. £55.75
Leak Delta 70 .. £75.30
Lux 707/507X/700X/505X/
L308/CL350/M150
P.O.R.
Marantz:
1030, £85-00;
1060,
£125.00; 1120, £225-00; 3300,
£245.00; 250, £315.00; 1200,
£385.00.
Metrosound ST20 II, £30.80; ST40,
£39-55; ST60, £
54.60.
Nikko TRM300/400/500/
P.O.R.
Keletron KSAI000 .. £21.95
KSA 1500 .. £26.40
Pioneer SA500A .. £39.95
SA6200
£70.30
SA7I00
£91.30
SA8100
£ 130-60
SA9100
£ 164.50
Quad 33/303 .. £ 127.00
evox
£ 163.00
Rotel RA211. £34-15; RA310,
£34-50; RA3I I. £48.10; RA6I I,
£68-58; RA810. £89.10; RAI210
£109-65.
Sansui AUI01
£39-95
AU505
£64-65
AU555A
£91-34
AU6500
£ 119-46
Sherwood S-9400 .. £ 148.00
Sinclair 2000 Improved £31-25
4000
..
£44.95
TRIO and SAE now available.
Sanyo DCAI400K £44-50
DCA1700K £52.50
Tandberg TA300 Teak/
Rosewood ..
[68.60
TA300M Teak/Rosewood
man
Teat AS100
P.O.R.
Teleton 20613/307, £22-50; GA202,
£28-50.
Texan
..
£35.00
Wharfedale Linton (T).. £59.95
SONY
TA 70, £36-00; TA 88, £45.00;
TA 1010, £50-00; TA 1066,
£60-00; TA 1055, £70.00; TA
1130, £ 140.00; TA 1140, £ 100.00
TA 1150, £95-00.

available at
120. 190/194, 376/378 CENTRES

enryes
120 Shaftesbury Ave. London W1
144 Burnt Oak B'way, Burnt Oak, Edgware
190/4 Station Rd. Harrow, Middlesex
354/6 Edgware Rd. London W2

STEREO RADIO TUNERS
Carriage/Packing SOp
Teleton GT202
£30.50
Akai AT550
£63.49
AT580 . • £97.49
Amstrad 3000 .. • . £25.00
Armstrong 623 .. • • £77.80
624 .. .. • . £58-30
Eagle AA8•
•
£ 46.10
TSTI52 • • £34.95
Henelet FM
£24 95

£25 35
£311•135
£3885
P.O.R
Nikko FAM 300/400/500
£4995
Pioneer TX500A
£6495
TX6200
£132 20
TX7I10
£9495
TX8I00
Quad FM3 . .
£68 00
Revox A76
£203 00
Rotel: RT222, £34- IS ; RT322,
£49-35; RT6n, £73.139; RTI220,
£97.70.
Sansui TUSOS
£65.90
Sinclair 2000 & 3000 ..
£26•30
200/4000 £35-95
Teac ATIO0
P.O.R.
Sanyo FMT 1400K .. £43-95
Lux 717/700/500
P.O.R.
Marantz: 105, £95.00; 115,£145.00
120. £260-00.
Sony ST 70
..
£31.82
ST 88
£40-90
ST 5066
£60-00
Howland West DA10007
Metrosound FMS20 Mk 11

Fmse

STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Carriage/Packing 75p
Akai AA8030
£99.32
AA8080
£ 125-83
Armstrong 625
£ 108.00
626
..
£ 129.60
Goodmans Module 90 .. £65.80
Module 90 Teak .. £84-20
Module 90 White .. £85-60
Model 1-10
£98.30
Leak 2000 .. £ 126.25
Lux 990/R800
P.O.R.
Marantz: 2220, £ 169.00; 2270,
£330-00; 2245, £270-00; 2010,
£129-00; 2230, £21S-00.
Nikko STA 5010/STA
7070/STA 8080 . •
P.O.R.
Amstrad 5000 .. • • £56-25
Pioneer SX424 .. • . £73.90
SX525.. .. • . £96-90
SX262.. .. • . £ 136.40
SX727..• • £ 169.90
SX300.. .. • • £59-95
LX424 •. £ 111.15
LX626 • • £ 151.90
Rotel RXI50A .. • . £51.95
RX200A• • £ 61.55
RX400A• . £77.85
RX600A . • £ 111.65
RX154A • • £97.75
RX454• . £ 144.10
Sansui 210 .. • . £73-37
310 .. . . • . £87.13
Sherwood S-7050 .. £99.00
S-7100A
£ 132-00
S-7200
£ 179.00
S-7900A
£220.00
Tandberg TR2OOMPX Teak £85.15
TR 1000MPX Teak .. £ 134.80
TR 1010MPX Teak .. £ 146.00
Sanyo DCX2300K
£71.35
£59.20
OCX2500K
Teac AG6500
P.O.R.
£51-30
Teleton TSF55
Sony STR 6036 ..
£72.00
STR 6046
£ 105.00

.•
••
.•
•.
••

PACKAGED TURNTABLES
Carriage/Packing 85p
G
d( HL) SP25 Mk IV
/G800
£ 18.15

(M) SP25 Mk 1V/M75-6 £23.75
(M) 86513/M75-6 .. £34.45
(M) AP96/M75-6 £27.50
BSR McDonald MP60/
TPD I /G800 .. £ 17-70
HT70/TPD I /G800 .. £21-30
Goldring GL78P/C £56.25
GL85PIC
£72.00
(HL) GL75PC .. £36.95
(HL) GL75PC/G800 .. £39.95
(HL)GL75PC/G800E £42.51)
Rank Domusl3D2000 .. £45.40
BA4000
£55-30
BD6000
£70-10
Thorens TDI60C £56.50
TD165C
£48.50
Pioneer PL I2D
£34.90
Sansui SRI050C .. £60.94
Connoisseur BD2/PC/
SAU2
£32-25
Transcriptors Saturn .. £64.95
Micro: MR Ill, £48.60; MR 311,
£72-90; MR 322, £80-00.
Sanyo TP8OS
£52.75
TP925
£39.20
SPEAKER KIT SYSTEMS
Carriage/Packing £ 1.00 pair
Wharfedale
Linton 2Kit .. £ 17.15 pair
Glendale 3Kit £31.35 pair
Dovedale 3Kit £48-50 pair
Kef KK2
£27.5O each
KK3
£39.00 each
Goodmans DIN 20 £8.40 each
MATCHED PAIRS SPEAKER
SYSTEMS
Carriage/Packing £ 1.00 pair
Acoustic: AR2ax, £ 117.27; AR3a,
£200-00; AR4x, £68.18; AR5.
£154-45; AR6, £813.00; AR7,
£54.09; ARLST, £400.00.
Celestion:
Hadleigh, £35.90;
County. £41-90; 120. £44-90;
IS, £59.90; 25, £ 119.70; 44,
£98.70; 66, £ 181-50.
Celestion Audio R40/1‘50 P.O.R.
Goodmans Havant SL £39-95
Mezzo SL
£59.95
£31-25
Minister SL
Magnum SL
£75.50
Goodwood .. £76.80
Bose 901.. .. £290.00
Gale GS40IA
£ 197.00
IMF Compact/Studio, TLS50/Monitor 11/ Professional Monitor/
ALS40--P.O.R.
KEF: Coda, £45-00; Cantor, £50;
Chorale, £65-00;
Cadenza.
£95-00; Concerto, £ 120-00; 104,
£137-00.
Leak 2020 .. £44.20
2030
..
£59.65
2060
..
£ 103.00
Marsden Hall: 110F, £25.50; 150F,
E29-95; 200F, £37.50; 300F.
Mordaunt Short-From stock.
T.E.L. Telson 54
£16000
Rank Domus: 150, £28.20; 175,
£36-00; 250, £56-60; 350, £82.40
450. £ 118.95.
Wharfedale Denton 2 .. £29-95
Linton 2
..
£ 36 25
Dovedale 3
..
£ 78 00

INSTANT CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO CALLERS- MINIMUM PURCHASE £ 100

Buy it with exir

RADIO
LIMITED

01-437 9692
01-952 7402
01 863 7788/9
01-402 5854/4736

Electronic-Disco-lighting:

303, 309, 404/6 Edgware Rd. London W2 01-723 1008
All mail to 303 Edgware Rd. London W2 1BW.
Callers welcomed at all retail stores. Open 9am to 5pm Mon-Sat

BARCLAY...

Barclaycard and Access. Write,call or
Telephone your order to any store

Credit terms for callers

prices subject to 10% VAT
prices correct at time of proof

All
All

E&OE

12 Months free parts and
labour • uarantee
I ') 2

SonicSound
AUDIO LIMITED

230 Tottenham Court Rd. London W1 Tel: 01-580 1785
372 Edgware Rd. London W2
Tel: 01-402 8140
617/819 Harrow Rd. London W10 Tel: 01-960 3138/8
Marktyme Hi Fi Ltd.
376/378 Edgware Rd. London W2
Tel: 01-723 0818
Mail Order Dept.
Unborn House, 350 Kilburn High Rd. London RW6
Tel: 01-328 4433/4

•Callers welcomed at all Retail Stores.
Demonstrations all days • Open 9am - 6pm Mon - Sat

Stereo systems & hi•fi centres
Demonstrations for callers,
12 months free pads and labour guarantees

REc on,„
RE If tru
•Azu f (2. 20
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Latest Stock List FREE on request - Available from all stores or Mail Order Departments

r
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FOR AKAI SPECIAL OFFERS- SEE NEXT PAGE
SPEAKER SYSTEMS contd.
Glendale 3
Kingsdale 3 ..

£ 54-20
. f111-50

Monitor Audio MAI.. £ 172.73
Brahms BT100
£ 16.80

wi th every
C°171 Plet
Of hi. 11
stere o syst
or ni
centre
of f ein
e ,,

Fidelity

PACKAGE STEREO SYSTEMS
Build up your own stereo system by selecting a stereo amplifier or tuner
amplifier, packaged turntable and speaker system ( see facing page).
Add the prices and get free all the necessary leads and plugs, plus free
Bib record care kit. Hundreds of combinations on demonstration at any
of our hi-fi centres. Order with confidence. Call, write or phone for
suggested combination.
SANYO
G26I5N.
Portable
stereo music centre record player
cassette recorder, MW/SW/FM
radio with speakers.
Battery/
mains. £77.20, c./p. £ 1.50.
SANYO G260I N. Stereo home
music centre, 15 watts output per
channel. Record player, cassette
recorder,
MW/LW/FM
stereo
radio with speakers. £ 138.70. c./p
£2.00.
SANYO G XT4520KL. Stereo
home music centre similar to
above. 44 watts output per channel with speakers. £ 115.70, c./p.
£1.75.
SANYO GXT4521KL. 4- Channel version of GXT4520KL for
quad surround sound. £ 135.00.
c./p., £2.00.
SANYO GXT4230KL. Stereo
home music centre. Record player, 8- track cartridge player, MW/
LW/Stereo FM radio with speakers. -1¡ watts output per channel.
£I07-95. c./p. £ 1/5.
SANYO GXT4731KL. 4- Channel
version
of
GXT4730KL.
£127.45, c./p. £ 2-20.
HANIMAX HRC5070. Stereo
cassette recorder, MW/stereo FM
radio, 10 watts RMS output per
channel with speakers. £ 915,
c./p. £ 1.25.
ALTONE FL- 112.
Stereo 8track
cartridge
player,
MW/
stereo FM radio with speakers.
£48.00, c./p.
HANIMAX HI01. Stereo rerord player. Compact high quality design. 5 watts per channel
output with slider controls with
speakers. £39.95,c./p. £ 1.00.
FIDELITY UA3. Stereo record
player. MW/LW/stereo FM radio
with speakers. Output 4 watts
per channel. £42•50, c./p. £ I•50.
ELIZABETHAN Stereo Compacts ( all complete with Speakers)
LZ303
Stereo
record
player.
3+3 watts RMS output. £25.95
LZ305 Portable stereo player.
2+2 watts RMS output. £21-95.
LZ222 Stereo record player with
MW/stereo FM radio and 8- track
SONY
HMW 20 Power amp.
Two
speed turntable and pair of
full range speakers, £ 63.00.
HMP 20 AM/FM stereo tuner,
two speed turntable and pair
of full range speakers, £ 83.00.
HMI( 20 AM/FM Stereo Tuner,
power amplifier giving 5 W
RMS output per channel,
built-in stereo cassette recorder, £ 120.00.
HP 21 IA Stereo system with
MW and VHF Stereo Tuner.
All silicon transistor ampli-

SONY

stereo cartridge player.
2+5
watts output. £79-95.
LZ212 Stereo record player with
MW/LW/stereo FM radio ano
stereo cassette recorder 1+7*
watts output. £ 113.25.
PIONEER C4500.
Combines
the two best units available from
Pioneer.
The SA500A stereo
amplifier and PL12D belt erive
turntable. All built into one slim
unit. £75.40, c./p. £ I.50.
PHILIPS Stereo Compacts ( all
complete with speakers).
GF603
Battery/mains
stereo
record player 2+14 watts. £2.0.30.
GF827 Mains stereo record player
2+3 watts. £31.95.
GF829
Mains
stereo
record
player 2+4 watts. £ 39.95.
GF815
Mains
stereo
record
player 2+8 watts. £47-75.
RF839
Mains
stereo
record
player MW/LW/Stereo FM radio
2+4 watts. 55.95.
£
GF828 Mains stereo record player
2+8 watts. £56-90.
GF808 Mains stereo record payer
2+ 12 watts. £65-75.
GR804 Mains stereo record p- ayer
plus stereo Cassette Recorder
MW/LW/SW/stereo
FM
radio
2+10 watts. £7880.
RH8I I Stereo cassette recorder
MW/LW/SW/stereo
FM
radio
2+ 10 watts. £92.70.
RI-18 I
4/RH4 1
2
Mains
stereo
record
player
MW/LW/SW/
stereo FM radio 2+10 watts.
£96.75.
GF908
Mains
stereo
record
player 2+15 watts. £ 111-50.
RH943/RH42I
Mains
stereo
record
player
MW/LW/SW/
stereo FM radio 2+10 watts.
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£138-55.

RH802/RH426
Stereo
record
player 5 waveband radio 7+20
watts. £ 159-95.
RH837
Mains
stereo
record
player stereo FM radio 2+30
watts. £ 161.10.
ALSO AVAILABLE
GO 0 DMA NS (
Spkrs extra)
MODULE 80 Comp. ( T) £ 118-95
MODULE 90 Comp. (T) £ 154.10
fier giving 10 W RMS output
per channel, £ 117.50.
HP 239A AM/FM and VHF
Stereo Tuner, all silicon transistor amplifier giving 10 W
RMS output per channel.
Built-in stereo cassette recorder and
storage
rack,
£172-50.
HP SI IA MW and VHF stereo
tuner, transistor amplifier
giving 15 W RMS output per
channel, £ 154.00.
Trio Hi -Fi Equipment available
at 144. 190/4, 372 Centres.

SONY available at 120, 190 194, 376 378 Centres
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STOCKISTS AND AGENTS FOR ALL QUALITY BRANDS
Iprices subject to 10% VAT All prices correct at time of proof. E&OE

12 Months free parts and labour guarantee

HenrreSonicSound
HI - FI'S DOUBLE BILL for your
home stereo entertainment
Home/Portable and In-Car Entertainment,
T.V., Pocket Calculators: Stereo Phones.
Widest selections of all leading makes available from stock '9e>

BANG & OLUFSEN
EQUIPMENT
stocked at
376-378 Edgware Rd.
London, W.2.
01-723 0818

NATIONAL
PANASONIC
PRODUCTS
available at
120 Shaftsbury Ave.
W.I.
01-437 9692
190/194 Station Rd,
Harrow.

ere

STEREO SYSTEMS cont.
MODEL 1-10 Comp (T)
£173.35
T/BERG
TR2OOMPX/TL I
21C
£157.80
Hitachi SP2810
£78.75
DPK 311
£99.12
ST 3410 .. £ 101.95
ST 3401 .. £ 110.00
SDT 3420 •.
£11450
SP 2900 .. £ 125•50
SDP 2820
£ 114.50
BATTERY CASSETTE
RECORDERS
£15.95
Hitachi TPQ215
£15.50
Philips EL3302P
£17.25
N 2203 ..
£22.00
N2211 ..
Sanyo M 1101
£14.65
£12.95
M 1102 ..
M 747 • •
£13.25
Sony TC 85 ..
£17.50
BATTERY/MAINS
CASSETTE RECORDERS
BASF CC920I .. £40.20
Elizabethan LZ3I5 £ 12.95
Hitachi TRQ225 £ 19.90
TRQ340 .. £29.95
TRQ 257 .. £22•95
TRQ287 .. £26.95
TRQ288
£26-95
TRQ298 . .. £29.95
TRQ30 . .. £38.50
TRQ291 .• .. £25.00
TRQ233S ( Stereo) £54.00
TRQ206
£43.50
Philips N 2204
£22.10
N 2205 .. £32-15
N222I .. £23.50
N2220 .. £24.95
N2223 .. £38.95
Pye 91 IS
£28.80
9118 • • .. £21.60
Sanyo M787AG £22.50
M2000G
£27.60
MR4010G
[31.65
M4000G ( Stereo) .. £52.50
Hanimax HC2040 • . £ 17-50
Wein RT4S2 .. • . £ 13.95
W500 .. • • £ 13.95
Sony TC 55 .. • •
E53.00
TC 66 .. . • £24.09
TC 68
£25.00
TC 9SA .. • • £45.00
TC 124CS . • £70.00
TC I46A .. • • £55.00
RADIO CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Akai CTI
BASF CC930I
Elizabethan LZ 516
LZ 416 ..
Grundig C2000 ..
C3000
Hitachi IRK 1240E ..
IRS 1161
KCT 12101
IRK 1100

£44.65
£55-00
£29.10
£27.25
£50.75
£65.25
£32.95
£38-95
£38•95
£45-95

IRK 1260 .. • • [48.95
IRK 1225 .. • .
£
28-95
TRT 1235L• • £ 30-50
Philips RR 300 . • £31.15
RR 332 .. • • £32-00
RR 522 .. • . £39.75
RR 622 .. • • £49.65
Sanyo M4 I
4IFG £43-00
MZ400FG
£36-90
MZ400W
£36.90
M4400FG ( Stereo) £68.50
Teleton TCR 245 .. £26•95
Sony CF 150. • £ 40.00
CF 310L. • £ 50.00
CF 320 .. £49.00
CF 420L• . £ 60-00
CF 550A• • £ 95.00
CF 610 . • £ 112.00
CF 620
£ 130.00

STEREO HEADPHONES
Akai ASE II .. • •
£5.89
ASE 20
£7-62
ASE 22
..
£9-60
AKG
K 60
K 100
£
£5
9..6
40
5
..
£9.30
K 150
K 180
..
£ 17-50
Howland West CIS 200 £2.75
CIS 250
£5.35
CIS 1000 .. £7.50
CIS 2000 .. £ 15.25
CIS 300
CIS 500 • • £ £10
6 8
97
5
CIS 800
CIS 800V . . • £
£5
57
10
0
CIS 4000 .. • • £ 10.00
Koss ESP6 .. • . £47.95
ESP9•
.
£ 60.30
HVI
£20-85
K2+2 ( quid) • • £41.35
• • [ 1110
K6LC
£ 13.50
K6LCQ (
quad) •. £25.60
K71 I
£
E9
9.
9
95
5
KRD7I I ..
K0727B
14.15
£
K0747 •
£19.60
PRO 4AA£ 25.90
PRO SLC
£27.50
PRO QSQ
£ 39.50
KO 747Q .. £38.50
ESPA
£40.00
Micro MXI
£29.95
£23.50
MS2/ME3
£13.50
Nikko HW77S
£35.15
Pioneer SE100/.113100
£9410
SE 30A
£617
SE 50
SEL 20 ..
SEL 25
.• £ 11430
SEL 40 ..
£13.15
Ratel RH 430
• . £4.14
RH 630 ..
• . £6.80

Living sound low noise top quality cassettes made by EMI
Tapes Ltd. to international standards especially for Henry's
all post paid less than half rec. prices. Complete with
library cases.
3for
6for
10 for
25 for
C60
El.10 £2.00 £3.15 £7.50

SONY

C90

..

CI20

SONY PRODUCTS
available at

120, 190/4,
376/378
Hi Fi Centres
Call in and see for
yourself.

£ 1•47

£2•85

£4.65

£11.37

£ 1-63 £3.54 £5.60 £ 14.00

Quantity and trade enquiries invited.
LEARN A LANGUAGE-complete with phrase book.
German, French, Spanish, Italian. £1.36 per course.
ES for any 4.
UK's largest stock of tapes and accessories: BASF/AGFA/TDK/
EMI/PHILIPS/SCOTCH/MEMOREX/B1B/AKAI-Discounts for
quantity- Phone or call for latest prices.

ADDRESSES
see previous page

All

RH 700 ..
Senheisseur HD 44 ..
HD 414 ..
HD 424 ..
Stax SR3/SRD5
Wharfedale DD I ..
ISO Dynamic ..

£10-25
£6.80
£11.25
£17.50
£40.75
£8.95
£16.30

CLOCK RADIOS
Hitachi KC783E/KC773
Sanyo RM5430
Wein DIG AM ..
DIG AM/FM
Elizabethan DCR23
DCR26
Waltham ..

£22 50
£22-35
£7.20
£14.00
£15.95
£13.75
£19.00

RADIOS
Sanyo RP5310
RP74 I
2 ..
RP8I 10 ..
10HA670L
RM5430
RB9080 phones
Tandberg TP4 1
W
Grundig
Solo Boy 500LE
Party Boy 5°° • •
Melody Boy 500E
Yacht Boy 210 ..
Top Boy 500LE ..
Melody Boy 1000E
Hitachi KH 932 ..
K 623 ..
K 911
Philips RL 310
RL 411
RL 412 ..
RL 413 ..
RL 425
TRIO Equipment Hi -Fi
190/194 & 312 Centres.

••
••
••
•.
•.
••
•.

£12-75
£18.50
£22.95
£29.95
£22.35
£10-85
£39.35
£15.56
£23.50
£27.75
£35.50
£17.65
£40.65
£11.95
£3.95
£9.50
£12.90
£13.70
£16.00
£15.80
£22.32
at 144,

POCKET CALCULATORS
(All 8 digits with constant)
Cambridge kir ..
£2495

Cambridge kit built
Executive ..

£27 20
£32 50

Executive Memory ..
BC808..
BC 811 Memory ..
Mains unit for BC 808
BC 811
Calate 8 ..
BCM 817 Memory
Sinclair Scientific

£44.50
£2&95
£37.50
£2.85
£2.95
£19.95
£29.95
£44.50

PORTABLE &
COLOUR TV
Battery/ Mains
(Carr./pac kg. 1.00)
Elizabethan 19 ..
£41.50
£43.95
112
£44.95
Teleton 1W 12
£52.50
Sanyo 10T150H
Hitachi F54
£63.80
TU75A
£64.65
£53.20
I89U .
190 ( with b:
att.)
£79.35
P32 .
£56-45
Colour (Carr../packg. £2.00)
Teleton TVC14
£136.50
£168.30
TVC20
Sanyo CPT 370 .. £132.95
CPT 430 .. , . £182.85
Elizabethan NECI4
£15700
Hitachi CAP 160 .. £179.20
CEP 180
£192.25
CNP 190
f203.75

IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT
rsDE
CAR RADIOS
"701" + .
Philips RH 531+
RP 335+ ..
Pye 2645+ ..
2062+ ..
Sharp AIR 933+
AR 947+
• irr=1

£6.50
£40.00
£17.30
£26.75
£18.25
£12.45
£18.60
£36.50

CAR RADIO/CASSETTE
Hitachi CST 213 ..
£40.12
Philips RN 232 ..
£28.90
RN 312+
£
46.00
RN 512
£89.95
RN 712 .. £ 115.00
Selmar+
£38.95
Radiomobile 308CSR+ £4780
Sanyo FT 4005 .. £42.35
FT 4006E .. £46.20
CAR STEREO CASSETTE
Philips N 2605
£15•10
N 2607
£27•15
N 2607+ .. £28.15
Pye 2252 ..
£24.50
2253
£29•90
Hanimax HC6010+
(CR6) .. £3452
HC5022 ( CRR6) £ 19.50
Leader 0050-S+ .. £29-45
Sanyo FT 4003 .. £29-95
Elpico CS7444+ • . £22.95
E21.95
CAR STEREO 8-TRACK
TH101+ ( P238) .. £ 12-50
Sharp RD803+ ( CP404) £29•30

Hitachi CSI400 IC .. £26.40
CS4000 4 ch. .. £52.24
HC5022 ( CR56) +
£18.95
Sanyo FT f383 .. £23.10
Elpico 54001+ ..
£22-95
405RS+
£21-50
54200+
.. £25-50
CAR STEREO 8-TRACK
plus RADIO
Elpico CSTRI00+
(ES30) ..
£33.95
IRK 604 AF+ • £41.50
Hitachi 1CST 153 • . £43.73
CSW 150. • £51.92
Sanyo FT 8005E • •
£
44-20
El pico CSTR110+ . •
£43•50
Motorola 251
£55•15
Radiomobile 108SR+ £56.65
+ With Speakers
Sony Stereo Car
cassette player
TC10/SS II .. £50-00
SSII speakers ( pair) £9.00
CAR AERIALS
3section
[ 1-10
4section
£2.00
5section .. £2.95
4section Electric ..
0-50
5section Electric • .
£10.50
COMPLETE RANGE
OF
FITTING KITS, CAR ACCESSORIES
AND
CAR
AERIALS AS REQUIRED,
AVAILABLE
FROM
STOCK.
CARR./PACKG.
(ANY MODEL), 40p.

12 Months free parts and labour guarantee
prices subject to 1Cri, VAT Al Iprices correct at time of proof E&OE
194

•
Callers welcomed at all Retail Stores
•
Demonstrations all days • Open 9am - 6pm Mon - Sat
S

pecialists
lists for
more
than
30 years

Stemo tape mcorders & decks
Demonstrations for callers,
12 months free parts and labour guarantees

REEL TO REEL • CASSETTE • 8TRACK - FROM HENRY'S/SONIC SOUND

STEREO CASSETTE DECKS
Carriage/Packing 50p
Philips N2506, £49-25; N2509,
£68-90; N2510, £95.70.
Tandberg:
TCD 300 (TiRose) .. £ 114.85
Altai: C5300, £58.63; CS33D,
£71.39; GXC36D, £74.76; GXC
38D, £92-70; GXC46D, £ 106.34
GXCE5D, £ 115-63.
Teac ( Dolby):
A450/A140 ( not Dol by)/A 160
P.O.R.
Elizabethan:
C/LZ I
£35-12
Leak:
2002
..
£ 101-45
Hitachi: TRQ262D, £56.45; TRQ
2520, £42-55;
TRQ2000D,
E81.00; TRQ20200, £61-35;
TRQ3030D, £72-80.
Sanyo:
RD4300X
£98-00
STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Carriage/Packing 50p
Philips:
N2400/RH4 II .. £69.70
N24015
£69.70
N210I S/RH4 II .. £88.00
N2405/RH401 .. £51.65
Axai: GXC46, £ 110-99; GXC40,
£59-95; GXC36, £83.15; GXC
401, £ 125.56; GXC38. £99.32.
Sony TC 121. £47.00; TC 127,
£6000; TC 133CS, E80.00; TC
129, £58.18; TC 131SD, £80-00;
TC 1345D, £90-00; TC 160,
ateoo; TC 16ISD, £ 110-00;
TC 165, £ 110.00.
STEREO REEL DECKS
Carriage/Packing 50p
Akai:
4000DS
£87.80
Dust Cover .. £3-95
GX210D
£ 136-75
Special Offer £ 119.50
GX400 D/DP
£456-50
GX260D
£ 145.50
GX1820D
£ 172.10
GX400D/PRO £430.55
Tandberg:
3321X/3341X £ 108-75
9021X/9041X £ 183-2o
Teac A1230/A3300-10/A3300-12/
A3300-11HS/A1030/A7030G5L/
A3340-P.O.R.
Revox 1102/1104 Goldstar
£295-00
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£389 00
£589 00
£589 00

DL 1132/1134 Goldstar
A700/1372 Goldstar..
A700/1374 Goldstar ..
Ferrograph
702D ..
£243-00
702H ..
£210.00
702DH
£253.00
702 ..
£200.00
£200-00
704 ..
704D ..
£243.00
Philips N4510 ..
Sanyo RD 2310
Sony:
TC 280
TC 377
TC 850-2

pRee
Tap e

£206.30
£157-30
£214.00
£152-65
£152.65
£206.30
£128.00
£48.60
£72.50
£105.00
£380-00

STEREO REEL RECORDERS
Carriage/Packing 50p
Akai:
172 IL
..
£79.95
Ferrograph 722A. £278.00; 722H,
£245.00; 722DH, £288.00; 722/4
£235.00; 7240, £278-00.
Philips N4308, £40.80; N4307.
£34-85; N4414, £82.95; N44I6,
£100.50; N44I8, £ 138-35 ;N4450
£204.35.
£329-00
Revox 1122/1124
Tand berg:
£141.65
3421X/344 IX
Sony:
£100.00
TC 270
£150.00
TC 630
£130-00
Note: Sony available at 120, 190/4,
376/8 Centres.
8-TRACK STEREO DECKS
RECORDERS/PLAYERS
Carriage/Packing 50p
Akai: CR8 IT. £ 115.90; CR8ODSS,
£115.90;
GXR82D, £82-76;
GXR82-P.O.R.
Elizabethan 8/LZ1, £ 15.40; LZ222,
£85.95; LZ6 I
6, £32.75.
ISSR TD8S, £ 12.75; TD83V, £ 15.75
Radiomobile 208, £22-95
Altone FL- 112
Thorpe Grandville TD 145 £ 12.50
Teleton STP8I2 £33.95
Hitachi TPQI24D, £ 35•75; TPQ
I1I1, £51-95 ; TRQ I
34D, £53.95
NOISE REDUCTION AND
DOLBY UNITS
Carriage/Packing 50p
Teleton SNRIOOD £30.30
Philips N6720
£ 13.80
Teac AN60/AN80/ANI80, P.O.R.
Videosonic PDI. £49.95; PD2,
£6496; PD4, £99-95.

TEAC-All models supplied with maintenance kit
STEREO CASSETTE DECKS
A450
A360
A140
A160
•'
STEREO REEL DECKS
A1230 ..
• •
A3300-10 ..
• •
A3300-12 ..
• •
A3300- 1I HS
• •
A1030 ..
• •
A7030 GSL
• •
A3340 ..

RRP
£225.00
£190-00
£109.00
£132.00
£197.15
£275.00
£275.00
£292.00
£142.00
£550.00
£480.00

NOISE REDUCTION & DOLBY UNITS
ANSO

£48.00
£82.00
£148.00

PHONE OR CALL FOR LATEST COMPETITIVE PRICES

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 10% VAT
LATEST STOCK LIST FREE ON REQUEST
FROM ALL STORES

ADDRESSES See previous page •

Henrv's-SonicSound
All prices subject to 10% VAT

All prices correct at time of proof. UWE

TO ENSURE YOU PAY THE LOWEST PRICE

ROY NEWTON

All ROT NEWTON DISCOUNT CENTRE Managers are authorised to BEAT any GENUINE
advertised price within 20 miles of their branches on in-stock items.

DISCOUNT CENTRES

MANUFACTURERS'HI41
AUDIO SYSTEMS. complete.
Bush M005
" A1010
Arena System IS..
* Arena System 20..
Arena System 25..
• Arena System 40..
Ekco ZU3
* ZU4L
* ZU5G
• ZU7
• ZU9
Ferguson 3047 ....
5
3457
* 3458 ..
* 3460 ..
*Fidelity UAI
*Grundig Studio 310
Mk 2 ..
*HMV 2451 ..
2452 ..
* 2459 ..
2046 ..
*Marconi 4455
Murphy A920
Philips GF808
* RH8I 1
* RH8I4
GF8I5
GF825
GF829
• RH837
* RF839
GF908
N2407 Cassette ..
*Pye 1550 ..
5
1558 ..

cc.
Price
£66.25
£56.83
£113.72
£145.26
£160.99
£200.59
£111.86
£199.00
£17+43
£198.12
£33+74
£45.35
£86.60
£128.00
£159.85
£11+00

ewton
Price
£45.50
£37.00
£8400
£104-00
£119-00
£151-00
£8000
£13800
mimeo
£140.00
£23900
£3300
£64-00
£92-00
£120 00
£75 00

£159.75
£115.70
£62.57
£126.65
£64.55
£180-00
£45.50
£99.53
£129.50
£139.00
£71.09
£46-92
£57.00
£225-00
£79.50
£16+00
£143.00
£133.40
£148.02
£57.50
£69-50

£98 50
£82 00
£44 00
£91 00
£47.00
£130.00
[29.50
£71-50
£102.00
£105.00
£51.00
£29-75
£41.00
£16900
£57-00
£118.00
£105.00
£9100
£95.00
£38.75
£47.75
£54.00
£59.50
£51.50
£69.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£39.00
£48.00
£58-00
£58-00
£132.00
£2900

5001
• 5002
9116 Cass., inc. spkrs £94.30
9144 Cass., inc. spkrs £71.98
•Rigonda ' Bolshoi'
Sony HMW 20 .. £69.30
HMK 20 .. £ 132.00
• HMP 20 .. £91-30
• SQP 20 Quadro £ 132.00
Ultra 6028
£56.85
6046 .. £66.70
" 645013
£81.45
• 6451 .. £81.45
* 6453 • • £ 183.60
6455 .. £42.35
•With radio.

CASSUTE RECORDERS

WITH

FREE

DELIVERY&INSURANCE

Aka, GXC 36..
GXC 46 ..
Ferguson 3269
Grundig C4I0
C230
Hanimex HCI .
600
HC2000
Philips N.2203
N.2204
N.2205
N.2211
N.2225
N.24015
N.2407
EL.3302
Pye 9118 ..
9116 inc. spkrs
9144 inc. spkrs
Sony TCI29
TCI21
Stereo decks only
Akai CS 300
CS 33D
GXC 36D
GXC 380 ..
GXC 45D
GXC 460 ..
GXC 65D
Ferguson 3429
Leak 2002 ..
Philips N.2510
Pye 9145 (eq. Philips
N.2406) ..
Sansui SC.700

C119 50
moo
£159.50 £ 10300
£18•50
£13-00
£39.12 £29.00
£39.90 'um
£17.55 £915
£31.95 £ 15.75
£26.10 £ 18.75
£32.50 £21.50
£46.20 £3300
£31.60 £23.75
£57.20 £4100
£100.10 £69.00
£143.00 close°
£23.40 £ 15-00
£31.94 £24.00
£9+30 £59.50
£71.98 £51.50
£64.00
P.O.A.
£5170
P.O.A.
£85.50 £5500
£10450
£seo0
£109.50
£70.50
£135.50 £89.00
£112.28 £76.00
£149.50 £96.00
£169.50 £ 101.00
£49.20 £33.50
£135.30 £ 111-00
£137.50 £ 10+00
£65.15 £47.00
£177.69 [ 109-00

1
YEAR FREE SERVICE INCLUDING PARTS hLABOUR)

Sony TC.13ISD
TC.I34SD
TC.1615D
8-track cartridge
Akai CR 8055 Quadro
CR 80DSS Quadro
CR 81
CR 8ID
Harvard H900 record
and playback deck
Kyoto 5000 ..

Rec.
Newton
Price
Price
£88.00
P.O.A.
£99-00
P.O.A.
£121.00
P.O.A.

Rec.
Newton
Price
Price
Sansui TU.505
£90.61 £72.50
Sony ST.70 .
£38-50
P.O.A.
ST 88
£49.50
P.O.A.
ST.5055L
£77-00
P.O.A.
ST.5066
P.O.A.
ST.5150 ..
L10+50
P.O.A.
Trio Tuners available

£177.60 £ 119-00
£1 74.90 £99-85
£102.89 £71-00
£34.10 £58-00

CARTRIDGES

Sp. price £ 39.50
Sp. price
EIS- 00

With FREE Delivery and Insurance
Goldring G.800
Sp. price £3.55
Shure M3D • •
£5.81 £3.50
M44E
£8.18 £495
11144-7 .. ..
£7.52 £4.50
M55-E .. ..
£9-24 £5.50
M75-65 .. ..
£8.18 £4.95
M75-E1 .. ..
£14-66 £8.50
M75-ED
..
£18.10
00-50

REEL to REEL TAPE RECORDERS
Aka, 172IL ..
Ferguson 3258
Grundig TKI48
TK246 ..
TK248 ..
Philips N.4307
N.4308 ..
N.44I4 ..
N.44I6 ..
N.44I8 ..
N.4450 ..
Decks only
Akai 4000DS ..
Grundig TK.745
Philips N.4510
Sony TC.377

p

,,,,, ill

WITH

FREE

£ 120.75
£75.00
£66.85 £39.50
£69.76 £51-50
£ 126.78 £79.50
£ 164.95 £ 119.50
£52.50 £38-50
£61.50 £46-00
£ 125.00 £85.50
£ 151.50
um
£208.50 £ 147-50
£308.00 £22300

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

WITH

£ 109.50 £71.00
£ 15+40 £ 120.00
£ 193.00 £ 135.00
£ 115.50
P.O.A.

Hl 1P ; 11 ;11
£4600
£67.80
£43.65
£63-92
£52.50

£32
£49
£l9
£39
£29

50
SO
95
85
95

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
WITH

FREE

DELIVERY&INSURANCE

Aka, AA8030
C149-90
£99.50
AA8080
£189.90 £124.50
Amstrad 5000
£60 00
£90.00
HFM 2000 ..
£65.45
£39.95
Leak 2000
£154.00 £126 00
Philips RH.702
£99-50
£75-00
RH.720
£225.00 £169.00
RH.90I
£8+50
£67.50
Pioneer SX.300
£95-57
£63.00
SX.424
£118.47
£82-00
5)(325 ..
£15+46 £103.00
Rotel RX.I50A
£75.90
£46.00
RX.200A
£8+90
£59 00
RX.400A £ 113.90
£70.00
Sansui 210 ..
moss £81 00
310
..
£ 119.80 £96 00
Trio KR.2200 .. £79.75 £55 00
Other Trio models from stock
Wharfedale Denton £95.00 £69 00
Linton .. £ 107.66 £78 50

DELIVERY& INSURANCE

Ferguson 3270
Grundig C.2000
Hanimex 3020
Pye 9004
9005

FREE

DELIVERY & INSURANCE

Akal AA5200 . .£ 1
04.90
£73-00
AA5500
E136•50
new
Amstrad IC.2000 Mk 2 £55.00 £34.50
Integra 4000 .. £39-05 £25.50
8000 Mk 2 .. £30.75 £ 16.50
Ferrograph F.208 .. (85-80 £60 00
F.608 . £ 148•50 £ 105.00
Keletron KSA11000 Mk 2 £47.63 £30-50
KSA.I500 Mk 2 .. £53.90 £3+50
Leak Delta 30 .. £76-89 £61.00
Delta 70 .. £94-49 £75.00
Roitone 151 .. £46.37 £ 19-95
Philips RH 520 .. £87-50 £60-00
RH 521
£ 132-00 £96.00
RH 580 .. £33.55 £25 00
Pioneer SA.500A £63-65 £42 00
SA.6200 £ 112.07 £74 00
SA.7100 .. £ 145.51 £96 00
Rotel RA.211 .. £4+90 £34 00
RA.311• • £ 69.90
£44 00
RA.6Il .. • • £99.90 £65 00
Sansui AU 101• • £ 5+99 £43-50
AU505 .. • • £88.89 £71.00
AU555A .. • . £ 125.59 £99.50
Sony TA.70 .. • • £38.50
P.O.A.
.. £4+50
P.O.A.
TA. 1010
£55.00
P.O.A.
TA.1066
£66.00
P.O.A.
TA.I 150 . . £ 10+50
P.O.A.
Trio KA.2000A . £42.90
new
Other Trio models from stock
Wharfedale Linton .. £71.50 £53.00

TUNER/AMP/DECK COMPACTS
WITH

£143.30
£99.90
£37-90
£104.50
£7+43
£83.79
£118-00
£49.75
£83.63
£98.34
£4+90
£71.90
£107.90

DELIVERY& INSURANCE

TURNTABLES
G

d SP25 Mk 3/
M75-6 Mod.
£32.24 £21 00
86SB/M75-6 Mod... £55.83 £38 00
Zero 100S/M93 Mod £71.76 £43-00
Zero 100511/M93 Mod. £76-69 £53.50
Goldring GL78 P/C .. £82.50 £53.50
GL85 P/C .. £ 105-60 £69 00
Leak Delta .. £65.07 £51-00
Philips GA.2I2 £75.00 £53.00
GA.407
£45.00 £34 00
Pioneer PL.I2D £55.97 £37 00
PL.I5D
£7+86 £53 00
Sansui SR.I050C £83.79 £67.00
SR.212
£65.00 £51-00
Sony PS230 .. £4+00
P.O.A.
PS5520
£69.30
P.O.A.
Thorens TDI60C £78.65 £58.50
TD165C
£67.89 £50.50
TD12.5A13/TP16 £ 143.00 £ 106 50
Trio Turntables from stock
Wharfedale Linton .. £35.11 £26 00
Turntables complete with base. plinth
cover and cartridge, fully wired and
ready for use.
G
d S1525 Mk 4
with Goldring G800 Sp. price £ 19 50
G
dAP.76 with
Goldring G800
Sp. price £28 75

STEREO TUNERS
Akai AT.580
AT.550
Amstrad 3000
Ferrograph SFM.I
Leak Delta FM
Delta FM/AM
Philips RH.62I
RH.690
Pioneer TX.500A
TX.6200
Rotel RT.222
RT.322
RT.622

FREE

Goldring ST.8000 . £248-32 £ 167.00
Philips RH.802 .. £ 15+50 £ 119.00

£102.50
£65.50
£24.50
£72.50
£59.00
£66.50
£84.00
£37.50
£55.50
£65-00
£34-00
£46.00
£69.50

SPEAKERS price per pair.
• • £28.60 £13.95
• • £44.00 £26.25
• . £55.00 £30 25
• • £52.80 £37 50
• . £79.20 £56.50
L156-20 £111.00
. • £127.60 £93.50

Amstrad 138 ..
1500
2500
Celestion County
Dicton 15 ..
Dicton 25 ..
Dicton 44 ..

196

Rec.
Newton
Price
Price
Ditton 66 ..
£242-00 £ 174 00
Keletron KS.4
£22.66 £ 13 95
KS.6
£28.16 £ 16 50
KS.8
£36.30 £20 50
KS.10
£58.52 £35 00
KS.15
£81.40 £47-50
KS.20
£78.76 £43.50
Leak 600
£108.90 £76 00
2020
£53.90 £44 00
2030
£72.60 £59 50
2060
£125.40 £ 102 00
Marsden Hall 110F ..
£41.80 £27 00
150F
£48.71 £31 00
200F
£60.50 £39 50
300F
£117-50 £76 00
Richard Allan Triple 8
Kit
..
£33-48 £26.95
Triple 12 Kit ..
£. 51
£38-95
Super 12 Kit .. £57.75 £46.95
Sony 55.70
£ 17.60
P.O.A.
SS.5088
£44.00
P.O.A.
SS.7100 . £82.50
P.O.A.
SS.7200 £ 115.50
PCA.
Tripletone TS.I00
L46.20
moo
TS.150
£6490 £37-00
TS.200 •. .. £82-50 £48.00
TS.250 .. £ 113.30 £66-00
Trio Speakers from stock
Wharfedale Denton 2 £39.33 £29-00
Linton 2
..
£48.69 £35-50
Dovedale 3.. .. £ 10+50 £77.00
Linton Kit .. £23.00 £ 17.00
Glendale Kit .. £42-00 £31-00
Dovedale Kit .. £65.00 £48.00

HEADPHONES

WITH

FREE

DELIVERY& INSURANCE

Amstrad HPSSA
HPS6A
Koss KRD 711
K.6L0
K0.727B
HV. I
PRO 4AA
PRO 5LC
ESP.6
Pioneer SE.20 À
.
SE.30A
SE.50
Wharfedale lsodynamic

£11.77
£11.00
£13.75
£15.40
£18-15
£22.20
£30.80
£33.00
£4+50
£9.75
£13.29
£15-62
£27.06
£21.95

£6.95
£7-95
£10.25
£11.50
£13.75
£16-95
£22-95
E26-50
£38 50
£7.50
£9-95
£11.50
£18.50
£16.50

IN•CAR ENTERTAINMENT
WITH

FREE

DELIVERY& INSURANCE

Radio
*Elpico CR.606 .. £ 1411 £9.00
*Grundig WK.2503 £39.85
fie»
* WK.3001 . . £29.90 £ 19.50
*Philips RN.134/15 .. £20.50 £ 14-00
• RN.2 I
4/05 .. £21.37 £ 13.50
RN.232
£45.00 £30.50
• RN.234/05 £22.13 £ 15.50
RN.270
£ 1+58 £ 12.50
RN.3 II
£30.00 £20.50
* RN.314/05 £29.88 £20-25
RN.53I • . • •
t56.00
neoo
*Pye 2048P • • • . £ 17.03 £ 10-45
2048C • . . • £ 17-95 £ 11-50
2055 • • • . £ 18.69 £ 13.95
2062 • . • . £23.76 £ 16-95
2644 ..
Sp. price £26.00
'Sceptre WI 72M
Sp. price £8.95
Cassette
*Pye 2252+SP26 spkrs £41.81 £27-50
• 2253+51'26 spkrs £49-77 £32-50
*Philips N.2607/97 .. £43.75 £29.95
Radio/Cassette
'Philips RN.312/97 £64-50 £44.00
RN.512
£ 118-50 £80.00
RN.7I2
£ 16+00 £ 115-00
8-track
'Harvard E804 .. Sp. price £ 13.50
'Kyoto Quadraphonic Sp. price £38.00
8-track with radio
*Troubador
Sp. price £34.00
Car Aerials
Philips AF 7424 roof £3.30 £2.15
AF 7454 .. £3.60 £2.35
EN 7436 sr ..
£4.85 £2.95
Includes Speakers and Fitting Kit

RECOMMENDED

ROY NEWTON
Rec. Retail Price
You Save

£ 177.57
£62.57

ROY NEWTON PRICE

Pioveer SA.6200 amplifier
Pioneer PL.15D turntable
Marsden Hall 200F speakers
Shure M.75EJ cartridge

Rec. Retail Price
You Save

Pioneer SX.424 tuner'amplifier
Pioneer PL.12D turntable
Marsden Hall 150F speakers
Shure M.55E cartridge

Rec. Retail Price
You Save

£ 15.00
£267.09
£94.09

ROY NEWTON PRICE

ROY NEWTON PRICE

£ I52-00

Trio KA.4002A amplifier
Trio KP.2022A turntable with magnetic cartridge
Trio KL.440 speakers

REC. RETAIL £190.57

Trio KR.2300 tunerfamplifier
Trio KP.2022A turntable, with magnetic cartridge
Trio KL.220 speakers

REC. RETAIL £190.85

Trio KR.3200 tuner/amplifier
Trio KP.2022A turntable, with magnetic cartridge
Trio KL.440 speakers

REC. RETAIL £232.92

£218.11
£48.42

Rec. Retail Price
You Save

£169.95

ROY NEWTON PRICE

Rec. Retail Price ..
You Save
..
.
ROY NEWTON PRICE

Rec. Retail Price
You Save

£191.46
£51.46

ROY NEWTON PRICE

£140 00

Wharfedale Denton tuner amplifier
Wharfedale Linton W30 turntable,
with magnetic cartridge
Wharfedale Denton 2 speakers

Rec. Retail Price
You Save

£1611 41
£45-44

ROY NEWTON PRICE

£124 00

Rec. Retail Price
You Save

£105.20
£40.20

OTHER SYSTEMS
Trio KA.2000A amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk. 4 turntable,
fitted with Goldring 6800
Keletron KS.8 speakers

£232.39
£80-39

REC. RETAIL £ 154.55

WHARFEDALE SYSTEMS
Wharfedale Linton amplifier
Wharfedale Linton W30 turntable,
with magnetic cartridge
Wharfedale Linton 2 speakers

Wharfedale Linton tuner amplifier
Wharfedale Linton W30 turntable,
with magnetic cartridge
Wharfedale Linton 2 speakers

£ 173.00

TRIO SYSTEMS
Trio KA.2002A amplifier
Trio KP.2022A turntable, with magnetic cartridge
Trio KL.220 speakers

SANSUI SYSTEM
Sansui 210 tuner amplifier
Sansui SR.1050C turntable
with magnetic cartridge
Sansui SP25 speakers

All the systems listed are complete with easyto-follow instructions and inter-connecting
leads. All turntables are complete with plinth
and perspex cover.

Our technical staff have carefully selected
each component in these systems to offer
you the very best performance at the lowest
price.

DISCOUNT CENTRES

PIONEER SYSTEMS
Pioneer SA.500A amplifier
Pioneer PL.12D turntable
Marsden Hall 150F speakers
Shure M.55E cartridge

SYSTEMS

.

£ 155.30
£41.30
£1144)0

ROY NEWTON PRICE
Rec. Retail Price
You Save

£180.25
£58.25

ROY NEWTON PRICE

£122.00

Amstrad 1C.2000 Mk. 2 amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk. 4 turntable,
fitted with Goldring 6800
Amstrad 2500 speakers

Rec. Retail Price
You Save

£136.00
£50.00

Amstrad 4000 Mk. 2 amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk. 4turntable,
fitted with Goldring 6800
Amstrad 1500 speakers

Rec. Retail Price
You Save

Keletron KSA. 1000 Mk. 2 amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk. 4 turntable,
fitted with Goldring 6800
Keletron KS. 10 speakers

Rec. Retail Price
You Save

Keletron KSA. 1500 Mk. 2 amplifier
Garrard AP76 turntable,
fitted with Goldring G800
Keletron KS. 15 speakers

Rec. Retail Price
You Save

£175.30
£65.30

ROY NEWTON PRICE

£11o•oo

Roitone 151 amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk. 4 turntable,
fitted with Goldring 6800
Amstrad 138 speakers

Rec. Retail Price
You Save

£100.97
£48.97

HFM 2000 tuner/amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk. 4 turntable,
fitted with Goldring G800
Marsden Hall 110F speakers

Rec. Retail Price
You Save

ROY NEWTON PRICE

ROY NEWTON PRICE

ROY NEWTON PRICE

ROY NEWTON PRICE

ROY NEWTON PRICE

.11...I> «law

£86.00
£109.05
£38.05
£71.00
£132.15
£4715
£85.00

£524)0
£133.25
£47.75
£85.50

..... ••••-•••••••••••••••

ROY NEWTON DISCOUNT CENTRES

All items listed are now available on Access or Barclaycard. Mail
Order customers, simply write or telephone, quoting your number.
Unless otherwise stated, please add £2.15 when your COMPLETE
oroer will be despatched by Securicor 36- hour delivery service.
Make cheques, money orders, etc., payable to Roy Newton Ltd.

MAIL ORDER TO Roy Newton Ltd., Dept. (
HFN), Oldbury Road
Industrial Estate, Oldbury Road, West Bromwich. Tel: 021-553 6521
BIRMINGHAM: Frederick Street, Birmingham 1 ( 100 yards from
Chamberlain Clock in Jewellery Quarter). Tel: 021-236 7706
Also at 827 Stratford Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham ( opposite
Prestage Garage). Tel: 021-777 9746

PERSONAL CALLERS
WELCOMED

BOURNEMOUTH: 296 Charminster Road, Charminster. Tel: 511591

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Thursday and Friday, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

£65.00

Trio KR.2200 tuner amplifier
Garrard AP76 turntable
fitted with Goldring G800
Marsden Hall 200F speakers

et
Access

Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Buy it with Access
ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

BRISTOL: 98 Stokes Croft, Bristol 1 ( opposite Swan Hotel on the
A38,
mile north of City Centre and 6 miles south of A38/M5 exit
No. 16). Tel: 49930
DUDLEY: 74 High Street ( next door to Cooks). Tel: 58506
WEST BROMWICH: 272 High Street ( next door to Woodhouses).
Tel: 021-553 2718

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

WOLVERHAMPTON:
Marsh
Lane
Parade,
Stafford
Road,
Fordhouses, Wolverhamptor ( on A449, 2 miles north of Town
Centre and 5 miles south of Galley Island on the A5). Tel: 783344

Al. prices are correct at time of press, however, prices are subject to
alteration without notice. E. & O. E.
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THE TAPE SPECIALISTS
Cash Price
excl. VAT.

BASF LH Hi -Fi
Type
Length
5" LP
5" DP
5" TP
51" LP
51" DP
51" TP
7" LP
7" DP
7" TP
101" LP

900'
1,200'
1,800'
1,200'
1,800'
2,400'
1,800'
2,400'
3,600'
4,200'

£1.45
£1.72
£2.48
£1.66
£2.40
£3.00
£2.38
£2.96
£3.72
£6.32

BASF LH Hi -Fi Cassettes
C60
..
•
•
•
C90 .
C120

£0.48
£0.66
£0.97

BASF LH
C60 ..
C90 .
C120

£0.59
£0.79
£1.14

Hi -Fi SM Cassettes

BASF Chrome Dioxide CrO, SM Cassettes
C60..
£0.92
C90..
£1.20
C120
£1.60

Type

Cash Price
excl. VAT.

Length

5" TP
51" SP
51" LP
51" DP
54"TP
7" SP
7" LP
7" DP
7"TP

3,600' ..

PHILIPS
5" LP
5" DP
S4 LP
51" DP
7" LP
r DP
for LP

High Fidelity Low Noise
900' . . ..
1,200' ..
1,200' ..
1,800' ..
1,800' ..
2,400' ..
3,600' ..

1,200' ..
1,800'
1,200' ..
1,800' ..

• .
• •
• •
• •
..
• •
. •

Cash Price
excl. VAT.
SCOTCH High Energy Coblat Cass.
Type
Length

£2.17
£1.29
£ 1.50
£2.17
£2.67
£ 1.50
£2.17
£2.67
£3.34

C60 .. ..
C90 .. ..

Type

Cash Price
excl. VAT.

Length

£2.59
£3.33
et-oo

MEMOREX Low Noise High Output
Cassettes
C60 .
£0.54
C90 .
£0.72
C120
£0.96
MEMOREX Chromium Dioxide
CrO, Cassettes
C60
£0.94
C90.
£1-24
MEMOREX High Fidelity 8-Track
Cartridges
£0.94
64 MIN ..
£1-02
90 MIN .
£1.12

SCOTCH Low Noise 8-Track Blank
Cartridges
45 MIN
£100
90 MIN ..
£1.20

£046
£064
£096

United
Kingdom
only

7" DP
2,400' ..
I
04" SPNAB 2,500'
LPNAB 3,600'

£0.69
£091

SCOTCH Hi -Fi Tpae
5" SP
£0.98
5" LP
, ..
£ 1.23
5" DP
1,200' .. £ 148
5" TP
1,800' .. £2.08
54" SP
900' • • £ 1.23
51" LP
1,200' • •
£1.42
51" DP
1,800' • • £2.05
51" TP , 0
1:%) '
,
•. •. £2.53
7" SP
.•
•
£1.48
7" LP
1,800' • .• .
£1.96
7" DP
2,400' • •• • £ 2.52
7" TP
3,600' • •• • £ 3-09
81" LP
2,400' • •. • £ 2.47

Tapes
£1.18
£ 1,57
£ 136
£2.17
£2.00
£2-69
£460

PHILIPS Low Noise Cassettes
C60
..
C90
C120
..

ALL ORDERS
POST FREE

MALLORY LNF Duratape Cassettes
C60 ..
£0-37
C90 ..
£0-53
C120
£0.78

MEMOREX
Low Noise High Output Tapes
Type
Length
5" SP
.. £0.88
5" LP
.. £ 1.24
5" DP
1,200' ..
.. £ 1.49
7" SP
1,200' ..
.. £ 1-48
7" LP
1,800' ..
£2.10

MALLORY COBALT ENERGISED
CASSETTES
C30..
£0.54
C60..
£0.65
C90..
£0.89
QUANTITY DISCOUNT-Order 10 or more tapes and deduct £0.05 per reel.
Order 10 or more cartridges and deduct £0.03 per cartridge. Order 10 or more cassettes and
deduct £0.01 per cassette.
All Tapes brand new and guaranteed. Supplied in manufacturers' sealed library cases.
IMPORTANT: All orders must have VAT added at 10%
Prices correct at 23/3/74

BASF
5" SP
5" LP
5" DP

600'
900'
1,200'

.. £0.98
.. £ 1-29
.. £ 1.50

SCOTCH DYNARANGE Cassettes
.. £0-39
C90
..
..
£0.51
C120
..
£0.76

11

1

ne

:ex-1 =11_1-1 1_

MILL HOUSE- BROMHAM BEDFORD Tel. OAKLEY 3389

COBALT Fil- F1
(WARRINGTON & ST HELENS)
Specialist HiFi Dealers
TAPES

TECHNICS

HITACHI

SPEAKERS

ecannimmm i

IMF.

.

.

TRIO

JENSEN

TEAC
.

.

REVOX

PIONEER

.

.

M. SHORT

MARANTZ.

KEF.

.

AKAI

ALPHA

.

R/ALLAN

BOSE.

DYNACO

PARA -LAB

GENERAL
NIKKO

HITACHI

YAMAHA
SEUR

.

.

TECHNICS

.

TRIO

. SHERWOOD. PIONEER. LECSON
.

AKAI .

GARRARD

.

CONNOIS-

ARD

Comparator demonstration of all equipment at any
time.
Home

Come along and choose from our showrooms.
installation

available

WAIT TILL IT TOUCHES YOUR EARS
New tic intetx headphones pioN
clean reproduc tion cil the audio
spec trunnvhile you enjoy 1
ightiveight
comfort, open air sound enyitonmein, and most obviously, elegant
design. Send kit details of the 11111
tangy.

on

full

2

a

pleasure.

years

Most

parts/labour

equipment
guarantee.

H.P. welcome on all equipment

Sole U.K Distributors .

imp® hisfi

ST HELENS

22 Buckingham Palace Road
London SW1W OOP
Telephone 01-834 0050

54/56

ORMSKIRK
Tel. 28417

198

WARRINGTON
ST.

5

KNUTSFORD
Tel. 36215

RD.

All you need know to buy HiFi
l
lier!

new Oxford S
However much — or little
you know about hi-fi,
Laskys new Oxford Street
store is the way to find
out more.
We have all the world's
finest equipment for you
to look at, listen to,
(
compare,try out different
combinations till you find
L
L-I1,
just what you want.
We've over 3,000 individual
items— all the greatest names in stereo,
quadraphonic, portable/colour TV,tape decks,video,
headphones and accessories, even disco equipment — as
well as ahuge range of music on cassette, eight track and
record.
When you do find what you want you'll still find tha
Laskys prices are the lowest anywhere because we
buy huge amounts of equipment and pass the cost
savings on to you.
Come along to Laskys Oxford Street store—just
across from Selfridges— any day except Sunday
and find out about the latest in hi-fi.

L

Ire

new Oxford Street store

Come and hear for yourself

All you need
Stereo Systems
Carriage and Packing £ 1.00
Sueakers are OMra tml items Illarkr•d •
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AUDIOTRONIC
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TRIO KA6004
TRW SYSTEM
a - ,

TRIO 0120010
MARANTZ 3300

ftrfilr.'1.71457 11111.11,11111 .

LINEAR 51202

EAGLE 006

AKAI AA5800 STEREO AMPLIFIER

60 - 1-80 watts. Inputs for phono 162, tuner tape and mil.
£100.00 P & P 50p
VAT

AKAI AT580 AM/FM STEREO TUNER

A match:nu unit for AA3500. Highly sensitive reception of AWFM Stereo.
£72.50 P 6 P 50p
VAT

AUDIOTRONIC LA1700 STEREO AMPLIFIER

17
17 watts. Inputs for phono 1if. 2, tuner, aux. and tape. High quality unit
.i.clusive to Laskys. £ 37.50 P & P 50p • VAT

AUDIOTRONIC LT1700 AM/FM STEREO TUNER
A superb quality tuner and the perfect
for + xtra sers if ',qty. £ 36.50 P & P fv -

nfor LA 1700. Incorporates PET and
VAT

TRIO KA2002 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Ior

Ph0•10 1
2, tuner, au..flape. Compact size with full
facilities. Special low price. £32.50 P P 50p • VAT

TRIO KT2001A AM/FM STEREO TUNER

Suitable for use with KA2002 and most other Trio amplifiers. FM sensitivity
2uV. AM. 25uV. £ 67.00 P 6 P 50p
VAT

TRIO KA6004 STEREO AMPLIFIER

55
55 watts. Incorporates features and facilities to satisfy the most critical
requirements. £ 115.00 P6 P 50p • VAT

TRIO SYSTEM
Special Lasky package. Trio KA2002 amplifier, Garrard 5P25 Ill wi h 0800 cartridge,
plinth with cover and pair of Linton 2speakers and all leads.
£11.60 P6 P £ 1.50
VAT

MARANTZ 3300 PRE AMPLIFIER

A unique unit combining low noise, dynamic range and precision control.
£245.00 P6 P 50p f VAT
Model 250 Power Amplifier £315.00 P6 P 50p -i- VAT

EAGLE AA6 STEREO AMPLIFIER

20
20 watts. Inputs for Magnetic and Ceramic cartridge. Tuner and tape.
Incorporates Sound Effect Control. £ 51.00 P6 P 50p
VAT

LINEAR ST202 STEREO AMPLIFIER

10 - 10 watts. Inputs for Mannetic and Crystal cartridge. Tape and Aun.
Excellent value for money. £ 22.50 P & P 50p
VAT

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 10% VAT

Alpha MR15.
£ 104.35
Dynation HFC50/HFC51 • £ 99.09
Dynatron HFC52/HFC53 • £ 132.73
Ekco ZU3
..
£ 74.15
Ekco ZU4L
.. £140.70
Ekco ZU5J
£160.95
Ekco ZU7
.. £162.65
Ekco ZU9
.. £248.50
Ekco ZU9DX
£ 323.50
Elizabethan LZ 102 .. £ 45.60
Elizabethan LZ 212 .. £ 111.40
Fantavox SR640 • .. £ 22.20
Ferguson 3047 .. £ 3i.00
Ferguson 3457 .. £ 59.15
Ferguson 3458 ..
£87.45
Ferguson 3460 .. £ 109.20
Fidelity UA1
..
£ 73.30
Fidelity UA2
£ 29.95
Fidelity UA3
£43.65
Fidelity UA4
..
£ 23.40
Fidelity UA5
..
£ 91.10
Goldring ST8000 • .. £ 169.95
Goodmans 80 Compact* £ 118.95
80 Compact White • .. £ 119.35
90 Compact • .. £ 154.10
90 Compact White • .. £ 157.10
1-10 Compact • .. £ 173.35
1-10 Compact White • .. £ 176.90
Hitachi DPK311 .. £ 101.00
Hitachi MC3402 £ 157.50
Hitachi SDP2820 £ 115.35
Hitachi SDT3420 £ 115.35
Hitachi SP2810
£ 78.75
Hitachi SP2812
£ 70.80
Hitachi SP2900 £ 126.50
Hitachi ST3401 £ 110.55
Hitachi ST3410 £102.60
Hitachi ST3412
£86.70
HMV 2046
..
£44.10
HMV 2455 .. .. £ 122.40
HMV 2456 .. £ 177.10
HMV 2459
..
£ 86.55
JVC Nivico MSL302 .. £ 101.60
JVC Nivico MSL501 E .. £ 106.25
JVC Nivico MSL602 .. £ 131.25
JVC Nivico 4ME4800 • .. £ 84.60
JVC Nivico 4ME4800 .. £ 152.60
Marconi 4047£31.80
Marconi 4455 .. £ 136.25
Marconi 4457 ..
E60.70
Marconi 4459 .. £88.80
National RE7720B .. £85.90
National SG1010L .. £ 106.35
National SG1050L .. £ 122.70
National SG2050L .. £ 163.60
National SS8010 Walnut £ 59.70
National SS8010 White .. £61.35
Philips G F660
£ 56.35
Philips G F808 .. £69.65
Philips G F815 .. £49.40
Philips GF826
£41.75
Philips GF827
£31.50
Philips G F828
£52.75
Philips GF829
£39.45
Philips GF908
.. £ 114.05
Philips GR804
£71.60
Philips RF836
£53.75
Philips RF839
£ 56.35
Philips RH811
£ 103.70
Philips RH814/RH417 .. £ 107.90
Philips RH837/Speakers £ 166.35
Philips RH943/RH412 .. £ 146.20
PHILIPS AUDIO PLANS
RH520/GA407/RH422 .. £ 125.80
RH580/GA205/HR411 .. £ 49.60
RH580/GA205/RH421 .. £ 51.75
RH702/GA407/RH422 .. £ 142.80
RH802/RH426 £ 179.60
RH901/GA205/RH421 .. £ 79.70
RH901/GA207/RH421 .. £ 89.50
Pioneer C4500 • .. £ 75.40
Pye 1022
..
£ 68.25
Pye 1560 Console .. £ 99.90
•Pye 5000
£40.00
Pye 5001
..
£48.30
Pye 5002
£49.40
Rank Audio RA2107 £ 65.95
Rank Audio RX150A .. £ 90.95
Rank Audio RX250A .. £ 114.60
Sanyo G2601KL £ 138.70
Sanyo G2615N
£77.20
Sanyo GXT4520KL .. £ 115.70
Sanyo GXT4521K .. £ 135.00
Sanyo GX74730KL .. £107.95
Sanyo GXT4731K .. £ 127.45
Sharp GS5530L £ 120.60
Sharp S0101
£ 49.15
Sharp SD- 305H• £ 103.65
Siemens R5252 . ....£171.20
Sony HMK 20/Cassette .. £ 120.130
Sony HMP20
£ 83.00
Sony HMW20
£ 63.00
Sony HP211A
£ 117.50
Sony HP239A .. £ 172.50
Sony HP511A
£ 154.00
Sony SOP20 4 Channel .. £ 120.00
Tandberg
TR2OOMPX/TL1210 .. £ 177.50
TR2OOMPX/TL1210 Rvvd. £ 185.70
TR2OOMPX/TL2510 .. £195.10
TR2OOMPX/TL2510 Rwd. £ 206.50
Ultra 6027 .. .. £40.25

Ultra 6046
£45.55
Ultra 6048
£31.00
Ultra 64508
£ 55.65
Ultra 6451
..
£ 55.65
Ultra 6453 .. £ 125.45
WHARFEDALE SYSTEMS
Denton Amp I ( Teak) .. £ 91.60
Denton Amp I ( White) ..• £ 96.15
Denton Receiver I ( Teak) £ 120.35
Denton Receiver I ( White) £ 126.40
Linton Amp I ( Teak) .. £ 111.35
Linton Amp I ( White) .. £ 116.90
Linton Amp 2 ( Teak) .. £ 109.85
Linton Amp 2 ( White) .. £ 115.30
Linton Receiver I ( Teak) .. £ 136.00
Linton Receiver I(
White) £ 142.80
Wyndsor 51800
£34.60

Stereo Amplifiers
Carriage and Packing 50n
Akai AA520070.90
£
Akai AA5500
£ 92.25
Akai AA5800
£ 100.00
Albany House AM108/208 £17.50
Alpha F212..
£ 22.50
Alpha FA200
£24.90
Alpha FA300
£ 30.70
Alpha FA400
E35.75
Alpha 0030.. .. £ 33.50
Aloha 0050..
£ 39.00
Amstrad IC2000 Mk.II .. £ 31.75
Amstrad 8000 Mk. II .. £ 16.15
Amstrad Integra 4000 Mk. II f23.95
Audiotionic LAI 700 .. £ 37.50
Audiotronic LA4000 .. £ 65.00
Eagle AA2
£ 31.25
Eagle AA4
£43.10
Eagle AA6B
..
£ 51.00
Eagle TSA149
£ 25.25
Eagle TSAI 51 ..
f34.20
Ferrogra ph F208
E58.35
Ferrograph F608 .. £ 121.50
Goodmans 40-40 .. £ 54.55
Hitachi 1A600
£ 75.55
Hitachi 1A1000 £ 117.75
Howland West DA1000 .. £ 22.45
JVC Nivico VN300 .. £57.80
JVC Nivico VN900 .. £ 139.40
JVC Nivico VN700 .. £ 116.45
Keletron KSA1000 .. £28.90
Keletron KSA1500/II .. £ 32.70
Leak Delta 30
..
£ 55.00
Leak Delta 70
f75.25
Linear 202 .. .. £ 22.50
Marantz 240 .. £ 245.00
Marantz 250
£ 315.00
Marantz 500 .. £ 775.00
Marantz 1030 .. £ 85.00
Marantz 1060
£ 125.00
Marantz 1120 ..
E225.00
Marantz 1200 ..£ 385.00
Marantz 3300 .. £ 245.00
Metrosound ST20 Mk. II .. £ 30.80
Metrosound ST40.. .. £ 39.55
Metrosound ST60.. .. £ 54.60
Philips RH520
£ 60.95
Philips RH521
£2
93
3.
.
95
3
5
Philips RH580f
Pioneer SA500A .. £ 39.95
Pioneer SA6200 .. £ 70.30
Pioneer SA7100 .. £ 91.30
Ploneer SA8100
.. £ 130.60
Pioneer SA9100 £ 164.50
Pioneer SR202W .. £45.55
Quad 33 .. .. £ 59.00
Quad 303
£ 68.00
Revox A78
..
£ 163.00
Rotel RA211 .. £ 34.90
Hotel RA311 .. £ 49.00
Rotel RA611 .. £ 69.95
Rotel RA810 .. £ 90.90
Rotel RA1210
£ 111.85
Sansui AU101
£ 39.99
Sansui AU505
£ 64.65
SansuiAU555A £ 91.34
Sansui AU6500
£ 119.46
Sansui AU7500
£145.37
Sansui AU9500 .. £232.78
Sansui RA500
£ 62.29
Sanyo DCA 1400K .. £44.50
Sanyo DCA 1700K .. E52.50
Sinclair 2000 Improved .. £ 35.95
Sinclair 4000 ..
f44.95
SINCLAIR SECONDS
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED
Slight Imperfections In case
2000
3000
2000
3000

Amplifier .. 619 95
Amplif ier
1•21, 95
Tuner.. .. £ 22.95
Tuner.. .. £ 22.95

Sinclair Project 605 .. f20.97
Sinclair Project 80Z40 .. £5.45
Sinclair Project 80 260 .. £6.95
Sinclair Stereo 80
£11.95
Sinclair Project 80 AFU
£4
6.
.95
PZ5 Power supply98
PZ6 Power supply.. .. £ 7.98
PZ8 Power supply.. .. £ 7.98
SINCLAIR PROJECT 80
PACKAGES
2x240/Stereo 80/P25 .. £25.00
2x240/Stereo 80/P26 .. £27.75
2x260/Stereo 80/P28 .. £30.45

Sinclair Project 805
.. £ 26.95
Sonata P4000 Black'
.. £ 139.95
Sonab P4000 Teak
.. £ 145.95
Sony TA1055
.. £ 70.00
Sony TA1066
£60.00
Sony - Full range ..
Sugden A21 Series 3
£70.00
Sonde,' A48 _
.. £ 78.75
Sugden C51/P51
.. £ 118.15
Tandbeig TA300
.. £ 71.30
Tandberg TA300M
£79.20
Teleton GA202 ..
.. £ 28.15
Teleton SA0206B
£23.00
Teleton SA0307 ..
.. £ 23.00
Trio KA2000A
.. £ 29.50
Trio KA2002
.. £ 32.50
Trio KA2002A
.. £ 49.50
Trio KA4002A
£ 73.00
Trio KA4004 .. £ 105.00
Trio KA6004 .. £ 129.50
Trio KA8004
£169.00
Wharfedale Denton Teak.. £ 35.95
Wharfedale Denton White £ 37.75
Wharfedale Linton Teak .. £ 53.40
Wharfedale Linton White £ 56.05
Wharfedale Linton 2Teak
£47.20
Wharfedale Linton 2White £49.95

Stereo Tuners
Carriage and Packing 50P
Akai AT 550
.. £ 70.90
Akai AT580
.. £ 72.50
Alpha FT150
.. £ 32.50
Alpha 0007.. ..
£33.15
Amstrad 3000 ..
.. £ 25.00
Audiotronic LT1700
.. £ 37.50
Eagle AA8
£46.10
Eagle TST152
£32.75
Ferrograph SEMI
£88.20
Fidelity 20/20 ..
f34.60
Hitachi FT600
£78.75
Howland West DA10007 £ 25.35
JVC Nivico VT500 .. £66.30
JVC Nivico VT700 .. £102.00
Leak Delta FM ..
f59.30
Leak Delta AM/FM .. £ 66.75
Marantz 105 AM/FM .. £ 95.00
Marantz 115 AM/FM .. £ 145.00
Marantz 120 AM/FM .. £ 260.00
Metrosound FMS20 Mk. II £38.85
Metrosound FMS40 .. £38.85
Philips RH621 .. £87.00
Philips RH690 .. £38.30
Pioneer TX500A .. £ 53.15
Pioneer TX6200 .. £61 . 70
Pioneer TX7100
£81.85
Pioneer TX8100
£94.95
Pioneer TX9100 £ 128.30
Ouad FM3
£68.00
Revok A76
£203.00
Rotel RT222
£34.80
Rotel RT322
£50.35
Rotel RT622
£ 75.35
Rote! RT1220 .. £94.55
Sansui TU505 .. £ 65.90
Sansui TU666
£ 83.67
Sansui TU7500 .. £122.46
Sansui TU9500
£ 153.74
Sanyo FMT/400K .. £43.99
Sinclair 2000 Improved .. £ 35.95
Sinclair 4000 .. £35.95
Sinclair Project 80 .. £ 11.95
Sinclair Project 80 decoder £ 7.45
Sony ST70
£35.00
Sony ST5055L
£70.00
Sony - Full range ..
P.O.A.
Sugden R21
£ 59.50
Sugden R51
£63.00
Teleton 01202
£30.75
Trio KT2001A
£67.00
Trio KT4005 .. £101.00
Trio KT8005
£163.00

Tuner Amplifiers
Carriage and Pack inn 75p
Aka, AA8030
.. £ 101.35
Aka iAA8080
. £ 128.40
Alpha FR2000
£49.10
Alpha FR3000
£62.10
Alpha FR4000
£68.95
Alpha FR5000
£64.25
Alpha FR6000
£71.50
Alpha R150 ..
£42.60
Amstrad 5000 ..
£56.25
Audiotronic LR1200
£55.00
Audiotronic LR2500
£69.50
Audiotronic LR4040
£99.95
£90.75
Eagle AA28
Eagle AA30
£99.65
Goodmans Module 80 .. £65.80
Goodmans Module 90 .. £84.20
Module 90 White
£85.60
Goodmans 1-10
£98.30
Goodmans CS1 Stand ..
£8.30
Goodmans CS2 Stand .. £ 11.50
Hitachi SR700
£102.60
Hitachi SR800
£110.55
Hitachi SR1100 £150.35
JVC Nivico 5505L .. £ 83.75
JVC Nivico 5515L .. £114.75
JVC Nivico 5525L SEA .. £144.10
JVC Nivico 5535L SEA .. £162.00
Leak 2000 ..
£126.00

know to buy HiMarantz 2015 AM/FM .. £ 139.00
Marantz 2220 AM/FM .. £ 169.00
Marantz 2230 AM/FM .. £ 215.00
Marantz 2245 AM/FM .. £ 270.00
Marantz 2270 AM/FM .. £ 330.00
.. £ 77.95
Philips RH702 .
.. £ 163.60
Philips RH720
.. £ 65.80
Philips RH901/R421
.. £ 111.15
Pioneer LX424
.. £ 151.90
Pioneer LX626
.. £ 59.95
Pioneer SX300
.. £73 90
Pioneer SX424
£96 90
Pioneer SX525
.. £ 136 40
Pioneer SX626
.. £ 169.90
Pioneer 5%727
.. £ 219.30
Pioneer SX828
.. £ 232.90
Pioneer 5)(2500
.. £ 217.60
Pioneer 5)(9000
Pye 1588 cassette/spkrs.. £ 102.95
Morel RX1504
E53.05
Morel RX2004 .. £ 62.80
Rotel RX4004 . • .. £ 79.40
Morel RX6004 • • .. £ 113.90
Sansui Six 198.62
.. .. £
Sansui Seven .. £ 233.34
Sansui Eight
E250.99
Sansui 210 ..
f73.37
Sansui 310 .... £ 87.13
Sansui 350A
£98.75
Sansui 1000X .. £ 121.25
Sanyo DCX2300K .. £ 60.65
Sanyo DCX2500K .. £ 59.20
Scan-Dyna 2000 Mk. 2 .. £ 90.81
Scan-Dyna 2400 .. . £ 136.27
Scan-Dyna 3000 .. £ 145.36
Scan-Dyna 4000 .. £ 154.45
Siemens RS172 . £ 132.50
Siemens RS202 .. £ 82.35
Siemens RS203
£ 101.00
Siemens RS303 .. £ 122.70
Sonab R4000/2 Black .. £ 172.96
Sonab R4000/2 Teak .. £178.96
Sonab R7000 Black .. £243.18
Sony HST139/Cassette .. £ 105.00
Sony ST 86055. £140.00
Tandberg
TR200 Teak/Rosewood .. £82.35
TR2OOMPX Tk/Rosewood £ 92 90
TR1000MPX Tk/Rwood.. £ 147.05
TR1010MPXTk/Rwood.. £ 158.40
Huldra 10MPX Tk/Rwood £ 157.20
Teleton F2100 .. £ 29.95
Teleton TFS50 .. £ 47.85
Teleton TFS55 .. £ 51.25
Trio KR2200 .. £ 59.50
Trio KR2300
£ 89.50
Trio KR3200
£ 111.50
Trio KR5200
£ 160.00
Trio KR7200
£216.00

Four- Channel Units
Carriage and Packing 500
agle 4410
..
£16.00
Eagle 4426
..
£17.85
EMI S01500 Decoder .. £ 25.95
JVC Nivico 1202 .. £47.60
JVC Nivico 4DD5.. .. £51.85
JVC Nivico 4MM1000 .,£ 99 95
JVC Nivico 4VN550 .. £84.60
JVC Nivico 4VN880 £ 143.25
JVC Nivico 4VN990 .. £ 194.25
JVC Nivico 4VR1006 .. £ 177.25
JVC Nivico 4VR5436 .. £ 199.75
JVC Nivico 4VR5446 .. £ 238.00
JVC Nivico 4VR 5456 .. £297.50
JVC Nivico OF19E .. £ 361.25
JVC Nivico GX500 .. £ 318.75
JVC Nivico 5E410 .. £42.10
JVC Nivico SEA V7E
£98.20
Marantz 2440 • • £180.00
Marantz 4060 • • .. £160.00
Marantz 4100 • • .. £ 260.00
Marantz4230 • • .. £270.00
Ma rantz4240 • • .. £335.00
Marantz 4270 • • .. £395.00
Marantz 4415 • • .. £245.00
Marantz RC4 • • .. . 00
Mara= SOA1
£24.00
National RE7750B .. £ 110.40
National RE842013 £139.05
National RE8840B £ 184.10
Pioneer 048004 £181.70
Pioneer 008004 £ 129.30
Pioneer OD 240 .. £ 58.40
Pioneer 0M8004.. .. £ 153.95
Pioneer 0X646
£205.85
Pioneer 0X747
£ 253.75
Pionee rOX949
£ 337.60
Pioneer 0X4000 £ 155.90
Pioneer OX80004.. .. £221.30
Pioneer OX9900 .. £ 317.50
Motel 8X1 54A .. £99.70
Motel RX454
£147.05
Sansui 047000 .. £256.18
Sansui ORX3000 £ 212.38
Sansui ORX3500 ....£271.73
Sansui ORX6500 .. £357.13
Sansui 505050S £ 326.85
Scan-Dyna SD4/100 £ 9.00
Sony SCIA100 .• .. £40.00
Teac 43340 .• .. £463.50
Trio KR5340
£185.00
Trio KR6340
£ 199.50
Trio KR8340
£ 285.00
Trio KCD2 CD- 4Adaptor £42.50

Speaker Systems
All prices per parr.
Carriage and Packing £ 1 pair
Acoustic Research AR - 2ax £117.27
Acoustic Research AR- 3a £ 200.00
Acoustic Research AR-4ax £ 68.18
Acoustic Research AR- 5.. £ 154.54
Acoustic Research AR- 6.. £ 80.00
Acoustic Research AR- 7.. £ 54.10
Acoustic AR-LST £ 400.00
Akai SW155 .. .. £ 118.90
Akai CSS8
..
£ 19.30
Alpha HT7
..
£ 33.00
Alpha HTI 0 • .. £ 31.00
Alpha HT16 „ . £ 16.80
Alpha HTI 7
£ 22.20
Alpha HT20
£40.40
Alpha HT30 • • £ 25.00
Alpha HT50 • • £ 27.00
Amstrad 1500 .. . £ 26.25
Audio Dev 4015 .. £ 11.85
Audiotronic Criterion £ 27.50
Bose 901 .... £ 290.00
Celestion County .. £ 41.90
Celestion Ditton 10 Mk. II £38.90
Celestion Dillon 15
.. £ 59.90
Celestion Dillon 25 .. £ 119.90
Celestion Ditton 44 .. £ 98.90
Celestion Ditton 66 .. £181.50
Celestion Dillon 120 .. £ 44.90
Celestion Hadleigh .. £ 35.90
Decca Deram
£ 32.50
Dynatron 1.51018.. .. £ 23.15
Dynatron LS1428.. £ 34.72
Dynatron LS1728.. .. £ 34.72
Dynatron LS2628.. .. £ 69.90
Dynatron LS2638.. .. £110.00
Dynatron LS2728.. .. £ 69.90
Dynatron LS2928.. .. £ 72.28
Dynatron LS3038.. .. £ 54.10
Dynatron LS4038.. , . £ 90.00
Eagle 4414 • • £ 65.50
Eagle 4416 • • £ 17.85
Eagle 4420
£44.60
Eagle AA22 • • £ 26.70
Eagle AA24•
•
£ 26.70
Eagle AA42 • • £ 80.00
Eagle DL25 • • • • £ 10.00
Eagle DL42 • • • . £ 23.80
Eagle DL67 • • £ 30.80
Elac E6S • • • • £ 15.00
Ferguson 3406 • • • • £ 26.95
• . £ 11.75
Ferguson 3421
Ferrograph Si
£ 171.00
Goodmans Dimension 8 .. £ 112.40
Dimension 8White .. £ 122.20
E40.40
Double Maxim ..
Double Maxim White .. £44.05
Goodwood.. .. • • £ 77.00
Goodwood White.. .. £80.50
Havant • . £ 34.25
Havant White .. • . £ 37.90
Havant SL
.
• f39.10
Havant SL White
£ 43.20
Magister .. .. • . £82.70
Magnum K2 .. • . £ 64.70
Magnum KSL .. • £ 74.50
Magnum KSLWhite •• £78.70
Mezzo Ill .. • • £49.50
Mezzo SL .. • • £ 59.20
Mezzo SL White .. £63.70
Minister .. £ 29.50
Minister SL.. .. £ 30.85
Minister SL White.. .. £ 34.70
Planes 3 .. .. £ 60.70
IMF Super Compact .. £ 90.00
IMF ALS40
£ 150.00
IMF TLS50 .. £ 184.80
IMF Monitor .. £ 302.50
IMF Professional Monitor £ 385.00
JBL L100 Century .. £ 324.00
JBL L26 Decade .. £ 158.00
Jensen No.1 .. £ 36.20
Jensen No.2
£ 61.22
Jensen No.3
£95.26
Jensen No. 4
..
£130.38
Jensen No. 5
£ 190.28
Jensen No. 6
£257.22
Jensen No.15 .. £ 488.36
Jordan Watts Jumbo .. £ 39.90
JVC Nivico SX3
£ 127.50
JVC Nivico 5323 ..
f76.50
KLH 5
•
.
£264.00
KLH6
..
£179.50
KLH17
£109.00
KLH23
£159.00
KLH31
..
£ 59.90
KLH32
£ 73.30
KLH33
£ 150.00
KLH38
£ 95.00
Kef Cadenza
£ 95.00
Kef Cadenza White .. £ 100.00
Kef Cantor .. £ 50.00
Kef Chorale .. £ 65.00
Kef Chorale White.. .. £69.50
Kef Coda
..
£ 45.00
Kef Concerto .. £120.00
Kef Concerto White .. £126.00
Keletron KS4....
4.95
1
Keletron KS6
t22.50
Keletron KS8 .. £ 27.00
Keletron KS10
E35.50
Keletron KS15
k59.35
Keleteon KS20 .. £ 53.35

Leak 150 .. .• .. £ 37.30
Leak 250
..
£ 48.45
Leak 600
..
£ 86.70
Leak 2020
..
£ 44.25
Leak 2030
..
£ 59.70
Leak 2060
.
£ 103.00
Leak 2075 .... £ 197.00
Marantz 4G Imperial .. £ 76.00
Marantz 5G Imperial •. £96.00
Ma ra ntz 6G Imperial .. £ 136.00
Marantz 7G Imperial .. £ 176.00
Medway 85 .• .. £ 10.05
Medway 106 .. £ 11.50
Medway BT15
£ 24.00
Medway BT20 .• .. £ 27.00
Medway BT50
£ 10.50
Medway BT75
£11.90
Medway 61100
£16.80
Medway BT150
f21.70
Medway 131200
£25.20
Medway T138 .. £ 17.25
Metrosound HFS1 .
03 .. • £ 19.95
Metrosound HFS202 .£ 33.60
Mordaunt-Short
MS079 Teak/Walnut .. £ 61 00
MS079 White/Rosewood £ 69.00
MS235 Teak/Walnut
..£109.00
MS235 White/Rosewood £121.00
MS400 Teak/Walnut .. £ 130.00
MS400 White/Rosewood £ 146.00
MS700 Teak/Walnut . . £ 165.00
MS700 White/Rosewood £180.00
MS737 Teak/Walnut .. £197.00
MS737 White/Rosewood £ 221.00
Philips RH421
£ 16.80
Philips RH422 . £ 30.70
Philips RH426
£ 55.00
Philips RH427
£ 80.10
Oued Electrostatic .. £ 194.00
Rank Domos 150
f28.75
Rank Domus 175
£ 36.85
Rank Domas 250 .. £ 57.80
Rank Domus 350 .. £ 84.15
Domus 450 .. £ 121.35
Richard Allan Chaconne II £32.40
R/Allan Flamenco II .. £ 46.20
Richard Allan Pavane II . £ 66.40
Scan-Dyna 410 .. £ 53.54
Scan- Dyne 420
£ 66.27
Sinclair 016
..
£ 13.80
Sonab 044 ( Teak etc.) .. £ 148.14
Sonab 045 ( Teak etc.) .. £ 172.69
Sonab 046 ( Teak etc.) .. £ 404.75
Sonab V1 ( Teak etc.) .. £ 78.18
Sony- Full range ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TL1210 Teak .. £ 57.50
Tandberg TL2510 Teak .. £ 66.80
Tandberg TL5010 Teak .. £ 133.30
Tannoy 3LZ .. £102.40
Tannoy Chatswort .
h. .. £ 129.50
Tannoy Lancaster 12” .. £ 141.70
Teleton SA125 .. £ 5.00
Telson 5.4 ......£ 160.00
Trio KL220 ......£37.50
Trio KL440
f46.75
Wharfedale Denton 2Teak £ 29.25
Denton 2 ( White) .. £ 30.75
Dovedale 3.. .. £ 78.00
Glendale 3 .... £ 54.20
Kingsdale 3.
. .• .. £ 111.50
Linton 2Teak .. £36.25
Linton 2White
£38.20
Mellon 2
.. £57.50

Chassis Speakers
Carriage and Packing 50p
Baker Auditorium 12"
Baker Auditorium 15'
Baker De Luxe II 12"
Baker Major 12"
Baker Regent 12"
Baker Superb 12"
Baker Group 25 .
Baker Geoup 35 -Baker Group 50/12'
Baker Group 50/15
Celestion CO3K
Celestion G12H 12"
Celestion G12M 12"
Celestion G15C 15"
Celestion G18C 18"
Celestion HF1300/11
Celestion PS12/TC
Celestion HF2000..
Celestion Studio 12
Decca DK30 Ribbon
Decca London Ribbon
Eagle 4412
Eagle FR4 ..
Eagle FR65..
Eagle FR8 ..
EMI 350 Kit
EMI 450 Kit
Fane Pop 15
Fa ne Pop 25/2
Fane Pop 50
Fane Pop 60 ..
Fane Pop 100 ..
Fane Crescendo 12"
Fane Crescendo 15"
Fane Crescendo 18"
Good mans 8P ..
Goodmans 10P ..
Gobdmans 12P
Goodmans 12PG ..

(Ye 1

WHAF:FEDALE
UNION SYSTEM

.. £11.35
.. £ 15.65
•. £ 8.50
. • £ 7.45
.. £ 6.75
.. £ 12.10
.. £ 6.75
• £ 7.45
.. £11.35
.. £ 15.65
. • £ 3.20
.. £ 11.20
• . £ 9.20
• . £ 18.50
.. £ 24.10
• . £ 5.05
£7.45
. • £ 6,05
. • £ 10.20
.. £ 13.15
£20.80
.. £ 3.75
£4.70
.. £ 6.50
.. £ 8.40
. • £7.25
• £ 3.62
£4.30
.. £6.55
• . £ 9.50
.. £ 11.75
£20.50
.. £23.75
£28.75
£36.05
.. £ 3.80
.. £4.15
• . £10.25
.. £ 11.90

PIONEER OA800A

•.

120) 1̀0;

-id

•

o
û •
4ti,i4Matin
LEAK DELTA 70

AMSTRAD 1C2000
PHILIPS RH520

WHARFEDALE TRITON 3

LEAK
TRUSPEED

ALBANY HOUSE

NATIONAL
RF77208

PIONEER QA800A 4-CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

Features atotal cri 4amplifiers and amatrix decoding circuitry. 20 watts x4, inputs
for phono, tuner. Pnd aux. £ 181.70 P & P 50p -.• VAT

WHARFEDALE. LINTON SYSTEM

A matched system comprising Linton 1amplifier. Linton turntable and apair of
LIrr:on speakers. £ 111.35 P6 P £1.517
VAT

LEAK DELTA 70 STEREO AMPLIFIER

35 1-35 watts. Inputs for Phono 162, Tuner 162, mike.
£75.25 P 6 P 50p
VAT

JVC NIVICO VN700 STEREO AMPLIFIER

35
35 walls. Inn its for Phono 162, Tape 142, Aux. 1, 2and 3. Connections for
4channel sour,. £ 118.45 P & P 50p
VAT

ALBANY HOUSE AM108 STEREO AMPLIFIER

8 - 8watts. Input, lar Magnetic or Crystal cartridge Tuner and tape. High
performance at abudget price. £17.50 P 6 P 50p - i VAT

AMSTRAD 1C2000 MK II STEREO AMPLIFIER

25
25 watts. InJuts for magnetic and ceramic cartridge, tuner and tape. Scratch
and rumble filter £ 31.75 P6 P 50g,
VAT

PHILIPS RH520 STEREO AMPLIFIER

15 - 15 watts. Incut for phono, tuner and tape. Scratch and rumble filters.
Headphone socket. E118.95 P 4 P 50p
VAT

SPECIAL PURCHASE: WHARFEDALE TRITON 3SPEAKERS

3speaker system ( Bass, mid- range and treble) power handling 25 watts. Impedance
6ohm nominal. 21" x9r x9" Teak with black grille. Matched pairs.
£77.50 P 6 P £ 1.00
VAT

LEAK TRUSPEED MK III RECORD DECK PACKAGE

Two- speed decx fitted Goldrin9 L75 arm and G800 cartridge. Plinth with cover.
Unrepeatable offer. £35.95 P 6 P 75p
VAT

PHILIPS GF815 STEREO SYSTEM

A compact stereo record player with separate speakers. Inputs for tuner and tape.
Headphone Socket. £49.40 P h P07.50
VAT

NATIONAL RF772011 STEREO SYSTEM

8 f 8wall AM/FM stereo recei ' en, three speed record player in plinth with cover
and a pair of bookshelf speakers. £85.90 P4 P £2.00 + VAT

CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGES ......1

All you need
AUDIOTRONIC LR4040
PIONEER SX828

MI -

TRIO KR6340

GOODMANS
MODULE 80

• 6

ROTEL RX400A

:e

,

l
ez, e
-•

Goodmans 12PD
£ 11.25
Goodmans 15P .. £ 16.55
Goodmans 18P
£28.10
Goodmans ARU172 .. £ 3.15
Good mans Attenuator £ 2.70
GoodmansAudiom 100 .. £ 9.45
Goodmans Audiomax 12AX £ 28.95
Goodmans Audiomax 15AX £ 32.20
Goodmans Axent 100
£ 5.45
Goodmans Axiom 401 £13.90
Goodmans Medax 750 £ 11.55
Goodmans Twin Axiom 8 £ 6.25
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 £ 6.85
Goodmans X0950 .. £ 5.45
Goodmans X0950/5000
f6.85
Jordan Watts Module II .. £10.50
Kef B110
£ 7.20
Kef B139/11
£13.75
Kef 13200
f8.50
Kef DM8
£ 2.00
0N12
£ 5.00
Kel ON13 ( SP1015) £2.50
Kef DN13 ( SP1017) .. £ 3.00
Kef 715/11
£6.50
Kef T27
.
£ 5.50
Richard Allan CN54 .. £ 2.10
Richard Allan CN104 .. £ 3.10
Richard Allan CN1220 .. £8.00
Richard Allan CN 1284 .. £4.75
Richard Allan CN 1584 .. £ 5.95
Tannoy III LZ
£ 39.35
Tannoy Monitor Gold 12" £44.25
WB. CX500
£2.25
WB. CX1000•
£ 3.25
WB. CX1500. • £ 3.25
WB. CX3000• . £ 2.50
WB. HF812•
•
£ 4.25
WB. HF816• • £ 6.95
WB.HF1012 • . • £ 5.00
WB. HF1016• • £ 8.00
WB. HF1214• • £ 13.95
WB. HF1216• • £ 21.37
WB. 7359 ... • £ 1.95
WB. T812/67 ..• . £ 5.25
Wharfedale Bronze 13" . • £ 2.90
Wharfedale Super
£5.20
Wharfedale Super 10" . • £8.50

TRIO KR8340

r ••

Speaker Kits
Carriage and Packing 50(0

RANK RX150A

TRIO KRT200

AUDIOTRONIC LR4040 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

A touhly praised und wild an output 01 40
40 nails. Inputs for phone 1and 2,
tape and aux. Headphone socket. Main/remote speaker outputs.
£99.95 P & P 75p
VAT

PIONEER SX828 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
,att
fur phono, lap, aux, llir50 , Ham selectivity and sensitivity of
AM and FM stereo. £219.30 P & P 75p r VAT
bd

bu

PIONEER SX9000 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

62
62 watts. Inputs for Phono 1and 2, tape, aux. and mike. An extremely
versatile unit with facilities for two tape decks, two record players, two microphones
and two headsets. Microphone mixing. Built in reverberation amplifier. Excellent
sensitivity of AM and FM stereo. £ 217.60 P0 P 75p r- VAT

SANSUI 310 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

15 - 1- 15 watts. Inputs for Plot., tape arid aux. Provides outstanding AM and FM
stereo reception. £117.13 P & P 75p plus VAT

LEAK 2000 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

35 ,- 35 watts. LWIMW/FM stereo. Inputs for Phono, Tape and Aux. Dual speaker
outputs. £ 126.00 P & P 75p
VAT

GOODMANS MODULE 80 COMPACT STEREO SYSTEM
IN WHITE
35 •• 35 watt FM stereo tuner amplifier, with Integrated GL75 turntable, G800E
cartridge and apair of Goodmans Havant speakers.
K157.25 P P E1.50 e VAT

RANK AUDIO RX150A STEREO SYSTEM

A perfectly matched system. RX150A tuner amplifier, Single player with Empire
999 RE/X cartridge and apair of RA200 speakers.
£110.95 P P £ 1.50 -i- VAT

TRIO KR7200 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
A versatile and powerful receiver. 70 i- 70 watts. Inputs for phono 1 & 2, Tape 1
2, Aux. 1 & 2. Sensitivity FM I.6uV. AM 15uV. Connection for 3pairs of speakers.
£216.00 P & P 759
VAT

ROTEL RX400A AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

20 ± 20 watts. Inputs for phono and aux. Full stereo facilities. Output for two sets
of speakers. Headphone socket. £79.40 P & P 75p
VAT

TRIO KR6340 TWO-FOUR RECEIVER

AM/FM Stereo Receiver providing an output of 14 x15 watts or 2040 watts.
SC) and Regular matrix positions. Provision for CD.4 demodulator. Inputs for
phono and aux. £ 169.50 POP 75p - i- VAT

TRIO KR8340 TWO-FOUR RECEIVER

AM/FM Stereo Receiver providing an output of 4u25 watts or 2060 watts.
SC) and regular matrix positions. Provision tor CD.4 demodulator. Inputs for
phono, aux, and tape. £2115.00 P & P 75p -i- VAT

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 10% VAT

Goodmans (31N20
Kef K2 Baffle (Pair)
•.
Kef £ 3Baffle ( Pair) • •
Richard Allan S/Triple 12
Richard Allan Triple 12 ..
Richard Allan Triple 8 ..
Richard Allan Twin ..
Wharfedale Linton 2 ( Pair)
Glendale 3 ( Pair)
Dovedale 3 ( Pair) ..

£8.40
£65.00
£78.00
£21.85
£18.30
£12.65
£8.30
£17.15
£31.35
£48.50

Record Decks
Carriage and Packing 50p
B.S.R. McDONALD
C114 Mini
..
C129 Mono
C137 ..

£ 3.95
50
£7
f
5.
.
00

510/TPD1
£ 12.55
610
..•
•
£ 11.35
610/ADC K8•
.
£ 13.95
610/TPD• • £ 16.65
710/ADC K5E • • £27.10
710
..•
.
£ 22.70
810 ..
810/ADC K3E • •• •£
£ 28.30
33.90
MP60
MP60/ADC K8
£118 :
8
55
0
MP60/TPD•. £ 14.20
HT70•
•
£ 12.50
HT70/A DC K7E• • £ 15.95
HT70/TPD
£17.80
CONNOISSEUR
BD1 Kit
..
£10.20
BD1 Chassis .. £12.50
8D2/SAU2/Chassis .. £ 25.50
BD2/SAU2/Plinth/Cover £32.25
DUAL 1214/M75D .. £43.45
1216/M750
£ 47.99
1218
£ 58.38
1218/M91M•GD
£ 69.93
1229 .. • .. £ 86.37
1229/DM103ME £ 100.27
GARRARD 10251 Stereo £4.95
2025TC
£ 6.35
2025TC/KS40A £ 6.95
SP25 III
£ 10.90
SP25/6800
£ 10.95
SP25/M75-6 £ 13.90
SP26IV
£10.90
86SB
£ 20.00
SL72B
..
£15.00
SL95B
£ 22.50
401
f28.60
ZERO 100
..
£ 34.10
ZERO 100S
£ 31.40
ZERO 10056 . • .. £29.20
GOLDRtNG 099 • £ 22.50
6101P/C
f22.50
GL72
..
£25.45
GL72/P
£33.75
GL75
..
£32.20
GL75P
£ 41.65

0L78
G L78 P/C ..
GL85P/C .
THORENS 10125/fl
11:1125AB/11
7D160C
TD165

. £ 34.60
.. £ 56.25
.. £ 72.00
.. £ 65.95
£100.00
.. £ 56.50
.. £48.50

Plinths and Covers
Carriage and Packing 50P
Budget B Ii
Budget SP25
Budget AP76/86SB
Budget 401
85E1710/810 Plinth ..
BSR 710/810 Cover ..
M P60/HT70/61 0Plinth ..
M P60/ H770/610 Cover..
Connoisseur Plinth ..
Connoisseur Cover ..
Dual CK6 Base
Dual CEO Base White ..
Dual CK20 Base ..
Dual CK20 Base White ..
Dual CH5 Cover .
Dual CH20/CH21 •Covers
Goldring Plinth 69/72 ..
Goldring Lid 72 ..
Goldring Plinth 75 ..
Goldring Lid 75 ..
Howland West Clearview
Thorens TX25 Cover ..

5
£4.25
£5.95
£11.95
£7.15
£3.30
£3.25
£2.35
£4.60
£3.40
£12.42
£14.79
£16.87
£19.23
£8.52
£11.04
£8.35
£3.40
£9.45
£3.85
P.O.A.
£7.50

Record Deck Packages
Complete units with Stereo cartridge
ready wired in plinth and cover.
arnage an • ac ng
p
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AR less cartridge £ 54.54
AR/M75G11
£ 61.82
AR/M91 ED
..
£ 63.64
B.S.R. McDONALD
210/TPD ......£7.95
C129
..
£ 11.20
HT70/G800
£ 23.70
HT70/TPD/ADC K7E £21.25
M P60/6800
£ 19.50
MP60/TPD/ADCK8 .. £ 16.80
MP60/M44-7 .. £ 17.50
610/TPD/ADCK8.. .. £ 19.25
DUAL CS70
£ 180.00
DYNATRON P100 .. £ 39.95
2025 TC/9TAHCD .. £ 11.35
SP25 III/G800 £ 18.15
SP25 111/M44E .. £18.25
SP2511I/M44-7 £ 17.80
SP2511I/M55E
£18.80
SP25 Ill Module/M75-6.. £ 19.45
SP25 IV Mod/M75-65M £23.75
SP251V/AMC50E£
SP251V/G800 •.: f1291 : 58
95
AP76 Module/AMC50E
f26.50
AP76/6800
£26.75
AP76/ G800E
£ 28.95
AP76/M44-7 £27.50
AP76/M44E
£28.00
AP76/M55E
£ 28.60
AP76/M75ED £ 35.20
AP76/M75EJ £ 31.20
AP76 Module M75-6 .. £ 29.10
AP76 Module Teak
(less cartridge) .. £ 23.75
865 B Module/M75-6SM £ 34.45
86SB/G800
£ 31.20
86SB/G800E £ 33.00
86SB/AMC50E £ 32.55
AP96 Module M75-6 .. £ 33.20
ZERO 100S Module/M93E £44.15
ZERO 100SB Module/
M75-6SM
£47.15
401 / Acos Lustre
(less cartridge), . .• £63.50
GOLDRING
G101/P/C/G800 .. • • £23.70
G L72/6800
£ 35.65
GL75/6800 .. • • £40.90
GL75/G800E • • • £ 43.35
GL78/6800
£45.65
GL78/G800E .. • • £48.15
GOODMANS
TD100/G800E Teak • • £ 50.50
70100/G800E White • • £ 62.30
HITACHI PS33 .. • £74.75
JVC NIVICO SRP473
£5
£
67
3.
.
75
80
LEAK Delta/M75-6. .. £ 51.85
Truspeed .. • • £35.95
NATIONAL RD7724 • • £ 17.95
PHILIPS
GA105/GP200 .. • . £12.40
GA205 .. • • £ 17.40
GA207
.
•
£ 23.70
GA212/GP400 £ 52.25
GA407
.
•
£ 34.15
PIONEER
PL12D ( Less cartridge) £35.20
PL12S ( Less cartridge) .. £ 57.45
PL51 ( Less cartridge) .. £ 101.85
PL61 ( Less cartridge) .. £ 119.60
PLA35 ( Less cartridge) .. £ 63.10
PLA45(Less cartridge) ..
PLC1700 ( Less cartridge) £174.15

RANK DOMUS
BD 2000 ..
BA 4000 ..
BD 6000 ..
SANSUI
FR3060
FR4060
SR212
SR1050C
SR2050C
SR4050C
SANYO TP80 S
TP92 S ..
SCAN DYNA
1400 ( less cartridge)
SIEMENS RW346
RW444
SONAB 55S ..

.. £46.70
.. £ 56.45
.. £ 71.60
. £ 112.74
.. £ 129.58
.. £46.47
.. £ 60.94
.. £86.13
.. £ 118.73
.. £ 52.75
£39.20

. • £ 69.00
.. £ 61.90
• • £43.70
• • £ 63.60
. • £ 89.91
SONY PS230 .. • • £40.00
PS5520 .. • • £ 63.00
THOR ENS
TD125AB/11/M15ES .. £ 124.95
Thorens TX25 Cover .. £ 7.50
TD160C/M15E Super .. £79.95
TD165/Ortofon MI SE £ 72.50
TRIO KP2022A
£ 53.50
KP3022 • . £ 84.50
WHARFEDALE
Linton W30 Teak .. £26.20
Linton W30 White.. .. £ 27.50

Record Players
Carriage and PatJung 75p
HMV 2025 Stereo.. .. £ 29.05
HMV 2025 Lid
£ 1.55
HMV 2417
..
£ 40.95
Philips GF403 Mono £ 15.60

Magnetic Cartridges
Post and Packing 12p
Audio Dee AD7. K
Audiotronic AMC50E ..
£4.60
£6.95
Audio Technica AT21 :,,
Audio Technica AT21X
£10.75
Audio Technica AT33 • •
£6.35
Audio Technica AT35 .. £11.00
Audio Technica AT55 .. £2.40
Audio Technics AT66
f2.85
Audio Technica AT66X .. £ 5.70
Decca London .. £ 20.95
Eagle FF12E
£ 6.50
Eagle FF20E
£ 8.55
Eagle LC05..
£ 3.75
Eagle LCO7
£4.90
Empire 90EE/X
£ 5.65
Empire 909E/X .. £7.30
Empire 999E/X
£ 9.35
Empire 9990E/X
£ 5.30
Empire 999RE/X
£ 3.30
Empire 999SE/X .. £10.75
Empire 999TE/X £14.95
Empire 999VE/X
f25.45
Empire 999 XE/X
£8.10
Empire 1000ZE/X .. £ 35.60
Goldring 6800
£ 3.75
Goldeing 6800 ( Bulk Pack) £ 3.50
Goldring 6800H
£ 3.50
Goldeing 6800E .. £ 5.75
Goldring 6800SE .. £10.00
Goldring 6820
£6.70
Goldring 6820E
£10.00
Goldring 6820SE .. £13.35
Goldring 6850
£2.85
Goldring G850 ( Bulk Pack) £2.00
JVC Nivico 4MD2OX
£28.45
Neat V6OM H
£ 3.15
Neat V70 ( Bulk Pack) .. £ 1.50
Neat V70 ( Origina IPack) £2.15
Neat V70E
£ 3.35
Orbit NM22
£ 2.65
Ortofon F155 ..
£9.00
Ortoton F15
£7.35
Ortofon FF15E
£9.00
Onolon FF15 .. £ 7.35
Ortofon M15E
£23.35
Ortofon M15 • • .. £19.35
Ortofon SL15 Mk 2 .. £20.00
OrtofonSL15E Mk 2 .. £22.65
Ortofon SL150
£30.65
Ortofon STM70 Transformer £ 8.00
Shure M3D
Shure M44-7
£3.80
Shure M44- C
£ 3.80
Shure M44- E
..
£4.20
Shure M44-6
£4.10
Shure M55E • • £4.75
Shure M751311 • • ..
£6.46
Shure M75ED 11
£ 9.10
Shure M75EJ II • • •
f7.55
Shure M756 II • . £ 7.20
Shure M93E
£ 7.00
Shure V15 III ....£ 25.60
Shure V1511I G
£24.45
Full range of styli available

Pick- Up Arms & Shells
Carriage and Packing 25p
Acos Lustre
Audio Technica AT1005.. £16.65
Audio Technica L2 Lift
£3.66
Audio Technica Shells ..
£2.00
Connoisseur SAU2
£11.10
Connoisseur SAU2 Shell
£1.47

know to buy HUI I
dolching L69
£7.90
Goldring L75
£10.15
GoIdring PH6 Head Shell
f2.70
GoIrking PH7 Head Shell
£3.40
Goldring PH8 Head Shell
90p
Howland West 020 BL
£12.50
Ortofon AS212 ..
£23.35
Ortofon M Snell .• ••
£4.00
SME S2 Shell ..
£2.50
£3.64
Thorens TP50/TP60 Shell

Stereo Headphones
Post and Packing 30p
AKG K60 .
AKG K100 . ..•
AKG K160
AKG K180
Akai ASEll
Akai ASE20
.Akai ASE22
Amstrad HPS5A
Amstrad HPS6A
Amstrad HPS606
Amstrad HPS7A
Audiotronic LSH20
Audiotronic LSH30
Audiotronic LSH40
Audiotronic LSH50
Audiotronic LSH60
Audiotronic 1.0H400
Eagle FF6
Eagle FF29 ( Quad)
Eagle SE1
Eagle 5E5
Eagle SE21
Eagle SE30..
Eagle SE40.„
Eagle SE60..
Howland- West CIS200
Howland- West CIS250
Howland- West CIS300
Howland- West CIS500
Howland- West CIS800
Howland- West CIS800V
Howland- West CIS1000
Howland- West CI 52000
Howland- West CIS4000
JVC Nivico STH1OE
JVC Nivico 5944 ..
Koss ESP8
Koss ESP9
Koss ESPA . „
Koss HV1
Koss1(2-1-2..
Koss K6 ..
Koss K6LC
Koss K6LCC1
Koss K711 ..
Koss KRD711
Koss K0727B
Koss 1(0747
Koss 1(07470
Koss PRO4AA
Koss PRO5LC
Koss PROM
Philips N6300
Philips N6301
Philips N6302
Pioneer SE20A
Pioneer SE30A
Pioneer SE50
Pioneer 5E100 JB100
Pioneer SEL20
Pioneer SEL40
Pioneer SEL50
Rote! RH430
Rote! RH630
Rotel RH700
Sansul SS2..
Sansul SS10
Sansui SS20
Sennhieser HD44
Sennhieser H0414
Sennhieser HD424
Stax SR.3
Stan SAX
Trio KH51
Trio KH71
Wharfedale 13.13.1...
Wharfedale Isodynamic

••
••
••
••
••
••
••

£9 40
£5.65
£15.40
£17.50
£5.40
£6.95
£8.80
£4.00
£6.95
£6.75
£9.95
£3.95
£5.95
£7.95
£17.50
£9.50
£9.95
£10.75
£15.10
£5.00
£3.35
£8.95
£7.85
£7.20
£9.00
£2.75
«
E6•35
£13,97
£10.85
£5.10
£5.75
£7.50
£15.25
£10.00
£12.15
£19.55
£47.20
£63.20
£36.00
£20.00
£39.20
£11.15
£12.75
£23.20
£10.00
£10.00
£14.40
£18.80
£33.60
£25.20
£27.60
£36.00
£4.50
£7.55
£15.95
£6.15
£9.80
£17.00
£35.15
£8.35
£13.15
£11.85
£3.80
£6.20
£9.40
£8.41
£14.22
£19.67
£6.80
£11.25
£17.50
£40.75
£82.95
£12.50
£20.25
£9.35
£16.40

Cassette Recorders
Carriage and Packing 50p
Aka, GXC36
£84.85
Aka' GXC38
. £ 101.35
Akai GXC4OT
.. £128.10
Akai GXC46
.. £ 113.25
BASF 9201..
.. £42.75
Elizabethan LZ315
£13.30
Elizabethan LZ316
£14.35
Ferguson 3257 ..
£37.50
Speakers for above ( Pair)
£10.65
Ferguson 3269 ..
£12.15
Grundig C230
£29.85
Grundig C402 ..
£27.50
Hitachi TR030
f39.70
Hitachi TR0215
£17.10
Hitachi TR0225
£21.50
JVC NivIco 1646E
£30.20
National R0212DS
£34.30
National R0413S
£29.40

••
••
••
••

Philips EL3302P £15.50
Philips N2000
£ 9.95
Philips N2203
£ 17.25
Philips N2205
£ 32.15
Philips N2209/LF D3442 £40.20
Philips k12211
£22.00
Philips N2225
£ 39.85
Philips N2400/Speakers.. £69.70
Philips N2401S
£ 69.70
Philips N2401S/Speakers £88.05
Philips N2405
£ 51.65
Philips N2407 Stereo/spkrs £ 90.75
Pye 9002
,.
£ 13.20
Pye 9115
..
£ 30.15
Pye 9118
..
£22.85
Pye 9140
..
£ 15.35
Pye 9144/Speakers .. £48.75
Pye 9146LS/Speakers .. £ 66.00
Sanyo M36
£ 15.75
Sanyo M488
f20.80
Sanyo M1101
£ 14.65
Sanyo M1102 .. £ 10.75
Sanyo M2000G
£ 27.60
Sanyo M4000G .. £ 52.50
Sanyo MR4010G £2B.50
Sanyo M787AG
£22.20
Sanyo ST D100/Speakers £ 53.20
Sony TC55
£ 53.00
Sony TC66
£24.09
Sony TC85
£ 17.50

Cassette Radios
Carriage and Packing 60p
Aka, CT!
£45 65
BASF 9301
£56.95
Crown CRC450LW
£33.95
Elizabethan LZ516
£31.85
Ferguson 3270 ..
£30.25
Grundig C2000L .
£48.75
Hanimex HRC3036
£22.50
Hanimex HRC3070
£29.00
Hitachi KCT1210
£39.70
Hitachi TRK1100
£46.85
Hitachi TRK1225
£31.00
Hitachi TRK1235L
£31.75
Hitachi TRK1240E
£33.40
Hitachi TRK126Q
£49.30
Hitachi TRS1161
f39.70
JVC Nivico 9310LS
£53.15
JVC Nivico 9403LS
£59.45
JVC Nivico 9425LS
f54.35
National R530B
£45.80
National RF3030B
£77.70
National R0432 ..
£35.15
National R0448 ..
£61.30
Philips RR300
£31.15
Philips RR522
£42.40
Pye 9004 ..
£43.25
Pye 9005 .
£35.50
Sanyo M24.
00FG
£36.90
Sanyo M2400W
£36.90
Sanyo M4400FG
£68.50
Sanyo MR4141FG
£43.20
Sanyo RP8505
£51.55
Sharp RD416
£39.85
Sharp RD422
£41.90
Sharp RD438
£36.45
Sharp RD439
£41.90
Sharp RD475
£43.65
Sony CF150
£40.00
Sony CF310L
£50.00
Sony CF320
£49 09
Sony CF420L
£60.00
Sony CF550A
£95.00
Teleton TCR245
£28.15

Stereo

Cassette Decks
Carriage and Packing 50n
Akai C
.. £ 59.80
Akai CS33D
.. £ 72.85
Akai GXC36D
.. £ 62.00
Akai GXC38D
.. £ 94.55
Akai GXC46D
.. £ 108.50
Akai GXC85D
.. £117.95
Alpha CD1000
.. £ 28.55
Alpha CD3000
£71.50
Beltek M1130 .,
£75.00
Dual C901 Dolby ..
.. £175.60
Ferguson 3429 ..
.. £31.95
Hitachi TR02520..
.. £41.40
HitachiTR026213..
.. £ 54.90
Hitach iTR02020D
.. £ 59.65
Hitachi TRQ2000D
£78.75
Hitachi TR03030D .. £70.80
JVC Nivico 1665 .. £ 55.25
JVC Nivico 1667 AN RS £96.90
JVC Nivico 9470AM/FM £140.25
Leak 2002 .. .. £101.45
National RS260US £40.85
National RS262US £ 57.25
National RS263US £73.60
National RS451 .. £ 85.85
Philips N2506 ..
.. £49.25
Philips N2509 ..
.. £ 68.90
Philips N2510 ..
.. £ 95.70
Pioneer C73131 ..
. £ 70.90
Pioneer C14141 ..
. £100.10
Pye 9145 ..
. £44.10
Pye 9148 ..
.. £ 94.40
Sanyo FID4530
.. £ 57.75
Sharp RD423E
.. £ 39.75
Sharp RT442
£45.35
Sharp RT480 Dolby
.. £ 76.10

Sony TC129
.. £ 58.18
Sony IC 134SD
£90.00
Sony IC 160 ..
£80.00
Sony TC161SD
.. £110.00
Tandberg TCD310
.. £ 126.55
Teac A140..
£95.40
Teac A160 ..
.. £ 118.80
Teac A210 ..
.. £ 77.40
Teac A220 ..
.. £ 95.40
Teac A350 Dolby ..
.. £ 146.70
Teac A360
.. £ 175.50
Teac A450 Dolby..
.. £ 202.50
Technics RS263US
.. £ 81.77
Technics F15271 US
£113.59
Technics F15276US
.. £177.22
Technics RS279US
.. £ 231.77
Trio KX700 Dolby..
.. £ 99.95
Trio KX7010A
£69.00
Wharfedale DC9 Dolby .. £ 66.10
Wharfedale WHD2OD
.. £ 72.00

11Fg

SONY HMP20

Noise Reduction Units
Carriage and Packing
Alpha D .
Audiotronic Process 2
Audiotronic Process 4
Philips N6720 ..
Teac AN60
Teac AN80
Teac AN180
Teleton SNR1006
Videosonic PD2B

50p
£34.50
.. £ 50.00
.. £ 13.80
.. £ 43.20
£73.80
.. £ 133.30
.. £ 30.70
.. £ 65.00

Tape Decks
Carriage and Packing 75p
Aka, 4000DS .. £ 89.55
Akai 4000DS Dust Cover £ 3.95
Akai GX210D....£123.50
Akai GX260D
£148.65
Akai GX400D
£465.85
Akai GX400DP £ 439.45
Akai GX1820D £ 175.70
Ferrograph 702 .. £ 152.65
Ferrograph 702 Dolby .. £206.30
Ferrograph 702H
£ 157.30
National RS 1030US .. £433.60
National F15741 US .. £200.40
Philips N4510
£ 127.95
Pioneer All 020L £ 278.95
Pioneer 16600
£ 127.50
Pioneer 78800
£256.90
Revox 1102/1101 £ 295.00
Revox DL 1132/1134 .. £ 389.00
Revox H 1102/H1104 .. £ 335.00
Sanyo RD4300X ....£ 92.25
Sharp FID712 .. £43.95
Sony TC280
£ 72.50
Sony TC 377
£ 105.00
Tandberg
3321X/3341X .. £118.60
9021X/9041X £ 190.40
9121X/9141X ..
f230.15

SONY

SQP20 •

14M8 2456
EKCO

Tape Recorders

•

ZU5J

P..--

-.....1111;1'

Carriage and Packing 75p
Akai1721L..
.. £ 81.60
Crown CTR6550S
.. £ 29.50
Philips N4307
.. £ 34.80
Philips N4308 ..
.. £ 40.80
Philips N4414 ..
. £ 82.85
Philips N4416 ..
. £ 100.45
Philips N4418 ..
. £ 138.20
Philips N4450 ..
.. £ 204.20
Revox 1122/1124
. £ 325.00
Revox 1322/1324
£325.00
Sansui 005500 ..
£389.77
Sansui SD5000
. £ 274.90
Sony IC 270 .. £ 100.00
Sony TC630
£ 150.00
Tandberg 1521 ... £ 87.80
Tandberg 1541 .. £ 92.20
Tandberg 3421X/3441X.. £ 150.90

Home 8-Track Stereo
Carriage and Packing 50p
Akai CR81 D
.. £67.50
Akai CR817 .. £118.25
Akai CR8ODSS £118.25
Akai GXR82D .. £ 84.45
Alpha HZ800
£ 19.35
B.S.R. TD8S
£ 12.70
B.S.R. TD83V
£ 15.20
Beltek C1610 .. £ 59.95
Elizabethan LZ616 M/FM £ 33.75
Elizabethan 8LZI
£13.80
Ferguson 3440 System £ 49.15
Hitachi TP01111 .. £ 51.70
Hitachi TP01240 .. £ 35.80
Hitachi PTR1340 £ 54.90
JVC Nivico CHR100U £ 19.95
JVC Nivico CHR250 £70.15
JVC Nivico ED261 £ 70.15
JVC Nivico 9850E £ 35.70
National RS804US
£34.30
National RS806US £ 61.30
National RS845US £ 59.70
Pioneer HR88
£ 67.45
Sharp RT811
£ 52.85
Sharp FIT816
£ 26.55
Sharp RT814 4channel .. £ 36.70
Teleton STP812 System.. £ 34.25

MM.».

*+.

PHILIPS RF839

SANYO G2601KL MUSIC CENTRE

A complete home stereo entertainer. Stereo cassette recorder, stereo turntable.
MW. LW, FM stereo radio and apair of matching speakers. 2microphones and
stands. £138.70 P & P £ 1.50
VAT

SANYO GX74730KL MUSIC CENTRE

A combined MWILW/FM stereo radio, stereo turntable and 8track stereo cartridge
player. Complete with matching speakers.
£107.05 P & P £ 1.50
VAT

SONY HMP20 STEREO SYSTEM

A compact system with 5 5watt amplifier. AM/FM stereo tuner, two speed
stereo turntable and matching speakers.
£83.00 P L P £ 1.50 ç VAT

SONY SQP20 4CHANNEL MUSIC SYSTEM

Handles SO. regular matrix. discrete 4- channel, and turns 2- channel programmes
inte, 4- channel effect. AMIFM Stereo tuner. 4x3watts output. Stereo turntable.
Tape Input, complete with 4speakers. £120.00 P P £2.00 1- VAT

FVE 5001 AUDIO SYSTEM

One of the Pye Series 5000 systems offering excellent performance at abudget
pi ice. 11 + 11 watts music power. Inputs for tape and Tuner. 3speed BSR
autochanger. Complete with matching speakers.
£48.40 P P £ 1.50
VAT

EKCO ZU5J STEREO SYSTEM

A compact and powerful system with an output of 20
20 watts music power.
FM stereo radio. Input for tape. Two speed transcription turntable. Elegantly styled
with metcrung speakers. £ 180.95 P & P £2.00
VAT

PHILIPS RF839 STEREO SYSTEM

Stereo Radio/Record playing system. 2x4watt output. 4speed manual/autochanger.
LW/MW/FM stereo. Input for tape. Headphone socket. Complete with matching
speakers. £ 56.35 P L P £1.50
VAT

HMV 2456 STEREO SYSTEM

Three 1..nit console hi fi system. 25 ç25 watts. AM/FM Stereo. Single record deck
with magnetic cartridge. Housed in console cabinet with record storage space.
Complete with matching speakers. K177.10 P y, P £ 2.50 : VAT

CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE......1
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AKAI DECKS

All you need know
to buy HiFi

GXC 40D

LA1,;111[1rIF

GXC 360

AKAI 17211

LAfillnrf RANGE— We offer the widest range of the best
equipment in U.K. and probably the world.
In addition to those shown throughtout this advertisement we
also stock ADC, ARMSTRONG, CAMBRIDGE, HACKER, LUX,
MICRO-SEIKI, NIKKO, TECHNICS, UHER, YAMAHA, plus a
comprehensive range of accessories, tapes, cassettes, and other
electronic equipment.

PHILIPS N2407

PIONEER CT3131

LAPCIIf PRICES— Our enormous purchasing power enables us to offer the most competitive prices to be found in the U.K.

'
PYE 9146 LS

LAPOrf SERVICE —All equipment is offered with afull
guarantee and 12 months free service, including parts and labour.
LAPICII5 MAIL ORDER— We offer aspeedy and efficient service. Immediate attention given to all orders. Remember to
add 10% VAT to total value of goods including post and packing
and send cash with order to head office.

TRIO KX700

LAPrirs

EXPORT-- Personal exports arranged for overseas visitors. Goods despatched to all parts of the world through
our Export Department.

TEAC A450
TANDBERG TCD310

vreg ESC.

1A411ge°

AKAI STEREO CASSETTE DECKS
Featuring Akal GX head with a wear..ree guarantee. Chrome/Regular cassettes.
Vu meters. Over level suppression. Direct function change control. Ideal for use
with Akal and most amplifiers.
GXC 360 £62.00 P 6 P 75p
VAT
GXC 380 Dolby noise reduction £ 94.55 P6 P 75p
VAT
GXC 46D Dolby noise reduction
Automatic distortion reduction £ 108.50 P6 P 75
VAT

AKAI 1721L STEREO TAPE RECORDER
Complete portable recorder with built-in loudspeakers. 2 speed 4 track stereo/mono.
3
3 watts. Low noise tape switch. £11.60 Pd. P 75p , VAT

PHILIPS N2407 STEREO CASSETTE RECORDER
Complete with two matched loudspeakers, and stereo microphone 2 u 10 watts.
Built In DNL. Monitoring. Inputs for [ like, pliono tuner and tape.
£90.75 P6 P £ 1.00
VAT

11644 1
KYS BRANCHES — Our 26 branches throughout
throughout London and the provinces carry a comprehensive
stock of equipment, and our sales staff will be pleased to demonstrate and advise on your choice of equipment. All branches open
six days a week.

CENTRAL LONDON
481 Oxford Street, W1 ( Opening late April)
10 Tottenham Court Rd. W1 01-637 2232
27 Tottenham Court Rd. W1 01-636 3715
33 Tottenham Court Rd. W1 01-636 2605
42/45 Tottenham Ct. Rd. W1 01-636 0845
87 Tottenham Court Rd. VV1 01-580 3739
257/8 Tottenham Ce. Rd. W1 01-580 0670
21 Old Compton St. W1
01-437 9369
3 Lisle St. WC2
01-437 8204
34 Lisle St. WC2
01-437 9155

Complete with loudspeakers and stereo microphone. Monitoring tape position
indicator. Accurate tape speed. Inputs for mike, radio, phono, tape.
£66.00 P & P £ 1.00
VAT

118 Edgware Rd. W2
193 Edgware Rd. W2
207 Edgware Rd. W2
311 Edgware Rd. W2
346 Edgware Rd. W2
382 Edgware Rd. W2
109 Fleet St. EC4
152/3 Fleet St. EC4
378 Harrow Road W9

TECHNICS RS271 US STEREO CASSETTE DECK

All terns and prices ' rece correc

PIONEER CT3131 STEREO CASSETTE DECK

4 track 2 channel cassette deck lento, ........... st . n tape technology.
Auto,stoo Stereor men,ici, Eli
type D.C. motor.
£T0
PS P
VAT

PH 9146/LS STEREO TAPE RECORDER

Incorporates Dolby s.
ystenn and HPF head. Ando stop. Electronically controlled
motor speed. £ 113.59 P 0 P 15,,
VAT

TRIO KX700 STEREO CASSETTE DECK

,

BARCLAVCARO„,

Dolb, iii.hse reduction. Super teirite tcad. Regularrioer noise/chrome selector.
£99.95 P6 P 75p
VAT

TEAC A450 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
Dolby noise reduction. Dolby cassette/FM copy facility, timer control. ',no/line
Alv2 neiV
PVo
d.w p arip flutz,,r
A 0
1 ,07%.
The all specification cassette deck.

TANDBERG TCD310 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
The latest model Porn Tandberri. Inputs
reduction. £ 126.55 P 6 P / 5p
VAT

or nske, radio, line. Dolby noise

‘ t ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT Tale/0 VAT

Barclaycard and Access
welcome — call into any
branch or telephone head
office.
Credit terms for Personal
Shoppers on sales of £ 50
and over.
Cheques accepted from
Personal Shoppers only
with bankers card.
A member of the Audiononic
Group of Companies

01-723
01-723
01-272
01-262
01-723
01-723
01-353
01-353
01-286

9789
6211
3271
0387
4453
4194
5812
2833
9530

ESSEX
86 South Street, Romford
KENT
53/57 Camden Road,
Tunbridge Wells
LEICESTERSHIRE
45 Market Place, Leicester
SURREY
1046 Whitgift Centre,
Croydon
27 Eden St. Kingston
32 Hill St. Richmond
WARWICKSHIRE
116 Corporation St.

70-20218

0892-23242
0533-537678

01-681 3027
01-546 7845
01 - 948 1441

Birmingham
( Opening shortly)
HEAD OFFICE Er MAIL
ORDER DEPARTMENT
Audiotronic House, The Hyde,
London NW9 6JJ
01-205 3735/5651

111.3174 but are subject lof change without notice. E. & 0.E.

rTO
I

MMI

LASKYS, AUDIOTRONIC HOUSE,
THE HYDE, LONDON NW9 6JJ.
Please send me a copy of the latest price list

FREE
PRICE
LIST

NAME

ADDRESS

(Please print clearly)

f

REW at Charing Cross Rd.
offer
WELCOME to REW

best equipment, best prices

BIEN VU au REW

le meilleurs equipment, le meilleurs
prix

WILLKOMMEN zu REW
beste gerâte, beste preise

BENVENUTO a REW
aparacchio ottimi, prezzi ottimi

VELKOMMAN REW
beste hanlagget, beste prisan

Export to Europe our
speciality
Superb Danish design incorporating the most advanced technology. R.E.W. have the whole range
available in stock including the scarce Model 4000
tJrntable and receiver.

In our showroom at Charing Cross Road you
will find probably the largest range of Sony
cassette and tape recorders under one
roof. Most models are on
demonstration
and
our
specialists will be pleased
to
recommend
a Sony
system to suit you. All Sony
units are compatible. Discounts are available for
cash customers or credit is
available.
Of special interest to all
Sony enthusiasts will be the
latest range of Trinitron
Colour TV's— especially the
18" model now with push
button tuning.

R.E.WV. are Britain's largest AR
specialists.
Vast
stocks
are
normally kepi from the diminutive AR7 to vie AR-LST Studio
Mon..tor. We also recommend
the AR Turntable as incredible value.
All
Acoustic
Research
Speakers are guaranteed for
5 years. turntables for 3
years and electronics for
2 years.

Buy Harman Kardon equipment from R.E.W. with a
2 year guarantee. We always keep all models in
stock at R.E.W. Charing
Cross Road.
HK 930 AM'FM Stereo Receiver 45+45 watts RMS.
HK 630 AM'FM Stereo Receiver 30+30 watts RMS.
HK 1000 Dolby Cassette
Deck. Citation 11 Graphic
IMX::111311 Stereo
Pre- amplifier.
12
Power Citation
Amplifier.
75+ Quadraphonic AM/
_.., -,,,..,...*.-..v•
FM Receiver.
' •.
.,_:,-*
Some models still at pre,„
• .
increase pric:es.

146 Charing Cross Road
London, WC2.
Tel.: 01-836 3365.
Centrepoint, 20-21 St Gles High Street,
London WC2. Tel.: 01-836 9183/9025.

REIVVIudieo

266-268 Upper Tooting Road, London SWI7.
Tell. 01-672 4471/2
Head Office, Mail Order and Video:
REW House, 10-12 High Street,
Colliers Wood, London SWI9 2BE.
TeL: 01-540 9684 5/6.
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Speakers with he

Visual aes

tweeter.

Please This is merely asmall list of
Note: our large range available.

Stereo LP, with this System
AMSTRAD 5000
STEREO SYSTEM
Amstrad 5000 25+25 watts
tuner/amp. MW/LW/FM
Stereo radio. A pair of Amstrad Acoustra 2500 Spkrs.
SP2S Mk IV deck. G800 cart.
P/C. All leads.
GLOBAL'S PRICE £ 104-95
Carr. & Ins. L3.30

GARRARD SP25 Mk IV
PLINTH & COVER
SP2S Mk IV deck. G800
cart. Teak finish P/C. All leads.
GLOBAL'S PRICE tie- es Carr. & Ins. £ 1.93
The above deck with Shure 75/C cart. Global's Price
£17.85. C & 1 £ 1.93.

FREE
Stereo LP
with this
System

AMSTRAD IC2000 Mk 11 Stereo System
Amstrad 1C2000 Mk 1120+20 watts amp. Pair of Amstrad
Acoustra 2500 Spkrs. SP25 Mk IV deck. G800 Cart. P/C
all leads.
GLOBAL'S PRICE £76.25 Carr. & Ins. £3.30

Stereo LP with
this System.
GLOBAL 20+20
Stereo System

EMI Quad decoder for above £23-50 Rotel RT 222 ..
TURNTABLES
£36-35
Please add £ 1.05 for p&p and Ins.
Global Stereo 10+10
£ 19.75 Rotel RT 322 ..
£48-25
BSR MP60 . * • £9.75 Global Stereo 20+20
£25.95 Rotel RT 622 ..
£72-81
BSR MP60 with Magnetic cart.
Global Quadrasound £28.95 Rotel RT 1220 ..
£94.39
£17.25 Goodmans 40/40 .. £55.95 Sansui TU505
BSR 610
£13.85 Keletron 1000 .. .. [27.50 Sansui TU7500 Keenest price
BSR 710
£24.95 Keletron 1500 .. .. £30.65 Sansui TU9500} on application
BSR 810
£29.95 Leak Delta 30 ..• • £ 56.95 Sansui TU555
P.O.A.
Connoisseur BD IKit
£9.85 Leak Delta 70 .. . .• . [ 69.50 Sansui TU666
P.O.A.
Connoisseur BD2 SAU2 Arm
£28.95 Metrosound ST2OE Mk 11 • • £29.90 Sansui TU888
P.O.A.
G
d SP25 Mk III
£10.50 Metrosound ST40 .. • • £39.20 Sansui TU999 .. •
P.O.A.
Garrard SP25 Mk IV Chassis
£11.50 Metrosound ST60 .. £ 3
59
49
95
5 Sinclair 2000 Mk.II Tuner ..
P.O.A.
Garrard SP25 Mk IV with G800
Pioneer SASOOA .
Sinclair 4000 Tuner ..
P.O.A.
cart. P & C
£17.20 Pioneer SA600. • £ 72.95 Status AF372
.•
£34.95
Garrard 72B .. •
£22.35 Pioneer SA8100 .. £ 139.00 Teleton GT202
£29.95
Garrard AP 76
£17.50 Pioneer SA9100
£ 165.00
Garrard 86SB Chassis ..
£19.35 Revox A78
.
..
[ 145.00
Harman Kardon
G
d 86SB with G800 cart.
Rogers Ravensbrook ( Chassis) [41.15
This equipment can only be purP&C
£27.95 Rogers Ravensbrook Mk Ill ( Cas) £44.35
chased from our Ilford, Notting Hill
Garrard SL65B..
£13.95 Rogers Ravensbourne ( Chassis) £54.25
Gate and Portsmouth branches.
Garrard Zero 100SB Chassis.
£30.75 Rogers Ravensbourne ( Cased) £56.95
Garrard Zero 100SB Mod..
Rotel RA2I I
..
£36.37
TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
Shure 9IED P & C
£44.95 Rote! RA3Il
..
£45.86
G
d Zero 100 ( Single) ..
£31.95 Rotel RA5I I .. .. £67.72 Please add £ 1.21 for Carr. & Ins.
Akai
AA8030
£99.00
£35.95 Rotel RA8I0
G
d Zero 100 ( Auto) ..
[84.58
£42.25
G
d 401 .
£29.50Sinclair-New range available
P.O.A. Alpha Highgate 150
Alpha
Highgate
FR2000
£47.75
Garrard 2025TC with Sonoansui AUI01 } Keenest price
Alpha Highgate FR3000 £ 61.35
tone 9TAHC
£8.95 ansui AUS05
Alpha Highgate FR4000£ 67.00
Sansui AUSS5A on application
G
d 2025TC Mod. with
..
£ 57.95
Sonotone 9TAHC cart. P&C
£12.75 Sansui AU666 •
P.O.A. Amstrad 5000
£89.95
Goldring GL72
£24.95 Sansui AU999
P.O.A. Eagle AA28
..
£99.95
Goldring GL72/P
£32.45 Status A107 ..
[30.95 Eagle AA30
Goldring GL75
£31.45 Teleton GA202
£28.95 Viceroy Citation 10 Tuner/
Amp. AM/FM/LW/SW .. £ 39.95
Goldring GL75/P
£39.95 Teleton SAQ206B
£22.85
Goldring GL7SP G800 cart. P&G £39.95 Teleton SAQ307
£22.85 Goodmans Mod 80 (Teak) .. £66-95
Goldring GL7SP G800E cart.
Tripletone 77 Mk II
£29.95 Goodmans Mod 90 .. £84.50
£42.95 Tripletone 1818 Mk 11
£33-95 Goodmans One Ten .. [ 96.85
Goldring GL78 G800E cart P&G £48.95 Viceroy Citation 70 .. £33.95 Goodmans Mod 80 Compact.. [ 118.50
Goodmans Mod 90 Compact.. £ 167.75
Goldring G101/P P&C
£22.10 COMPLETE AUDIO/COMBIGoodmans One Ten Compact £ 172.00
Goldring 75 Lid
£4.35 NATION UNITS
Goldring Studio 8000
£ 152.95
Goldring 72 Lid .. • .
£4.10 Please add £ 1.10 for carr. and Ins.
..
H.F.M. Tuner/Amp. AM/FM/
Goodmans TD100 with G800
£74-45
LW
£44.50
cart. .
£52 .95 Fidelity UA2
.•
£32-75
£49 .95 Fidelity UA3 . • .. £44.95 Pioneer SX440
Leak Delia
Pioneer SX525
Pioneer PL I2D
£37 .95 Fidelity UAS ( with Cassette
Pioneer SX626
Transcriptor Saturn ..
£63.00
Head)
£90.95 Rogers Ravensbrook (Chassis) £61.95
Thorens TD 125 Mk II
£65.95 Hanimex HRC5070
£87-50 Rogers Ravensbrook ( Cased) £66-50
Thorens TDI25 AB Mk 11
£99.95
Rotel I
SOA
£47-87
Thorens TDI60 A, B & C
£55.90 QUADRAPHONIC
Rotel 200A .. • • £60.25
Thorens TD165 A, B & C
£48.95 Please add £ 1.10 for carr. and Ins.
EMI
1515AE
complete
with
Scan-Dyna
2000
(
Black)
..
P.O.A.
Thorens TX2S (Cover)
£6.55
Stereo Decoder .. £73-80 Scan-Dyna 3000
Sansui SR2I 2 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui
QA700
Amp.
4
x
20
watts
P.O.A.
Scan-Dyna
4000
Sansui SR 1050/C
P.O.A.
Sansui SR2050/C
P.O.A. SansuiQR3000 T/Amp 4x 15 w P.O.A. Sansui 210
Sansui
Sansui SR5050/C
P.O.A. TUNERS
Sansui 310
350A} Keenest
price
on application
Sansui SR4050/C
P.O.A. Please add £ 1.05 for carr. and Ins.
P.O.A.
Scan-Dyna 1400
Akai ATSSO
£66.78 Sansui Eight ..
£54.95
Valek VTIOS/S
.. £36.00 Akai AT580
£ 104.44 Teleton TFSS5
BiB groove Kleen £ 1.45 p&p 17p Alpha Highgate 150
£32.95 SPEAKERS
Condor Auto Cleaner £ 140 p&p 17p Alpha Highgate 0007 .. £38.50 Add £ 1.82 carr. per pair. Price per pair
Condor Anti Static Cloth
25p p&p 69 Amstrad Multiplex 3000 £24.95 Amstrad Acoustra 1500 • • £26.05
Celestion Telefi .. £21.95 Amstrad Acoustra 2500 • . £30.10
AMPLIFIERS
Eagle AA8 AM/FM .. [41.95 Celestion Ditton 10 Mk II • • £35.98
Please add [ 1.05 for p&p and Ins.
Eagle TSTIS2 AM/FM .. £29.70 Celestion Ditton 15 .. • • £55.38
Akai AAS200
£68.15 Leak Delta FM
..
£55.95 Celestion Ditton 25 .. • • £ 110.82
Akai AASSOO
£86.59 Leak Delta AM/FM . . .. £62.95 Celestion Ditton 44 .. • . £91.38
Akai AAS800
£ 129.88 Metrosound FMS20 Mk Il .. £ 37.85 Celestion Ditton 66 .. • • £ 167.70
Alpha Highgate FA300 .. £ 32.25 Metrosound FMS40
£37.85 Celestion Ditton 120 .. £41.51
Alpha Highgate FA400 .. £39.05 Pioneer TXSOOA
£54.95 Celestion County .. £38.74
Alpha Highgate 0030 .. £34.40 Pioneer TX6200
£63.00 Celestion Hadleigh £33.20
Alpha Highgate 0050
£39.50 Revox A76
.
•
£1
60.00 EMI LE 1
£ 19.75
Amstrad IC2000 Mk 11 .. £ 31.80 Rogers R/brook FET 4 (Ch.) £ 32.95 EMI LE 2
£35-85
Amstrad Integra 4000 Mk II .. £23.90 Rogers R brook FET 4 (Cased) £ 36.95 EMI LE 3 ( Surround Sound) .. [49.25
Amstrad 8000 Mk II .. £ 15.85 Rogers R/bourne FET 5 ( Ch.) [ 41.95 EMI LE 4
£75.50
EMI 1515 AE
£31.82 Rogers R/bourne FET 5 ( Cased) £4495 Goodmans
::
£44.45

••
••
••
.•

Global 20+20 watts amp.
Pair of Global Viceroy 20 Mk
III Spkrs. SP2S Mk IV deck.
G800 cart. P/C
all leads.
GLOBAL'S
PRICE £69.95
Carr. & Ins.£3.30

FREE

Stereo LP with
this System
SANSUI AUI01
STEREO SYSTEM
GARRARD SP25 Ilk Ill.

Special Offer

SP2S Mk Ill deck. G800 cart. Teak
finish P/C. All leads.
Global's Price £ 15.95. Carr. & Ins.
£1.93.

/11,11111111111P••

MOST LEADING MAKES IN STOCK

Sansui AUI01 15+
15 watts amp. Pair
Viceroy 20 Mk III
Spkrs. SP25 Mk IV
deck. G800 cart.
P/C. All leads.
Global's price £79.95. Carr. & Ins. £3.30

TELETON GA202
Stereo System
Teleton GA202
16+16
wants
Pair of
Viceroy
20 Mk III
Speakers.
SP25 Mk
IV deck.
G800 cart. P/C all leads.
Global's price £69.95 Carr. & Ins. £3.30

LOBAL AUD

T

PiRIYHNGHANIi
Tivoli Shopping Centre,
1
0.. 1536 Coventry Road, Yardley
Tel : 021-706 9949

j

4 High View Parade,
Redbridge Lane East,
Woodford Avenue, Ilford.
Tel : 01-550 1086

328 Edgware Road, W2.
Tel: 01-262 3847
174 Pentonville Road, N1.
Tel: 01-278 1769
120 Notting Hill Gate, W11.
Tel: 01-229 1437
50 Stamford Hill, N16.
Tel: 01-229 1438

Goodmans Dimension 8 • • £ 109.95
Goodmans Goodwood .. £ 81.95
Goodmans Havant SL• . £ 41-75
Goodmans Magister .. . • £ 95.75
Goodmans Magnum K2 SL • • £72-95
Goodmans Mezzo 3 SL .. £ 59-95
Goodmans Minister SL .. £ 33.95
Isophon Isonetta .. £ 15.00
KEF 138
..
£27.00
Keletron KS4
..
£ 14-95
Keletron KS6
..
£ 22-95
Keletron KS8
..
£ 25.75
Keletron KSIO
..
£ 33-95
Keletron KS15
£45•95
Keletron KS20
£ 51.95
Marsden Hall Annexe 110F .. £25.95
Marsden Hall Annexe ISOF £ 29.95
Marsden Hall Annexe 200F .. £ 38.75
Marsden Hall Annexe 300F .. £74.50
Mordaunt-Short MS079
Mordaunt-Short MS235
Keenest price
Mordaunt-Short MS400 Ion application
Mordaunt-Short MS737
Rank-Domus 150 ..
£29- OR
Rank-Domus 175
£ 36.37
Rank-Domus 250
£ 58-23
Rank-Domus 350
£ 80.11
Rank-Domus 450
[ 116-55
Rogers R'bourne Compact £ 81.95
SSC25
£ 43.95
SSC30
£ 51.95
Sinclair 016
£ 12.05
Tripletone TS100
£ 28.50
Tripletone TS 1SO•
•
£ 40.95
Tripletone TS200 .. • • £ 52•95
Tripletone TS250 . .. £ 66.95
Viceroy Citation 10 Mk Ill . • [ 19-50
Viceroy Citation 20 Mk Ill . • £ 28.95
Viceroy Citation 30 Mk Ill . • £ 54.00
Wharfedale Denton 2
£ 28.95
Wharfedale Dovedale 3
£ 75-45
Wharfedale Glendale . £ 50-75
Wharfedale Kingsdale. £ 103.95
Wharfedale Linton 2
£ 36.45
Wharfedale Melton 2
£ 55-95
SPEAKER KITS
Add £ 1.82 Carriage and Insurance
Wharfedale Linton Kit
£ 17.95
Wharfedale Glendale Kit' £ 31.45
Wharfedale Dovedale Kit .. £48.20
CARTRIDGES
Please add 12p for carr. & Ins.
Styli
Cart.
ADC XLM
[ 10.75
£20.95
ADC VIM
..
£ 8.75
£16.50
£15•00
ADC 10E Mk IV .. £ 9.80
Amstrad 9000 Mk II ..
£6.00
Amstrad 900 EX Mk II.. £ 5.50
[8.50
Audio Technica AT66..
£3.15
Decca London ..
£19.50
Empire 999TE/X
£15-95
Empire 999VEIX
£24-50
Empire 1000ZE/X
£37.00
£3.25
Goldring 0800.. . £ 2.10
Goldring 0800E .. £ 5.45
£6.30
£11.75
Goldring 0800 Super E £8.88
£3.95
Goldring G800H
£ 1.85
£6.90
Goldring 0820.. ..
£9.95
Goldring 0820E . £ 5.95
Goldring 0820 Super E £ 8.88 £13-10
[2.70
Goldring G850.. .. £ 2.00
£24.50
Ortofon MISE Super ..
Ortofon SLI5Q ( Quad
(cartridge) ..
£31.95
Ronette 511500/7 .. £2.70 £ 3•45
Ronette 511500/E .. £5.25 £ 5.90

MAIL ORDERS

I
.PORTSMOUTH:j
12- London Road, North End
Tel: 0705 68321
t WAKEFIELD: 1
76 Kirkgate. Tel: 73138
FTIA7171I7117-1
105 St Albans Rd. Tel: 39832

Shure M3D
..
£ 2.50 £ 3.05
Shure 44C
[ 3.25 £ 3.95
Shure M44E
[ 3.35 £ 4.25
Shure M55E
£ 4.20 £ 4.95
Shure 75B
£ 4.55 £6.95
Shure 75/S
0-75 £ 4.45
Shure M75ED Type 2.. £ 7.20 £ 9.10
Shure M75E.1 Type 2 .. £ 5.55 £ 7.90
Shure VIS
[ 11.15 £ 25.95
Shure 9100
£ 7.80
Shure 9IED
[ 7.25 £ 8.25
Shure 447
..
£ 3.25 £ 3.95
Sonotone 9TAHC .. £0.90 £ 1.30
Sonotone V100
£ 4.50
Sonotone V2005
[ 5.95
Sonotone V200E
[ 8.55
Sonotone V200EX
£ 11.25
Please note- Styli price column is for
styli's only. Cartridge price column is
or the complete unit with styli.
PICK-UP ARMS
Please add 6Ip for carr. & Ins.
Decca International ..
Connoisseur SAU2 Arm
Acos Lustre ..
Goldring L69
Goldring L75
Goldring PH7 Head Shell ..
Goldring PH6 Head Shell ..
Ortofon AS212
SME 3009 with detached Head
SME 3009 Series 2, fixed Head
SME/P1 Spacer
..
SME/2 Shell
..

[17-75
[9-95
al - 95
[7-25
if9-25
(2-95
if2-50
£22-95
£29-00
£27.00
II - SO
( 2-10

CASSETTE & 8- TRACK DECKS/
RECORDERS
Please add [ I-10 for carr. & Ins.
Akai CR8IT
£ 106.16
Akai CS3OD
.
£ 56.48
Akai CS33D ( Dolby System) £ 69-61
Akai GXC38D
..
£ 90-23
Akai GXC46
£ 10915
Akai GXC46D ( Dolby 2ystem) £ 101-97
Akai GXC36
£ 79-81
Akai GXC36D
.. £ 72.52
Akai GXC65D
.. £ 105.82
Alpha CD1000
.. £ 33.95
Alpha HZ800
£22.95
Alpha CD3000 ( with Dolby
Unitl .
£76.45
Alpha Noise Reduction Unit
[41-90
Crown 450LW•
£37-00
Hanimex HCI000
£10 00
Hanimex HC2000
£13 00
Hanimex HC3030
£16 00
Pye 9116
£50 00
Pye 9114
£49 00
Pye 9145
£48 00
Sharp RT441-1
[44-95
Sansui SC737
P.O.A.
eleton SCX1200
[49-95
[53-95
eleton CTA820
eleton SCX1510
[79-95
eleton SNP. 1000D • ( Dolby
£31-95
TAPE DECKS/RECORDERS
Please add £ 1-10 for carr. & Ins.
Akai GX1820D
Aka, GX210D
Akai GX260D
Akai GX400DP
Akai 400DS
Akai 17211
BSR TD83V
BSR TD86

£189 43
£152.70
£160-28
£435.14
£71.07
£76.19
£18.50
£16.25

Revox
Revox
Revox
Revox
Revox
Revox

1122 ..
1124 ..
1324 .
1102/1104 ..
DL 1134
H 1102/H1104 ..

TO:174 PUIITONVILLE
ROAD, LONDON, NI.
Order with confidence.
Send Postal Order,
Cheque, Money Order,
Bank Draft, Giro or
Cash by
Registered
Mail.

£300-00
£300-00
£300-00
£260-00
£60-00
£310 00

WE GUARANTEE THAT WITHIN 7DAYS OF PURCHASE
IF ANY ITEM OF GOODS IS FOUND-TO BE GENUINELY
DEFECTIVE WE WILL REPLACE THE SAID GOODS
WITHOUT QUESTION

STEREO HEADPHONES
Please add 42p for carr. & Ins.
A.K.G. K180
Amstrad HPS606
Amstrad HPS5A
Amstrad HPS6A
Amstrad HPS7A
Akai ASE20
Akai ASE22
Akai ASEll

[9.50
£20.00
£6.90
£4.80
£7.15
£9.45
£6.75
£8-15
[4-90

Condor RMO2A with builtin A/M Radio .. [ 11.95
Condor MD800 with AM/
FM Radio and Decoder.. £ 21.95
VC Nivico STH1OE
1'10.95
Koss K6
1.90
Koss KALC
.
£12.45
Koss K7L ( Red Devils) •
£10.15
Koss K6LCQ
£22-95
Koss K727B .
£14.95
Koss K2+2 Quad
£37.90
Koss 747
£18.25
Koss PRO4AA
£24.95
Koss ESP6
[45.95
Koss ESP9
£61-95
Koss PR5LC [26.95
Koss HV I
.
£19-85
Koss 711 ( Black)
£9.95
Koss 7470 ..
£33.95
Koss PRO50
£35.95
Pioneer SE30A
£13.95
Rotel RH430
£4-75
Rotel RH630
[6-50
Rotel RH700
[8-95
Rogers Ravensbrook
£1415
Sansui SH15
Sansui SS2
Keenest price
Sansui SSIO
on application
Sansui SS20
Sansui SS50
Sennheiser HD44
[7-20
Seennhiser HD414
£10-75
Sennheiser HD424
£17-00
Toshiba HR50
[10-00
Wharfedale Isodynamic .. £ 15-95
MAIL ORDER ONLY
MEMOREX tapes and cassettes. Fantastic savings. Minimum order, 3-P & P
Memorex Low Noise
Price
High Output
Each
5" SP 600
£ 0.95
5" LP 900
El - IS
5" DP 1200
El - 36
7" SP 1200
£ 1.55
7" LP 1800
£ 1.95
7" DP 2400
.
..
£ 2.45
104." SP NAB 2500 .. £ 3.35
104" LP NAB 3600 .. £ 4.15
Memorex Low Noise
Price
High Output Cassettes
Each
0). 4 6
80.62
CI20
.
£- 95
Memorex Chromium Dioxide Price
CrOz Cassettes
Farh
C60
..
[ 0.95
C90
..
[ 1.18

AMSTRAD
INTEGRA
4000 Mk II
Stereo System
Amstrad Integra
4000 Mk 11 15+15
watts amp. A pair of
Amstrad Acoustra
1500 Spkrs. SP25 Mk
IV deck. G800 cart.
P/C. All leads.
Global's Price £ 65-95.
Carr. & Ins. £ 3.30

VICEROY 10 Mk Ill
Deluxe Speakers

VICEROY
CITATION 20
Mk III Speakers
20 watts RMS. 8- Goodmans Long Throw bass
unit and 34 - Tweeter.
Global's Price [29-95.
Carr. & Ins. ( 1.82.

\„.../.4c

10 watts RMS EMI drive
units. Teak finish sla ted
fronts.
Global's Price [ 18.50.
Carr. & Ins. £1.82.

:
7
.
1
3
( 8111<e'.
" (U6g i
a:CPe-ieill( Cr:Irl
P. and C. Fully wired.
GIo larls .Price [44-95.
Carr. &
I
ns. . 93 Above with G800E Cart.
£4815, carr. & ins. £ I.93.

>

GOLDRING GL75P
Plinth 8i Cover
GL75P deck. 0800 cart. Teak finish
P. and C. Fully wired.
Global's Price £ 9-95. Carr. &
Ins. £ 1.93. Above with 0800E cart.,
£4215. C. & I., £ I•93.

BSR
McDONALD
MP60 Plinth/Cover
BSR
McDonald
4.
speed deck ADC K8
cart. Teak finish P/C
All leads.
GLOBAL'S PRICE £ 16-75. Carr. & Ins. £193

GARRARD 86SB
Special Offer
Garrard 86513 deck.
G800 cartridge. Teak
finish
plinth
and
cover. Complete
with all leads.
GLOBALS PRICE £ 27.95
Carr. & Ins. £ 1.93

Plinth
& Covers
£3.45, 78p p&p & Ins. Teak finish
for SP25; 2025TC; 3000; AT60;
2000; 2500; 3500; P. and C. for
AP76; AP75; SL72B; SL75; SL65B.
£4-95, plus 82p p&p & Ins.

SHURE 75ED STEREO
CARTRIDGE
GLOBAL'S PRICE £ 900
p & p & Ins. 17p

GARRARD AP76
Special Offer
AP76 deck. 0800 cart.
Teak finish P/C which enables
records
to
be
played with lid down. All
leads.
Global's price £ 3.95
Carr. 8i Ins. £ 1.93

411

NO HIDDEN PRICES AT GLOBAL
AUDIO- ALL OUR PRICES ARE
SHOWN WITH VAT INCLUDED

PERSONAL CALLERS VERY WELCOME!
COMPARE OUR PRICES WITH ANY IN THE BOOK!
OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 9.30 am
6pm
LATE NIGHT FRIDAY OPEA UNTIL 7pm.

PLEASE NOTE: Every effort is made to
ensure prices listed are correct at time of
going to press. Owing to manufacturers
increases and wholesale prices updated,
some prices may be increased at a moments notice. If this should occur we the
management apologise for any inconvenience this may cause.

80 WATTS • 20 WATTS R.M.S.
PER CHANNEL INTO 8 OHMS
The IC2000 Mk II is the latest addition to the already famous Amstrad range. New in both
looks and performance — an increased power handling and output with awider frequency
response and alower distorfion factor with slide potentiometers for all controls, toggle
'flip switches for Stereo/Mono, Loudness, Rumble and Scratch filters and interlocking
of elf other facilities is carried out by push-button selectors. The amplifier is designed
specifically for stereo use on two loudspeakers but theedditional facility of
Clec&osound has been added it four speaker reproduction is required.
These advanced technical refinements have bees enclosed in ateak finbhed cabinet
with ablack anodised fascia, silver slide knobs and push- buttons, and chrome finish
toggle switches. Size : 17"x
x

The Amstrad IC2000 Mk IIperforms with apowerful 20 watts per channel into 8Ohm
loads with both chanrels fully driven — Stereo mode. Frequency response is 15Hz to
30kHz ± 3c18 : 20Hz to 20kHz ± 2dB. Distortion less than 0.25% at 1kHz at full rated
output— Stereo mode. Provides more amplification than can be safely handled by some
amplifiers costing many tires the price. All components are mounted on printed circuit
boards. The power circuit employs athick film integrated circuit givingvery low
distortion factors coupled with awide frequency response and wide power bandwidth.
Employed in the IC2000 Mk II is aregulated power supply to ensure maximum
performance in output and minimum distortion at high listening levels.
Rec. retail

£60,00

including %/AT.

All British Made

r

INTEGRA 4000 Mil Th

60 WATTS • 15 WATTS
R.M.S. PER CHANNEL
INTO 8 OHMS

1

The Amstrad Integra 4000 Mk II has much more in the way of advanced electronic
.
.:irceitrypapviding an improved circuit performance plus the added facility of
Quadrosound. The Mk.I Iversion is fitted with anew type transformer specially'
developed and tested to reduce hum and noise. In addition, zenar diodes are
employed throughout the pre-amplifier and tone stages presenting agreater
voltage stability. The construction is based on printed circuit layout on the one
board principle, utilising integrated circuits by aworld famous maker and specially
graded and marked for Amstrad, complimented by two integrated circuits for
ore-ampl Wier and driver application.
The main amplifier section provides 15 watts RMS per chan eel into 8ohms (60
watts total music power). Distortion factor is less than 0.5% at 1Kc full output.
Fœquencyresponse 20 Hz-25 kHz. The tone control circuit employs the latest
SLIDING CONTROLS for accurate manipulation of the frequency spectrum.
The controls are Bass, Treble, with an additional refinement of MIDDLE' control
for mid- range frequencies, together with two separate volume controls fog left and
right chanrels for true stereo balance.
'
FEATURES: Magnetic Cartridge input, Ceramic Cartridge input, Radio Tuner
input , Tape in and out, Scratch Filter, Rumble Filter, Loudness Control, Mono/
Stereo control, Headphone output and Power On/Off switch with matching neon
indicator.
STYLING : Teak cabinet, affixed to anodised brushed extruded fascia trimmed
with black, silver slider knobs and push- buttons. Size : 13;" xs. X2f'.
Rec. retad

£47.00

including VAT.

All British Made

eitCOUSTRA SpeakerS

A
RANGE
SECOND
TO NONE

•unique in design
•superb in performance

e

IDEAL FOR HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
FLOOR OR SHELF MOUNTING

Beautifully finished teak enclosures with metal
trim and exclusive grille design.

ACOUSTRA 2500
Power Handling

AND
QUALITY
TO MATCH

25 Watts RMS. Frequency

—

Response — 35.
17,000 Hz. 8" Long throw bass unit, cone made of a
rigid paper with a rubber roll surround. 3g" mid
range treble unit. Speakers are front mounted to
reduce tunnelling effects. Also employed is a
crossover unit consisting of highly accurate
wound coils and electrolytic capacitors.
Dimensions 19g" x 10h" x 9¡" deep.
Rec. retail £ 60.00
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ACOUSTRA 1500

for monitoring the
outgoing sound
transmission of the
World Cup in
Germany

Power Handling - 15

Watts RMS. Frequency

Response — 45.
17,000 Hz. Enclosure Type — Acoustic Suspension.
Impedance — 8 ohms. 6¡" Long throw bass unit,
cone made of a rigid paper with a rubber roll
surround. 3g" mid range treble unit. Speakers are
front mounted to reduce tunnelling effects. Also
employed is a crossover unit consisting of highly
accurate wound coils and electrolytic capacitors.
Dimensions 141" x 10g" x 8g " deep.

retail £48.00

per pair including VAT

PROFESSIONAL HEADPHONES

,—••:.7.,..ne—ge". '"4'4 e
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•MULTIPLEX 3000
e

STEREO

e

BUILT-IN

•
e

HPS7A

HPS5A

HPS6A

Features include:
•Frequency response:
20Hz to 20,000 Hz.

20-25,000

eRated impedence: 8-16

elmpedence : 4-16 ohms.

Ohms. Individual volume

elndividual vcdume

control on each side means

control on each ear cup

control from your chair.

precise balancing of

eAdjustable and

channels.

luxuriously padded

eComfortable padded

headband and ear cups.
Mono/Stereo switch.
eGenerous length coiled
flex fitted with jack plug.
Rec. retail price

£8.25

including VAT

Features include:
eFrequency response:

HL

for

e
mpedence: 8-16 ohms
•
each channel.
separate slider balance •
controls far treble and bass. •

•
ea

eAdjustable padded

ear

cups and adjustable
Headband.
•Mono/Stereo switch.

eGenerous length coiled

flex fitted

•
•

Features include: •
•Frequency response:
15-35KHz.
•

with jack plug.

headband

•

and ear cups.
111Generous length coiled

flex fitted

..
•

Rec. retail price

£15.34

•

including VAT

e

•
•
•

Rec. retail price

£11.77

inclixling VAT

TUNER

STEREO

WITH

AUTOMATIC

MULTIPLEX

DECODER

An all solid state Stereo FM Tuner utilising the latest innovations and features
usually found only in more expensive models. The tuner employs all printed
circuit module circuitry, the tuner heart is designed around the latest FET ( Field
effect transistors) for good sensitivity and second channel rejection. The IF
Stages employs 3stages of amplification using Silicon Transistors ( LOW
NOISE). A major facility usually found in equipment costing far more is the
• SWITCHAB LE' AFC ( Automatic frequency control) which has an excellent
capture ratio, enabling you to firmly lock on to the signal and stop station drift, at
the same time being indicated by an AFC neon indicator. The MULTIPLEX
Stereo decoder utilises the latest BRITISH MADE INTEGRATED CIRCUITRY
with built-in ceramic filters, allowing perfect tape recording. A stereo beacon'
indicates when astereo programme is broadcast. An added feature is a
Mono/Stereo switch enabling the stereo signal to be altered to mono in the case
of poor stereo reception.
The Multiplex 3000 is compatible with any Amplifier or Tape Deck and

a

with jack plug.

FM

Recorder, and will operate within any stereo system. To enhance this facility we
have fitted the very latest sliding volume control to enable the signal to be
attenuated to suit any input.
STYLING: Finished in sheerline satin teak with silver trim, the front panel is
black with white lettering. silver knobs and spun silver toggle switches. The dial
emits agreen illumination with the wave bands lettered in white.
Size:17"x 3' x7r.
Rec. retail

£ 42.00

including VAT

All British made

Available at AUDIO SUPPLIES—CANTERBURY HIFI—F. CAVE—COMET HI-FI DISCOUNT—GLOBAL AUDIO DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES—LASKY'S RADIO LTD—LIND-AIR AUDIO
—ROY NEWTON DISCOUNT CENTRES— G. W. SMITH (RADIO) LTD—R. & 8. SYSTEMS—SONIC- SOUND AUDIO LTD— YORKSHIRE HI- Fl and most reputable HI-FI Dealers.

A.M.S. Trading (AmsTRAD)
89 RIDLEY ROAD • DALSTON
LONDON E8
Tel: 01-249 5237-8-9

LTD.

r

Please

send illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist

D IC2000 Mk11
Integra 4000

EAcoustra Speakers
D Headphones
D

Name
Address._

Multiplex 3000

Tick box for
item(s) of interest.

HFS 5

SPEAKER SELECTION LTD
Dept. N,

(THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS)
FAST RELIABLE MAIL ORDERS-A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ALL HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT:

611 FOREST ROAD, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON El 74PP
ALL CALLERS WELCOME FOR SALES COLLECTIONS. OR JUST A CHAT
DEMONSTRATIONS AT ALL TIMES
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair for teak finish. Other
finishes prices on application. Carriage
charges per pair: a- LISO; b-[2: c[3: d---[4; e-L5.
Advent
P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio R40 & R50
POA
Celestion Hadleigh
£36.50 b
Celestion County .
£42.00 b
Celestion Dutton 126
£48.00 c
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
£64.00 c
Celestion Dutton 44 ..
£103-00 d
£126.00 d
Celestion Ditton 25 ..
Celestion Ditton 66 ..
£195-00 e
Celef Monitor
£99.00 c
Celef Mini ..
£70.00 b
Dynaco A10
£45.00 b
Goodmans Minister SL
£35.00 b
Goodmans Havant SL
£42.00 b
Goodmans Mezzo SL
.. £64-00 c
Goodmans Magnum SL
.. £79.00 c
Goodmans Magister
.. £ 105.00 c
Goodmans Goodwood .. £88-00 c
Howland West Budget Line 12 £ 31-00 b
Helme Firecrest
£44.00 b
IMF Super Compact ..
IMF ALS40
IMF TLS50
Isophon Isonette
.. £ 16 00 a
£40.00 b
Jordan Watts Jumbo
.. £40.00 b
Jordan Watts Janet ..
Jordan Watts Juno ..
.. £53.00 c
Jordan Watts Juliet ..
.. £52.00 c
LNB Para Tran 6 ..
.. £24.00 a
LNB Para Lab Super
.. £50.00 b
LNB Para Lab 20 ..
.. £87.00 c
LNB Stands ..
••
P.O.A.
Larson
••
P.O.A.
Martin
••
P.O.A.
Mardaunt Short M5079
••
P.O.A.
Mordaunt Short M5235
•.
P.O.A.
Marantz Imperials ..
••
P.O.A.
Metrosound .
Richard Allan 'Chaconne II • £34.00 b
Richard Allan Flamenco II .. £44.00 c
Richard Allan Pavane II
.. £63.00 d
Richard Allan Sardana
.. £82.00 d
Richard Allan Academy
.. £ 118.00 d
Rogers BBC Monitors
Rogers Wafers
.. £42.00 b
Rogers Compacts ..
.. £52-00 b
Scan- Sound .
Sykes Hirsch Sphera 1
.
0
.. £33.00 b
Sykes Hirsch Sphera 165
.. £58.00 c
Tandberg TLI2
.. £49.00 b
Tandberg TL25
.. £61-50 c
Tandberg TL50
.. [ 129.00 d
Tandberg TL50-20
Tannoy
Telson S4 & S3
Wharfedale ..
SPEAKER KITS
All priced per pair. Carriage charges
per pair: a-£1; b-L1.50; c- L2 ; d- L3
EMI 250
£7.00 a
EMI 350
£ 17.00 b
EMI 450
£9.50 a
EMI 850
£8.50 a
Goodmans Din 20
£ 18.50 b
Helme XLK25
vet» a
Helme XLK50
£37-00 a
Helme XLK30
P.O.A.
KEF KKI
P.O.A.
KEF KK2
£47-00 c
KEF KK3
£68.00 d
Peerless 2-8
..
£ 13.00 a
Peerless 10-2 .. £ 19.00 a
Peerless 3-15
..
£24.00 b
Peerless 20-2
..
£24.00 b
Peerless 20-3
..
£35-00 b
Peerless 430-12 .. £60.00 c
Richard Allan Twin Assembly £ 16.00 a
Ricnard Allen Triple Assembly £ 37-00 b
Richard Allan Triple 8Assembly
..
..
[2660 a

Richard Allan Super Triple
Assembly ..
£43.00 b
Wharfedale Linton II .. £19.00 a
Wharfedale Glendale £35.00 b
SPEAKER CHASSIS
All prices singly. Carriage 75p each.
Please check availability of impedances.
Baker Major
..
£9.00
Celestion HFI300 .. £7.50
Decca DK30
£ 15-00
EMI 14A/770N
£ 14.00
Goodmans Audiom I2P-G .. £ 14.50
Goodmans Audiom I2P-D £ 15•25
Goodmans Axent 100
£6•25
Goodmans X/0 950
£7.00
Goodmans Twin Axiom 8 •. £7.00
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 .. £8.00
Goodmans Axiom 401 .. £ 16.00
Goodmans Audiom 100 .. £ 10.75
Goodmans Audiom 8P .. £4.50
Goodmans Audiom 10p .. £4.75
Goodmans Audiom I
2P .. £ 11.75
Jordan Watts Modules .. £ 13.00
Jordan Watts Hi-frequency units £7.75
KEF T27
£5.50
KEF 715
£6.00
KEF B110
£7.00
KEF B200
£8.50
KEF B139
£ 13.00
KEF DNB
£2.00
KEF DNI2
£5.00
KEF DNI3/SP1015 £3.00
KEF DNI3/SP1017
2.75
£
Lowther PM6
£28.00
Lowther PM6 1
£30.00
Richard Allan CG8
£6.00
Richard Allan CG8T
£6-25
Richard Allan CGIOT.. £9.25
Richard Allan CG I
2T
£ 10•75
Richard Allan CGI5
£2100
STC 4001G .. ' . £6.50
Tannoy Ill LZ Monitor Gold .. £36.00
Wharfedale 8" & 10"
P.O.A.
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Carriage £2
Armstrong 625 & 626
Alpha RI50 .. • • £47.00
Akai AA8030
£ 105.00
Akai AA8080
£ 134.00
Eagle AA28
.
•
[ 112.00
Eagle
•
•
£ 130-00
Goodmans Module 80 .. £74-00
Goodmans Module 90 .. £94.00
Goodmans Module 1-10 .. £ 111.00
Goodmans Module Compacts
P.O.A.
Korting 310
..
£58.00
Korting 410
..
£69.00
Lux 990, R800, 308, 309 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 2010, 2220 & 2230 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko STA5010, 6010 & 8010
P.O.A.
Onkyo 234, 225 & TX666
P.O.A.
Rogers Ravensbrook
awl»
Rote RXI50A
£55-00
Rote RX200A
£65.00
Rote RX400A
£83.00
Rote RX600A
£ 119.00
Rote RX I54A
£ 104.00
Rote RX454
£ 153.00
Teleton TFS50
£5260
Teleton TFS5OLA
£66-00
Teleton TFS55
£56.00
Tandberg TR200 MPX
£8560
Tandberg TRI000 MPX
£ 135.00
Tandberg TRI010 MPX
£ 146-00
Tandberg Huldra 10 MPX £ 144.00
AMPLIFIERS
Carriage £ 1.75
Armstrong 621
ARD 2000 ..
Alba UA700
Akai AA5200
Akai AA5500
Akai AA5800
Cambridge P50, P100 & P110
Dynaco ST80 & STI20

P.O.A.
£52.00
£31.00
£74.00
£96.00
£141.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Eagle AA2 .. • .
Eagle AA4
.
•
Eagle AA6S .. • •
EMI 1515
Good mans 40-40 .. • •
Howland West DA 1000
Helme Atlantis
IMF Galactron
Lux 707, 700X, 505X & 507X
Lustraphone LP100
Metrosound ST20 11
Metrosound ST40
Metrosound ST60
Marantz 1030, 1060 & 1120 ..
Mullard Unilex kit ..
Nikko TRM300, 500 & 600 ..
Onkyo 725, 733 & 732
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne cased ..
Rogers Ravensbrook chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbrook cased ..
Rotel RA2I I .. • ..
Rotel RA3Il
Rotel RA6Il
Rotel RA8I0 .. • .
Rotel RAI210 .. • •
Revox A78 & A722
Sugclen A2I, A48, P51
Teleton SAQ307 .. • .
Teleton GA202
Tandberg TA300 . •
Tandberg TA300 M .. • •

£34-00
£50.00
£64.00
£37.50
£53.00
£23.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£33.00
£43.00
£59.00
P.O.A.
£14-50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£63.00
£68.00
£47.50
£52.00
£36.00
£51-00
£73.00
£95.00
£117-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£23.00
£30.50
£69.00
£76.00

TUNERS
Carriage L1
15
Armstrong 623 & 624
Akai AT550 .. • •
Akai AT580 .. • •
Celestion Telif, (T.V.)..
Cambridge T55
Eagle AA8
Howland West DAI065T • .
Lux WL7I7, 500 & 212 • •
Metrosound FMS20 11 ..
Metrosound FMS40
Marantz 105, 115 & 120 ..
Nikko FAM300, 500 & 600 ..
Onkyo
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne cased ..
Rogers Ravensbrook chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbrook cased ..
Rotel RT222
Rotel RT322
•
•
Rotel RT622
Rotel RT1220
Sugden R21, R5I
Teleton GT202

P.O.A.
£74.00
£103 00
£23.00
P.O.A.
£51.00
£26-00
P.O.A.
£42.00
£42.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£52.00
[55.50
£40-50
£45.00
£36-00
£52-00
£78-00
£98.00
P.O.A.
£3360

TURNTABLES
Carriage L1 . 75
Ariston
P.O.A.
Connoisseur BDI kit ..
£10.50
Connoisseur BD2 chassis
£24.00
Connoisseur BD2 P & C
£31-50
ERA Mk 6 ..
P.O.A.
Goldring G 101P
£23.00
Goldring GL72 P & C
£35.00
Goldring GL75 chassis
£32.00
Goldring GL75 P & C
£44.00
Goldring GL78 P & C
£57.00
Goldring GL85 P & C
£66-00
Garrard SP25 III chassis
£10.00
Garrard SP25 IV chassis
£12-00
Garrard SP25 III P & C .. £ 14-50
Garrard SP25 Module IV-FM756 £24.50
G
d AP76 chassis .. £ 19.00
Garrard 86SB Module+ M756 £38.00
Garrard 100SB Module-FM93E £50.00
Garrard 401 chassis .. .. £33.00
Howland West plinths & covers P.O.A.
Linn Sondek LPI2 chassis ..
P.O.A.
Linn Sondek LPI2 P & C less

•.
•.
•.
••
••
••
••
••
••
.•
••

Micro MRIII, 311 & 711 ..
P.O.A.
McDonald MP60 Chassis .. £9.00
McDonald MP60 TPD I .. £ 14.50
McDonald H170 chassis .. £ 13.00

TELEPHONE: 01-531 3117
HOURS OF BUSINESS
10 A.M.-6 P.M. TUES. TO SAT.
24 HOUR ANSWER PHONE

McDonald HT70 TPDI
Thorens ID 65 P & C
Thorens TDI60 P & C
Thorens TDI25 Chassis
Thorens T0125 P & C
Thorens P & C only for TDI55
Transcriptors Saturn ..
Transcriptors P & C less arm..
Transcriptors P & C

£18-oo

£56.00
£63.00
£76.00
£126-00
P.O.A.
£64.00
£83.00
£99-00

Accessories in stock- Bib, Colton,
Howland West & Transcriptors
TRANSCRIPTION ARMS
Postage 50p
Acos Lustre ..
Connoisseur SAU2 .. • •
Colton MC101 Tone arm . •
Decca Professional .. • •
Decca International .. • •
Micro MAI01
SME 3009 Fixed Head
SME 3009 Detachable head . •
Transcriptors Fluid .. • •

£20.00
£10.50
£18.00
£14 00
£19.00
P.O.A.
£29-00
£31.00
£23.00

CARTRIDGES
Postage 20p
ADC Q32
ADC Q36
ADC VLM
ADC XLM
ADC 10E IV ..
Decca London ..
Goldring G850..
Goldring G800..
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800SE
Grado FTR • .
Ortofon MIS E Super
Stanton 6810E, 600EE & 500EE
Shure M3D
Shure M55E
Shure M75B
Shure M75E1 ..
Shure M75ED
Shure VIS III ..

£9 00
£10.50
£18.00
£21-50
£16-00
£19-00
£3.50
£4-50
£7.00
£11-00
£6-00
£26.00
P.O.A.
£5.00
£7.00
£8.00
£10.00
[11.50
£27.00

HEADPHONES
Postage 50p
Clarke .'
Howland West
Micro MXI
PWB Moving coil
PWB Dynax
PWB Electrostatic+ box
Sennheisser HD4I4
Sennheisser HD424
Stax 5R3
Stax SRX
Wharfedale Isodynamic

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£16.50
£27-00
£36.50
£12.50
£18-00
£45.00
£97-00
£18.00

TAPE 8. CASSETTE DECKS
Carriage £2
Advent 201 .. • .
P.O.A.
Brennell 1C2000 • •
P.O.A.
Akai 172IL.
•
£ 85.00
Akai 4000DS . • £93.00
Akai GXC36
£88.00
Akai GXC38•
.
£ 105.00
Akai GXC36D•
•
[ 79.00
Akai GXC38D..
£ 98.00
Akai GXC46D..
£ 113.00
Revox A77 & A700. •
P.O.A.
Neal 102
•
.
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD510 .. • . £
128-oo
Tandberg 3321X/4IX £ 109-00
Tandberg 3421X/41X .. • • £ 148-00
Tandberg 9021X/4IX .. • • £ 186-00
Accessories in stock-Tandberg,
Revox & Sennheisser
Tape in stock-TDK, Agfa, BASF &
EMI Professional

All prices shown are inc usive of VAT at 10%.
All carriage charges shown are inclusive of insurance in transit.
We are situated on the A503 and can be reached easily via:Buses- 123, 275, 276, 262, 69, 55, W2I, 251 and 718
Trains-Walthamstow Central, main line to Liverpool Street and
Victoria Tube.
E & O E.

Please check on prices and availability before calling/ordering as prices
are subject to alteration without notice. The prices shown in the advert
were correct at time of going to print, two months prior to magazine date!
S.A.E. with enquiries ensures a speedy reply, advice always given on request.
Personal callers-cash only or cheques by prior arrangement.
Credit is available through U.D.T.
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5000

STEREO TUNER

11».•

AMPLIFIER

100 WATTS: 25 WATTS
PER CHANNEL
H.M.S. INTO 8Ohms
211V FM SENSITIVITY

3WAVE BANPS

1\11.NIV. • LAN. ed0
8( F . M.
VHF

TUNER SECTION
The AM section has an R.F. stage with delayed Auzomatic Gain
Control uti ising aceramic Bind Pass Fillter while the F.M. area
employs aDual Gate F.E.T. ( field effect transistor) circuitry on a
fibreglass printed circuit base combined wall aspecial antimicrophon,c tuning gang.

AMPLIFIER SECTION
The 5000 is anew concept in Tune- Amplifier design combining decor
styling with powelul performance by providing 100 watt output with an
exceptionally wide frequency response coupled with alow distortion
factor-and incorporating many unique electronic circuitry design features
affording the utmost reliability

1. Inbuilt Multiplex Stereo Decoder with L.E.D. Stereo
Radio readout

1.0 1% distortion at full output — 20-20000 Hz ' 1dB frequency
response

2. Muting and A.F.C. (Automatic Frequency control
coupled with tuning meter

2. Silicon semi- conductors throughout employing integrated
circuits and discreet transistors

3. Three integrated circuits equivalent to over 150
transistors

3. Input sockets for Magnetic and Ceramic cartridges and
Headphone output

4. Legible tri -colour light readout for tuning scale

4. Loudness control and Mono / Stereo switch

5. Full coverage of Medium. Long and VHF wavebands

5. Independent Rumble and Scratch Filters

6. External 90 adjustable Medium and Long wave aerial
for all-round reception plus 75ohni aerial input for VHF

6. Bass, Middle and Treble and separate volume controls.

Available at AUDIO SUPPLIES— CANTERBURY
H/-Fl-- F. CAVE - COMET HI-FI DISCOUNT- - GL ORAL
AUDIO DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES - LASKY'S RADIO
LTD--- LINO-AIR AUDIO --ROY NEWTON DISCOUNT
CENTRES — G. W. SMITH (RADIO) TO -R. & B.
SYSTEMS—SONIC- SOUND AUDIO LTD - YORKSHIRE
HI-FI ami most reputable HI-FI Dealers.

Expensively finished in sheerline satin teak cabinet with black
anodised control consol with silver trim. The illuminated dial
has atri • colour waveband readout. Size: 231" x31" x81".
Rec. retail £90.00 including VAT All British Made.

Please rush me literature on the AMSTRAD 5000 and address of my nearest
stockist.

A.M.S. Trading

Name

(AMSTRAD) LTD.
89 RIDLEY ROAD

DALSTON

Address
HFN5

LONDON E8 Tel 01-249 5237-8-9
a.
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sound library
Hi- Itape.
When you've invested in top-class equipment, it doesn't make
sense to have to sort through ajumble of boxes and reels every
time you want to play atape.
The Scotch HiFi Tape Sound Package solves this problem.

The Sound
What do you expect from atape? Superb fidelity? Low noise?
High output and sensitivity? The Scotch HiFi Tape gives you all
of these things, and more. Each tape has amicro-thin back
coating, developed and perfected by 3M to give asmooth,
controlled wind and reduce the chances of jamming. It is also
slightly conductive, to eliminate the static build-up that attracts
dust and causes drop-outs.
Scotch HiFi Tape gives you reproduction better than you've
ever heard before.

CD

The Library

EF

CH

Li

When you buy aScotch HiFi Tape you're buying much
more than superb performance, you're buying your own
instant tape library system. Each slim, functional tape box clips
neatly to the next, to build into an attractive, compact sound
library. All three tape sizes (5",
and 7") can be joined in this
way. An indexing kit is included to allow you to number both
the spool and the tape for simple identification. And you can buy
empty boxes to incorporate your old tapes into your new
library system.

51-

The Index Book
KL

3M's unique
Scotch Hi-Fi tape
sound package

Keep track of your tapes in this Scotch Audio Index Book,
which, like the spools themselves, fits neatly into amatching
library box. With 3M's new sound package, you'll get none of
the problems of tape storage; just asuperb system that looks as
good as it sounds.
Clip the coupon below for full details.
To: Nigel Cobb, Recording Materials Division,
3M United Kingdom Limited,
3M House, Wigmore Street, London W1A lET.
Please send me full details of the unique Scotch Hi Fi Tape Sound Package.

Name
Address

3M 2163

3M and Scotch are trademarks

3m.

HFN/5)

Open 8 30-1, 2-5 30 Mon to Sat. Shut:
1Wed. PAYBONDS AND PEOPLE'S
BANK Credit Schemes, Personal Loan
and H.P. quotations on application.
Cheques with £30 cheque cards only
accepted for counter sales.
Special
Offers subject to quotation for Barclaycard.
Access
Card
and
Paybond.
P.O.A.-price on application.
Sp. off.-special offer.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
AT 10%
All prices are subject to variation
without notice
For limited period while stocks last.

•

TAPE RECORDERS ( P/P £ 1-50)
•Akai GX210D ( Sp. off.) ..
£130 00
Akai GX400D
£433 00
Akai GX1820D .
£175 00
Akai 172IL ( Sp. off.")
£80 00
Akai 4000DS
£93 00
"Akai X5000W
£115 50
£220 00
Philips N4450 ( Sp. off.) ..
Tandberg 3321/4IX
£120 00
Teat A3340 Quadraphonic
P.O.A.
Uher 4000 IC/4200 IC/4400 IC ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1102/4, 1112/4, 1222/4, Mk.
3 and Dolby 8 models, from
stock with substantial discounts.
New Revox A700/1372/4 on appn.
glICASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P 83p)
(B=Dolby B)
Akai CS3OD
£60-00
Akai CS33D
B £74-00
*Akai GXC36D ( Sp. off.) .. £74.50
Akai GXC36
..
£86-00
Akai GXC38
B £96.50
*Akai GXC38D
B £91.00
Akai GXC40 ( Sp. off.) .. £69.95
•Akai GXC4OT ( Sp. off.) .. £ 125•00
Akai GXC46
B £ 115-00
Akai GXC460 ( Sp. off.) ..
B £ 106.00
Akai GXC6SD ( Sp. off.) ..
B £ 118.00
Bush Arena C435
..
£46.00
Bush Arena C445 (Sp. off.) .. £62.00
Hitachi TRQ2S2D
£41.00
Hitachi TRQ282D (
SP. off.) £40-70
Hitachi TRQ2000D ( Sp. off.) £77.00
Hitachi TRQ2020D.. £60.00
Hitachi TRQ2030D.. £72.00
Leak 2002 ( Sp. off.)
B £99.00
Philips N2506
£54-00
Philips N2510
£ 105.00
Pioneer CT4141
B £ 108-00
Pye 9145
£52.50
*Sansui SC700 ( Sp. off.)
B £ 130.00
•Sharp RT442 ( Sp. off.)
£50.00
Tandberg TCD310 . . £ 133.50
Teat A I
40/A160/A360/A450
B
P.O.A
Toshiba P1470 (Sp. off.) ..
E95-00
Uher CR 210 ..
P.O.A.
Wharfedale DC9 Mk. 2 ( Sp. off.) 8 £72.00
Wharfedale WHD-20D
8 £78.00

e

8 TRACK UNITS ( P/P 83p)
Altai GXR82D
BSR TD8S .
Hitachi TRQI34D
Metrosound SS30 ( Sp. off.)

eMIXERS,

£83.50
£15•07
£53.00
£55.00

MICS., DOLBY B UNITS
(PIP on application)
Beyer M8I8HL Cardioid pair .. £32.00
Beyer M8I HL Cardioid £ 14.75
Teac AN60/AN80/ANI80
Teleton SNRIOOD
£38.50
Sennheiser MD722LM Cardioid £7.10
Uher A122 & A124 Mixers
Akai ADMI4 mit. ( Sp. off.) .. £5.75

e

KITS,
LOUDSPEAKERS
DRIVE
UNITS
( P, P on application)
Celestion PS8/9470
£2.70
Celestion HF2000
..
£8.25
Celestion HFI300 8 or 15 ohms .. £7.00
Elac 59RMI09 Baxandall unit . £3.00
KEF KK2
..
£23.50
KEF KK3
£33.30
KEF T27
£5.06
KEF T15
£6.05
KEF BI10
£660
KEF B200
£ 7.70
KEF 13139 ( Sp. off.)
£ 11.95
KEF DN8
£ 1.95
KEF DNI3 for BI 10/T27 SPI017 £250
KEF DNI3 for 13200/T27 SPIOIS . . £ 3- IS
KEF DN12 for 8139/B110/P27 .. £5.00
Mullard Unilex EP9000
£2.70
Mallard Unilex EP9001
£2.86
Mullard Unilex EP9002
£4.25
Mullard Unilex Control panel .. £2.80
Tannoy Monitor Gold 12.. £41.60
Tannoy Monitor Gold 15" Mk. 2 on appn.
Wharfedale Glendale 3 kit ( pair) £32.00
Wharfedale Unit 3 ( Linton 2) ( pair) £ 18.00
Wharfedale Unit 4
£ 14.85
Wharfedale Unit 5 ( Dovedale 3) ( pr) £51.00
ITT 4001G tweeter
£7.00
Cambridge Audio R50 crossover.. £ 11.00

•

TUNERS ( P/P 83p)
Armstrong 623 & 624 .. ..
P.O.A.
Bush Arena T224 ( Sp. off.) .. £28-00
Cambridge Audio T55 .. .. £90.00
Celestion TELEF1 .. .. .. £25-00
Eagle TST152 (Sp. off.) .. .. £37.50
Eagle AA8 .. .. .. .. £46.20
Ferrograph SFMI . .. .. £87.75
*Howland West DA ) 000/T ( Sp. off.) £25.00
Leak Delta AM/FM£ 67.00
Leak Delta FM .. :: ..
£60.00
Metrosound FMS20 Mk. 2
£ 41.00
Metrosound FMS40 .. £41.00
Nikko FAM300/FAM400 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer TXSOOA ( Sp. off.)..
600
Quad FM3 .. .. .. ££ 5
7480
Revox A76 .. .. .. £ 181.00
Rogers Ravensbrook ( teak) .. £37.95
Rogers Ravensbrook ( chassis) .. £33.60
Rogers Ravensbourne (teak) £49.50
Rogers Ravensbourne ( chassis) £45-65
Rotel RT222 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 33-40
Rotel RT322 ( Sp. off.) ..£ 50.00
Rotel RT622
....£ 76.50
Rotel RT1220 .. .. .. £91.00
Sinclair 2000 & 3000 ( Sp. off.) .. £27.00
Teleton GT202 .. .. .. [32.00

e

STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P 83p)
Bush Arena A220 .. .. .. £31-50
Cambridge PSO Mk. 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £85.50
Cambridge P110 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 125.60
Eagle AA4 .. .. .. .. £48.50
Eagle AA6 B or S .. .. £67.00
Eagle TSA149 .. .. .. £27.50
Eagle TSAISI .. .. .. [38.20
Ferrograph F208 .. .. .. £72.00
Goodmans 40-40 .. .. .. £59.50
Leak Delta 30 ( Sp. off.) .. £63.00
Leak Delta 70
..
..
£76'00
Leak Stereo 30+ cased .. .. £54.45
Metrosound ST20 ( Sp. off.) .. £23.00
Metrosound 5140 .. .. .. £43-00
Metrosound ST20 Mk. 2 .. .. £32•00
*Nikko TRM 300 ....
*Nikko TRM 400 (Sp. off.) £47.00
Pioneer SA500A .. .. .. £40-00
Quad 33/303 .. .. .. £ 139.70
Revox A78 .. .. . . .. £ 150.00
Rogers Ravensbrook ( teak) .. £50.49
Rogers Ravensbrook ( chassis) .. £46.09
Rogers Ravensbourne ( teak) .. £65-84
Rogers Ravensbourne (chassis) .. £61.60
Rote RA2I0 ( Sp. off.) • • .. £25.25
Rote
..
..
£ 34.00
Rote RA310 ( Sp. off.
.).. .. £ 37.70
Rote RA3I I ( Sp. off.) • • .. £47-00
Rote RA6I0 ( Sp. off.) • • .. £55.00
Rote RA6Il (Sp. off.) .. £68.00
Rote RA8I0 .. .. £92.50
Rote RAI210 .. .. £ 112.00
Sansui AU101
..
£42.00
Sansui AU505 .. .. £72.00
Sinclair 2000 Mk. 2 ( Sp. off.) £25•30
Sinclair 3000 ( Sp. off.) .. £33.50
Teleton SAQ 2068
..
£24.75
Teleton GA202 ( Sp. off.) .. £31.00
Wharfedale Denton .. £39.00
Wharfedale Linton (Sp. off.) £51.00
Wharfedale Linton Mk. 2 .. £51.50

e

TUNER-AMPLIFIERS ( PIP £ 110)
Akai AA6200 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £70-40
Aka, AA6300 ( Sp. off.)
£88.00
Akai AA8030
£ 104.00
Akai AA8080
..
£ 130.00
Armstrong 625/626
P.O.A.
Bush Arena TA2700
£77.00
Bush Arena TA3500
£63.00
Bush Arena BH4000
£99.00
Goodmans Module 80
£72.00
Goodmans Module 90
£98.00
Goodmans 1-10 .. .. £ 110.00
Leak 2000 .. .. . . £ 127.00
Nikko STA5010/7070/8080
P.O.A.
Rogers Ravensbrook ( teak) £79•25
Rogers Ravensbrook ( chassis) £75.35
Rote RXI50 ( Sp. off.) .. £45.00
Rote RX 150A .. .. £53.00
Rote RX200 ( Sp. off.) .. £54.00
Rote RX200A .. .. £67 50
Rote RX400A Series 11 .. £80 00
Rote RX600A (Sp. off.) .. £ 115•00
Rote RX 1S4A (Sp. off.) .. £79.95
Tandberg TR2OOMPX .. £94-00
Tandberg TRIOIOMPX .. £ 158.00
Teleton TFSSO .. .. £55'00
Teleton TFSOLA ( Sp. off.) £55.00
Teleton TFSSS ( Sp. off.) .. £58-00
Wharfedale Linton ( Sp. off.) £70.00
Wharfedale Denton ( Sp. off.) £62.00
*Wharfedale 100.1 ( Sp. off.) £77.00

• COMPLETE
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush
Bush

Arena
Arena
Arena
Arena
Arena
Arena

STEREO SYSTEMS
(P/P on application)
£88.00
System 10
System 15
£90.00
System 20
£115.00
System 25
£129-00
System 35
£164.00
System 40
£158.00

Bush Arena System 55 .. £202.00
*Bush A1005 ( Sp. off.) .. £49.95
Bush A1006
..
£74 00
Decca 613 ( Sp. off.) . £49.95
Decca 1204 ( Sp. off.)
£69.50
Ekco ZU3
..
£82.00
Ekco ZU4L
..
£ 149.90
Ekco ZU7 (Sp. off.) .. £ 141.00
Ekco ZU440
Ekco ZUSF (Sp. off.) .. £ 125.00
Ekco ZUSG
£ 138-60
Ekco ZU5.1 . . . . £ 169.00
Ekco ZUS.1 & N2506Cassette . £220.00
Ekco ZUS40
Goodmans Module 80 Compact
excl. speakers .. .. [ 128.00
Goodmans Module 90 6:impact
excl. loudspeakers .. £ 166-00
Goodmans I-10 Compact excl.
loudspeakers . . £ 190.00
Hacker GAN500/2 8; 2x L5550 .. £ 111.00
Hacker GAR500SRD & 2x LS550 £ 132.00
Hacker GAR500SRD & 2x LS1100 £ 148.00
Hacker GAR100013 SRD/
& 2x LSIOOOD ' . [ 188.80
Hacker GAR1000B SRI)/
& 2x LS15008 ' . £218.50
Marconi 4455 (Sp. off.)
£ 137.50
Marconi 4457 .. .. £60.00
Marconi 4459
..
£90 00
Philips GF823 ( Sp. off.) .. £30.80
Philips GF808 « . • . £70-00
Pye Black Box 1022
£71.50
Pye 1558 inc. speakers . £ 110.00
Pye 5002
..
..
£57.00
Toshiba SM-3000
£ 142-00

•

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
(P/P on application)
*Bush A765 ( pair) ( Sp. off.) .. £47.50
B & W DM2A, DM4, DS, DM70
on appn.
Cambridge R40 ( pair) ( Sp. off.) .. £ 126.50
Cambridge RSO ( pair) ( Sp. off.) .. £ 195.60
Celestion Dittos 120 ( pair) .. £48.50
Celestion County ( pair) .. £45.00
Celestion Ditton 15 ( pair) £64.50
Celestion Dicton 44 ( pair) £ 106.00
Celestion Dittos 25 ( pair) .. £ 128.00
Celestion Dittos 66 ( pair) .. £ 190.00
Celestion Hadleigh ( pair) .. .
£38.50
Ferrograph SI and Stand ( pair) .. £170-00
Goodmans Goodwood ( pair) ..
£89.00
Goodman: Double Maxim ( pair) ..
£45.00
Goodmans Dimension 8 ( pair) .. £112.00
Goodmans Havant SL ( pair) ..
£40-70
Goodmans Mezzo SL ( pair) ..
£62 00
Goodmans Magnum SL ( pair) ..
£80.00
Goodmans Minister ( pair)..
£34-60
KEF Chorale ( pair)
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ( pair)
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto ( pair)
P.O.A.
KEF Coda ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
KEF 104 ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
*Leak 250 ( pair) ( Sp. off.) ..
£46.00
*Leak 600 ( pair) ..
£88.00
Leak 2020 ( pair) ..
£42.00
Leak 2030 ( pair) ..
£58.00
Leak 2060 ( pair) ..
Leak 2075 ( pair) . . . £ 185.00
Metrosound HFS I03(pair)(Sp. &L.
) £ 18.50
Minorca ( pair) ( Sp. off.) . . £ 18.00
Mordaunt-Short 079, 400;
737.111
235 & stands ..
P.O.A.
Peerless kits
*Poly Planar ( pair) (Sp. off.) .. £8.90
Quad Electrostatic blk/br (pair) £213.40
Spendor BCI Studio 1 (teak) ( pair) £ 145•20
Tannoy Chatsworth RT ( pair) .. £ 122.00
Tannoy 12" Lancaster ( pair) .. £ 133.00
Tannoy I
r Lancaster ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Ill LZ ( pair) .. £96.00
Wharfedale Denton 2 ( pair:) .. £ 30.00
Wharfedale Linton 2 ( pair) .. £ 38.25
Wharfedale Glendale 3 ( pair) .. £59.00
Wharfedale Melton 2 ( pair) .. £60.00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ( pair) .. £80-00
Wharfedale Kingsdale 3 ( pair) .. £ 118.50

•••.

e

STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P 330
Akai ASE22
£ 10.00
Akai ASE20
.. £8.00
Akai ASE9S
£5 89
Akai ASE II
...
£6 00
AKG K60 75 or 68111 ohms..
£14 03
Alpha SDH7DV ( Sp. off.)
£4 40
Beyer DT900
£7 70
Bush Arena K600
£11 75
Eagle SES
£3.60
Eagle SE40 ..
£7 25
Koss PRO4AA
£26 80
Koss PROSLC
£29 50
Koss ESP6A
£49 50
Koss ESP9
£67 00
Koss K6
£11 50
Koss KRD7 II
£10 50
Koss K0727B
£14 95
Koss K747 ( 300 ohms)
£19 80
Koss K6LC
£13.50
Koss HVI ( Sp. off.) ..
£17 95
Pioneer SE30A
£10 95

Rotel RH430 ( Sp. off.) .. £4.10
Rotel RH600
•
£4.95
Rotel RH630
..
£7.00
Rotel RH700
..
£ 10.80
Sennheiser HD414
..
£ 11.50
Teleton SHS00 ( Sp. off.) .. £5.50
Wharfedale Isodynamic £ 17.75
Wharfedale DDI
£ 10.50

e

TURNTABLES ( P/P 83p) AND
ARMS
( P/P 55p)
Acos Lustre • .. £20 .00
Audio Technica AT)OOS hilt. 2 .. £ 17.80
Audio Technica L2 lift .. £4.35
Colton MC101
.
.
£ 19.00
Decca International £18.00
d AP75 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 10-00
G
d SP25 Mk. 3 ( Sp. off.) £ 14.75
G
d SP25 Mk. 4
£ 16.50
G
d AP76 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 18.15
G
d SL6SB (Sp. off.) .. £ 12.65
G
d 401..
£30.00
G
d 86SB
.
£21.00
G
d Zero 100SB .. £31.00
Goldring GL72
£26.50
Goldring GL75 ( Sp. off.) .. £30.80
Neat G2OBL
£ 13.75
SME 3009 Improved Fixed Head ..
P.O.A.
SME 3009/S2 Improved ..
P.O.A.
Sugden SAW
£ 11.44
Sugden BDI kit
..
£ 10-50
Thorens TDI25 Mk. 2 Chassis .. £72-00

e

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
BSR MP60 P/C & G800 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 17.25
BSR HT70 P/C TPD3
£21.00
Bush Arena R925 P/C & G800 .. £23-50
Bush Arena R976 & Shure M75-65 £40.00
G
dSP25/3 module & M75-6SM £23.50
G
dAP96 module M75-6 ( Sp. off.) £28.00
Garrard Zero 100SB module & M93E £52-00
Garrard 86513 module & M75-6SM £40-00
G
d SP25/3, P/C & G800 .. £20.00
Garrard SP25/3, P/C & 9TAHC £ 18.00
G
dSP25/4 module & M7S-6SM £28.00
Goldring 705 P/C & G850 ( Sp. off.) £ 17.05
Goldring GL69/2 P/C & G800 .. £29.95
Goldring GL72 P/C
£38.70
Goldring GL75 P/C
£45-00
Goldring G101 P/C Mk. 2
£23.50
Goldring GL85 P/C
£78.00
Goldring GL78 P/C
£58-75
Goodmans TD100
£60.50
Japan Phono T601 P/C & G800 .. £41-25
Leak Delta turntable .. £53.00
Philips GA2I2
£58.00
Pioneer PL I2D
£38-00
Sugden BD2/SAU2 P/C Mk. 2 .. £ 33.50
Thorens TDI60C P/C
£60.00
Thorens TD125/2A13 £ 110.00
Thorens TDI65 P/C
£52.00
Wharfedale W30 P & C & M44-7 .. £28.00

•

CARTRIDGES (P/P 15p) C=Ceramic
ADC 10E Mk. 4 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 19-00
ADC XLM ( Sp. off.)
£23-00
Audio Technica AT66 & LC ( Sp. off.) £4.50
Decca Deram elliptical Gold code C £4.95
Decca Deram conical Blue code C £4.75
Decca London Mk 5
..
£ 18.90
Empire 1000ZEX
£42.90
Empire 808E
[8.64
Empire 999RE/X • . £3.90
Goldring GB® ( Sp. off.) .. £4.95
Goldring G800E (Sp. off.)
£7.25
Goldring G800 Super E
£ 14.03
Goldring G850
..
•
£3.74
Goldring CS90
C £ 3.96
Goldring CS9 I
E
C £6.16
Neat V70 ( Sp. off.)
£3.00
Ortofon MISE Super
£26.90
Shure M44E (Sp. off.) • . £6.00
Shure M55E ( Sp. off.) .. £6.90
Shure M75-6S ( Sp. off.)
£6.88
Shure M75BT2
£8.53
Shure M75EJT2
£ 11.00
Shure M7SEDT2
£ 12.00
Shure VIST2 Imp. (Sp. off.) £25.30
Shure VIS Type 3
..
£29.30
Sonotone 9TAHC
£ 1.95

e PORTABLE

RADIOS ( P/P Post Free,
Batteries included)
Roberts RI
C2
..
..
£ 15.00
Roberts R606
..
£26-00
Roberts R707
..
£29-95
Hacker RP38A Hunter .. £ 35-50
Hacker RP7I Harrier
£24.00
Hacker RP72 Sovereign Ill .. £47.50
Hacker RP74 Black Knight .. £ 33.50
Hacker RP7S Super Sovereign .. £58.50
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

e CALCULATORS

( P/P included)
Stnclair Executive .. £31.75
Sinclair Executive Memory .. £39-80
Sinclair Cambridge.. .. £27 75
Sharp ELI20
[21.50
Sharp EL801
Sharp EL8I4 Memory .. £87-50
Sharp EL804 Mains
£54.00
Sharp EL8I5S Memory. Mains .. £63.00

Personal
loan
facilities
available to
personal callers

m..01

L

Paybonds,
Peoples Bank Ltd.
Access Cards
Barclaycards
EKCO ZU440

EKCO ZU4L

EKCO ZU3

2x 7 watts RMS. Push-button VHF Radio
with Stereo Decoder. r x5" Elliptical
Loudspeaker. Philips GC 005 Automatic
Single Player, 3-speed with GP 200 Cartridge.
Recommended Retail Price £ 111•86
OUR
PRICE

Features built-in Cassette Unit 2X7
watts RMS. Push button VHF Radio with
Stereo Decoder. rxr Elliptical Loudspeaker. Lenco 725 Automatic Single
Player 3-speed with GP2I3 Cartridge.
Recommended Retail Price £211.34

£82.00

OUCRE
PRI

2x 15 watts RMS.
Push-button VHF Radio
and Stereo Decoder.
Switchable AFC. Builtin Cassette Player/
Recorder with ALC and
DNL. Provision for
ambiophony. Special
disc-jockey and
dubbing facilities.
Flight-deck styling.

EKCO ZU5J

2x 17 watts RMS. 5 push-button VHF
Radio. Stereo Decoder. r bass and 1"
treble speakers. Philips GC 008
Transcription type turntable
Recommended Retal Price £243.06

£149.90

P
CR
IVCRE

Provisional Rec.
Retail Price £ 60.00
OUR PRICE
(provisional)

069.00

With Philips N2506 Cassette Decl. £220

£210-00

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 10

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 15

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 20

A stereo record
player system with
power output
10 watts RMS per
channel.

A stereo record
player compact
system. Power
output 10 watts
RMS per channel.
Rec. Price £ 120.40

A stereo record
player and VHF/FM
radio system. Power
output 10 watts
RMS per channel.

Rec. Price L115.88

£90-00

£88.00

£115.00
BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 40

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 35

A de-luxe radio/
record player
compact system.
Power output
15 watts RMS per
channel.
Rec. Price £211.94
OUR PRICE

A high quality stereo
record playing and
VHF/FM radio
system. Power output 15 watts RMS
per channel.
Rec. Price £ l7.73

stereo record
playing system.
Power output
15 watts RMS per
channel.
Rec. Price £ 170.70
OUR PRICE

£158.00

OUR PRICE

£179.00

£164.00

520 stand £6.95 extra

EKCO ZU7

OUR PRICE

549 stand. £ 4 extra

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 25

igemetiki

Rec. Price £ 154-77

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

As
TO SUIT EVERY 4
POCKET, SPECIALLY4
SELEC'TED TO OFFER.
THE FINEST VALUE
IN THEIR PRICE
RANGE

S20 stand £ 6.95 extra

1

2X 15 watts RMS 2X MW/LW/SW with
push-button VHF Radio and Stereo Decoder.
8" Bass and r Treble speakers. Philips
GC 008 Transcription type turntable with
GP 400 Magnetic Cartridge. Rec Price £ 245.65

ittE £141-00

SANSUI AU 101 SYSTEM

SANSUI AU 101+15 watts stereo amplifier.
GARRARD 51'2513. Plinth, Cover and GOLDRING G800 stereo magnetic cartridge with
diamond
stylus and
2MINORCA
loudspeaker
systems
with all connecting leads

HACKER AUDIO SYSTEMS
OUR PRICE

GANS00 Mk. 2 &
2 LS550 Speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ I31.00

LS5.50
13 long throw
bass unit.
tweeter.
IS watts. 8 ohms
40 Hz- I8 kHz.
14 X 161 X 84 in.

24,-

GANS00 Ilk. 2
14 W RMS per
channel. SP25
Mk. 3. Teak.
Optional teak or
plastic lid.

Rec. Retail Price £ I60-00
GARSOOSRD
As GAN500 Mk.
2, but with high
sensitivity FM
Tuner.

LSI 100
8" long throw bass unit.
5" mid-range 24" tweeter
25 watts. 8ohms. 30 Hz18 kHz. 134 x 204 x 11
4".

£111.00

ge, £75.90

OUR PRICE

GARSOOSRD &
2 LS550 Speakers.

£132-00
OUR PRICE

GARSOOSRD &
2 LSI100 Speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 179.00

£148.00
WHARFEDALE LINTON SYSTEM
Ipair Linton 2 loudspeakers. W30 turntable.
Linton tuner/amplifier. All in matching teak
Rec. Price £I99.48
PRICE
R

TELETON SAQ 206B SYSTEM
TELETON SAQ 206B 8+8 watt stereo
amplifier.
GARRARD SP25/3
Plinth,
Cover and GOLDRING G800 stereo magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus and
2 systems with all connecting leads.

OUR

PRICE

£61.60

TELETON TFS55 SYSTEM

ROTEL RX150 SYSTEM

TELETON TFS55 SYSTEM 15+15 watt
tuner amplifier, MW and FM bands with
stereo decoder.
GARRARD AP76, Plinth and Cover,
SHURE PISSE stereo magnetic cartridge
with elliptical diamond stylus and 2
MINORCA loudspeaker systems with all
connecting leads.

ROTEL EX I
50 SYSTEM 7-5+7.5 watt
tuner/amplifier MW and FM bard with
stereo decoder.
GARRARD SP25/3. Plinth. Cover and
GOLDRING G800 stereo magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus and 2 MINORCA loudspeaker systems with all connecting leads.

PRICE

£1• 08.00

OUR
PRICE

N

4

f135.00
Hear*

2 ANS
Si.LB

Garston

J.nction

à3.1.

5

.1‘‘''
r

£86.90
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0
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Watford
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FOR SALE PRIVATE-Continued

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Amcron DI50 amplifier, one year old, perfect condition,
£195. ADC 26 cartridge, about 50 hours use, £25.
Acos lustre pickup arm, unused, £ 16. Tel.: Watford
27498 after 7 p.m.
Sony TC 366 three head stereo tape recorder for sale
with 2 prerecorded tapes and 2 blanks. Recorder as new.
Hardly used. Excellent bargain at £50. Owner purchased
cassette deck. Tel.: Beaconsfield 3588.

Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 6p per word ( private), minimum
60p. Box Nos. 20p extra. Trade rates 10p per word, minimum 90p. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in JUNE 1974 issue must reach these offices by 2nd MAY addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon
CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record
Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the
outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

Ortofon SL15E with transformer, £ 12.
7 Church Hill Road, Cheam, Sutton, Surrey.

Campbell,

B. Erwood ( Audio Servicing). High Fidelity equipment
serviced, installed, modified and maintained. Will travel.
232 Aragon Road, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: 01-337 9172.

Matched pair mahogany veneered 4.5 cu ft. cabinets.
Green tygan fronts containing Goodmans 201 Midax
Trebax crossovers attenuators ARU 172, £70. J. E.
Sugden A2111 amplifier as new, £45. Tel.: Pudsey 74828.

Audio service and repairs. Collection/delivery service
covers greater Manchester and south Lancashire. For
quality repairs carried out by experienced engineers.
Tel.: Day and evening, A.S.R., Sherwood Close,
Tottington ( 807) 4642 or Bolton (26) 20157.

Brenell ta in track 4 speed tape recorder. Two 8 in.
spools with oser fifty tapes. Editing accessories spools,
instructions. Tel.: Hastings 33294.

FOR SALE- private
Partly used Philips 4308 open-reel tape recorders. Mono
four- track available for sale.
Inspection at National
Library of Talking Books for the Handicapped, 49 Great
Cumberland Place, London WI. Tel.: 01-262 1966.
Offers: Good mono equipment Rogers 30 W amplifier
with C/U, R.C.A. FM tuner, large Goodmans speaker,
Kelly ribbon and c/o. Turner, Rectory, Ninfield, Battle,
Sussex. Tel.: Ninfield 892308.
Connoisseur disc cutter with amps and swarf pump.
Delivered and set-up, £ 175. Ferrograph Series 7 high
speed model, £ 130. Audio and design F600 compressor/
limiter card and power supply, £30. Grampian reverb
unit with power supply, £ 30. AKG C28 condenser
microphone with power unit, £25. Heavy mic stand
extends to 10ft, £3. Tel.: Weybridge 43367 (evenings/
weekends).
Philips four track tape recorders-Two EL 3548, £ 10.
EL 4308, £20.
Perfect working order with manuals.
19
Albion
Road,
Sandhurst,
Camberley,
Surrey
GUI7 8BP.
Shure V1511, improved stylus nearly new, £ 17.
Goldring 800SE, £5. Tel.: 01-979 4299.

Also

Collectors piece. H.M.V. Radiogram. Model 1600.
No reasonable offer refused. Space wanted. Mr. Southall,
5 Hillside Crescent, Enfield EN2 OHP.
Goldring 1.75 arm, Shure M55E, Decca microlift, £9.
Hales, 57 Clairville Road. Middlesbrough. Tel.: 42572.
Tannoy Chatswort Speakers- Pair £90. Tel.:01-574 0475.
Sony TC366 deck as new ( checked to spec.), £70, o.n.o.
Murrell, Fisher Lane Nursery, Chichester, Sussex.
Rogers Cadet Mk. III stereo amp. Chassis, £ 15.
Pai , Wharfedale Linton
Mk
I
speakers, £ 20.
All in excellent condition.
Wittamore, 6 Limeslade
Court Mumbles, Swansea SA3 41W.

Bang and Olufsen 1200 system plus stereo headphones
and FM aerial in as new condition, £ 150. Bradford,
35A Astonville Street, Southfields, London S.W.I8.
Armstrong 621, £77; Armstrong 623, £81 FM/AM:
Thorens TD I25AB II cover, £ 104; Shure VI5111, £ 28;
ADC XLM, £ 19; all above new and boxed. Decca
London, £9; V1511, £ 11; Cambridge P50, £80: Pair
Peerless speakers, teak, £64. Tel.: 01-460 2289 after
7 p.m.
Sony CF-420L radio cassette recorder. Unused, mint
condition. Boxed. Guarantee dated 21/12/73 by Sony,
£55. Tel.: Ruislip 36716 ( Middx.) evenings only.

Akai tape recorder 1710W/L walnut finished cabinet,
4 track
stereo/monaural
recording/playback, £ 50.
Pritchard, 1 Channel View Drive, Hope Cove, Kingsbridge, Devon TQ7 3HL. Tel.: Galmpton 513.
Twin IMF Monitor speakers.
Excellent condition,
£150. Tel.: Bournemouth 39494 office hours or Ringwood
4964 evenings. Delivery possible.
Onkyo 733 stereo amp. New, £85 o.n.o. Akai X200D
stereo 4 track auto rev, as new, £85 o.n.o. Tel.: evenings
Locksheath 84271 ( Southampton).
Motion electronics stereo radio and TV sound tuner as
new, £49.
ADC XLM cartridge new, £ 18.
Tel.:
01-958 9421.
Armstrong G21 amplifier. 12 months old, mint condition, £50 o.n.o. Tel.: 01-570 7697 evenings.
Linsley Hood 75 watt amplifier, carefully constructed
from powertran kit. Performs to specification, £75.
Bowman, The Lighthouse, Park Hill Road, Torquay,
South Devon.

Tel.:

Revox A77/111 Dolby 4-track, superb condition. List
price, £409 will accept £290. D. Le Neve-Foster, 55 Cliff
Drive, Canford Cliffs, Poole, Dorset.

ADC XLM cartridge. unused. £ 12.
Shure VI5.3
stylus assembly unused, £8. Records as new, £ 1 each
including test records. 22 Holland Road, Ampthill,
Bedford. Tel.: Ampthill 402787.

AR 3a speakers pair, for sale, brand new, unused, in
original cartons, purchased one year ago, £ 175. Please
Tel.: 01-659 2768.

Revox Mk. 3, 1122. Revox 3500 microphone, 8 reels
of tape. Thorens TD125 B & C. SME 3009/52. Shure
VIS II. All mint condition. S.a.e. 31 St. Helen's Drive,
Leicester.

Lux 700X Lowther PM6 Mk. l's in polished rosewood
acousta cabinets, Thorens TDI60 with Shure M75
cartridge. All as new, beautiful sound, £225 complete.
No offers. Tel.: Herne Bay 61003 evenings.

Cambridge R.50 speakers. Almost new, £ 115
Buyer to collect, Box No. 2410 ( Essex).

Ortofon SLISE with module, perfect, £ 16. Manager,
543 Christchurch Road, Bournemouth ( mark letters
personal').

Quad FM3 tuner
Northampton 28380.

perfect

condition, £55.

pair.

2 Quad II amps, 22 stereo control, £ 35. FM tuner
free with above (attention needed). Garrard 30I-offers.
Tel • Clark, Berkhamstead 4201

Teac AN80 Dolby unit two months
Accept. £70. Tel.: Brighton 63974.

AR6 Speakers pair. Mint condition in original boxes,
£50.
51
Brynteg Avenue, Bridgend, Glam.
Tel.:
Bridgend 3571.

Pair IMF reference standard monitors, £220. One
ADC26 cartridge, £25. Tel.: Mr. Cawthorne, Woolley
389.

Ferrograph 633 mono. mic.. tapes, £65.
Bitting,
115 Raeburn Place, Sheffield S14 ISH. After 6 p.m.
Akai 4000D, perfect, little use, £50 or part exchange
comparable Dolby cassette machine. Tel.: Worthing
203959.
Uher 4000 report L. Practically unused, including
mains power unit. Nicad battery, charger, etc. All
absolutely pristine.
Disposal due to cancellation of
project. Either sell or exchange for high quality large
reel deck. Tel.: Basingstoke 25198.
Eight Goodmans full range speakers in 2
£80 o.n.o. Tel.: Evenings 021-355 3724.

5ft. cabinets,

Quad 22. 2 amplifiers, FM tuner, Garrard 301. SME
3009, Ortofon SPU in rosewood finish cabinet. Offers.
Tel.: Hunnisett, Heathfield 3395, Sussex.

Complete Hi Fi unit: Pioneer SM83 40 watt/channel
amplifier, Elac Musicord 10 H record deck. two Braun
L50 40 watt speakers, £ 170 o.n.o.
Tel.: Bromley
01-464 6307 anytime.

Maranta 2270 stereo receiver. 83 W channel. 3months
old. As new, £ 300 o.n.o. Also Imperial Six speakers.
2 months old, £ 120 o.n.o. per pair. Box No. 2409.

Shure M7SED/2, £6. Akai microphone, £ 3. Philips
7" L N. Tapes, offers. 3 Brook Close, North Baddesley,
Southampton.

Pair B & W DM2 (damaged cabinets). £85. Metrosound ST60 as new, £42.50. One Wharfedale Unit 3
assembled, £8.50. Ortofon MISE as new, £ 14. One
Shackman Monitor, £25.
Unopened Dynarange 7"
one D.P. one LP.. £3.50. Four Rees Dynarange, £ 3.50.
4 Lemsford Lane, Welwyn Garden City. Tel.: 26873.

Ariston RDII, Acos lustre, ADC XLM. £ 75. Wanted:
Pair Rogers Monitor speakers. Tel.: 01-657 4061.
Stax SR3/SRD5 electrostatic headphones excellent
condition, £ 35.
Hunt, 24 Orchard Road, Birstall,
Leicester.

Armstrong 621 amplifier. Perfect condition, makers
guarantee, £60 o.n.o. P. Dinsdale, 49 Sutherland Drive.
Newcastle, Staffs. Tel.: 0782 614916 (evenings).

For sale: I pair IMF reference standard professional
monitors, £285.
I pair IMF TLS 50. £ 140. Both in
excellent condition. Tel.: Newmarket 3281.

Microphone A.K.G. 0.19 with 32ft. lead ( perfect), £ 16.
Also Reslo (chrome) stand 16 in. extends to 26 in, £3.50.
Tel.: 01-534 2324.

KEF Concertos teak perfect, £ 84
Carrwood Road, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

Rogers Cadet III stereo tuner. amplifier and accessories
in excellent condition, offers near £45. Tel.: Sandwich
3761.

Lowther PM2 drive-units 15 ohms, Mk. 2, £ 12.50;
Mk. I, £ 10; two KEF DN12 crossovers, £ 5. Box No.
2411 Yorkshire.
Quad mono C/U power amp. Garrard 301 with TPA 10
pickup arm. Tannoy cartridge, all in cabinet. Tannoy
York corner speaker, superb sound, offers Ruislip 34576.

FOR SALE PRIVATE-Continued

SERVICING

Cambridge P.100 amplifier in as new condition throughout. 69 watts R.M.S. per channel distortion 0.03% per
Channel. Only those interested in buying this amplifier
for £90 o.n.o. ring me at the number below to arrange a
demonstration.
Also pair of Eagle FF24 midrange
speaker units new and unused part of abandoned speaker
project, cost £ 19•86, £ 15 o.n.o. Thorens TX25 cover for
TDI25 deck hinged, slight mark on surface, £5 o.n.o.
For all above ring Dave Ritchie at 01-686 2599 ext. 15
(day) or Farnborough ( Kent) 59438 (evenings).

o.n.o.

Carr,

38

Complete stereo system in period Sheraton ( reproduction) cabinet. Leak amplifier. Leak tuner. Therens
transcription unit. Pair Dovedale speakers: beautiful
condition, £ 350. Tel.: 0905 24409 (Worcester).

216

old,

unused.

WANTED
Dovedale II wanted. Teak, must be
Fair price paid. Box No. 2403.

n good condition.

Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and Hi -Fi specialists wish to purchase good quality tape and hi-fi equipment for cash. 400 Edgware Road, London W2.
Sound Exchange pay top prices for all tape and hi-fi
equipment. 33 Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill. Tel.:
01-699 5577.
Dual turntable model 1299 preferable.
Street, Tintinhulf Yeovil, Somerset.

Read, 5 Queen

Wanted Celestion Speaker CXI512 in mint condition
specified enclosure considered state if prepared to deliver.
H. Share, 324 Stourbridge Road, Brierley Hill, Staffs.
Leak sandwich speaker original mid-sixties model
sought. Tel.: 061-439 4200 evenings ( Manchester).
Lowther Acousta with PM6 in walnut cabinet.
look immaculate. Tel.: Knott, Brighton 32561.

Must

Revox 36 and 77 tape recorders wanted for spare parts.
Condition immaterial. Box No. 2407 ( London).
Leak sandwich speaker original 15 ohm
speaker system. Tel.: Prestatyn 3641.

model

2

Hi Fi Yearbooks 1956, 1958, 1959. David, 29 Stonerwood Avenue, Hall Green, Birmingham.
Quad AMII tuner European model. Almost any condition considered. Name your price! Tel.: Crayford
(Kent) 27343 any time.
Armstrong 524/2
(Surrey) 61417.

SM

stereo

tuner.

Tel.:

Woking

FOR SALE TRADE— Continued

FOR SALE TRADE—Continued

WANTED—Continued
Wharfedale 12" coaxial speaker in mahogany bass
reflex cabinet 37" ( inc. 2" legs) • 21"
14 - to match my
own for stereo. Tel.: Manchester 061-224 4089 evenings.
Goldring G99 motor. Decca super arm and microlift.
Mint. Tel.: Eccleston ( Lanes) 451638.
Dovedale II wanted. Teak must he in good condition.
Fair price paid. lio, No. 2403

FOR SALE—trade
PICKUPS & CARTRIDGES
PRICES INCLUDING POSTAGE
Cartridge
Stylus
ADC
£17.50
£11.00 (RVL)
VLM
£21 00
£13-75 (RXL)
XLM
£16 00 (F126)
£38 00
26
DECCA
£4 00
£1 50
Deram .
£2-25
£5-00
Deram Elliptical.
£20-00
London .
GOLDRING
£2.25 (0120)
£2 95
G850
£2.25 (D110)
£3 95
G800
£6 25
£5-50 (D 110E)
G800E
£6 50
£3.25 (D 30)
G820
£15 00
£1 l - 00 (D130SE)
G820SE
£4-00
El - 25
CS90/7
£5-50
£2-50
CS9I/E
GRADO
£4-50 ( FTR/S)
£5 50
FTR
ORTOFON
£7 00
£10 50
FI5E
£17-00
£25 50
MI5E Super
RONETTE
£3 50
£250 ( DM500/7)
SM 500 7 ..
SHURE
£3 50
£2.50 (N3D)
M3D
£4-25
£3 50 (N447)
M447
£4 00 (N 44E)
£4.75
M44E
£5•25
£4 50 (N 55E)
MS5E
£5.25 (N75G 11)
£7.75
M75G 11
£7 00
£4 50 (N7513)
M75B II
£8 00
£5 00 (N75E1)
M75E1 II ..
£9.75
£7 00 (N75ED)
M75ED II ..
£12 00 (VN35E)
£26 75
V15 III.
SONOTONE
£1 75 £ 100
9TAHC
PICKUP ARMS
Colton MC101
£19 00
Acos Lustre
£20.00
SME 3009/52 , mp £31-00

••
••
••
••
••

••
••
.•
••
.•
.•

N.B.: All our prices include postage and VAT.
All cartridges despatched by recorded delivery by
return post. Mail order only.
Send Cheque P.O. with order to:

PICKUPS & CARTRIDGES

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES

CD

PYNAIR & MAN
PATTERNS
from I8p per sq ft

ANY SIZE CUT
B.A.F. WADDING
1" thick, Superior Quality

10-6 p.m. Mon.- Fri.

Moores HiFi for A.R., I.M.F., B & W, Spendor, Quad,
Marantz. Videotone, Rodgers Monitors, at 58 Frances
Street, Newtownards, County Down, Northern Ireland.
Newtownards 2417,

LINSLEY HOOD
HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIERS
Available in Kit Form from

LONG-HAIRED PURE WOOL FIBRES

325 FORE STREET, LONDON N9 OPE.

90 p per ll)

\
fuight

plus 10p per lb. p &

p

TERYLENE
2" thick, Superior Quality
£ 1.26 p per sq. yd. ( 24" x54")
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width
ACOUSTICALLY-TRANSPARENT

BLACK FOAM PADDING
32p per square foot
Fabric Samples and Fitting
Instructions for all materials,
7p stamps.
All items except wool are post free, by return.

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, YORKSHIRE

TELERADIO HI-FI
Lists gladly sent against S.A.E. Also stocked. KEF
Speaker Units, T27, 8110 and B139, plus EMI
Speaker Kit Systems.
Styli. Finest quality for most crystal and magnetic
cartridges: double diamond, diamond, diamond/sapphire,
double sapphire, sapphire, at lowest prices. Quick service.
Free list sent for s.a.e. Felstead Electronics ( HEN),
Longley Lane. Galley. Cheadle. Cheshire SKS 4EE.

SITUATIONS VACANT

01-802 4131
Is your future worth a phone call?
We urgently require Retail Managers
and all grades of Salesmen.
If you are looking for a secure and
highly paid job, in and around London,
contact: Reg Rogers,

(Telephone 0757 85-206)

AUDIO ADAPTOR UNITS
Having problems connecting two
tape recorders to your amplifier?
Solve them with one of our large
range of Adaptor Units.

HOLDINGS
39 41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn.
Tel.: 59595 6
Closed Thursdays.

80p per square yard ( 24" x54")
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width

Box No. 30, Enfield, Middlesex.
Tel.: 01-366 5015.

CASH 8« CARROT ! !
Discount for cash? 2 Year guarantee?
Dems.? Personal service? Own service
department? Acoustic Research. Stanton. Rogers BBC Monitor. Quad. Sugden. Trio. Leak. Tandberg. Thorens.
Jensen. Shure. SME. Stax, etc., etc.

•0
• •

Please send stamp for free catalogue.
M.A.C. Ltd, Dept. G.I., 17 Bathley Street,
Nottingham NG2 2U. Tel.: ( 0602) 862 647.

World's Finest Acoustic Grille Cloth

ACOUSTONE
Fabulous designs exclusive to UPL

SOUND CENTRE LTD,
105 Lawrence Road, London, N.I 5
Tel

A.D. HiFi Cabinets are individually made so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch with your
phone number, or visit our works. We will quote if me
are able to help. A. Davis & Co., 56 Wellesley Road,
London NW5. Tel.: 01-485 5775.
Overseas customers supplied with Records and Musical
Instruments free of British tax. Cheaper for quantities.
Orders over £ 10 post free. All British orders post free.
Ron's Music Shop ( Export) Ltd, 25 Ilford Lane, Ilford,
Essex, England.

HARDMAN RADIO

SALESMEN

Send 10p for pattern card
UPL, Compton House, 35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey. Tel. 01-942 9567
W.S.L. Blank Disc shows how well your pickup is
performing. Detects side thrusting immediately and the
mirror-like surface of the vinyl disc reflects the under
side of your cartridge and stylus, making it possible to
align your pickup accurately. 83p post free. The Wilson
Stereo Library Limited, 104-106 Norwood High Street,
London SE27.

REFRESH

YOUR

EARS

by listening to W 0 OLLETT Speakers as demonstrated by Tom Joyce of Ramsgate.
Audio
Specialists for over 35 years. Trust your ears—
they will do more than any ad. man. Personal
service.

TOM JOYCE

147 Boundary Road, Ramsgate, KENT

CROSSOVER COMPONENT KITS
Frisby, Hi Fi News, February 1974
Hutch, Hi Fi News. May 1974
Rogers. Hi Fi Ans.. August 1973
Colloms, Pop., Hi Fi, April 1973
STC 4001 TWEETERS
GRILLE FABRICS
LONG FIBRE WOOL
INPUT PANELS
INDUCTORS CAPACITORS
BAF WADDING
5 WATT RESISTORS
50 ohm POTENTIOMETERS
ACOUSTICALLY TRANSPARENT FOAM
8 ohm ' L PAD ATTENUATORS
3p stamps plus large stamped addressed
envelope for fabric samples, details and
price list

FALCON ELECTRONICS
Dept. HFN, 33 Station Road,
Bexhill- on- Sea, Sussex

217

01-802 4131

Are you fed up with your job and do you have
a flair for hi-fi?
If so, and you feel that you would like to join
a new team at the North West's largest hi-fi
centres, then there are a number of opportunities available at our Liverpool, Manchester and Preston stores for Senior and
Junior Salesmen.
You

must have a flair and enthusiasm for

Excellent salaries and future prospects with
the expanding company.
Write with full details of age and experience to
The Managing Director, Hardman Radio,
33 Dale Street, Liverpool L2 2HF.

SITUATIONS VACANT-Continued

STUDIO FACILITIES-Continued

Experienced HiFi and/or Photographic Salesman
required in busy central Croydon shop selling top
quality equipment. Holiday arrangements honoured.
Salary by negotiation. Applications to the Managing
Director, Camera Centre, 96 Whitgift Centre, Croydon.
Tel.: 686 8393/4.

Sound News Productions. Britain's oldest full-time Tape/
Disc/Tape Transfer Service. Pressings for private and for
the trade. Fund-raising Advisory Service for Societies,
Choirs, Bands (Give-away Slimdiscs). Modern Studio
Facilities (Steinway Grand), Ferrographs serviced. 18
Blenheim Road, London, W.4. Tel.: 01-995 1149.
Warren Recordings (A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc pressings.
Mobile. 59 Hensdale Avenue, London NW4. Tel.:
o1-203 0106

First class technical man required with a good
practical knowledge of electronics and the ability
to control small workshop for a leading Hi Fi
business, dealing with all aspects of HiFi equipment. Located in pleasant west country city.
Well paid post that could lead to a directorship
for suitable person.
Box No. 2400
Senior Service Engineer wanted by established hi fi
and record dealer in central Manchester. Must have
sound theoretical background in addition to practical
experience. Good salary, good conditions and excellent
prospects. Apply in confidence to Ian Cosens, Avgarde
Gallery
Ltd., King's House, King Street West,
Manchester 3.

RECORDS FOR SALE

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters.
Studio/mobile. Neuman disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 0483
61684.
J. & B. Recordings. Tapes to disc-latest high level
disc cutting, all speeds. Mastering pressings, studios,
mobile. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. Tel.:
Mitcham 9952.

RECORDS MADE TO ORDER
DEMO DISCS.
MASTERS FOR
RECORD COMPANIES

7in. Records manufactured from your own tapes in
our own pressing plant-speedy delivery. Yarmouth
Recording Studios, 112 Beach Road, Scratby, Great
Yarmouth, Norfolk. Tel.: Great Yarmouth 57989 or
730136.

VINYLITE
PRESSINGS

Single discs, 1-20, Mono or Stereo, delivery 4 days,
from your tapes. Quantity runs 25 to 1,000 records
PRESSED IN VINYLITE IN OUR OWN PLANT.
Delivery 3-4 weeks. Sleeves/Labels. Finest quality
NEUMANN STEREO/Mono Lathes. We cut for
many Studios UK/OVERSEAS. SAE list.
DEROY RECORDS
PO Box 3, Hawk Street, Carnforth, Lancs.
Tel.: 2273.

Ini

b

recording and
transcription service

Vinyl pressings and acetate demodiscs. Limiting,
compression and equalisation facilities; high undistorted cutting levels with feedback cutter heads.
Booklet available.
ST. MICHAEL'S, SHINF1ELD ROAD,
SHINFIELD GREEN, READING, BERKS.
Tel. 0734 84487
Member A.P.R.S .

Classical LPs at bargain prices. Send for lists. Francis,
1 Wordsworth Mansions, Queen's Club Gardens,
London WI4.

W.H.M.
20W AUDIO

American soundtracks, original casts and personality
LP's. Catalogue 81.00 deductable on first order. Use
international money order.
Sound Track Album
Retailers, Dept. 82, Box 850, Arroyo Grande, California
93420, U.S.A.

POWER
AMPLIFIER

RECORDS WANTED

involves radical departures in conception.
* Class A performance with Class B economy.

Bought for cash-unwanted classical stereo LPs in
perfect condition. Best prices paid. Send lists. Francis,
1 Wordsworth Mansions, Queen's Club Gardens,
London WI4.

<:11$1:65/0 at all frequencies and power levels.
* No crossover distortion.
•
* Unsurpassed stability into reactive loads.

STUDIO FACILITIES

C716-1-VAlr. £ 15 per stereo pair inc.
Full spec. on written request.

courvry

RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes. Tel.: Bracknell 4935. London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berkshire.

Sydney Flouse, :35 Villiers Road, Watford
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To match the sound of live music the Royal Opera House chose AR-LST speakers

In the production of Don Giovanni that Colin
Davis conducted at the Royal Opera House
recently, the directors came up against a
rather unusual problem: How to enhance
the drama of the famous graveyard
encounter between the Don and the
ghostly statue of the slain Commendatore.
Without of course, doing violence to
Mozart's musical fabric.
The solution was for Covent Garden
technicians to conceal one of their
AR-LST speakers systems beneath the
grillework of the stage and feed the voiceof
the Commendatore to it from amicrophone
located in the wings. In this way, a statue' on
stage could appear to sing its prophecies
to the errant Don without abandoning its
stony pose.
The Royal Opera House purchased their
AR-LST's for anumber of uses. They have
been used for the offstage brass band in
Aida, for example, the voices of the

underworld in the final scene of Don
Giovanni, and the taped sequences in
Benjamin Britten's Owen VVingrave.
It takes acertain kind of speaker system to
fill this kind of musical need: one designed
for the accurate reproauction of souno.
Because only such aspeaker system can

create the illusion that you are hearing
music and nota loudspeaker.
AR themselves have produced public
demonstrations in which the audience was
asked to try to distinguish between the
performance of live musicians on stage and
recordings of the same music reproduced
over AR loudspeakers - the same AR
loudspeakers that were designed for home
listening. It's adifficult test but avalid one.
Because at Acoustic Research, the
accurate reproduction of music is what
loudspeakers are all about
The AR-LST, as well as other AR speaker
systems of lower cost, is available from
selected hi-fi dealers.
Write to the address below for further
details.
Acoustic Research International
High Street Houghton Regis. Beds
Phone .(0582) 603151

A TELEDYNE COMPANY

Revox at Lamb House. Church Street, Chiswick, London W4 2PB
Revox Corporation in USA; 155 Michael Drive. Syosset, N.Y 1179

and 3637 Cahuer.ga Blvd. West. Hollywood, California 90068

Revox Sales all Serr, ice
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